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REVIEW OF THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE AGARD AD HOC COMMITTEE . 

ON ENGINE AIRPLANE INTERFERENCE AND WALL CORRECTIONS IN TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

Antonio Ferri' 
Director, Aerospace Laboratory 

Astor Professor of Aerospace Sciences 
New York University 
Bronx/ New York 10453 

Recent developments of high performance airplanes have generated requirements for the prediction of 
the aerodynamic performance of airplane designs with high accuracy, certainly better than that which is 
presently possible with available experimental techniques. As a result, a critical review of present 
methods for prediction of performances from model and component experimental data is taking place.  In 
many NATO nations the development of better experimental techniques is in progress; such activities are 
carried on at a national level. Special attention is given to the transonic range at low lift or high 
L/D where small difference in flow produces large differences in performance. For this reason, the Direc- 
tor of the AGARD, supported by the National Delegates, has initiated an Ad Hoc Committee activity for the 
purpose of generating a direct exchange of. information and technical opinions,and of stimulating joint pro- 
grams in this field. The topics considered-by the Ad Hoc Committee are related to two specific problems in 
transonic tests: (1) correct representation in wind tunnel tests of the interaction between engine flow 
and airplane characteristics; (2) wall interference at high lift. 

The Committee consisted of specialists from different nations nominated by the National Delegates. 
The Ad Hoc Committee has performed this task and has prepared a set of recommendations included in this 
report that now should be followed up by existing permanent committees. The purpose of my presentation is 
to review briefly some of the recommendations related to engine interference and outline areas where 
additional activities are required.  The operation of the Committee has been organized as follows: 

The Committee prepared a questionnaire which was sent to selected organizations interested in this 
problem in each country. The objective of the questionnaire was to obtain consistent and comparable sets 
of information on the approaches used to simulate engine interference and to evaluate the effects of in- 
complete simulation of wind tunnel tests and on the type of corrections used for evaluating wall inter- 
ference, especially at high lift.  In addition, justification was requested on the lack of correction 
when corrections were not performed, and on the wind tunnel turbulence and its effect on the results. 

The results of the different contributions were summarized by members of the Committee and presented 
in an organized form to a meeting of Specialists. Such summaries have been published by the AGARD and 
are available. At this meeting, only one representative of each organization that replied to the ques- 
tionnaire was invited; no observers were present. The main part of the meeting was devote^ to the dis- 
cussion and preparation of the recommendations.All of the activities were initiated and concluded during 
the period of one year. 

The Propulsion and Energetic Panel plans to continue such type of activities in the field of engine air- 
plane interference with the help of the Fluid Dynamics Panel, and has asked me to outline a possible follow- 
up program. My plan is to continue activities in the field of engine airplane integration problems outlined 
by the Ad Hoc Committee and to propose a meeting for next year, organized along the same line of operation. 
I will discuss some of the topics now, where in my opinion a joint effort could be justified in order to 
obtain your suggestions and comments before fixing the program. 

The problems to be investigated can be divided into two separate groups: „ . 

1) Prediction of flight characteristics of the inlet and nozzle design from an engine 
performance point of view. 

2) Determination of the interaction between the engine power plants and the airplane 
and efforts of such interaction on airplane -performances. 

An optimization of installation needs a good compromise between the two requirements.  The most important 
topics related to the first group discussed by the panel are inlet characteristics, nozzle characteristics 
and definition of engine thrust for a given nozzle design. 

Usually in the design and investigation of inlet performances, only the front part of the airplane is 
considered to be important and approximately represented in the tests. Usually the inlet in the inlet 
tests does not feed an engine; therefore, the exhaust areas of the duct is much larger than the exhaust 
area of the actual engine, and thus  the rear part of the model is quite different from the actual air- 
plane design.  Figure 1 is a typical model used for these kind of tests.  In some cases, the characteris- 
tics of the flow downstream can affect substantially the flow entering the inlet and the flow field in the 
region of the boundary layer scoops or boundary layer bleeds. The Committee recommended that this possi--.. ._ 
bility be clearly recognized and that in each inlet tested in transonic flow some effort should be devoted 
to ascertain that the downstream effects, however small, are correctly represented.  The results of this 
investigation should be attached to any report describing the experimental results. The Committee feels 
that such problems can be solved more easily for engine installations attached to the fuselage, while it 
is more difficult for the podded engine installation because the exhaust of the engine affects all of the 
flow field (Figs. 2-3). Attempts are often made to test the inlet at lower entering mass flow and then correc- 
tions are introduced to extrapolate performances to the correct mass flow.  Such corrections are inaccuarate at 

•fChairman, AGARD Ad Hoc Committee on Engine Airplane Interference and Wall Corrections in Transonic Wind 
Tunnel Tests 
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transonic flow, because of the possibility of discontinuous variation of the flow due to small changes of 
inlet mass flow. Here methods to add energy to the inlet flow are required. 

The approach of engine simulators developed recently appear interesting. However, it is not clear that 
the present activities are completely satisfactory, because some of the engine simulations do not represent 
correctly the scaling parameters that define the mixing characteristics downstream of the engine.  In some 
of the simulations, only the bypass flow is ingested while the mass of the main engine is not ingested by 
the .simulator inlet; therefore, the inlet conditions are not simulated.  Differences in mass flow between 
15 and 25% are accepted.  Figure 3 indicates a comparision between a simulator used in one of the tests 
and the actual engine installation.  The difference can be important in the region of the inlet.  The 
difference can and should be eliminated by passing more air across the fan; therefore, by passing the 
correct mass flow through the inlet, an attempt should be made to improve the conditions in the rear.  My 
intention is to consider this problem as one of the problems to be investigated in the next phase of the 
work.  An actual simulator design is shown in Fig. A. \ 

Usually, boundary layer scoops and airplane shapes in front of the inlet are scaled geometrically in 
the tests. Sometimes the geometry of the scoop is changed in such a way that the inlet is free from in- 
gesting low energy boundary layer. This is obtained by increasing the size of the boundary layer scoop. 
The problem of correct aerodynamic representation of the airplane configuration when tested at Reynolds 
numbers different from flight is an important problem that exists for all airplane components.  Such 
problems have not been considered carefully up until now. While the problem of Reynolds number simulation 
for the complete configuration requires large facilities, the problem of better simulation of local con- 
ditions can be achieved in present facilities.  For example, the airplane shape should be changed to take 
into account different displacement thicknesses in order to have the correct pressure distribution; additional 
tests should be made in order to obtain boundary layer scoop drag and inlet performances especially at 
transonic speed when shock waves are found.  Special attention should be given to the simulation of 
induced fields due to the fuselage in the front of the inlet.  Present methods for evaluating scoop, bleed 
drag, and spillage drag do not take into account differences in Reynolds numbers and are neither standard 
or satisfactory.  In addition, the approach used is seldom defined in the report. The Committee felt that 
the AGARD should take the initiative to try to define acceptable standards for the performance of such 
tests. This is the second topic that I consider for future work. 

One of the important quantities to be measured in the inlet is the mass flow. Usually the mass flow j 
is obtained through flow meters that are calibrated with high accuracy before the tests under uniform J 
stagnation conditions.  In inlet tests, the stagnation conditions often are not uniform because the model 1 
temperature is different from the stagnation temperature of the tunnel and a large amount of distortion 
exists ahead of the flow meter. The required accuracy of the order of 1 - 0,5% cannot be insured unless , j 
more complex calibrations are performed. 

The dynamic characteristics of the inlet are important; however, scaling criteria are not available 
and therefore reduced scale measurements are not completely satisfactory. Additional work is especially 
required in order to analyze more accurately the interaction between inlet and engine at the interface 
for bypass engines. Here the one-dimensional type of analysis does not apply. 

In relation to the nozzle design, several shortcomings have been pointed out by the Committee, 
First, the nozzle characteristics as a function of geometry are usually obtained from separate tests where 
the engine flow is not simulated and without correct representation of distortion of stagnat^n_cjondj^ions 
or cor r ec t_ £fepre. sent ation ofthe exte rn a 1 f low.' ÜsToäl!XyT~enlP^ir^ a con- 
verging nozzle. These characteristics are used to obtain performances of the engine using a different 
nozzle by correcting the measured engine performance on the basis of the difference of performances be- 
tween the new nozzle and the nozzle used in the tests.  In the engine tests, the external flow is not simu- 
lated; however, in a converging nozzle, the performance of the nozzle is affected by the distribution of the 
stagnation condition of the internal flow and by the external conditions of the flow because these condi- 
tions affect the shape of the sonic line (Fig. 7). The characteristics of the nozzles are measured in 
facilities using cold air and having uniform stagnation conditions where the external flow is often 
simulated. Then the data for the engines are corrected using the measured nozzle characteristics and by 
assuming average properties of the engine flow upstream of the nozzle.  This method used for the determina- 
tion of performances is approximate and can introduce errors of one or two percent for flows having large 
gradients of stagnation properties. In Figs. 8, 9, and 10, results of an analysis are presented that 
clarify the sources of such error. A nozzle configuration has been analyzed having a given mass flow, 
and constant average stagnation conditions, discharging in a converging and slightly diverging nozzle. 
In one case uniform conditions p0x and T0]_ are assumed to exist at the entrance of the nozzle, while 
in other cases a distribution either of stagnation temperature, or stagnation pressure, or both, are 
assumed to exist. The assumed distribution is shown in Fig. 8,  The average conditions are the same in    , 
all cases. The sonic line shape and the Mach number at the throat are shown 'in Figs, 9 and 10. The    / 
throat area has been adjusted slightly in each case to have the mass flow constant. Loss of total impulse^ 
occurs because of the presence of viscosity and heat conduction when gradients are present. The losses  | : 
are largest when stagnation pressure and temperature are variable and are of the order of 2.5% of the   J Ij 
total temperature of the jet. The corresponding loss in thrust is much larger than this value.      .^J 

The performances of actual nozzles for different flight conditions are often obtained from cold tests. 
For many flight conditions, separation occurs either inside or outside of the nozzle. The separated flow 
region is not represented correctly by cold tests because the separation depends strongly on the mixing 
between the external and internal flows. The mixing is controlled by the ratio between velocity and 
density of the internal and external flows that are not simulated in cold tests; therefore, the extrapola- 
tion of such data to flight conditions can introduce errors. 

Figures 11 and 12 show a typical installation used frequently for investigating the Interaction between 
internal and external flows.  The inlets  in the case, shown in Fig 12, are not represented, but are sub- 
stituted by a faired surface and the air is carried through the support in the fuselage. All boundary 
conditions that influence the region of separation , such as pressure distribution, boundary layers, etc., 
are not simulated in such tests.  The problem is more complex in many present engine installations where 
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bypass or cooling air is injected in the nozzle.  Such air usually has stagnation conditions that 
are different from the stagnation conditions of the external and engine flows, (Fig. 13).  The mixing 
of these flows depends on the actual stagnation conditions of the different flows, and the drag of 

the nozzle or drag of the external part of the airplane is influenced by these quantities. However, 
these quantities are not usually simulated correctly in the present testing techniques, even when engine 
simulators are used.  The drag of the rear part of the airplane at transonic speed can be 30 to 40% of the 
total drag of the airplane for a two engine configuration.  Such a quantity cannot be obtained accurately 
from wind tunnel test methods used at the present.time. 

When podded engines are investigated, the flow from the engines affect the aerodynamics of the air- 
plane. Even where simulators are used and the inlet mass flow is correctly represented, the flow displace- 
ment produced by the engine flow is usually not accurately represented. This lack of correct representation 
can introduce in some cases differences in the local flow field.  A correct representation of the mixing 

downstream of the engine requires that the stagnation conditions of the engine jet are correctly repre- 
sented; otherwise, the mixing of the two streams produces different displacement thickness.  Figure 14 
indicates the variation of streamtube area due to mixing at constant pressure for different jet conditions, 
and different engines discharging in a single nozzle.  When the interference between the engine and wing 
is important, such interference can be evaluated only by means of much more sophisticated experimental 

techniques. No indication of the importance of such effects is available, and the importance depends on 
the configuration. As a conclusion, the Committee felt that the tests, either of components or of the complete 

model, as performed up until now do not represent the best possible effort. Many factors introduce 

errors in the results. Reynolds numbers, support interference, aeroelastic effects on the model, tunnel 
calibration, and wall interaction are very important parameters. However, additional parameters that 
are also very important are accurate determination of inlet performance actual engine thrust with a given 

nozzle, nozzle performance and accurate representation of engine airplane interference. The present require- 
ments of very accurate predictions are above the possibilities of present experimental techniques.  There- 

fore, a concentrated effort to improve accuracy of present experimental methods is justified, and the 
present situation, where more accurate results are requested, without giving the experimental groups 
the possiblity of improving experimental techniques should be changed. 

The introduction of the engine simulators appears very promising for better determination of installed 
engine performances and engine airframe interference; however, it complicates substantially the experimental 
techniques.  In addition, sufficient effort has been devoted to obtaining satisfactory simulation.  An 
additional shortcoming in all of these problems is that many of the problems are not openly recognized 
by the users of the data, and the experimental methods are not standardized. 

The Propulsion and Energetics Panel of the AGARD will try to organize an effort to outline some of the 

possible efforts required to try to overcome some of these difficulties. 

•o 
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FIG.1    TYPICAL INLET TEST MODEL 

FIG.2    TURBOFAN UNDER A WING 
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INLETS-AIRPLANE TESTING IN TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

P. JAARSHA 

NATIONAL AEROSPACE LABORATORY NLR 

...-...-    AMSTERDAM 

'.'-'•'$&•'        THE NETHERLANDS. 

SUMMARY 

In this paper the results and recommendations on 

inlet testing in transonic wind tunnels, as obtained 

from the AOARD Ad Hoc Study on"Engine-Airplane Inter- 

ference in Transonic Tests" are discussed in more detail. 

Speet-al attention will he dii acted towards mass flow 

measurements, external drag determination, boundary 

layer representation for diverters and bleeds, and un- 

steady flow phenomena in inlets. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In April 1970 an Ad Hoc Committee was initiated by the Director of AQARD and supported by the National 
Delegates Board, under leadership of Prof. A. Ferri, for the purpose of studying the general problem of 
performance predictions of aircraft from wind tunnel data and engine specifications, particularly at 
transonic speeds. The object was to review the various techniques as used in the AGARD countries and, if 
possible,to make recommendations for further studies. 
In the spring of 1970 a questionnaire was distributed among aeronautical laboratories operating transonic 

wind tunrtels, aircraft manufacturers, engine companies, and airplane operators. The questionnaire contain- 
ed specific questions regarding inlets, engine thrust and exhausts and generally asked for information on 
test procedures, techniques, applied corrections, obtained and required accuracies and, if available, 
comparison between wind tunnel data and free flight data. The response to the questionnaire was very good; 
all leading aviation companies, establishments and agencies in the AGARD countries cooperated in the study. 
In September 1970 a specialists meeting was held discussing the advantages and limitations of the various 
techniques and procedures, observing missing or weak links and recommending further work. 
The conclusions and recommendations are written by Prof. A. Ferri, the Ad Hoc Study Group chairman, and 
the technical informations as gathered from this study has been reported by the present author (l). This 
paper is a summary of the information as obtained on inlet testing in wind tunnels in the transonic 
speed regime. 
The development of high ^^Crrmance aircraft requires the prediction of aerodynamic performances with 
such high precision, wlL%fe';i: vabove what is currently possible with available technique. This is especial- 
ly true for the transonic flight regime, which is of importance for transports and fighters, the former 
for economic cruise reasons, the latter for ferry and combat missions. 
Since the exerted net thrust by the engine as felt by the airframe is of primary importance in the 
analysis of the engine airframe integration, most emphasis has been given to the thrust and drag components 
as obtained from wind tunnel measurements and engine test bench data. Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic re- 
presentation of an highly integrated airframe installation. The various drag terms due to engine installat- 
ion are defined below. These definitions are not standard however and are not used in a similar manner by 
each group. Fig. 2 shows the usual bookkeeping procedure for combining all test results to provide 
compatible thrust and drag performance predictions. In general four models in the thrust minus drag count- 
ing are used: (a) the aeroforce model with a reference mass flow through the inlet, (b) the sting effects 
model, for corrections on the data of the aeroforce model due to the support system, (c) the inlet drag 
model or propulsion model yielding data on corrections due to the interference between the internal inlet 
flow and the external flow, and data on inlet performance, and (d) the jet effects model yielding correct- 
ions on the afterbody aerodynamics and nozzle performance in the external flow field. 
This summary will concern.only the models (a) and (c)j the latter being rather obvious, the former for 
reasons of correcting the isäfoforce data due to the intern...1 flow, 

AEROFORCE MODELS 

For aeroforce models of almost all jet powered aircraft the inlet mass flow is usually completely or 
almost completely simulated. The basic force coefficients (lift, drag, moments, etc.) are determined from 
such models when the measured data from pressure plotting or balance readings are corrected for the in- 
ternal flow through the inlet. A clear statement regarding conditions when complete inlet mass flow du- 
plication is required to minimize the uncertainties of wind tunnel aerodynamic data is not possible on 
the basis of past experience. Aircraft which cruise in the transonic speed regime require accurate 
accounting for inlet mass flow ratio since both aerodynamic and propulsion performance are sensitive to 
mass flow ratio operating conditions. Vehicles of the type which require a rapid acceleration through 
transonic Mach numbers are also affected by the direct and indirect effects of mass flow ratio, since 
aircraft thrust minus drag is usually a minimum at these conditions. 

Two techniques exist for inlet mass flow simulation at transonic speeds namely, flow-through inlets 
or pods, and use of powered engine simulators. The former is the simplest and is generally used in the 
early stage of wind tunnel testing. In order to apply this technique three conditions must be met: 

- adequate exit area * - 
- low pressure at exit, preferably below ambient 
- low total head losses in the internal duct. 
Regulation of the inlet airflow below maximum can be accomplished by inserting restrictions in the 

ducit. The advantage of this technique besides its simplicity is its consequent ease of measuring forces. 
The main disadvantage is the need for increased exit area compared to the real jet exhaust which must in- 
volve geometric distortion e.g. incorrect nacelle length or boattail angle or elimination of turbine 
afterbody in case of podded fans. For complete aircraft models such as with podded engine installations 
this increased exit area might be unacceptable and geometric scaled engine pod models are used in that 
case. The value of these pods is then not to simulate inlet flow, but to simulate an entire nacelle- 
pylon system. Effects of various pod and pylon contours and mounting positions on airplane stability and 
drag can be evaluated from increments obtained from flow-through pod-on models. Optimum configurations 
can then be investigated further with more refined techniques such as powered simulators or blown na- 
celles. Use of turbine driven fan jet simulators is a recent development, which extends the power-off • 
simulation of the flow-through pod to include some effects of both primary and fan exhausts. It is 
practice now-a-days that this technique is applied in the final complete wind tunnel models. 

The external drag is usually the most difficult problem of measurement. Fig. 3 poses the usual 
questions and dilemmas that the experimentalist encounters when planning a complete aeroforce aircraft 
model for wind tunnel testing with one of its objectives being the representation and measurement of the 
engine nacelle drag. The questions posed are of course only concerned with the Inlets and the shape of 
the model; there are similar questions associated with the representation of the jet exhaust flow. 

The external drag is defined as the sum of the longitudinal forces acting on the force boundaries 
of the pre-entry streamtube and those parts of the body and wing which are wetted by the external flow 
(but excluding any base area of the nacelles). 
Drag coefficient of the full scale aircraft is then: 

CD       =  °D   " °D.   ~ CD       - CD + CD 
aircraft     Bal    Dase   internal    2„ f .   , 

external aircraft 
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= drag coefficient of complete configuration (including nacelles) measured in the 
wind tunnel. This term will include corrections associated with the model support 
system e.g. forces due to model definition to permit rear sting mounting. This 
is done by testing a model with a correct rear fuselage shape mounted on a twin 
sting support. 

= drag coefficient of any unrepresentative installation base 

= skin friction drag coefficient appropriate to all model surfaces wetted by 
external flow. 

= external skin friction drag coefficient of the aircraft at full scale Reynolds 
number 

= standard internal drag coefficient 

= - net standard thrust coefficient 
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Use of this function is vers-aseaifitical at supersoni speeds and choked exit conditions, especially if 
Moo~ 2, than this function is about zero. 

Hence, in general four measurements are necessary to determine external drag of a model with free 
flow through the engine ducts: (a) overall force measurement, (b) nacelle and body base pressure, (c) 
static pressure distribution in the internal flow at or close to its exit, and (d) pitot pressure 
distribution in the internal flow at or close to its exit. Fig. 4a and b illustrate two examples for exit 
flow surveys of aeroforce models showing both static and total pressure probes. Typical surveys contain 
some 30 to 120 pitot pressures and some 15 to 50 static pressures. In tests at transonic speeds it is 
necessary to measure internal flow by means of a few fixed pitot tubes supported from the duct walls at 
the same time as the base pressure and force measurements are made. These few pitot measurements are then 
used to assess the absolute level of pitot tube measurements taken when surveying the exit flow in a 
separate tunnel run. 

SPECIAL INLET MODELS 

Special inlet models are tested on a larger scale than aeroforce models which give first the inlet 
performance, and second refined corrections for the aircraft characteristics as determined from the aero- 
force model for the complete envelope of the engine(s) operating regimes. Fig. 5 gives an example of 
such a bookkeeping procedure, particularly devoted to the inlet drag terms. In the connotation of this 
figure the AS „ value would be applied to the vehicle drag polar as obtained from the aeroforce model. 
Compatibility is maintained between external aerodynamic and propulsion forces by correcting the install- 
ed engine thrust, F , by the change in inlet drag from the basic inlet to the propulsion reference inlet, 
AD- (a similar correction is included for the nozzle afterbody, Ali.). The AD- correction consists of 

several incremental components which are mentioned in this figure. 
In designing such m inlet model for wind tunnel testing, again several questions must be answered. 

The major questions are: a) the degree of airframe representation, wings? tail planes? Jet flow?, b) how 
should the fuselage and compression surface boundary layers be represented (diverter size and bleed), 
c) the degree of simulation of the bleed and bypass exit conditions, and d) what is the most appropriate 
model testing scheme. 

Regarding the first questions, at transonic speeds the upstream airframe surfaces and to a great 
extent the downstream surfaces must be simulated at inlet tests in the wind tunnel. Usually a compromise 
must be made between what is practical and what is desirable. At least checks should be made that 
neglected surface, exhaust or system simulation does not influence the required results or can be account- 
ed for by some other means. No standard Tules are available which can give a priori an indication of the 
interference effects of downstream surfaces on the flow near the inlet, for measuring the inlet drag 
terms. 

TECHNIQUES 

The second important decision that must be made for the design of the special inlet drag model is 
whether the complete inlet model (i.e. inlet plus fuselage or wing) is mounted on a balance or only the 
inlet. Fig. 6 depicts an arrangement where the inlet alone is mounted on the balance. This leads to 
measurement of smaller forces, with those associated with the inlet being predominant. In addition the 
means of measuring the internal mass flow can be located whereever desired and whatever means necessary 
to ensure accurate measurement can be introduced (e.g. screens, venturi, multi tube rakes etc.) easily. 
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The disadvantages are: (a) the sealing problems at the junction between the metric and non-metric 
portions of the duct, (b) the accurate measurement of forces on parts of the fuselage on the balance that 
could change as inlet flow conditions change, (c) the difficulties of measuring momentum of the internal 
flow at the duct junction position where the flow may still be quite non-uniform, and (d) the general 
difficulties of interpreting forces measured on only part of a model. Changes of geometry which lead to 
changes of pressure on non-metric parts of the model can lead to spurious conclusions as to the efficien- 
cy of the geometric changes being studied. Inlet flow is discharged through an extended duct far enough 
downstream to avoid any influence on the inlet. Pig. 7 shows a solution to the same problem, where larger 
forces are measured by the balance as in fig. 6. This arrangement better includes the complete effect of 
inlet, bypass and bleed changes on the inlet + forebody performance as measured by the balance with the 
disadvantage of yielding less refined data. The metric line is provided along the cylindrical part of the 
model, where the external flow is almost uniform. The seal is rolled on itself if the metric part is 
translated, sothat the reaction is constant. This sealing technique seems to be very satisfactory. Pig. 8 
shows the method where the complete model is mounted on the balance, and only the units used for travers- 
ing the internal flow for measurement of mass flow and momentum are non-metric. The forces being measur- 
ed now include fairly large components (eg base, nose and canopy drag) which are not required. This had 
the effect of inhibiting the reproduction of other components on the model, such as wings, to reduce the 
overall loads and increase the sensitivity of the balance to the force components which are of interest. 
Thus the effect of, say, bypass door operation on the stability of the configuration has to be sacrificed. 
The model tends to become rather long if the flow measurement station is to be at a position where the 
flow is fairly uniform. To avoid difficulties due to shook reflections at low supersonic speeds with a 
long model, the rear half has to be made with constant cross sections; hence true geometrical representat- 
ion may be lost. However, the sealing problems as in fig.6 and 7 at the duct junction have disappeared 
and changes in geometry of the nacelles can be studied with the knowledge that their total effect is 
being measured. The base drag is measured by pitot tubes placed approximately 0,5 mm from the base. The 
base is shrouded to ti-y to produce uniform base pressure under all conditions. 

As seen in the complete model tests, the external drag is determined from three drag measurements! 

external ~ balance   base   internal 

The balance force, D, ,   , needs to be corrected for the base drag, D,   , or by the sealing drag balance °'     base 
(both obtained by pressure plotting), and by the internal drag. The internal drag, D. . , is the difference 
between the freestream momentum minus the impulse at the measuring station or exit. 

The installation drag of podded high bypass fan engine may be as high as 10 °/o of the net engine 
thrust. This fact necessitates careful nacelle and pylon design for such configurations in order to 
minimize unfavourable interference effects. The goal of the inlet designer is to achieve a reduced 
pressure on the external inlet cowl such that the axial component of the integrated relative surface 
pressure results in a thrust force equal to the additive drag. For reversible inviscid flow complete 
additive drag cancellation would occur. To this end isolated inlet tests are performed to obtain optimum 
cowl design at all speeds encountered. As with integrated engine installations for these inlets it is 
possible to approach this problem, at least up to a given Mach number, by studying the force operating on 
the forebody cowl with an integrated balance, and by measuring the internal flow very precisely. 
Alternatively the forces can be obtained from pressure measurements on the forebody cowl and from 
boundary layer measurements for the skin friction. The advantage of this last combination is that a 
'detailed description of the flow can be obtained. This description is necessary to optimize the shroud 
shape. Pig. 9 shows an experimental set up of this approach of an isolated inlet. The external drag 
consists of a term equal to the pressure integration along the deviding stream tube from upstream infinity 
to the external station on the shroud until the point where the external inlet drag is defined (hence 
containing additive drag minus shroud suction force), and of a term representing the external friction 
forces on the inlet shroud, which can be determined from the boundary layer rake measurements. 

This technique has two practical difficulties: 
1. The lip suction force is very strongly influenced by any error in determining the location of the 

stagnation line. » . 
2. An accurate solution for the compressible equations of motion of the flow ahead of the inlet must be 

calculated before the additive drag can be determined and compared with the measured lip suction force. 
Both of these difficulties can be avoided if tests are carried out with an axial force measurement on in- 
let models. An arrangement which is proposed to use in a transonic wind tunnel is shown in figure 10 (3). 
After making the following definitions, 

I' Additive drag    D ,, = J      (p - p^ )dA 
AQQ 

A4 S4 
Suction thrust   T,  - /  (p    p)dA - J   X     dS 

Al    ~        Sl 

External drag :  D^ . D^ - T^ 

it can be shown that the external lip drag, D ., can be calculated from measured quantities on such a 
test arrangement as: 

K 4.=mM(V -VDO)+A(p -p) + A„(p -p ) + A(p -p)-H. ext   °°v n   °°'   nv*n  *s'   4 c   °° '        sv*s  *o' 
This method faces again the sealing problem and cannot be used under installed conditions. If a pressure 
gradient exists along the external side of the sealing, a flow will result within the sealing gap, which 
will disturbe the downstream boundary layer, hence influencing the upstream flow, particularly at 
transonic speeds. 

KASS FLOW KEASUREMENTS 

It is obvious that the inlet mass flow is a primary inlet variable and must be controlled and 
measured with extreme precision. For example a double ramp intake operating at M„ = 2.2 an effective 
change of ramp of 1° results in a change of maximum inlet flow (äA^/A )   of 1 /o and a change of en max 
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additive drag coefficient AC_   of 0,008. It is therefore generally agreed that if the external drag is 
add 

being determined from the difference of a drag balance measurement and the internal drag-as described in 
the previous section - the inlet mass flow should be measured at least within l/2 °/o. With specially 
designed mass flow cells, measurement of mass flow to within 1 °/° certainty can be normal routine. If 
insufficient care is taken errors as large as 5 °/° may result. The least inaccuracy can be expected if 
the mass flow is computed from rake surveys in the internal duct only and can only be obtained if the 
distortions at the measuring station are small. 

The higher accuracies are obtained if the measuring cell is calibrated against a standard. It is 
usual that the exit is formed by a sonic or near sonic exhaust with plug. The mass flow can than be 
written as a function of the discharge coefficient of the exhaust. What.is important in quoting the 
stated accuracies of these coefficients are the numbers on the standard deviations and on the possible 
error of the mean. The former should be at least less than l/2 °/o. The presence of noise could cause 
perturbations of the order of 1/2 °/o. By careful calibration the error of the mean of the discharge 
coefficient can be less than 0,1 /o. However in inlet tests, usually the stagnation temperature 
distribution is not measured. When the model is at a different temperature as the stagnation temperature 
of the tunnel, and heat transfer takes place in the inlet duct, the stagnation temperature distribution 
should be measured in front of the flow meter in order to obtain the required accuracy. In addition in 
the calibration rigs the actual distortion of the stagnation pressure and temperature measured in the in- 
let should be represented. When possible, the distortion should be minimized in front of .the flow meter. 
For example supercritical internal inlet flow will give distortions and therefore rapid deterioration 
in the accuracy of inlet flow and internal drag measurement and could lead to wrong conclusions regard- 
ing the external drag. 

Pig. 11 shows a standard cell for measurement of the mass flow which is also used to measure engine 
face pressure recovery and flow distortions.This is a completely self contained piece of equipment which 
can be made in several sizes (2). Some results of calibration tests are also shown. 

Fig. 12 shows an example of a rig used to calibrate these mass flow cells. At the present time a 
standard NGTE choked nozzle (whose discharge coefficient is known to + 1/4 °/°) i3 being used to 
calibrate a large range of standard flow orifices. With the HGTE nozzle removed, these calibrated 
orifices are then used to calibrate the mass-flow measurement cells which are operated in a choked exit 
condition. A later development is the design of a new standard choked nozzle having very low throat 
curvature and laminar flow. This standard will rely on a calculated discharge coefficient which is (a) 
very close to unity and (b) will have very small error (4). This nozzle will be followed by an efficient 
diffuser so that it is hoped that it can be used directly to calibrate the cells, both of them operating 
choked. 

The author wonders why air mass flow cell calibrations are not performed with rather direct means 
without the necessity for introducing corrections for discharge coefficients. Fig. 13 depicts such set- 
ups where the mass flow is deduced from the time filling a well-known volume (starting point the switch 
over of a three-way valve, and stopping point the rise or drop of pressure in the reference volume) or 
from the rate of rise or descend of a gasoontainer. The volumes should typically be between 100 and 
1000 m^ for test cells for wind tunnel applications, and do not require large investments. The only 
uncertainties arize from time measurements, dimensions, and static pressure and temperature measurements) 
all quantities can be measured to a high degree of accuracy. 

BLEED, BYPASS, DIVERTERS 

The accurate determination of bleed/bypass and also of spillage drag effects in the transonic range 
of Mach numbers is an important requirement. It is at these speeds where bypass and spillage mass flows 
are the greatest and where effects on performance can be large. 

Simulation of inlet bleed (including bypass) and spillage effects is accomplished with the inlet 
drag model. The bleed/bypass geometry is simulated on this model as accurately as possible. Adjacent 
surfaces such as wings, fuselage, etc., which could interact with the flow from the bleed/bypass exhaust 
systems must also be duplicated to scale on the inlet model. It is the practice .during wind tunnel test3 
to duplicate a range of bleed/bypass mass flow ratios in combination with a range of operating inlet mass 
flow ratios. In this manner the proper drag increments can be assessed for a wide variety of matched in- 
let-engine operating conditions. It is not recommended that any external bleed should be incompletely re- 
presented. 

The major correction from wind tunnel inlet model to full scale aircraft involves the boundary layer 
on the fuselage forebody. The problem on integrated airframe-engine configurations is the adequate scal- 
ing of the boundary layer thickness to the geometric scale of the model for the full range of flight 
conditions (Moo) and attitudes (a  and ß). Corrections for the effect of boundary layer thickness on the 
inlet flow field are difficult to accomplish with accuracy. Improperly assessed forebody flow field 
effects have been the major reason for past propulsion deficiencies experienced during full scale flight. 
This is particularly truefor boundary layer scoops or diverters since at the reduced Reynolds number of 
the wind tunnel model the ratio of the diverter height (h) and the boundary layer thickness (b) is 
smaller than at full scale if the former is scaled geometrically. In inlet design, a compromise is 
usually required between drag and the diverter performance. Such a compromise tends to select a solution 
where the outer part of the boundary layer enters the inlet, and it is this compromise that cannot 
usually adequately be obtained from wind tunnel tests. In general the parameter h/o is used which des- 
cribes the proportion of boundary layer ingested by the intake. Though convenient, it is obvious that a 
parameter which is a ratio of the loss of momentum in the boundary layer air ingested to the momentum of 
"the remaining "free stream" air entering the intake would be more appropriate. However, it is obvious 
that further thought and systematic experimentation is required to elucidate better simulation criteria 
for model and full scale representation than just .identical h/o values. Whatever parameters do emerge 
(and in practice they may still amount to something similar to using identical values of h/o) there re- 
mains the problem of how to achieve them physically. As illustrated in fig. 14 to obtain identical values 
of h/b, model and full scale, there are the following possibilities of geometrical changes to the model: 

(a) Move intakes bodily out from the sides of the fuselage. 
(b) Hove wall of inlet adjacent to the fuselage side outwards keeping the rest of the intake identical. 
(cj Reduce body size adjacent to the inlets so that fineness ratio of the forward fuselage is increased. 
(d) Bleed some of the boundary layer from the fuselage forward of the position of the intakes. 
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The last of these alternatives would appear to be the best hut has difficulties associated with force 
measurements, establishment of the correct profile turbulent boundary layer before the inlet position is 
reached, etc. 
Usually the pressure drag of the diverter AC_   is determined based on the diverter frontal area, and 

div 
this coefficient is then applied to the correct size diverters on the full scale aircraft. 

Pig. 15 shows a typical inlet teat arrangement with bleed and bypass to the external flow. The goal 
of this set-up is to measure the pressure recovery, and flow distortions at the engine face. For models 
determining the internal flow the scale should be as large as possible, preferably of the order of l/6th 
for a average fighter aircraft. 

In duplicating bleed systems in a model for internal flow quality measurements the goal is to main- 
tain a viscous layer through the inlet which reacts to inlet pressure gradients similarly to full scale 
flight operation. It is advisable then to perform some theoretical analysis on the flight vehicle bleed 
system to determine plenum back pressures and then perform wind tunnel tests over a small range of back 
pressures near that value in order to be absolutely certain of acquiring representative data. In cases 
where wind tunnel test conditions do not match flight Re (Reynolds number based on boundary layer height), 
it may be necessary to make adjustments in the size of bleed holes (or slots) in order to remove the 
proper amount of flow. 

EXTERNAL FLOW SIMULATION FOR INLET FLOW TESTS 

Besides the problem of diverter and bleed representation in wind tunnels the simulation of the flow 
field in which an inlet is immersed can be also, an important and difficult task in transonic wind tunnel 
tests. If the inlet system is to operate only at high subsonic Mach numbers and/or is located reasonably 
well ahead of the regions where the flow fields are significantly affected by the proximity of the flight 
vehicle, isolated inlet tests are acceptable. An ultimate check-out is always necessary with the correct 
model flow field. When inlets are closely integrated with the flight vehicle and especially when these 
inlets are designed for moderate to high supersonic Mach number flight, the inlet flow field is mostly 
defined by the vehicle forebody shape and attitude, but can be affected tangibly by diverter shapes, near 
by stabilizer surfaces, nose booms, and external stores. If a large part of the airframe must be simulat- 
ed in the wind tunnel for proper flow field duplication, losses must be accepted for the reduced scale, 
and hence reduced Reynolds number. 

In simulating the external flow field at transonic Mach numbers, it is particularly important to re- 
produce viscous conditions, vortices and local flow angularities, local values of Mach number and total 
pressure also come into play as part of this simulation. The inlet may be rather sensitive to local flow 
angularities with flow separation (internal or external) resulting from high flow incidence angles with 
inlet boundary layer diverters, side plates, or cowls. Vortex formation from some of the possible up- 
stream sources mentioned above may be shed into thqs region where an inlet is to be located and, conse- 
quently, should be defined during development wind tunnel tests. Also, in transonic inlet tests it is 
advisable to consider duplicating some disturbances downstream of the inlet, e.g., downstream portions of 
the wing when the inlet, is shielded by the wing. In thi3 context, the question arises also, does the 
actual engine exhaust influence the inlet flow field. Usually this question remains unanswered, but might 
be worthy of consideration in many instances. 

Fig. 16 shows an example of the type of instrumentation which might be provided for such installat- 
ions including boundary layer profile measurements, wing and fuselage static pressure surveys, and in- 
viscid flow field measurements. The flow field measurements should be made with some type of cone probe 
arrangement with which local flow angularity, Mach number and total pressure can be determined. 

Another testing technique to be explored is the use of small scale forebody tests to determine inlet 
flow fields. If a low blockage aerodynamic device can then be constructed which reproduces the flow field 
generated by the actual forebody, it would be possible to test the larger scale inlet in the correct flow 
field generated by this device. The questions to be answered in future investigations of this concept are 
whether the flow fields can be duplicated, whether varying aircraft angles-of-attack can be reproduced, 
and whether inlet installation in the simulated flow field has the same effect as x\s installation in the 
vicinity of the actual vehicle forebody. 

INLET DISTORTIONS 

For the inlet flow entering the engine four properties are of primary importance namely, the mass 
flow, the pressure recovery, the stationary distortions and the unsteady or dynamic distortions. Mass 
flow measurements have been discussed, whereas pressure recovery measurements usually do not generate 
many difficulties provided the pitot and static pressure data at the compressor face are sufficiently 
detailed. Also the static distortion determination should not present any problem (except for Reynolds 
number scaling) provided the data are consistent with the distortion requirements of the engine as defined 
by the engine manufacturer. 

The recent advance of the turbofan engine cycle for application in high performance supersonic 
vehicles has required more detailed study for engine-interface dynamic-interactions. The engine might 
randomly surge after perhaps sometimes spent at a steady state condition which initially appeared to be 
acceptable to the engine. Indications at present are that the engine is insensitive to inflow dynamics 
in the lower transonic operation regime. However, during supersonic operation, starting at Moo~ 1.1, the 
engine is susceptible to the dynamic distortions. Fig. 17 gives an example of the reduction in stall 
margin of a turbofan engine (where 10 °/o loss in surge line s 100 °/o reduction in stall margin) versus 
the low frequency turbulence level, generated by various means. The lower diagram shows the percent loss 
in total flow for the same condition. In the first case a correlation can be found; in the latter 
correlation is completely lost. It is clear from these figures that more work is needed to establish 
better correlations which describe .the influence of the dynamic distortion properties on the engine 
characteristics. Recent experience suggests that the initiation of surge can probably be linked to the 
steady state distortion index provided this information can be sampled quickly enough i.e. if the steady 
state distortion factor is exceeded while the compressor is rotating for one revolution then surge can be 
initiated (5). If this is true then the measuring problem in the wind tunnel reduces to dynamic measure- 
ment of pressures through the use of miniature high response pressure transducers. 

However after the measurement in the wind tunnel the problem arises how to translate the wind 
tunnel data to full scale with the actual engine. The causes of the distortions can be numerous and 
probably mutual interference exists. Important factors in this phenomenum arc turbulence caused by 
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by separations, turbulence level and frequency, acoustic characteristics of the main flow, compressor 
dynamics and acoustic characteristics. This means that Reynolds number, scale and engine characteristics 
are primary parameters. The dependence of scaling laws on these parameters is unknown (6). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From the answers as obtained in the questionnaire and from the discussions between specialists held 
afterwards,it can be concluded that more effort on inlet performance predictions at transonic speeds is 
required, especially on the following subjects: 
le. Better criteria are needed under which conditions and to which extend the downstream geometry and 

systems (e.g. exhaust flow) should be represented in wind tunnel tests for external drag components 
(bleed, spillage, bypass, diverter) assessment,' 

2e. It should be very useful to define one or more standard inlet configurations for testing in the 
various test rigs for inlet drag component assessment in order to establish standards for the 
accuracy of data gathering and reduction for particular testing schemes and techniques. 

3e. More knowledge should become available on the relationships between upstream distortions (pressure, 
temperature, unsteady, swirl) on the measuring accuracy of various techniques and test cells for 
inlet mass flow measurements; also a standard (or technique) should be formulated for mass flow test 
cell calibrations. 

4e. Better techniques and criteria should come available how to represent the viscous and inviscld up- 
stream flow field for performances testing of inlet systems (diverters, bleeds, bypass). What are the 
relevant parameters which should be kept constant. 

5e. Criteria should come available how to represent the external flow in which the inlet is operating for 
measuring the internal performances of an inlet. 

6e. More information is needed on the scaling laws for stationary and unsteady flow distortions at the 
compressor entrance plane, in combination with the engine dynamics and noise characteristics. 
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=CHANGE IN INLET EXTERNAL DRAG, PRESSURE DRAG, WAVE DRAG, FRICTION DRAGIIOEALLY DADD=-ADEXT) 

= INTERNAL INLET DRAG 

* CHANGE IN AIRPLANE DRAG WITH BOUNDARY LAYER BLEED VS NO BLEED 

, CHANGE IN AIRPLANE DRAG WITH BY-PASS INSTALLED VS NO BY-PASS 

.CHANGE IN AIRPLANE DRAG (EXCEPT INLET) DUE TO A^Ai  VS  A^A,   OR   A^aA,,^ 

, CHANGE IN AIRPLANE DRAG DUE TO AUXILIARY AIRSYSTEM INSTALLED VS NO AUX. SYSTEM INSTALLED 

i CHANGE IN AIRPLANE DRAG DUE TO ACTUAL NOZZLE FLOW AND REFERENCE NOZZLE FLOW OR REFERENCE 

NOZZLE GEOMETRY 
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Fig.l    Schematic representation of various thrust and drag terms 

AERO FORCE AND MOMENT MODEL 

Fig.2    Thrust and drag aooounting system 
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EXTERNAL DRAG 

COMPLETE MODEL { AERO REFERENCE MOOEL ) 

FOR MEASUREMENT OF L, M, D ETC. 

USUALLY COMPLETE WITH INTAKES (WITH FLOW THROUGH) 
AND WITH DISTORTED REAR FUSELAGE ( DUE TO PRESENCE 

OF STING SUPPORT) 

THESE QUESTIONS MUST BE ANSWERED 
BEFORE MODEL CAN BE DES1GNEO 

1    %,• I I I 
fcOHWiESiiCM BLEED OR DIVERTER BLEED ON FIXED OR ACHIEVABLE 
SURFACE      '" BETWEEN INTAKE AND INTAKE VARIABLE ACCURACY OF 
REPRESENTATION?      FUSELAGE OR WING ? COMPRESSION    •  EXIT TO MEASUREMENT 

SIZE OF DIVERTER ? SURFACE? 'ENGINE' FOR MASS FLOW 

EXHAUST? AND INTERNAL DRAG? 

Fig«3 Problems of representation of air inlets on complete aircraft models 

Fig,4 Examples of supersonic transport model installation in wind tunnels 
for exit flow survey 
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AERO REF MODEL PROPULSION REF INLET 

PROPULSION TEST CONFIGURATIONS 

PROPULSION BASIC INLET 

AERO FORCE MODEL 

DRAG A/v „ DRAG AER„ M0DEL - AD REF 

iDREF = °AER0 REF " DPR0P REF 
A D REF OBTAINED FROM PROPULSION MODEL 

A DDCC OBTAINED FOR RANGE OF« 

PROPULSION MODEL 

FH=Ft-"l 
ÄDl = DPROP BASIC ~DPROP REF 

=AD.       + AD, + AD, +AD, 
'CR 'ADD 'BLC ' BP 

A D, OBTAINED FOR RANGE OF X 

Pig.5    Inlet drag bookkeeping 

FIVE COMPONENT STRAIN 

GAUGE BALANCE 

LABYRINTH SEAL 

ATDUCTSPLIT\ 

Pig.6 Inlet model with metric inlet only 
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EXTERNAL SEAL 

ENGINE FASE 

Fig.7 Inlet performance model with metric forebody and inlets 
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Fig.8   Partial model of strike-fighter for measurement of cowl,  spillage and diverter drag 
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PITOT PRESSURE 
RAKE 

Boundary Layer 

v.;f ; 

Trans'thon   wii-es 

I/Ä 
>A\& 

corvnechons So 
jnternal   f lou/ 3My-vV.>^y~  

exHaasirer and 

Fig.9    Isolated fan inlet tests with pressure survey 

Fig.10    Isolated fan inlet tests with metric oowl 
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CRUCIFORM PITOT RAKE ( ROTATABLE) EXIT PLUG ( TRANSLATABLE) 

U^k^^^^^ 
24 PITOT TUBES-Pf •4 EOU1SPACED STATIC HOLES -Pv 

4 EQUISPACED STATIC HOLES-Pf VENTURI (INTERCHANGEABLE) 

INLET LOCATION COLLAR 

0      4     B      12    16    20     24    28    32      \/i 

PLUG POSITION 

Fig.11 Cell for measurement of engine face reoovery, flow distortions and mass flow, inoluding 
calibration data 

CELL INLET PIPE 
RING OF STATIC     (VARIABLE IN LENGTH) 
HOLES    \ AND SHAPE) , 

STANDARD ORIFICE PLATES 
(FOR CALIBRATION OF FLOW 

MEASUREMENT CELL) 

'STANDARD' 
FLO* MEASURMENT 
CELL 

FOR CALIBRATION OF 

STANDARD ORIFICE 
-PLATES ONLY 

'STANDARD' 
CHOKED NOZZLE 

Cd TO t 0J5 r. 

(DERIVED FROM THRUST MEASURMENT) 

HIGH P 

AIR SUPPLY       ~-^ 
LAMINAR FLOW NOZZLE USED TO 

CALIBRATE FLO* MEASUREMENT 
CELL DIRECTLY (WITH FACILITY 

FOR VARYING REYNOLDS NUMBER) 

/      GAUZES 
LAMINAR FLOW NOZZLES 
USED TO CALIBRATE 

STANDARD ORIFICE 

NEW 'STANDARD' "CHOKED" 

NOZZLES HAVING VERY LOW 
THROAT CURVATURE AND 

LAMINAR FLOW 
Cd   *cd.*cd 

c '      1 T      1.U3 t  I 

POTENTIAL ACCURACY 

OF*.03S 

Fig.12 Mass flow calibration tunnel 
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Fig.14 Possible geometry chances to inlet model retaining /b K.g-13 Possible mass flow cell calibration arrangements 
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BLEED 
EXIT 

COMPRESSOR FACE 
RAKE ASSEMBLY 

Fig.15 lypioal inlet performance test arrangement with bleed and by pass to external flow 
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Pig.16 Example of external flow field survey 

FAN ON OPERATING LINE N, /9*= 9500 

.  INLET CONFIGURATION 
,2f    0 BELLMOUTH 
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J.    AGRILL OF 'A INCH RODS 
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Fig.17 Surge line reduotion and loss in flow VS turbulence level 
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NOZZLE AND EXHAUST TESTIMG IN TRANSONIC FLIGHT REGIME 

by 

Dr. Allen E. Fuhs 
Professor of Aeronautics 

Naval Postgraduate School 
Monterey, California, 9"<940 

United States of America 

A»> Ao 

A* 

B 

V <CD> 

Dadd 

Dcowl 

Dspill 

"F-D 

pbase 

D 

D 

D n 
D + st 

F, (X) 

nozzle exit area, ft F , (X ) 
g   g 

2 
jet cross-sectional area, ft Fi> <v 

2 
area at plane of probe traverse, ft 

2 
wall area of a nozzle, in 

F 
Dl 

*«« + 
jet cross-sectional area at 

station x, ft2 

2 
inlet capture area, ft 

2 
area at sonic conditions, ft 

bypass ratio 

discharge coefficient 

additive drag coefficient 

cowl drag coefficient 

spillage drag coefficient 

thrust minus drag coefficient which 
is ratio of (F-D) to ideal thrust 

net 

SUMMARY 

This paper is a broad survey based on the AGARD ad hoc study on Engine Airframe Interference. 
In the early stages of development, wind tunnel tests of nozzles and exhausts are conducted both isolated 
and in models of the afterbody. Later, thrust measurements are made in test facilities at sea level and 
altitude conditions followed by flight tests. Drag of nozzle, boattail, etc., is determined as well as 
thrust. Simulation of exhausts by hot and cold gases, ejectors, end powered simulators is an important 
facet of testing.  Unsteady aerodynamics of internal and external flow and aeroelastic phenomena need to 
be examined.  These topics are discussed for both podded and buried engines. Major conclusions of the 
study related to exhausts and nozzles are given. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

When one symbol is adjacent to a second symbol in parentheses, the first symbol is the one 
commonly used in the United States of America. The symbol in parentheses is the one used in Europe. 

gross thrust, lb., (newton) 

isentropic gross thrust; ideal gross 
thrust, lb-, (newton) 

measured force during engine test, lb. 

net thrust, lb. 

specific static enthalpy at nozzle 
exit, BTU/lb 

specific stagnation enthalpy, BTU/lb 

horsepower 

mass flow ratio for an inlet which is 
the ratio of actual mass flow rate 
to mass flow rate with no spillage 

mass flow rate of air, lb /sec 7  m 

mass flow rate through the core of a 
turbofan, lb /sec , m 

mass flow rate in turbine exhaust of a 
simulator, lb /sec 

muss flow rate of fuel; mass flow 
passing through the fan of a 
turbofan, lb /sec 

mass flow rate of simulator exhaust 
jet, lb /sec 

inlet mass flow rate, lb /sec 

mass flow rate through turbine, 
lb /sec 

T 

HP 

C„G, (C_)  gross thrust coefficient 

C        pressure coefficient; specific heat 
p capacity at constant pressure, 

BTU/lb °R 

base pressure coefficient 

aircraft drag, lb,; nozzle diameter, ft 

afterbody drag, lb. 

base drag, lb. 

exhaust drag, lb. 

nozzle internal drag, lb. 

inlet drag, lb- 

external nozzle drag, lb. 

sting drag, lb. 

net thrust, lb., (newton) 

ra»vx» (O ram drag» lbf> (newtons) 

M 

M e 

"EXIT 

MM 

Kach number ~ ~ 

Kach number at engine-bellmouth flange 

exhaust Mach number 

Kach number at exit plane of a 
converging nozzle 

freestream or flight Mach number 
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N,  (n) shaft angular speed, revolutions per 
minute, RPK 

NPR,   (P)        nozzle pressure ratio uhieh is nozzle 
stagnation pressure divided by p 

p static pressure,   lb„/in ,   (newton/m ) 

PT. (P) 

p«. 

R 

Re 

"r 

OR 

T 

T 

TT, (Tt) 

T 

• > v., v 

static pressure at nozzle exit, 
lbf/in

2 

stagnation pressure, lb /in , 
(newton/m ) 

jet stagnation pressure, lb./ft 
2 

static pressure at wall, lb./in 
2 

freestream static pressure, lb„/in 

gas constant for air, 
17L5 ftVsec2 R 

Reynolds number 

subscript to denote reference values 
for which drag and thrust 
increments are zero 

subscript to denote reference values 
attained with the aeroforce model 

static temperature, R, ( K) 

static air temperature at engine- 
bellmouth flange, °R 

static temperature at nozzle 
exit, V 

stagnation temperature, R, ( K) 

jet stagnation temperature, R 

radial, circumferential, and axial 
components of velocity, ft/sec 

velocity of air at engine- 
bellrcouth flange, ft/sec 

axial component of exhaust velocity, 
ft/sec 

i 

V„, U 

f 

Y 

ft 

6- 

e 

p 

TT 

velocity due to ideal expansion, 
ft/sec 

freestream velocity; flight velocity, 
ft/sec 

dimensionlesa axial distance measured 
from throat 

radial distance at exit plane of a 
converging nozzle, ft 

wave number for a wavy wall, l/ft 

fraction of turbine drive mass flow 
mixed with the jet mass flow 

ratio of heat capacities 

heat capacity ratio for gases in 
exhaust jet 

boundary layer thickness for internal 
nozzle flow, in 

boundary layer thickness for external 
flow, in 

amplitude of a wavy wall, ft 

ratio of actual temperature to 
standard temperature for corrected 
variables in turbomachinery; angle 
between exhaust velocity vector 
and axial component of velocity; 
when swirl is present angle between 
axial and radial components 

swirl angle measured from axial com- 
ponent to circumferential component 

gas static density, lb /ft 

compressor stagnation temperature 
ratio 

ram temperature ratio 

turbine stagnation temperature ratio 
equal to downstream divided by 
upstream stagnation temperature 

INTRODUCTION 

A vehicle has a mission to accomplish.  The mission is basically defined in terms of range, 
payload, cruise Mach number, cruise altitude, and similar items. Vehicle studies indicate the best 
design approach to satisfy mission requirements.  In regard to propulsion, results from the studies 
include installed thrust, specific fuel consumption, propulsion flexibility (ability to operate under 
widely varying conditions), and other facets. 

The mission defines an operating map in terms of Mach number and altitude. Furthermore, key 
features from energy maneuverability may be included in the map.  Additional operational aspects, such 
as remote site operation, multiple fuel operation, maintenance, etc., are part of mission and operational 
requirements. The vehicle design defines ranges of angle of attack, angle'of yaw, engine acceleration 
and deceleration times, local Mach number at inlet, local exhaust pressure, and similar details. Engine 
specifications become more narrowly and precisely defined. For the propulsion engineer, these 
operational requirements translate into hot and cold day limits, distortion limits, blow-out limits, 
windmill-start limits, stability margins, requirements for peripheral equipment, age and foreign object 
damage (FOD) deterioration, engine life, continuity of thrust, etc. 

To meet the engine specifications, the propulsion engineer has several choices: Use 
existing engines, modify an existing engine, or develop a new engine.  If existing engines are screened 
for suitability, it is necessary to translate test cell data to installed values.  The best match is 
sought between engine performance and engine specifications. An ability to predict installed performance 
based on uninstalled engine data is essential.  The same is true when a new engine is being developed to 
match a mission. 
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Some of the difficulties of obtaining installed thrust from test cell results are illustrated 
in Figure 1.  Inlet flow differs.  Nozzle design and nozzle environment differ.  There are secondary- 
flows, and there may be tertiary riov3?~~~*~~~~r~>2, "'•> " ' '. 

Considering transonic flow, a qualitative graph which depicts the situation in regard to 
thrust and drag is given in Figure 2.  The width of the band gives the uncertainty due to measurement 
inaccuracies. 

MEASUREMENT OF ENGINE THRUST 

The force which the propulsion system develops is the net thrust, F; this is the force which 
overcomes aircraft external drag. Net thrust is related to gross thrust, ? , by 

F = F - m V (1) g   a oo 

where A V^ is the ram drag. Obviously, to obtain net thrust, the mass flow rate of air, m , must be 
measurea accurately.  Techniques include calibrated venturi and calibrated bellmouth for test cells and 
corrected engine speed, 8/Vfl i for flight test.  Additive drag, which does not appear in Eq (l), must be 
accounted for. 

Qross thrust can be related to properties at nozzle exit plane 

F = 
g 

p V2dA +   I (p - p )dA (2) 

where V    is the axial component of exit velocity.    A gross thrust coefficient is used and is defined by 

°FG " VFi f3) 

where F, is an ideal thrust.  The gross thrust coefficient has several valuable characteristics.  Size 
of the engine or nozzle is eliminated.  Since the ideal thrust can be readily related to cycle analysis, 
Cp„ provides a tie between cycle analysis and actual engine data. A scheme for predicting F when nozzle 
geometry changes can be based on C„„. 

The ideal thrust can be calculated from 

F, •= (ft * ft )V: U) i   a   f l 

where m. is fuel mass flow rate and V. is the ideal velocity at nozzle exit. V. can be calculated from 

Vi =V2(hT " he5 (5) 

where h„ is stagnation enthalpy and h , the static enthalpy at T and p = p .  Equation (5) accounts 
for variable heat capacity during expansion.  Equation (5) is a one-dimensional equation.  Since 
h„ = h„(pT,TT), the values of p. and T„ must represent the nozzle entrance values in some average sense. 
Herein lies a problem, i.e., how to deiine an average for p, p~, T, and T_. When there is a profile at 
the nozzle entrance, it is not possible to assign an average which satisfies all of the equations of 
motion. * 

There are several ways to measure F ; two of the techniques (load cell and exhaust survey) 
will be discussed here. Consider the test arrangement shown in Figure '3 which is an altitude test 
facility. Figure A  is a sea level static test arrangement which is included here for comparison. The 
gross thrust is given by 

F = F + m V + (corrections) (6) g   m   a a 

where F is the force measured by the load cell, and m V is the ram drag. A calibrated bellmouth can 
give Si with an accuracy of 1 per cent. The velocity is determined from 

(7) 

Va *V^ Ka 

Ma " f(VV 
i    + 

The arrows identify the quantities which are measured within the bellmouth. 

Corrections are made for forces due to a labyrinth seal at the bellmouth, for hook up of 
pipes,  tubes,  etc., (and for induced flow external to the engine. "_    S 

An alternate approach is_ to_ travers_e the nozzle.    WitMnerurrejjt^testij^^ is 
generally^eglfFdeH^T ^"secondary method.     As shown in Figure 5 a ra3ce~TTliioved[ across~ffie~nozzle~End** 
meTÜ5ure'StTO"psr'8nct" T.     From these data M, ?,   and.^o  are calculated at the plane of the probe.     Static 
pressure/ports are used to determine p .    Gross thrust is given by 

{ I C\A   >:.' >:   V€-vU       ~*   "L 
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F    : 
g 

p iCrRT 

(1 + tan29 + tan A) 
dA + (p - pJ dA + pM) dA - (friction on A ) (8) 

If V , Vg, v    are the radial,   circumferential,  and axial components of velocity respectively,   then 
v   = v    tan 9 and v„ = v    tanA.     The first integral  in £q (S)  is placed in the distinct form to 
emphasize that swirl angle A is  important.  Xfi    , ,.^,,i.,   //      .„..^- 4...  , *»        __ ,-,   v .V „.,,   "? 

By careful attention to experimental details it is possible to obtain agreement between F 
from Eq (8) and F    from Kq  (6) within 1 per cent.     A large source of error for C„„ may be  introduced ^ 
by the method useB  to calculate F..    Using a variety of plausible calculation procedures for F.,  it is 
possible to get a spread in G„„ of 3 to U per cent.     One conclusion is that a consistent and 
intellectually appealing way is needed to relate cycle analysis to real engine data. 

. To obtain installedjthrust .the approach has been to use C„„ as a factor to scale gross 
thrust.    Suppose you know*G^ for an engine using a converging nozzle.     If a plug nozzle is used,  then 

--••-'•'     CFG  (FLUG'   MQPEL) ~\^'T 
'"'•     FgHAiCi~C^"(COHV,  MODEL J FgC0NV  -i ^' 

Sources of error following this procedure include  influence of external flow,  total temperature of jet, 
Reynolds number effects,   swirl,  leakage,  profiles  in the flow properties,  and occurrence of turbulence 
and other unsteady phenomena.     These errors and related details are discussed in later sections of this 
paper. 

For a given p_ and T_, gross thrust is not a function solely of nozzle geometry;  i.e., for 
given pT and T-, a gross thrust value cannot be assigned to a nozzle geometry.    F    depends on both 
internal and external flow details.     The magnitude of the influence of the external flow depends on 
nozzle type.     Blow-in door ejector nozzles,  plug nozzles,   and,   to a lesser degree,   convergent nozzles 
are sensitive to  the external flow.     Converging diverging nozzles are almost insensitive to external flow. 

Profiles of p_, T_, or Kach number have a definite influence on gross thrust.    There are 
engine types with pronounced profiles, "e^i,   turbofans with comn.on discharge nozzle for both core and fan 
streams and turbojets with modulated afterburners.     (A comr.only used fix for afterburner combustion 
instability or screech is to distribute heat release so as to avoid antinodes in wave patterns,) 

Equation (9) indicates use of model nozzle data to obtain prediction for full scale. This is 
valid provided profiles of internal flow properties between models and full scale are similar; otherwise, 
errors can be introduced. 

To emphasize the significance of p„ and T    profiles entering a converging nozzle,   calcula- 
tions were performed.     The Inputs to the calculations and some of the results are shown in Figure 6. 
The Kach number across  the exit plane is  shown.     For Case 1,  the Kach number is nearly the  sane as for 
uniform T„ based on an average T_.    For Case 2,   the tech number at exit is altered.     Loss of thrust is ' 
1,8 per cent for Case 1 and 2.5 per cent for Case 2. 

The shape of the sonic line is shown in Figure 7.     It is apparent that flow conditions at the 
exit change when the  internal flow profiles  change.     This changes the integrand of the integrals  in 
Eq (2).     In addition,  the sonic line shape changes with nozzle pressure ratio, which is stagnation 
pressure at nozzle entrance divided by ambient static pressure. 

Engine tests are frequently conducted using a converging nozzle as the reference.     Considering 
the sensitivity of gross thrust from convergent nozzles to nozzle pressure ratio,  a converging diverging 
(CD) nozzle may be a better choice for a reference.     Use of a CD nozzle does not, however,  change the 
dependence on entrance profiles. 

Figure 8 shows some typical data and illustrates the possible errors between various sources. 
Using average p_ and T„ along with a 1-D theory,   the value of thrust coefficient is predicted.     (See 
dash-dot curve.;    When model test data are extrapolated to full   scale,  the result is shown in Figure 8 as 
a dashed curve.     The solid curve and data points are for the actual nozzle. 

Flow in the gas turbine  is three dimensional.     Vhen accuracy of 1 per cent or 2 per cent is 
desired for thrust,  three-dimensional aspects must be accounted for.     For coarse work,   engine performance 
stated in terms of quantities involving 1-D calculations,  e.g.,  F.,   is adequate.    ?2£_£££i2£ä_iSiji- 
engine_performance should bejy.ven in terms of_flow profiles at some station between the^turbine exitand 
mjzzTeentrance^    These" prbT'ires'Torm the boundary 'mrSS^S5^"tm''B^mpaXXtrSetivtääe& f   or an 
"experimental evaluation of F    using model nozzles. 

EXHAUSTS 

Introduction 

Once a given jet engine has been selected, the nozzle selection remains open. As shown in 
Figure 9, there is a wide variety of nozzle designs from which to choose.  The aim of this section is to 
indicate how a prediction of installed thrust can be made based on wind tunnel data and engine test cell 
data.  The techniques for estimating nozzle performance and jet interference will be discussed. 

The transonic flight regime is a region where afterbody and nozzle drag is high. There are 
at least four operating conditions that must be thoroughly investigated; (l) transonic cruise, 
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(2) transonic acceleration, (1) transonic deceleration, and (4) high-g maneuvers.  These four operating 
conditions have different nozzle pressure ratio, exhaust stagnation temperatui'e, nozzle area ratio, heat 
capacity ratio, and aircraft angle of attack. Figure 10 shows the typical range for come of these 
variables. 

Afterbody models are used to complete the necessary drag data.  These models are in addition 
to the aeroforce model, which is a reproduction of the complete aircraft. Afterbody drag and nozzle drag 
may be 20 to 40 per cent of complete aircraft drag at transonic flight.  A variety of bookkeeping 
procedures has been developed to define, identify, measure,, diagnose, and correct forces of various 
components. 

Thetrendinnozzle design has been to iris and plug nozzles.  Development of fan engines has 
made cooling air~lwaillibTeT•TuTb<?3^3T^^ be obtained from ejector 
action of the primary jet. Early jet fighter aircraft placed heavy emphasis on ejector nozzles. For 
some supersonic aircraft, blow-in door ejector nozzles provide performance gains in transonic flight. 
Variable geometry nozzles are essential for multiple Kach number design points. 

There is a wide number of variables related to nozzles and exhausts.  Table I lists these 
variables. A particular nozzle problem can be stated or specified by taking one adjective for each 
variable from the right-hand column. When this is done, there are 62,208 different combinations, imply- 
ing that number of nozzle configurations.' 

TABLE I. VARIABLES RELATED TO EXHAUSTS 

Variable Possible Values or Feature 

Mainstream Kach Number 

Jet Mach Number 

Nozzle Fressure Ratio 

Direction of Jet 

Number of Exit Forts 

Spacing of Multiple Jets 

Number of Nozzle Streams 

Geometry of Afterbody 

Shape of Afterbody 

Boundary Layer, Internal 

Boundary Layer, External 

Ratio 6* to Jet Diameter 

Sensitivity to External Flow 

Subsonic - Transonic - Supersonic - Hypersonic 

Subsonic - Transonic - Supersonic - Hypersonic 

Overexpanded - Optimum - Underexpanded 

Parallel - Acute Angle - Normal 

Single - Dual - Multiple 

Narrow - One Jet Diameter - Wide 

Primary - Primary and Secondary - Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary 

Axisymmetric - Honaxisymmetric 

Blunt Base - Smooth Contour 

Laminar - Turbulent 

Laminar - Turbulent 

(Smooth Variation of This Parameter) 

None - Influenced 

An important aspect of nozzle and exhaust testing is the fidelity of jet simulation, 
simulation will be discussed. 

Jet 

Test planning involves many considerations including the type of nozzle and tvpe of installa- 
tion. Extent of simulation, as mentioned previously, must be decided. Compromises are required by con- 
straints of local facilities and program goals; decisions concerning .compromises are based on past 
experience. 

Accuracy 

Accuracy of determination of thrust should be, of course, compatible with the accuracy of 
measurement of drag. Since the aircraft senses net thrust and the procedures yield gross thrust, it is 
necessary to have a more precise measurement of gross thrust.  The ratio F /F   is 2 to 1 for transonic 
flight.  Assessment of accuracy is complicated by the many instruments *IB]SsySS nTQW'lleAiMr'eTlWnT' """ 
•ffsqneffce, the many models used for obtaining drag increments and separate portions of overall drag, and 
the complex test apparatus.  Desired accuracy in the transonic region is 0.5 per cent for F . 

Isolated Nozzle Versus Complete ''Mel Tests 

Isolated nozzle tests are a very close approximation to a two-dimensional flow problem.  The 
geometry is usually axisymmetric without fins, elevators, or other features.  An afterbody or complete 
model test duplicates the geometry of the aircraft.  This is a three-dimensional problem. Figure 11 
illustrates the 1-D nature of the external flow by showing local Mach nusib-r and boundary layer thickness. 
The influence of wing3, tails, and other upstream features is clearly evident. 

Isolated nozzle tests, which are valuable for comparing different nozzle designs, are usually 
conducted early in the development phase.  In later phases of the aircraft development, absolute values 
for nozzle performance parameters are needed.  For these purposes complete model tests are usually con- 
ducted. Advantages and disadvantages for isolated and complete model tests are summarized in Tables II 
and III. Figure 12 illustrates two test arrangements for a wind tunnel. Figure IT is a photograph 
showing an example where the feed pipe enters from the plennum. 
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TABLE II.     ISOLATED N02ZLE TESTS 

Advantages 

Larger Scale,  Hence Larger Re 

Larger Scale,  Easier to Instrument 

Larger Scale,  Exact Detailing Fossible 

Necessary for Checking Hew Nozzle Concepts 
and Basic Studies 

Baseline for Unlj^taUedPerfOTnan^) 

Substantiate Calculations! Easier Geometry 
for Which to Fake Predictions 

Relatively Economical 

Disadvantages 

Flow is 2-D Instead of 1-D 

Installation Effects Kay Require Nozzle 
Redesign 

Do Mot Form Basis for Predicting 
Interference in 3-D Models 

Support Structure Eliminates Possibility 
for True Isolated Tests 

Not Adequate for Interference Between 
Multiple Nozzles 

TABLE III.     COKFLETE MODEL TESTS 

Advantage 

Better External Flow Simulation : 

Only Means Available to Predict Installed 
Nozzle Performance 

Verifies Aircraft Design 

Influence on Aircraft Aerodynamics Can Be 
Measured 

Influence of Exhaust Plume on Control 
Surface Effectiveness Can Be Determined 

Pylon Design Verified 

Flow Visualization Possible 

Multiple Nozzle Designs Verified 

Disadvantages 

Small Size Nozzle or Else Very Large 
Tunnel Needed 

Complex Shape Requires More Extensive 
Instrumentation 

Simulation of Secondary or Tertiary Flow 
Difficult 

Support System Interference Needs Careful 
Checking 

Models Are Complex and Costly 

Low Re for Nozzle Due to Size 

Changes in Geometry Are Difficult to Make 

Hot Jets Difficult to Incorporate    ~"~ 

Profile into Nozzle May Be Poor      —- 

Difficult to Measure Mass Flow Accurately 

Jet Simulation 

Jet simulation involves duplication in a model scale exhaust features from the full scale jet 
by using suitable scaling criteria. The relative importance of a particular jet flow property depends 
on the use of the test results. Extent of simulation depends on type of nozzle, installation of the 
propulsion system on the aircraft, and the required accuracy of the test data. 

Actual installations are almost always three dimensional in character. Model size is limited 
by blockage restrictions in a transonic tunnel. Jet simulation must be incomplete. Law3 of fluid 
mechanics quite precisely define the scaling rules and the necessary conditions for similitude. The 
problem is to determine the consequence when some of the conditions are violated. 

» 
Figure 1U illustrates different nozzle tests.    Static tests are conducted without external 

flow and closely parallel engine tests in sea level static test stands or in altitude test facilities. 
When external flow is added,  the tests can be separated into two categories:    (l) nozzle flow immune to 
external flow and (2) nozzle flow sensitive to external flow. 

In regard to thrust,  the key question is whether or not the external flow can influence flow 
at the nozzle exit plane.    To obtain drag,  the pressure distribution on external surfaces is needed.    The 
key feature is the location of these surfaces relative to the nozzle exit.    Surfaces immediately upstream, 
e.g., a nozzle boattail,  require less strenuous jet simulation.    Adjacent surfaces located in the far 
field regions of the jet require more precise jet simulation in order to obtain suitable accuracy. 

For thrust evaluation with_the_exit plane flow immune to external flow, duplication of_ nozzle 
pressure ratio^'TERJjBir'TOTTS^^cäpacfty ratio,'^7^^e^pjlmiry"Iij!p6r!t8,nc(ei     Distortion into the 
fiozzle" e"n"trahce and stagnation temperature are of^ secondary importance.     For gross^Thrust determination 
whe'n'the exit plane flow is sensitive to the external flow, many "more "flow quantities must be duplicated. 
One obvious set of flow quantities is that defining the external flow.    The primary flow quantities to be 
duplicated are NFR, y., fn, 
for although the ratio TT./TT|II 

6./D,   and S„/D. 
isJ significant. 

Lack of total temperature duplication can be accounted 

Considering drag due to flow over surfaces in the near field of the jet, e.g., base flow,  the 
plume shape at the nozzle exit must be duplicated. 
K..    When mixing is important,  (RTT),/(RTA 

This requires a duplication of NFR, f , Y 

M,.    When mixing is important,  (RT_),/(RT )    should be duplicated. *     °° 
M_, and 

For determining jet interference effects on adjacent surfaces in the far field, plume shape 
at the exit, reflection coefficients at the jet boundaries, and mixing both from momentum and heat trans- 
fer point of view are important. Jets are usually turbulent as in the external flow. Duplication of 
plume shape is probably the most severe case for jet simulation requiring duplication of NFR, Y 

M.. «j, V «* V Turbulent and laminar Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are also important. y 
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Wind Tunnel Testing Schemes 

There are numerous schemes for obtaining drag, thrust, and thrust minus drag. One such 
method «ill be discussed here to illustrate the scope of a complete te3t and to show how the afterbody 
tests fit into the procedures. 

Aircraft performance is defined in part by thrust minus drag. The engine company sells 
thrust, and the airframe manufacturer minimizes drag. Since there are items in the force bookkeeping 
procedure which must be assigned to drag or to thrust, careful definitions are required. 

Bookkeeping of forces usually involves increments to drag or thrust for operation at some 
point other than the reference condition. At a given K^, three variables are usually specified as 
standard or reference values. These are NFR, nozzle area ratio, and angle of attack; subscript r denotes 
reference values. Deviation from these reference conditions gives rise to force increments. One 
philosophy for assignment of the force increments is to alter thrust if the increment results from a 
throttle change. If the increment is due to a change in angle of attack, it is assigned to drag. 

The drag of inlets depends on mass flow ratio, m, into the air induction system. The drag of 
exhaust systems depends on nozzle pressure ratio, P, for a given flight condition. Variable geometry of 
inlets or nozzles adds ct-^CiSKity and alters drag. Changes in m, P, and area ratios are mainly due to 
throttle changes and hen« ,j*fji assigned to thrust. 

The aeroforce model is mounted on a sting and force F, determined; see Figure 15. For this 
test there are reference values of IL, and T'   which may not be the same as, or even close to, the values 
chosen as the standard flight configuration and denoted by subscript r. At m and F , drag increments 
due to the inlet or nozzle flow are 3et equal to zero. 

Figure 15 shows schematically how drag is obtained from the aeroforce model, the inlet model, 
and the exhaust model. Variation of force due to variation of m or P is readily obtained from the test 
data.  The change in the force on the inlet represented by F, - F, would be charged to thrust since it is 
a result of throttle (mass flow) changes.  The change of force represented by F7 - Fg would also be 
charged to thrust since nozzle pressure ratio is a function of throttle setting. 

Propulsion system installed gross thrust is obtained from 

[installedl   [test cell]  jincrement]   lincrementl   Jincrementl   [increment] 
J    gross >=  <[ gross ^*S due to > * <  due to > + S  due to > + < due to K (10) 
j thrust I    thrust j  I inlet J  I exhaustJ   I engine     secondary | 

The test cell F was discussed previously; Eq (6) is relevant. The increment terms need to be defined 
and discussed. 

The increment due to the inlet includes the following:  (l) spillage drag, (2) bleed drag, 
and (l) bypass drag.  Spillage drag consists of additive drag and the change in force on the inlet cowl. 
Usually data are reported in terms of C„ .,-, or C  ,, plu3 C   ,.  To control shock-wave-boundary- 
layer interaction, it is necessary to parStally remove the boundary layer at critical portions of the 
inlet.  The bleed air is dumped overboard. For some flight conditions it is better to take excess air 
on board and then dump it overboard.  Inlet stability or the trade off between spillage and bypass drag 
may make it desirable to swallow air in excess of engine needs. 

Several factors determine the size of the drag increment due to the exhaust:  (1) correction 
for external flow, (2) base drag, (3) boattail drag, and (4) exhaust interference. ' Installed gross 
thrust is at some flight Kach number. The test cell gross thrust is at static conditions. A correction 
must be made for the external flow influence on internal flow. For the CD nozzle illustrated in 
Figure H, this correction may be very small. For the CONV, PLUG, or BIDE nozzles of Figure 14, this 
may be a relatively large correction.  The correction is obtained from the subtraction of static nozzle 
thrust from the thrust of the same nozzle installed in an afterbody model. The nozzle is metric within 
the afterbody model.  An example of the correction for external flow is shown in Figure 16 for a plug 
nozzle. AI.30 the boattail and base drag corrections are shown. 

Before proceeding with additional discussion of base drag, boattail drag, etc., it is worth- 
while to examine Figure V  which illustrates areas for drag definitions.  Notice the split between the 
forebody'and afterbody of the aircraft model; this implies the afterbody is metric as we shall see. 
Afterbody drag includes tail, fairings, and boattail.  The boattail is the surface which reduces the area 
from the forebody-afterbody split to the area at the nozzle exit. For variable geometry nozzles, there 
are usually external nozzle surfaces exposed to the external flow giving rise to external nozzle drag, 
D .  The drag, D , may be included with boattail drag. Base flow is a downstream flow region where the 
streamlines do not follow the body contour.  Such an annular area is illustrated in Figure l?.  The 
internal nozzle drag is not important for these discussions having been accounted for by C_Q. 

Vhen the base flow region is an annulus surrounding the nozzle exit, as shown in Figure l"?, 
the correction for base drag can be lumped into boattail drag. When there are multiple exhaust nozzles, 
there may be base flow regions not at the nozzle exit plane.  If this is the case, the base drag can be 
included with the exhaust interference term. 

Changes in nozzle pressure ratio, use of afterburner for thrust augmentation, and other 
propulsion system operating points cause changes in  the exhaust plnne geometry.  A3 a result, the 
external flow is modified. Changes in the external flow may alter the pressure distribution on the 
elevator, rudder, wing, or fuselage. The drag increment termed exhaust interference accounts for this 
aspect of the exhaust. 
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Continuing with the various terms on the right-hand side of Eq (10), consider now the incre- 
ment due to the engine.  As a result of m different from m , inlet pressure recovery and level of 
distortion at the compressor face may change.  These change's can influence engine operation.  Based on 
data obtained from test programs in sea level static test cells or altitude facilities, corrections can 
be made. 

Power may be extracted from the engine either by bleeding air off the compressor or by 
driveshafts for alternators, pumps, etc. Bleed air from the compressor to provide boundary layer 
control on the wing, air conditioning for the crew, or to actuate pneumatic devices causes a loss of 
thrust. This thrust loss is accounted for in the term "increment due to engine." 

The final term in Eq (10) is the increment due to secondary flow. (Secondary flow can be 
defined as air taken on board from freestream conditions and returned to the ambient atmosphere without 
forming part of the engine working fluid.) When the secondary flow, e.g., cooling air, forms part of 
the nozzle flow, there is a thrust increment which changes with the engine operating conditions. The 
secondary air may be dumped overboard through its own nozzle or exit door. Pressures on the aircraft 
may be changed. The ram drag associated with secondary air is the mass flow rate of secondary air times 
vehicle velocity. 

Equation (10) indicates the corrections which must be made to convert test cell gross thrust 
to installed gross thrust.  The number of corrections becomes quite large as the preceding discussion has 
indicated. Each correction or increment has its own accuracy and is a source of error. The bookkeeping 
schemes should strive for the minimum number of increments required to adequately describe forces on an 
aircraft.  The increments may be based on a variety of model sizes.  Typical model sizes providing data 
are indicated in Table IV. 

TABLE IV.  TRANSONIC TESTING KODEL SIZES* 
 (TYPICAL FIGHTER AIRCRAFT)  

Model Percentage of Full Scale 

Aeroforce Model 5 

Inlet Model 8-10 

Isolated Nozzle Test 25 

Afterbody Model ' 8-10  

*Models less than 1/20 scale have so many compromises 
relative to geometric detail and Reynolds number that 
tests are not attempted. 

Afterbody Tests 

The models illustrated in Figure 15 do not show the details of the output of powered after- 
body tests. Additional discussion of the various approaches is worthwhile. 

Figures 18 to 21 show four afterbody models.  The arrangement of Figure 18 has only one 
balance which measures F - D - D, .  In Eq (10) these would be the terms Installed gross thrust and the 
increment due to the exhaust. This scheme has the disadvantage that F is an order of magnitude larger 
than D . Results of modifications of the afterbody to improve D are not readily determined. 

The arrangement shown in Figure 19 permits direct measurement of D + D,.  The balance size 
can be selected to fit the level of D + D,. An arrangement such as that shown in Figure 20 decreases 
force on the balance compared to Figure 18. The balance reading can be interpreted differently using a 
momentum control volume. Seal problems are difficult with the system of Figure 20. 

Tandem balances offer many advantages. Figure 20 shows one possible arrangement. Both 
balance(A) and (B) can be sized to match the force. The main disadvantage is the complexity of the model. 

Simulation Techniques 

There are general requirements for afterbody models, some of which are dictated by practical 
constraints.  Here are some of these requirements: 
(1) small diameter feed pipes for small stings or  (5) no deformation of model due to thermal stresses 

.struts (6) controllable and accurately repeatable jet 
(2) minimum interference of feed pipes with simulator 

balance system                          (7) low model costs 
(3) momentum of flow in feed pipes normal to drag  (8) low operating costs 

axis (9) safe operation 
(4) balances isolated from heat flux within model (10) compatible with wind tunnel; no contamination of 

due to hot exhaust air in closed circuit wind tunnel; no explosion 
hazard in wind tunnel 

There are several techniques for obtaining a jet; these ares cold gases, hot gases, and cold jet powered 
turbine engines. 

. When the jet is simulated using cold gases, air or N are most commonly used. As indicated 
in Figure 10, y  of exhaust gas is not 1.4 for a turbojet with afterburner. Table V gives flow data for 
different conditions.  Rows 1 and 2 have the same NPR.  The Mach number for Y = 1.3 is higher, and the 
area ratio is also larger. Rows 1 and 1 have the same area ratio as would be the case for geometrically 
similar nozzles. A larger NPR is required for f =  1.4- to obtain ideal expansion; the exit Mach number is 
also larger. For a gas with large Y> the NPR is higher which means the density in the feed pipes should 
be larger. Since small struts are desired, this is an advantage. Gold gases do not provide simulation 
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of jet momentum. For underexpanded nozzles, the plume shape is not correctly simulated when NPR is 
duplicated; however, by adjusting NPR, the exhaust plume near the nozale exit can be duplicated. 

TABLE V.  COMPARISON OF NOZZLE FLOWS FOR DIFFERENT RATIOS OF HEAT CAPACITIES 

Row 
Number 

Ratio of 
Heat Capacity, 

Y 

Nozzle 
Pressure 
Ratio, 
NPR 

Area 
Ratio, 
A/A* 

Kach 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

1.3 

1.4 
1.4 

5.0 

5.0 

5.5 

1.41 
1.34 

1.41 

1.74 

1.71 

1.77 

Gas mixtures have been suggested to tailor gas density and heat capacity ratio.  Polyatomic 
gases decrease YJ gases with small molecular weight adjust gas density and speed of sound.  Kany nozzle 
"test rigs have flows of 2 to 8 lb /sec. Gas mixtures are expensive. The wind tunnel becomes con- 
taminated. 

Use of hot gases is much more complicated requiring careful model design. Ignition sources, 
thermal shielding, safety precautions, fuel supply, and a control system increase complexity. Due to 
small geometric scale, combustion may be incomplete so that there can be burning in the exhaust plume. 
Incomplete combustion makes it difficult to determine the gas temperature. 

Hot gas can be obtained using hydrogen peroxide decomposition or combustion of a fuel and 
oxidizer, usually air. The fuel may be propane, hydrogen, methane, ethylene, gasoline, or kerosine. 

By using hot gas, YJ and T„,, can be simulated. Figure 22 shows van function of 
(RT_)./(RT_)M for hydrogen peroxide decomposition. The values for a turbofan are also shown. A good 
matches obtained. Decomposition is initiated by a catalyst pack which fits within the volume constraint 
of a scale model. 

A new technique being rapidly developed is the use of miniature turbine-powered compressors. 
Figure 23 shows a propulsion system simulator. The compressor air does not go through the turbine. The 
turbine is powered with an external supply of gas. To modify the mass flow in the nozzle, some of the 
supply gas can be mixed with the compressor flow. Both inlet and exhaust flows can be simultaneously 
simulated with this device. Since the turbine removes considerable energy from the supply gas, the 
exhaustMgas_rwjll,,be extremely coVXl     ITO"Törma"tipri within the model can be a problem.  Since powered 
simulators are imj ort-jrit, a •:orr.pl.;te section, to follow, has V"~n ,l?vr>tej to that toj ic. 

Nozzle tests can be conducted in a wind tunnel with a repeatability of thrust minus drag of 
0.2 per cent for supersonic tests and 1.0 per cent or less for transonic tests. Standard nozzles are 
available for verification of balances.  A theoretical prediction of thrust of standard nozzles is 
possible. These predictions agree with measurements. For isolated nozzles, the accuracy of 0.5 per cent 
previously stated as being required seems to be possible. 

Experimenters in this field are encouraged to report data as measured without scale 
corrections. Corrections, which are given in sufficient detail to be understandable, can then be 
applied.  One such correction is for real gas effects. Variable r can be handled readily by existing 
computer programs. Other corrections may involve viscous effects. 

Reynolds number is rarely duplicated in model tests with the result'that boundary layer 
thickness and boundary layer transition are not simulated. Flow separation on the boattail occurs more 
frequently on models due to low Reynolds number. 

Variable geometry nozzles have leakage between leaves, 'inis is not simulated in model tests. 
Correction of model data to account for leakage would be desirable if it could be done accurately; 
however, this is not the case. In addition, manufacturing tolerance will result in production nozzles 
with different leakage rates. 

Sxhaust-Airframe Interference Other Than Thrust Minus Drag 

There are numerous interference effects other than thrust minus drag. These are listed in 
Table VI. Tests very similar to those described previously are conducted to determine increments in 
lift and moment coefficients.  Partial models are used less frequently; the complete aircraft is tested 
to obtain the external flow. Semi-models or half-span models mounted -,:i the tunnel wall may be used. 

TABLE VI.  INTERFERENCE OTHER THAN THRUST MINUS DRAG 

Alter pressure distribution on surfaces Alter unsteady flow effects, 
changing C,, C,,. L     M Alter external nozzle pressure. 

Subject surfaces to heating. . ,    / 
Alter thrust axis at low p./p • 

Distort boundary layer due to heating. „.     , , , J 
Change shock wave locations. 

Reduce or augment control effectiveness. „.. , .    , ., .        . . 
Stimulate panel flutter; acoustic fatigue. 

Three different engine installations will be discussed from the point of view of exhaust and 
propulsion interference. These are wing mounted fan engine, fuselage mounted fan engine, and the engine 
buried in the airframe. 
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High bypass engines, pylon mounted on the wing, can have an influence on wing circulation 
and, at transonic speeds, on shock formation. Due to the large mass flow of air through the engine, a 
significant deviation of external streamtubes can be caused by changes in engine mass flow. 

To duplicate the interference effects, the exhaust plume of the fan should be reproduced. 
The fan exhaust stream is transonic. An estimate of exhaust Mach number, K , is given by 

M„      r r - l 
'-S-S—.  • (u) 

••-co      V TT - 1 

where T   is the ram temperature change given by 1 + (f  - 1)M<„/ 2, and f  is the stagnation temperature 
change due to fan work.  Typical values are M„ = 0.84 and T  = 1.12. For these values, M = 1.2. Since 
the jet flow is high transonic or supersonic, the exhaust plume shape is determined by jet Mach number 
and Y.. Wave reflections are duplicated leading to a similar jet structure. Jet Mach number is a strong 
function of NFR. 

Viscou3 mixing occurs at the shear layer between the jet and the external stream. Growth of 
the mixing region, or shear layer, has a displacement thickness similar to a boundary layer. When the 
jet boundary increases in area, the jet acts as a source distribution. When the jet streamtube area 
decreases, the external flow moves toward the jet axis. Figure 24 shows the results of a calculation of 
jet area, A , compared to streamtube area, Aw, entering the inlet. 

Case 1 in Figure 24 is for a turbojet with turbulent mixing. Case la is a slight modifica- 
tion with a laminar jet for 0 ^ x/D { 2 followed by turbulent mixing.  Case 2 is a turbofan simulator 
with a bypass ratio of 2.  The core and fan pressure and temperature ratios are shown. Case 1 is a 
turbofan simulator with cold gases. Mass flow has been increased so that A. and M. are equal to that of 
Case 2. Finally, Case 4 is for a flow-through nacelle with the correct A^,.  The influence of laminar 
versus turbulent mixing, hot versus cold jets, and low stagnation pressure versus high stagnation 
pressure jets is shown by Figure 24. 

A difficulty with simulation of high bypass engines is the duplication of both inlet and 
exhaust flows. One approach is to use a turbine driven fan. Another technique is to use ejectors 
within the fan cowl.  Another method is to close a portion of the inlet with a bullet-shaped insert and 
to feed the nozzle with externally supplied air. 

For a pylon mounted engine on a wing, there are three interactions: wing-inlet, wing- 
exhaust, and inlet-exhaust. An important question is whether or not the interference effects are 
additive.  If the interference is additive, one can run a series of experiments varying only inlet flow 
and examine influence on the wing. A second set of experiments' can be conducted varying only exhaust 
conditions and examining the influence on the wing. For a combined deviation of both inlet and exhaust 
flow, the influence on the wing would be obtained from addition of the two experimental results. 
Evidence indicates that the exhaust-wing interference is much greater than inlet-wing interference. 
'Addition of effects may be valid. 

A rear fuselage mounted engine can alter forces on the aircraft either by direct jet impinge- 
ment, wave impingement, or constraints on the external flow.  The rear mounted engine can influence 
effective angle of attack on tail surfaces, change aircraft drag, heat surfaces due to jet impingement, 
or stimulate vibration of panels leading to acoustic fatigue. 

In contrast to pylon mounted engine simulators where thrust measurements are made, the rear 
mounted engine makes balance installation difficult. Semi-models are frequently used with wing mounted 
engines. With rear mounted engines, this is not feasible. Models with rear mounted engines may be 
supported in the wind tunnel by struts at the wing tips. 

For buried engine installations, e.g., a fighter aircraft, the jet plume may cause separation 
with an oblique shock interacting with tail surfaces. Some installations have the nozzle planes at the 
rearmost station. Other installations have the exhaust exits upstream of the fuselage aftend. In this 
case, the exhaust plume can have a more pronounced influence on the aircraft drag, control effective- 
ness, surface heating, boundary layer characteristics controlling skin friction, etc. 

Although this report focuses on thrust minus drag, it is apparent that a complete aircraft 
development program will examine the interference effects briefly introduced in the preceding paragraphs. 

Comparison of Wind Tunnel and Flight Test Results 

There are only limited data available in the transonic region.comparing flight test results 
with wind tunnel results. One such paper is that by Samanich and Hurley.^ ' Figure 25 is reproduced 
from that paper. This figure compares flight test data for nozzle gross thrust coefficient with that 
obtained from isolated nozzle tests.  In the Mach number range 0.8 to 1.2, installation effects cause 
considerable difference between the two measurements. Figure 26 gives the circumferential variation in 
pressure coefficient on the primary nozzle flap of the plug nozzle.  Also shown are the data for the same 
nozzle tested isolated with cold flow in a wind tunnel.  The flap location can be seen in the top graph 
of Figure 25. The data tend to emphasize the comments made previously concerning the three-dimensional 
character of flow in installed nozzles.  In extreme cases it has been found experimentally with BIDE 
noazles that flow may enter one door and leave through another. 

As aircraft development programs proceed, the configuration evolves and changes. 3y the time 
the actual aircraft flies, there is little motivation to obtain wind tunnel data on an exact replica of 
the flight test aircraft. This fact hinders comparison of aircraft flight test results with wind tunnel 
data.  Usefulness of future wind tunnel programs is degraded by lack of careful comparison of data. 
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Wind tunnel data should be digested, corrected, and otherwise modified before comparison with 
flight tent data.  There is a natural tendency to factor in that one la3t correction for boundary layer 
separation, or other good cause, so that the two test results agree. 

Unsteady Aerodynamics of Exhausts 

One aspect of aircraft exhausts which may be overlooked is unsteady flow.  (Unsteady flow may 
be overlooked from the point of view of its influence on nozzle performance, e.g., Cj,„. Aeroelastic 
phenomena leading to destructive instabilities are certainly not overlooked. ) There are several ways in 
which time dependent flow manifests itself:  (l) shock wave oscillation in the external flow as the 
result of a large plume from an underexpanded nozzle, (2) unsteady separation zones in the external flow, 
(1) unsteady separation zones in the internal nozzle flow, M  time varying flow from door to door into 
blow-in-door-ejector nozzles, (5) flutter of leaves in variable geometry nozzles, and (6) pulsations in 
secondary flows. The unsteadiness of the flow may be spatial and/or temporal. 

There are experimental results which indicate the existence of large fluctuating pressure. 
See Figure 2^. Base pressure coefficient is given for M«, = 0.9, 1.0, and 1.2. For a stagnation fre3sure 
ratio of 2 at unity Mach number, the unsteady pressure fluctuation exceeds 20 per cent of the steady 
value. 

Due to the compression of the external flow caused by the p]ume of an underexpanded nozzle, 
one might expect unsteady notion of the oblique shock wave. This i3 analogous to transonic buffet on 
airfoils. 

Summary Remarks on Exhausts 

In this part of the "Exhausts" section various items will be listed and briefly discussed. 

(1) Models tested in the wind tunnel do not represent accurate scaled models of the actual airplane. 
Development programs are paced by schedules and constrained by resources.  In a development program 
wind tunnel data are of importance only to the extent that the data help to produce a good perform- 
ing airplane.  The wind tunnel data are relegated to the file cabinet as soon as the aircraft is 
certified.  Kost aircraft programs do not include resources to reexamine the quality of wind tunnel 
data in the light of flight test results. Since the model may not match the airplane, some key 
points may need checking in the wind tunnel with a new, accurate model. 

(2) Similarity rules of fluid mechanics are violated in nearly every wind tunnel test. Rarely is 
Reynolds number correctly duplicated.  The problem with interpretation of wind tunnel exhaust 
data is to know the consequence of inexact similitude and scaling. With the advances in computa- 
tional fluid mechanics coupled with analytical approaches, new insight may be gained. 

0) Unsteady aerodynamics certainly occurs in the external flow field in the transonic regime. Time 
dependent exhaust flow may be an overlooked feature when evaluating exhaust system performance - 
or when evaluating the lack of performance. 

(A)    Thrust coefficients are based on an ideal nozzle.  Thrust coefficients are a one-dimensional concept f 
trying to quantitatively define performance of a three-dimensional flow device. Thrust coefficients 
and ideal thrust neatly tie cycle analysis to exhaust system hardware and its performance.  The tie j 
becomes confusing and ha3 sources of error in the number to assign to ideal thrust when there*"a?e   f 
profiles of p„ or T_. *""" •-.---_....- •**• 

(5) Bookkeeping procedures based on increments have several advantages such as conceptual simplicity; 
however, to fully exercise the complete bookkeeping procedure, numerous additions and subtractions 
of data obtained from many different models of widely varying scales must be accomplished. Book- 
keeping procedures which do not clearly define the division of responsibility between the engine and 
airframe•companies do not gain acceptance.  Being practical and astute, this is a recognized require- 
ment on bookkeeping procedure; however, the aircraft responds to thrust minus drag.  Is the split of 
responsibility a factor which hinders optimization of thrust minus drag? _——.-      — 

(6) Present methods of defining thrust permit verification of full scale engine quality by testing out- 
side the aircraft. This is certainly desirable. 

(7) Inlet spillage may have an influence on exhaust performance.  Remember the accuracy goals are 0.5 per 
cent. Limited work has been done to define inlet interference on exhausts for engines buried in the 
fuselage. More extensive work has been done on pylon mounted turbofan engines. Faired inlets may 
distort installed nozzle performance. 

(8) A Mach number of unity is difficult to achieve in a wind tunnel. Wind tunnel tests near M = 1 are 
difficult to conduct without tunnel interference. 

(9) Pressure ratios are small in the streamtube passing through the fan. The potential for mutual  / 
interference between a wing and a turbofan is great, 

(10) Sources of error in exhaust testing include struts to hold model, roughness in the model flow 
channel, omission of small detail due to model scale, and injaaxiü_prqf lies a* nozzle entrance. 

SIMULATORS 

Introduction 

As the preceding discussion has shown, separate forebody - inlet and afterbody - exhaust 
tests are conducted. These testa are in addition to the aeroforce model. Some exhaust systems and 
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bookkeeping procedures require a propulsion model also.    One reason the numerous models and tests are 
necessary X3  that the aeroforce model cannot be designed to take on board the full inlet mass flow and 
eject the gas with a proper scale exhaust.     Only by adding gngggytoinereage PT and T_ can both inlet 
and_£Xhaust_flotra be simulated.    The power requirements' are laf^eTTrH-ffie "sp^ceävilIable~TnTne—mo3el 
is-smalir*"— 

One approach would be to drive a suitable compressor with an electric motor. To obtain the 
correct pressure ratio having a reasonable number of stages, the compressor speed is high - 60,000 to 
80,000 RFM.  The electric motor with enough horsepower will not fit in the model.  Electric motors 
driven by variable frequency generator sets were used in the old day3 of wind tunnel testing to power 
propellors on models. 

Another approach would be to pipe the inlet air to a compressor and/or burner outsjWe the 
wind tunnel.  Of interest is transonic testing.  At-M = 1, the product, pu, which is mass flow rate per 
unit area, is a maximum.  This means that the pipes leading from the inlet to a position outside the 
tunnel must be as large in cross section as the inlet capture area. This is a lower bound on pipe size 
assuming frictionless pipes.  To power the nozzle, smaller feed pipes could be used at higher pressure. 
Semi-models or half-span models with engines in the-füselage can use this approach since there is room 
for the necessary plumbing. „ -'P*-- \ 

,•/'    / \ 
'•> •'        '"  ...•!».'••'ower Requirements/ 

'' C~ _.-"-" 
To indicate power requirements,cOSsider"the simulator shown in Figure 2*.     Designate the 

entrance to the compressor as station 2 and the exit as station 3,     Denote freestream conditions by a 
subscript o.    From Figure 10 pick a typical operating point,  e.g.,  HFR = 8 and K   = 1.4.    The horsepower 
is given by 

HP = äß  (TT1 - TT2) (12) 

Assume an inlet capture area of 3 inch diameter.    Smaller sizes would hardly be practical.    Using values 
of a   = 1100 ft/sec, M   = 1.4,   p   =1,4« 10      lb /ft    (equivalent to 45,000 ft altitude),  and 
A   = .08 ft%  the mass flow is found to be 1.7 lb /sec.    Define the following symbol 

The horsepower becomes 

=     T3    T2 

HF= mCpTT2(T0 -1) (13) 

Using a compressor ratio of 2.52 along with ram pressure recovery, the nozzle pressure ratio of 8 can be 
achieved.    With an efficiency of 0.85 for the compressor,  the stagnation temperature ratio,  T ,  is 1.36. 
A value of T    consistent with a    is chosen;  also T_    _ T_,.     The value of C    ia 0.24 BTU/lb sec. 
Finally,  witn these values inserted in Eq (13) and using the conversion fac?or HP = 1.415 sec/BTU,  the 
horsepower is calculated to be 150 HP.    This  is like stuffing two TO engines in a three-inch pipe.' 

Simulators with Energy Addition in the Kodel 

To begin, a few symbols will be defined: 

ia«     mass flow in the fan exhaust ft,      mass flow in the turbine  (left-hand pipe in 

fe„      mass flow in the exhaust of the core of g 

turbofan ft       mass flow in the turbine »exhaust (right-hand 

1 mass flow in the exhaust of a turbojet piFe in Fieure 27) 
m   inlet mass flow 

There are sevsrsl possible designs. For a turbojet simulator 

ft. *  «i0 + fht (14) 

To consei-ve mass 

&e =  (1 - f)mt (15) 

The fraction of the turbine mass flow mixed with the compressor flow is (.. This permits flexibility in 
controlling jet plume parameters. Figure 28 is an exploded view of a turbojet simulator for supersonic 
flight speeds.    Figure 29 is a photograph of the same simulator on the test stand. 

For turbofan simulators the inlet mass flow is used as the fan mass flow,  i.e.,  Si    = m_. 
Such a turbofan is illustrated in Figure 30.     The turbine drive gas forms the engine core exhaust,   i.e., 
ft. - h .    An actual turbofan has m- m   + ft. if fuel addition is neglected.    Bypass ratio,  B,  is defined 
as ftf/fi, which becomes in terms of ft_ 

ft    - ft       ft 
(16) *o - fcc _  \ -1 

\           ftc 
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For the simulator, the effective bypass ratio is 

hp     ft 

B = •£ = v£ (17) 
%     mo 

Comparing Eqs (16) and (l7), it is apparent there is an error. For high bypass engines, this is 
relatively insignificant. '.'.Tien the mass flow in the exhaust of both core and fan are properly simulated, 
there is a deficiency of mass flow into the simulator inlet compared to the actual engine. Spillage drag 
becomes a factor. 

As discussed previously, when a nacelle is pylon mounted on a wing, it is possible to use 
semispan models as shown in Figure 11.  The wing is vertical, and the model is mounted on a turntable. 
The turntable is above the tunnel floor to divert the tunnel boundary layer. One difficulty with semi- 
apan models is the tunnel wall boundary layer. 

The exhaust temperature of the flow, ft, , is very low. Consider the turbojet simulator 
previously discussed in connection with Eqs (12) and (13).  The power to drive the compressor equals the 
turbine output power.  Using this fact, the turbine exhaust temperature can be estirated.  The equality 
of power is . .... 

"'oVT2(rc"l) = W1-Tt) (18) lot» 

Stations 4 and 5 are upstream and downstream of the turbine; Tt is defined as T^/T^.    Solving for 7^ 
yields 

It is apparent from Eq (19) that the smaller m.,  the smaller T ,.    For T_,  equal to room temperature,  the 
values of Tj» are-260°F  (-H4°K) for equal jiass_now,-through_& mass' 
f ISWtifröuf FT tSe'compressor is roughly 1.4 times larger than that "through the turbine, one begins to 

/   liquify oxygen in the air.    To avoid this problem, dry K^ can be used to drive the turbine. 
C—) 

The technique of Tlnternally powered simulators is being developed.  The most significant 
motivation for developing and using simulators is the high degree of simultaneous simulation of both 
inlet and exhaust flows. For turbofans, bypass ratio is not correct. For both turbofan and turbojet 
simulators, the exhaust temperatures are much too low. Burners are being developed to correct the 
exhaust temperature. 

Similar procedures can be used for both the turbojet or turbofan simulator and the full scale 
engine.  Static tests can be run. Figure 29 is a photograph of the supersonic turbojet simulator under- 
going such a sea level static test. Tests in the wind tunnel with the simulator can duplicate aircraft 
na3S flows. 

/~ Powered simulators offer high fidelity testing; however, there are disadvantages.  Tests are 
expensive to operate. Simulators,^ engine being modeled, Sxtensive   I 
instrumentation is necessary to control and monitor simulator operation. Bearings are small and sub-   i 
jeSted to severe loads with the consequence that iife is limited. Past experience: has indicated that   I 
repeatability is limited. " TITO "simulators manufactured under similar*~eonditions may show different per- 
föTmmhee-characteristics; variations of 5 per cent in net thrust have been observed. Separation of 
thrust and drag terms is difficult due mainly to inaccurate determination of nozzle coefficients. 
Further, development will undoubtedly improve many of the adverse features. 

Kjeotors 

Ejectors have no moving parts. There are no rotating components. As a consequence, ejectors 
are easier to manufacture. Ejectors are relatively easy to scale, and the prediction of performance can 
be quite precise. The nozzle pressure ratio is limited. Mass flow into the inlet is also less than 
desired for turbojet or turbofan installations. There are large distortions in the p„ profile at the 
nozzle entrance. Characteristics of an ejector powered nacelle do not match that of an engine in the 
nacelle. Ejectors are not used for simulation of thrust but are useful for interference studies. Due 
to the low NFR, ejectors can be used for simulation of lift engines and V/STOL propulsion installations. 
Ejectors offer economy and simplicity; for these two reasons, ejectors deserve more attention for 
propulsion system simulation. 

Figure 32 shows an ejector system developed for a V/STOL fighter or attack aircraft. In 
spite of the sizable plumbing, the system is used with a balance so that forces on the model aircraft can 
be measured. The usual ejector has the high-momentum stream interior to the low-momentum stream. The 
ejector shown in Figure 32 has different topology; the high velocity stream is external to the low- 
velocity flow. This arrangement is necessary to induce the flow into the inlet and provide for suitable 
seals. The combined flow from the inlet and high pressure air into the model supplies the nozzles. 

Simulators with Energy Addition External to the Model 

Using a semi-model for a buried engine installation, it is possible to route large pipes into 
and out of the model. By adding energy external to the model, the severe volume constraints are 
eliminated. Control of the inlet and exhaust mass flows is flexible. The main difficulty is the 
boundary layer on the reflection plane. 
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Effort should be directed to developing the semi-model technique for the case of engines 
within the fuselage. This technique is not being used currently. 
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Figure 7. Shape of Sonic I-ine at Nozzle Geometric Throat. 
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ÄPPfiTOIX - SIGNIFICANCE OF TRAI30HIC RSGI1-3 

It is worthwhile to state why transonic flow is particularly difficult    and, being difficult, 
why it remains important and cannot be avoided. I 

First of all,  look at the influence coefficient formulation for fractional velocity change 
in a one-dimensional flow 

& = -J-2— - (Al) 
u       K    - 1  A 

In transonic flow, i.e., K near unity, the factor multiplying dA/A is large. A very small change in 
dA/A causes a very large change in du/u and other flow properties.  This sensitivity accounts for the 
extremely low blockage factors which can be tolerated. 

' Consider the linearised solution for wavy wall in both subsonic and supersonic flows. For 
a subsonic flow, the solution is 

US<X 

yr^? 
,exp -«y-y/l - M2 (A3) 

for a flow, U, over a wavy wall, y =£sin«x. Note that in subsonic flow the perturbation velocity, u, 
decays with y. As M approaches one, the decay becomes less and less.  Of course, the solution is not 
valid for K near one, but the trend is clear. This trend indicates that perturbations are experienced 
at great distances laterally as one approaches Mach number unity. 

For supersonic flow over the same wavy wall, 

pec* 
1 COSi 

V^r 
«<x - y-^M2 - 1) (A^) 

In supersonic flow there is no -#so.ay. A line given by x —•, y~dn   - 1 has constant amplitude of perturba- 
tion. As M approaches one, this approaches x = constant,"which means perturbations occur laterally to 
the main stream.  Three points have been illustrated:  (l) extreme sensitivity of the flow to small 
changes in streamtube area, (2) little decay of perturbations laterally, and (l) perturbations perpen- 
dicular to the flow. 

Difficulty of transonic flow analytically arises from the nonlinear nature of the equations 
of motion. Solutions depend either on rather specialized approximations which may not be valid every- 
where in the flow or else on numerical calculations. In the case of transonic flow, the analytical 
companion to experimentation is very weak. 

Examine the reasons transonic flow cannot be avoided. For the best range consistent with the 
desire for maximum speed, the flight Kach number usually is on the doorstep of the transonic drag rise. 
Ferry operations are transonic.  Due to sonic boom restrictions, S3T aircraft will fly transonlcally 
over populated land.  Supersonic aircraft must accelerate through the transonio regime which is a region 
of increasing drag and decaying thrust. Supersonic fighter aircraft do not have sufficient thrust to 
pull high-g maneuvers and maintain supersonic flight. Aerial combat moves toward transonio speeds due 
to this limitation. Transonic flight is a3 important as it is difficult. 
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PROBLEMS DE HESURE SUR MAQUETTE DE LA POUSSES' D'OII ARRIERE-CORPS D'AVION   SUPERSOHIQDE 
TUYERES DE REFERENCE . 

par Bernard MASURE (*) 

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES EI DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES (UMBRA) 
92 - CHATILLON - FRANCE 

RESUME - 

La technique de inesure de- la poussee d'un arriere-corps en soufflerie, couramment utilisee ä l'O.N.E.R.A., 
a l,aide d'un support cylindrique amont est decrite. Cette mesure sert en particulier a corriger les mesures 
globales effectuees sur maquette complete avec fuseau creux simplified La precision est contrdlee par divers 
tarages comprenant en particulier l'essai d'une tuyere convergente-divergente de reference. 

Le contrftle et 1'analyse des resultats d'etude de configurations complexes comportant une tuyere primaire 
convergente s'appuient sur la connaissance des debits et poussees des tuyeres soniques correspondantes. Les 
donn^es concernant de telles tuyeres pour une assez large Variete de formes resultent d1 essais precis effectues 
a lf atmosphere sans ecoulement externe. Les resultats en sont präsentes et sont compares auz donn^es theoriques 
actuellement disponibles. 

SUMMARY - 

PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT ON MODEL OP THE THRUST OP A SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT AFTER-BODY . 
STANDARD NOZZLES . 

The technique, currenthy used at ONERA, for measuring in wind tunnel, through an upstream cylindrical strut, 
the thrust of an after-body is described. With this measurement it is possible, in particular, to correct the 
global measurements made on complete models with simplified hollow nacelles. Precision is checked by various 
calibrations including, among others, tests on a standard convergent-divergent nozzle. 

Checking and analysängthe results on complex configurations including a primary convergent nozzle are based 
on the knowledge of mass flow rate3 and thrusts of corresponding sonic nozzles. Data concerning such nozzles for 
a rather broad variety of shapes result from precise tests performed within the atmosphere, without external flow. 
Their results are presented and compared with theoretical data currently available. 

1 - INTRODUCTION - • . 

La mise au point d'un avion de transport supersonique necessite une optimisation poussee de ses divers consti- 
tuants et une estimation aussi oorrecte que possible de ses futures performances. II en est ainsi de l'avion 
"CONCORDE" dont le fuseau moteur et, plus particullerement, 1'arriere-corps sont l'objet d'une etude experimen- 
tale minutieuse qui est poursuivie depuis plusieurs annees dans les souffleries de l'O.N.E.R.A. et ä l'etranger. 

. La note preeente se propose de rappeler les techniques mises enoeuvre a l'O.N.E.R.A. pour evaluer, en gaz 
froid et sur une maquette d'arriere-corps isole, les performances de poussee du Systeme d1 ejection qui comple- 
tent les mesures effectuees dans d'autres laboratoires sur un modele d'avion complet et ä partir desquelles il 
est possible de classer les diverses solutions d'arriere-corps envisagees. 

. Les caracteristiques essentielles de la balance de poussee utilisee dans la soufflerie supersonique S5 Ch de 
l'O.N.E.R.A. seront done rappelees et la voie suivie pour evaluer les debits, poussees et taux de detente sera 
de'orite. La precision des mesures est contrSlee par divers tarages comprenant en particulier l'essai d'une 
tuyere convergente-divergente £talon dont le coefficient de poussee peut ^tre evalue theoriquement. Le calcul 
de ce coefficient, qui met en jeu diverses corrections, est developpe : 1 occasion est ainsi donnee de mettre 
1'accent, en ce qui concerne la poussee, sur les distorsions des lois de detente de l'air par rapport ä celles 
d'un gaz parfait de chaleurs specifiques constantes ä ft -  1,4. 

• Les mesures effectuees en soufflerie sur arriere-corps isole et avec ecoulement externe sont completees ä 
l'O.N.E.R.A. par des mesures executees au point fixe permettant une optimisation separee de la geometrie in- 
terne de 1'andere corps puisque, en configuration de croisiere supersonique, les caracteristiques aerodyna- 
miques des e"coulements internes sont independantes de celles de 1'ecoulement externe. Le banc au point fixe 

• qui permet ces mesures est brievement decrit. Quelques resultats obtenus sur ce banc- et concernant des tuyeres 
convergent® coniques de formes variees sont d'abord donnas et compares ä quelques donnees theoriques actuelle- 
ment disponibles. Ils peuvent servir de point de depart pour aborder, sous 1'angle du calcul, 1'etude de confi- 
gurations plus complexes. Un exemple d'une recherche d1 optimisation de la geometrie interne d'une tuyere biflux 
type "CONCORDE", mettant bien en lumiere le degre^ de precision atteint dans les mesures effectuees sur le banc 
au point fixe, est enfin presented 

2 - DETERMINATION DES PERFORMANCES D'UN ARRIERE-CORPS EN PRESENCE D'ECOULBIENT EXTERNE - 

2.1. - Mesures sur maquette - 

Les mesures sur arriere-corps isole, avec simulation des jets internes a l'aide d'air comprimÄ froid, sont 
d'une execution relativement simple. Elles completent, comme nous l'avons dit dans 1'introduction, les mesures 
re'alise'es sur une maquette d'avion complet oü la simulation des eeoulements internes du fuseau moteur n1 est en 
general pas respectee. Pour preciser notre propos, considerons par exemple le cas des mesures executees ä 
l'O.N.E.R.A. 

(*) Ingenieur Chef de Groupe do Recherche3, Direction  Aerodynamique. 
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Hous avons represents sur la figure 1, d'une part, le schema de 1'avion C0NC0HDE oomplet muni de sea 
deux nacelles bi-moteurs et d'autre part, la partie de ces nacelles effectlvement etudiee en soufflerie ä 
l'O.N.E.R.A. 

plague de symeri-ie 

(simulaVion   du  plan   de  symeVrie de \ ecou\eme«A 

MAQUETTE  H'RVION   COMPLET 
^nacelles creuses  avec   arriere-corps de reference) 

canne de \« 
balance    de  poussee 

RRRIERE-CORPS 
ISOLE 

farriers-corps   de reference 
ou arriäre- corps     realise) 

Hg. 1 - Mesure de poussee sur arriere-corps isolS, 

En raison de la symetrie approchee que presentent les deux systemes propulsifs d'une meme nacelle, on se 
contente en soufflerie d'etudier la partie arriere d'une demi-nacelle en materialisant, par une plaque, le plan 
de symetrie de la nacelle. Ce demi arriere~corp3 muni de sa plaque de symetrie e3t place a 1'extremite de la 
canne pesee d'une balance de poussee que nous decrivons plus loin. 

Les differentes etapes necessaires pour evaluer lea performances globales sont les suivantes : 

2.1.1. - Begures sur maquette d1avion complet - 

La maquette d'avion complet est equipee de deux nacelles creuses presentant dans leur partie aval des formes 
externes dites de "reference". Les conduits internes de ces nacelles, volontairement simplifies par rapport au cas 
reel dans leur partie terminale, sont parcourus par un ecoulement naturel qui, penetrant dans les prises d'air 
a l'amont, est evaouS an regime Sonique ou legerement supersonique ä l'aval. La loi de section des conduits 
internes est teile que le debit qui y circule est egal au debit exact qui penetrerait dans les prises d'air si 
la maquette etait motorisee. 

L'&oulement externe est, en consequence, correctement simule au voisinage de l'entree des nacelles. 

Dans le plan de sortie par contre, 1'ecoulement interne ne possede pas les caracteristiquss aerodynamiques 
du cas reel : la simulation y est done incorrecte. 

Les mesures exScutees en soufflerie sur ce type de maquette permettent de soustraire de 1'effort total 
mesure la trainee due ä 1'ecoulement interne et de deduira celle due ä 1'ecoulement externe. 

Imaginons maintenant le cas reel de l'avion motorist et muni de nacelles,identiques dans leur partie amont 
a eelles du cas precedent, mais possedant dans leur partie aval Has caracteristiques geometriques d'un arriere-corps 
realiste tant du point de vue externe que du point de vue interne. Si 1'on veut alors determiner les performances 
globales dans ce dernier cas, il faut completer la mesure de la trainee externe precederament evoquee de eelles 
de la poussee interne du Systeme propulsif et de l'ecart des trainees externes existant entre 1'arriere-corps 
"realiste" et 1'arriere-corps "de reference". 

C'est la somme de ces deux derniers termes qui est estimee, en premiere approximation, en soufflerie ä l'aide 
de notre balance de poussee en simulant la propulsion au moyen d'air compiime froid. 

2.1.2. -Hesure en soufflerie de la trainee de 1'arriere-corps de refei-enoe (O.H.a.E.A.) 

On place ä 1'extremite de la canne pesee de la balance de poussee un demi arriere-corps de reference muni 
de sa plaque de symetrie. La canalisation interne de cet arriere-coros, identique a celle de la maquette d'avion 
complet, est parcourue par un ecoulement de memes caracteristiques que eelles de 1' ecoulement naturel qui traver- 
sait les nacelles creuse3 de la maquette d1 avion complet. L'ecoulement externe a pour nombre-de Mach M0. On tire 
alora de la relation qui traduit l'equilibre de la partie pesee de la balance une grandeur Xl egale a la somme 
algebrique de la poussee de 1'ecoulement interne XC-OEF   I d'un frottement parasite Xfi*   ^e lonS &e  la 
partie cylindrique de la canne pesee et de la trainee externe 3)REF  de 1'arriere-corps de reference : 

0) X. xt«EF   + XR, _ D •REF 
La poussee interne  XLREF e3*> par ailleurs, deduite de la connaissance du debit interne et de celle du 

coefficient de poussee de la tuyere Sonique ou legerement supersonique que constitue la canalisation interne. 
Oe coefficient de poussee interne est evalue sur le banc au point fixe que nous decrirons brievement plus loin. 



Connaissant par consequent  A i REF , on deduit de (1) la grandeur X • = X — X. 
REP 
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, soit enooro : 

(2) K x* - ^ 
2.1.3. - Kesure en soufflerie sur 1'arriere-corps realiste (O.H.E.R.A.) - 

On remplace le demi arriere-corps de reference par un demi arriere-corps realiste muni, lui aussi, d!une 
plaque de symetrie. L'ecoulement externe a le meW nombre de Hach H0 que lore de la mesure precedents et l'on 
simule la motorisation (eeoulement primaire et secondaire) au moyen d'air comprime froid. 

On tire de 1'equation d'equilibre de la partie pesee une grandeur Xg ^gale, comme plus haut, ä la somme 
algdbrique de trois termes : 

(3) Xo = xL.     + X Rtnusre ^Fa D RtfiLlSTE- 

2.1.4. - Synthese - 

Connaissant maintenant, grace aux deux mesures pre"cedentes, lea valeurs des grandeurs XJ et An , 
d^duit par difference : 

Xa - X4    =   XL 
RfcftUITE 

AXc  - AD 

en posant AX p.   = Xf2 _ Xp^ 

REBUsTE - D RSFEREtJce 

Comme, de plus, le niveau de la pression generatrice de la soufflerie est le mime pour les deuxtypes de 
meaure :       AXp    = Xt- Xp.   = O 

Lea mesurea re'aliae'es ä l'O.H.ß.R.A. permettent done d'evaluer, comme il le fallait, la somme : 

xL REBUSTE - AD 
Decrivona done maintenant lea caracteristiques essentielles de 1'installation experimentale utilisee pour 

les mesures precedentes. 

2.2. - Description_succincte_de_la balance de poussjje (Fig. 2) - 

Le modele etudie eat placd ä l'extremite d'une conduite cylindrique qui traverse le col de la soufflerie et 
permet le passage des flux d'air comprime froid simulant lea jets primaire et secondaire. 

Cette conduite, conatituant la partie mobile de la balance de pouss^e, eat suspendue par l'intermddiaire 
d'un Parallelogramme deformable a 1'int^rieur d'un caisson place dans le collecteur de la soufflerie. La poussde 
de I1arriere-corps est equilibree par une contre pression reglable s'exercant sur un piston lid ä la conduite. 

capsules de 
wise- Q zero ^ ^ 

9      <\ Membranes 
d"etanche.if& 

aj5 *® 

3>ynamom&h"e» 

Stcondairc      Trtmair& 

cv  
7/. Cylmclre.- 

(froVrement- parasif*) d'arriere - corps 

Suspension 

Fig. 2 - Balance de poussde (soufflerie supersonique S5 de CHALAIS-MEUDOH) 

Afin d'eviter tout effort parasite a l'admiaaion d'air comprime', lea alimentations se font perpendiculaire- 
ment a l'axe de la poussee. 

Kous reraarquons en A les branches de la suspension dont l'une est composee d'un trois barres pour eviter les 
contraintes dues ä des deformations provoquees par les dilatations ; en B lea capaules servant ä afficher la 
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pression necessaire au retour ä zero de la partie suspendue j en C le dynamometrs utilise pour verifier oette 
remise en equilibro. Enfin en D nous voyons les membranes de caoutchouc qui sont utilisees pour assurer l'etan— 
cherte" au niveau des alimentations en air coraprime. Ces membranes roulent tres legerement sur elles-memes lors 
du deplacement de la partie suspendue. Ce deplacement a ete reduit au minimum (+0,04 mm) grace ä des butees, 
non representees sur la figure. On pourra se reporter ä [l] pour de plus ample3 details relatifs ä la balance 
de poussee. 

La veine de la soufflerie, bidimensionnelle, est constitute de deux blocs tuyeres identiques susoeptibles 
de subir, independamment l'un de l'autre, une legere rotation par rapport ä leurs positions nominales. II est 
aihsi possible de corriger, partiellement, la perturbation provoquee par la canne de la balance et d'obtenir, 
au niveau du plan de racoordement avec la maquette, un nombre de Nach sensiblement constant et egal au nombre 
de Mach moyen, qui existe, sur la maquette d'avion oomplet, dans le mSme plan. 

Le montage decrit ioi ne peut cependant pas representer exactement les phenomenes reels et nous considerons 
que les resultats obtenus ont surtout une valeur relative et permettent de classer entre elles les diverses 
solutions car nous avons constate que la similitude etait assez correctement realisee en ce qui concerne les 
epaisseura de couche limite externe au niveau de l'arriere-corps, 

Precisqns maintenant quelques grandeurs i              .             L .        J..    , 
.'Dimensions de la veine d~<?,Mr-.; :---i-?r>.--_: ;-i?x  300 x 300 mm2 ^TfJU»>*ü* &'••"•'f-n ,4«. (,%*>*•" 

„ . Dimensions de la canne de-s-jr ;K- >•!,;.:.o x 70 w£  (environ 6 # d'obstruction) »*v fVvdw   *t*>t> f'^'" 
,  Pression generatrice de la soufflerie : *>• 1/2 bar a t      j 
. Temperature generatrice de la soufflerie : /v +40°C / ' /1 - {>' vf"i>ic-t'?i'^ 
, Effort moyen mesure par la balance: <v 15 daN V f6                       f 
• Detiit d'air comprise traversant la maquette •. <v 300 g/s. 

Posons .: 
I  t resultante des actions mecaniques exercees sur la canne et la maquette par 1"ecoulement exterieur et 

les ecoulements internes 
S0 > section de la canne 
H  t effort transmis par les capsules apres remise & zero 
P4 i pression regnant dans le carter 
P5 I pression regnant sous la coiffe de racoordement (voir fig. 2). 
0(4 1  aire efficaoe d'action de la pression P4 (evaluee par un tarage preliminaire) 

L'Equation d'equilibre de la partie pesea s'ecrit alors : 

X + fa - Sc)-P5  = H + ctfä 
ou 

(4) X = H + 0^ - K-SC)P5 

Pour simplifier, nous avons omis dans la relation (4) le3 reactions parasites legeres que les tarages mettent 
quelquefois en lumiere au niveau des membranes d'alimentation. 

C'est en utilisant la relation (4) et en procedant ä deux mesures suooessives qu'il est possible, comme 
nous l'avons explique aux § 2.1,2. et 2.1.3., d'evaluer les performances d'un arriere-corps. 

Analysons maintenant la voie suivie pour caracteriser les proprietes des flux internes. 

/ 
2.3. - Calcul des debits - 

Les debits sont evalues par la methode du col sonique, universellement reconnue corame'la plus precise, et au 
Bujet de laquelle divers travaux ont ete entrepris ä l'O.lI.E.R.A. ces dernieres annees [2], [3], [4l. 

Eappelons la formule : 

(5) c.v -[^^.c,, 
dans laquelle 1 y+^ 

- k = constante = . /_£_ f Z     )   ^     ^ 

avec t  o s 1,4 

111 = nombre de molecules-gramme d'air par unite de masse 

H, = constante universelle des gaz parfaits. 

~ Pi = pression d'arrSt isentropique de 1' ecoulement en dehors de la couohe limite 

- Tj_ = temperature d'arret isentropique (en degre absolu) 

- A = aire geometrique du col 

- A CC„ Ca, j = aire sonique aeTOdynamique 

avec 1^5 = coefficient de reduction de debit due ä l'effet de la viscosite 

Q»y^ = coefficient de reduction de d^bit due a la courbure de la ligne sonique (ecoulement 
non uniforme dans le plan du ool) 



•/3>v = facteur multipliant le debit q calcule pour un gaz calorifiquement parfait a If 
oompte de l'effet de compressibilite (effet viriel). Ce dernier facteur eat donne 
simple suivante [2] : 

1 + 0,035 
TJ, - 2-iO 

le ealeul d'un de"bit par (5) necessite done, outre la mesure de pj et TJ, 1'evaluation dee ooenxt-u.» 
et Cb . 

Coefficient Qp, 

(6) 

Coefficient Qj> 

Ce coefficient, £gal, dans le oas d'un col debitmetrique ä syme'trie de revolution, ä 
1 - 2 6v/Vi   ( 5 '•  epaisseur de deplacement de la couche limite au col ; 

h : rayon du col) peut §tre relie [5] au nombre de Reynolds $Oä. , „   |i a-'^  "• par une loi 

simple qui, dans le cas d'une couche limite turbulente, prend la forme : t"L 

(< - c^) R -*/6 =  Oe 

II suffit done de calculer la couche limite, pour une geometric donne'e, dans un cas particu- 
lier (integration approchee de l'equation integrale de von Karman) pour connaltre CL^ dans 
tous les cas par application de (6). s 

le calcul par developpements limites de la function potentielle d'un ^coulement irrotationnel 
a symetrie de revolution permet de definir complütement l'ecoulement au voisinage du point 
sonique sur l'axe. II est alors possible, par une simple integration, de calculer le coeffi- 
cient de debit C^ d'une tuyere dont le profil serait identlque ä une ligne de courant mate- 
rialisee de l'ecoulement calcule. 

Comme les developpements mathematiques mis en Oeuvre pour calculer la fonction potentielle ne sont valables 
qu'au voisinage immediat du point sonique sur l'axe, on ne retient du champ d'ecoulement calcule que la partie 
proche de ce point sonique et l'on se contente de caracteriser les lignes de courant par leurs taux de courbure 
V>/Tt en leurs sommets. On peut ainsi etablir une correspondance entre ce taux de courbure locale et le coeffi- 
cient de debit Cx>K • Attribuant alors ä cette correspondance un caractere d'universalite, on peut calculer le 
coefficient de debit C-j,  d'une tuyere quelconque pourvu que celle-ci presente au ool une courbure moderee, 

C'est ainsi que l'on procede ä l'O.H.E.R.A. oü les meridiennes des cols d^bitmetriques sont eirculaires 
avec un taux de courbure egal ä 0,25 ("R/H =4). Le coefficient Cj,  vaut alors : 1 - 1,4.10-3. 

Si l'on voulait par contre utiliser un col debitmetrique a courbure prononcee, afin de reduire par exemple 
la correction due ä la couche limite et limiter de cette facon la part d'incertitude que comporte toujours une 
teile correction, il y aurait lieu de tenir compte non seulement du taux de courbure de la paroi au col mais 
aussi de la nature exacte du profil de celle-ci a l'amont du col, pour calculer C^, 

la figure 3> tiree de [4] en apporte la preuve. Les resultats experimentaux presented sur cette figure 
montrent.en effet,que pour des taux de courbure eleves au col, le coefficient 
l'attendre, tres sensible ä l'angle de la paroi ä l'amont du col. 

CJJ^ est, comme il fallait 

Donnons pour ter- 
mj ner et fixer les 
id&s le3 valeurs 
que nous attribuons 

»H'^S et CD 
pour evaluer, au 
moyen de la rela- 
tion (5), le däbit 
primaire pour les 
conditions d'essais 
habituelles rencon- 
trees sur 1'instal- 
lation de poussee 
de la soufflerie 
35 Ch s 

Cj>=1 -1,4.10-3 

QPS«I -5.10-3 

C^ci +4.10-3 

3 - Coefficient de debit C  d'une tuyere axisym^trique ä courbure e'leve'e 
K 
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2.4. - Caloul du taux de detente 

Hous aj 
primal re) a 

.ppelons taux de detente le rapport de la pression generatrloe MpLT ^e l'eooulement principal (le jet 

. la pression statique p0 de l'eooulement externe ! -*?\.-TIJP 

La pression statique p0 est calcuiee a partir du nombre de Hach moyen de l'eooulement externe au niveau du 
plan de raooordement du modele aveo la oanne et de la pression generatrioe de la soufflerie mesuree dans le 
oolleoteur. 

La pression generatrioe-^tj de l'eooulement primaire pourrait Itre evaluee tout simplement au moyen d'une 
ou plusieurs prises de pression d'arrSt (tube "pitot")» judicieusement reparties dans l'eooulement et dont les 
mesures permettraientf apres ponderation, de definir une pression generatrioe moyenne. 

Cette methode n'a pas ete retenue et on lui a pr^fere" une methode moins direote oü la pression generatrioe 
est d^duite du debit reduit qW-fij. , oe qui permet de s'affranchir des diffioultes qui surgissent toujours quand 
il s'agit de definir une pression generatrioe moyenne dans un ecoulement qui presentei inevitablement, oertaines 
distorsions de pression d'arrgt. 

Cette methode necessite, comme nous allons le montrer, la mesure de la temperature generatrioe ~TT _. et la 
determination au prealable de 1'aire Sonique aerodynamique de l'eooulement. 

La loi de conservation de la masse en ecoulement permanent conduit en effet ä la relation suivante, aveo les 
indices D et J respeotivement pour le debitmetre et la tuyere en essais (fig. 4)I 

(7) 

Cette relation permet de oalouler le groupement (~pt -j- " y) 

(9) 

#V 'i-T - J VT 
auquel nous rapportons les efforts mesures 

par 

(-Peer AT)* -[ -f „ A, (c,5 C, JJ C^ y^I 
La relation (9) montre que le groupement 

p^rature Tiy   .«II est alors possible par (8) 
oient de debit (GDSGJ^O^    de la tuyere (la presence du coefficient oorreotif C-j, 
legerement la situation en neoessitant un oalcul iteratif), v 

rPi-j "j} est connu si 1'on mesure, outre '-pcnet T^3>> la tem- 
) de calculer ~PCx   si l'on connatt,      par ailleurs, le coeffi- 

ne fait que compliquer 

ö*w**u «vi  r.^^r* 

DEBITMETRE   B  COL SONIQUE MBGjUETTE 

Kg. 4 — Debitmetre et tuyere d' ejection primaire. 

La temperature d'arrSt isentropiqueTLj est mesuree au moyen d'un anneau en ouivre qui relie entre eux trois 
thermocouples et qui est place legerement a l'amont du ool de la tuyere primaire. Des mesures precises ont 
montre que le coefficient de recuperation -7. de oet anneau est egal au coefficient de recuperation d'un ther- 
mocouple a fil tendu ($ • 
est ainsi donnee par s 

0,8 mm). La valeur trouvee "i. = 0,62 est en bon accord aveo [6], La temperature T\,. 

oü My est le nombre de Mach moyen de l'eooulement au niveau de 1'anneau. 

Quant au coefficient de debit k£:Dg £j><n ) y  (appeie aussi coefficient de striction), il est determine hors 
soufflerie sur un bane,specialement abnage ä oet effet et situe ä CHALATS-l'IEDDOir,eomportant un col soniqüe 
debitmetrique et une chambre de tranquillisation en amont de la tuyere etudiee. Les dimensions de cette chambre 
de tranquillisation sont telles que la pression generatrioe de l'eooulement peut y §tre definie sans ambigulte. 
II suffit done de completer la mesure de la temperature generatrioe dans cette chambre par celle de la pression 
generatrioe pour oalouler le coefficient de debit (C~ Or,.,")   de la tuyere en utilisant encore la rela- 
tion (8). v s       "'S" 

Nous presenterons plus loin quelques resultats de coefficient de debit obtenus recemment a l'O.H.B.R.A., 
non pas sur 1'installation de CHALAIS mais sur le bano de mesure au point fixe de MODAMä qui fait aussi office 
de bano de striction. 
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2.5. - Definition et calcul d'autrea grandeurs - 

En ce qui oonoerne l'ecoulement aeoondalre (s ) 1'usage veut qu'on le caracte'rise par sa pression geiera- 
trlce-pjs   et le parametre sans dimension U-defini par : 

U, _   5^-W oü qs , q^    sont lea debits etTj.s  ,~^"ly     les temperatures generatrices des eooulements 

seeondaire et primaire respeotivement. 

En soufflerie T^s <v Tj_.     . On pose dono 
5   9T 

La pression g^neratrice de l'ecoulement seeondaire ~pts es^> B0^: mesur^e direotement avec un tube 
"pitot", soit oalculee ä partir de la mesure d'une pression statique et du debit seeondaire Cj_, 

Quant aux poussees, elles sont rapporteea systematiquement au groupement   rPcj- Aj-J —  ^TV *-3/\<; 

mala nous n'entrerons pas ioi dans la definition des differents coefficients de poussee que l'on deduit des 
mesures faitea en soufflerie. 

• MESURE SUR DNE TOTERE ETiOT • 

3.1. - Introduction - 

II est interessant de pouvoir se prononoer sur la precision absolue des mesures realisees en soufflerie. 
On utilise ä cet effet une tuyere etalon de caraoteristiques geometriques simples et dont le coefficient de 
poussee peut etre calcule par voie theorique. En procedant alors ä dea mesures directes sur cette tuyere avec 
la balance de poussee» on peut effectuer un contröle global de 1' installation de mesure en comparant les valeurs 
experimentales du coefficient de poussee aux valeurs calculees. 

Hous allons presenter cette tuyere, rappeler les etapes necessaires pour evaluer theoriquement le coefficient 
de poussee et presenter la technique experimentale adoptee. 

3=2» - Presentation de la tuyere etalon - 

La tuyere etalon choisie est a symetrie de revolution. Son profil evolutif a ete oalcuie par la müthode des 
„ caraoteristiques, ä partir d'une 

V/////////, 

x y. 
00 \ 

wiiil 

K.g, 5 - Schema de la tuyere etalon 

ligne de depart (L) de la region 
. tranasonique et appliquee ä un gaz 
parfait non visqueux de chaleurs 
speoifiques constantes 
gv/Cv = y= 4.4] r«e facon teile 
que l'ecoulement dans le plan de 
sortie soit uniforme et parallele 
ä l'axe de la tuyere, le nombre de 
Mach etant dans ce plan egal ä 2. 
Dans la region du col, la meridienne 
est ciroulaire. Si R et h representent 

*• respeotivement le rayon de la meri- 
dienne et le rayon geometrique du col, 
on aK/h  = 4. 

3.3. — Calcul du coefficient de poussee — 

Bous appellerons coefficient de poussee interne absolu le rapport de la poussee interne absolue (dans le 
vide) "FJ au groupement M\j Aj-)* egal» comme nous l'avons vu, a c\\l~^l.   /W  • Nous poserons : 

(10) 

Calculons ce coefficient 

K Tv 
(-f^)*        q^/k 

3.3.1. - 5°S£[ici22*_5[S pojjsaee en gaz calorifiquement parfait ( K   = 1,4) non visqueux • 

Hj 

f -Pe  sa pression statique uniforme dans le plan de sortie 

RE=TRE= aire de aortie ;       fij- ="TTVi.   = aire geometrique du col 

Q   = debit masse 

k VE   = Vitesse uniforme dans le plan de sortie 
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En appelant fAg- la solution de liquation en M   (determination supersonique) i 

i \tr-i 
et en posant    CJT(M) = M + £hi MlJLun oaloul simple montre que le coefficient     K-ff,. peut o'ecrire 

KTBL    =   ^(ME)! cvec. 4(M)  =a   UT(M)2(M)(^ + VM'1) 

Dans notre cas I    V  = 1,4   et  ME = 2    et l'on trouve : 

K-nU    =1.12342 
(gaz parfait a   V = 1,4 sans viscosity) 

3.3.2. - Coefficient de poussee en gaz calorifiquement parfait ( V    - 1,4) et visqueux - 

II se developpe, ä la paroi de la tuyere, une couche limite dont les effets essentiels sont de reMuire le 
deldt et d1 alterer le nombre de Haoh moyen dans le plan de sortie. 

le coefficient de poussee ^Tfl-    oalou1^ Plu3 h3"* d-oi* subir, de ce fait,une correction que nous 
allons preoiser. t 

Oonsiderons dono la tuyere £talon que nous supposons alimentee en gaz parfait (-9= <J"RT ;   Y= I.4) mais 
maintenant visqueux et soient    pi,T    et  Ti.T  la pre3sion generatrice et la temperature generatrice de l'ecoule- 
ment.    La poussee dans le vide -p'v   de la tuyere n'est autre que 1'integrale, dans le plan de sortie, de la 
grandeur  ~p + jV1    .(Nous supposons, malgre la presence de la couche limite, l'ecoulement parallele a l'axe 
dans le plan de sortie). 

o 

(11) 7v  = / (^4-^)21^^ 
o 

En appelant maintenant M E la valeur du nombre de Mach verifiant s 

2(ME") =• „E - „    6 z E oti Qs-r^  est le coefficient de reduction de debit du a la visco- 

site et oü Sg   est l'epaisseur de deplacement de la couche limite dans le plan de sortie, la pousse'eT'y s'ecrit I 

rir = -pe E +J  ? " ^"ü^y  i la pression *f>E , uniforme dans le plan de sortie, <5tant reliee a. la 

pression generatrice -p£.T Par : *•       -t*} 

Jpe]jp.      =W(M'E)     ( nous rappelons que  <2r(M) = []-<1-* *H. M *"] *""'  )• 

Soient £e et VE  les valeurs de la densite et de la Vitesse de l'ecoulement dans le plan de sortie de la 
tuyere, ^_ll5rtOT^ur_de_la_couche_limite : ces valeurs sont reliees ä l'etat generateur par l'interm^diaire du 
nombre de Mach f^'   introduit ci-dessus. 

Le debit q de la tuyere, egal a.  K   *r °i    est aussi donne par : 

(12) <* - Ü <   (AE - iTrKj'lf^ 

Compta term de (12), l'erpression (ll) prend, apres quelques d^veloppements simples, la forme I 

(13) Fv   =   -p'e fl
E + c,VE   -   2irT*E g-E

W
?'6 V E       6 

avee   d     s epaisaeur de quantity de mouvement de la couche limite dans le plan de sortie. 

Hontrons maintenant, en reprenant le raisonnement propose dans [7],que la relation ci-dessus peut prendxe 
une forme simplifiee. ' 

. Oonsiderons dans ce but une tuyere fictive, alimentee en gaz non visqueux, de meme pression generatrice ~Pi.T 
et temperature generatrice rp^    que la tuyere reelle, ayant la meme aire de sortie Ag   et traversee par le 
meme debit Q     que la tuyere reelle. 

Puisque, par hypothese, "^LJ I   LT I   1 Boat les memes dans les deux tuyeres, l'aire aerodynamique 
critique de la tuyere fictive       n* est donn^e par : 

Soit   ry.     la poussee dans le vide de cette tuyere fictive alimentee en air non visqueux : 

avec    4?\JL     =   TJT(M".) eh        Z(M"_)    = Ag 
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.  Famous la difference    Tv^.  — F^j- 

*•   */"    ft 
Comme q  «    ?g VE     E 

E 

Or-^e  e*"PE    peuvent Itre considerees oomme les valeurs de la pression de deux ^tats voisins au cours 
d'uiie detente isentropique ä partir de la pression generatrice  --Pi.^- , e"tats caracterises par les nombres de 
Hach proohes l'un de l'autre     M B    et    M E 

De m8me pour      V^     eV" VE . 
i n <- 

On peut done iScrire -f>E "~ "P E     •   °~PE' 

V;  -V*     „ S"VB 

Or, les relations  dH = "TdS •+ £*£.  ' (thermodynamique) 
? 

et H -r ~ • •••= >-^"tS*'       (energie) 
donnent aveo      dS   eO •   • •. jVS\/+£^>  =0 

On a dono 

(14) 
T-;-T: .-ZTTTJ.S-.^V:4 

Le coefficient de poussee MTn. en air visqueux, egal par definition ä    ^    se oalcule alors 
facilement en utilisant (14). . q l/Tj-- / Vv 

On trouve, apres quelques calculs tres simples : 

(15) (tuyere reelle ' '        (^ 
air visqueux K = 1,4) 

Nous rappelons que <4> = 'cs  «*- \^^V>W2")  et que le nombre de Mach ME est donn^ par 

^7H" \  — ftg .Ce nombre de Mach n' a done aucune signification physique. 

On voit ainsi qu'il est n^cessaire, pour appliquer (15);de connaitre l'epaisseur de displacement o c au col 
de la tuyere et l'epaisseur de quantite de mouvement g^23 dans le plan de sortie. Nous donnerons une application 
numerique plus loin. 

3.3.3. - Correction due a, l'effet de compressibilite - 

La loi ~f> = 5 W doit Itre remplacee par la relation exacte : -f> = S ^ RT   0ü 2. est le facteur de 
compressibility. II en resulte en particulier, qu'au cours d'une detente isentropique par exemple, des ecarts 
apparaissent ä la fois sur les debits, les poussees et les modes de detente par rapport aux lois de l'ecoulement 
de l'air suppose parfait et ä V = 1,4. 

Cos hearts ont ete calcules pour le cas simplifie" des detentes monodimensionnelles a partir de tables ther- 
modynamiques tenant compte de l'effet de compressibility [8] pour des temperatures generatrices assez proohes de 
l'ambiante ^ o'c4 "^i-i 6 75 *c) et des pressions generatrices s'elevant jusqu'ä 50 atm environ. Ces resultats 
ont 6i6 reportes en [2]. Kappelons-en 1'essentiel i 

Pour les debits mesures par la methode du col Sonique, l'ecart atteint presque 2 •% pour "TVr = 288°K et 
-Pil «= 40 atm par exemple, comme on peut le constater en appliquant la relation donnant C-j, que nous avons 
rappelte au § 2.3. v 

Pour les poussees, le mode de comparaison est le suivant s  nous considerons deux tuyeres geometriquement 
ldentiques, d'aire sonique A_ et d'aire de sortie A . 

• La premiere est alimentee par un gaz parfait et a V = 1,4, de mSme masse moleculaire que l'air, de pression 
generatrice •Jptz  et temperature generatrice Tcj et nous calculons la poussee  Tv- e* ^e dsbit Q par 
les lois de detente des ecoulements monodimensionnels a.  X   =1,4. D'oü •. 

^/Q^)^^, ir-i,A 
• La seconde est alimentee en air reel, a la mfene pression generatrice -Ptj    et mSme temperature generatrice 

TiT   • Les tables thermodynamiques [8] permettent alors de calculer de mSme la grandeur 

(Nous rappelons qu'il est fait abstraction des effets de la viscosite dans oe calcul). 

On constate alors que le rapport; v / ^V   LT   Ja^   -<*et est, ä temperature Ti.T    invariable, une 
(R-/ Ci Vttr) fxu.?«il-, r*l,<> , T -T- 

fonction pratiquement lineaire de -yc-j   . La figure 6 montre nos resultats dans le cas particulier Uj- = 28S°K 
pour les trois types de tuyerefl/flc =   1  ; 1,7 J 3. 
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• fc/QU 

0.935 

0.990_ 

0.985 

0 .-1 (M. «M) 

Be 
.-1.7 (M E«l) 

fc 
3 (H. S«) 

Remarque : 

On a supprime, sur la 
figure 6, le radical 

y TJ.J qui figure au 
numerateur ei' au deno- 
minates? du rapport 
precedent puisque la 
comparaison est faite 
pour la mime valeur 

On voit ainsi sur la 
figure 6 que, pour une 
tuyere A/flc   = 3, il 
existe un ecart d'en- 
viron 1 c/<> entre les 
2 coefficients de 
poussäe pour ~f>£j » 20 aW 

r 
10 20 

—r~ 
30 *ftj    (oVn..) 

Fig. 6 - Effet viriel sur la poussee 

3.3.4. - AppUcationjxum&ique - 

T      3.        .        j    ^    ^    % ( diametre du col   =   37.40 mm Les dimensions de la tuyere sont      ) "t"","-0 "u ~ui •""" ~• 
^ ( diametre de la sortie   •=   48,54 mm 

Pour ces dimensions et les conditions generatrices que nous adoptons pour les essais de cette tuyere 
( ~Pc-y  —    '  a^m »  "*tj   —     320

O
K), Jes epaisseurs caracteristiques de la couohe limite, supposee turbulente, 

sont I (0 "'""" 5 
o c    = 0,05 mm    (epaisseur de deplacement au col) 

«? 0,13 mm    (epaisseur de quantite de mouvement dans le plan de sortie). 

Ces epaisseurs sont obtemies par integration de 1'equation integrale de von Karman en commencant 1'integra- 
tion en un point situe a l'amont du col de la tuyere oü le nombre de Mach est egal ä 0,3 et en suivant la methods 
proposee en [9]. 

d'oü C»fe    - 1 -5,5.10-3 

QDK,    =1-1.4.10-3 

En appliquant la relation (15), on.trouve alors : 

9931 

KTAC =1,4115 
V  = 1,4 

(couohe limite turbulente) 

La correction d'effet viriel est insignifiante dans le cas considere. ioi en raison du niveau tres modere de 
la pression i eile est en effet egale a -0,3 $o . 

En resume j 

K-TBL = 1,4234 
(gaz parfait a V a 1,4 
non visqueui) 

KffiL     = 1.4115 
(gaz parfait a  V   =1,4 

couohe limite turbulente) 

K-TflC     = 1,4111 
( air reel 

-ftT   = 1  atm) 

3.4. - Hesure3 experimentales sur la tuyere etalQn - 

La tuyere etalon est vissee ä 1'extremity du canal primaire de la balance de poussee. Elle est entour^e 
d'un carenage qui prolonge la canne de la balance, comme les arriere-corps presentes au § 2.1., mais qui est 
cylindrique. On procede,comme pour les mesures sur arriere-corps, en deux temps t on evalue tout d'abord, en 
l'absence de jet, la trainee externe qui est ioi une trainee de frottement uniquement. Oette trainee est ensuite 
deauite de la mesure effectuee avec jet : la poussee interne et le coefficient      K-,--     en räsultent. 

"HJ. 

Pour ce type de mesure, le debit qui circule dans la tuyere est egal a celui qui traverse, lors d'une mesure 
courante, le modele d'un arriere-corps. On se place ainsi d£Libe'rement, pour les mesures de contröle, dans des 
conditions d'essais identiques ä celles adoptees pour les mesures sur arriere-corps. 
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Afin de contröler les calculs de la oouohe limite, un sondage experimental de la oouohe limite a et£ effectuiä 
dans le plan de sortie de la tuyere. Les resultats sont : 

. -W 
e  experimental  = 0,37 mm 

Oe     experimental  = 0,12 mm 

Ces valeurs sont en excellent accord avec les valeurs caloulees en oouche limite turbulente et qui sont 

-(.« 

0,41 mm \ 

8"E    = 0,13 mm  (couche limite turbulente) 

H ,  =3 

alors que 1'accord ne serait pas du tout satisfaisant avec 
les valeurs calculees en couche limite laminaire : 

0) 

,to 

H 

= 0,23 

m 0,04 

= 5,3 

(couche limite laminaire) 

Les hypotheses retenues pour le calcul de la oouche limite sont ainsi justifiees, 

II serait fastidieux d'enumerer ici les diverses valeurs experimentales du coefficient de poussee 
de la tuyere £talon que nous avons obtenues au cours des mesures repetees qui accompagnent toutes nos campagnes 
d'essais, Ces valeurs sont habituellement tres proches de la valeur theorique, l'ecart dtant en general inferieur 
a 0,3$ . Elles permettent d'affirmer qu'auoune erreur grave n'est oommise dans nos mesures ; elles permettent 
aussi d'ameliorer, par recalage, la coherence entre les diverses campagnes d'essais. 

4 - HESÜBBS EEBECTHEE3 SUR UN BANC Äff POINT MXE - 

4.1. - Introduction - 

Le Centre d'essais de l'O.N.E.R.A. a HODANE-AVBIEUX possede, en service depuis 1967, un banc de poussee au 
point fixe destinä ä ohiffrer les performances internes de tuyeres de reaoteurs a echelle reduite et a un ou 
plusieurs flux. La simulation est obtenue, lä encore, au moyen d'air comprime froid. Les debits peuvent atteindre 
20 kg/s et les taux de detente realisables sont d'un niveau identique ä ceux de 1' avion de transport supersonique 
•'CONCORDE". C'est ä l'^tude des performances de poussee de cet avion au'ä 4iS  consaoree lusmi'Ji u<ntenan-l: *ct±t> 
installation experimentale. 

performances de poussee de cet avion qu'ä 4i4  consaoree jusqu'a tuaintenant cette 

Apres avoir present^ tres brievement 1' installation, nous donnerons quelques resultats obtenus en monoflux 
sur des convergents de formes variees,resultats qui peuvent servir de point de depart a l'sätude theorique ou 
experimentale de configurations de tuyeres plus complexes. Nous presenterons enfin un exemple d'une recherohe 
d'optimisation interne d'une tuyere ä deux flux. 

4.2. - Description de 1'installation - 

La figure 7» ertraite de [10], montre l'installation. La balance de poussee comporte un equipage mobile 
suspendu elastiquement et bride par un dynamometre tres rigide dont la capacity aetuelle est de 1 000 dal*. 

1. Dynamometre 
2. Suspensions ä lames elastiques 
3 et 4 : Arrivees du debit primaire 
5. Arrivee du debit secondaire 
6. Bloc de distribution des flux 
7. Membranes d'etancheite 
8. Chambre de tranquiliisation 
9. Tuyere essayee (essai ä bi-flux) 

10. Plaque de garde 

TrfrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrTTTr 

K-g. 7 - Banc de poussee au point fixe 

Le Systeme propulsif etudi^, ä un ou deux flux, est fixe a cet equipage mobile par l'intermediaire d'une 
chambre de tranquiliisation centrale pour l'ecoulement principal et, eventuellement, d'une chambre peripherique 
pour l'ecoulement auxiliaire. 
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La ohambre oentrale a ete largement dimensionnee : les conditions generatrices dejection de l'ecoult 
primaire peuvent ainsi y Stre definies avec precision au moyen de thermocouples ä fil tendu pour la temper, 
generatrice Tlj- et de prises de pression statique ä la paroi pour la pression generatrice -f>£.T • Cette 
installation de mesure de poussee est done simultaneraent un banc de striotion. 

L'air comprime, preleve sur des bouteilles ä haute pression,alimente, apres oonditionnement therraique, un 
reservoir tampon dans lequel pression et temperature sont maintenues constantes en cours d'essai. Apres passage 
dans des debitnetres ä ool sonique, l'air penetre dans la balance de poussee normalement ä l'axe de mesure de 
1'effort. 

4.3. - Coefficient de striotion de convergents coniques axisyme'triques - 

En raison de l'interet pratique que presente l'^tude des convergents coniques axisymetriques, puisque ce 
type de tuyere equipe habituellement les reacteurs d'avion, une serie d'essais a ete reoemment effectuee a 
HODASE sur des convergents coniques (2 h , h) (voir figure 8) et dont le 1/2 angle c< a vaiie de 2° a. 80°. 

La figure 8, extraite 
de [4], donne les resul- 
tats de cette etude en 
ce qui conceme le coef- 
ficient de debit 
QBS QJ,K . . Les valeurs 
experimentales sont re- 
presentees par des si- 
gnes + . loutes ces 
mesures ont ete realisees 
dans des conditions ä,'_i^ 
ooulegent_su2eroritigue 
[par exemple, si c< = 80°, 
le taux de detente cri- 
tique ("choked pressure 
ratio"), est > 20 J 

Pour donner plus de 
generality a ces resul- 
tats, nous avons calcule 
approximativement la 
valeur de Ca>s pour 
chaque tuyere, en inte- 
grant, depuis un point 
situe bien h, l'amont, 
liquation integrale de 
von Karman. II en a In- 
sulte les valeurs de 
C^pK representees par 
les signes  ©  .La 
courbe en trait oontinu 
qui joint ces points 
semble tres coherente t 
eile passe bien par le 
point [u = o' •  Cp -dl 

o 

Eig. 8 - Coefficient de striotion de convergents coniques 

4.4« — Influence du taux de contraction sur le coef— 

ficient_de debit d'un convergent conique - 

Les resultats de la figure 8 concernent des tu- 
yeres convergences coniques dont le taux de contrac- 
tion est egal ä 4. Qu'advient-il du coefficient de 
debit d'un convergent conique quand le taux de 
contraction varie ? C est une question que peut se 
poserl'ingenieur qui doit calculer la tuyere d'un 
reacteur. Nous avons donne en [4] une premiere re- 
ponse pour un convergent conique de 1/2 angle 

o( = 20°. Hous donnons sur la figure 9 une reponse 
beaucoup plus generale s les resultats presentes sur 
cette figure resultent de oalculs_en_ecoulement plan 
par la methode de l'hodographe CTTJ. II apparaxt que 
le coefficient CuK est d'sutant plus sensible au 
coefficient de contraction que 1'angle ct est plus 
eieve. Ce resultat est logique. Dans le domaine d'u- 
tilite pratiaue pour un reacteur d'avionfc"^^ ^.IS"' 
Moo^O.öJ le taux de contraction, que nous oarac- 
törisons sur la figure 9 par le nombre de Mach K „ , 
ne joue pratiquement pas. Ces resultats meriteraient 
d'etre generalises au cas de l'ecouleraent de revo- 
lution. 

ICDU 
•4,00 

0,9? 

0,90 

°/8? 7777777777 

J L 

y 
_L 

M 00 

0,1 O/i 0,6 0,8 \0 

Fig. 9 - Coefficient de debit   Qc^en ecoulement plan 
(methode de l'hodographe) 
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4.5. - Coefficient de poussee de convergents coniques - 

Avant de donner nos resultats experimentaux, montrons que l'on peut prevoir de fagon approche'e, le coeffi- 
cient de poussee \\      d'un convergent. 

T Hi, 

<M 
Rappelöns a. cet effet la relation (15) 

KTAL=   ${K) _ xT3{K)T(K)rt'* ill 
oir visqueu* *»E 

Le nombre de Mach   rlB   eat donne1 par la solution (determination supersonique) de liquation 

5:«)   = AE 
fl.Tt, »Sj   ^wj 

Admettons que la relation (15) puisse Stra appliqu^e au cas limite d'un convergent. 

En ce cas   AE » fiy 

-    -1 D'oü Z(M"E)  = 
^»xSj 

Or 

SC»K 

;OJ 

Remarquant que  T   , considered comme une fonction de   ^   , ve'rifie       _ _    = TO" 

+(M;)^  ^(ia±)+2 
-co 
£s. or 

<JX 

Comme le nombre de Mach Doyen de l'ecoulement est proche de 1 •unite', on d^duit pour K. 

•»•mt- axr visqueux 

-to 

ou, en posant    Hc    =        °/&c 

(16) 

c  

h. 

TRC 

•n  in amiQtiY ^ ' J *- C   —I air visqueux 

Pour 6 0 1,4 et une couche limite turbulente au col ( Y\ c  =1,8), la relation (16) devient 

(16') 

viscosity, turbulente 
= M= +(z-^O+a1SLC-«-G»0 

REMARQUE -   Nous avons admis que la relation (is) est applicable au cas d'un convergent. Eien ne le justifie 
a priori puisque l'hypothese qui a ete retenue pour etablir (15), a savoir que la pression statique 
est constante dans le plan de sortie de la tuyere, n'est manii  rtement pas respected si C:»H 4?^. 
On peut montrer cependant, par un raisonnement tout ä fait different qui met en jeu le developpement 
limits des fonctions "ZL   et trr (-H + VMa)    autour de M = 1, que la relation approche'e (lö) est 
bonne [12]. 

Bxanrinons maintenant nos resultats experimentaux - 

les valeurs experimentales brutes du coefficient de poussee dans le vide  K-rBL011* *ou1: d'abord (Ste ramene'es 
aux valeurs qu'auraient prises ce coefficient ai l'air Ätait un gaz parfait k H = 1,4. Ces nouvelles valeurs 
sont appele"es     KTHJ/V  , ^\ • 

L'e'cart entre K •nRi et K. T(V f v" 1 i\  e8* *°i-  appreciable. 

Par exemple, pour C^ = 80°, la pression n^cessaire pour atteindre le regime supercritique a ete de l'ordre 
de 20 atm et l'on a : 

K, 
Hv.1,4) 

=  W-r„L ^+0.75-^ 

»OUt-    Ttj 4 5'c 

Les valeurs du coefficient  ^TR-U ."ramene'es a y = 1,4", ont 6t6 reporters sur la figure 10 de la 
page suivante, pour chaque convergent, en fonction du'coefficient C-j, 
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f//////// 

, i KTA;, (r=4,M 

1,27 

-1,26 

• (x.'/c, ) 

On a auaai trace sur cette figure 
la oourbe ftTR. = +fe=V'\en trait 

oontinu epaia. Si l'on remarque que 
le terme 0,12 (1-Qj>g) est tout ä 
fait negligeable puisque 1-Qj,^ eat 
de Vordre de quelques milliemes, on 
peut juger la valeur de la relation 
approehee (16') en oomparant la oourbe 
en trait oontinu epaia et la oourbe 
experimentale en trait interrompu qui 
joint au mieux les points experimen- 
taux, 

L1approximation est bonne pour 
0»95 <£ CT> O ou encore: 

""-  -*K ~~ 
O" 4<*  ^ 2 5" 

On a auasi trace aur la figure, en 
trait oontinu fin, la droite (D) qui 
traduit la relation 

KT»,,/H-0  - 1     _ o3 

proposed dana [13]. 

Oette derniere relation, non justi- 
fied dans [13]| eat une bonne appro- 
ximation. 

OfiS 0,90 0,95" 4 

K.g. 10 - Coefficient de poussee de convergenta coniques. 

4.6. - Exemple d'une etude d'optimisation interne d'une tuyere biflux - 

Divergent  aval 

Fkix   primo're I p, •••-.J-c'e 

1* I    L 
SmnmimmBiiwiiniwinwiinrlfli 
/ fq 

Flux   secondaire K B 
lKTA1(v=^)   ' ITS 

|ÄR7ÄJ|      p5/Pj 

AKTAj  _1V. 
KtAi 

1,791-' 

0      0,5 0,15   .       0,25 035 0/45 0,55   Ax/(5, 

Kg. 11 - Performance interne d'une tuyere biflux type "CONCORDE" 
Influence du parametre AX.. 

Pour terminer cet expose, nous pre'- 
sentons enfin les resultats d'une etude 
d'optimisation de la geometrie interne 
d'une tuyere biflux. Cette e'tude experi- 
mentale a ete effectuee, ä la demande de 
la SNECMA, sur le banc au point fixe de 
HODANE. La tuyere biflux experimentee, 
du type "CONCORDE", eat preaentee aur la 
figure 11. Elle comportait des elements 
fixes s tuyere primaire. divergence (6 ) 
et aire de sortie ( AE) du divergent 
aval et des elements variables : aire (OR) 
de la section de repriae, distance (AX. ) 
separant oelle-ci du plan de sortie de 
la tuyere piimaire. 

L'etude consistait ä evaluer lea va- 
riations du coefficient de poussee HTRJ. 
en fonotion de AX , pour dea valeurs 
donneea du coefficient u, = 3-\J-rs 

77JTT~«L A A   Q *•*& {[T ~    GT dans le caa dea essaia en gaz 
froids) et du rapport fs/"PT 
Cs 1^3     pressiona generatrices de l'e- 
coulement secondaire et primaire respec- 
tivement). Les resultats presentes sur 
la figure 11 concernent le cas q / <p = 6 /» 
et fournissent la synthese finale de 
l'^tude pour ce cas. 

Lea 5 courbes en trait interrompu cor- 
respondent ä 5 valeurs diffcirentes de la 
section de reprise A— et, par consequent, 
ä 5 types de divergent. 

Chacune de oes oourbes a ete obtenue 
en translatant longitudinalement le diver- 
gent correspondent et en mesurant, pour 
differentes valeurs de AX, le coefficient 
de poussee KTAL  (lue l'on a ramene 
enauite ä Jf = 1,4). 
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On a ensuite superpose sur le reseau des courbes en trait interrompu, celui, en trait continu, des courbes 
iso. T'S/TT • On peut alors tirer, de 1'observation de oe dernier reseau, ia conclusion suivante, valable pour 

U. = 6 i> t 

La valeur optimale de AX depend du niveau deVs/V-j-    . S'il y a intergt, pour les faibles valeurs de"^/P , 
a, donner a AX des valeurs importantes, il faut inversement reduire AX pour les valeurs elevees de Ts/-p - 

REMARQUE - Si l'on tient oompte de ce que represente, sur l'echelle des ordonnees, une variation relative du 
coefficient de pousaee egale a  1 $,  on voit qu'une grande precision des mesures etait necessaire 
pour pouvoir definir ce reseau de Synthese et donner les elements d'appreciation suffisamment sflrs 
au construoteur. 

5 - CONCLUSION - 

5.1. - Les methodes de mesure utilisees ä l'O.N.E.R.A. pour la determination des performances d'un arriere-corps 
Ont e^e1 presentees et les dispositifs experimentaux utilises dans les centre de l'O.N.E.R.A. a. CHALAIS-ffiUDON 
et ä HODANE ont et<5 decrits. 

5.2. - Le eontröle de la validity des mesures est obtenu en oomparant les performances calculees d'uno tuyere 
e'talon et les resultats obtenus experimentalement. Pour oe faire, des coefficients oorrecteurs prenant en compte 
los effets de viscosite et de oompressibilite de l'air utilise dans les essais sont introduits. L'accord obtenu 
sur les coefficients de pousse°e est en general meilleur qu'a 0,3 $ pres. 

5.3. - Des resultats de caloul ou de mesure de debits et de pousse'e de tuyeres ont eti presentfe, ainsi qu'une 
Synthese partielle concernant les recherches d1optimisation au point fixe d'un arriere-corps de type "CONCORDE'', 
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MOYENS   ET   EXEMPLES   D'ESSAIS  AU   C. E. Pr. 

par 

Jean-Claude RIPOLL Ing. en Chef de l'Armement et Jean-Bernard COCHETEUX Ing.  de l'Armement 
Centre d'Essais des Propulseurs - SACLAY   91-ORSAY - FRANCE 

RESUME. - Le C. E. Pr,   est un Etablissement d'Etat qul partlcipe au developpement des mo- 
teurs aeronautiques en mettant ä la disposition des Industrieis des moyens d'essais en vol simule uni- 
ques en   Europe   Continentale. 

L'installation comprend principalement des machines de traitement de l'air et des 
gaz d'echappement mues soit par l'electricite sort par la vapeur, un reseau complexe de conduites,  8 
cellules d'essais de moteurs en vol simule et   7 veines d'essais de sous ensembles.  Les mesures sont 
principalement assurees par un ordinateur central. 

Parmi les nombreux types d'essais relatifs aux entrees d'air et aux tuyeres, on 
donne ä titre d'exemples des indications sur deux essais pour Concorde et sur les etudes couplees de 
bruit et de poussöe. 

 ooOoo  

Premiere partie :   Moyens d'essais 

1. - Introduction. -    Le C. E. Pr.  a et6 cree   et developpe par les autorites etatiques chargees de l'ar- 
mement aeronautique.  II depend actuellement de la D. M. A.   au sein du Ministere d'Etat charge de 
la Defense Nationale. 

Sa mission comporte deux aspects essentiels : 
- c'est le lieu des epreuves officielles d'homologation des moteurs aeronautiques 

fabriques en France. 
- II met ä la disposition des Industrieis des moyens d'essais de recherches et de 

developpement constituant des investissements lourds dont le regroupement est 
plus rentable. 

Depuis plusieurs annees des constructeurs etrangers y sont egalement venus rea- 
liser des essais, dont certains pour la certification de leurs matöriels. 

Installs ä l'origine dans 1'enceinte d'un fort desaffecte qui contient toujours la plu- 
part des bancs d' essais au sol, le C. E. Pr. a rapidement deborde sur le plateau de Saclay pour eta- 
blir les installations d'essais en vol simul£,en profitant de la presence des etangs, crees par Louis 
XIV,    qui constituent la " source froide " indispensable ä l'ensemble des machines thermiques. 

L1 emplacement retenu apparaft aujourd'hui comme particulierement favorable car 
il se situe sur l'axe intellectuel du sud ouest parisien   avec la proximite de 1' O N E R A, du C EN, 
des Universitös (Orsay) et grandes Ecoles (Polytechnique, Centrale) et une liaison facile avec les 
usines de la S. N. E. C. M. A.  par les autoroutes en construction. 

L'Etablissement compte aujourd'hui   1000 personnes dont : 
350 pour les services administratifs et d'assistance technique 
100 pour le Laboratoire d'essais sur les carburants et equipements 
550 pour le service des essais de moteurs et les methodes et mesures associees. 

2. -  Le vol simule. - Le caractere specifique du C. E. Pr.  reside   essentiellement dans ses installations 
de vol Simula qui sont uniques en Europe continentale.   Ces moyens ont pu etre heureusement adap- 
ted jusqu'ä ce jour aux orientations successive« de 1'effort aeronautique : avenement du reacteur, 
tendance vers le statoreacteur, developpement des post-combustions, reacteurs evolues pour avions 
supersoniques ; les moteurs ä   grand rapport de dilution posen   un nouveau probleme d'investisse- 
ments complementaires. 

Les essais en vol simule sont surtout des essais de developpement, qu'ils portent 
sur des sous-ensembles ou sur des moteurs complets ; cependant la certification de nacelles com- 
pletes en givrage et des epreuves d'endurance ä grande vitesse sont la source d'une activite notable. 

3. - Le Bätiment B. -    Le complexe principal, dit "Bätiment B", s'etend actuellement sur 48 000 m2, 
une extension de 5 000 m?   etant en cours de realisation.  Schematiquement il s'agit de 2 halls ras- 
semblant les caissons et veines d'essais,  separes par le hall des machines dans le prolongement 
duquel se trouvent les chaufferies. 

En effet la plupart des compresseurs et extracteurs sont mus par des turbines ä 
vapeur qui autorisent plus de souplesse dans les regimes de fonctionnement. D'autre part l'electri- 
cite actionne quelques compresseurs et surtout les pompes qui puisent jusqu'ä 50 000 m3/h   dans 
les etangs pour alimenter les refrigerants disposes sur les circuits.  Le tableau   I   rassemble les 
caractäristiques generales des sources de puissance.  Les graphiques du tableau   II  montrent revo- 
lution des consommations en electricite et en fuel lourd, carburant des chaufferies, correspondant 
ä l'accroissement de la charge en essais. 

Les machines de traitement de l'air et des gaz d'echappement   sont connectees ä 
un reseau de tuyauteries qui dessert les bancs d'essais,  Ce reseau comprend trois circuits, l'un 
d'extraction, les 2 autres d'alimentation, l'un en air comprime et chaud, l'autre en air deprime et 
froid.  De nombreuses liaisons entre ces circuits permettent toute sorte de combinaisons et de join- 
dre pratiquement n'importe quel banc k n'importe quelle machine.  Sur ces circuits se placent ega- 
lement les rechauffeurs d'air, les echangeurs et les secheurs fournissant aux machines l'air condi- 
tionne necessaire.   (tableau III). 
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Tableau   I       Sources    de      Puissance 

Mode Installation    [              Fluide              i Puissance    ] 

Vapeur 
Chaufferie   I     1   24 bars   370 °C        I    360 t /h 
Chaufferie II    j   24 bars   300 °C        j    200 t/h      | Surchauffeur ä   370°C 
Chaufferie III   I    62 b        490 °C         1    140 t/'h       | )  en cours de realisation 
Chaufferie IV   j    62 b        490 °C        j    140 t/h       j)   mise en service   1973 

Klectricite 
Reseau H T       [   63kV±8%50Hz           26 MW      | Limite ä 3MW aux H. P. Hiver 

ReseauMT      j   2 postes 63   15kV   1    2 x 20MVA j Puissance instaliee ~ 50 MVA 

Chaleur 
Pours RCiRCo!   3 bars     675° C             2x28MW   | ^      .      „       .    ,    ,, 
Fours HC3RC4J   3,5et25b250°C      j    2x u MW   j Combustion de fuel lourd 

sement    "   '   Cnateau d'eau  1    Industrial 1, 5 bar  |    50 000 m3/hi    Temperature variable ' 
|                                |    Incendie   4,5 bars j       2500m3/hl    4° C en hiver 30°C en 6t6 

25 

Electric 
103MV 

:ite 
/h 

Fuel lourd 
103 tonnes 

8—-1»e 
65 J* 24.25 

_J V / 
1 \       J* 2 2,93 

1 
1 A 

20 1 
20,52   S        »               ^.-0 

1R,50 !    *^ 15,00 
 Fuel lourd 
•             Electricite   O^r 12,2( i / 19,34 

V / 
V.-Ö   • 

* 

15 

20 

• 15 

10 

1965      66 67 68 69        70        71 Annees 

Tableau    II        Consummations   d'energie 

TABLEAU   III DISPOSITIFS                   STATIQUES 

Secheur| Alumine activee   170 t 
Air 100 kg/s    entree 

sortie 

absorption 
100 kPa 

98 

9 t d'eau 
15°C   point de rosee   10°C 
35                                      - 22 SN 

Re chauffeurs j 

RC 1 
RC 2 
RC 3 
RC 4 

Pression maxi 
bars 

7 
7 

16 
25 

Debit 
kg/s 

50 
50 
20 
22 

Temperature 
°C 

140 ä 675 
140 ä 675 
160 ä 675 
200 ä 650 

Refrigerants| Alimentation en froid   TS 8 tours ä saumure    80 kg/s 
sous 90 kPa ä - 10°C 

Sortie des 
Compresseurs 

RCV 15        debit 
RCN35        d'eau 

1500 m3/h 
2 000m3/h 

tubes d'air 
it 

Circuits 
d'extraction 

RSI 
RN2 
RN6 

5 000m3/h 
4250 m3/h 
4 200 m3/h 

tubes d'eau 
if 

Entr6es 
d'extracteurs 

RV 8 
RV15 
ER      (6 appareils) 
BBO   (3 aooareils) 

2100m3/h 
800 m3/n 

2400 m3/h 
2800 m3/h 

tubes d'air 
ti 
11 

tubes d'eau 
Sorties de 
Caissons 

RP 5 
RP 6 
RLN 7 

2500 m3/h tubes d'eau 
11 
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Le rSseau de tuyauteries ne peut etre represents facilement sur une figure de 
petites dimensions ; il fait 1'objet d'une planche en couleurs projetSe qui est un diagramme fonc- 
tionnel, le plan gSographique Stant sensiblement plus compliquS.  Ce rSseau construit pas ä pas 
est en permanente evolution et s'enrichit chaque annSe de branchements nouveaux qui en accrois- 
sent la souplesse ; cependant l'espace disponible se sature progressivement. 

4. -  Les machines. -       Les machines de traitement des gaz et de l'air prSsentent Sgalement une grande 
diversity de missions qui contribue notablem'ent ä Slargir le domaine d'emploi de l'installation. 
Ainsi  : 
- le group eG. P. O.  peut fournir de l'air comprime ä temperature reglable de + 30° ä + 180°C mais 

Sgalement de l'air froid dStendu grace ä une turbine placSe sur le meme arbre. 
- les deux chaines " Rateau " de trois extracteurs chacune   peuvent etre associees de diffSrentes 

manieres en parallele. 
- les groupes " Verdon " peuvent etre utilises soit en extracteurs soit en compresseurs et peuvent 

etre  connected en sSrie. 
- il en est de meme des 2 compresseurs T A et de 2 des 4 compresseurs T B 
- les extracteurs T B peuvent etre mis en serie avec les " "Verdon " ou avec les " Rateau ". 
- le groupe B. B. O peut fournir de l'air haute pression (24 bars), de l'air froid,  ou servir d'ex- 
tracteur ä basse pression. 

- dans sa configuration finale le nouveau groupe C A C B   offrira la mise en parallele en compres- 
sion,  en parallele ou serie en extraction,  de l'air haute pression (25 ou peut etre 40 bars), de 
l'air froid ä la pression ambiante. 

Les performances obtenues de ces machines dont les earactSristiques sont 
rappelSes dans le tableau IV dependent done des combinaisons adoptees ; seules les principales 
figurent sur les planches suivantes relatives aux valeurs " machines " proprement dites. 
1   : Compression 2 :   Extraction 3 : Production d'air froid 

TABLEAU   TV                                 CARACTERISTIQUES      DES      MACHINES 

I B B O  |                  | B P       Axial    16 Stages       1- Haute Pression MP +HP 
j                j 7 MW    | MP       Centrif. 5 Stages       j    Surchauffe par R C 4 

.            .          |                |                  |                                                        1- Extraction BP+ MP 

|                |                  | Detente                                       j-Air froid MD+HD+TD 
i                   r, »„--.rr     „ -r.    ^    ±  -c    e u               1   & pression atmosphSrique 7 MW      H P    Centrif.    5 Stages 

G P O  1                  1 Compresseur Cent. 3 Stages j- Air comprimS a tempSrature 
'                j   , ,, m !                                                            rSgulSe 
j                j   4 M W  j TurHne D6tente Ax_  4 6t_    |_ A.r fro.d daendu 

1  T A      j                  j 2 compresseurs axiaux         ]- Compression 1 ou 2 T A 
|                |   25 MW |     ä 17 Stages                             |. Extraction       lou2U 

T B       |   25 MW| 4 compresseurs axiaux         I- Compression  1 ou 2 T B 
1                |                  j     ä 17 «ages                             j. Extraction 1-2-3-4   T B 

Vapeur             | V 15      !   11 MW! 3 compresseurs                       j- Compression    „       „. 
j                                         centrifuges 1 Stage             |- Extraction 

iV 8         16 MWI 2 compresseurs                       1- Compression ,        „ ,, „ 
I 1            /„          , ,,.                         „ ^       ..            1 ou 2 V 8 centrifuges 1 Stage              |- Extraction 
II 1 

IE R       1     Q MW 1 B P centrif.    2 Stages           j- Extraction seulement 
INord      j        MW j M Pcentrif.   2  Stages            - BP+MP - BP+MP + HP |                1                  I                        •             &                 -MPseul   -HPseul 
!                j    1,7 MW* HP centrif.    2 Stages            |- MP en parallele avec HP 

|E R       |                  Meme dSfinition et memes possibilitSs que ER Nord. 
Sud         i 

En construction :   C A           25 MW         2 compresseurs                  Memes utilisations 
(fin 1973)              C B           25 MW         4 compresseurs                     que   T A et T B 

Autre possibility       :     extraction   4 CB—*~1 CA 
Ult^rieurement         :    haute pression, turbine de detente. 

Les pertes de charge dans les conduits, la recompression dans les Sjecteurs 
et les limitations en Vitesse dans les tuyauteries font que chaque cas particulier doit etre examinS 
attentivement ä partir de ces donnSes de base.  Nous avons Sgalement fait figurer sur ces diagram- 
mes les possibilitSs supplSmentaires qui seront offertes par le nouveau groupe CA-CB   de 2x25MW 
qui entrera en service ä la fin de   1973. 
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5. - Les veines d'essais, -     Ces installations ont pour mission les essais de sous-ensembles : 
- compresseurs aux bancs   Ci et C2 ; le montage en caisson et le raccordement au Systeme d'air 

conditionne permet de faire varier largement le nombre de Reynolds et d'obtenir des vitesses 
äquivalentes Slevees. 

- chambres de combustion aux bancs K 3, K 6, K 7 et L 2 
- turbines aux bancs T U et K 5 
- canaux de post-combustion au banc R 4 
- tuyeres de dimensions reduites au banc K 5 

Les possibility de ces veines sont r6sum6es dans le tableau  V. 

TABLEAU    V C. E. Pr. Veines   d'essais 

Dompresseurs; Puissance   |   Vitesse de rotation Limites 

C 2 

11 MW 
Turbine ä 
vapeur 

600   ä   18 000 
un seul sens 

(horaire vu   de 
l'amont) 

Admission 
Pression 5 ä 105 kPa 
Temperature -50° a + 50°C 

Echappement 
Debits    primaire 40 kg/s 
reduits  secondaire 120kg/s 

Caisson   (J>   3,2 m 

Echappement double flux 

C 1 
1000 kW 

11 000 tr/mn 
deux sens 

Admission 
Pression 5 ä 120 kPa 
Temperature -50°a+80°C 

Echappement 
D^bit reduit   40 kg/s 

Caisson   $ 3, 2 m 
Motorisation en cours de 

realisation 

Combustion DSbit normalise 
maximal 

Alimentation 
Pression    Temperature   Dlametre 

Echappement 
Pression Temperature Diametre 

K 3 50 kg/s 7 b -50 a570°C 900 mm 1,5 b 800° C 2000 mm. 

K 6 
K 7 

25 kg/s 25 b 50 ä 600° C      500 mm 25 b 650° C 1000 mm. 

Turbines Puissance        Vitesse de rotation Limites 

T U 11 MW 1000 ä 12 000 tr/mn       j Alimentation 
I Debit standard 

4, 5 bars 
65 kg/s 

350° C 
Echappement 800° C 

5,5 MW 25 000 tr/mn I En cours de realisation 

P.C. Dimensions Debit Limites Car bur ant 

R  4 
Caisson    $ 
Admission 

3,7 m. 
2 1,2m. 

normalise 
maximal 

Echappement 01,5m!.    90 kg/s 
Pression kPa 
Temperature 

Entree Sortie 
650 

350°C 
150 

G0O°C 

Normal 27 m3/h    80 b 

Chaud -2ÖÖ~°C 
5 m3/h    80 b 

6, -  Les caissons d'essais. -     Ces caissons se pretent ä tous les essais aerodynamiques et aux essais 
de moteurs complets en veine forcee ou en jet libre.   La planche 4 compare les caracteristiques 
generales des 7 caissons du C. E. Pr.  Nous allons examiner plus particulierement les caissons R 5 
et R6 qui ne different que par la temperature maximale d'entree. On remarquera que la valeur de 
675°C fournie par les fours permet de simuler exactement   Mach = 4, 1  ä   Z = 23   km ; en effet ces 
caissons ont d'abord ete destines ä des essais de statoreacteurs. 

Le domaine de simulation effectlvement accessible depend de nombreux 
facteurs attaches tant aux machines de traitement qu'aux tuyauteries et au caisson. Le point de vue 
industriel se traduit par un diagramme debit-pression (planche 5) et celui des essais par des dia- 
grammes Nombre de Mach. Altitude (planches 6 et 7). Lorsque la pression generatrice est voisine 
de l'ambiante les configurations peuvent etre tres variables,  c'est pourquoi les limitations repr£- 
sentees dans ces regions ne doivent pas etre prises au sens strict. 

Le banc R 5 est equipe pour les essais "chauds".   Le banc R 6 est equipe 
d'une installation de production de nuages givrants capable de traiter d'assez gros moteurs (plan- 
che 8). 

7. -  Mesures. - II en sera plus amplement question dans la seconde partie. Le diagramme 
_    de la planche 9 montre l'organisation generale du central numerique dont les services ont conside- 

rablement modifie et ameiiore les methodes d'essais. Les programmes particuliers permettent 
outre le releve des points stabilises l'enregistrement des transitoires (essais de fusees) et 1'analy- 
se des vibrations acoustiques. 
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Pression 
de sortie  machines 

25 
20 

10 

8 

• C.E.Pr- 

PRODUCTION D'AIR COMPRIME 

o 

O 
w 

O 

CO 
> 

> 

f^< V<* c« 

Posslbllltoa: 
sctueiles 

      futures 

Dibit     kg  s 

300 

C.E.Pr 

.cV vi 

Possibilities; 
actuelles 
Iutures(1974) 

Debit   kg/s 

300 400 SOO 
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TC 
FOURNITURE D'AIR   FROID 

2 . C.E.Pr . /\fr 

- km 

. BANCS   R5- R6 - Jyf 30 _   Planche   6   _ 

/^ 

25 A4"        / 

20 

- 

15 

10 *-* 
6* 

f   / 

5 

Domaine   de   simulation: 
.Atmosphere standard 
.Air comprime et chaud 

0 ii-l—I -i—J i i' J 1 1 1 LZ. 1_.. 1  ,l'l..l      L-    1.     1 i ' 1      I      1       1       1       1      1       1       1       !      1       1 

Mach 



Planche  4 CAISSONS Debit max.] Dimensions 
Standard   I p x  long 

C.E.Pr  
Admission 

Pression   Temperature 
Echappement 
Temperature 

Poussee 
( 1971 ) 

Equipements 
speciaux 

£ 3- 
R 1 ISO 3, 5 x 16 120 kPa 200° C 750° C 

1200° intermittent |l0 000 daN Pluie artificielle 
veine 600 x 600 mm2 

R 2 135 3, 5 x 16 120 kPa 200° C 750° C 
1200° intermittent 

10 000 daN Givrage 
(grille $ 1150 mm) 

3- s 1 100 3,5 xl5, 5 700 kPa 350° C 800° C 
1200°C intermittent 5 000 da N Tuyere supersonique 

Extraction laterale 

£ 
R 3 135 3,7 xl8,4 200 kPa 200° C 

> 

800° C 
1300° Ct-itermittent 20 000 da N 

R 4 135 3,7 xl8, 4 200 kPa 
650 kPa 350° C 900° C 

1300° C intermittent 
10 000 da N Montage de 

post-combustion 

-G 
R 5 375 5,0 x 30 650 kPa 700° C 1800 ° C 

pr£-r£frigerant 30 000 da N 

i r 
j I E> 

Admission haute 
temperature 

Extraction laterale 

R 6 375 5, 0 x 30 700 kPa 380° C 1800° C 
pr^-r6frig6rant 30 000 da N Tuyere supersonique 

Extraction laterale 
Givrage 

( grille $ 2000 mm ) 

R 7 

Projet de caisson pour moteurs ä grands rapports de dilution et turbopropulseurs avec helices 
en vol simule. 
Equipement de certification ( givrage, pluie ) 
Capable de la totality des moyens d'extraction du C. E. Pr. 

Ech. 1/40 N. B. Balance laterale   3000 da N adaptable ä tout banc. 
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C.E.Pr. 
kPa 

PRESSION     ENTREE 
BANC BANCS  R5- R6. 

200 3"0 0 
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BANCS   R5.R6 
Domaine    de   simulation •. 
-Atmosphere standard 

.Basses   temperatures 
_Air   deprime 

Planche 

0,2 0,5 1,5 1,9 

Nombre    de   Mach 



. Planche   8 



MOVEryS ET EXEMPLES O'ESSAIS AU C.E.Rr. 

PSanch©   9 

Organisation   do©   Mesures  et   cio   ioor "Iraitennont 
BANCS 

PRESSIONS 
22 MESURES 

2 REFERENCES > 
SCANNING 

VALVE 

TEMPERATU 
24   MESURES 

RES    r~-\| COMMUTATEU 
ES        L-^|        EL.MECA. 

COMMUTATEUR 

PRESSIONS        P^v.CAPTEUi 
IFFERENTIELLES  \^\      '"0""°" 

t> 
\> 

MENTS    p\_ 
3IES \^> 

t> 

RS 
ELS 

12 
MAXI 

PRESSIONS 
24  CAPTEURS 

OEPLACe 

24     VO 

3 
MAXI 

COMMUTATEUR 

HAUT NIVEAU 

TACHYMETRES 
OEBITMETRES 

IMPULSIONS 

PUPITRE 

APPEL 

CODAGE 

MACHINE   A 
ECRIRE 

LIGNES 

MISE  EN 
FORME 

CENTRAL 
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Deuxieme partie : exemples d'essaia 
1, -  Essai de turboreacteur en veine forcee     Olympus   593   au banc R 5. 
1. 1, - Montage d'essai, - Ce montage est Oriente vers l'obtention d'une mesure precise des per- 

formances, la figure 1 en donne le principe. 
Les dimensions du compartiment de tranquillisation assurent une Vitesse de l'ordre de 10 m/s 
favorable au fonctionnement du pavilion,  ä la mesure de la pression generatrice et ä la protec- 
tion du moteur en cas de rupture du filtre. Le debit d'air est calculable grace ä un etalonnage soi- 
gne du pavilion qui est identique ä ceux des bancs de sol. 
La bascule de mesure d'effort d'un type habituel au C, E, Pr. ,  comporte un plateau reposant sur 
des lames elastiques.   Le dynamometre ä jauges d'une grande raideur peut travailler en traction 
et en compression (suppression du Systeme de precharge) : ceci garantit la fidelite de la mesure. 
La cellule ,  dont la gamme est adaptee ä la poussee du.reacteur,  est placee dans un caisson iso- 
therme non etanche ; la chaine de mesure est reetalonnee regulierement ; de plus un ve>in et une 
cellule secondaire permettent de verifier que la mise en place du moteur n'altere pas l'etalonnage 
et de controler la chaine de mesure avant chaque seance d'essai.  Au cours d'un point de mesures 
Vindication de la cellule est relevee   24 fois et moyennee ; grace ä ces precautions l'effort est 
mesure avec une incertitude inferieure ä 1 pour mille de la pleine gamme. 
Le pavilion d'aspiration n'est pas lie mecaniquement au moteur.  Le dispositif d'etancheite com- 
porte un joint torique coulissant et gonflable et un labyrinthe pressurise ; le joint,  maintenu sous 
une difference de pressions tres faible n'est gonfle qu'au moment du   releve de mesures ce qui 
lui evite toute deformation,  Le montage permet egalement l'utilisation de grilles d'obstacles de 
distorsion. 
La tuyere divergente est alimontee en air secondaire ä partir du compartiment amont ; le debit 
regule est mesure. Le montage, specifique de l'Olympus, a ete concu pour ne pas perturber la 
mesure de poussee. 

1. 2. - Mesures. - Le Systeme d'acquisitlon automatique des donnees permet d'enregistrer 
plus de 300 parametres en 6 secondes.  Ceci ameliore la precision grace ä la multiplication des 
mesures permettant de tenir compte d'effets secondaires, et au multiplexage des parametres pri- 
mordiaux.   Un controle permanent et instantane de la chaine de mesures est rendu possible par le 
calcul en temps reel.  Enfin 1'acquisition automatique reduit de 50 % la duree des essais par rap- 
port au releve manuel. 

1. 3. -Essais effectugs, - La majeure partie des 300 heures d'essais effectuees sur   Olympus au 
R5 a porte sur l'etude des performances de la tuyere de propulsion.  Cette etude pose un probleme 
aigu de precision des mesures; eile ne peut se faire en effet que par comparaison de deux essais 
effectues, l'un avec une tuyere simplement convergente, l'autre avec la tuyere complex. 
La qualite des resultats peut se juger sur la figure 2 : la dispersion sur le coeffcient de poussee 
d'une tuyere convergente de l'Olympus est de l'ordre de i   2 %n.   Ce resultat est d'autant plus re- 
marquable que ce coefficient est fonction non seulement de la poussee mesurSe, mais aussi des 
debits d'air et de carburant du moteur. 

2. -  Essai en jet libre :     Maquette motorisee du fuseau   moteur double du Concorde au R 6. 

2. 1. - But de l'essai. - L'essai etait  destine ä l'etude des interactions entre les deux unites 
d'un meme fuseau : Interactions liess au fonctionnement interne de chaque entree d'air ou de cha- 
que moteur ou resultant d'un phenomene externe (vol derape,  rafale laterale etc. .. ). 
L'essai ä echelle grandeur,  souhaitable pour ce type d'essais,  etait incompatible avec   les possl- 
bilites du C. E. Pr. L'echelle 1/3 rendait l'essai possible et avait le merite de combler un vide 
entre les essais ae>odynamiques au dixieme et l'essai ä echelle grandeur sur entree d'air moto- 
ris6e simple au   N G T E. 
Pour confirmer les essais ä petite echelle et apporter des enseig. äments ä l'essai du N G T E, 
il etait done demande au C. E. Pr, une caracterisation de la maquette de M= 1, 6 ä M= 2, 3. Le 
maitre d'oeuvre de l'essai etait   Nord-Aviation constructeur de la maquette. 

2. 2. - Description de la maquette   (figure 3). -    Le moteur de simulation devait avoir un d6bit surfacique 
aussi proche que possible de celui de l'Olympus et pouvoir fonctionner ä 390°K, temperature ge- 
neratrice minimale pour simuler M = 2,3 sans choc de condensation avec les secheurs du C.EPr. 
Seul le G. E.  C J 610 remplit la deuxieme condition dans la gamme des moteurs de 20 kg/s   de 
debit d'air. 
Meme en fonctionnant ä une temperature inferieure de 50° ä la temperature ISA, le C J 610 a un 
d6bit surfacique trop faible de 11 % d'ofi la n£cessite de prolonger legerement le divergent de la 
manche. Le C J 610 pouvait etre equipe   d'un obstructeur de tuyere destine ä le sensibiliser au 
pompage. 
L'echelle exacte de la maquette, fixee par le choix du moteur est de 1/3, 06. Chaque entree d'air 
peut etre equipöe soit du C J 610,  soit d'un obstructeur variable (3 configurations d'essais possi- 
bles).  Les preievements d'air inferieurs (Dunp door,  echangeur) sont mesures par des venturi. 
Le debit de preievement des rampes est reguie par deux vannes independantes simulant la tuyere 
moteur et le volet de decharge " Spill ". Les elements mobiles de la maquette peuvent etre regies 
manuellement ou commandes par la regulation. 

2. 3. - Montage d'essai   (figure 4). -      Le montage d'essai devait assurer un ecoulement cylindrique et 
sain ä l'entree de la maquette (1, 6 < M < 2, 3) et la simulation du derapage (amplitude - 5°, Vi- 
tesse allant jusqu'ä 5°/s ),  eviter toute interaction entre le Systeme d'onde de chocs de la maquet- 
te et la tuyere, permettre une visualisation par ombroscopie, et alleger au maximum la charge 
des extracteurs. 
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Deux experimentations furent r^alisees pour definir le montage d'essai.  L'une U'ONKHA 
pour etudier deux configurations d'essai (jet libre ou veine guidee) l'autre au banc A 10 du CEPr. 
sur un ensemble ä l'echelle 1/10 du montage du R 6. 
La tuyere de Mach est bidimensionnelle ; ses parois laterales et superieures sont fixes (cette 
derniere se continue par le plancher de la maquette simulant l'intrados) alors que le profil evo- 
lutif inferieur peut pivoter permettant une variation en essai du nombre de Mach de 0,2 par minu- 
te.  Deux profils assurent la couverture de la gamme de nombre de Mach. 
Le derapage est obtenu par rotation de la tuyere autour d'un axe vertical ; l'amplitude est de - 5° 
avec deux vitesses de variation   (5°/s   et 4'/s). 
Le tableau ci-dessous donne le debit de la tuyere pour les conditions Pi0 = 100 kPa, Ti0= 390°K 

M                            j   1,6     |1,7     |  1,8    j  1,9      |    2       j 2, 1     I 2,2     j   2,3 

Debit tuyere           |ll0, 4 |l04, 8 ! 99, 3   1   93,6  ! 87, 8  '82,2   j 76, 9  |71,1 
k§/s                    !              ill              III! 

Debit maquette      ,   40 7 , 38     '} 35  3    |   32, 7  1 30,1 1 27, 6   125,4  1 23, 2 
kg/s                    |              |             I             |              |            [             | 

Debit tuyere          j   2,12\   2,7(5]  2,81  !    2, 87 j  2, 92 j 2, 97   j  3, 02 j   3,06 
Debit maquette                                                                   -                    I             I 

La sortie de la tuyere est biseautee afin de permettre la visualisation par ombroscopie. 

Le diffuseur destine ä augmenter la pression du compartiment C   est reliable en position.   Son 
efficacite est amelioree en extrayant dans le compartiment B une faible partie (1 %) du debit de 
la tuyere (extraction de couche limite).   Ceci assure egalement un ecoulement cylindrique. 
Pour M = 2 le rapport entre pression generatrice et pression d'extraction principale est de 3, 8. 
L'extraction du debit de prelevement des rampes (piege ä couche limite) est   assuree par une 
trompe ä air fonctionnant entre les compartiments   A et C.  En effet,  en regime fortement super- 
critique ; la pression du piege   peut etre inferleure ä la pression du compartiment   C. 

2. 4. - Mesures et dgpouillements. -       La maquette est equipee de tres nombreuses prises de pression 
et en particulier d'un peigne tournant ä quatre bras situe ä l'entree de chaque moteur et compor- 
tant une vingtaine de prises de pression totale et s*atique ainsi que 4 sondes directionnelles 
(clinometre) permettant la mesure des vitesses radiale et circonförentielle en deux rayons. 
Au total plus de 200 pressions etaient ä mesurer. 
En regime stabilise deux types de manometre ont ete utilises : appareil "Belin" (multimanome- 
tre äliquide avec lecture par cellule photoelectrique et impression sur bände perforee) ; appareil 
"Scanivalve" avec impression sur bände perforee au debut de 1'essai,  puis avec acquisition auto- 
matique. 
En regime transitoire les indications des capteurs de pression CECetONERA (frequence de 
resonnance respective   6 et 8 KHz) etaient enregiströes sur enregistreur photographique ä gran- 
de bände passante et sur enregistreur magnetique fonctionnant en modulation de frequence. 
L'enregistreur magnetique s'est revels   tres utile pour l'etude des fluctuations de pression   ä 
l'entree d'un moteur en permettant les operations suivantes : 
- restitution graphique des signaux jnregistres avec utilisation de filtres passe-bas (50Hz et 

200 Hz ) ou non. 
- Analyse spectrale par tiers d'octave ä l'aide d'analyseur Brüel et Kjoer de la chame d'analyse 

de bruit de la chambre anecholque du   C. E. Pr.  pour des frequences de 5 Hz   ä 50 Hz,  20 Hz ä 
200 Hz,  50 Hz ä 2 000 Hz.   pour ces operations la vitesse de lecture de la bände etait quatre fois 
superieure ä la vitesse d'enreglstrement   (38 cm/s). (voir exemple figure 5). 

- Analyse au pas de   1 Hz par  densimetre spectral de Nord-Aviation. 

2. 5. - Essais effectues. Les essais se sont derouies de juillet   65   ä octobre   68 ; au total plus 
de 300 heures de fonctionnement ont ete realisees. 
Les essais ont principalement porte sur les points suivants : 
- caracterisation de l'entree d'air 
- Etude des parametres de regulation 
- Etude et optimisation de differents types de regulation 
- Etude de l'influence du derapage sur le pompage du moteur 
- Etude de l'influence du pompage d'une entree d'air sur l'autre 
- Etude de l'influence du pompage d'un moteur sur l'autre entree d'air 
- Analyse des fluctuations de pression ä l'entree du moteur en fonction du derapage. 

, -   Essai de caracterisation d'un silencieux de tuyere, - La chambre anechoique A 17 et le banc 
de pousseeA 04 du C. E. Pr,  qui peuvent admettre des maquettes de tuyere de memes dimensions, 
permettent au constructeur de realiser de meilleur compromis entre le gain acoustique et la perte 
d'un silencieux de tuyere. 

. 1. - Le   banc A 04 (figure 6) permet d'6valuer les performances de tuyeres ä simple ou double 
flux d'un debit maximal de 2, 5 kg/s ä des rapports de detente allant jusqu'ä 16.   La tuyfere est 
fix6e   sur un canal cylindrique ä deux parois   supporte par des lames eiastiques et limite en de- 
placement par une cellule ä jauges. 
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I M. = 1.9    -   5R=3'5    -SB = o'   -   eB = ooa   -ffo = <H5     -   eH*QQ2     ? 

Figure      5 Analyse des fluctuations de pression 
dans l'entree d'air. 

r-» | 
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vC/ivc: VW 

figure 6 
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Les deux debits d'alr sont mesures par des cols soniques ; leur alimentation ce fait radialement 
et sans aucun contact mecanique avec le canal : les fuites des labyrinthes de l'ordre de   5%»   du 
debit reel   (jeu tres faible 0, 04 mm avec detection electrique de contact accldentel) sont periodi- 
quement 6talonn6es.  La bascule est etalonn^e en statique avant chaque Campagne par un Systeme 
de pesons.   L'ensemble de la chaine de mesure est controls   avant chaque stance par une tuyere 
etalon, Une installation de strioscopie complete la connaissance aörodynamique du jet. 
Pendant 1'essai les conditions generatrices sont maintenues constantes, le taux de detente est 
regl6 par la pression du compartiment d'essai.   Les mesures et döpouillements entierement au- 
tomatiques permettent d'obtenir tres rapidement les coefficients de poussöe ( i 2 %c ) et de däbit 
(-   1 %t)   de la tuyere avec et sans silencieux. 

3. 2. -Essai de performances acoustiques. - La chambre anechofque   A 17 a ete sp^cialement 
concue pour l'etude des bruits de jet.   H s'agit d'une chambre de 630 m3   ( figure 7 ) flottant ä 
l'intärieur d'un premier local et relive   ä un canal de dilution et ä un conduit d'echappement des 
gaz.   Elle peut recevoir des tuyeres a simple ou double flux d'un debit maximal de 7, 5 kg/s. La 
temperature generatrice maximale de 1350 °K est obtenue grace ä une chambre de combustion 
double au propane. 
La encore le processus d'acquisition et de traitement des donnees est entierement automatique : 
l'ordinateur suit le deplacement du microphone et commande 1'acquisition. 
Une table tracante permet d'obtenir en temps räel le trace correspondant   au programme d'ac- 
quisition choisi au debut du point.  Un de ces programmes d'acquisition donne directement les 
niveaux de bruit moteur evaluiSs en PNdB   ou   EPNdB  et,  grace ä un analyseur spectral au 
1/3 d'octave   ( 200 < f  < 100. 000   Hz ) les caracte>istiques du spectre acoustique ä l'angle 
d'emission sonore maximale. 
La chaine de mesure est periodiquement reätalonnee ä l'aide d'un gänörateur de bruit blanc 
parfaitement connu. 

figure 7 
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HEASURBäFffl FULL-SCALE OF PEQPELLIMG NOZZLE 
PEHFOBMANCE IN AN ALTITUDE TEST FACILITY 

J C Ascough 

Rational Gaa Turbine Establishment, Pyestock 
Farnborough, Hampshire,  England 

• ;W:: 

SUMMARI 

The Paper desoribes full-scale thrust-performance tests made in 
an altitude test cell at NGTE on a prototype two-stream propelling nozzle 
fitted to a turbojet engine installed within a simulated aircraft nacelle. 
The tests were made at conditions representing flight at Mach 2 at 20 km 
altitude. 

Nozzle thrust efficiency obtained from these full scale tests is 
compared with that from a 1/1O scale model test rig.    The preliminary 
analysis gave unexpectedly low full-scale efficiencies and, to investigate 
this,  special tests were made with the secondary part of the nozzle 
removed.    As a result of these primary nozzle tests,  corrections were made 
to secondary nozzle tost points giving satisfactory agreement between full- 
soale and model. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

(Hotel strict S.I. units can be applied to every Ej. in this Paper) 

A area 

0B discharge coefficient 

Inf.Coef    influence coefficient 

KCA model test specific thrust , 

Kj ratio of effective to observed flow in the jet pipe = fcv/lj Jeffec l\   ^/1a  oalc 

1! Mach number 

P total pressure 

p static pressure 

T total temperature 

V velocity 

W mass flow rate 

x distance between primary and secondary nozzle throats 

x-j_ a general measurement 

Xg gauge stream thrust  (when this refers to a nozzle exit plane, it is usually called "the gross 
thrust") 

Xg^ absolute stream thrust 

Xpj, pre-load 

Xj, load on the thrust meter 

y a performance result (= 'lxG) 

&\7 leakage mass flow rate 

T|XG gauge thrust efficiency (sometimes called nj, 1 

\&k absolute thrust efficiency (sometimes called \) 

H mass flow ratio = Wa Jv^hj y/fj 

(X standard deviation 
Suffices which indicate location 

b nozzle base 

B bleed flow exit 

6 cell environment 

E exit plane of secondary nozzle 

J primary nozzle throat 

S secondary nozzle throat 

SJ slip joint 

6 turbine exit 
Other suffices 

calc calculation, not direct measurement 

con convergent' nozzle i.e. isentropic expansion limited to M « 1 

oor corrected for leakage 

effec effective, i.e. relating the observed full scale convergent nozzle thrust to model test 
performance 

I internal, i.e. does not include external affects 

isen isentropic value 

J is P0 isentropic expansion from Pj to P0 
meas measured by conventional test frame methods using readings external to the nozzle 

model model test value 

U measured flow, i.e. assuming no leaks 

K nozzle flow, after leaks have taken place 

ref reference instrumentation measurement 

SisP0 isentropic expansion from Pg to P0 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the interests of economy, most propelling nozzle research is carried out on scale models *    But 
some questions can only be answered by tests on the full-scale engine and nozzle under flight conditions 
in an altitude test cell.    One needs to know the effects of temperature and pressure profiles,  of heat 
transfer, the effects of scale per se,  and one must always expect the unexpected to turn up with the real 
hardware,    Again in the interests of economy,  it is the custom to fit full-scale performance tests into a 
programme of other features such as endurance tests, icing tests, re-lighting tests etc.    And so it was 
that the opportunity arose to carry out some full-scale performance tests on a prototype two-stream nozzle 
with a turbojet engine installed within a simulated aircraft nacelle (SAN) in Coll 3 of the NGTE Engine 
Test Facility, for which the main test object was the investigation of heat transfer environment prior to 
aircraft flight tests. 

In the present Paper, an account is given of these performance tests, with an analysis which con- 
centrates on the efficiency of the nozzle,  comparing the full-scale results with those obtained on a 1/1O 
scale model test rig. 

2. COMPARISON BETWEEN PULL SCALE AND MODEL SCALE TEST ARRAHGEMTS 

2.1 FULL SCALE TEST ARRANGEMENT 

An impression of the arrangement is shown in Figure 1. The engine and primary nozzle are fitted 
inside the SAH which is mounted on the floating test frame. Dry air, at the correct conditions of simula- 
ted flight (in this case M = 2 at 20 km altitude) is supplied to the engine through an inlet slip joint, 
having passed through the Cell 3 airflow meter. Secondary air is taken from the upstream plenum chamber 
and supplied to the SAH through four pipes with separate orifice plate air meters and separate slip joints. 
Unlike the model nozzle test rig, the inlet stream forces in Cell 3 are not zero, in fact they are of the 
same order of magnitude as that of powerplant gross thrust. The thrust equations are described in 
Section 3> 

Details of the full scale prototype two-stream nozzle are shown in Figure 2. The jet pipe commences 
at the turbine exit annulus (engine station '6' where the instrumentation rakes are situated to measure 
*e> Pa' "«)• Within the Jst pipe is the reheat flame holder. A variable primary nozzle of area Aj is 
fitted at the end of the jet pipe. For the first analysis of nozzle performance, it was assumed that the 
mass flow through the primary nozzle was equal to that at station '6' (i.e. no leaks). This primary flow 
is denoted W8 but it is based upon the cell air meter measurement. The primary nozzle temperature 
^e(calc) is based upon measured engine inlet temperature Ti together with temperature rise due to combus- 
tion of engine fuel flow, assuming manufacturer's data for combustion efficiency. Compressor work is 
balanced against turbine work (with small adjustments for air bleeds). 

The secondary nozzle has a fixed throat of area Ag positioned an axial distance x away from the 
primary throat. Thrust-reverser buckets, positioned just ahead of the secondary nozzle throat, were locked 
open throughout the tests. Downstream of the secondary throat, the first part of the divergence is fixed 
but the second part consists of hinged flaps which are free to vary. 

Extensive instrumentation was fitted at many stations within the secondary annulus and nozzle. 
Indeed, one object of the Cell 3 tests wa3 to evaluate alternative sites for secondary pressure and temp- 
erature measurement. But for the present Report, the total pressure Pg and'temperature Tg is taken to be 
that which was measured just ahead of the primary nozzle exit. The secondary mass flow Wg was given by the 
total flow measured at the four secondary inlet orifice plates. 

2.2 MODEL SCALE TEST ARRANGEMENT 

Model two-stream nozzles at 1/1O scale have been tested at HGTE on the rig depicted in Figure 3. 
A full discussion is given in Reference 1. Briefly, the model nozzle under test is mounted inside a 
depression box on the end of a pipe which is supported by air bearings. Dry air is supplied radially to 
the pipe inlet so that there is zero inlet stream force. Hence the measured gross gauge thrust of the 
test nozzle is simply:- 

^Gmodel = Bieter + ^piston (Proom ~ Pb ) + ^inlet box leaks + ^depression box leaks    ••••(w 

Details of the model two-stream nozzle with its immediate upstream supply are shown in Figure 4. Different 
test arrangements could be built up of the secondary throat area Ag and for the axial distance x between 
primary and secondary throats. These geometric parameters are expressed non-dimensionally as Ag/Aj and 

Variable fluid parameters are n= (Wgv/Tg)/(Wjv/Tj)j Pg/pj; and APR = Pj/Pb- In fact, the parameter 
H is equal to Ws/Wj because Tg = Tj(=300K). The primary flow (WJ,/TJ) 1B given by PrefAref making use of 
a previous calibration with a standard convergent nozzle. The secondary flow Wg is given by a British 
Standard orifice plate as shown in Figure 3. 

For the model nozzle tests, the geometry was known very accurately while very uniform fluid condi- 
tions were measured as accurately a3 required. 

3. '• THE SAH THRUST EQUATIONS IH CELL 3 

The distribution of the various components in force is shown in Figure 5- The object of the Cell 3 
tests is to evaluate the internal gross gauge thrust XGI of the two-stream nozzle from readings of the 
thrust meters, after allowing for all the other forces at play. Xj, is the load on the main thrust meter 
while XpL is the pre-load which is sometimes applied to prevent XL from becoming negative. 

At the main engine inlet slip joint, and also at each of the four secondary slip joints, there is a 
Gauge Stream Force of the form:- 

XGSJ(i) - *(i) V(i) + A(i) (P(i) " Pc) ••••(2) 
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and so,-adding up the five slip joints wa geti- 

*G3J 3sJ(i) ....(3) 

Again, there are tliree overboard bleeds from the engine which disoharged rearwards to produce a little 
extra thrust of the formi- 

^(3) - W(J) v(d)+ Hi) (Hi) ~ *>) 
and so, adding up the three bleeds we geti- 

*GB    =      /  *GB 

Finally, accounting for all the forces in Figure 5 ne geti- 

*GIme (Xj, - Xa) + ^GSJ " XGB 

....(4) 

. — (5) 

....(6) 

How, before we can evaluate the-t-nm-jrtream ^irale efficiency, we need to oalculate the isentropic gauge 
thrust of the primary flow anfl ailstViSw^i^ flow, with both flows completely expanded to cell pressure 
PQ.    Thus, for the primary flow *i"a,  assuming-ao leaks,  we have:- 

^ ^GJisPc   -   w8 /T6calc  i  ri 

and for the secondary flow, assuming no leaks, we havei- 

XoSisPc    "    WS^sn= 
WsisPo 

Hence the gauge thrust efficiency iai- 

w« vJisPo 

ff3 TSisPo 

•>ia 
•^rlmeaa 

vJlsPc + WS vSisPc 

.(7) 

....(8) 

....(9) 

4.    COMPARISOH BETWEEN FDLL-SCALE AMD MODEL SCALE HOZZLE EFFICIENCY 

4.1   PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF FULL-SCALE HOZZLE EFFICIENCY 

Results from the preliminary analysis of the full-scale tests in Cell 3 are shown in Figure 6, 
together with the NGTE model test performance for the same range of flow ratio u as in the full-scale 
tests. 

An immediate impression from the Figure is that the preliminary full-scale nozzle thrust efficiency 
is about 1.7 per cent low compared with model tests. One possible explanation is the presence of leaks 
from the jet pipe into the secondary annülus, and also from the nacelle into the cell environment. Alter- 
native explanations include the possibility of errors of measurement. To examine these possibilities 
special tests were made on the primary nozzle alone with the secondary nozzle removed, as described in. 
Section 4.2. 

4-2 TESTS OH PRIMARY HOZZLE ALONE 

From tests on the model nozzle rig the absolute thrust efficiency of a convergent nozzle had pre- 
viously been established, vlz:- 

''XGA^o^model 
measured Xg + Aj P^ 

....(10) 

isen,conj , , ' con,model 

This efficiency can be carried across to the analysis of the full-scale tests (as Figure 1 but with primary 
nozzle only) to deduce the effective flow through the nozzle, from measurements of nozzle thrust, vizi- 

(*J./5J) effec 
measured X<j + Aj P0 

3«\ 
wyi/. .   *   /isen,oon. 

1 
''XGA,con,model 

..(11) 

con,Cell 3 

As a matter of convenience, the denominator of Eq,.(ll) was applied in the form of the parameter, ZCA:- 

KCA 
V&L 

XT|XGA,oon,model 
isen,coa 

Results from the full-scale tests in Cell 3,  expressed in the form:- 

(ffjvAj)effeo 
*J   "'        ""    "   "'"  

Wa /Ta oalc 

(12) 

....(13) 

are shown in Figure 7- 
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A special difficulty with the full-scaie tests is the measurement of variable nozzle area Aj meas 

as used for the upper curve in. Figure 7-    Eie unexpected z-apid rise of the Kj curve to values greater than 
1.00 at low Pj/Pc is thought to be due to error in Aj)meas,    An alternative analysis putting Aj = Aj^ggj,/ 
CT),model leads to the lower curve in Figure 7-    Either way, for Pj/Po greater than 4 the value of Kj 
(which is relatively insensitive to Aj at the higher values of Pj/Pc) levelled out at about O.984 whereas 
before these tests it would have been expected that Kj would be in the range 0.995 to 1.000 - here was a 
olue to the low performance of the complete two-stream nozzle (Figure 6). 

4.3        CORRECTION OF FULL-SCALE NOZZLE E?FICIEHCX 

4.3.1    ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES 

A more detailed expression for Kj can be assembled from Eqs.  (13),   (12),  (11) and an equation similar 
to (6) 

K.T      = 
<XL- %,) + ^GSJ " *GB + AjPc 

w« /
X

GA\ 

oon  - 
yi8 3al° UL 

1 
1XGA,con,model 

...(14) 

con,Cell 3 

and a correspondingly detailed expression for IxG oatt DB assembled from Egs. (9), (8), (7), (6): 

^XG 
(xl - xPl) + ^GSJ - 

w8yii e calc m JisPc 

3^(^L SisPc 

....(15) 

con+sec,Cell 3 

Both Bj.(l4) and Eq.(l5) show many explicit terms for which error of measurement could possibly cause the 
value of Kj and of T^g to be low. Furthermore, it is conceivable that spurious effects upon the Cell 3 
test system, such as test frame friction or stray pressure forces which are not explicitly measured at all 
in Eqs. (14) and (15)< could also cause Kj and ^xG *° De l°Wi Then there is the possibility of leakage 
from the jet pipe such that V7j does not equal W3 and leakage from the secondary annulus such that Yfe 
passing through the nozzle does not equal the measured value of Wg. All these possibilities can be classi- 
fied into the following two extreme hypotheses 1- 

H(I): that the low value of Kj in the primary nozzle tests, and the low value of n^g in the secondary 
nozzle tests is due to a combination of error in explicitly measured terms, together with the 
presence of spurious non-measured effects upon the Cell 3 test system. (This hypothesis assumes 
that there are no leaks.) 

H(ll)i that leaks exist such that primary leakage is responsible for the low value of Kj, and suoh that 
both primary and secondary leakage is responsible for the low value of ^XG ^or ^e  complete 
seoondary nozzle. 

The arguments and corrections developing from Hypotheses (i) and (il) are given in Sections 4-3.2 
and 4-3.3v 

4.3.2 CORRECTION OF RESULTS UNDER HYPOTHESIS (i) 

If we accept Hypothesis (i), this is to say that measurement error, or some other effect apart from 
leakage, oauaes full-scale performance to appear worse than model test performance as manifest by the 
departure of Kj from the value of 1.000. And so the 'effective' properties of the gas entering the primary 
nozzle are given byi- 

(WJ^)effeo - Sjfo^Wc") ••••<16) 

Returning now to the analysis of the full-scale secondary nozzle results, we can apply Eq_.(l6) to the cal- 
culation of isentropic thrust of the primary flow, as an alternative to Eq.(7)1- 

XcJisPo -   KJ (*6ywc-)(-^| H ....(17) 

JisPo 

K.T ST "• TJisPc 

Thence the corrected full-scale nozzle thrust efficiency, under Hypothesis (i) 1B given by: 

_ 1     ^Glmeas  
1x0 = Kj Wa VjiePo + ¥s TslaPo 

..(18) 

The test points from the preliminary analysis in Figure 6, when re-evaluated by Eq..(l8) with Kj 
from the upper curve in Figure 7, give the corrected results shown in Figure 8. 

Thus the full-scale nozzle efficiency when corrected under Hypothesis(l) becomes about 0.5 per 
cent less than that of NGTE model tests. 

4.3.3 CORRECTION OF RESULTS UNDER HYPOTHESIS (il) 

let us suppose that there are leaks AWj from jet pipe to secondary annulus and Affs from secondary 
annulus to cell environment, as shown in Figure 9- Then following Hypothesis (II), the proportional jet 
pipe leakage can be given by the Kj results, vizi- 

W JH ffjM " WJ • (19) 
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AWj 

ffJN 
-    1 

Referring back to Eq^. (13)  and putting 

"Jit 
ffJN 

we obtain 

fa-M effeo 

\AT 

....(20) 

....(21) 

oalo 

AW 
•(22) 

The next problem is to find the secondary leakage AWg.    This has been estimated by a treatment due 
to lewis and Armstrong of NGTE using the secondary nozzle swallowing oharaoteristios shown in Figure 10.. 

From'Figure 10 we can find values of Au, where:- 

^ • i^-hi 

gsn -ASM   %,I -ASH 
....(23) 

Now, from Figure 9 we see that: 

AW« WSU " WSH + A¥J ...(24) 

which can be combined with Eq.(23) to give:- 

_L 

age 

Hence 

A
WT    /5T /       AWT\    fFZ ^   +^M-^+^(1-wi)JTf| •••.<*> 

Eg,. (25) has been evaluated for two specimen test points from Figure 6 to give the secondary leak- 
AWg/Wg,  which was found to be of ..the order of 10 -per cent. 

"SN •SU + AWT • AW« ....(26) 

Then expanding the nozzle flows WJJJ and Wgjj isentropically to PQ we have for the nozzle gauge thrust 
efficiency, corrected for leakage:- 

^Glmeas 
'XG W. JH "JisPc + W< SH "SisPc 

•(27) 

Results of these corrections under Hypothesis (il) applied to the two specimen test points are shown in 
Figure 11i Thus the full-scale nozzle efficiency when corrected under Hypothesis (il) for both primary 
and secondary leakage becomes about 0.7 per cent less than the efficiency given by NGTE model tests. 

5=    HUDISIOH AHD ACCURACY 

Before discussing this topic, it is important to define the terminology. The word 'precision' 
refers to uncertainty of a value due to the presence of random error (i.e. noise). The word 'accuracy' 
refers to uncertainty of a value due to the presence of systematic error (i.e. bias). 

An investigation by KP i Walles of HGTE showed that the scatter of TIXG results in Figure 6 of the 
present Paper follows a Gaussian (i.e. Normal) distribution about the fitted line, with a standard devia- 
tion of o" = 0.0015- Thus the 95 per cent level of precision of T^g is ±2o" = ±0.0030 or *0.3 per cent for 
a single test point. The precision of the fitted line itself is improved by the factor 1/ /n approxi- 
mately for n test points, and so the n^g line in Figure 6 has a 95 per cent level of precision of 
10.0030/^37 - ±0.0005 = i0.05 per cent, which is a negligible uncertainty. 

Unfortunately, as a fundamental rule, one cannot be so definite about accuracy because systematic 
error is never obvious, although every precaution is taken to eliminate it by calibration of measuring 
instruments against other standards. To help identify the most important sources of such systematic 
error, Walles made an analysis of the Influence Coefficients of the measurements which were made during 
the Cell 3 tests on the SAH. An Influence Coefficient is defined as:- 

Influence Coefficient of XJ relative to y ]- 
Fa^fi 

L 
.(28) 

where in this case y   = ^XG 

and x. = a general measurement (e.g. airmeter Ap). 

An alternative definition of Influence Coefficient would be the percentage change in Tpn; resulting from a 
1 per cent change in Xj_. Hence each individual percentage measurement error (100 dx^/x-jj makes a corres- 
ponding percentage contribution (100 dy-j/y) to error in y (y = T\%Q here) thusi- 

1100 —-] = [inf Coef j x 100 -^ •(29) 
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Then, assuming that these systematic error contributions follow a probability distribution, the total 
systematic error in y (= IXG) ^3 calculated by root sum of squares:- 

/„    (.- ,    /      dx.\)af 
(Total f° systematic error in y)    =      [N     I llnf Coef I    100—-   >   I ....(30) 

At the simulated flight condition of M = 2 at 20 km altitude in Cell 3i the Influence Coefficients 
were as shown in Table I. 

How,  a formal assessment of all the elements dxj_ of systematic measurement error has not been made 
for these particular SAH tests in Cell 3 but,  as an example, if we were to put (100 dx±/x±) = 1 per cent 
for every element in Eq_.(30) and taking values of Influence Coefficients from Table I me would have:- 

( Total £ systematic error in y(=1x5))  =    (V    Hlnf CoefH  J ....(31) 

=   0.996 per cent 

This result is dominated by the greatest Influence Coefficient (= +0,81) in Table I, which is that of the 
engine inlet slip joint total pressure Psji» However, this particular pressure is measured very carefully 
by means of an array of 60 different pitot tubes, and so putting x^ = (mean of 60 measurements) we should 
have only a small error dx-^ which will balance the large Influence Coefficient in Eq.(30) to produce an 
acceptable error contribution dy^. And so, even though a complete formal systematic error analysis has 
not been made, one feels that the accuracy (due to systematic error or bias) of the Tjj^g results in Cell 3 
should be better than Eq.(3l) and is perhaps about 0.5 per cent. 

6. DISCUSSIOH 

Credibility of the full scale nozzle thrust efficiency is judged by comparison, with model test 
results. The observed discrepancy of about 1.7 per cent in the preliminary analysis, after allowing for 
a full-scale 'technology loss' of about 0.5 per cent due to practical features not present in the model, 
is about 1.2 per cent. How the accuracy, due to residual systematic measurement error, is thought to be 
within about 0.5 per cent (precision of the fitted T]%Q line due to test measurement random error is prac- 
tically perfect) and so there is a need to explain by other means a discrepancy of at least 0.7 per cent 
inT]xo. 

The two extreme hypotheses, of H(l): explicit measurement errors plus spurious non-measured 
effects, and of H(ll): leakage, are each separately able to explain the full-scale discrepancy but it is 
impossible to tell in retrospect which combination of H(l) and H(ll) was actually responsible. It would 
be wise to guard against the future possibility of leakage - the full effects of which can only be detec- 
ted by altitude cell tests such as described in the present Paper. 

7. conclusions 
Performance tests were made on a prototype two-stream propelling nozzle fitted to a turbojet engine 

within a simulated aircraft nacelle. Conditions at engine inlet and at nozzle exit were selected to 
represent flight at llach 2 at 20 km altitude. 

Preliminary analysis of the two-stream nozzle thrust efficiency gave low performance compared with 
model tests. To throw light on this, the secondary part of the nozzle was removed and special perform- 
ance tests were made with the primary nozzle alone - again low thrust performance was observed. 

Two hypotheses are set up to explain the discrepancy between full-scale and model, representing 
either H(l): explicit measurement errors plus spurious non-measured effects, or H(ll): leakage. Each 
hypothesis can by itself explain the shortfall in the full scale nozzle efficiency. 

Only by making tests in an altitude cell under correctly represented flight conditions such as 
described in this Paper, including tests on the jet pipe and primary nozzle alone, is it possible to 
check the existence and magnitude of such full-scale performance problems. 

Precision (due to random error, or noise) of the full-scale performance results is *0.3 per cent 
for a single test point, or ±0.05 per cent for the fitted T\%Q  line. Accuracy (due to residual systematic 
measurement error or bias) is thought to be within ±0.5 per cent. 
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Gell 3 measurements x^ 
Influence Coefficient 

relative to 1xg 

Primary air meter AP -0.23 

Primary air meter p -0.27 

Primary air meter T +0.27 

Fuel mass flow -0.03 

Turbine exit pressure P8 -0.14 

Engine slip joint pressure Pgji +0.81 

Engine Blip joint temperature Ti -0.11 

Thrustmeter load XL +0.25 

Primary nozzle area Aj 0 

Secondary nozsle c:'^ area Aj; 0 

Secontav:iioz: is^Ksa AP +0.03 

Secondary flow meters p •    +0.03 

Secondary slip joint pressures Pgj,s +0.20 

TABLE I - IHFLUMCB COEFFICIENTS RELATIVE TO T]XG FOR 
SAH TESTS IB CELL 3 

Engine Air Supply] 

iCell Plenum] 
^Diaphraarn 

iOrifjct Plate] 

'I Jltir) Joint ! 

/Simulated Aircraft Nacelle] 
/  

(Secondary Air Supply { 

[Öi^ Borne Bearings/ 

[Fixed Pedestal/ , / • 

"• ,   _/ 
[ Floating Cradle / 

[Swinging Link 

|Call 3 Exhaust Diffuser! 

FIG.1 TURBOJET ENGINE WITH SIMULATED AIRCRAFT NACELLE AND PROTOTYPE NOZZLE IN NOTE ETF CELL 3 
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FIG.4 MODEL JET PIPE AND SECONDARY NOZZLE 
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FIG. 6   PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF FULL SCALE NOZZLE EFFICIENCY 
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FIG.8 FULL SCALE NOZZLE THRUST EFFICIENCY-CORRECTED UNDER HYPOTHESIS (I) 
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FIG.11 FULL SCALE NOZZLE THRUST EFFICIENCY-CORRECTED UNDER HYPOTHESISÖI) 
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INLET-ENGINE-NOZZLE WIND TUNNEL TEST TECHNIQUES 

by 

D. N. Bowditch 

Lewis Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Cleveland, Ohio 

SUMMARY 

Experimental investigations of the inlet, engine and exhaust nozzle of a supersonic propulsion 
system have been underway at the Lewis Research Center.   Exhaust nozzle results are presented which 
compare wind tunnel and flight results and assess the accuracy, of flight measurements.   Comparisons 
are also presented for nozzle performance obtained with a cold jet, a powered turbojet simulator, and 
a solid jet boundary simulator.   The effect of the local boundary layer on nozzle performance is also 
discussed.   The need for good dynamic measurements during inlet-engine testing is illustrated for 
transients such as inlet unstart and engine stall.   Also, the transient nature of inlet distortion and its 
effect on the engine is presented for two different operating conditions. 

SYMBOLS 

An 

Cg 

CD/3 
D 

d n 
dc 
M0 

M2 

N/ND^0 

"3 
AP 

AP 

P2 

2rms 

2rms 

^2max 

q 

r 

T 

Ti 
a 

a 

iP 

nacelle cross sectional area 

gross thrust coefficient, T-D/T. 

boattail drag coefficient, Dß/qA 

drag 

boattail drag 

nacelle diameter 

cowl lip diameter 

free stream Mach number 

compressor face Mach number 

corrected portion of design engine speed 

free stream total pressure 

compressor face total pressure 

average compressor face total pressure 

compressor exit total pressure 

root mean square value of dynamic component of compressor face pressure 

average value of  APgrms 

compressor face static pressure 

maximum compressor face static pressure during hammershock after surge 

dynamic pressure 

rounded boattail radius 

thrust 

ideal primary thrust 

angle of attack 

"standard deviation 
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INTRODUCTION 

Within existing ground test facilities experimental investigation o£ the aircraft propulsion sys- 
tem can rarely be done under the exact conditions that will exist in flight.   Facilities are normally too 
small or models become too complex to simulate the actual flight conditions.   Therefore, compromises 
are necessary and these must be made in such a way that their effect is negligible, or understood well 
enough so that the results can be corrected properly.   Several experimental programs in this area of 
supersonic propulsion systems are currently underway at the Lewis Research Center, references 1-3. 

Much testing of supersonic exhaust nozzles is required at off design speeds corresponding to 
high subsonic and transonic flight conditions.   The geometry of a large area ratio nozzle that is effi- 
cient at supersonic pressure ratios of 20 and 30 must be changed at subsonic conditions in order to 
operate efficiently at much lower pressure ratios of 2 to 4.   Collapsing the nozzle normally exposes a 
boattail or opens inlets on the nozzle which makes it a potential source of drag and the resulting per- 
formance is very sensitive to extepjVit^jiow conditions.   These problems are investigated in the 8- by 
6-foot wind tunnel using isolated nacelle models and subscale aircraft models.   In addition, to over- 
come the size limitations of transonic wind tunnel testing, a flight test program utilizing underwing 
nacelles on an F-106 aircraft was initiated as illustrated in figure 1.   This permits tests of a wide 
variety of complex nozzles on a complete aircraft configuration that is similar to that required for a 
supersonic cruise aircraft.   The aircraft testing technique and its accuracy will be reviewed as well as 
several comparisons with wind tunnel data on similar configurations.   Several other wind tunnel test 
techniques will also be described. 

In the 10x10 supersonic propulsion wind tunnel, recent inlet-engine test programs have investi- 
gated the propulsion system stability and its integration with the airframe.   Dynamic considerations 
are of primary importance in understanding the system operation under conditions such as inlet un- 
start, engine stall and high distortion.   If the significance of the dynamic response of the propulsion 
system is not recognized, system instabilities may be encountered which could have been avoided by 
proper measurement and interpretation of dynamic conditions.   To study the inlet-engine compatibility 
problem, several supersonic mixed-compression inlets have been tested with J-85 turbojet engines at 
Mach 2. 5 cruise conditions.   Highlights from these tests are used to demonstrate the test techniques 
used and the considerations necessary to properly evaluate the large-scale dynamic interactions of the 
propulsion system and airframe. 

EXHAUST NOZZLE TESTING 

Typical models used for exhaust nozzle testing in the 8x6 foot wind tunnel are shown in figure 2. 
The isolated nacelle model is used to investigated external flow effects on nozzles.   Separate primary 
and secondary flows are provided through the strut from an external source.   The model is of sufficient 
length that the nozzle performance is not influenced by the disturbances caused by the closed nose of 
the nacelle and by the support strut at high subsonic speeds.   Unfortunately it also provides an unde- 
sirably thick boundary layer.   The two aircraft models are 5% and, 22% scale models of the F-106 air- 
craft.   The smaller model has been used to investigate the effect of various nacelle shapes and results 
from those tests indicated the engine accessory bump had negligible effect on boattail drag.   Because of 
transonic tunnel blockage limitations, the flow through nacelles were about 3 centimeters in diameter, 
and only capable of investigating simple boattails which simulated a variable flap ejector nozzle.   The 
larger 22% scale model had a powered turbojet simulator in the underwing nacelle allowing both inlet 
and exhaust nozzle flows to be simulated.   The model was also large enough to permit investigation of 
more complex exhaust nozzles.   This model is large enough to cause concern about transonic wind 
tunnel wall interference, and comparison with F-106 flight data is being used to verify the interference- 
free speed range. 

The smaller model utilized a cylindrical tube as a jet boundary simulator since a realistic jet 
was not practical for such small scale.   This concept has been investigated on the isolated jet exit 
model where the boattail drag was measured with a fully expanded cold air jet and a cylindrical jet 
boundary simulator, reference 4. Results from that test are compared on figure 3.   The drag coefficient 
of a sharp-edged 15° boattail is presented as a function of free-stream Mach number.   The dashed and 
solid lines represent the drag for a fully expanded jet and jet-off respectively.   The data symbols are 
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for the drag with a jet boundary simulator and it is obvious that the simulator is a good representation 
of a flowing jet for this case where the flow over the boattail was attached and well behaved. 

Since model testing is obviously limited by transonic wind tunnel interference considerations, 
the F-106 flight test program was initiated at Lewis to permit investigation of propulsion systems at 
transonic speeds, references 5-8. The research nacelles are illustrated in figure 4.   Two J85-13 after- 
burning turbojet engines are housed in nacelles under the aircraft wings.   The nacelle location is typical 
of supersonic cruise aircraft, with the exhaust nozzle extended just beyond the trailing edge of the 
wing.   The installation permits study of complex installed exhaust nozzles at relatively large size and 
at transonic speeds.   The installation is also being used to make flyby noise measurements to deter- 
mine flight velocity effects on the effectiveness of jet noise suppressors.   This aircraft is particularly 
useful for this type of work because it is easy to make major changes in nozzle geometry and because a 
complete data system is available onboard the aircraft to monitor engine and aircraft operating condi- 
tions . 

The method of nozzle evaluation is illustrated in figure 4.   The nacelle is supported by a 
parallelogram linkage with a load cell restraining the nacelle along its axis to measure the net thrust 
minus drag.   An accelerometer is used to determine any components of nacelle weight or inertia forces 
alined with the thrust axis.   The drag of the nacelle forward of the nozzle attachment station was 
evaluated throughout the aircraft operating envelope using a reference nozzle.   The internal perform- 
ance of this nozzle was calibrated and the drag of the well-defined base region was easily obtained with 
a few pressure measurements.   The calibrated nacelle drag is added to the load cell reading of net 
thrust minus drag to determine research nozzle thrust minus drag.   In order to evaluate nozzle per- 
formance, the primary conditions must be accurately determined.   This was done by calibration of the 
J-85 engines in an altitude test facility prior to flight testing.   Primary flow is obtained in flight testing 
by combining the airflow from the compessor calibration with the measured fuel flows.   The nozzle 
total pressure and temperature were obtained from measurements at the turbine exit and an afterburner 
calibration of temperature rise and pressure drop.   The ideal thrust of this primary flow is then com- 
pared with the measured thrust minus drag of the nozzle. . Reference nozzle flights were performed at 
several times during the program to initially evaluate nacelle drag and later to evaluate system repeat- 
ability.   The measurement accuracy of nozzle performance on the F-106 was determined from these 
flights, reference 9, and is presented in figure 5.   The table contains the influence coefficient for each 
parameter on the nozzle gross thrust, C , the standard deviation for each parameter and the resulting 
standard deviation for the gross thrust coefficient.   The standard deviation for each of the parameters 
was estimated by combining standard deviations of calibrations and required instrument accuracies. 
The resulting standard deviation of nozzle gross thrust coefficient of about one and one-half percent is 
consistent with observed data scatter. 

In order to develop a testing technique that uses a model large enough to accommodate a 
powered turbojet simulator, the 22% scale F-106 model was tested.   The model is shown installed in 
the 8x6 supersonic wind tunnel in figure 6.   The total frontal area of the half-plane model was 1. 8 per- 
cent of the wind tunnel cross sectional area and the splitter plate and supports added another percent 
blockage to that.   The wing of the model is mounted on a multi-component balance and the nacelle is 
mounted to the wing on a thrust balance.   A powered turbojet simulator is mounted in the nacelle where 
it provided simulation of both the J-85 inlet and exhaust nozzle flows. 

A cutaway drawing of the turbojet simulator is shown in figure 7.   It is designed to simulate a 
modern supersonic turbojet engine.   The six-stage axial flow compressor provides a peak pressure 
ratio of 3. 5.   The compressor and turbine flows, which are matched in pressure and temperature, 
join just downstream of the turbine.   Makeup air can be added to the resulting primary stream to pro- 
vide the higher weight flows required to simulate afterburner operation.   Secondary air is furnished 
by a third pipe for testing ejector nozzles.   These pipes are mounted rigidly to the simulator, and are 
housed in the wing.   They are connected to fixed mounts outside the wind tunnel by flexible connectors 
to permit thrust measurement. 

A comparison of data from the three sources - flight, 5% scale, and 22% scale - is shown in 
figures 8 and 9.   Sharp edged 15° boattail drag coefficients for the 5% scale model and flight data are 
compared with isolated values in figure 8. The installation effect of delaying the drag rise for the sharp 
edged boattail is obvious.   Also the agreement of the model and flight data is very good except in the 
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region of Mach 1.0. The 5% scale data utilized cylindrical jet boundary simulators representing a 
fully expanded jet. The aircraft nozzle did not become fully expanded until slightly above Mach 1. 0 
which explains some of the difference between the two sets of data. 

The nozzle gross thrust coefficient for a variable flap ejector nozzle is compared for the 22% 
scale model and flight, figure 9.   This performance was derived from nacelle force measurements in 
both cases.   Agreement is very good at subsonic Mach 'numbers less than 0.9.   However, at higher 
speeds the flight thrust coefficient initially increases and then drops quickly at Mach 0.95 as the nacelle 
terminal shock passes over the nozzle.   On the wind tunnel model, this shock movement was apparently 
delayed until a Mach number greater than 1.0.   Above Mach 1.1 the agreement is only fair. 

To illustrate the problems encountered in testing a complex nozzle, consider the auxiliary 
inlet ejector nozzle shown in figure 10.. For this nozzle, part of the exit area variation required for 
efficient operation at all speeds is obtained by collapsing the trailing overlapping flaps and seals.   The 
remaining area is too large for low pressure ratio operation, and doors are opened to provide air to 
fill the annulus between the primary jet and the leaves.   To save actuator weight, these flaps and doors 
are positioned by the areodynamic forces on the nozzle.   Because the nozzle contains many complex 
moving parts, the tendency is to test with the boattail or doors fixed.   This can lead to optimistic re- 
sults are shown on figure 11, where the nozzle gross thrust coefficient is presented over a range of 
pressure ratios for several combinations of fixed and floating hardware.   The best performance is ob- 
tained if the inlet doors and trailing flaps are fixed in the desired positions.   If only the doors are 
allowed to float, they partially close, which reduces the thrust about 4 percent.   Floating both the 
doors and flaps, reduces the performance an additional one to 3 percent depending on pressure ratio. 
Exact duplication of the floating linkage must be made to properly evaluate off-design performance. 
Another aspect of floating nozzles requiring similar investigation is the stability of the floating system. 
There are so many possible oscillation modes that testing the floating hardware is the only positive way 
to evaluate stability. 

Another aspect of the nozzle flow field that is difficult to evaluate is the boundary layer.   On 
many exit models used in tunnel testing the boundary layer is too thick due to excessive length or too 
low Reynolds number.   In addition, the boundary layer is not uniformly thick at the nozzle when it is 
installed at the rear of an aircraft.   It is nearly impossible to duplicate the actual installed condition. 
The effect of boundary layer thickness on boattail drag is presented in figure 12 and is discussed fur- 
ther in reference 10.   In the case of both a sharp-edged boattail and a more rounded boattail, increasing 
boundary-layer thickness reduced drag.   In this case, the thicker boundary layer appeared to effectively 
round the boattail corner thus reducing the drag. 

A different problem is presented by the boattails in figure 13.   These were designed with final 
angles of 24° and were to operate near to but without separation.   They were investigated inflight on 
the F-106 aircraft at different altitudes to obtain Reynolds number effects.   Case I and n were the 
same boattail with Case I extended farther beyond the wing trailing edge.   Case m is a completely 
rounded boattail.   Figure 14 shows that for all three boattails, the drag decreased as Reynolde number 
increased.   Since boundary-layer thickness should be smaller relative to the body at higher Reynolds 
number, this is just the opposite of the previous case.   By studying tuft pictures and boattail pressure 
distributions, it was possible to determine that separation regions on the boattails were decreasing 
with increasing Reynolds number.   Therefore, the drag decrease was due to less separation in this 
case, causing drag to decrease with decreasing boundary-layer thickness.   It is therefore necessary 
to determine the detailed flowfield causing drag before deciding how Reynolds number for boundary- 
layer thickness) will affect the drag. 

DYNAMIC INLET-ENGINE TESTING 

The Mach 2. 5 mixed-compression inlet and J-85 engine installation used for propulsion system 
investigations is shown in figure 15.   The inlet centerbody translates for inlet starting and for off- 
design Mach number operation.   Bypass doors just ahead of the engine face provide control of the 
terminal shock position.   Bleed is provided on the cowl and also on the centerbody where it is exhausted 
through support struts.   Dynamic pressure measurements have been made at the compressor face with 
six 5-tube rakes, at the compressor exit, and throughout the inlet and compressor. 
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To investigate large transients for an axisymmetric nacelle located under a wing, the inlet- 
engine system was mounted just below a wing simulator (ref. 11) as shown in figure 16.   Because of 
test section size limitations on the length of the simulator, it is difficult to obtain a thick enough 
boundary layer to simulate some engine installations, so the protuberances at the leading edge of the 
plate were used to articifically thicken the boundary layer.   As described in more detail in refer- 
ence 12, the desired momentum decrement was obtained with the leading-edge protuberances.   The 
resulting boundary-layer profile near the leading edge was near separation, but was predicted to be 
well developed when it reached the area of interest ahead of the inlet.   Separation tests with a forward- 
facing step showed it to be separated by a pressure rise almost exactly equal to that required for sep- 
aration of a natural plate boundary layer.   The location of the inlet relative to the plate is shown in 
more detail in figure 17.   The cowl lip was tested at several heights equal to and larger than the 
boundary-layer height. 

When the inlet unstarts, the shock system travels farthest forward during the initial transient. 
Several pictures from a movie of such a transient are presented in figure 18.   These pictures show 
only the upper cowl lip and top half of the spike cone and the plate and boundary layer above the inlet. 
From these figures, it can be seen that the inlet shock system progresses clear to the spike tip during 
the transient, and also separates the plate boundary layer which transmits the distrubance even farther 
forward.   The maximum extent of such a disturbance will determine how widely an adjacent nacelle 
must be separated in order to avoid one inlet unstart from disturbing an adjacent inlet.   Either nacelle 
separation or some containment of the disturbance by fences must be used to prevent communication of 
disturbance between nacelles. 

The extent of the unstart disturbance on the wing was measured by transient pressure instru- 
mentation, and is presented in figure 19.   Inlet unstart from different operating conditions cause vari- 
ations in the extent of the disturbance.   Without an engine installed, the inlet was unstarted by closing 
the bypass doors and forcing the terminal shock ahead of the inlet throat.   The square and triangle 
represent data for a choke point at the engine face and for one about 2. 5 meters downstream of the en- 
gine face, respectively.   It is apparent that internal conditions affect the disturbance extent.   For un- 
starts with an engine installed, the diamond represents the extent for an unstart initiated by bypass 
closure.   However, by far the largest disturbance is caused by an unstart resulting from engine stall, 
which forces boundary-layer separation almost three diameters ahead of the inlet.   Therefore, to avoid 
disturbing an adjacent inlet, its centerline would have to be about three and one-half diameters from 
the unstarted inlet centerline.   It is worth noting again that this requirement is dictated by the extreme 
extent of the unstart transient and its amplification by the adjacent wing boundary layer.   A criteria 
based on steady-state unstarted conditions without the wing would be totally inadequate. 

The unstart not only could disturb adjacent inlets, but also presents a large transient to the 
engine operation (ref. 13).   Unstart normally causes engine stall which can be easily understood by 
studying figure 20.   The left transient is for a mild unstart at Mach 2 where the engine did not stall, 
The bottom curve of compressor face pressure shows that this pressure drops in about 8 milliseconds. 
From the center trace, it can be seen that the compressor exit pressure does not stop dropping until 
about 20 milliseconds after the transient is initiated due to the flow capacitance of the large combustor 
volume downstream of the compressor.   As a result, the compressor pressure ratio increases momen- 
tarily to a value near stall but returns to the steady-state pressure ratio as shown in the top trace. 
Therefore, the transient pressure ratio did not exceed the stall value, and no stall occurred.   The 
middle trace shows a similar case but this time the compressor pressure ratio starts from a higher 
value, reaches the steady-state stall line during the unstart transient and a stall occurs.   The normal 
steady-state stall line therefore appears to be a valid criteria for engine stall during a transient such as 
unstart.   This may not be surprising since the period for the compressor rotation is about 4 milli- 
seconds.   Since in distortion testing the critical distortion angle or rotation angle required for stalling 
a portion of a parallel compressor is considered to be less than half a compressor rotation, it is not 
surprising to see the compressor stall at its steady-state stall line during a transient requiring several 
compressor rotation periods.   The traces at the far right are for an inlet unstart and engine stall at 
M = 2. 5.   While the compressor pressure ratio greatly exceeds the steady-state stall line before stall 
is reached, the compressor stalls in about 2. 5 milliseconds or a little over one-half rotor revolution. 
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. Another transient important to inlet design is the internal inlet overpressure caused by the 
hammershock following compressor stall.   Several values of this obtained during J-85 inlet tests are 
presented in figure 21.   The figure presents the peak hammershock static pressure ratioed to the com- 
pressor face total pressure  P„  just prior to stall.   The most important points are the circles for 
which the compressor stalled at high pressure, P„, before inlet unstart, causing the highest internal 
overpressures.   However, it is interesting to note the similarity of the pressure ratios obtained from 
stall after unstart when the compressor inlet pressure, Po, is about half the higher started value. 
The data shown correlate well with corrected weight flow per unit frontal area.   However, it also cor- 
relates well with compressor exit pressure as proposed in reference 14.   The overperssure has also 
been associated with the rate of flow stoppage within the duet during stall (ref. 15).   However, this can 
be a function of duct geometry since compressor interstage and compressor face instrumentation show 
that compressor stall for the J-85 is not a uniform one-dimensional phenomena, but a progressively 
growing rotating process.   Therefore, in the test inlet which had the subsonic diffuser divided by three 
struts, the rotating stall procev=r&gould stop the flow in one third of the duct in about one third of the 
time required to stop the full duct flow.   Therefore, simple approximations to obtain hammershock 
overpressure should be used with care. 

Since most inlet testing is conducted without an engine present, it is important to determine 
the effect of the engine on inlet operation.   A comparison of inlet distortion measured at similar inlet 
operating conditions is presented in figure 22.   The dashed contours represent coldpipe data where 
the internal flow system was open from the compressor face station to a choke point about 2. 5 meters 
downstream.   The solid lines represent contours with the engine installed.   Surprisingly little differ- 
ence exist between the two total pressure distortions.   However, a significant difference can be seen 
in the static pressures in the three portions of the subsonic diffuser between the centerbody support 
struts.   With the coldpipe installed (dashed underlines) the static pressure in each of the ducts was 
about equal at the compressor face.   With the engine installed, the static pressure in the bottom ducts 
were lower and the top duct static pressure increased.   Therefore, the requirement for constant static 
pressure in cold pipe testing is changed by the pumping action of the compressor, giving more equal 
Mach numbers in each duct, reference 16. 

Dynamic measurements have also contributed to understanding in the area of inlet distortion 
effects on compressor operation.   In a recent inlet engine test in the 10x10 Foot Supersonic Wind 
Tunnel, the compressor face was instrumented with six 5-tube rakes which measured both the dynamic 
pressure variations and the steady-state or time-averaged pressures.   During inlet operation at many 
different conditions, the J-85 engine was purposely stalled to determine the available stall margin. 
The steady-state and dynamic compressor face pressures were measured before and during stall so 
that comparisons could be made with steady-state stall parameters obtained from screen distortion 
testing  references 17 and 18. 

Distortion from a typical "drift" stall point is shown in figure 23 for a low recovery super- 
critical condition at zero angle-of-attack.   Drift stalls occurred when the engine stalled during a period 
when no changes were made to any model or engine settings.   They occurred most often at fairly high 
dynamic conditions.   The distortion shown on the left is the normal steady-state radial distortion 
pattern, where the edges between constant density bands represents a line of constant total pressure 
recovery.   Darker regions indicate lower recovery flow.   It is a hub radial distortion.   The distortion 
pattern on the right represents the amplitude of the dynamic component of total pressure at the com- 
pressor face.   This amplitude is presented as the root mean square, rms, of the dynamic pressure 
component divided by the average compressor face pressure.   The rms levels range from less than 
0.04 to 0.08 of compressor face average pressure  P,, with an average value of 0.066.   Since these 
pressure fluctuations are random in nature, the peak-to-peak pressure fluctuations can reach four to 
six times the rms values.   Here the darker bands represent higher dynamic pressure levels.   It is in- 
teresting to note the location of the dynamics relative to the average total pressure bands.   In the low 
total pressure region near the hub, the dynamic levels are lower.   The high dynamic region, in this 
case, corresponds to the higher total pressure region, indicating that the major pressure fluctuations 
are occurring there. 

A similar set of distortion profiles is shown in figure 24 for five degrees angle-of-attack with 
a total pressure recovery of 0, 77.   The steady-state circumferential distortion is typical for such an 
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operating condition with high recovery air at the top, leeward side of the inlet and low pressure air at 
the bottom.   Now, however, the relationship between the high dynamic and high pressure regions is 
different in this case than for zero angle-of-attack.   The dynamic level is again farily low in the low 
total pressure region at the bottom of the inlet, but it'is at an even lower dynamic level in the high total 
pressure region at the top of the inlet.   In this case, the high dynamics occur between the high and low 
pressure regions.   The different locations of the high dynamic regions in the zero and five degree 
angle-of-attack case will be discussed again when instantaneous distortions are presented. 

In addition to the steady state and rms dynamic distortion plots, the pressure data were 
simultaneously digitized at a high rate for all thirty probes, and a steady-state distortion parameter 
and instantaneous distortion contour plots were made.   The variation of the steady-state distortion 
parameter with time for the zero degree angle-of-attack case is presented in figure 25.   The time of 
compressor stall was determined from compressor interstage dynamic pressure data.   The parameter 
presented here is developed in reference 19 and is sensitive only to circumferential distortion, and 
would have a near zero value for the steady-state distortion pattern of figure 23.   However, the instan- 
taneous distortion pattern has an average value of about 0.04 and reaches the critical level required to 
cause stall once during the observed time span.   Therefore, the instantaneous patterns must be con- 
siderably different for this case than the time-averaged pattern.   A similar presentation of the distor- 
tion index variation with time is presented in figure 26 for the five degree angle-of-attack point.   Here 
the average distortion level is higher, as would be expected from the steady-state distortion plot of 
figure 24.   However, it can be seen that the average value is about 35 percent less than the value of 
0.15 required for compressor stall.   Transiently, however, the distortion does reach and exceed the 
critical level of distortion several times before compressor stall.   A total of twelve stall points have 
been analyzed in a similar manner and in all but two cases, the time-varying distortion exceeded the 
critical level required to stall the engine. 

To obtain a better understanding of the cause of the large transient distortion levels, an in- 
stantaneous contour plot of the peak transient distortion is compared with the steady-state contour in 
figures 27 and 28 for the zero and five degree angle-of-attack cases.   At zero angle-of-attack, (fig. 27) 
the peak instantaneous distortion is primarily circumferential in nature.   The pressures do not change 
drastically near the hub where the dynamics were low in the rms contour plot.   Where the dynamics 
were high in the steady-state high pressure region, total pressure reaches as much as 20 percent less 
than the steady-state value in the lower left portion of the inlet.   Since the rms contours were nearly 
symmetrical around the inlet at zero angle-of-attack, a similar pattern could probably occur in any 
orientation over a long period of time.   The dynamics therefore indicated what appear to be large 
separate regions forming and disappering which cause major circumferential distortions.   A similar 
comparison of the instantaneous and steady-state distortion contours for five degrees angle-of-attack 
are presented in figure 28.   Here the two contour plots are very similar, with the instantaneous plot 
having a broader high pressure region and lower pressure at the bottom of the inlet.   Both effects 
tend to increase the circumferential distortion.   The high dynamic regions were observed between the 
high and low pressure regions on the rms contour plots, and this can be correlated with the constant 
total pressure boundaries expanding and contracting across this region.   Lower dynamics were ob- 
served at the top and bottom of the inlet where the high and low pressure region remain stably located, 
but vary somewhat in level. 

Therefore inlet dynamics are apparently associated with unstable flow in the diffuser and not 
with turbulence in the classical sense.   The dynamic level is not associated with any particular region 
of the steady-state distortion pattern.   It is associated with the high pressure flow region passing back 
and forth over the measurement point as flow which is separating and attaching to a wall might do. 
This is a recognized operational regime for subsonic diffusers, reference 20.   Therefore, the probable 
cause of most of the dynamic distortion measured in inlets, is transient flow separation in the subsonic 
diffuser combined with the terminal shock boundary layer interaction.   Hence test techniques are re- 
quired which determine if significant dynamic distortion is present, and if so, enough dynamic instru- 
mentation is required to determine the instantaneous distortion pattern. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Most wind tunnel testing of supersonic exhaust nozzles is done to obtain off design performance 
in the speed range near Mach 1. 0.   Because of the complex internal and externall flows, it is very 
difficult to duplicate all conditions simulatneously.   It has been demonstrated that jet boundary simula- 
tors can provide good data if the flow is well behaved in the nozzle region.   However, if separation is 
present, this method would probably become suspect.   Then more complex models such as powered 
simulators should be used.   Results from such a model were compared with flight data and were shown 
to agree up to high subsonic Mach numbers.   However, viscous effects can still affect the nozzle drag 
and full Reynolds number testing is currently impossible in existing facilities.   Two cases were pre- 
sented where boundary-layer thickness affected the drag in opposite directions and demonstrated the 
need to fully understand the flow conditions.   The viscous affects area is not completely understood yet 
and work in this area is continuing .at Lewis. 

Dynamic measurementss.;;r'>;vbsolutely necessary to understand the interactions of an inlet- 
engine combination.   Nacelle spacing is determined by a maximum transient disturbance extent during 
unstart that is much larger than the steady-state disturbance.   Engine stall during inlet unstart was 
easily explained by utilizing dynamic measurements of compressor pressure ratio.   Nacelle strength 
is partially determined by the overpressures due to the hammershock after compressor stall and it 
must be carefully measured with dynamic instrumentation.   Probably the most complex flow phenomena 
revealed by dynamic measurements is dynamic distortion.   Proper reduction of dynamic distortion data 
holds promise for explaining inlet-engine compatibility in terms of comparing the instantaneous distor- 
tion with the steady-state screen distortion required to stall the compressor.   Several cases were 
presented demonstrating the nature of the flow fluctuations for different inlet operating conditions.   The 
number of cases investigated so far has been limited due to the difficulty of data reduction but this is 
becoming easier with new methods. "Work is continuing at-Lewis on dynamic distortion, and should 
provide further understanding of the dynamic interaction of the inlet and engine. 
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Figure 18. - Inlet unstart near a wing; Mo • 2.5. 
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SUMMARY 

The interpretation of force measurements on V/STOL-related models Incorporating 
inflows and/or outflows is discussed in relation to continuing investigations concerned 
mainly with the transition performance of lift-fan configurations and utilising balance 
mounted powered models of about 1000 hp in the closed test section of the 10 ft x 20 ft 
N.R.C. V/STOL Propulsion Tunnel. 
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1, INTRODUCTION 

Prospective jet V/STOL developments in civil aviation have generated the need for 
the evaluation of reaction lift systems in transition flight by model tests .  Since 1967 
an experimental programme has been conducted In the NRC 10 ft x 20 ft V/STOL Propulsion 
Tunnel on balance-mounted V/STOL engine models predicated on the use of fan thrust.  The 
tunnel is of the open circuit type with closed test section and is described in some 
detail In Reference 1.  Unheated compressed air is available at the test section for 
driving fan equipped models absorbing up to several thousand horsepower.  In the present 
context typical engine models incorporate turbine drives of about 1000 horsepower 
connected to thrusting fans of 12 to 15 in (0.30 to O.38 m) tip diameter. Drive air is 
provided through the model mounting system.  Typical studies have involved measurement 
of fan thrust in crossflow, i.e. in simulated transition. Tunnel speeds to about 200 
ft/sec (60 m/sec) are available for this purpose. Models are characterized in general 
by inflow and efflux directions substantially at right angles to the mainstream. 

To date, testing has been confined to relatively simple encased models involving 
single fans with minimal external structure.  Interference forces arising from flow 
interactions are largely InciS?;>tal to the model set-up, i.e. without full scale 
significance.  Test'conditicic •;». •main interest (distorted inflow) involve (high) ratios 
of tunnel/model flow rates at '.iifieh tunnel effects are unlikely to be significant in 
relation to engine performance data.  In line with existing proposals for civil V/STOL 
lift-fan aircraft, however, Increasingly sophisticated models are anticipated.  Current 
attention, for instance, is directed towards a model simulating sponson-housed multiple 
lift-fan systems. While interest remains centred on fan performance in transition, 
interactions among the freestream and individual fan flows (at intake and exit) in the 
presence of representative surfaces are of real concern.  In addition, simulation of 
transition flight profiles calls in general for a significant range of fore-and-aft fan 
tilt and sponson incidence. Furthermore, increased lower limits on model size obtain - 
set basically by the lowest number of model fans needed for adequate representation of 
flow interaction effects and by the smallest fan diameter meeting blade Reynolds number 
requirements (3 fans of 12.0 in (0.30 m) tip diameter in current model). 

The extent to which the wind tunnel remains a useful tool for the investigation of 
models of this kind is not clear at this time.  Published experimental data and analyt- 
ical treatments relevant to tte tunnel testing of-models incorporating inflows and 
Issuing Jets are few.  The present paper outlines briefly some more or less relevant 
data arising from testing experience to date, together with the main results of an 
experimental investigation into a particular aspect of testing limits pertaining to jet 
models in closed test sections. 

2. WIND TUNNEL LIMITATIONS 

Various special problems attach to the wind tunnel testing of bodies incorporating 
Inflows and jet effluxes.  In general, the major sources of differences between test data 
obtained in wind tunnel testing and In free-flight are well known (scale effects, solid 
blockage, wall constraints, etc.).  Corrections valid for lightly loaded models have been 
used with good results for many years.  The advent of models generated by STOL and V/STOL 
research, involving large force coefficients and highly deflected wakes, has pointed up 
the inadequacies of the classical theory.  Some progress has been made in establishing 
correction procedures for such cases, particularly with respect to wall constraints. 
Heyson has described the development of wall-induced interference calculation methods 
for arbitrary lifting systems based on increasingly sophisticated description of the 
deflected wake (Ref. 2).  The methods proceed from the assumption of a straight wake 
passing downwards (with representation of the test section surfaces by an external image 
system) to vortex lattice methods capable of handling more realistic curved representa- 
tions of the wake, including, through iteration, interference effects on wake position. 
In principle, at least, (and given adequate digital computer support) the latter method 
appears applicable to models incorporating discrete jets issuing at large angles to the 
mainstream.  For models of this kind, wall-induced interference velocity will, in general, 
exhibit large spatial gradients, making valid correction procedures difficult to estab- 
lish.  In practice, the interference analysis might prove most useful in evaluating limits 
(on, for instance, the ratio of model/tunnel flow rates) within which wall-induced 
interference velocities are of a magnitude considered unimportant for a particular model 
type. 

In free flight, bodies involving inflows and jet effluxes are subject, in general, 
to interference forces due to induced flows arising from body flow-freestream inter- 
action.  These interference forces are usually modified in proximity to the ground. 
Effects of this kind are encountered in jet-model tunnel testing, presumably modified by 
factors present in the wind tunnel but absent in free air. Little or no information 
appears to exist on this point. 

Furthermore, the available wall constraint calculation methods are necessarily 
predicated on an ideal wind tunnel providing a uniform incoming flow.  In real tunnels 
Interaction between model flow and Incoming tunnel flow can modify the latter to an 
extent rendering the measured data meaningless.  Model flow impinging on a tunnel 
surface may penetrate forward in the boundary layer inducing separation of the tunnel 
flow upstream of the model (Ref. 3).  Ground effect measurements on jet models, with 
and without moving ground plane (Ref. 1|), indicated the data to be affected by floor 
boundary layer at model heights in the neighbourhood of one effective jet diameter 
(h = d = 6).  Of more general significance in closed test sections is the flow 
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breakdown resulting from the stagnation of high energy downwash flow on the tunnel floor 
with the formation of a stable vortex system. This phenomenon was first reported, in 
connection with lifting rotor systems, in Reference 5.  Tunnel flow breakdown limits for 
models with more or less uniform spanwise lift distribution (rotor, tilt wing, jet flap) 
have been presented in terms of a minimum wake impingement distance behind the model 
(Refs. 6, 7) or a maximum lift coefficient (Ref. 8).  Little information appears to be 
available for models Involving discrete jets.  In view of the overriding limits imposed 
by this phenomenon some experiments were undertaken to investigate this effect in 
relation to jet-model testing in the NRC 10 ft x 20 ft tunnel. 

3.  OBSERVED INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

Various instances of jet, sink, and/or wall induced interference forces have been 
encountered in the experimental programme to date.  These usually represent unwanted 
modification to indicated fan forces requiring direct assessment when relatively small 
and circumvention when large. A typical single-fan test model is shown installed 
vertically in the tunnel test section in Figure 1.  The model proper is represented by 
the fan-intake configuration. The direction of fan gross thrust and model incidence are 
each independently variable through 360°.  At 90° incidence, fan thrust was measured in 
essence as the increase in drag-balance reading on vectoring fan thrust through 90° 
downwards from a direction parallel to the tunnel axis (downstream).  The second reading 
included intake momentum drag and interference force components Induced by fan efflux 
and inflow.  The interference forces were assessed directly by measurement in isolation 
on appropriate model mock-ups, as described in Reference 9.  The results are shown 
plotted against non-dimensional fan flow rate in Figure 2. While the indicated inflow 
interference components are small (but not zero), the efflux effects are relatively 
strong and of similar magnitude to nominal momentum drag. 

As Indicated earlier, special difficulties arise at tunnel speeds sufficiently low 
relative to jet velocity to allow stagnation of downward directed jets on the tunnel 
floor. An extreme instance of this occurs at zero tunnel speed, for example in the 
attempted measurement of static thrust in a closed test section (Ref. 10).  Figure 3 
shows the effect of model-floor distance on lift-balance reading (ostensibly fan thrust) 
for the model of Figure 1 at"zero incidence (fan axis horizontal) with fan efflux 
directed vertically downward.  Constraint-enhanced ground effects are evident at all 
available model heights.  In this particular case, satisfactory static thrust readings, 
at the required fan nozzle orientation, were obtained by simply rotating the model to 
90° incidence or by completely inverting the model (180° incidence) and removing the 
tunnel roof.  A potentially more troublesome difficulty occurring at non-zero tunnel 
speeds is illustrated by the data of Figure k . Drag-balance readings for the model at 
90° incidence with fan efflux directed vertically downwards are shown plotted against 
fan rotational speed at constant nominal tunnel speed.  A radical change in flow pattern 
at the higher fan speeds is indicated by a sharp break in the data trend.  These data are 
representative of more than twenty sets of readings for the same model set-up equipped 
with different intake-fan configurations (Ref. 9).  The effect is associated with the 
fan efflux, occurs at a critical low value of mainstream/fan efflux velocity ratio, and 
is evidently a manifestation of the stagnation phenomenon referred to earlier.  In this 
instance the implied lower limit on useful tunnel speed was of no consequence. However, 
the implications for future models involving multiple and Inclined jets are significant. 
As mentioned earlier, an experimental study was instituted to provide some background on 
tunnel flow breakdown limits with respect to jet-model testing in general. 

1.  TUNNEL FLOW BREAKDOWN 

The development of tunnel flow breakdown in the presence of high-lift models has 
been described in Reference 11. The flow fields associated with several devices 
producing high energy downwash (jet flap, rotor and fan-in-wing models) were investigated 
visually at the floor, over a range of tunnel speed.  The authors identify several stages 
in the development of unwanted tunnel secondary flows.  For a given lift, tunnel flow is 
relatively undisturbed at high tunnel speeds.  With reduction in tunnel speed model 
downwash becomes sufficiently deflected to Interact with the tunnel boundary layer, 
causing agitation of tufts on the floor.  With further decrease of tunnel speed a 
condition is reached in which the model wake penetrates the boundary layer to stagnate 
on the floor. This condition is unstable with Intermittent periods of upstream surface 
flow forming small horseshoe vortices.  The authors designate this condition as 'incipient 
stagnation'.  With still further reduction in tunnel speed the flow becomes stable with 
well defined stagnation.  A portion of the wake flows upstream to roll up into a stable 
vortex.  The vortex size increases with decrease in tunnel speed.  Finally the tunnel 
flow is rendered unrepresentative of free flow conditions to a degree beyond correction. 
This condition constitutes 'tunnel flow breakdown'. 

Some simple experiments were set up in the NRC 10 ft x 20 ft tunnel to examine these 
phenomena as they arise from Inclined circular jets originating in the tunnel test 
section. An initial objective was to relate quantitatively some observable elements of 
the breakdown process with jet conditions.  These elements are illustrated schematically 
in Figure 5. Figure 5a Indicates a typical flow breakdown situation at relatively low 
tunnel speed.  In the plane through the nozzle axis parallel to the mainstream, the flow 
is characterized by two stable stagnation points on the tunnel floor, Xp and Xß.  The 
positions of these stagnation points are easily determined in practice from wool tuft 
observations. A portion of the jet flows radially upstream from the vicinity of Xp, 
rolling up into a stable vortex to define Xg. The separation between XB and XF decreases 
with Increasing tunnel speed (Figure 5b), tending to zero at the unstable condition of 
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incipient stagnation (Figure 5c). There is a corresponding reduction in vortex size. 
At higher tunnel speeds, any jet flow close to the floor is in the general downstream 
direction (Figure 5d) . 

The stable vortex formation implies lateral jet flow and can result in flow up the 
side walls at sufficiently low tunnel speed (Ref. 12).  This is shown schematically in 
Figure 6.  In the experiments to be described, this general picture was confirmed by 
flow visualization using smoke.  The more forward origin, increasing size and steepening 
trailing arms of the floor vortex system were clearly indicated as tunnel speed was 
reduced. 

From a practical standpoint it would be desirable to establish to what degree vortex 
formation could be allowed to proceed without significant effect on jet-model test 
results.  This would determine the lowest useful tunnel speed.  In detail however such 
a limit would depend not only on the specific jet arrangements but on other configura- 
tional aspects of the model and tunnel.  Attention was directed first therefore towards 
the quantitative correlation of observed flow stagnation positions (corresponding to Xp, 
Xß) using selected basic jet arrangements'encompassing parameter ranges relevant to 
foreseeable model testing.  For. the range of nozzle height/diameter ratio of Interest 
such data should be broadly it^bendent of tunnel characteristics (including floor 
boundary layer) and should -'ftAX'Sde  a generally useful indication of the conditions 
pertaining to incipient stagnation.  Such conditions define an operating limit for floor 
vortex formation, I.e. a conservative but safe minimum tunnel speed for meaningful model 
testing. 

5.  INCIPIENT STAGNATION LIMITS FOR SINGLE-JETS AND JET-PAIRS 

Preliminary experiments employed plain cylindrical jet nozzles located at mid-width 
and directed vertically downward from various heights above the tunnel floor (Ref. 13). 
Three jet sizes (d = 6.63 in (0.168 m), 8.19 in (0.208 m), 9.78 in (0.218 m)) at seven 
values of h/d (from 8.33 to 18.11) were operated at mean jet velocities up to 700 ft/sec 
(200 m/s).  Observations, using wool tufts, were concerned mainly with the location of 
the stagnation point, Xß, relative to the nozzle. The correlation of approximately 250 
data points indicated that, within the range of test variables, the non-dimensional 
distance xg/h was a function of the parameter V^h/d.  A second experimental set-up 
utilized the fan efflux nozzle..section of the lift-fan model of Figure 1.  This arrange- 
ment allowed the observation'"bT Tloor stagnation positions for a single-jet (d = 8.03 in 
(0.204 m)) and a jet pair (s/d = 4.3), operated at mean jet velocities up to 500 ft/sec 
(150 m/s) over a range of jet inclination to the vertical from -30° to +30° (Ref. 14) . 
Two nozzle heights above the floor (h/d = 8.3 and 12.4) were used with each jet arrange- 
ment.  In conformity with the earlier results, both xg/h and xp/h were found to correlate 
reasonably well In terms of VRh/d. The faired results for the single-jet case are shown 
in Figure 7.  The curves illustrate the rearward migration and decreasing separation of 
the floor stagnation regions with increasing mainstream/mean jet velocity ratio.  A 
minor extrapolation to intersection of the observation-based curves of xg/h and xp/h 
defines, at each a, a critical VRh/d corresponding to the state of incipient stagnation. 
(This condition is not amenable to direct observation by wool tufts owing to instability.) 
The curves of Impingement stagnation position, xp/h, of Figure 7, embody data observed 
at zero tunnel speed.  Jet velocity was held constant (at about 200 ft/sec (60 m/s)) and 
inclination, a, increased from zero in increments of 5° •  Stagnation position was well 
defined (by wool tuft indications of strong radial flow) for values of a up to 50° . At 
a = 55° a change in the character of the floor flow had become evident.  The motion of 
the affected tufts nearest the nozzle had become highly irregular, Indicating turbulence 
from the periphery of the jet.  Apparently a state corresponding to incipient stagnation 
was achieved at a value of a between 50° and 55°.  The static data were used to extrapo- 
late the incipient stagnation limits of Figure 7 to values of inclination beyond +30°. 
Additional observations, using a third model set-up (described below), were made at 
negative values of inclination to -50°. Figure 8 shows, in summary, an approximate 
representation of the conditions for incipient stagnation for a downward directed jet 
inclined to the vertical over a range of angle from -50° to a limiting value of about 
+53° •  The curve indicates the single-jet operating limits for floor vortex formation 
in the NRC tunnel for values of h/d in the neighbourhood of 10.  For this order of 
nozzle height and providing a solid floor is present, these limits should be broadly 
applicable to other tunnel configurations. 

It is noted that the parameter VRh/d can be expressed in terms of a force 
coefficient based on jet thrust, F (= MjVj), dynamic pressure, q0, and an appropriate 
area. Defining CT = F/q0h

2, then VRh/d = /ir/2CT.  The results of Figures 7 and 8 can 
be recast in terms of Crp or, to facilitate comparison with other data, in terms of 
Crjjj = CT COS a, the coefficient based on jet force normal to the impingement surface. 
Figure 9.shows the single-jet incipient stagnation limits of Figure 8 replotted as 
limiting C^JJ against a.  Over a range of jet inclination from about -5° to +20°, the 
conditions for incipient stagnation are represented by a constant value of C• (= 0.62). 
Also shown on Figure 9 are the corresponding limits for a jet-pair (s/d = 4.3) in both 
transverse and tandem alignment (i.e. with the line of nozzle centres perpendicular and 
parallel, respectively, to the tunnel axis). For these cases the force coefficient is 
based on total jet force (equivalent to the use of effective jet diameter based on total 
nozzle area in VRh/d).  On this basis the incipient stagnation limits for the tandem 
Jet-pair are quite similar to those for the single jet.  A similar correspondence holds 
for observed stagnation positions.  It is inferred that, from the standpoint of tunnel 
flow breakdown, a tandem jet-pair (s/d < 4.3) may be regarded as a single jet of the 
same total nozzle area (centred at the mid-point of paired nozzle centres).  It seems 
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probable, by extension, that a similar approach can be taken with respect to multiple 
in-line jets. 

6. INDICATED JET MODEL TESTING LIMITS (a = 0) 

The incipient stagnation limit defines the minimum tunnel speed for no vortex 
formation.  In practice, tunnel flow breakdown will occur at a lower tunnel speed 
depending on the degree of vortex development that can take place without prejudice to 
measured data.  This in turn depends, presumably,'on the specific model and tunnel 
arrangements.  The available experimental data on this point appear few, particularly 
for jet models. Vogler has reported force measurements on a jet equipped wing-fuselage 
model at various ground clearances in the 17-foot test section of the Langley 7 ft x 10 
ft tunnel (Ref. 4). Owen has examined Vogler 's lift data for evidence of tunnel flow 
breakdown (Ref. 15).  The relevant lift data pertain to a  = 0, h/de = 2 to 10, de = 3.5 
in (0.089 m).  In some cases a reversal in expected lift trend was noted (lift decreased 
as ground clearance was reduced).  Owen's estimate of the implied testing limits for 
single-jet models Is shown in terms of h/d and VR in Figure 10.  The incipient stagnation 
limit of Figure 8 is included for comparison.  Apparently considerable floor vortex 
strength was developed before the lift data of Reference 4 reflected tunnel flow break- 
down.  Included in Figure 10 are the rectangular hyperbolas representing (Vph/d)* = 0.45, 
0.55, and 0.65.  These curves straddle the Owen line and none is inconsistent with the 
(ill-defined) appearance of anomalies in the lift data of Reference 4. Very limited 
existing data suggest, therefore, that tunnel speed may be reduced to roughly 55? of the 
speed at which floor stagnation first appears before single-jet model data (a = 0) are 
invalidated by tunnel flow breakdown.  The appearance of the anomalous drag-balance 
readings of Figure 4 (relating to the model type of Figure 1) corresponds to the 
operation of a transverse jet-pair at VRh/de = 0.86 (the value of Vph/d associated with 
the turbine exhaust is well beyond that for stagnation).  In this case the ratio of 
tunnel speed at breakdown to that at incipient stagnation is approximately 0.65 (Fig. 9). 
Considering the disparity in model-tunnel dimensions and configuration, this value is 
in reasonable conformity with the indications of the Langley data. 

7. LOCAL FLOW MEASUREMENTS AT NOZZLE HEIGHT (SINGLE JET) 

To obtain more information on the allowable extent of vortex formation, additional 
measurements were made using the single-jet arrangement shown in Figure 11.  The 
rotatable jet nozzle (d = 8.03 In (0.204 m)) was centred between side-walls at a height 
9.9 d above the floor.  Two five-hole probes were located at nozzle height, equidistant 
(4 d) from the nozzle centre.  Probe A was positioned directly ahead of the nozzle, 
probe B at 45° to the side and rear.  The effect of jet operation on local flow conditions 
is illustrated, for a = 0, in Figures 12 and 13.  The data at both probe points show 
vortex-induced effects rapidly becoming dominant as mainstream/jet velocity ratio is 
reduced through the value for incipient stagnation.  While the extreme values are beyond 
probe calibration and approximate, the trends are clear.  At nozzle height, Increasingly 
strong downwash and longitudinal interference effects reflect growing vortex size with 
reduction in VR.  Yaw readings at the off-centre position B demonstrate explicitly the 
corresponding steepening in the vortex trailing arms. Furthermore, while only two probes 
were used, it is evident from Figures 12 and 13 that considerable point-to-point 
differences exist in the response of local flow conditions to vortex development.  This 
is illustrated in Figure 14 which shows the variation of (VR) with longitudinal position 
at nozzle height (non-dimensionalized by h, as suggested by the observations of stagna- 
tion position) for various constant values of vortex-induced downwash angle.  The data 
of Figure 12 are augmented here by measurements made with the jet nozzle (and attached 
probe) repositioned at 5.4 d above the floor.  Over the limited test range of Xp/h, 
vortex effects at nozzle height occur earlier (i.e. at higher VR) the farther downstream 
the point of' measurement.  Clearly the overall testing conditions representing tunnel 
flow breakdown will depend ultimately on the model arrangements associated with the jet. 
A general testing limit will provide at best a useful guide to minimum tunnel speed in a 
specific jet-model situation. 

Figure 15 shows flow pitch angle, at positions A and B, plotted against (VR)* for a 
range of jet Inclination from -30° to +30°.  In the regime of vortex-induced downwash the 
data for all values of inclination are represented reasonably well by a single curve. 
The longitudinal interference data show similar trends.  These results suggest that model 
testing limits and incipient stagnation limits vary similarly with jet inclination, 
tunnel flow breakdown occurring at an essentially constant value of (VRh/d)* over the 
test range of a.  The single-jet testing limits for a = 0, indicated by the lift data 
of Reference 4, ((VRh/d)* = 0.45 to 0.65), are shown extended on this basis to other 
values of jet inclination in Figure 16.  Included for reference in Figure 16 are curves 
of constant vortex-induced downwash angle, -Ae, measured at positions A and B for the 
specific single-jet arrangement of Figure 11. 

While of limited coverage and tunnel-dependent, these data suggest that the 
indicated testing limits are unduly optimistic even for approximate purposes (at least 
in relation to the NRC tunnel).  The indicated limits appear to be associated with 
significant vortex-induced downwash in the vicinity of the model.  It is noted that, in 
the vortex-free regime, the probe measurements at nozzle height indicate appreciable 
induced upwash ahead of the jet. Figure 17 shows jet-Induced flow pitch angle, Ae, at 
positions A and B for a range of jet Inclination from -50° to +50°.  The limited data 
show a marked dependence of vertical interference velocity on position and on jet 
inclination.  In distinction to the vortex-induced interference, these effects, insofar 
as they arise from wall constraints, are in principle calculable (Ref. 2).  The resulting 
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corrections to incidence are positive. The actual presence near the model of vortex- 
induced downwash indicates tunnel flow deterioration beyond the point where constraint 
'corrections are useful, i.e. beyond the correctabllity limit properly defining tunnel 
flow breakdown. This limit is not necessarily the same as that indicated by manifest 
anomalies in observed data and is, in general, more restrictive.  The limited single-jet 
data of Figure 15 indicate that little reduction in tunnel speed below the incipient 
stagnation level is necessary for flow conditions at nozzle height to be noticeably 
affected by the floor vortex system. From the correctabllity standpoint, it would seem 
advisable in practice to avoid vortex effects altogether by testing jet-models to the 
incipient stagnation limits only. 

In the NRC tunnel it may be possible in some circumstances to circumvent the rather 
severe restriction on minimum tunnel speed implied by the incipient stagnation limits. 
The tunnel was designed ab initio, to meet what were envisaged (in I960) as the require- 
ments for the transition testing of V/STOL propulsion systems involving reaction, jets. 
The general features of the installation reflect this approach, e.g. the high test section 
rectangularity (H/B = 2).  The entire test section (10 ft (12 m) long) is carried on a 
steel plenum chamber (vertical walls, 1i ft (1.1 m) deep) supporting the adjustable floor. 
Some probe measurements were made with the test section floor plates removed, allowing 
jet penetration to the underlying chamber through an open aluminum grid.  The results 
shown in Figure 18 are directly comparable with those obtained with the solid floor 
(Figure 15). While further assessment is required, the device appears to offer lower 
usable mainstream/jet velocity ratios and may prove useful in future testing. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Special problems attach to the transition testing of V/STOL propulsion system models 
involving inflow and efflux directions at large angles to the mainstream. Wall constraint, 
flow interference and real tunnel effects are discussed briefly in relation to data from 
a continuing experimental programme employing high-powered models in the closed test 
section of the NRC 10 ft x 20 ft wind tunnel. 

Overriding limits to free-flight simulation arise from the stagnation of high energy 
downwash on a solid floor with the formation of a stable vortex system.  An investiga- 
tion of this real tunnel effect, as arising from circular jets, is described in some 
detail.  Operating limits for floor vortex formation (incipient stagnation) are presented 
for single-jet and jet-pair arrangements encompassing typical parameter ranges and a wide 
range of fore-and-aft inclination to the vertical.  The limits should be applicable, by 
extension, to models incorporating multiple in-line effluxes. 

The initial appearance of anomalous trends in some existing jet-model force data is 
shown to correspond to tunnel speeds of from 1/2 to 2/3 the tunnel speed for in ipient 
stagnation. Limited local flow measurements at nozzle height suggest that (a) such 
implied testing limits are associated with significant vortex interference in the 
vicinity of the model and (b) effective flow breakdown, defined by the limits of useful- 
ness of data correction procedures, occurs at conditions close to those for incipient 
stagnation. 
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VECTORED THRUST IN AIR COMBAT 

by 

C. R. James, Jr. 
Supervisor, Flight Performance 
VOUGHT AERONAUTICS COMPANY 
LTV Aerospace Corporation 

P. 0. Box 5907 
Dallas, Texas    75222 

SUMMARY 

Advantages of thrust vectoring in air combat are evaluated using the Vought Aeronautics manned air combat 
simulator. This simulator consists of two fighter cockpits linked by digital computer-driven visual 
displays which present each pi5••/.;?-• "properly oriented image of the opponent aircraft. Real time digital 
computation permits each pilo'^- .,;4;,v.rlly'' his aircraft anywhere within the performance and strength limits 
of the airframe as he strives to maneuver into position to fire his weapons. 

Engagements include three cases: (l) a baseline conventional fighter, (2) a vectored thrust version of 
the baseline and (3) the vectored thrust configuration with a 1500-pound weight penalty. The conventional 
fighter is the common opponent for all engagements. Engagements are scored by relative time in advan- 
tageous positions and by win-lose-draw results. Advantages of thrust vectoring are quantified and the 
sensitivity of advantages to weight penalty is determined. This paper describes the experiments, sum- 
marizes results, and presents analyses based on aircraft performance parameters. Results are also cor- 
related with previous experiments. 

PREFACE 

The close-in aerial combat or dogfighting mission presents the aircraft designer a demanding 
test. Maneuver requirements are severe and the proper tailoring of airframe-engine characteristics to 
assure a superior fighting machine is essential. From the early days of air combat in World War I, 
propulsion improvements have paced the development of fighter aircraft and the advent of lighter, more 
powerful engines has resulted in increasingly higher fighter performance levels. In addition, propulsion 
innovations such as the air cooled engine, supercharging, and turbojet propulsion have been widely 
exploited in fighter design. Recently a new innovation, the capability to alter thrust direction, has 
been incorporated in developmental and production aircraft. This capability, termed thrust vectoring, pro- 
vides potentially a new dimension to air combat. Additional turning forces perpendicular to the flight 
path may be developed by properly directing thrust. These forces, however, are realized only at some loss 
in thrust component along the flight path. 

In order to evaluate these trade-offs and to quantify the effects of thrust vectoring in air 
combat, a systematic experiment has been carried out using the Vought manned air combat simulator. A 
brief description of this simulator is presented in Appendix A. 

1. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

Three fighter configurations were evaluated: (l) a baseline conventional fighter, (2) a vec- 
tored thrust version of the baseline and (3) the vectored thrust configuration with a 1500-pound weight 

' penalty. The conventional fighter was the common opponent for each engagement. Complete aerodynamic and 
propulsion data were programmed for each configuration as described in Appendix A. Since the primary 
objective of the experiment was to quantify gross effects, it was assumed that the gross thrust vector 
passed through the airplane center of gravity for all deflections; thus no trim changes were encountered 
as thrust was deflected. A maximum thrust deflection rate of 20 degrees per second was assumed and a 
control handle was located near the throttle quadrant to be used for thrust vector control. In the 
forward position the nozzle angle was -2 degrees (nozzle exit up); in the aft position, +100 degrees 
(down). The conventional fighter had a reference combat thrust-to-weight ratio of 0,91 and a combat wing 
loading of 70 pounds per square foot. 

Engagements were initiated at a position of neutral advantage: Mach number 0.85 and 25,000 feet 
altitude with the aircraft on a collision course with a 90-degree track crossing angle. Initial separation 
distance was 2^,000 feet. Each pilot was aware of the initial location of his opponent. The engagements 
each lasted five minutes and three pilots experienced in air combat participated. Thirty engagements were 
flown per configuration and the pilots were switched from cockpit to cockpit to provide a balanced matrix 
and thus minimize the effects of pilot skill on the outcome. A training and orientation period preceded 
the actual engagements. During this period, the pilots became familiar with the flight envelope and per- 
formance characteristics of each configuration. Tactics were also developed at this time. 

Two types of scoring were used: time advantage ratio and win-lose-draw results. Time advantage 
ratio is defined as the ratio of the time the winning pilot maintains an advantageous position to the time 
the losing pilot maintains this advantageous position. Three types of time advantage criteria were 
applied: forward hemisphere, forward hemisphere within a range of 10,000 feet and forward hemisphere 
within a range of 3000 feet. Three different criteria were also applied to define win-lose-draw results: 
(1) bullet conversion, (2) pipper conversion, and (3) a missile launch zone conversion. The pilot first 
to satisfy the conversion criteria was scored the winner of that engagement. If neither satisfied the 
criteria within the five minute limit, the engagement was declared a draw. Scoring was by percent wins of 
A, PCA> percent wins of B, Peg; and percent draws, Pp. An additional parameter, Advantage Ratio, defined 
as wins plus draws divided by losses plus draws was also used to quantify results. 
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2. RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows results in terms of time advantage ratio. The conventional baseline ease advan- 
tage ratio is 1.0 for each criterion. With the forward hemisphere criterion the vectored thrust time 
advantage ratio is near 5.0. With the 1500-pound weight penalty, this ratio drops to about J.k.    Similar 
trends are noted for the 10,000-foot and 3000-foot range cases. With the 3000-foot range requirement, the 
effect of the weight penalty is more pronounced with a time advantage ratio of about 2.7. 

Figure 2 summarizes win-lose-draw results based on bullet conversions. In order to score a 
bullet conversion, a pilot must be the first to satisfy three simultaneous constraints. He must be in 
the rear hemisphere of his opponent, within a range of 3000 feet and must fire a bullet within a distance 
of 100 feet of the center of gravity of the opposing aircraft. 

TIME ADVANTAGE RESULTS 
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The conventional baseline fighters each won about 32 percent of the engagements and 36 percent 
were draws. With vectored thrust, the wins increased to about 50 percent while the conventional fighter 
won only 7 percent. Between this pair of aircraft, U3 percent of the engagements were draws. With the 
1500-pound weight penalty, the vectored thrust aircraft still won about k8  percent of the engagements. 
Mow, however, the conventional aircraft was able to win about 27 percent of the engagements and about 
25 percent were draws. 

In terms of Advantage Ratio (wins plus draws divided by losses plus draws) Figure 3 compares 
results for bullet conversions. The advantage ratio for the vectored thrust aircraft was 1.86. Adding 
the 1500-pound weight penalty reduced this ratio to 1.40. 

Similar trends are shown for the pipper conversion criteria. In order to score a pipper win 
the pilot must satisfy three simultaneous constraints: (l) place the pipper of the lead computing gun- 
sight on the target, (2) be within 3000 feet, and (3) have the trigger depressed. Figure k  summarizes 
those results. Advantage ratio for the vectored thrust configuration is 1.88. The weight penalty reduces 
this ratio to 1.79. The degrading effect of weight penalty appears to be somewhat less with pipper con- 
version than with bullet conversions. 
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The benefits of vectored thrust are even more pronounced in providing missile firing opportunities. 
Figure 5 summarizes advantage ratios for launch zone conversions. In order to score a missile conversion 
a pilot must be within the rear 40-degree cone of his opponent and have the opponent within his own for- 
ward ltO-degree cone. He must be within a range of 6000 feet and hold these conditions for 3 seconds. ihe 
vectored thrust aircraft has a 2.1*2 advantage ratio in this situation. The 1500-pound weight penalty- 
reduces this advantage ratio to 1.91. 

For these experiments, the pilots were briefed on the performance characteristics of the aircraft 
and the calculated effects of vectoring thrust. Using this information, each pilot developed, during orien- 
tation and practice engagements, his own tactics and strategy for using the vectoring capability. With 
very little practice, the pilots discovered the tremendous built-in "speed brake effect" of high thrust 
deflection. These high deflections were used quite sparingly in the engagements. Figure 6 shows the fre- 
quency distribution of thrust deflection angle for the 30 engagements of the vectored thrust aircraft 
against the conventional aircraft. Note that 50 percent of the time the deflection was 13 degrees or 
below and that 85 percent of the time the deflection was 30 degrees or below. A "spike" of h percent is 
evident in the 90- to 100-degree deflection region. 
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3. CORREIATION WITH PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS 

Insight to the factors contributing to these results may be obtained by correlation with previous 
experiments. A dimensionless Measure of Performance (MOP) has been developed empirically to relate air 
combat effectiveness to aircraft performance, weight and geometry. The MOP combines three important elements 
of aircraft performance: (l) sustained (thrust limited) maneuvering, (2) longitudinal acceleration, and 
(3) maximum instantaneous (lift limited) maneuvering capability. This parameter is defined as follows: 

MOP  •= 

where: 

«B 

maximum equilibrium "g" 

installed maximum thrust 

M = 0.8 

h = 10,000 feet 

W   =  combat weight 

M3   =  minimum Mach number for pulling 6.5 "g" at 10,000 feet 

The conditions for evaluating these parameters (M = 0.8, h = 10,000 feet) have been shown by simulation 
experience to be near the centroid of the combat arena. Analysis of Mach number and altitude frequency 
distributions show that aircraft typically spend as much time in combat below M = 0.8 as above and as 
much time above 10,000 feet as below. 

The effect of thrust vectoring on these parameters is shown in Figure 7.    Maximum instantaneous 
(lift limited) and sustained or equilibrium "g's" are shown as functions of Mach number for both the con- 
ventional and thrust-vectored configurations. Maximum lift or instantaneous turning for the thrust-vectored 
aircraft is realized when the sum of the angle of attack and thrust vector angle equals 90 degrees. Approx- 
imately 1 "g" of additional load factor is obtained at a given Mach number with these large deflection 
angles. However, the resultant longitudinal decelerations are quite large. At any given speed and altitude 
a unique thrust deflection angle maximizes sustained turn performance. This angle balances the trade-off 
between longitudinal thrust loss and reduced drag due to lift to increase sustained turn rate above that 
attainable without vectored thrust. This optimum angle is shown in the insert of Figure 7. 
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Pertinent performance parameters used in MOP determination are tabulated below: 

ITEM/CONFIGURATION CONVENTIONAL VECTORED THRUST 
VECTORED THRUST 
+ 1500 POUNDS 

T/W 
w/s 
«s 

MB 

MOP 

0.91 
70 
7.1k 

0.703 

8.11 

0.91 
70 
7.29 

0.635 

8.73 

0.86 
73.9 
6.95 

0.65!* 

7.98 

Note the improvement in sustained "g" and instantaneous maneuvering (lower M_) afforded by thrust vectoring. 
Note also that the degrading effect of weight penalty more than offsets the advantages of thrust vectoring 
so that the MOP. of this configuration is lower than that of the conventional fighter. 

The comparison of thrust-vectoring effects is based on a large data base of simulator and flight 
test results of air combat engagements. Figure 8 shows the matrix of configurations tested. Wing loadings 
vary from 55 pounds per square foot to 95 pounds per square foot and reference thrust-to-weight ratios from 
0.1* to almost 1.0. Kote that the vectored-thrust configurations are near the upper limit of thrust-to- 
weight ratios tested and on the lower side of wing loadings. 
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Figure 7. Figure 8. 

Results of the vectored-thrust experiments are shown on Figure 9 a"d compared with a correlation 
of results from previous experiments. (A complete discussion of the development of this correlation is 
presented in Reference (l)). Advantage ratio is shown as a function of MOP. The solid trend line is that 
established from previous simulator and flight tests. The dashed line is drawn through the two points 
from the vectored-thrust experiments. Note that the trend due to weight penalty is consistent with pre- 
vious studies but that the thrust-vectored points are displaced from the non-vectored trend line to the 
extent that a thrust-vectored aircraft with an MOP equal to that of a non-vectored aircraft would be expected 
to have an Advantage Ratio of about I.U5. Results from previous studies indicate that it would take a wing 
loading differential of 12 to 16 pounds per square foot or a thrust-to-weigh- advantage of O.08 to 0.16 to 
achieve this level of combat advantage without thrust vectoring. 
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Figure 9. 
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k.    CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Results of limited manned air combat simulator experiments indicate that significant benefits to 
air combat capability may be realized through thrust vectoring. Large increments in positional time advan- 
tage ratios and improvements in wins, losses and draws are realized when thrust vectoring is applied to a 
high performance fighter. Particular benefits were derived for air combat with missiles. Inspection of 
frequency distributions of thrust-vector angles show most usage in the low deflection range where loss in 
longitudinal thrust component is small. A spike exists near 90 degrees, however, where thrust vectoring 
functions quite well as a speed brake due to the ram drag momentum of the incoming air. The effects of 
weight penalties are pronounced, particularly in gun engagements. 

Comparison of results with previous experiments indicates that thrust-vectoring advantages beyond 
those accounted for in the correlation parameter MOP may exist. These advantages may accrue frort the 
shortened response time to pull "g" with thrust vectoring at the low end of the speed regime. At O.lt !-!ach 
number, for example, it takes over twice as long to develop 0.25 "g" using elevator control as it does 
using thrust vectoring (1.2 seconds compared to 0.5 seconds). Another factor not reflected in MOP is the 
tactical advantage of using high deflection angles as a speed brake to avoid overshoot. This feature was 
rated quite useful by the pilots. 

Two recommendations are identified from this study: 
: >?***'"'' 

(1) These limited simiA-iifjK- engagements should be expanded to better identify the benefits 
of thrust vectoring. In particular, the tactical limitations of restricting maximum angles 
to the order of 20 degrees to 30 degrees should be explored. 

(2) Configuration development for thrust-vectored aircraft should be directed toward minimizing 
trim changes and unfavorable induced effects with thrust deflection. These effects were 
neglected in this study but could negate much of the potential benefits of thrust vectoring 
unless careful attention is given to configuration arrangement. 

5. REFERENCES 

(l) "Aerial Gun Duels: A comparison of Plight Tests and Simulator Results," by C. R. James, Jr., 
a paper delivered at the AIAA Fighter Conference, March 1970. 
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APPENDIX A 

3IMJLAT0R DESCRIPTION 

The Vbught Aeronautics manned air combat simulator consists of two single seat fighter airplane 
cockpits equipped with individual flight controls, instruments, and interconnected visual display systems. 
The simulator is operated in real time through associated digital and analog computer equipment. During 
test runs, many output parameters are generated and recorded on magnetic disc tape and strip chart recorders 
for subsequent analysis. This system engages two pilots in a realistic air-to-air dogfight with each pilot' 
constrained only by his capabilities and those of his simulated aircraft. 

1. CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS 

Cockpit controls include a two-axis control stick incorporating a longitudinal beep trim switch 
and gun trigger, a throttle with afterburner controls and a speed brake control. An auxiliary control 
lever can be used for control of variable wing sweep, maneuvering flaps or vectored thrust, depending on 
the configuration being simulated. 

Flight instruments include » .+hree-axis attitude director indicator, altimeter, airspeed/tech 
indicator, vertical velocity indicfu.t'", angle-of-attack indicator, normal accelerometer, fuel gauge and 
speed brake extended warning light. 'Also, a missile launch light is pulsed in the attacking aircraft when 
certain missile launch criteria are satisfied. 

2. AIRPRAME CHARACTERISTICS REPRESENTATION 

A six-degree-of-freedom dynamic representation of the aircraft is provided, 
dynamic, thrust, and fuel flow characteristics are programmed in table look-up form. 

Appropriate aero- 

Longitudinal and lateral stick forces are simulated through a mechanical spring system. Static, 
dynamic and maneuvering longitudinal control characteristics are mechanized by programming the ratio of 
longitudinal control stick displacement to simulated elevator movement. 

Additional simulated flight characteristics are provided by "stick shaker" and "wing rock" systems. 
The "stick shaker" system commences at computed buffet onset and increases in amplitude with increased angle 
of attack. The "wing rock" system simulates lateral instability of maximum attainable lift coefficient by 
introducing 1 cps oscillation in roll, Further increase in angle of attack results in a simulated departure 
from controlled flight by hard over roll input.        " 

3. VISUAL DISPLAY 

The visual display provides the pilots with near full peripheral field of view. Each cockpit 
is enclosed in a l6-foot diameter sphere, as illustrated in Figure A-l. These spheres serve as spherical 
projection screens. The projected visual scene consists of the opponent aircraft image in proper orienta- 
tion and size, a representation of the earth horizon, and gunsight imagery with lead compensation pipper 
and range marker. 

'••-• 

Figure A-l. Artist's Concept of Vought Air Combat Simulator 
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As shown in Figure A-2, the visual system is mounted on a derrick-shaped frame directly behind 
the pilot. The opposing aircraft image is computer generated onto a fixed high brightness cathode ray 
tube and is projected onto the spherical screen through a refractive optics system and center-mounted gimbal 
mirror assembly. 

^-T^??!^'i rV'
,r'"";'-,7.Ir -:-->^' 

• *w 

Figure A-2. Simulator Visual Display System 

j" '* - 

;j-t^£^.-'.
f§y>sa ::+l, J 

The gimbal mirror (Item a of Figure A-2) is a servo-driven two-axis system which can be rotated 
360 degrees in both pitch and yaw to position dynamically the target image at the proper azimuth and eleva- 
tion on the projection sphere. 

The earth horizon projector (Item b of Figure A-2) consists of a high intensity light source 
mounted in a tube. The tube is mounted on a two-axis, servo-driven gimbal system which allows it to rotate 
360 degrees in both pitch and roll. The light source is driven axially in the tube to keep the horizon 
line in the proper location with respect to the pilot's eye. 

The gunsight system is displayed on the projection sphere in front of the pilot by two slide pro- 
jectors. The gunsight consists of fixed 50-and 100-mil radius rings, 1+5-degree bank reference, a gunsight 
pipper, a logarithmic 10,000-foot range scale, a variable range marker, and an in-range reference bracket. 
The gunsight is automatically "uncaged" within a 10,000-foot range, with the pipper displaying a computed 
lead pursuit tracking solution. See Figure A-3. One slide projector (Item c of Figure A-2) projects the 
gunsight reticle and range scale and contains a slide gate that produces a black line which moves vertically 
along the gunsight range scale to provide target range information. The second slide projector (Item d 
of Figure A-2) projects the lead compensating pipper onto the screen through two mirrors rotating about 
orthogonal axes. The position of the rotating mirrors provides X-Z motion of the pipper image on the 
spherical screen. 

GUNSIGHT IMAGERY 

RANGE SCAIE 

RANGE MARKER 

Figure A-3. 
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lt. FLIGHT OPERATE« CUES 

Several synthetic operating cues are incorporated in each cockpit to enhance the pilot's ability 
to extract maximum performance from his aircraft. The cues include "g" suits, a grayout/blackout load 
factor warning light system, low altitude warning lights, and maximum dynamic pressure panel warning lights. 

The "g" suit system consists of a standard inflatable "g" suit that is connected to an air 
supply system and inflates at a linear rate with aircraft load factor. This system provides the pilot 
with load factor cues that he is naturally accustomed to in actual flight. 

The grayout/blackout load factor warning light is a white floodlight of two intensities located 
forward of the instrument panel and directed toward the pilot. The light comes on at low intensity to 
represent grayout when a certain load factor dosage is exceeded and then switches to high intensity if the 
dosage is further increased to an unacceptable limit. When load factor is reduced, the light is turned off 
by a reverse load factor dosage integration process. This light illuminates at high intensity immediately 
upon exceeding the structural limit load factor. 

Three red floodlights of low intensity provide the pilot with a low altitude warning cue. They 
are located in front and on either side of the cockpit. These lights are pulsed at a prescribed altitude 
level and then become steady at a losrer ^escribed altitude. For the vectored thrust experiment the lights 
were pulsed between an 8000-foot and'M i'i^'oot altitude and were steady below a 1000-foot altitude. 
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SUMMARY 

For a number of applications the clamshell target-type thrust reverser is an attractive solution 
to produce a braking force from a jet engine.  This type of reverser consists of a pair of buckets 
which, in the stowed position, form part of the aircraft fuselage or engine nacelle and are moved into 
the jet efflux downstream of the final nozzle to provide thrust reversal. 

The important geometric design parameters can be determined from consideration of the flow in the 
thrust reveraer system.   Their effect on the aerodynamio performance is established from model tests 
and will be discussed in. detail.   For the optimisation of the operating mechanism in connection with 
fail-safe requirements, the load on the bucket and its point of application is important and is related 
to the reverser geometry.  The problem of hot gas and debris ingestion into the engine intake is pointed 
out.   Several solutions to overcome this problem are investigated together with the implications they 
have on performance and design. 

1.0. NOTATION. 

h 

I 

s 

w 

p 
e 

Nozzle diameter. 

End plate depth. 

Reverser bucket height. 

Height of point of 
application of bucket load. 

Reverser buoket spacing. 

Reverser bucket width 
on the nozzle axis. 

Bucket wrap angle. 

Bucket sweep angle. 

Direotion in which bucket 
load aots. 

Nozzle area. 

Nozzle discharge ooeffioient. 

M . -  Mass flow. 

PJ Jet total pressure. 

P« -  Ambient pressure. 

V Velocity, 

h Nozzle gross thrust. 

oc Jet inclination angle 
viewed from the side. 

V - Jet inclination angle 
viewed from the rear. 

'S - Bucket rotation angle 
viewed from above. 

€ - Bucket rotation angle 
viewed from the side. 

\* Reverser thrust effio 

Fig. 1.  Diagram of Target-Type Thrust Reverser. 

Reverse Thrust 

Nozzle Thrust 
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2.0.   IMTRODUCTIOH. 

The majority of oivil transport aircraft and the latest military aircraft require thrust 
reversal to supplement the conventional wheel braking system in order to reduce landing distances. 
It is also useful to assist stopping during a rejected take-off or for in-flight operation. 
The landing distance of a reverser equipped aircraft is typically about 70/6 of that without a 
reverser.  On wet and icy runways, where the wheel brakes are less effeotive, thrust reversers 
can stop an aircraft in about the same distance as on a dry runway with brakes alone. 

From the various reverser designs currently in use on airoraft the target type will be 
dealt with in detail.   With this type of reverser the clamshells (or buckets) are placed directly 
behind the exhaust nozzle when deployed, thus turning the exhaust gases into the required forward 
direction to produce a braking force on the airoraft.   In the retracted position the reverser 
buokets blend in with the rear part of the engine naoelle, having 3mall incremental drag. 
The installation is completely external to the engine exhaust system and does not compromise the 
exhaust system design.   When stowed, it is not exposed to the adverse conditions (high temper- 
ature and vibration) of the exhaust, and causes no engine performance penalty in the forward 
thrust condition. 

3.0.   DESIGH FEATURES.      \ . .-'•/«,>,, 

There are a number of parameters which have a significant effect on the aerodynamics and 
performance of the thrust reverser system.   These are as follows !- 

(a) the reverser bucket width in the plane of the nozzle axis. 

(b) the reverser bucket height measured from the nozzle axis. 

(c) the reverser spacing (i.e. the distance of the bucket 
from the nozzle exit plane measured along the nozzle axis). 

(d) the bucket end plate depth and angle. 

(e) the bucket sweep angle and wrap angle. 

(f) special means.io. reduce the reingestion problem. 

In this paper all of the above dimensions have been non-dimensionalised by dividing by the 
nozzle diameter.   Obviously it is not practical to test all the various combinations of the above 
parameters and some form of selection is desirable.  This has been done by analysis of the flow 
processes in the reverser system. 

4.0.   BEVERSER AERODYNAMICS. 

The aim of any thrust reverser design must be to catch as much of the nozzle flow as 
possible and eject it efficiently in the required direction.   These two aims conflict to a 
certain extent insofar as the entire jet can be collected if the reverser buckets are made 
sufficiently wide, but control of the efflux direction then becomes virtually impossible because 
large amounts of flow spill from the sides of the bucket.   A diagrammatic representation of the 
flow for a target-type thrust reverser is shown on Fig.2.   This flow pattern is common to nearly 
all reverser geometries and only the magnitude and strengths of the various flows are changed with 
changes in the geometry. 

Stagnation Zone 

Side Spillage 
Re-entrained by 
Main Jet 

Side Spillage from 
Under the End Plate 

Fig»2.  Diagrammatic Representation of Thrust Reverser Flows. 
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4.0.   (continued) 

In order to see how this flow ooours consider the plane of the nozzle axis and the bucket 
mating line.  There are two aerodynamic effects, the upstream pressure effect due to the stagnation 
region in the reverser and the flow turning between the jet boundary and the reverser bucket surface. 
If the reverser Ducket has a width similar to but not less than the nozzle diameter, i.e. is narrow, 
then the former of the two above aerodynamic effects is the more significant.  The side spillage is 
low but the magnitude and direction varies with jot pressure ratio and bucket wrap and sweep angles. 
Fig.3(a) shows the observed flow pattern in this plane.  Decreasing the bucket wrap angle but 
maintaining a constant width reduces the local turning angle at the edge of the jet and also reduces 
the axial distance between the edges of the bucket and the stagnation zone.  Because of the higher 
pressure in the jet at the edge of the bucket the flow shown in Fig.3(b) is produced. A reduction 
in jet pressure or an increase in the bucket sweep angle will produce the same effect - in the 
former case because the upstream pressure rise increases in extent, and in the latter case because 
the effective axial distance between the bucket edge and the stagnation zone is reduced. 

(a) Narrow Bucket 
Large Wrap 
Angle 

(b) Narrow Bucket 
Low Wrap 
Angle 

(c) Wide Bucket 

ZiSii. Effect of Reverser Bucket Wrap Angle and 
Width on the Flow in the Bucket Hating Plane. 

In the case of the wide bucket, although the entire jet is caught in the bucket the 
turning angle at the jet edge is low.   Consequently, as width is increased, more and more of the 
flow is able to spill sideways and then forwards off the edge of the bucket (Fig.3(c)).  In the 
limit the reverser is a flat plate with the jet spreading uniformly over it.  Hot only does the 
large side spill cause the entire rear end of the engine nacelle to be enveloped in exhaust gas - 
which may cause local structural overheating, engine bay pressurisation and sooting and possibly 
hot gas reingestion - but the ability to change reverser performance significantly, by changing 
the sweep angle and the end plate depth, is lost since only a small proportion of the total 
exhaust gas flows along the bucket over the end plate. 

Qualitative experiments have indicated that the minimum side spillage occurs for reverser 
width ratios of the order of 1.1 s1 , and is acceptable for width ratios between 1.0 s1 and 1.25 ' 1> 
and for sweep angles up to 15° •  In this range of geometries, however, the magnitude and the 
direction of the side spillage is very sensitive to the geometry and to jet pressure ratio. 
On some installations it is impossible to design a reverser bucket with sufficient wrap in the 
above width range ; for example, on an engine fitted with a reheat system, very much wider 
buckets are necessary to allow stowage over the reheat barrel.   In this case, means of reducing 
the effective width of the bucket are necessary.  One method of doing this is by using fixed or 
retractable fences inside the bucket. 

4.1.    Reverser Performance. 

Having caught as much of the exhaust flow as possible in the reverser buckets, 
the next problem is to eject it in the required direotion to achieve the necessary 
reverse thrust.   Considering a section through the reverser system in the plane of 
symmetry, Fig.4 indicates the flow pattern for a bucket with no end plate.   As the 
bucket height is reduced, the flow is turned less and less and leaves the end of the 
bucket at a large angle to the direction of it.  A bucket height of about one nozzle 
diameter is necessary for the directional change between the flow and the bucket to be 
negligible. (Figs.4(a) & 4(b)). 

The same reasoning can be used to explain the effect of the end plate (Fig.4(c)). 
The major difference is the separation of the flow over the bucket surface caused by the 
adverse pressure gradient.   In certain cases, particularly with wide reverser buckets 
where flow is diverging over the bucket surface, a deep end plate will cause a circum- 
ferential flow in this separation zone and there will be spillage from the bucket edges 
in the corner formed by the end plate and the bucket.   In any case, the separation and 
mixing on the separation boundary will cause a loss of reverse thrust.  Since complete 
turning of the exhaust flow is not usually required, both end plate depth and bucket 
height may be less than the respective critical values.  In practice, it is usual for 
the end plate to be relatively short in order that the bucket can be stowed without the 
need for very high boat-tail angles.  The bucket height then must be near to the 
oritical value to achieve worthwhile reverse thrust levels. 
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.4-1. (continued) 

(a)   Height (b)  Height 
Greater   than       Less   than 
Critical Critical 

(c)   With 
End   Plate 
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FiR'4. Flow Patterns to demonstrate the effect 
of Bucket Height and End Plates. 

Fig.'S.  Variation of Reverse Thrust 
Efficiency with Bucket Height. 
(no end plates)~ 

The effect of bucket height is shown quantitatively on Fig.1;.  With no end plate 
the maximum reverse thrust occurs with a hucket height of the order of 1.0 to 1.1 nozzle 
diameters.  Any reduction below this height leads to a large loss in reverse thrust. 
The addition of an end plate does not significantly change the critical bucket height but 
may have a large effeot on the slope of the line for heights less than critical. The value 
of the maximum reverse thrust effioienoy used in Fig.5 is a function of sweep angle and 
bucket width.   This variation is shown on Fig.6,  and a number of results are included for 
wide buckets in which some methods of reducing the effective width were applied. On the 
assumption of no total pressure losses in the main flow, Fig.6 also indicates the variation 
of the side spillage vdth swaejj angle and width.  For a width ratio of unity the side 
spillage has a small forward thrust component which inoreases slightly up to a sweep angle 
of 15° .   Above this sweep angle the forward thrust component is more significant. 
For width ratios above a value of about 1.1 s1 the side spillage has a small net rearward 
component leading to reverse thrusts slightly higher than the theoretical value. 

It is obvious from Fig.6 that only small amounts of reverse thrust are obtained 
without the use of an end plate.   Fig.7 shows the increment in reverse thrust with end 
plate depth, and it will be noted that increments of 30$ and more are easily obtainable 
with relatively small end plates.   There is a limiting value of end plate depth beyond 
which no further increase of reverse thrust is achieved.   This limiting depth appears 
to be a function of the rever3er bucket length and sweep angle.  However, it will be seen 
from Figs.6 & 7 that by careful selection a reverser can be obtained which has a reverse 
thrust efficiency greater than 60 $• 
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Fig.6. Variation of Maximum Reverse 
Thrust with Bucket Width and 
sweep (no end plates) . 
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4.2.   Spacing Ratio. 

Although the distance of the reverser buckets downstream of the nozzle has a small 
effect upon the reverser thrust efficiency, the main interest in the spacing ratio occurs 
because of possible effects on the nozzle discharge coefficient - and consequently on the 
engine internal operating conditions.   Prom the point of view of weight - and, in sane 
cases, ground clearance - it is desirable to position the reverser buckets as olose to the 
nozzle as possible.   However, at too small spacing ratios the upstream pressure field of 
the stagnation region in the reverser will lead to a local pressure around the nozzle 
which is higher than the ambient pressure, with a consequent possible reduction in nozzle 
discharge coefficient (particularly at low jet pressure ratios).  Whether or not a 
reduction in the nozzle disoharge coefficient is permissible depends upon the type of 
engine, the likely throttle movements in reverse thrust and, in the case of an engine 
with a variable nozzle, the control system. 

A critical spacing ratio has been defined as that position of the reverser buckets 
which gives a reduction of 1%  in the nozzle discharge coefficient.  Figs.8 & 9 show 
typical effects of width and sweep angle on the critical spacing ratio for different jet 
pressure ratios. 
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Ratio with Bucket Sweep Angle. 

Since the reductions in nozzle discharge coefficient are due to the upstream 
effect of the stagnation zone in the reverser' it is clear that bucket sweep angle should 
have a significant effect as is shown on Fig.9.  However, there i3 a further consider- 
ation : the upstream effect cannot be uniform aoross the jet and can be expected to be a 
maximum on the centre line.   Fig.10 shows the critical spacing ratio for a system 
representative of an unmixed long duct bypass engine (two coaxial nozzles).  This shows 
that considering the inner (hot) nozzle alone leads to a larger critical spacing ratio 
than for the combined system.   At the critical spacing ratio for the combined system 
the reduction in hot nozzle discharge coefficient has been determined and is shown on 
Fig. 11. 
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Fig.10.   Critical Spacing Ratio. 
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4.2. (continued) 

l'he end plate depth will also affect the critical spacing ratio ; very large end 
plates would tend to reduce the area around the exhaust system through which the reversed 
jet is able to pass.  However, in the range of interest, end plate depth effects on the 
critical spacing can be ignored, 

5.0.   REVERSER BUCKET LOADS. 

Knowledge of the loads on the thrust reverser buokets, both during deployment and in full 
reverse thrust is essential when designing the system in order to meet any fail-safe requirements 
and to minimise the actuator sizes.   So many factors affeot the loads, for instance the choice 
of linkage system, that only the full reverse thrust case at zero forward speed conditions will 
be considered.   For a typical case with a simple double linkage with each link pivoted at both 
ends —  one end on the fixed structure and the other on the reverser bucket - the instantaneous 
oentre in full reverse is approximately 1.5 nozzle diameters from the reverser surface. 
If a moment arm of 0.05 nozzle diameters is assumed, this implies a moment of about 4200 Nra 
(39»000 lb.in.) on a 90 KB (20,000 Lb,) thrust engine, then a shift in the point of application 
of the load of 0,025 nozzle diameters, or in the direction by 1° , is sufficient to change the 
moment by 5O/S,   It is therefore essential that the direction and point of application of the 
load be known to a high accuracy.   A3 a result, data based upon previous experience must be 
used with great oaution. 
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Fig. 12.  Typical Thrust Reverser Loading Data. 
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Fig.12 shows the measured magnitude, direction and position of the bucket load for a 
typical reverser system.    In this case the component of the magnitude of the load in the 
axial direction is approximately equal to half the sum of the nozzle thrust and reverser thrust, 
although forces induoed on the boat-tail which, in turn, react on the bucket, can change this 
magnitude by up to one-tenth of the nozzle gross thrust.   The direction of the load is not 
perpendicular to the bucket surface due to the effect of the end plate.  The difference from 
the perpendicular increases with the amount of flow turning done by the end plate. For the 
maximum practical end plate the direction of the force may be as uch as 5° from the 
perpendicular to the bucket surface.   If the mean direction of the reversed flow can be 
determined, then a crude approximation of the direction of the load (within about J-0) can be 
made if the axial component of the load is assumed to be half the sum of the nozzle thrust and 
the reverse thrust.   No successful method for predicting the point of application of the load 
has yet been discovered. 

6.0.  INSTALLATION FEATURES. 

For a given aircraft / engine configuration, there are three major problem areas arising 
from the installation of a thrust reverser :- 

i)      Aircraft stability. 

ii)     Overheating of the adjacent structure. 

(iii)    Ingestion of exhaust gases into an engine inlet. 

The latter problem will be dealt with in more detail. 
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7.0. HOT GAS REINGESTION AND METHODS OF REDUCTION. 

Reingeated gases cause pressure and temperature distortions at the compressor face of the 
engine.  Besides the thrust loss associated with an increase in average inlet temperature, the 
variation of pressure and temperature across the engine inlet may in general be above the 
tolerance limit.   As a result, compressor surge is encountered v/ith violent effects on the 
engine. 

Due to the jet spread characteristics in a cross-flow with varying velocity, the amount 
of usable reverse thru3t will he a function of the aircraft speed at which the reverser efflux 
may be reingested into the engine inlet.   At this condition it becomes necessary either to cut 
off the reverser or throttle back the engine gradually with reduction in aircraft velocity. 
It is therefore essential for effective thrust reverser operation to design for a low reingestion 
speed. 

The problem of hot gas reingestion discussed is associated with that part of the thrust 
reverser efflux which impinges on the ground, spreads along the ground, curls upward due to 
buoyancy and forward speed effects, and is eventually drawn into the engine air intakes. 

Abbott and Cox, Ref.l, have carried out a systematic investigation into the effect of the 
important parameters on the flow characteristics of round jets impinging on the ground. Although 
these results are not strictly applicable to the efflux from a target-type thrust reverser, 
where the jets are no longer round, useful conclusions can be drawn.  It is possible to estimate 
the variation in aircraft forward speed at which reingestion occurs.   The governing flow 
parameters are found to be :- 

Jet dynamic head or nozzle pressure ratio. 

Jet inclination relative to the ground. 

Mass flow or equivalent jet diameter. 

The effect of these parameters on the aircraft speed at which reingestion occurs is 
shown in Fig.13. 

For the influence of nozzle pressure ratio, ¥-./vot. >  the following relation holds :- 

Vft«V^i 

Starting from a reference nozzle pressure ratio (Pj/p^)«• of 2.0, which is typical 

for a jet engine at take-off conditions, an aircraft speed - or otherwise reverser cut-off speed- 
of 30^ less than at the reference pressure ratio is possible with the engine throt+led back to 
75$ of the reference nozzle pressure ratio. 

The influence of jet inclination relative to the ground is given by : 

1 
V oc 

cos « 
+ 2 sin« 

where the angle "* is measured from the vertical to the ground.  This relation plots as a 
straight line in the diagram.   Reducing the inclination from about « = 50° to <* = 35° results 
in a 20jS reduction in cut-off speed.  From the point of view of reingestion it is therefore 
of advantage to direct the jet as vertically as possible to the ground. 
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Fig.13.  Variation of Speed at which Reingestion 
is predicted to occur. 
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7.0,   (continued) 

The mass flow, M, of the ground jet enters into the problem by a oharaoteristio 
geometric dimension which, in this case, is the equivalent nozzle diameter dT :- 

V cc dj c* /u 

If it is possible with a given engine mass flow to reduce the maBs flow from the lower 
reverser bucket by 30$, a gain of about 10$ in out-off speed is envisaged.  In this case the 
ratio of mass flows from the upper and lower bucket is about 2 i 1 against the usual 1 11 split. 

To reduce the speed at which reingestion oocurs it is then demonstrated that the most 
important parameter is jet pressure ratio, whereas mass flow gives the smallest reduction. 

Another parameter (not shown in Fig.13) is the sideways deflection of the lower jet out 
of the vertical plane.   Tests indicate a considerable reduction in the reingestion speed if side 
deflections of the order of 30° to 40° can be achieved. 

7.1. 

7.2. 

7.3. 

Nozzle Pressure Ratio. 

The speed at which reingestion occurs, on a given installation, i3 shown in 
Fig.l3,to be very sensitive to nozzle pressure ratio.  As a reduction in pressure ratio 
will lead to a loss of thrust, the normal procedure on current aircraft is to reduce 
nozzle pressure ratio progressively as the speed falls during the ground roll. 
Two methods of reducing pressure ratio are (i) to reduce engine r.p.m. or (ii) in those 
cases where there is the facility and the engine can withstand the changed internal 
conditions, to open the final nozzle.  The latter method gives a higher thrust at a 
given pressure ratio. 

Because of the thrust loss associated with reducing jet pressure, it is usual for 
other methods of lowering the reingestion speed to be applied - particularly for S T 0 L 
aircraft when the maximum retardation is required.   On this type of aircraft, having 
made use of other methods, progressive throttling of the engine may not be possible 
since the engine run-down time may be such that the change in reingestion speed is 
similar to the change in aircraft speed. 

Jet Inclination relative to the Ground. 

It has already been demonstrated that the final direction of the flow leaving the 
buoket is determined by the end plate height. . Reducing the end plate height on the 
lower bucket only in order to have a more vertical jet would exert a pitching movement 
on the aircraft because the vertical thrust component of the lower jet increases with 
the cosine of the inclination angle.  To balance the vertical thrust components the 
deflection of the upper jet must be reduced by the same amount.  This, however, will 
result in a considerable loss in reverse thrust - which amounts to about 25$ if the 
jet efflux angle is decreased from 5O0 to 35° . 

Mass Flow Split. 

A very simple method to achieve unequal mass flows from the upper & lower bucket 
is shown in Fig.14.  The mass flows from a jet impinging normal to a plans wall will 
split in the ratio 1:1.   Rotating the wall by an angle & from the jet axis requires 
for the upper flow to turn through an angle (90 - €• ) and for the lower flow through 
the larger angle (90 + t ) .  Ideally, this would result in a mass flow split between 
the upper and lower part of : 

v«. - }* 
Taking into account turning losses, this ratio would increase further. 

Displacement — t 

(a)  Flat Plate Rotation. (b)  Reverser Rotation. (c) Reverser 
Displacement. 

Fig.14.   Diagrammatic Representation of the Effects of Reverser Buoket Rotation & Displacement. 
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7.3»  (continued) 

tteing this principle on a thrust reveraer to obtain unequal mass flows, it can 
lie realised by the methods ahown in Pig.14.  Assuming that the apex angle (l80 -29) 
remains unchanged, the whole thrust reverser has either to be rotated by an angle & in 
the vertical plane, or must be offset from the nozzle axis upward by an amount o. 
Both methods of course imply a change in the actuating mechanism, leading to a complicated 
mechanical design - but this can be solved.   It i3 obvious that with unequal mass flows 
from the upper & lower buckets the vertical loads are no longer balanced. The resulting 
pitching moment on the system, however, is of opposite direction to the one obtained from 
reducing the jet efflux angle from the lower bucket.   To balance the vertical loads 
associated with a smaller mass flow from the lower bucket, this flow should have, in 
addition, a more vertical direction to the ground.  It has been shown before that both 
measures tend to reduce the reingestion problem.   Another important point is that the 
loss in reverse thrust can be kept small because of the increasing amount of thrust being 
produced by the upper jet with the higher mass flow. 

Fig.15 shows test results from a model thrust reverser with rotation in the 
vertical planr-, •_;'- The apex angle was 150° and the ratio of upper to lower end plate height 
was 7 11«  -iiiii-'tutio was chosen to deflect the upper jet well forward and to have only a 
small defleotion for the lower jet.   The test, results show that, in faot, high mass flow 
ratios may be obtained with moderate rotation but coupled with unacceptable vertical loads. 
For the investigated configuration a rotation of 3° yields a mass flow ratio of 1.5 1 1 with 
the vertical loads balanced.   The mean efflux angles from vertical are about $0°  f°r the 
upper and 30° for the lower jet.  Reverse thrust drops to 90$ relative to the fully 
symmetric configuration with 50° flow angles for both the upper and lower, stream. 
To achieve a similar improvement in reingestion by changing flow angles only, i.e. 30 for 
upper and lower jet, reverse thrust would be only 70$ relative to the symmetric 
configuration, thus demonstrating the advantage of changing the mass flow split. 

V4 
VO 

KfOO 

o-a 

u^ - CR  Foe <vu - «p 50" 0'2p 

(a)  Reverse Thrust Efficiency.   (b)  Bett Vertical Load. 

Fig.15. Reverser Performance with Bucket Rotation 

(c)  Upper ilower Jet 
Flow Ratio. 

Corresponding tests with buckets offset from the nozzle centre-line have also 
been carried out.  It was found that the same results as with a 3° rotation can be 
obtained by offsetting the buckets about 10$ of nozzle diameter above the centre-line. 

From Fig.13 it is estimated that with the combined mass flow and inclination 
effect, the reverser cut-off speed should reduce by about 25$.   This order of gain 
was, in faot, substantiated by reingestion tests. 

7.4.  Side Deflection. 

Improving reingestion by deflecting the lower jet sideways out of the vertical 
plane, requires considerable turning angles because the jet, in impinging on the ground, 
spreads to all sides. 

A very simple and effective method for side defleotion is to rotate the reverser 
around the nozzle axis, Fig.l6.  If there is insufficient clearance to rotate the entire 
reverser system on a given installation, an angled configuration may be possible with the 
upper bucket position unchanged.  This, however, raises considerable actuation and 
stowage problems. 
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Rotation 
Anglp  - Jj' Rotation 

Anglo  -S 

(a)      Reverser Rotation about ffozzle Axis. (b)    Rotation about (o) Deflectors 
the Vertical Axis. in 

Symmetrical 
Buckets. 

Fif.:.l6.      "ethods of Jet Deflection. 

7.4»      (continued) 

A rotation around the vertical axis of the reverser also causes side deflection. 
In model tests a aide deflection of 12° was obtained with a 7° rotation.  Although this 
method seems to be very effective! it will be generally limited to small angles of 
rotation from design considerations. 

If none of the above-mentioned methods for side deflection is feasible with a 
given installation, the only way seems to lie in fitting suitable deflecting features in 
an otherwise symmetrically-operated reverser bucket.   Either profiled or simple sheet 
metal turning vanes may be used and they must be of sufficient depth to avoid part of the 
flow spilling over the vanes. 

, Fig J.7 is a flow visualisation picture of a model thrust reverser with flow 
deflectors incorporated in symnetrical buckets.   A mean side deflectionf viewed from 
the rear, of about 35° ia achieved. w 

mm 
FJK.17.  Flow Visualisation of Reverser with side deflection» 

There is, of course, a penalty in reverse thrust associated with the side 
component of the thrust vector and the flow turning losses.  A reverse thrust of the 
order of 45 $  of the bare nozzle thrust can be obtained. 
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7 "4. (continued) 

In combination with a derived mass flow split between the upper &  lower bucket 
flow, the rotation £- of 3° , which gave a balance of the vertical-loads, must be reduced 
with increasing side deflection in order to maintain the load balance.  However, even 
with no rotation ( £- = 0 ) , there still exists an unequal mass flow split because of the 
inoreased losses which the flow from the lower bucket has to overcome.  With this 
principle of side deflection of the lower efflux only, the problem lies with the 
considerable side forces acting upon the system.   This brings about design complexity 
to the operating mechanism, and adds weight.  The application may be restricted to a 
multi-engined aircraft configuration where the side forces can be compensated by 
corresponding engines. 

8.0.   REFEREUCE. 

(1)  M. Cox & W.A. Abbui.',;"      J. Sound Vib. 
"'^'''•-:     Vol.3. Part 3. 1966. PP-393 - 406 



INFLUENCE DE QUELQUES PARAMETRES CARACTERISTIQUES SUR 

LES PERFORMANCES DES EJECTEURS 

Jean Marie HARDY 
S.N.E.C.M.A. 

Centre de VILLAROCHE 
77 - MOISSY-CRAMAYEL 

RESUME 

Ayant pose le probleme de 1'adaptation d'un arriere-corps nous denombrons les parametres permettant son 
optimisation. 

Apres avoir rappele le principe de la methode de calcul theorique des performances de l'&jecteur, nous pre- 
senterons une etude de la repercussion des parametres geometriques sur les performances interne et externe 
de la tuyere, basee sur un ensemble de resultats de calculs theoriques et experimentaux. 

Nous etudierons en particulier l1adaptation interne de l'ejecteur et nous discuterons du choix de la posi- 
tion de la ventilation secondaire compte-tenu de l'effet de gaz chaud. Des idees sur l'optimisation des 
performances glcbales par choix dp. .J^.valeur et de la forme de la section d'ejection seront egalement pre- 
sentees. Nous profiterss^^d?x<-^4'i£{fase  pour donner plusieurs confrontations theorie-experience. 

LISTE DES NOTATIONS 

Ecoulement primaire : indice j 

P. Pression generatrice 

T. Temperature generatrice 

W. Debit de gaz 

A* Section critique isentropique de l'ecoulement primaire 

Ecoulement secondaire : indice s 

P  Pression generatrice 

T  Temperature generatrice 

W  Debit d'air 
s 

A  Section critique isentropique de l'ecoulement secondaire 

's w. \TT7 

Ecoulement externe ; 

M  Nombre de Mach 
o 

P. Pression generatrice 

P  Pression statique 

Effort de poussee ou trainee : 

- L'indice i caracterise les valeurs internes 
- L?indice * caracterise les valeurs isentropiques 

IL. Trainee externe du carenage 

X- PoussSe brute 

X_. Poussee brute absolue 

PJAJ 
Coefficient de poussee brute 

&      G 
K_ " -g—-pi—     Coefficient de poussee brute isentropique mono-dimensionnel, detente ä P 

X* 
#     GA 

^TA= P—A*~~     Coefficient de poussee brute absolue isentropique mono-dimensionnel 

XGA 
K_= ——Ttr~      Coefficient de poussee brute absolue 

C„ - 

«T Vpj V ,    . 

P. A?   P A"*/*5    J 

J J , . T 
s 

Coefficient d'efficacite de l'ejecteur 

Pour T « T. en air pur 

h  fnofff 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Le developpement des avions de transport supersoniques ä long rayon d1action est largement conditionne par 
leur rentabilite. Le faible rapport de la charge marchande au poids de 1'appareil, la masse de carburant 
necessaire au vol et aux reserves, 1'augmentation du taux de motorisation (20 ä 25 % pour les avions actuels, 
35 ä 40 % pour les avions de transport supersoniques) conduisent en particulier ä une recherche exception- 
nelle de qualite des elements du groupe propulsif et ä une etude de 1*organisation optimale du fuseau moteur. 
La realisation d'une entree d'air d'efficacite eleyee necessite des prelevements importants de debit qu'il 
convient de detendre au mieux. De ces conditions d'installation et d'optimisation du fuseau moteur est n£e 
la tuyere bi-flux oü lfadaptation aux differents regimes de fonctionnement est obtenue par des moyens aero- 
dynamiques. Cette solution offre deux avantages : la simplicite technologique et la possibility d'evacuer 
dans de bonnes conditions le debit d'air provenant des pieges ä couche limite de la prise d'air. 

On se convaincra aisement de la necessite d'une etude soignee de l'arriere-corps en sachant que 1 % de ren- 
dement tuyere, sur 1*ensemble de la mission, correspond sensiblement ä 10 %  de la charge marchande. C'est 
pourquoi le choix d'une organisation de nacelle etant fait, il y a lieu de faire une etude parametrique 
permettant de definir la geometrie de 1'ensemble d'ejection afin d'obtenir la performance maximale. 

2. DEFINITION DU PROBLEME 

•2.1. Cadre de l'etude 

Le probleme ä resoudre consiste ä realiser la confluence de trois ecoulements avec un minimum de pertes, 
compte tenu d'un certain nombre de contraintes geometriques (pl.l). Les caracteristiques des ecoulements 
externes et du flux primaire sont imposees par le choix des conditions de vol, du point de fonctionnement 
du moteur et des caracteristiques de la manche. Les caracteristiques du flux secondaire sont egalement 
imposees par les conditions de fonctionnement de la prise d'air, les pertes de charge dans la nacelle et 
les ^changes thermiques au contact du moteur. Les contraintes geometriques sont liees au maitre couple Am 
de la nacelle et ä la longueur de l'arriere-corps qui est imposee par ailleurs. Le choix d'une solution 
ä double flux etant fait, il subsiste un certain nombre de parametres sur lesquels on peut agir en vue 
d'obtenir la performance maximale. 

Dans le cas qui nous preoccupe, ces parametres sont : 
- Distance AX entre la section de reprise et la section d'ejection primaire 
- La section de reprise A_ 
- La section de sortie A 
- L1angle de la generatrice du divergent 
- La forme de la generatrice externe de l'arriere-corps 
- La forme de la section d'ejection 
- Le taux interne de detente du jet primaire (forme de la tuyere primaire). 

Rappelons que le point de fonctionnement d'un ejecteur resulte de l'equilibre des pressions secondaires au 
plan de raccordement nacelle-tuyere. En effet, il existe deux relations : une dite courbe d'alimentation 
qui relie le niveau de pression secondaire au debit secondaire, compte tenu du rendement des "ieges ä cou- 
che limite de la manche, des pertes de charge dans la nacelle et des echanges de chaleur, l'autre dite 
caracteristique tuyere qui lie la pression secondaire au debit secondaire ejecte, compte tenu de la geome- 
trie de l1ejecteur et des conditions d'ejection du flux primaire, C'est la satisfaction de ces deux rela- 
tions pour une meme valeur du debit secondaire qui determine le point de fonctionnement de l'Sjecteur, 

Dans la suite de 1*expose, nous allons analyser 1*influence de chacun des parametres denombres ci-dessus 
sur les performances de l'arriere-corps» Ensuite, nous etudierons specialement 1'influence du taux de 
detente interne du jet primaire, c'est-ä-dire 1'introduction d'une tuyere primaire convergente-divergente 
ä la place d'une tuyere primaire simplement convergente. 

2.2. Base de l'etude 

2.2.1. Base experimentale 

Les essais sur les diverses configurations ont ete effectues dans les installations de l'O.N.E.R.A.: 
- ä MODANE : en ce qui concerne les essais sans ecoulement externe visart ä determiner les performances 

internes 
- a la Soufflerie S5 ä CHALAIS MEUDON : en ce qui concerne les essais avec ecoulement externe visant ä 

determiner soit les performances externes, soit les performances globales. 

2.2.2. Bases theoriques 

- Calcul des trainees externes : 
Methode des caracteristiques pour l'ecoulement non visqueux, puis calcul de couche limite intervenant 
sous forme de correction. 

*• Calcul des performances internes : 
MSthode de calcul presentee Ref. 1-2-3-4, basee sur les hypotheses suivantes : 
. l'ecoulement primaire est calculable par la methode des caracteristiques correctement formulee pour 
tenir compte des variations des chaleurs sp^cifiques au cours de la detente 

. l'ecoulement secondaire est isentropique et mono-dimensionnel 

. la compatibilite des ecoulements est imposee par l'egalite des pressions statiques de part et d'autre 
de la surface de glissement. 

• l'unicite de la solution est assuree par la condition critique de l'ecoulement secondaire. 

Au calcul en fluide parfait est associee une correction pour tenir compte des phenomenes visqueux ä 1'in- 
terface des jets et sur la paroi du divergent ainsi que des transferts de chaleur. 

3. RESULTATS DE L'ETUDE 

3.1. Performances externes 

3.1.1, Etude de la forme de la meridienne du retreint 

Nous avons etudie l1influence de la generation externe sur la trainee d'un arri&re-corps dSfini par sa 
section au maitre couple, sa section de sortie et sa longueur. 
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Nous avons constate que dans le cas de vol considere, croisiere supersonique, les arriere-corps ä meridien- 
ne rectiligne presentaient le minimum de trainee. Ces resultats sont illustres planche 2. 

- La figure 1 reproduit les repartitions de pression le long de 1'arriere-corps associees ä la forme de la 
meridienne 

- La figure 2 montre 1'evolution de la trainee en fonction de la courbure de 1'arriere-corps ä meridienne 
parabolique. Sur cette meme figure sont portes les points correspondant ä un arriere-corps conique et ä 
un arriere-corps dont la generatrice presente un point d1inflexion. 

Notons que ces resultats sont en plein accord avec ceux publies dans la reference n° 9. 

3.2. Performances internes 

3.2.1. Ejecteur ä detente libre du jet primaire (tuyere ventilee au col) 

3.2.1.1. Etude de l'adaptation interne 

Les deux variables geometriques apparemment independantes AX et AR sont en realite liees par la necessite 
d'evacuer un certain debit secondaire caracterise par une temperature Ts et une pression generatrice Ps. 
Pour un angle de divergent fixe, il existe une serie de couples de valeurs (A-, AX) repondant a. la condi- 
tlon (P,y*.i/i,). 

Sur la planche 3 nousxEWTiis i.rv-T.i'--ri«nte V evolution des pressions parietales dans le divergent secondaire 
pour 3 couples de valeurs(ÄR, & X) assurant l'evacuation d'un jx    -  6 % a P /P. * 0,20. 

On remarque en particulier que l'accroissement de AX semble regulariser la detente et laisse inchangee la 
pression dans le plan d'ejection du divergent. Cette derniere constatation montre que l1organisation de la 
confluence des ecoulements internes peut etre etudiee independamment de la section d'ejection A . 

La planche 4 presente une confrontation theorie-experience relative ä 1*influence de AX. La courbe du haut 
illustre une loi AR = f (AX) äJJ,    et P /P. donnes. La figure n° 2 montre que, si les niveaux de pressions 
theorique et experimentale different legerement, leur accord en tendance est parfait. La figure 3 met en 
evidence que, dans les conditions considerees, les valeurs de P /P. etp,    fixent la valeur def?  quels que 
soient A^ etAX, cette demonstration etant faite aussi bien experimentalement que theoriquement. Toutefois, 
on pourrait deceler au vu de l'etude theorique une legere tendance ä la croissance defy  avec AX, ce qui 
pourrait etre associe ä la regularisation de la detente observee sur la planche precedence. 

La planche 5 presente une generalisation de la planche precedente; eile donne l'influence deAX pour diffe- 
rentes valeurs de A-.. On remarquera que : 

- jusqu'ä une certaine valeur maximale de P /P. voisine de 0,215, les performances sont independantes du 
choix du couple (iL,AX) s J 

- le lieu des optima de performances pour chaque A_ correspond a unAX decröissant quand P /P. decroit. 
Toutefois, pour les A^ importants (P /P. ^ 0,215 ), la valeur de 1'optimum est independante-Me ÄX dans le 
domaine explore.    ' ^ 

- pour toutes les pressions secondaires inferieures ä la pression secondaire optimale, on retrouve le resul- 
tat de la planche precedente, ä savoir que les couples de valeurs(A_, ÄX) assurant un meme P /P. äJU. 
donnS conduisent a des performances constantes de l'ejecteur. J     . 

Sur la planche 6 nous avons presente I1evolution de 17„ en fonction de P /P. pour une valeur donnee de^U. 
(u. = 5,75 %); on remarque : ' ^ 

- pour des P /P. inferieurs ä 0,215 la courbe "a", lieu des optima, les courbest7„ = f (P /P.) ä L donne 
et AX variable, ainsi que la courbe 17  = f (P /P.) ä &X donne et A., variable, sont sensiblement confon- 

dues. /F      s  j -R 

- pour des P /P. superieurs ä 0,215, ces memes courbes sont nettement differenciees, mettant en evidence 
l'existence •'d'un couple de valeurs(A^ etAX) assurant la performance maximale. 

Cette planche precise les constatations faites sur la planche precedente.  . 

3.2.1.2. Influence de 1'angle de la generatrice du divergent 

Pour des sections A. et A donnees, 1'angle d'un divergent conique a une repercussion sur les performances 
et sur le diagramme de trompe d'un ejecteur. Nous avons cherche ä exprimer les resultats sous forme den_, 
efficacite du divergent, ä P /P. donne, etant donne que cette efficacite reste pratiquement inchangee par 
de petites variations äejx    autour de la valeur optimale. 

Sur la planche 7 nous avons illustre, pour une geometrie donnee de la zone de confluence et une section 
d'ejection fixee, l'influence de 1'angle de la generatrice. On remarque, figure de gauche, 1'existence d'un 
angle optimum. D'autre part, la figure de droite met en evidence l'influence de 1'angle du divergent sur le 
diagramme de trompe. Ceci s'explique facilement par le fait que, le debit secondaire etant determine par 
1'existence d'un col Sonique dans le divergent, un changement de 1'evolution de la section en fonction de 
la longueur du divergent entraine une modification en position et en valeur du col secondaire. Des essais 
effectues dans la zone de 1'angle optimum ont confirrae les resultats theoriques. 

Sur la planche 8 nous avons fait figurer 1'evolution des pressions parietales en fonction de leursabscisses 
pour plusieurs valeurs de la generatrice. 

On peut remarquer que : 
- l'augmentation de 1'angle entraine une variation de plus en plus irreguliere de la detente ä 1!entree du 

divergent secondaire et peut meme conduire ä des recompressions 
- ä P_/P- donne et A donne, la pression d'ejection diminue legerement avec 1'angle du divergent 
- compteJtenu de la variation deju, associee ä la variation d'angle, on peut admettre qu'ä^Lt donne, la 

pression d'ejection varie peu.  s 

De ceci on peut conclure que l'influence de l1angle sur b est principalement due, ä A , P /P.,jx donnes, 
ä sa repercussion sur la regularity de la detente dans le divergent et sur le frottement parietal. 
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3.2.1.3. Influence de forme de la generatrice du divergent 

Nous avons encrepris une Serie d'etudes experimentales et theoriques en vue d'optitniser la forme de la 
meridienne du divergent. Ces etudes ont principalement porte sur la forme de la generatrice en aval de la 
section de reprise (conique ou parabolique) et sur la zone de raccordement du divergent ä la partie amont. 

La planche 9 illustre quelques resultats obtenus au cours de cette etude. Sur la figure de droite, nous 
avons etudie 1'influence de la longueur de la partie aval du divergent pour une partie amont fixee, le 
divergent etant alors forme de deux troncs de cone. Nous avons egalement fait figurer les performances de 
divergent ä generatrice parabolique de meme A^, A et loftgueur. On peut alors remarquer que l'ecart entre 
un divergent bi-conique et parabolique est faible et que, coinpte tenu des frottements interne et externe, 
il apparait dans les deux cas un optimum de longueur ä A donne. Sur la figure de gauche, nous avons etudie 
l'effet de l'adjonction d'un arrondi au col de reprise du divergent, cela aussi bien pour des divergents 
coniques que paraboliques. 

De ces rfisultats, on peut retenir que 1'introduction d'un arrondi au col de reprise serait plutot nefaste 
alors que 1'introduction d'une forme parabolique ne serait que legerement favorable, les faits theoriques 
et experimentaux le confirmant. Mais il est vraisemblable que cette conclusion, en particulier en ce qui 
concerne le divergent ä meridienne parabolique, serait remise en cause pour d'autres valeurs de P /P. et 

/v :' 3 
L'organisation de cette zone est un cas d'espece. En effet, la forme de la meridienne en aval de la sec- 
tion de reprise est largement conditionnee par la pression et la direction des ecoulements dans cette 
region qui sont tributaires des formes amont. En tout etat de cause, on doit veiller ä obtenir une detente 
aussi reguliere que possible. 

3.2.1.4. Remarque sur l'effet de l'excentration du convergent par rapport au divergent 

Au cours de nos etudes, nous avons ete amenes ä etudier la repercussion du centrage du canal primaire par 
rapport au divergent secondaire, La planche 10 presente une serie de resultats. 

Figure 1 : Influence sur les pressions pariStales ä^ donne 

Figure 2 : Influence sur les poussSes internes 

Figure 3 : Influence sur les pressions secondaires 

On peut remarquer que, du point de vue performances globales et dans la gamine des^u, usuels, des excen- 
trations raisonnables sont tolerables. Par con.tre, pour des ejecteurs adaptes ä de faibles valeurs de/x , 
le centrage de la tuyere primaire par rapport ä la tuyere secondaire doit etre assure avec une bonne 
precision. On voit done que, de ce point de vue, le choix d'une solution ä debit secondaire eleve est 
b§n€£ique. On peut encore remarquer que la distorsion importante des pressions parietales associee ä 
l*excentration subsiste jusque dans le plan d'ejection. 

3.2.2. Ejecteur ä detente du jet primaire controle 
Introduction d'une tuyere primaire coiivergente-diyergente ~""0> 

Dans les cas precedemment Studies, les pressions statiques des ecoulements dans le plan de leur confluence 
€taient tres differentes. On peut se proposer de detendre 1'ecoulement primaire jusqu'a une pression sta- 
tique voisine de celle de 1'ecoulement secondaire afin d'ameliorer les conditions de confluence. Ceci 
entraine ^utilisation d'une tuyere primaire convergente-divergente. Le schema d'une teile solution est 
present^ plahche 11. L'introduction d'un divergent primaire qui peut etre mobile permet, ä^ donne, de 
regier la detente de 1'ecoulement primaire en fonction de la pression secondaire. Nous verrons par la 
Suite que cette solution apparemment seduisante entraine des pertes de performances. 

Pour 1'optimisation du divergent interne et son adaptation, nous disposons de trois paramStres indepen- 
«Hants 

AX distance entre le plan d'ejection du divergent primaire et la section de reprise 
angle des volets du divergent primaire 

longueur des volets du divergent primaire 

3.2.2.1. Influence de  AX 

Dans ce qui suit, nous nous interesserons uniquement au cas ou la section d'ejection du divergent primaire 
est placee dans le meme plan que la section de reprise du divergent, soit AX = 0. En effet, cette solu- 
tion semble donner les meilleures performances et en plus, eile correspond au souci d'eviter toute detente 
non controlSe des ecoulements internes. 

3.2.2.2. Influence de la longueur des volets du divergent primaire 

Sur la planche 12 figure, pour une geometrie figee de 1'ensemble secondaire, la repercussion, ä 0 cons- 
tant, de la longueur des volets primaires sur les performances internes de 1'ejecteur. 

Figure superieure : influence sur le diagramme de trompe 

Figure inferieure : influence sur la poussee 

Sur cette planche, on note que : 
- a chaque valeur © , angle du divergent, correspond une longueur optimale L des volets 
- pour un rapport dl pression donne P /P., il existe un couple de valeurs 0 et L donnant la performance 
maximale (courbe a) ^ P    P 

- ä longueur donnee, toute variation d'angle, en vue de regier la pression secondaire, entraine une varia- 
tion de performance de meme sens. 

3*2.2,3. Etude de 1'adaptation interne 

La longueur des volets du divergent primaire etant fixee,ainsi que la longueur et la section de sortie 
du divergent secondaire, on peut se proposer de determiner le couple de valeurs A^ et Q    qui assurera, ä 
F /P. donne, la performance maximale. La planche 13 illustre une teile recherche d'optimisation. Sur 
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cette planche figure egalement une confrontation theorie-experience qui, une fois de plus, montre le bon 
accord des deux methodes d'analyse, 

- La figure superieure est relative au diagramme de trompe 
- La figure inferieure presente les performances internes, 

Sur cette planche on peut faire les memes remarques que sur la planche precedente, en ce qui concerne 
l'effet du controle de P /P. par l1angle du divergent primaire, sur les performances. s J 
D'autre part, ä P /P. donne etju. donne, il existe un couple de valeurs A^ et 0    assurant la performance 
maximale, J 

3.2.2.4. Discussion du choix de cette solution 

On voit done que 1'introduction d'un divergent primaire permet d'adapter la pression d'ejection de l'ecou- 
lement primaire ä la pression de l'ecoulement secondaire dans le meme plan, ce qui implique que le choix 
de cette solution sera conditionne par le niveau de la pression secondaire. Sur la planche 14, nous avons 
trace 1'evolution deb en fonction de P /P. pour diverses valeurs de 1*angle 0 des volets du divergent 
primaire et trois valeurs de la section ae •'reprise. " 

On remarque que : 
- ä chaque valeur de la section A^ correspond un 0    donnant la valeur maximale de l7_ 
- ä la geometrie definie ci-dessus correspond une certaine valeur de la pression secondaire 
- la courbe "a" definissant le lieu des maxima correspond, pour un^ donne, ä l'efficacite" maximale du 

dispositif 
- si l'on veut rester sur la courbe d'efficacite maximale, ä toute reduction de la pression secondaire 

correspond un changement de geometrie, soit un accroissement de A_ et 0 

Sur cette meme planche, nous avons fait figurer la courbe b - f (P /P.) obtenue pour une tuyere primaire 
simplement convergente (courbe b). J 

La comparaison des courbes "a" et "b" met en evidence 1'interet de la solution tuyere primaire conver-- 
gente-divergente au lieu de celle ä tuyere simplement convergente. On peut remarquer, en particulier, que 
le gain deh_, ohtenu pour les pressions secondaires superieures ä 0,20 est illusoire, compte tenu du 
poids et de la complexite du dispositif. Par contre, pour les pressions secondaires faibles, cette solu- 
tion peut presenter un interet, Le niveau de pression secondaire conditionne le choix du dispositif dans 
la mesure ou le bilan aerodynamique-technologie est positif. 

3.2.3. Remarque sur l'effet de gaz chaud 

Les resultats des essais comme ceux des calculs theoriques que nous venons d'analyser ont ete obtenus en 
gaz froid. A ces resultats, il y a lieu d'appliquer une correction de gaz chauds "effet de if". En effet, 
quand le if du jet primaire decroit, le volume de celui-ci croit, entraxnant une reduction du debit secon- 
daire ou une augmentation de la pression-secondaire si l'on desire maintenir le^jU. . Cette correction 
s'applique done ä la fois sur les pressions secondaires et sur les poussees äjx    aonne. Sa valeur depend 
de 1'organisation de l'ejecteur. Actuellement la correction de " JT" est determinee par le calcul theorique 
ä I1aide de la method« de calcul utilisee en gaz froids, mais cette fois, en effectuant le calcul pour les 
valeurs de la temperature primaire et de la richesse correspondant au vol. Nous pensons developper prochai- 
nement une installation d'essais permettant de verifier le calcul theorique. Notons que ces installations 
nScessitent des precisisons tres elevees et qu'elles se heurtent ä de grosses difficultes de realisation. 

Sur la planche 15, nous avons presente l'effet de gaz chauds pour trois valeurs de la detente du flux pri- 
maire avant confluence. 

a) Dans la cas d'une tuyere primaire convergente 
b) Dans le cas d'une tuyere primaire convergente-divergente d'angleÖ « 9° (pression d'ejection superieure 

ä la pression statique secondaire) p 

c) Dans le cas d'une tuyere primaire convergente-divergente d'angle©^ = 11°, c'est-ä-dire oü la pression 
dans le plan d'ejection est plus faible que pour "b" et adaptee ä rla pression secondaire. 

On remarque que : 
- les corrections de pression secondaire et de poussee sont de meme signe 
- la correction est d'autant plus faible que la detente primaire est plus poussee 
- ä P /P. donne, l'effet de X  reduit le debit secondaire pour une tuyere primaire convergente alors qu'il 

laisseJ inchange celui de la tuyere primaire convergente-divergente 11°. 

De ces remarques, il resulte que la comparaison des solutions tuyere primaire convergente et tuyere primaire 
convergente-divergente doit s'effectuer apres correction des essais soufflerie au meme^ et ä meme P /P.. 
Si cette operation reduit effectivement les gains apportes par une tuyere primaire convergente-divergente, 
il n'en reste pas moins, qu'a faible pression secondaire, cette solution garde son interet. 

3*3» Performances globales 

3.3.1. Determination de la section A optimale 

L'optimisation de la section A resulte d'un compromis entre les performances interne et externe. Nous 
nous interesserons ici aux arriere-corps de revolution sans culot. La trainee externe croit lorsque 1'an- 
gle de retreint croit. La performance interne passe par un maximum pour une certaine valeur de la section 
A voisine de celle assurant la detente complete des deux flux jusqu'a la pression ambiante. Dans le cas 
de vol que nous considerons, cette section est inferieure ä la section maximale de 1'arriere-corps. De ce 
fait, 1'optimum est trouve pour une section A superieure ä celle assurant le maximum de performance inter- 
ne. Ce resultat est en accord avec ceux publies dans la reference n° 9. 

Sur la planche 16, nous avons trace en fonction de A la contribution ä la performance globale de la trai- 
nee externe de la poussee interne pour un arriere-corps de revolution de A et de longueur donnee. 

Sur cette planche, la courbe "a" donne 1'evolution de la trainee externe liee ä 1'angle du retreint en 
fonction de A /A.. La courbe "b" donne I1evolution de la performance interne calculee, compte tenu de la 
variation de 1'angle du divergent. La courbe "c" correspond ä la performance globale. On note que, si la 
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section-A optimale est inferieure ä la section A , eile est nettement superieure ä la section assurant 
le maximum de performance interne. 

Remarque : Ge qui precede serait remis en cause pour 1'optimisation d'arriere-corps destines ä des avions 
volant ä des Mach superieurs oü la section A de detente complete serait superieure a A . r e m 

3.3.2. Influence de la forme de la section d'ejection 

Dans tout ce qui precede, nous nous sommes Interesses au divergent de revolution. Pour des fuseaux moteur 
non de revolution, ou pour un avionnage en bi-moteur, on peut etre conduit ä rechercher une forme de la 
section d'ejection non circulaire pour ameliorer les performances globales. Dans le cas ou la section opti- 
male en divergent de revolution conduit, du fait des contraintes amont, ä un arriere-corps presentant ä la 
fois des retreints et des anti-retreints, on peut deformer la section de sortie afin de minimiser les 
retreints et de supprimer les anti-retreints. Cette operation ameliore bien sür les performances externes, 
mais entraine une perte de performance interne due aux distorsions imposees ä l'ecoulement. La figure 17 
illustre une teile recherche d'optimisation. Les valeurs portees au bas de la planche mettent en evidence, 
la encore, le bon recoupement theorie-experience et montrent que, dans le cas considere, un gain non negli- 
geable de performances a ete obtenu. 

4.CONCLUSION 

De tout ce qui precede, il räsuüf -<li"J ;le nombre de parametres permettant l'optimisation d'un arriere- 
corps est important, que la rechercuV'ue la valeur optimale de chacun peut quelquefois conduire ä des 
contradictions geometriques. L'etude parametrique peut montrer que la repercussion sur les performances 
de petites variations de chacun des parametres est faible, mais il ne faut pas pour autant la negliger,car 
c'est par la somme de ces ameliorations que 1'on aboutira ä la definition d'un arriere-corps de qualite. 

D'autre part, il faut remarquer que ces ameliorations etant dans la limite de la precision des souffleries, 
l'gtude experimental doit etre menee sur une base statistique et appuyee sur une methode de calcul theo- 
rique appropriee, afin de controler, d'analyser les essais, et de les transposer un cas de vol. 

Les confrontations theorie-experience donnees ici, ainsi que celles que nous avions presentees ref. 1 - 
2-3-4» montrent que maintenant il est possible de definir completement 1'avant-projet d'un arriere- 
corps par calcul theorique. 

Si l'optimisation d'un arriere-corps n'est pas une chose aisee pour le cas de vol de croisiere supersoni- 
que, cette difficulty est eneore accrue quand on doit tenir compte dans sa conception de suggestion desti- 
nee ä permettre son bon fonctionn£3£n£'dans les autres casde vol. 
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SOME APPLICATIONS OF BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL BY BLOWING TO AIR INLETS FOR VSTOL AIRCRAFT 

by 

I. McGregor 

Aerodynamics Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England. 

SUMMARY 

The use of jet blowing as a means of BLC in intakes has not received much attention, but it appears 
to have several advantages for VSTOL aircraft. 

This paper first reviews the principles involved and then discusses briefly two examples - a two- 
dimensional inlet under static conditions, and a ducted lifting-fan at low forward speed - where the 
method was used to improve performance. 

Some results of the effects of slot blowing on the behaviour of the intakes of a model of a VSTOL 
strike aircraft at subsonic speeds are presented, and compared with those obtained using a naturally- 
aspirated suction bleed.  It is concluded that BLC by blowing could lead to a small improvement in nett 
thrust and a significant reduction in flow distortion at entry to the compressor: sensitivity of intake 
performance to incidence is also much reduced. 

PRINCIPAL NOTATION 

A        area of entering streamtube X    engine thrust 

DC60 )   flow distortion parameters a    incidence 
defined in section 4.3 

Suffices 

m rate of mass flow B suction bleed 

M       Mach number e at edge of boundary layer 

p        static pressure f mean value at compressor face 

P        total pressure G gross 

q        dynamic pressure J jet blowing 

R        rate of increase of pressure recovery    N nett 
for zero change in nett thrust 

t at intake throat 
T        total temperature , 

« freestrearn 
u,V      velocity .     ...     ,.fc. * choking conditions 
W /r/P    engine airflow parameter „     . ,   „_ ö r 0 without BLC 

1    INTRODUCTION 

The primary task of the intake in any gas-turbine powered aircraft is to deliver an adequate supply 
of air to the engine with the minimum loss of total pressure and distortion of the flow, with the minimum 
external drag.  At subsonic speeds, these undesirable effects mostly arise from the viscosity of the air: 
boundary layers grow in the duct between inlet and engine, flow separation can occur in the duct and 
around the lips of the intake, secondary flows can develop if the duct is excessively curved, boundary 
layers can be ingested from parts of the aircraft adjacent to the intake, and flow separation can be 
induced on these parts by the adverse pressure field ahead of the inlet when it is not running full.  The 
adverse effects of viscosity can be reduced by good aerodynamic design, but trouble is still likely to 
occur under certain conditions, such as at take-off and low-speed, and at high angles of incidence.  This 
is true of any aircraft, butthe problem can be particularly severe in VSTOL machines.  It may, therefore, 
be necessary to improve the state of the airflow arriving at the fan or compressor face of the engine. 
There are several possible methods: auxiliary inlets can be used to mitigate the effects of flow 
separation from the lip of a conventional type of inlet at zero or low forward speed, and control of the 
boundary layer may be possible by suction, by vortex generators, or by the injection of high-pressure 
air. It is with the latter technique that this paper is concerned. 

The principle of re-energising a turbulent boundary layer by means of a thin jet of air discharged 
tangentially to the wall through a slot has been known for many years, and numerous experiments have been 

made, both in windtunnels and on full-scale aeroplanes .  This work has been mainly directed at improving 
the maximum lift coefficient of wings by delaying boundary-layer separation on trailing-edge flaps at 
high deflection angles.  In spite of achieving a considerable measure of success, the method has rarely 
been adopted on production aircraft.  This is probably because of the weight and complication involved 
but, in the much more restricted environment of an intake, and with a supply of high-pressüre air avail- 
able nearby, these objections would seem to be far less serious. 

This paper first reviews the principles involved in controlling boundary layers by blowing, and then 
discusses briefly two examples - a twodimensional inlet under static conditions and a ducted lifting-fan 
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at low forward speed - where the method was used to improve performance.  Some results obtained at RAE 
Bedford on the effects of slot blowing on the behaviour of the intakes of a model of a VSTOL strike air- 
craft at subsonic speeds are then presented, and compared with those obtained using a naturally- 
aspirated suction bleed. 

2 PRIMCtPLES_OF BLC BY BLOWING 

Consider the situation shown in Fig.l, where a thin jet of air is injected tangentially beneath a 
turbulent boundary layer. The excess momentum of the jet relative to the freestream is mT(uT - u ), 

where m  is the rate of air injection per unit width, u  the injection velocity and u  the velocity 

at the edge of the boundary layer. The corresponding momentum defect in the boundary layer is 6p u 

Where 8 is the momentum thickness and p  the stream density. If we make the simplest possible 

assumption, that mixing takes place instantaneously and without loss, then the momentum of the boundary 
layer will be fully restored when these two quantities are equal. In fact, of course, mixing occurs 
gradually downstream of the blowing slot - the maximum velocity of the jet decreases, and a new boundary 
layer forms underneath the jet. Thus a greater jet excess momentum than that just sufficient to counter- 
act the deficit in the boundary layer will be required to re-energise the flow (ratios of the order 2 to 

2 3 
5 have been suggested ' ), but lower values have been found adequate to delay or suppress separation in 

i 
an adverse pressure gradient . 

That jet momentum is the most significant parameter is supported by its successful use in correlating 
the results of blowing over trailing-edge flaps. However, this does not mean that any combination of jet 
mass flow and velocity giving the same excess momentum will produce the same velocity profile at the same 
distance downstream of the blowing slot (Fig.2). This can be important if the blowing slot is a 
relatively short distance from the engine face, as the peak velocity produced by a narrow, high-pressure 
jet may still be greater than that at the edge of duct-wall boundary layer at engine entry, causing an 
increase in flow distortion there. 

Although a reduction in the extent of the separated region has been reported when air is injected 

downstream of separation , best results are normally obtained when the blowing slot is located upstream 
4 . ... 

of this point, Peake suggests a distance of six boundary-layer thicknesses ahead of a rapid rise m 
pressure sufficient to cause separation. If the blowing slot is located too far forwards, the energy of 
the jet is dissipated by friction with the wall, and a higher jet total pressure will be needed to 
produce the same effect. On the other hand, if the slot is placed in a region of rapidly rising pressure, 
flow reversal can occur in the wake region between the jet and boundary layer (Fig.3). 

Theoretical work on the interaction of a wall jet with a turbulent boundary layer in an adverse 
pressure gradient is not very advanced, and the restrictions that have to be imposed in the analysis make 

the results difficult to apply in practice. Hubbart and Bangert have recently reviewed the position, 
but the method of calculation they present is only applied to two limiting cases - a simple wall jet 
(i.e. one without an initial boundary layer) and a flow in which the initial boundary layer is just 
separated and a zero minimum velocity persists in the wake downstream. 

Even without air injection, the calculation of the boundary layer on the walls of a curved duct, of 
varying and perhaps non-circular cross-section, is a quite formidable problem. Consequently, the develop- 
ment of an efficient BLC system must rely largely on experiment. Indeed, as applied to an intake, it 
would seem inadvisable to define the objectives of BLC in purely boundary-layer terms: what matters is the 
overall behaviour of the intake-engine system. Thus eliminating flow separation may not be the best 
criterion, and the optimum compromise (taking into account such factors as flow distortion and the loss of 
thrust due to bleeding air from the compressor) may be obtained at a different rate öf blowing. Ideally, 
therefore, data on pressure recovery and flow distribution at the compressor face is required for a 
range of slot heights, positions and blowing pressure ratios, over a range of intake operating conditions, 
before the usefulness of this form of BLC can be properly assessed in a particular installation. 

3 TOO EXAMPLES OF INTAKES WITH BLC BY BLOWING 

3.1  Gregory has considered the design of a family of twodimensional intakes for static conditions, which 
have a uniform suction over the lip, followed by a fairly rapid rise in pressure in a parallel section 
downstream. To avoid the possibility of separation in this region, boundary-layer control by blowing was 
proposed. Three models with varying contraction ratios were tested, and the one that appears most pro- 
mising is shown in Fig,4. This has a highlight-to-throat area ratio of 1.17, and strikes a reasonable 
compromise between the need for a thin lip for efficient operation at high speeds, whilst providing 
sufficient lip area for a reasonably high flow rate to be reached before limiting suction on the lip 
occurs and the flow breaks away due to inability to satisfy the momentum equation. In the latter event, 
boundary-layer control is of no avail and other means, such as doors that permit air to be drawn directly 
into the diffuser, would be necessary to increase pressure recovery and mass flow. 

Fig,5 demonstrates that, for a given intake flow, the blowing flow necessary to just prevent 
separation depends on slot height, and that with narrow slots the blowing pressure ratio required is 
greater. However, as might be expected, the influence of slot size is almost eliminated when the correlation 
is made in terms of blowing momentum ratio. 

The variation of pressure recovery with intake mass flow ratio, m./m*, is shown in Fig.6a. The 

results with blowing are maximum values, normalised with respect to the theoretical total pressure that 
would prevail in the absence of any viscous or mixing losses between the two streams. The increase in 
recovery (defined in this way) due to blowing is about 2%. With the largest slot height tested, the blow- 
ing pressure ratio at which maximum efficiency of pressure recovery occurred coincided with that at which 
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Separation was just completely suppressed, but with smaller slot sizes the corresponding blowing pressure 

ratio tended to be lower, higher mixing losses outweighing the improvement possible by further reduction 
in the extent of the separated flow region. 

To assess the effect on performance, it is convenient to consider the actual pressure recovery 
Pf/Pm as a function of iiuP^/m*?, which is directly related to the 'reduced' airflow W VT7P normally 

used to specify engine demand.  Fig.6b shows the actual recovery without blowing, and that obtained with 
the largest size slot at a blowing pressure ratio of 2.0.  This is about the maximum value that may be 

obtained from the LP stage of a typical compressor, and is similar to that required to just suppress 
separation with this particular slot. For a given engine operating condition, the pressure recovery would 
be increased by about 3% for a blowing quantity equal to 2.2-2.4% of engine airflow.  The analysis made 
in section 5 suggests that this would result in an increase in static thrust of about 2.5%. 

3.2  The second example concerns a project study c'f a lifting pod containing five lightweight, high- 
bypass-ratio engines, vertically mounted and arranged in line astern (Fig.7).  The pod was intended for 

mounting on or beneath a wing, and the design was based on criteria of minimum frontal area and minimum 
spacing between the engines.  This required that the engines should be as close to the top of the pod as 
possible, with a small intake-lip radius (6.25% of the duct diameter, highlight-to-throat area ratio = 

1.267). 

Preliminary windtunnel tests on a small model showed that separation occurred at the front part of 

the lip of the first intake at all velocity ratios except zero, causing poor flow distribution and a 
significant loss in pressure recovery. Further work was therefore concentrated on improving the 
performance of this intake.  Various fixed mechanical devices that were tried were only effective over 
parts of the range of velocity ratio, and it was decided to attempt control of the flow around the lip by 
air injection, using a considerably larger model of the front intake only. 

The blowing slot was located on the intake highlight, as oil-flow tests had shown that separation 

occurred downstream of this under all conditions, and it discharged a jet in a direction initially 
perpendicular to the axis of the intake.  Both the height and angular extent of the slot could be varied, 
best results being obtained when the slot extended completely around the front half of the intake. 
Comparative results without blowing and with just sufficient blowing to eliminate separation are shown 
in Fig.8 for a velocity ratio of approximately unity.  The blowing flow was about 2.2% of the duct flow, 
and the reduction in flow distortion is quite spectacular.  It was found that for each slot tested the 
blowing flow required was directly proportional to freestream velocity.  Denning and Gardiner concluded 

that, for a typical installation with a maximum transition speed of M = 0.2, the blowing flow requirement 

would amount to about 0.7% of the maximum engine airflow, with a blowing pressure ratio of abound 1.85. 

A similar, and equally successful, application of BLC by slot Mowing to the intake of a lifting 
fan mounted in a thin delta wing has recently been reported in Kef.9. 

4    TESTS ON A MODEL OF A VSTOL STRIKE-FIGHTER WITH FUSELAGE-SIDE INTAKES 

4.1 The model which formed the subject of this investigation is shown in Fig.9.  The semicircular 
intakes on each side of the fuselage are connected by short, highly curved ducts to a single, centrally 

mounted engine, the area ratio between the intake throat and compressor face being approximately 0.9. 
The intakes ingest the boundary layer from the fore part of the fuselage, and the combination of 
curvature and rising pressure produces on the inner walls of the duct a thick boundary layer that is 

prone to separation and to complex interactions with the boundary layers "on the top and bottom of the 
duct.  Consequently, in the absence of any form of BLC, intake losses tend to be high and flow 
distribution at the compressor face poor. 

Considerable work has been done at RAE Bedford on the development of a bleed system for this intake 
At conditions corresponding to cruising flight, a considerable improvement in pressure recovery and flow 
distribution was obtained.  However, at conditions of high Mach number, high mass flow and high incidence, 
the bleed (which was vented to the top of the fuselage behind the canopy, and relied on the difference in 

static pressure between this point and the bleed slot in the duct wall for its operation) was not very 
effective.  Slot blowing was proposed as an alternative. 

4.2 Four slot configurations were tested. The slots were designed to produce an approximately 
tangential jet of high-pressure air on the curved inner wall of the diffuser.  Two longitudinal positions 

'for the slots were used, called for simplicity the 'rear' and 'forward' positions.  The 'rear' position 
corresponded to that of the suction bleed slot.  Three slot arrangements were tried in this position - 
slots the full height of the diffuser, with nominal throat sizes of 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm, and shorter slots 
extending over the top and bottom quarter of the diffuser height, with a nominal throat size of 1 mm. 
The 'forward' position was 2.5 mm behind the intake entry plane.  Here, slots with a nominal throat size 

of 0,5 mm and extending virtually the full height of the intake were used, the slots being curved in 
front view to conform with the cross-sectional shape of the fuselage. • 

High-pressure air was supplied by a pipe which entered the top of the model just ahead of the 

intakes.  Oil-flow tests showed that disturbances in the fuselage boundary layer due to the presence of 
the pipe did not enter the intakes under any conditions. 

A bleed was provided on the forward part of the fuselage so that the thickness of the boundary 
layer on the fuselage side at the intake entry was roughly the same, relative to the height of the intake, 

as full-scale, 

4.3 The blowing pressure P  was measured with a total pressure tube in the supply pipe just upstream 

of the model: the blowing mass flow m  was determined using a British Standard orifice plate. The 

temperature of the blowing air was always within 2 to 3 C of tunnel total temperature. 
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The pressure distribution at the compressor-face station was measured with a cruciform pitot rake, 
the six tubes in each arm being so disposed that they governed annuli of equal area.  The rake was 
rotatable and was used in six angular positions, giving 144-point coverage of the compressor face: the 
area-mean total pressure Pf is defined as the average of these 144 pressures. Static pressures were 

measured at eight points around the periphery of the compressor face, and the mean static pressure pf 

has been taken as the average of these. 

Flow through the intakes was controlled by a movable exit plug, some distance downstream of the 
measuring station. The total mass flow m. at the compressor face was computed from 

- £ A, 144       M. 
_1 y  P   i  
144 4  i        2 3 
"* 1    (1 + 0.2MT)J 

where R = gas constant P. « pitot pressure at ith tube 

Y " ratio of specific heats ,  , „ ,.   v    II-J*    t>    J M. = local Mach number calculated from P. and pf 
T = tunnel total temperature x 

A, = area of compressor face 

The mass flow of air entering the intake is m, - m , and the intake mass flow ratio is defined as 

A„ //"I   P A M 

At     m£  "WlN"" (1 . Ü.2M')- 

I—  r AB    -\ 

NRT (1 + 0.2M2)3J 

where A  is the intake throat area. 

Two measures have been used to describe flow distortion. The first is the parameter DC,., 

originated by Rolls-Royce, which is defined as 

DC60 " (?60 ~ V/qf  ' 

where P,  is the mean total pressure in the worst 60 sector and qf the mean dynamic pressure at the 

compressor face (calculated, here, from Pf and pf). Quantitatively, this is mainly of value in pre- 

dicting the likelihood of engine surge at high mass flows, but it is also useful for comparing 
distributions at lower flow rates. However, it is insensitive to even quite large distortions if they 
are very localised in extent, and an alternative parameter is needed to detect these.  There are 
effectively six rings of pitot tubes at the compressor face, and the pressure is measured at 24-points 
around each ring.  The quantity  (V   - V . )/V_  is evaluated for each ring:  DV    is the greatest of n     J max   mm'  f ö    max        to 

these. Physically, DV    may be interpreted as the greatest variation in inflow velocity experienced 

at any point along a compressor blade during one revolution. 

4.4  The model was sting-mounted in the transonic working section of the 3ft * 3ft tunnel at RAE Bedford. 
The majority of the tests were made at a single Mach number of 0.85, as earlier work had shown that the 
general character of the intake flow did not vary greatly over the speed range, but some tests were also 
made with the 0.5 mm blowing slots at M = 0.5, 0.7 and 0.95. The Reynolds number, based on entry height, 

was 1.5 x 106. 

During a test, the blowing pressure was held constant and the intake mass flow varied. Fig.10 is 
typical of the results obtained at M = 0.85, The shape of the pressure recovery - mass flow curve is 

characteristic of an intake ingesting the boundary layer from a surface ahead of it, and is determined 

by two distinct factors  . At high mass flows, the pressure recovery falls due to increasing viscous 
losses in the duct, but with reducing mass flow the adverse pressure field that develops ahead of the 
intake first thickens and, finally, the external boundary layer separates, causing a rapid drop in 
recovery and increase in flow distortion. At this Mach number, pre-entry separation occurs at a mass 
flow ratio of about 0.65.  Slot blowing inside the intake cannot be expected to have any effect on pre- 
entry separation, and the general variation of pressure recovery with mass, flow is similar with and with- 
out blowing. For a given blowing pressure, the increase in pressure recovery is almost constant between 
mass flow ratios of about 0.7 to 0.9, falling slightly at higher or lower flow rates. The increase in 
pressure recovery with blowing is due partly to improving the flow in the duct and partly to the excess 
pressure of the blowing air, but it is a rather difficult problem to apportion the increases between 
these two causes., From a practical point of view it is the actual pressure recovery that matters, as 
this determines engine thrust. 

Slot blowing also produces a considerable reduction in flow distortion, as exemplified by the DCfi 

parameter. As with pressure recovery, the greatest improvement occurs between mass flow ratios of 
roughly 0.7 to 0.9. 

Further discussion of the results is simplified by considering intake performance under two con- 

ditions of operation. The first approximates to 'cruise' conditions, and is  (A^/A ) - 0.80, a - 4.5 . 

At this incidence the intake is most nearly aligned with the local flow direction and pressure recovery 
is at a maximum. The second condition approximates to maximum engine demand, and is  (A /A ) • 0.90, 
M « 0.85. m C 
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4.5 Fig.11 summarises the results at 'cruise' conditions at M - 0.85. The differences in blowing 

mass flow ratio for the three slot configurations tested in the rear position are greater than would be 
expected from the nominal differences in dimensions, but manufacturing tolerances are likely to be 
responsible - it is extremely difficult to make a slot of this length with a variation in throat height 
of less than 0.05 mm, or 10% of the nominal height of the narrowest slot. 

The pressure recovery grows steadily with increasing values of PT/Poo, the 1 mm slot naturally 

showing the most rapid rise. Judged in terms of increase in recovery for mass injected, the 0.5 mm slot 
in the rear position appears to be the most effective arrangement. However, the most interesting feature 
of the results concerns flow distortion. Whereas DG,rt decreases continuously with PT/P ,  the value oO J      J « 
of DV    for the three full-height slots has a minimum at a blowing pressure ratio of about 1.5 (slots 

in the rear position) or 1.6 (forward position). For values of PT/PW greater than this optimum, the 

peak total pressure in the jet layer at the compressor face is higher than freestream, resulting in a 
localised increase in distortion. 

Similar behaviour was found at other Mach numbers, and Fig.12 shows this optimum blowing pressure 
ratio for the 0.5 mm slots in the rear and forward positions, together with the intake performances 
under these conditions. The optimum value of p

T/
p
ro increases with MB, and is 0.1 to 0.2 higher for 

the forward slot - due mainly to the greater distance and consequently greater frictional losses 
between the slot and measuring station - but differences in the other quantities are, in general, little 
greater than the experimental error.  It is interesting that the blowing flow required, about 2.5%, is 
constant over the Mach number range.  Compared with the suction bleed (with m_/mf = 0.05), blowing at 

the optimum pressure ratio with the 0.5 mm slots gives an almost identical pressure recovery between 
M .« 0.65 and 0.90, but a significantly lower value of DC,,.. 
« OU 

Pressure recovery and flow distortion with the 0,5 and 1.0 mm slots in the rear position are 
shown in Fig.13 as functions of the excess momentum ratio of the jet, ra

7(
u
T " 

u )/(mf - m )V . The 

velocity u  was calculated from P  and the static pressure p  on the duct wall immediately upstream 
e °° re J     r 

of the blowing slot, and the jet velocity uT was calculated from P_ and p : both streams were 

assumed to be at the same total temperature. Use of this parameter correlates the DC-, values very 

well and also (reasonably successfully) the values of DV    for blowing pressure ratios below the 

optimum, where DV    is decreasing with increasing P /Pw. However, the pressure recovery does not 

appear to be a function solely of the excess momentum, but depends on slot size as well. 

4.6 Considering now the performance at a mass flow ratio of 0.90, Fig.14 shows the variation of the 
distortion parameters with P./P  for the 0.5 mm blowing slot in the rear position. The distortions 

at incidences of -2.5 and 10,5° are greater than at 4.5 , but it is noteworthy that the much higher 

value of -DC-, at -2.5 is not reflected in a correspondingly higher value of DV  : this emphasises 
oU max 

the desirability of using more than one parameter to describe flow distortion. At all incidences, 
DV    has a minimum value at a blowing pressure ratio of 1.5 to 1.6, although the minimum is not so 

well-defined as at the lower mass flow ratio. 

The variation of pressure recovery and DC,.- with incidence at a blowing pressure ratio of 1.5 is 

shown in Fig.15 for the various slot arrangements. The increment in pressure recovery and decrement in 
DC,rt with slot blowing are nearly constant over the incidence range, whereas the effectiveness of 

the suction bleed declines rapidly at incidences away from 4.5 . The improvement in flow distribution 

at the compressor face at a = 10.5  is clearly demonstrated in Fig.i.6. 

5    EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE 

5.1  A detailed analysis of the effects on engine performance of applying BLC to the intake is outside 
the scope of this paper, and would have to take account of the changes in flow distribution as well as 
in the mean values of the parameters.  However, an indication of the improvement possible may be obtained 
quite simply, and in such a way that the relative merits of BLC by blowing into, or bleeding from, the 
intake duct can be compared. It will be assumed that the engine is operating at constant speed, so that 

the reduced airflow W /f/P is constant. With a blowing system taking air directly from the compressor, 
the injected air will be at a slightly higher total temperature than freestream, but if this is ignored 
it follows that m / (P JPJ  is constant. Therefore any change biVjVj)  in recovery must be 

accompanied by a corresponding change Am, in the mass flow entering the engine» such that 

Am,    <HP_/PJ f _    f °° 

<Wo 

If a mass flow m. is bled from the compressor and injected back, into the intake» the gross thrust 

suffix 0 referring to conditions without BLC 

If a i 

is given by 
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X
G = \ ~ ^ + Tö^PJ A(VPJ . • 

and if engine speed is constant, the mass flow of air entering the intake from upstream is 

r   A(Pf/PJ  • 

Thus  the nett thrust will be 

M ax ,      r     A(P/P)-,      , 

h   -   X
G0 - am; »j + WJvJ Ä(Pf/pJ - K L1 + ^TPJ^J" 

mjj V» 

compared with the value X  - m V  without blowing. Therefore the change in nett thrust is 
G0   f0 " 

8X„ ax      r A(P /P )     -. 

% - wpfj Ä<Vp-> - a»; raj - |_mf0 TPTPJ; " "J J V
- • 

The rate of increase of pressure recovery with rate of blowing to just make good the loss of thrust due 
to bleeding air from the compressor is therefore 

A°W . ( 3XG v\lr 
3XG      V /     d*G 

V^SCmj/n: J     <ty»f0> ~ VKV\>   \")IW*J   <VpJo 
If a mass flow mR is bled from the duct walls and discharged with negligible momentum in the streamwise 

direction, a similar argument shows that the rate of increase in recovery with bleed flow for the 
increase in thrust to just balance the drag of the bleed is 

A<VPJ //     8Xr 
R„     -    -T-T T    =    «,V    " B (mB/m£ ) i0~l\Wp*J       (Pf 

The variation of    R_    and    R      with Mach number for a typical engine under maximum continuous 
J O 

rating conditions at sea level is shown in Fig,17. The curve for R_ is extended down to M = 0, but 

in practice there would be insufficient pressure difference for a naturally-aspirated bleed system to 
work below a Mach number of about 0,6, and it would probably be necessary to incorporate some form of 
control to prevent air being inadvertently drawn into the intake from the bleed under these conditions. 
The factor R  has a nearly constant value between 0.5 and 0.6, and is less than R  for M > 0.9. 

j * B       °° 
For each per cent change in pressure recovery from the 'break-even' value Rr(m_/m ) or R (m /m ) 

J J f0       B B fQ 

there will be a change in nett thrust of, typically, 1.5 to 1.7% at subsonic speeds. 

5.2  Fig.18 shows, for the model described in the previous section, the increment in pressure recovery 

at MK = 0.85, a = 4,5 , as a function of blowing mass flow ratio. To accord with the assumption of 

constant engine speed, the increments were evaluated at a constant value of m /P , equal to that at 

A /A = 0.90 without blowing. Of the various arrangements tested, the 0.- mm slot in the rear position 

gives the greatest nett thrust, but in view of the quite large difference between the 0.5 and 1.0 mm 
slots, this is not necessarily the best possible configuration.  A slot somewhat smaller than 0.5 mm 
may perhaps give a superior thrust, but this must be balanced against the greater reduction in flow 
distortion possible with a larger slot.  Due, presumably, to the complicated nature of the flow in the 
duct, there does not appear to be a unique slot size and location that will give both maximum thrust and 
minimum distortion: this might have been expected if the function of the blowing jet was just to 
eliminate flow separation. 

Compared with slot blowing, the performance of the intake with a suction bleed appears distinctly 
inferior.  Since a constant value of m

f/
p
f  is assumed, this is due, in small part, to the intake 

operating at about a 7% higher mass flow ratio. This could, however, be off-set to some extent by a 
reduction in spillage drag.  At a blowing pressure ratio of 1.5, the 0.5 mm blowing slot would give an 
increase in thrust of just over 2%  and some improvement in flow distortion compared with the suction 
bleed: the 1 mm slot would give an increase in thrust approaching 1% and a large decrease in distortion. 
These benefits would be even more pronounced at higher incidences. 

6    CONCLUSIONS 

Three examples of the application of BLC by blowing are discussed in this paper - an intake under 
static conditions, a lifting fan at low forward speed, and a fuselage-side intake at high-subsonic speed. 
They clearly demonstrate its versatility and effectiveness in improving intake performance, and, in the 
two latter examples, its superiority over other forms of BLC. 

The blowing mass flow required is quite modest and the blowing pressure is well within the capacity 
of the LP stage of the average compressor. A simple method for estimating the overall change in nett 
thrust is described. 
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In particular, adoption of a slot blowing system in place of the suction bleed in the intakes of 
the VSTOL strike aircraft could lead to an increase in maximum thrust of 1 to 2% and a considerably lower 
level of flow distortion at entry to the compressor: the variation of intake performance with incidence 
would also be much reduced. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF PROPULSION FOR THE 

AUGMENTOR-WING CONCEPT 

by 

D.C.  Whittley 
Deputy Director - Research 

The De Havelland Aircraft of Canada,  Limited 
Downsview, Ontario,  Canada 

SUMMARY 

Many modern concepts for STOL and V/STOL aircraft rely on integration of the propulsion 
system with the wing to create favourable lift interactions and therefore they have become known as 
"powered-lift" concepts, A study of powered-lift concerns the management and control of the various 
propulsive streams or jets,  with each concept having its own particular objectives and requirements. 
This paper describes some specific objectives of this kind which relate to the Augmentor-Wing. 

Consideration is given to three aspects of the subject,  namely:   the augmentor flap itself, 
the wing ducting and augmentor primary nozzle and the choice of powerplant or engine cycle. More gen- 
erally,   comments are made regarding noise attenuation and the prospect for achieving a low overall 
noise level for jet-STOL aircraft of the future. 

INTRODUCTION 

Previous papers (references 1 and 2) have described how small scale tests of the augmentor 
flap led to the design and construction of a large 42 foot span straight wing model for tests in the NASA 
Ames 40' x 80' wind tunnel.  (Figure 1.)    These early tests placed emphasis on performance and longitu- 
dinal stability and control.  Subsequently,   tests have been directed toward investigation of lateral stabi- 
lity and control and toward aerodynamic interference due to vectored propulsive thrust and to the addi- 
tion of pylon and nacelles to the model.    (Figure 2.)   A parallel program on one of the large moving base 
flight simulators at the Ames Research Center was carried out to study stability and control and handling 
qualities of a projected flight research aircraft.    (Figure 3.)   These extensions to the original program 
provided the technical foundation for flight research experiments and have resulted in a joint USA/Canada 
program to incorporate the Augmentor-Wing concept in a de Havilland Buffalo airframe using two Rolls- 
Royce Spey turbo-fan engines.    (Figure 4.)    The Boeing Company is the airframe contractor for NASA in 
this flight program with de Havilland under contract to the Canadian Department of Industry for provision 
of the powerplant and nacelle assembly.  Thus,  following a period of nearly five years' research on the 
large straight wing model,   sufficient confidence has been gained to justify flight experiments with a 
straight wing.   The need to extend research to swept wings was realized early in 1966 and long term 
plans were made in Canada to build a swept wing to fit on the same fuselage and use the same compressed 
air unit as for the large straight wing model.    (Figure 5.)   Agreement was eventually reached and the 
swept wing has now been built and has undergone one test series early this year in the Ames 40' x 80' wind 
tunnel.  The straight wing has a thickness/chord ratio of . 16 whereas the new swept wing has a thickness/ ...- 
chord ratio which varies from 0.125 at the root to 0.105 at the tip,  and therefore is more representative 
of a modern high speed subsonic transport aircraft.  Both wings have an aspect ratio of eight approximately. 

This paper describes some of the small scale tests and background work which has been under- 
taken in Canada to ensure success of the large scale model tests in the NASA Ames 40' x 80' wind tunnel. 
This work dealt mostly with internal aerodynamics and development of the augmentor flap. Also some 
comments are made regarding the special requirements and constraints which an internal blowing concept, 
such as the Augmentor-Wing,  places on the choice of powerplant. 

THE AUGMENTOR FLAP 

In Canada,  the first suggestion for a powered spanwise slot in the wing was made by T. Higgins 
in 1960.  The concept had three or four spanwise slots located in a multi-spar wing and was powered by the 
primary exhaust gas of a turbo-jet engine.  (Reference 1.)   This idea was modified and much simplified by 
the author to just a single slot located behind a conventional wing box and powered by the relatively cold 
by-pass air from a turbo-fan engine and this, together with the engine off-take and ducting arrangement, 
has become the Augmentor-Wing concept as we know it today.  Optimization of the ejector has been 
carried out by D.B.  Garland and the idea for a slot in the upper flap element to provide boundary layer 
control by suction is due to J.E.  Farbridge. 

In the following,  consideration is given to the reasons for choice of an augmentor flap,  the 
objectives from a design point of view and the performance of the flap as a propulsion device. 

Many of the reasons for choice of the augmentor flap relate to its aerodynamic characteristics. 
These have been described in some detail in a recent paper (reference 3).  In particular,  it has been 
shown that the suction pressure set up by induction of secondary air into the flap provides a powerful mid- 
chord control and that this leads to satisfactory stalling characteristics of the wing, whether straight or 
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swept,  at quite high values of lift coefficient.  However,  not all of the advantages relate to the aerodyna- 
mics of the wing,   some,  in fact,  relate to the augmentor flap as a device for propulsion. 

One of the earliest ideas for powered lift relates to blowing over a plain flap and using the 
minimum of air so that the flow just remains attached.  Air for blowing the flap is obtained by bleeding 
the compressor of a turbo-jet or turbo-fan engine.  It now appears that the level of lift which can be 
obtained in this way is not very much greater than available from a highly developed mechanical flap and 
that thrust for take-off is degraded by bleeding the compressor, .The Augmentor-Wing concept represents 
an attempt to overcome these two objections:   firstly,   sufficient air is ducted to the flap so that it operates 
in the region of supercirculation and therefore generates substantially more lift than that available from a 
mechanical or "BLC" flap and also,   CLj-nax now becomes speed dependent,  and therefore,   a wider stall 
margin can be achieved. Secondly, by-pass air is used to power the.flap so that thrust degradation due to 
compressor bleed is avoided,   also the degree of thrust augmentation achieved is sufficient to more than 
offset the duct loss and therefore,  the previous trend toward degradation of thrust is reversed. 

For take-off,  at moderate flap angles (say, less than 50°),  the principle of thrust recovery 
holds true for a deflected jet sheet so that the propulsive thrust advantage is maintained even though the 
jet is deflected.  For landing,  the augmentor flap provides a very positive means of thrust deflection 
through the large angles which are required to achieve a steep descent gradient. 

Design and Optimization of Augmentor Flap Geometry.     Design of the flap takes place within fairly well 
defined limits.  To retain a reasonable wing box for torsional stiffness,  the rear spar is located at about 
mid-chord therefore the ducting and flap (when stowed) must be housed within the remaining wing contour. 
The thickness of wing nozzle "t" is established by the desired thrust in the wing (about 35% of total) and 
by the corresponding pressure ratio (between 2 and 3).  In order to achieve a reasonable augmentation of 
thrust the throat width of the ejector should be at least twelve "t" and,   to establish good mixing,  the 
length to width of the ejector should be at least five.  The radius of the Coanda surface should be as large 
as possible (consonant with other geometric requirements) so as to give a wide operating range of flap 
angle. 

These constraints largely define the augmentor flap geometry and the chosen design is obtain- 
ed by iteration using a.drafting layout.   There remains one important factor,  namely,  the choice of loca- 
tion.of the Coanda surface relative to the nozzle. 

By experience it has been found desirable to direct the jet downward fifteen degrees relative 
to the chord line.  In earlier designs the Coanda surface was isolated from the main lower flap element 
(Figure 6) and, by a small rotation of the Coanda surface relative to the flap,  a position could be found 
which was optimum for augmentation of thrust - the objective being to adjust the geometry so as to 
arrange for the velocity profile at exit to have a peak close to the centre of the passage.  Subsequently it 
was determined that this secondary slot in the lower surface could be eliminated and a new position 
found for the flap (relative to the nozzle) which gave comparable results. 

The optimum position for the flap is found experimentally for a range of flap angles (typical- 
ly 30    to 80  ) by systematic testing within a geometric grid.  It has been found by experience that perform- 
ance of the flap depends upon the magnitude of the "jump" which the jet takes as it turns and attaches 
itself to the Coanda surface.  This jump distance is defined by the parameters "z" and "£z" where the 
distance "z" is a measure of the gap and "lz" is a measure of the horizontal displacement of the Coanda 
surface relative to the nozzle. 

Contour plots are made of constant augmentation on graphs of z vs C,z showing departure from 
optimum for each flap angle,   an example of which is shown in Figure 7.  Finally,   a single pivot point is 
chosen which locates the flap close to its optimum position over the range of flap angles chosen. 

Performance of the augmentor is defined in terms of net augmentation ratio ws,  where 

J      _        Measured thrust  
' s Isentropic thrust supplied to the pipe 

Within the geometric confines and requirements for an augmentor flap,  the value of (pB appear 
to lie in the range 1. 3 to 1. 6. 

Effects of Forward Speed. 

- Optimization.      The procedures for optimization outlined in the previous section relate to 
static tests. Clearly it is considerably more difficult to carry out such an optimization in the wind tunnel 
because for one reason,   the detailed performance of the ejector tends to become masked by the aerodyna- 
mic loads generated by the wing.  In general,  it has been found that a deflected flap,   chosen on the basis 
of static tests,   also gives best performance in the wind tunnel at values of blowing coefficient appropriate 
to take-off and landing. 

- Experimental Performance. At first sight it would seem that the effect of speed on perform- 
ance of the augmentor flap could be deduced from pressure surveys at the exit plane. Whereas this is pos- 
sible, in practice it becomes very tedious and time consuming because of the variation in exit distribution 
from point to point along the span. However, by careful analysis of force data,   some understanding of 
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performance has been obtained from various wind tunnel model tests. 

There are two questions of fundamental interest. How does the augmentation ratio of the ejector 
vary with forward speed?   and,   to what extent does the thrust recovery hypothesis apply to the rather thick 
deflected jet sheet which issues from the augmentor flap? 

Consider a wing blown with a jet strength defined by the coefficient Cjj which is based on the 
isentropic thrust supplied to the wing nozzle. Statically the flap generates a thrust corresponding to 
0sCJl where 0S is the net static augmentation ratio which takes into account bothnozzle loss and ejector 
gain.  Two multiplying factors are introduced,   one which is a measure of the loss in thrust with forward 
velocity due to the fundamental characteristic of the ejector (Ky) and one which is a measure of the depart- 
ure from a performance corresponding to full thrust recovery (KR).  Normally KR would not be less than 
cos 6F I where  Sn is the angle of flap deflection. 

Thus the thrust experienced in the wind tunnel would correspond to Cx = Ky KR <ps Cjj when 
expressed in coefficient form.  The highest value of CT would result with full thrust recovery (KR = 1) 
and no loss of ejector performance with velocity (Ky = 1) giving Cx = <?s Cjj.  The lowest expectation 
might correspond to complete loss of augmentation (Ky = l/rfs) and a recovery factor KR = cos SF giving 
Cf = Cjj cos SF  ,    Assuming <fts = 1, 3 and   8P = 50°,  then the ratio of the maximum to minimum values of 
Cx would be 0s '• cos   6"?   =1.3:0, 64.    It is quite possible to detect differences of this order of magnitude 
by analysis of wind tunnel test data especially since experimental values of Cjj of interest may reach as 
high as 2:5, However,  the accuracy of the method maybe open to some criticism. 

An expression for thrust and drag is written as follows: 

CD-T = CD - Cx = CD0 + ^ - Ky KR <?S CJX 

jrA + r Cj 

The wind tunnel data is plotted in the form CD VS CJ_,    and the intercepts at CL    = 0 are plotted 
versus Cjj.  The slope of this curve gives an experimental value of Ky KR $S.  This process requires extra- 
polation of the CD 

VS
 CL    to zero CL which introduces some loss in accuracy. Alternatively,   cross plots 

can be made at fairly high CL (say 3 or 4) and thereby avoid the extrapolation.  This latter process is justi- 
fied in the belief that the value of "r" in the expression for induced drag is small (as suggested in reference 
4), and much less than the value of two given by Spence. 

A typical plot using the intercepts at CL   = 0 is shown in Figure 8 and is taken from tests of a 
quast-2D model in the 61 x 9' tunnel at the National Aeronautical Establishment,  Ottawa,  The particular 
configuration shown has a value of <fts = 1. 30 whereas the factor Ky KR <ps is shown to be 1.21.   Thus 
Ky KR = 0.93 but it is not possible to determine whether the departure from ideal performance 
(Ky = KR  » 1) is due to a reduction in Ky or KR or a combination of both. 

Results from the same model show that lift and drag data collapse using Cjj as parameter over 
the likely range of speed and blowing coefficients appropriate to operation in the STOL mode. (Figure 9.) 
A possible reason for the invariance of drag coefficient with speed (at constant Cjj) is given in the following 
eection. 

-   Theory.     Much work has been carried out on ejector theory but it would appear to be of limited 
value to the designer (see conclusion one of reference 5). A theory has been developed by the author for use 
at de Havilland based on the original work of Von Kärmän published in the Reissner Anniversary Volume. 
Space allocation does not permit this work to be presented here, neve  theless one comment is appropriate. 
The theory of Von Kärman accounts for a non-uniform inlet velocity distribution but assumes a uniform 
exit profile. His theory has been extended to account for a non-uniform exit profile (which is very much to 
the point from a practical point of view) and for the effect of forward speed.  Theory then shows that the 
effect of forward speed is to reduce thrust to some new level in an asymptotic fashion. However,  experi- 
ments indicate that the exit profile becomes more uniform as speed increases which,  as is known,  gives 
rise to an increase in augmentor efficiency.  Thus these two effects are offset,  one against the other,  so 
that augmentor thrust seems to remain substantially constant over the speed range of interest for STOL 
operation.  This result can only hold true if the exit distribution is non-uniform in the first place (that is, 
at «ero forward speed),  which tends to be the case for an augmentor flap because of geometric limitations 
which allow only a moderate mixing length between the two flap elements, 

WING DUCTING AND AUGMENTOR PRIMARY NOZZLE '__  .„. 

Ducting and Pressure Loss.      The primary design objective of the ducting arrangement which supplies air 
to the augmentor flap is to avoid roll asymmetry in the event of engine failure. In the case of a twin- 
engined aircraft this can be achieved using a twin-slot nozzle arrangement with independent ducting from 
each engine. (See Figure 10.) Two possible arrangements for duct routing are shown in Figure 11. In the 
case of a four-engined aircraft,  a similar duct/nozzle assembly may be used with each engine being inde- 
pendent; alternatively the by-pass flow may be fed to a common duct with a single slot nozzle (see Figure 
12), In this latter case,   since the engines feed a common duct,  various two-way valves are required and 
the design scheme must account for starting engine's individually, for engine failure and for the appropri- 
*te matching of nozzle area.  One such scheme has been proposed by G. Wright of Rolls-Royce, 
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Experience has shown that, for an internal blowing system of the kind being considered,   the 
pressure ratio lies somewhere between two and three depending upon choice of aspect ratio,  thrust to 
weight ratio etc. At a pressure ratio of 2,5,  the complete loss of one dynamic head represents a pres- - 
sure loss of about 5% whereas a carefully designed right angle bend need only account for a loss given 
by Z\P/q = 0. 25.  Calculations suggest that,  for a typical duct installation,   the overall pressure loss 
need not exceed 8 to 10% of total pressure which would correspond to a thrust loss of 4 to 5%.   The large 
swept wing tunnel model provides one example of a ducting system for which pressure loss measurements 
are available (Figure 13).   The flow experiences a sudden expansion and high loss where the compressor 
feeds into the plenum chamber but in this respect,  it is not considered to be representative of a full scale 
aircraft. 

Nozzle Design.     Experience at de Havilland relates largely to a long thin type of nozzle which is "closely 
coupled" to the supply pipe and which is fed from one end.  If the pipe is short (as in the case of the seg- 
ment used for component test in the de Havilland research laboratory),   then the inlet Mach number is 
quite low (say 0. 05),   conditions in the pipe are substantially plenum and guide vanes in the nozzle are 
straight and set normal to the pipe.  In the large model which has been tested in the NASA 40' x 80' wind 
tunnel (Figure 1),   the pipe inlet.Mach,nurnbar is approximately 0. 3 falling to zero at the end so that 
curved guide vanes must be tiawftisiad scr.J'i dingly.  In the case of the swept %ving for the large model,   the 
complete semi-span is fed by ä single pipe'irom root to tip and is tapered so as to maintain a constant 
pipe Mach number of approximately 0. 29.  Thus the jet issues from the swept nozzle at a constant angle 
to form a jet sheet which is in line with the free stream.  Under these circumstances the guide vanes are 
curved and geometrically similar but do not act as turning vanes; they merely form a fairing to hold the 
duct/nozzle assembly together. 

The efficiency of the nozzle has been shown to depend upon its perimeter/area ratio which,  for 
long thin nozzles is inversely proportional to nozzle thickness 't' and independent of length.  For a nozzle 
of thickness t = 0. 25 in.,   efficiency is typically about 0. 95. 

If the guide vanes are spaced reasonably for structural purposes they do not affect the nozzle 
efficiency to any appreciable extent.  However,   the disturbance or wake created by the vanes has been 
shown to increase the augmented thrust when operating as part of a complete ejector.  Presumably these 
disturbances promote better mixing and can lead to improvement up to 10% in augmentation ratio as com- 
pared to a "clean" nozzle without guide vanes.  This rather surprising result has led to an increase of 
interest in segmented or piccolo type nozzles. 

Simple piccolo type nozzles have been constructed by squeezing a tube (Figure 14).  This results 
in a slight fish-tail shape so that,   at the edges, jets from adjacent nozzles tend to impinge on each other 
and create "humps" in the flow.  Again,  this promotes greater mixing and leads to an improvement in aug- 
mentation as compared to a "clean" slot nozzle.  End fed pipes fitted with piccolo type nozzles have been 
designed without undue loss as compared to the vane type duct/nozzle assembly. 

Noise.     It has long been maintained that the ejector flap provides a means for noise attenuation for the 
following reasons: 

a) The long thin nozzle changes the characteristic dimension of the jet thus shifting the 
noise generated to higher frequencies when it is then more easily attenuated by the 
surroundings. 

b) The entrainmenfc action of the ejector reduces the relative shearing velocity between 
the jet and surrounding air thus greatly reducing the fundamental j et noise which is 
dependent on the jet shearing velocity to the eighth power. 

c) The inner surfaces of the flap elements can be lined to absorb sound energy before 
it emanates from the exit of the ejector. 

It is only fairly recently that some specific tests have been carried out to demonstrate this; 
for example see reference 6. 

Further to this,   research work is in progress at de Havilland to attenuate noise at the source 
by changes to design of the nozzle itself. Figure 15 shows an augmentor model mounted on an outside stand 
for purposes of noise measurements. Microphones are located at a radius of 25 feet at a height which cor- 
responds to the centre line of the jet.  Reductions in noise of up to 5 dB have been achieved by appropriate 
modifications to the nozzle as compared to a plain slot nozzle.   This result helps to reinforce the view that 
noise generated by the augmentor flap can be attenuated so that it need not predominate relative to other 
noise from the propulsion system. 

CHOICE OF POWERPLANT 

The previous sections of the paper have described directly or indirectly some of the constraints 
placed upon the designer of the airframe on account of integration of the powerplant and wing. This section 
deals with some of the constraints on the powerplant itself. 
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The Requirement.     Firstly,  a reminder that the following comments apply to a transport type aircraft 
designed to operate in and out of a field length of about 2000 ft or less, having a wing loading about 75 
lb/sq ft,  an aspect ratio of 8 to 10 and requiring an installed thrust to weight ratio in the order of 0.4 to 
0.5 

Calculations have been shown that the percentage of blowing thrust to total thrust is about 35 
to balance take-off and landing distances. The take-off distance considers failure of one engine at rota- 
tion speed and the landing field length is derived from the landing distance using the conventional factor 
of 1,67,    Project design studies have shown that the ideal pressure ratio for blowing is approximately 2.5. 

Three possible powerplant arrangements have been considered to suit this requirement. 

(1) Separate engines for propulsion and blowing. 

(2) A two stream twin spool engine with relatively high by-pass pressure ratio (to 
satisfy the requirement of duct sizing). 

If low noise is a requirement,  then cold to hot stream thrust is in the ratio of 
80 : 20 approximately and all the cold flow is ducted to the wing where the noise 
generated by the fairly high pressure stream is attenuated by the augmentor flap. 
If low noise is not a primary requirement (say, for military application),  then, 
in the case of the 80 : 20 engine only,  about half of the by-pass flow need be ducted 
to the wing. Alternatively the engine may be like the Rolls-Royce Spey with a low 
by-pass ratio (i, e.,  less than one), but with a substantial hot thrust - by percent- 
age about 70, 

(3) A three stream engine with fairly high by-pass ratio (about 5) which generates 
two by-pass streams,  one at a low pressure ratio (say 1. 2) and a second stream 
at about 2, 5 for blowing. 

Such an engine having either two or three spools would provide low noise levels and be suited 
to civil STOL application. 

The preferred powerplant arrangement has not been clearly identified and might vary depend- 
ing on the particular aircraft requirement. 

Solution one tends to be favoured by the engine manufacturer but meets some resistance from 
potential operators because they prefer a single type of engine for ease of maintenance. Also, use of 
separate engines results in a high installed thrust to weight ratio and therefore in higher operating and 
powerplant first costs. 

Solution number two requires a fairly simple two-spool engine but,  if low noise is prescribed 
with this class of engine,  then it presents the designer with the difficult task of accommodating a high pro- 
portion of the thrust in the wing.  Nevertheless this solution seems to be preferred by Boeing and NASA 
(see references 6 and 7), If low noise is not specified,  then the Spey type of engine seems reasonably well 
suited to the requirement. 

On the basis of present knowledge, de Havelland considers the three-stream engine as the best 
solution for a quiet civil STOL airliner of the future. A comprehensive review of the various options is be- 
yond the scope of the present paper and therefore the remainder of the section will be devoted to a discus- 
sion of the three stream engine, 

For take-off there is a need to generate both blowing thrust and propulsive thrust whereas for 
descent there remains a need for blowing thrust only - in fact, propulsive thrust becomes an embarrass- 
ment and,  if present,  it must be "spoiled" either by vectoring (90° deflection) or by partial reverse. How- 
ever,   for the baulked landing case,   it is necessary to quickly regain the propulsive thrust to minimize 
loss of height and complete the "go-around".  It is quite obvious that separate powerplants for propulsion 
and for blowing will provide the necessary flexibility,  but if this solution is rejected,  then it is desirable 
that the single type of powerplant remaining should have the capability of operating in different modes so 
as to generate thrust from the various streams in suitable proportion for take-off,  for cruise and for 
landing.  This implies an engine with variable geometry,  that is,  a variation in such parameters as fan 
blade pitch, guide vane setting or nozzle area. 

For landing,  the engine is required to operate as a turbo-compressor with a minimum of pro- 
pulsive thrust,  For take-off there is a requirement for both blowing air and propulsive thrust whereas for 
cruise,   the primary requirement is for propulsive thrust and the blowing air should be zero or small. 
Furthermore,   the propulsive thrust should be derived from a fairly low pressure stream (high by-pass 
ratio) in order to reduce noise for take-off and to achieve low sfc for cruise.  This represents a demanding 
specification for the engine designer, because,  in addition to meeting the requirement,   every attempt 
should be made to achieve a substantial degree of commonality between the STOL blowing engine and other 
variants of the same engine for CTOL operation. 
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It is for the powerplant fraternity to consider this specification and to make a judgement as 
to practical feasibility. As far as the author is concerned,   it is appropriate only to hint of some of the 
possible solutions which have arisen in the past few years as a result of collaboration between 
de Havilland Canada and Rolls-Royce. 

The Rolls-Royce Split-Flow Spey.      Before introducing some examples of a three stream engine it will 
be helpful to consider briefly the engine presently under development for the Buffalo/Spey research air- 
craft.  (Figure 16.) Designated the Spey 801 SF,   it is a version of the engine in which the by-pass flow 
has been ducted away separately and not allowed to mix with hot stream as in the case of the standard 
Spey. A Pegasus type nozzle has been fitted to vector the hot propulsive thrust.  Figure 17 shows the 
level of thrust for the hot and cold streams for an engine of this general type and what would be the ef- 
fect of introducing variable geometry,  which in this case is a variation in primary or hot nozzle area. 
It can be seen that an increase in nozzle area greatly reduces the hot propulsive thrust while increas- 
ing the cold blowing thrust.   Thus,  by a relatively simple change,   the engine behaves more like a com- 
pressor unit and therefore becomes more suited to the power demands for approach and landing. 

Figure 18 shows a proposer) pylon type installation for the Spey 801 SF with separate off- 
takes from the engine by-pass duct fi;iyVis I owing the wing and for cruise. Also shown in a variable 
primary nozzle with target type reveller, 

The Two-Spool Engine with Aft Fan.     Consideration has been given to an aft-fan version of the split- 
flow Spey.  (Figure 19.) It could be argued that this is,   in fact,   a three-spool engine and thereby 
provides the required flexibility of operation.  One option is to locate a thrust reverser/spoiler ahead 
of the fan with an effective nozzle area much greater than the standard value.  Thus,  in this mode of 
operation on approach,  not only could the unwanted thrust of the fan been eliminated, but cold blowing 
thrust could be increased. 

The Three-Spool Engine with Front Fan.      It would seem that the Rolls-Royce three-spool engine (such 
as the Trent or the RB-211) lends itself naturally to the requirement for three streams and for variable 
geometry of a simple nature which could vary the relative strength of these streams to suit the three 
modes of operation described previously.  Changes to nozzle area and guide vane angle would be 
appropriate in this case.  (Figure 20.)   Figure 21 shows an artist's impression of a proposed DHC 
150-passenger Augmentor-Wing airliner based on the front fan engine.   The design v/as prepared in res- 
ponse to the specification established by Eastern Airlines. 

The Two-Spool Engine with Variable-Pitch Fan.      The Rolls-Royce RB 419 engine represents a. third 
proposal for a three stream engine.   This engine is a derivative of the RB 410, which is a two-spool, 
high by-pass ratio design with geared front fan (for low noise).  The 419 derivative takes air from the 
intermediate or I. P.   compressor for flap blowing.  During approach the variable pitch control is used 
to unload the front fan and transfer power to the I. P.   compressor thus destroying propulsive thrust in 
exchange for blowing thrust.  (Figure 22.)   The engine provides the necessary flexibility to meet the 
requirements for cruise since it is possible to reduce or eliminate blowing thrust. Nevertheless there 
remain some penalties in terms of sfc and engine weight as compared to the simple high by-pass ratio 
engine such as RB 410. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The paper has described some areas of interface between engine and airframe for an 
augmentor-wing jet STOL transport aircraft.  Project studies based on large scale wind tunnel tests 
have shown that there are considerable benefits to be obtained in terms of performance from the con- 
cept of powered-lift.  The practical realization of these gains depends upon the development of simple 
and reliable design schemes for integration of powerplant and wing. It would appear that, with the 
Augmentor-Wing concept,   it is possible to combine safety and low noise with short field performance 
and thereby in these respects meet the requirements for civil STOL operation. 
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RAPID MIXING NOZZLES FOR V/STOL APPLICATIONS 

by 

CM. Cheaters, 
Installation Aerodynamics Research Engineer 
Rolls-Royce (1971) Limited, ' 
Derby Engine Division, 
Derby, 
England. 

SUMMARY 

If the maximum potential of a V/STOL aircraft is to be achieved it must be capable of operating 
from a variety of both prepared and unprepared sites. The use of high thrust to weight ratio 
jet lift engines with convergent or annular nozzles restricts this capability due to: ground 
erosion; debris and hot gas recirculation; and noise. Model and full scale tests have 
demonstrated the benefits to be obtained from the use of rapid mixing nozzles with acceptable 
thrust loss and engine length penalties. The scope of the investigation extended to an 
examination of the possibilities of thrust vectoring and of the performance of thrust augmentors 
using rapid mixing nozzles. 

SYMBOLS 

See Figure 1 

P, total pressure measured by a pitot tube mounted close to the ground surface 

Pj static pressure measured by a surface static pressure tapping 

P, nozzle total pressure 

p  ambient static pre33ura 

p - p ground dynamio pressure ratio 
L   L 

PJ->o 

R  radius from nozzla centre line 

D  diameter of cix-ele with total nozzle area 

P_/p  nozzle expansion ratio 

H  nozzle exit to ground height 

B/D non dimensional nozzle height 

W  naximum width of inter outlet fairing at outlet raid radius 

L  length from turbine exit plane to inter outlet maximum width 

1T length from turbine exit plane to nozzle exit plane 

D_ Turbine exit diameter 

IIVD-, non dimensional nozzle length 

6eq Semi angle of circular section convergent nozzle equivalent in inlet 
area, exit area and length to one outlet. 

r   radius of cirole with outlet exit area 
o 

r  radius of circle oiroumsoribing outlets 
o 

o/r  outlet spacing parameter 

g_ mean wall convergence angle for one outlet measured at outlet mid 
radius 

0D mean wall divergence angle for one outlet measured on outlet major axis 

a    + - Wall angle fishtailing parameter 
C   " 

Thrust efficiencies are expressed relative to an ideal one dimensional convergent thrust. 
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1. IRTRODUCTION 

The turbojet engine can be made to offer a high thrust to wight ratio within a small 
installed volume. Vertically or near vertically mounted Jet engines have been used and are 
projected to provide direct lift. This lift can he used on its own to provide V.T.O.L. 
capability or it can be used to augment a lift vector from a propulsion engine or the wings 
to provide V/S.T.O.L, capability. In addition to high noise level the high temperature and 
velocity of the jet efflux pose installational and operational problems through: 

a) jet impingement onto the ground causing erosion with a subsequent risk of foreign object 
damage to the engine compressor and airframe 

b) thermal damage to the airframe and undercarriage 

c) ingestion of hot gas by the engine causing loss of thrust, 
reduction in handling margins and in the limit engine surge. 

The erosion and some allied problems can be alleviated if the jet mixing process is 
accelerated. The rapid mixing nozzle achieves this by replacing the oonical convergent engine 
nozzle with a number of smaller outlets having the same total area. In the absence of 
interference between the outlets and if the outlets are of circular section the rate 
of mixing is increased in proportion to the square root of the number of outlets 
(reference 1). A further increase in the rate of mixing can be achieved if the outlet 
periphery is increased through the use of non circular sections (reference 2), 

The acceleration of the mixing process will tend to reduce the temperature of gas 
impingement onto the airframe. The effect of rapid mixing will reduce the velocity at a given 
streamwise distance from the nozzle more rapidly than the temperature. Thus encouraging the 
dominance of oonveotive forces over the inertial forces. The effect of both of these factors 
on airframe and undercarriage thermal damage and on hot gas recirculation will be strongly 
dependent on the installation configuration. 

In practice nozzle length is at a premium. Thus the outlets are placed around the turbine 
exit annulus. Interference, which increases with the number of outlets, then occurs between 
the outlets. It reduces the rate of mixing on boundaries between and within the outlets. 
In addition the pressure acting on the base area contained within and between the outlets 
is depressed causing a base thrust loss. 

The overall nozzle diameter must also be consistent with the dressed engine diameter to 
ensure that engine spacing can be minimised for multi engin-s layouts. A further loss of 
axial thrust is caused by the increased internal surface area and asymmetry in the 
individual outlets. 

Successful nozzle aerodynamic design lies in optimisation between reduction in ground erosion 
through increased mixing and the thrust efficiency within the limitations imposed by nozzle 
length and diameter. The following detailed design trends have been established from a large 
number of both full and model scale test3 carried out on a wide variety of rapid mixing 
nozzle types. 

2. GROUND KROSION 

The ground surface structure (including both the material and the condition), and the jet 
temperature and velocity close to the ground are the factors likely to affect ground erosion. 
Dent in reference 3 describes the test technique used to measure erosion. The main 
parameter used is the time between jet impingement onto the surface and the onset of erosion, 
or limiting residence time. 

The results of test3 carried out on a wide variety of ground surfaces show this to be a 
critical factor. Water cured concrete and linked aluminium traok way were undamaged by 
multiple take off cycles. Air cured concrete suffered surface flaking. With asphalt the tar 
bonding melted allowing rapid erosion of the aggregate. However for versatile military 
operation deployment to unprepared grass land is desirable. Thus the majority of testing was 
carried out using consolidated grasä typified by the grass land at Hucknall airfield. 

Consistency of a series of full scale tests carried out under summer (19^2 and 1965) and 
winter (19°5) conditions, and using the exhaust from an EB.108, unreheated Avon (740 C) and 
reheated Avon (1000 C), indicate that for this consolidated grass neither the annual 
variation in surface condition and surface moisture content, nor the jet temperature are 
critical parameters. A possible explanation of this is that the surface is reduced to a 
friable state in an immeasurably short time. The onset of erosion being determined by the 
jet velocity adjacent to the surfaoe. 

Comparison between the ground dynamic pressure ratio for a full scale oonical convergent 
nozzle and a 9 outlet rapid mixing nozzle is shown on Figure 2, A substantial reduction 
in the ratio can be noted for the rapid mixing nozzle. This gave a marked increase in 
limiting residence time (from less than 1 sec for the convergent nozzle to 100 sees for the 
rapid mixing nozzle at an expansion ratio of 2.0). The agreement between full and a i linear 
scale model test is also illustrated. 
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The ground dynamic pressure measurement was derived from surface statio pressure tappings 
and pitot tubes mounted at a fixed distance from the ground. The instruments were located 
on a radial line beneath the major axis of one of the outlets. Use of this technique 
provides a reduction of dynamic pressure close to the nozzle axis. This is attributed to a 
cumulation of angular effects on the instruments, the curvature in the flow, and a somewhat 
arbitrary total pressure measurement. This measurement may lie in the ground boundary layer, 
the turned under mixing layer from the inner boundaries of the jets, the core region or the 
ambient mixing region. Figure 3 diagrammatically illustrates the flow processes involved. 

The measurement does not take account of the circumferential variation in dynamic pressure 
Away from the outlet major axis. Model testing showed that this simple technique provides 
a parameter which is a maximum at a non dimensional radius of 1.5. This corresponds 
to the region at which erosion is first observed and is most rapid. 

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the ground dynamic pressure ratio at non 
dimensional radius of 1.5 and limiting residence time. The large scatter in the results 
is attributed to the simplified description of the ground dynamic pressure ratio and the 
difficulty in assessing the exact point of the onset of erosion particularly at the higher 
nozzle dynamic pressures. The lack of a consistent trend with jet temperature supports the 
hypothesis that this is not a dominant parameter. 

Assuming there to be a causal relationship between the ground dynamic pressure ratio and 
ground erosion then the effect of rapid mixing nozzle geometry on the ground dynamic 
pressure ratio has to be established. Cox and Abbot in reference 4- shew that for a 
oonvergent nozzle the maximum dynamic pressure at a radial position away from the nozzle 
axis in the jet spreading over the ground, is a fixed proportion of jet exit dynamic 
pressure irrespective of the nozzle non dimensional height. They also show that close to the 
nozzle axis the velocity is in agreement with the velocity decay rate at the non dimensional 
height reported by Squire (reference 1) and others. Even allowing for the limitations in the 
measuring technique the rapid mixing nozzles do not exhibit this behaviour, Figure 5. 
The decay rate is more rapid than would be expected from a convergent nozzle of the same 
total area. At lower values of non dimensional height it is less rapid than would be 
expected from a convergent nozzle equivalent to one outlet yet more rapid at higher values 
of non dimensional height. The decay rRte is strongly non dimensional height dependent. 

This behaviour can be ascribed to the number of outlets (affecting the core length), the 
radius of the circumscribing circle (affecting the amount of jet boundary free to six with 
ambient air), the gulley geometry between the outlets (affecting the extent of mixing on the 
Jet boundaries between and within the outlets) and the radial corregations produced by the 
outlets in the flow over the ground. It has not yet been found possible to provide an exact 
description of the complex situation in terms of geometric parameters. However the use of the 
»imple parameter, inflow area ratio, gives the correlation on Figure 6.   Although the curve 
will vary with non dimensional nozzle height, the trend is valid for all heights. The low 
number of outlets and the large ventilation inflow area occurring at high values of airflow 
ratio give the highest attentuation of ground surface dynamic pressure. Less attenuation 
occurs as the inflow area ratio is decreased but at a value of ,2 about 75/2 of the possible 
attenuation'is achieved. 

3-  ISOLATED NOZZLE DESIGN AND PEHFORKANCE 

The three factors affecting nozzle performance are:- 

a) Pressure perturbation at turbine exit plane 

b) Discharge coefficient 

e) Thrust efficiency. This can in turn be divided into bast thrust loss and residual 
or internal thrust loss. 

These faotors are affected by nozzle expansion ratio and the swirl in the flow at nozzle 
inlet (or turbine exit). The effect of inlet swirl is to decrease the discharge coefficient 
and thrust efficiency. The effect on the rapid mixing nozzles is less marked than for a 
Oonvergent nozzle due to the straightening effect of the inter outlet fairings and the 
discrete nature of the outlets. Comparisons and correlations of nozzle performance are 
presented at a nozzle expansion ratio of 2.0 and at an inlet swirl of 10 relative to the 
performance of a convergent nozzle at the same expansion ratio but with 0 swirl. If this 
convergent nozzle were subject to 10 swirl at this condition it would suffer a thrust 
decrement of 1.6% Use of straightening vanes within the nozzle of course reduces this 
decrement. 

The order of the pressure perturbation at the turbine exit plane is equal to the number of 
outlets. The amplitude is largely independent of nozzle expansion ratio and mainly depends 
on the inter outlet fairing width and the separation between this fairing and the turbine 
outlet plane, as shown on Figure 7. This factor has an effect on the fatigue life of the 
turbine. It is necessary to ensure that the back pressure perturbation does not excite 
any natural frequency in the turbine. 

The effect of swirl is to produce a phase change between the pressure perturbation at the 
turbine outlet plane and the inter outlet fairings, Thi3 feature is al30 important in the 
alignment of the rapid mixing nozzle outlets so that any hot streaks generated by the combustor 
are directed through the outlets rather than onto the inter outlet fairings. 
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The variation of nozzle discharge coefficient with expansion ratio affects the starting and 
acceleration performance of an engine. The absolute level of discharge coefficient at 
operating expansion ratio affects engine matching. With the rapid mixing nozzles the 
variation with expansion ratio is le3s marked than for a convergent nozzle. Thus an engine 
that will start and accelerate with a convergent nozzle will not he adversely affected by 
fitment of a rapid mixing nozzle. If the expansion ratio is defined as the ratio of nozzle 
total pressure to outlet exit pressure, taking account of the variation of static pressure 
around the outlet periphery caused by the base depression, the absolute level of discharge 
coefficient is comparable to that of an equivalent circular section convergent nozzle defined 
by the inlet area, exit area and length of the outlet. 

The base depression is another way of expressing the efficacy of ventilation to the mixing 
region within and between the outlets. However in addition to the faotors already discussed 
with respect to ground dynamic pressure attenuation the distribution and amount of 
base area within and between the outlets contributes to the base thrust loss. Again it has 
not yet been possible to determine an exact relationship between the numerous factors 
affecting thi3 complex situation. Correlation has been achieved by the use of a simple 
radius ratio parameter Figure 8, High values of this parameter give low base thrust 
loss, ultimately at unity the value is zero equivalent to a single convergent nozzle. Low 
values give increasing thrust loss as the ventilation of the base is reduced by closer 
spacing of smaller outlets around the nozzle periphery. A reasonable compromise appears 
at a radius ratio of around .2 with a base thrust loss of about 1$, The residual axial 
thrust loss, or internal thrust loss, is dependent on the individual outlet design. It is 
inherent in the rapid mixing nozzles due to the outlet asymmetry. It is increased as the 
outlet shaping is made more asymmetric to increase the outlet periphery and to increase the 
ventilation air inflow between the outlets, A simple description of the outlet . 
asymmetry is provided by the wall angle fishtail parameter, Figure 9. 

The soatter of the results indicates that this parameter requires supplementing to provide 
an adequate description of the wall shaping for the complex outlet shapes tested. High 
values of the wall angle parameter in general occur with a small number of outlets, low 
values with a large number of outlets. Thus it should be noted that the trend for the 
internal loss is in direct opposition to the trend for the base thrust loss and the ground 
erosion behaviour. 

At this point it is worth examining the performance of a near optimum 9 outlet rapid 
mixing nozzle, with attention paid to the detailed design of the outlets. 

Rapid      Convergent nozzle, 
Mixing     with no internal 

straightening vanes. 

Expansion Ratio 2.0 2.0        2.0 
Inlet Swirl 10 0°        10° 
Limiting residence time 20 sees <1 seo <£ 1 seo 
Ground dynamic      ~[ 
pressure ratio       r .28 1.0        1.0 
H/D = 3.0 R/O = 1.5  J 

Thrust loss 1.5$ base 0$ base 
3.0$ internal 1.5$ internal 
if.5$ total Datum total  1.5$ total 

Although at first sight the thrust losses appear to give a large penalty it should be noted 
that in practice the alternative is unlikely to be a convergent nozzle but an annular nozzle 
of the same length as the rapid mixing nozzle. In the latter oas the thrust loss penalty 
is marginal. 

This however only relates to an isolated installation. This is typified by a stowable lift 
engine swung out from a fuselage for use, when sufficiently remote from the fuselage to be out 
of interference effects. The rapid jet decay induced by mixing can become an embarrassment if 
the inflow is impeded by either surrounding aircraft structure or adjacent jets. Figure 10 
illustrates this. The total thrust loss of an isolated nozzle is increased by a staggering 
33$ when it is surrounded on all sides. This would be the condition if it were mounted 
in an unventilated multiple engine lift bay, or aircraft fuselage, with side doors opening 
only sufficiently to allow aggress of the jet and with adjacent end walls or jets. 

Reduction of this installation loss to 4.5$ can be achieved by allowing ventilation air to 
pass through the bay and around the nozzle, around the top of the doors and by opening the 
doors as far as possible. The need for this, increases the number of factors to be 
considered in the engine - nozzle - installation design compromise to include the additional 
weight and mechanical complexity required for bay installations, 

5.  THRUST AUGMENTATION POSSIBILITIES 

The rapidity of achieving mixing with ambient air may however be used to provide thrust 
augmentation by surrounding the nozzle with an augmentation tube. If the inlet to the tube 
is well designed and the inflow to it unrestricted considerable augmentation of the bare 
nozzle thrust can be achieved at the expense of weight and installed volume (or 
mechanical complexity if the tube is made telescopic). 
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Figure 11 summarises the results of a series of tests in which the tube length, diameter and 
inlet dimensions were systematically varied. A volumetric increase of 2,5 give3 a thrust 
gain of 5J4 over the basic nozzle thus bettering the reference convergent nozzle with no inlet 
swirl and no augmentor tube by ZJo. 

The use of an augmentor tube also provides a surface for acoustic lining,. This would enhance 
the marginal noise attenuation observed during the full scale tests (a reduction of 5dB 
for a 9 outlet nozzle from 154.5dB for a single convergent nozzle measured at a height from 
the ground of 7 ft, 3 ft 6 inches below the nozzle and 9 ft radial distance from nozzle). 

As thrust augmentation relies on efficient miring of the jet to induce secondary flow, achieval 
of a high thrust augmentation should not greatly detract from the ground erosion performance. 

6.      VECTORING POSSIBILITIES 

An alternative to the obvious approach of rotating the engine-nozzle assembly to give thrust 
vectoring and hence accelerative or decelerative vectors in addition to lift, is to mount the 

' engine at a compound angle relative to the aircraft. 

If the nozzle is mounted ..to the engine via a wedge type elbow a wide degree of thrust 
vectoring can be ac^Jfc^'i^«imply by rotating the elbow. (Figure 12) at the expense of a high 
single order turbine ^:,:-_!-pressure and side loads. Model tests (Figure 13) illustrate 
that the increased thrust loss for the addition of the elbow is of the order to 1.5$. 
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THE PROPULSION JET OF A VTOL AIRCRAFT ' 

Dipl.-Ing. E. Schwantes 

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT 
FÜR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT E.V. 

Institut für Luftsaugende Antriebe 

Braunschweig, Germany 

SUMMARY 

The three regions of a VTOL propulsion jet, the free jet, 
the wall jet and the zone of separation of the wall jet 
from the ground, due to wind-effects and buoyancy forces 
are investigated with a three dimensional model-jet with 
critical nozzle pressure ratio and temperatures up to 
looo°C above ambient at the DFVLR Braunschweig. Behind 
the convergent nozzle the jet accelerates up to supersonic 
velocity maintaining in the core nearly 5 nozzle diameters. 
Because of the lower turbulence of the jet with high speed 
the decay of the jet and the three dimensional spread are 
lower than those of the jet with small nozzle velocity. 
At the hot wall jet there is a strong influence of the 
nozzle distances from the ground on the velocity profiles. 
The decisive parameter to characterize the recirculation 
flow is the radius of separation of the wall jet from the 
ground. The behaviour of the radius of separation for 
different jet parameters and several wind velocities is 
represented. 

SYMBOLS 

D nozzle diameter 

H distance of the nozzle exit from the ground 

h distance from the ground 

H mach number 

m mass flow 

R radius of the wall jet, beginning at the stagnation point 

r radius of the free jet, beginning at the centre of the jet 
Rn K„     radius on which half the value of the axial velocity appears 
0,5Umax 

T        absolute temperature 

U,u      component of velocity in x-direction 

V wind velocity 

V. wind velocity at 1 m above the ground 

V wind velocity at the distance z from the ground 

x        coordinate in jet direction 

z vertical coordinate 

6 temperature minus ambient temperature 

p density 

V angle 

INDICES 

0        condition in the nozzle exit 

u,«      ambient conditions 

Stau      condition at the stagnation point 

max      maximum value or value at axis 

ges       total value 
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1; INTRODUCTION 

The propulsion jet of a VTOL-lift-engine spreads behind the engine nozzle as a hot 
jet. With critical nozzle pressure ratio the core flow accelerates up to supersonic 
velocity and keeps it for about 5 nozzle diameters (fig.3). Reactions of the ground 
on the development of the free jet exist only up to 2 nozzle diameters above ground 
referring to Gauntner-Livingood-Hrycak [11] and Tani-Komatsu [26] . Impinging on the 
ground the free jet is deflected to the wall jet and spreads radially to all direct- 
Ions. By mixing with the surrounding air the wall jet increases its mass and reduces 
its velocity. The static underpressure which exists just as in the total free jet, 
makes the wall jet adhere to the ground against the thermic buoancy (Coanda effect). 
Only when the static underpressure becomes weaker than the buoancy, the wall jet 
seperates from the ground. If there is a wind flow against the wall jet the point 
of separating will be reached earlier. The separated wall jet is taken back to the 
engine inlet by the wind flow and the sinking effect of the wall jet. This back flow 
of hot air is a dangerous recirculation flow, as it  causes operating-troubles at 
the engine and propulsion losses. For calculating the recirculation flow the 
mechanism of wall jet spreading must be known. According to [22] there have been 
published only a fr/>»K^v= rj;V;;'J;ions about hot wall jets up to now, e.g. Cox-Abbot 

- [7] i Hall-Rogers [13J •,  iiigsS:'ijs£:.Kelly-Wainwright [15]. But they give no data about 
the growth of mass flow of the" wall jet which is very important for calculating the 
recirculation. Nearly all the fundamental investigations deal with undercritical 
jets. But at the lift-engine the jet leaves the nozzle with supersonic velocity 
and has a jet spreading very different from that of the jet of low velocity. 

That is why there have been made extensive investigations on a single VTOL propulsion 
jet with a nozzle temperature up to looo°C and a critical nozzle pressure ratio at 
the DFVLR. We started with free jet measurements without ground influence. Then we 
investigated the wall jet and its- separation from the ground due to wind and the 
secondary flow field. 

2. TEST SETUP 

The investigations of VTOL-propulsion jets have been taken place on the Bodeneffekt- 
Versuchsanlage of the DFVLR Institut für Luftsi-ugende Antriebe in Braunschweig, 
which is described in [8] . A rotary compressor served as an air generator delivering 
1 kg/s at a maximum pressure of 3 atmospheres absolute. Through a pipe system of 
lo m length (113 mm internal diameter) the air was delivered to a combustion chamber 
and there heated by combustion of JP 1. The pipe for the hot gas behind the combust- 
ion chamber consisted of a cylindric pipe of 2 m length (8o mm internal diameter), 
made of stainless steel with an extremely smooth surface and interchangeable test- 
nozzles at the exit so that the free jet exhausted horizontally. The passage from 
the hot-air-pipe to the nozzle was so smooth that the internal flow was not disturbed 
in any way. 

For the free jet investigations five convergent nozzles have been used, each of them 
with a different shape. Three of them had a bell-shaped contraction area followed 
by a cylindric exit with a length of 2,1 or o diameter. Then there was used a cone- 
shaped nozzle corresponding to the engine nozzles of present usage if not consider- 
ing the hub core. Further there was an orifice with a very short cylindric exit 
under the investigated nozzles. The exit diameter was 5o mm ±o,o5 mm at each nozzle. 
-The internal outlines ended sharp edged at the nozzle exit. The measurements of the 
free jet have been made with a probe rake which could be moved by a remote-controlled 
movable support along the jet axis. On the probe rake 31 pitot tubes and 2o NiCr-Ni 
thermocouples were distributed over a width of 2oo mm. 

For the wall jet investigations the hot-air-pipe behind the combustion chamber 
consisted of a steel pipe of 1 m length and an internal diameter of 113 mm, on the 
end cf which there was fastened a test nozzle with the opening facing to the ground 
(fig.2). The nozzle diameter converged from 8o mm to 5o mm at the exit. The nozzle 
had a cylindric exit of 5o mm. A measurement of the total head in the nozzle exit 
area delivered a satisfactory rectangular profile and made expect an axially 2 
symmetrical wall jet. The wall jet has been investigated on a platform of 12 m , the 
distance of which was hydraulically variable to the nozzle. There was a great problem 
in choosing a proper material for the platform surface. On the one hand it had to 
be like the concrete ground as the natural starting-place of VTOL-aircrafts and on 
the other hand the material had for a longer time to bear the enormous erosion 
effect due to the hot jet with a temperature of up to looo C and its supersonic 
velocity. After many experiments we thought Eternit-plates most appropriate, 25 mm 
thick with a heat-shield of Promabest (silicon-asbestos) 2oo mm thick. We used them 
for all our tests. After 3o minutes blowing-time the Promabest-plates have always 
been changed. The roughness of the platform surface was below o,3 mm. 

The wall jet measurements have been carried out with a remote-controlled movable 
support, which could be moved on rails beside the platform. After an examination 
of the axial symmetry of the wall jet we have taken measurements with the probe 
rake only in one plane at right angle to the pipe axis. On the probe rake of 268 mm 
length there were distributed 2o pitot tubes made of V2A-steel and 2o thermocouples. 
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The wind influence for the investigations of the separation of the wall jet has been 
provided by a blower producing a large volume of a spinless wind flow by means of 
straighteners, the exit of the blower having a rectangular cross section with a 
width of 2 m. 

The visualization of the VTOL-propulsion jet was obtained by means of a light-inter- 
section-method (fig.8). For this purpose an incombustible contrast powder was blown 
in by compressed air and gave white colour to the propulsion jet. In the dark a 
light-plane-projector with a power of 6ooo W lit an arbitrary plane of only a few 
millimeters thickness of the whole flow field, so that the flow in this plane was 
visible to an observer looking rectangular to it..The flow was photographed by a 
camera of high intensity and an aperture of diaphragm of l:o,95- The exposure time 
amounted to l/15s. 

The record of the measured data was made by means of a digital data logger asking 
the test results with a speed of 5 measuring points per second and registering them 
by means of a punch. The pneumatic scanner for the probe rake worked only with 3 Hz 
because of the longer transient time. 

3. THE FREE JET 

If today you are looking for facts about the spread of the engine jet you often must 
refer to 2o or to years old investigations of free jets. These older fundamental 
reports about the spread of free jets deal nearly almost with those of low tempera- 
ture and low nozzle exit velocity. But the jet of a turbo engine.leaves the nozzle 
with supersonic velocity and high overtemperature and makes expect a jet spread 
which is different from that of the incompressible cold jet. Recent American reports 
(Laurence [18], Higgins-Wainwright [lk] ) confirm, that the nozzle mach number and 
the nozzle temperature are important parameters for jet spread. 

At the DFVLR we have made extensive fundamental investigations with circular hot 
free jets. Annular shaped nozzles with a hub core - corresponding to the realistic 
engine nozzles - have not been investigated, the same applies to nozzle flow with 
spin. Yet Higgins-Wainwright [14] give some facts that the spin has very little 
influence on the decay of the free jet on the jet axis. All our investigations have 
been made with the same nozzle pressure ratio Pges/p„=l.95, the total temperature 
in the nozzle exit being 4o°C and 55o°C resp. above ambient temperature.The measure- 
ments were taken just behind the nozzle exit up to a distance of 3o nozzle diameters, 
a range which is especially interesting for VTOL techniques. In the following the 
free jet results refer to the bell-shaped nozzle with a cylindric exit of one 
diameter length. 

The velocity in the jet core with critical nozzle pressure ratio is higher 
than sonic velocity. Fluctuations of the static pressure in the range of the first 
five diameters behind the nozzle have been identified as compression-shocks of a 
supersonic flow by means of a Schlierenphotograph (fig.3). All the investigated 
nozzles had a supersonic flow of mach l.o2 to l.o4 in the core. Even with exactly 
critical pressure ratio there was an over-expansion to supersonic flow behind the 
nozzle, which can be explained by the sinking-effect of the jet: Just near the nozzle 
exit the static pressure of the surrounding is decreased for the amount of the total 
head of the external flow. That is why the existing nozzle pressure ratio increases 
to an overcritical value and the over-expansion behind the nozzle accelerates the 
flow to supersonic velocity. In figure 4 and 5 the velocities on the axis of the free 
jet are shown. They have been calculated from the values which are corrected by the 
error of measurement of the pitot tubes due to turbulence. The influence of the mach 
number is described in figure 4. The smaller turbulence of the mach-1-jet causes the 
smaller decay of the jet with high speed in contrary to the subsonic free jets. 
Figure 5 shows the influence of temperature on the axial velocity. Higher nozzle tem- 
peratures cause a quicker decay of jets. 

For the jet extension the value H0)5Uina is a proper dimension, that is the distance 
from the jet centre to that point where you will find half the axial value of the 
velocity. Figure 6 shows that the spread depends very much on the nozzle mach number 
as you can take from the results of Laurence [l8]. The nozzle temperatures have no 
more influence on the development of the mach-1-free-jet. For this reason we must 
not assume  a greater spread angle for all of the hot jets than for cold jets as 
e.g. Abramowitch [2]. The only responsible parameter for spread is turbulence. But 
as there have not been any investigations of turbulence on hot jets with high nozzle 
exit velocity up to now, it is impossible to determine the error of measurement for 
pitot tubes caused by turbulence, to give exact total head profiles and to deduct 
laws for spread of hot jets. 

For calculating the mass flow 

2ir R 
m=p/'/u(r)drdf (1) 
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in a certain cross section of free jets the density and velocity and from these a 
partial mass flow are determined for each measurement of the probe rake. The sum of 
these partial mass flows gives the total mass flow of a cross section. Figure 7 
shows that in the region behind the nozzle the growth of mass flow of the hot jet 
is very different from that of the cold jet. While the cold jet hardly grows in the 
region of 3 to 6 nozzle diameters, the hot jet absorbs most of the secondary air 
just here. For x/D = 6 the mass flow of the cold jet is only 1.3 times the mass 

• flow at the nozzle while the hot jet already has come up to 1.8. In this initial 
region the hot jet absorbs nearly three times the mass of the cold jet. Up to 
x/D = 25 the hot jet has the greater volume, but from this point the nozzle tempera- 
ture seems not to have influence on the growth of mass of the free jet any longer, 
the curves of mass flow of the cold and hot jet meet on the straight line 

E- = 0,1112 + o.lll) g (2) 

V * . 
For the area beyond _x,'S  -  3rvJ?S'Ea determinations have not yet been made. 

It.   THE WALL JET 

Corresponding to [22] only a few results about hot wall jets have been published up 
to now, e.g. Cox-Abbott [7], Hall-Rogers [13], Higgins-Kelly-Wainwright [15], which 
give no data about growth of mass of the wall jet which is important for calculating 
the recirculation-flow. Nearly all of the fundamental investigations of wall jets 
deal with undercritical jets. But the jet of the lift-engine leaves the nozzle with 
supersonic velocity and produces a spread very different from the jet of lower 
velocity. 

The investigations of the hot wall jet were made with the jet impinging on the ground 
in right angle. In all our tests we had a nozzle pressure ratio pges/p» of 1.95 which 
is nearly the same as of lift-engines and corresponds to a nozzle mach number of one. 
In the nozzle exit the total temperature amounted either to 6o°C, 55o°C or looo°C 
over the ambient temperature» :She distance between the nozzle and the ground varied 
from 2 to lo nozzle diameters.The measurements in the wall jet were made on radii 
of 3 to 2o nozzle diameters from the jet stagnation point. 

If you compare total heads for different nozzle distances H/D at a certain radius 
in the wall jet you will find out that the maximum total heads grow with increasing 
distance from the ground up to H/D = 8. Although at 3D nozzle clearance from the 
ground, the distance covered by the jet up to the measuring point at R/D = 5 is 
nearly half the way of that at loD nozzle clearance from the ground, the maximum 
total head of the greater nozzle clearance is for 2k%  higher than that of the smaller 
clearance. This "reversal effect" cannot be stated for the temperature profiles. 
At the same point of measuring narrow nozzle distances cause higher temperatures. 

If you plot the maximum flow velocity against the radius, the maximum velocities in 
the wall jet increase when the nozzle distance grows up to 8D (fig.9). If the 
distance of the nozzle from the ground comes up to loD the velocity keeps constant 
as Cox-Abbott [7] and Hölscher-Jünke [16] remarked. The growth of the wall jet 

. velocity with decreasing nozzle distance from the ground may be explained by the free 
jet spreading; An engine jet accelerates its core flow up to supersonic velocity 
at critical pressure ratio (fig.3). When the supersonic jet impinges on the ground, 
the deflection to the wall jet is combined with higher loss of momentum than we can 
find with the subsonic jet. 

Figure lo shows that similar to the free jet the wall jet decays faster with high 
nozzle temperature.So the maximum velocity in the wall jet amounts to 2k%  of the 
nozzle velocity for a distance of 5 nozzle diameters from the stagnation point at 
an overtemperature of 6o°C; if the nozzle temperature is increased to 55o°C the 
velocity decreases to 18£, up to looo°C it falls to 15? of the original value. 

For calculating the mass flow 

ill = p.2i-R'h'U (3) 

of the wall jet at a certain radius from the stagnation point, density and velocity 
and from these a partial mass flow are determined for each measuring point of the 
probe rake. The sum of these partial mass flows gives the local total mass flow of 
the wall jet. In figure 11 the mass flow for different values of H/D and nozzle 
temperatures are plotted against the radius, it grows linear and depends very much 
on the nozzle temperature and nozzle distance. 

The nozzle temparature and the distance of the nozzle from the ground have very 
strong influence on the increase of the mass flow of the wall jet. If normalizing 
the mass flow of the wall jet, not with the mass flow m0 in the nozzle exit but with 
the free jet mass flow at the stagnation point rästau on tne ground, which can be 
taken from fig.7, this mass flow ratio for different temperatures and values of H/D 
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may be described by the linear equation 

mstau 

= o.H   •  g (1) 

for ground clearances H/D>5 (fig,11). 

5. SEPARATION OF THE WALL JET DUE TO WIND INFLUENCE 

The lengths covered by the wall jets against wind flow have been investigated by the 
light-intersection-method with constant nozzle diameters of 5o mm for different nozzle 
mach numbers, nozzle temperatures and ground clearances of the nozzle (fig.12). A wind 
flow with a realistic velocity profile has been blown against the wall jet. The velocity 
profile of the wind near the ground may be expressed by an exponential law 

/lgVz-lgV1 

Vz = Vj.J   ^z  / (5) 

In figure 13 measured velocity profiles of wind flows near the ground are opposed to 
the profile used in the test. Figure l1) shows the radii of separation as a function 
of wind velocity for H/D = 8 and critical nozzle velocity for different nozzle tem- 
peratures. The plotted wind velocities in the diagram are maximum velocities of the 
velocity profile investigated. The radius of separation decreases with increasing 
wind velocity. An influence of the nozzle temperature on the point of separation 
cannot be found for wind velocities of more than 7 m/s. But the nozzle mach number 
is very important for the radius of separation. With decreasing nozzle pressure ratio 
the jet momentum also decreases and therefore the way covered by the wall jet against 
the wind becomes shorter (fig.15). 

The strong dependence of the nozzle distance from the ground on the length of separat- 
ion of the wall jet is striking very much. The reduced wall jet momentum at small H/D 
values (fig.9) causes shorter lengths of separation. In figure 16 the radius of 
separation of H/D = 3 is opposed to that of H/D'= 8. 

Separations of the heated wall jet, caused only by thermic effects, as they are 
discussed by Cox-Abbott [7], have not been investigated because of technical difficul- 
ties of measuring greater separation lengths and their little practical importance 
for the recirculation flow. 

6. THE SECONDARY FLOW FIELD 

The whole secondary flow field around the VTOL primary jet, which consists of free 
jet, wall jet, and area of separation, may be seen as a potential flow field, as there 
is no friction on solid walls and as the difference between the jet temperature and 
the ambient temperature may be neglected in a certain distance from the stagnation 
point. If covering the engine inlet, the free jet and the wall jet borders and the 
point of separation with a proper source-sink-distribution, which is determined by 
the measured mass flow distribution, the induced  secondary flow field can be cal- 
culated according to a method described in [21)] . The wind influence may be represented 
by simple superposition of velocities. Figure 17 shows the computed secondary flow 
field around a single lift engine, once without wind influence and once with a wind 
blowing with a velocity of lo m/s. The pictures illustrate distinctly that the re- 
circulation flow of a single jet can appear only with wind influence. Then indeed 
the warm wall jet enters the engine inlet in a very short time. Light intersection 
photographs of the secondary flow field on the Bodeneffekt-Versuchsanlage confirm 
the calculated flow fields. 

7. RESULTS 

The behaviour of the wall jet of high velocity is different from the behaviour of 
the wall jet of low velocity. If you intend to produce a realistic propulsion jet of 
a lift-engine only the geometrical proportions may be varied, nozzle mach number and 
temperature must be kept. The results of the investigations of axially symmetrical 
jets blown downwards with critical jet pressure ratios are: 

Free Jet 

1. The core flow of the free jet is a supersonic flow if using convergent nozzles 
with a critical nozzle pressure ratio Pges^P«1 

2. The jet turbulence decreases with increasing nozzle mach number, and the decay 
of the jet will be reduced. 
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3. The jet spread angle for velocity, total head, and temperature decreases with 
increasing nozzle mach number. In contrary to the free jet with lower nozzle 
velocity the jet spread angle of the mach-1-jet is nearly independent of the jet 
temperature. 

1. The hot jet enlarges its mass far more- than the cold jet along the distance of 
about 5 nozzle diameters. 

Wall Jet 
1. With decreasing distance of the nozzle from the ground the maximum total heads 

and the velocities in the wall jet are reduced. 
2. The mass flow of the wall jet grows little with increasing nozzle distance from 

the ground, it grows very much with the increase of the nozzle temperature. 
Normalizing it with the free jet mass flow at the stagnation point, the increase 
of mass flow may be described by a single straight line. 

Separation 
1. The length of separation of the wall jet grows linear with decreasing wind 

velocity. 
2. The separation of the wall jet due to wind blowing is not dependent on the nozzle 

temperature, however the nozzle mach number has a great influence on the point 
of separation. 

Secondary Flow Field 
1. The single VTOL propulsion jet has no recirculation without wind-blowing. 
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FLOW ANALYSIS IK AXISBIMETHIC SUBSONIC INLETS 

OP SHALL OAS TURBINES. 

by 

P.M. GALLET 

von Xarman Institute, Rhode-St-Genese 

and 

Royal Military School, Brussels 

Belgium. 

vsrnm* 
S&Biplitsated antisymmetric air inlets are-used in small gas turbines.  The flow at the compressor 

fentrafiee i* therefore disturbed. A streamline curvature method to calculate  the flow in the passage  and 
a"t the ©eSpresSor eye is presented, A new universal theory of the discontinuities of curvature  is ap- 
plie&i Aä'dttibnnal anaulua boundary layer calculations can help in the analysis of a channel.  Some 
©^periaeatal ana theoretical results are shown, which tend to confirm the validity of  the  theory. 

4*§ J>etites tarbiBes &, gaz utilisent des entrees d'air assez  eompliquees. L'ecoulement ä 
lH%ntr€e Uu «ömpresseur est de c« fait perturbs. Nous presentons une methode basee  sur la courbure des 
lignes "de fecüräuit ^ui  permet d« calculer les caracteristiques de l'ecoulement dans  le passage  et ä 
i^entree 'du ecmpress^ur-. XJne nouvelle  theorie, assez universelle, hasee sur les discontinuity de cour- 
fcures est appliquee-. Le Caleul complementaire de la couche limits annulaire parfait l'analyse du canal. 
$W1% pre'sSntoSi's «galsmefit quel'ques resultats theoriques et experimentaux qui  confirment la validite de 
la tn£%h<6d?S'. 
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NOTATIONS 

amo velocity of Bound at stagnation conditions. 
A coefficient of the velocity equation. 
D. curvature application length for simulating a corner. 
B coefficient of the velocity equation. 
cf friction coefficient. 
ORV curvature.. 
d distance. 
D mass flow. 
Be influence of curvature. 
es auxiliary length.' 
P entrainment function of Head. 
0 auxiliary function of Head. 
H enthalpy. 
H.« momentum form factor. 
H,. ,^  Head's form factor. 
I/'  Truckenbrodt's form factor. 
m meridional line. 
n normal line. 
R radius. 
Re radius of curvature. 
Re Reynolds number based on reference length and velocity. 
Ref* Reynolds number based on momentum thickness . 
Rex local Reynolds number. 
R- gas constant. 
s trajectory length. 
T total temperature . 
V velocity. 
x axial coordinate. 
K angle of the m-line with the axis. 
p flow angle . 
•j specific heats ratio. 
6* displacement thickness. 
y angle of a corner. 
0 angular coordinate. 
0* momentum thickness. 
Vs camber correction. 
vq blockage correction. 
0 density. 

SUBSCRIPTS. 

A corrected. 
i inner. 
m meridional. 
n normal. 
r radial. 
u tangential. 
x axial. 

4 + + + + + + + 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

In the last few years, small gas turbines have been improved considerably. In these machines, 
the role of the centrifugal compressors is increasingly important. Its compactness, reliability and 
ease of manufacturing are some factors for its success. 

In many applications, the small gas turbines are associated with a big reduction gearbox 
(flg.1). This leads to the use of air inlets which are generally radial and their shape can become 
rather complicated. 

Plow analysis of these inlets is necessary to avoid a flow separation due to an inadequate 
deceleration and to calculate correctly the inlet angles for the blades of the inducer. It can, for 
example, be demonstrated, that the inlet absolute velocity can never be uniform for a radial compressor 
preceded by a radial inlet. 

For high performances compressors, where the tip relative velocities are almost sonic or 
even slightly supersonic, it is absolutely necessary to calculate with very much accuracy the shock free 
flow angle. 

In this paper, we will first present the basic flow equations leading to our method of analy- 
sis. The most important factor in this method is the curvature of the walls, rfe will also present a new 
method for computing the curvatures of the meridional streamlines at any point of the channel. 

Boundary layer calculations are introducted. We will, then, discuss the effects of the inlet 
flow on the design of the impeller and present some experimental and theoretical results. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS FOE AXI SYMMETRIC FLOW. 

We consider the motion of the point M in an (x,R,8) coordinate system represented in fig.2. 
The motion of M can also be described in an axisymmetric orthogonal system (mjn) where the m lines are 
streamlines projected on a meridional plane and the n lines, normal lines. 

If we assume that the flow is permanent, isentropic and non viscous, the general equation of 
the flow is : _.      _ 

•vH = V X (VX V) 
whereVH denotes eventualy enthalpy gradients. 

Considering the equilibrium of the forces in the (m;n) system, the equations of the flow can 
be written : -•** 

,r uVm  Vm2 Yu 6(R.Vu) OH  n '  ,., 
Vm Sn" + Re" + R---TT- " öT = ° ' (1) 

Vu <S(R.Vu) 
R " 6m ... 

and     i— = 0 . om 
Re is the radius of curvature of the m curve at the considered point. Vm is the meridional component of 
the velocity V, and Vu the tangential component. 

6H 
On 

AH     &H      <5n 

6n     on    ' in    ' 
0      R 

Vu = Vuo   . /    , 

Vu      <S(R.Vu) R 
— .      » Vu   . 
R           6n                ° R: 

6(R.Vu) 6n 
-.— -vu„.-f.( K-r*- ".:•" 

6n On 

Equation (1) can finally be written s 

&*\ 2.^\ 2.(Vuo.Sg. MÄ2 .4H,). ^o = o. (2) 
6n Re R 6n 6n       iin oo 2 

Equation (2) is a linear differential equation with Vm a3 variable. All the coefficients are 
functions of n. The solution of that equation is : • "*- 

2 
2 Vm 

-/" 4 .dn     at                  R 6(R .Vu )  6H /"n f .dn Jo Re    ,_  f o „ ,,.   o   o  o    Oi J  o Re   ... ,,. 
= e         . (C -/   2.(Vu .r-. r  - < ). e         .dn ) (3) v J o   * o R   6 n     on o' w/ 

The integrations are performed from the inner contour to the outer one, i.e. from n = n. - 0 to n. 

If n is equal to zero, we are along the inner wall and we have : 
2 

Vm. - C. 
i 
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Equation  (3)  can  therefore  been written  : 

Vm2 = A2.   (  Vm2 - B2) (4) 

2 „rn        dn 
whsre A      = e     Jn.=o Re -2P J n.=o 

r 2 , 
J n=o — ,o fo R      o(R   .Vu  )      &H J n=o £  .dn 

„2       „ / ,„ o       •  o       o/       o, Ro , 
and B    = 2 / (Vu   .-r.  -  )   .  e    • .  dn 

U  n =o R On on 0 oo 

2 
If  there  is no  swirl,   or a free vortex swirl,   and no  enthalpy gradients,   the  term B    is equal  to  zero} 
equation  (3)  is  simpler and becomes  : 

/•n dn 
Vm 7 o Ro 
Vm.   " " 

l 

3.  K3TK0D OF SOLUTION. 

3-1 . D3T3R.VINATI0N OP Vm. 

Vm. is calculated by means of the continuity equation. The mass flow passing through the 
channel is imposed. The mass flow passing through a passage section defined by a normal line n is equal 
to 

D = f  o.R.Vm.dn, (5) 

The local static density p  is calculated from the known total conditions of the gas. 

2    2^- 

r   To   v        2 •        2     ; 
amo 

amo is the velocity of sound at stagnation conditions : 

amo = yj.B0.Tq 

The correct value of Vm. is determined by an iterative trial and error method. 
A first value of Vm. is assumed. The ratio of the local meridional velocity to Vm. is known by 

equation (4), and so a first value of the meridional velocities is calculated along the normal line. 
Integrated in equation (5), the velocities give a mass flow wich is compared to the actual one. Vm. is 
oorrected until the computed and actual mass flows correspond. 

Special case has to be taken when the interations are handling velocities close to the sound 
velocity. There, a large increase in velocity give only a small increase in mass flow and the iterations 
could put some local velocity higher than 30und speed. In this case, the method is no longer valid, in 
its present form. 

3-2. ITERATIVS PROCEDURE. 

The calculations are performed from a first net of meridional and normal lines (fig.. 3). The 
meridional lines are defined as equal mass flow lines. The first net can be obtained by a rheoelectrical 
analogy or by calculations assuming that the velocities are uniform in a section. 

The velocities are computed for the first net and their integration show that the first net waB 
not an equal mass flow net. Tt is thus necessary to change the position of the points because the 
calculations are only valid if the points of the net are located at the intersection of  true meridional 
streamlines ana normal lines. 

The correction An along the normal line is computed by interpolation on the velocity profile. 
The new coordinates are then given by : 

X, = x -An.sintt 
A 

R, = R + An.cos tx. 
A 

whtr» c< is the local angle of the meridional line with the axis of symmetry. The points along the inner 
wall are initial points and do never change of position. But, the points along the upper wall are 
changing and they must always stay on the upper wall. The new intersection of the corrected normal line 
with the outer wall is given by the intersection of a straight line perpendicular to the last meridional 
line and a line tangent to the walltrough the point of the previous iteration. 

A new net of meridional and normal lines is so defined. In fact, the corrections must be small 
enough to allow the application of the theory. A relaxation factor multiply therefore the computed 
correction An before defining the new net. 

The calculations are performed again, untill the corrections are small enough, i.e. smaller than 
0,001 mm. Convergence of the procedure is more or less rapid depending on the value of the relaxation 

; factor (0,1 to 0,4). 
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•4.  LIMITING SWIRLING FLOH. 

2 2 
It can be seen from equation (4) that if the term B becomes greater than Vm.  there is no 

more a real solution for Vm. It means that the energy of the flow is not large enough to assure the 
equilibrUim of the forces. Therefore, any mass flow cannot be combined with any swirling property of 
the flow. 

This phenomenon cannot occur if the flow is without rotation, or of the free vortex type. But, 
in a actual flow, there is always a boundary layer where the flow does not follow the same rules as in 
the main flow. In fact, purely free vortex flows do not exist. Therefore, there is also in the free 
vortex flows a minimum mass flow under wich unstability occurs. 

In the design of an inlet for swirling flow, it iB very important to know the unatability 
mass flow. Instability is tha cause of theoretically unexpected separations of the boundary layer and 
of important back flows. 

5.  MERIDIONAL STREAMLINES CURVATURE. 

The most it6|>syient't"V<-'>'«ter coming into the equation is the curvature of the meridional lines. 
In ref. (2), Vavra uses a linear interpolation between the boundary values of the curvature (curvature 
of the walls). He demonstrates that the error introduced is not important. 

However, this procedure becomes unsuitable when the curvatures of the walls are discontinuous, 
especially when the contours are made from straight lines and circular arc as encontered many times in 
practice. Other methods must be used to determine the curvatures in the channel. The most widely used 
methods are best fit or spline fit methods associated with smoothing. But, these calculations are long 
and generally unsuitable for automatized procedure. 

He have devolopped a new method, more in relation with the physic meaning of the problem wich 
is that the curvatures inside of the channel are generated by the curvatures of the walls. The method is 
called "method of the discontinuities" because we consider first the effect of one discontinuity and then 
the effect of a contour having more than one discontinuity. If the curvature of the wall is continuous 
it can easily be approximated by a large number of small discontinuities. 

5-1. EFFECT OF ONE DISCONTINUITY. 

In rof.(l), we demonstrate that the curvature induced by a discontinuity (Re ;Rc ) at a point P 
(fig. 4) with coordinates (dj ^) is equal to : 

1    1,1    1 \ 1     -Id. ,,, 
£c " Rc2

+ (Rc1 " Rc^ i' 
tan    f (6) 

Equation (6) is extended in a more general case, where the abscissa of a discontinuity is m. 
and a point when the curvature has to be calculated is given by the abscissa m and the distance n along 
a normal line. So, the influence of a discontinuity of curvature (CRV.; CRV.  ) can be written ! 

Dc = CRV. - (CRV. , - CRV.) ;7.tan~1(——) - CRV. ,        for m<m. 
1  l  1-1     i' TC     vm-m.      1-1 ^ l 

Dc = CRV. - (CRV. , - CRV.) i.tan~1(——) - CRV. for m > m. 
l  *  1-1     i Tt     xm-m. '     l l 

uc = 4 (CRV, - CRV. J for m = m. 
2    i     1-1' l 

5-2. EFFECT OF SEVERAL DISCONTINUITIES ; EFFECT OF THE OTHER WALL. 
the additivity of 

We will made the assumption of/the influences of curvature. Thus, a wall having j discontinui- 
ties will give at a point which coordinates are (mjn) a curvature equal to : 

CRV   = CRV   + XL, . Dc(i) 
m,n     m,o  1=1,J 

where CRV   is the curvature along the wall at the root of the consiuored normal line. 

Now, it is obvious that the other wall has also an influence on the curvature at a point. Since 
along a wall the curvature can only have its geometrical value, it has to be assumed that there exists a 
"conter-curvature" generated by a wall on the other. Fig. 6 presents the distribution of curvature along 
a normal line of a channel. The two main influences can be seen and the conter-curvatures too. The 
resulting curvature along the line is also shown. 

Actually, the linear substraction (with the length of the normal) of the overlaying curvature 
on the other wall give the same results. 

5-3. EFFECT OF A CORNER. 

In many applications, not only the curvatures of the walls are discontinuous but also the wall 
itself. It was therefore interesting to include this case in the general theory. An approximate method 
has been developped leading to the following theory. 
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A corner represents two infinitely large discontinuities of curvature, infinitely close one 
to the other. If we aBsume that the distance between the two discontinuities is equal to b. small hut 
finite, the presence of a corner can be demonstrated to be equivalent to two discontinuities whose value 
is equal tOR: ^ _2^^, 

b1 
where vo is the angle of the corner (fig. 7). 

With our method, the curvature can be calculated at any point of the channel, knowing only the 
curvature distribution along th-s walls. However, this procedure is complicated and the automatic calcu- 
lations can only be performed with a very laree computer. Therefore a graphic method has also been 
established to determine m e-ruivalent wall curvature. The complete calculation is performed separately 
along each normal line. The composition of the influences is made graphically and a linear interpolation 
is defined giving the same integral as the actual "curvature profile" along the normal line. In this way, 
an automatic program working with the interpolation of the equivalent will curvature can be used on a 
small computer. 

6. THREE DIMENSIONS«, FLOW PICTURE. 

If there is no rotation the flow is completely described in a meridional plane. Bu't, if the 
flow is rotationnal, it is important to know the effective length of the trajectory of a fluid particle. 
And therefore we must know the complete coordinates of a point x,R and 9 . 

Since    V = iVm + Vu  , 

- «-ff       , 
dR „  Vu 

tan«-—    , tanp.-- 

Vx = Vm.cosM * — , 

and     Vr = Vm.sin« = — , 

„ • ,  J o  tanf> dx  tanfi  dR we find      d» =  . TT = — . -r~ cos«    dR      sin«     R 

and so 
6r iaP-a, J* |HÜLdR. 

Jo    R.cosoc J o    R.sm« 

Knowing x,R and  8   ,   the  actual  length of the  trajectory is  calculated 

\l    2 2       2 2~~ 
ds = Vdx    + R   .d9    + dR so  that 

rn  

V ,tanj^2             Z.U.       ,tan f^2 1 ,. 
1  +  ( )    + tan s    4x = (1 +  (— )    +  —      dR vcos« '                                     r,                %sm« ' .     2_ J 0 tan <X 

It is also interesting tu define  the  auxiliary variable  es  so  that 

des =  fdx2 +    R2.d82 

and 

ea  . f f  + (isnJlja AI  . [      f  + (ian£)2 dR J0 '    <=°s« Jo '    »lnK 

The trajectory of a particle along the walls oan now be rapresented in a plane (es;R). The 
advantage of this representation is that the curvature of the curve (esjR) is the curvature that feels 
the boundary layer along the walls. The trajectory is longer than in a meridional plane but the 
curvature is less strong. 

7. BOUNDARr LAYER CALCULATIONS. 

In the inlets channels the flow is generally accelerating. But, in complicated cases, large 
decelerations can occur locally. Boundary layer calculations are therefore very usefull. 

Using the assumption of an axisymmetric flow we will calculate a two dimensionnal axisymmetric 
boundary layer. The length of the trajectury is known, as well as the local radius, ana by means of the 
curve(esj H) the curvature that the boundary layer feels. 

It is well known that in the axisymmetric case the momentum equation combined with the continui- 
ty equation gives the general buundary lsyer equation: 

— .   (V.Rej)+-.— =—   , (7) 
V .R ds V  ds    2 

where Re( is the Reynolds number related to the momentum thickness 6 , 6   is the displacement thickness 
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*nd cf a akin friction coefficient. 

<• 
We will also make use of the momentum form factor H.. = -rj . 

In moat of the cases, the bound-try layer is very quickly turbulent. But it is necessary to 
Calculate the laminar part to locate the transition point and to have the initial values for a turbulent 
boundary layer calculation. 

The calculations are performed fur an incompressible case , 

7-1. LAMIN« BOUNDARY I.AY3R. 

The development of the laminar boundary layer is easily computed by tue method of Truokenbrodt 
(ref .31 

The momentum thickness is calculated from the following equations. 
We have       p.   ra  , „   1/2 

^fa v5.R2.ds) 

where ofl is a laminar «Ärii fnJ-'iiffin-coefficient equal to 

on . i*22S 
VRex 

V s 
Rex ie the local Reynolds number defined as Rex = —-.  We obtain, by Truokenbrodt's theory, the local 
value of     /.*5/4 

fi* h  
R- . ' k 

With the local value of the auxiliary variable ^ defined as % = (C!*)  , where k is equal to 6,5 for an 
accelerating flow and 8 for a decelerating flow, we find the local value of Truckenbrodt's form factor L 

I -  ln.V - j      / ln.V.d^ 

Truokenbrodt says that there i3 a unique relation between L and H  (Fig.8) and so for a given value of 
L, we find H1? and thus 6 *. 

In our cases, the boundary layer is mostly turbulent. It is thus necessary to determine the 
rone of transition. 

We will, therefore, assume that the transition occurs when the local Reynolds number Rex 
becomes higher than 5,10 . 

7-2. TURBUISNT BOUNDARY LAY3R. 

The calculation of the turbulent boundary layer is performed by the entrainment method of 
Head (ref.4). 

Equation (7) is combined with the entrainment equation 

f^(B.V.(i-i1)=K,F(HJ_{<) (8) 

The main assumption of Head is to say that the quantity of fluid entrained in the boundary 
layer is a function F of his form factor H  .. defined as —TT . 

He assumes too that his form factor is a unique function G of H „. 

In an analytical form we have : 

F . 0,0306. ( H6_$,- 3 r°'
fi5J ..     (9) 

and H^j.» 1,535. (H12 - 0,7)"
2'715 + 3,3 (10) 

Vref  Cref 
If ' denotes "that the variables are non-dimenpnonnalized, and with Re = :  , the 

boundary layer equation can be written 

L-tM.) + (3*1)  fäio-i-l^ *£'., 1 „<> v,  /See, dRj. 1 
de''Re  I  +   4e   M   12T^;'d7'   = 2  of-V    "  (RT

}-ds^R' 

and the  auxiliary entrainment equation becomes  s 

d       ,RejK        ,Re£.  tt       , . .       H    ,,    ,Re9.  dRJ_ 

These two diffarential equations witn H< ,* and Reß/Re as unknowns can be solved on a computer. 
Equations (9) and (10) are used as auxiliary equations. 

The turbulent friction coefficient of is estimated by the formula of Ludwig and Tillman 

cf .0,246. 10-°'^8-H12.Re8-0'268. 
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The effect of the curvature of the wall is given by the radius of curvature Re of the curve 
(esjR). That effect is found principally in the function F, by mean of the formula suggested by 
Horton (ref.5). 

p    =*\+„ «.     \.n+ **>• 4- («•, <«- 2.3)i "1'38- curv   (without curv.J L       Re v 0-5      J 

kb is a content equal to 7 for a convex contour and to -4,5 f°r a concave one. 

Classical separation criterias can be used to determine an eventual separation of the boun- 
dary layer, For eremple, we may consider that separation occurs when H  becomes higher than 2,6 or when 
the friction coefficient cf becomes equal to zero. 

If the boundary layer is thick enough it can be usefull to calculate again the complete flow 
in a new channel defined by the displacement thickness added to the original contours. It is so possible 
to take into account of the annulU3 boundary layer blockage at the compressor eye. 

8. CORRECTION OT TH3 INLET PLOW ANGLE'S. 

It is well known that, especially for high speed compressors, the best efficiency is obtained 
for a "shock free" (in the sens of hydraulic shock) inlet flow. This condition is also called "zero 
work" condition at the leading edge. 

If the blade angles are made without incidence regarding the relative flow in front of the 
wheel, some work at the leading eage appears due to the blockage effect of the blades that changes the 
meridionnal velocity. A large curvature of the blading introduces also a work near the leading edge. 
-However, important turnings near the leading edge are usually not used in high speedcompressor. This is 
to avoid or limit the appearence of shock waves (in the fluid mechanic sense). 

The "hydraulic shock free" blade angle (V  is defined as 

P,  = P, - (v + V ). I 1c  '1   v a   q' 

ß. is the relative flow angle in front of the wheel, V is the correction due to camber effects and V 
the correction due to the-blockage. Fig. 9 shows a typical velocity triangle at leading edge.       * 

According to Schnell (ref.6) the influence of the camber is 

V » Ür1- . ( cos P .ln(2.cos P ' ) + P. .sin ß  ')  ; s  n.P„  v    Mc  v     I 1c '  '1c    I 1o '  ' 

t- is the pitch of the blading at the leading edge and a, the radius of curvature of the camber line. 

The influence of the blockage is calculated from the following formulas . With the "blockage 
factor" q defined as 

ooBß, " N • R {:  -  q' Mc 

where th is the tickness of the blading , and N the number of blades, we find that 

tanv - '! 7 •>); ffi, . q   1 + q.tanf>1o 

In modern designs the correction v is generally neglected because the curvature of the bla- 
ding is inexistant near the leading edge. 

The final value of ft.  is obtained by a check and trial procedure from the initial value IV . 1 1c '1 

Many improvements of the compressors efficiencies can be obtained by the application of this 
theory, when the local calculated value of the inlet velocity is considered. 

9. PRESENTATION OF SOUS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

The method has been checked in a classical inlet similar to the one presented in Fig.1, The 
non-dimensionalized velocity distribution along the shroud is shown in Fig.10 and compared with the 
tests. We can see that the design of the inlet was not too good because there is a large deceleration 
occuring in front of the inducer. A modified shape gived the velocity distribution represented in dotted 
line. 

Fig. 11 shows thi computed and measured velocity distributions in a traverse along the radius 
made some millimeters in front of the inducer. We remark that, here too, we have a good agreement 
between the tests and the calculations. 

»'ig. 12 presents a typical cross-over duct for a radial compressor. The computed and measured 
velocities distributions are shown and compared in Fig.13. They also a^ree quite well with each other. 
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10. EXAMPLE 0? INLETS CALCULATIONS. 

In Pig.14 we have presented a meridional view of a typical inlet channel and radial compressor. 
The meridional lines are given in the inlet. ,-s 

s* 

Fig. 15-a presents the velocity distribution calculated along the shroud, We see also the 
local curvature and the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. Fig. 15-b makes the same thing for 
the huh. In Pig.16, we can see the velocity distribution at the impeller eye. The velocities are very 
much different from the velocity computed for an uniform flow. The blade angles are also calculated for 
an impeller running at 35000 RPM. We see that there is a significant difference in blade angle when our 
calculations are used. An unde^ired incidence of +_ 5° can result from a one-dimensional design leading 
to a smaller range in mass flow for the compressor. In a other way, the inlet blading varies less in 
our case and the compressor is then easier to manufacture. 

Fig.17-a, -b, -c, and -d present a different (bad) inlet, the velocity distribution along the 
contours and Che velocity distribution at-impeller eye. 

11 . CONCLUSIONS. -'• 

The method presented here is not a design method but can help very much to avoid errors. It is 
also of great help in the design of a radial compressor while our theory of curvatures show that the 
impeller has also an influence on the velocity distribution at the eye. 

The method, combined with a classical method of analysis of a blading, can be easily used to 
study what happens in an inlet with prewhirl. 

The boundary layer calculations are not very important for most of the inlet designs, when the 
flow is continuously accelerating. But, if the method is applied to the analysis of axisymmetric diffu- 
sers they become very usefull. 

The new method giving the curvatures in the channel by the knowledge of the curvature of tue 
contour has more physical meaning than a spline or best fit method, and is of general use. For example, 
this method is now used in tnree-dimensional analysis of rotating machines (through-flow theories). 

As conclusion, we may say that the correct design of a good inlet, checked by a good analysis, 
can greatly improve the range and the efficiencies of the compressors and so of the complete gas turbine . 

+ + + + + + + + + + 
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Fig.   1.  Typical  small  gas 
turbine inlet. 

Pig. 2. Nomenclature. 
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Pig, 10. Velocity distribution along 
the shroud of a typical inlet. 

WiHue SR    0 

Fig.  12. Typical cross- 
over duct. 

Pig.   13.  Velocity distribution along the 
walls of the cross-over duct. 
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Pig. 14. Typical inlet channel 
and compressor. 
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Pig. 16. Inlet velocities and 
angles. 
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Fig.. 17-a. Example  of short inlet 
and compressor. 

Pig.  17-b. Velocity dis- 
tribution 
along the hub 

Pig.  17-c. Velocity distribution along the shroud. 

Pig.  17-d.  Velocity distribu- 
tion at  induoer eye. 
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FLOW DISTORTION AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS ON A 12" FAN-IN-WING 
MODEL FOR A RANGE OF FORWARD SPEEDS AND ANGLE OF ATTACK SETTINGS 

Uwe W. Sohaub, Associate Research Officer 
Robert W. Bassett, Technical Officer 

Division of Mechanical Engineering 
National Research Council of Canada 

Montreal Road, Ottawa, Canada, K1A 0R6 

SUMMARY 

The performance of a typical fan-in-wing model was examined under representative 
transition conditions.  The model, comprising a 12-in. (30,5 cm) diameter fan buried in 
a N.A.C.A. 0015 section wing with a constant chord of 40-in. (1,02 m), was tested at 
various angles of attack and air speeds in the 10x20-ft (3*6 m) closed working section 
of the Propulsi. ,: i"ad -Xijaae.L.^at the National Research Council of Canada. 

Tunnel interference corrections were estimated by a novel method. Typical correc- 
tions were indicated for the whole testing range which became limited at very low cross- 
flow ratios as a result of uncertainty in the correction in angle of attack. 

Flow distortion due to crossflow occurred In both the inlet and exit planes.  In the 
crossflow ratio range zero to 0.27, inflow distortion was observed to be velocity distor- 
tion at essentially constant total pressure, whereas outflow distortion appeared to be a 
distortion of the exit plane static pressure field. 

The fan thrust was seen to fall off with crossflow ratios greater than 0.2 and ap- 
peared to be a direct result of increasing distortion. However, it seemed to be insensi- 
tive to relatively large changes in angle of attack.  Input power measurements indicated 
little dependence on approach air speed or angle of attack. 

Despite high levels of distortion in the inlet at large crossflow ratios, the fan 
demonstrated considerable tolerance in operating under these conditions.  This was 
evidenced by the very large flow redistributions that took place within the fan stage 
which almost completely attenuated the inlet distortion at the exit plane. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

C„ local swirl velocity, component of V 

C local axial velocity, component of V 

D fan diameter 

H blade height 

P^ total pressure 

Pteo total pressure of the crossflow 

q„ fan axial dynamic pressure based on inlet mass averaging 

q crossflow dynamic pressure, free air equivalent 

q,,, • tunnel dynamic pressure far upstream of the model 

T. total temperature 

U blade velocity 

V local velocity in the inlet and outlet planes 

V fan axial velocity based on inlet mass averaging 

V crossflow velocity, free air equivalent 

Vw tunnel velocity, far upstream of the model 

w fan mass flow, summed in the inlet plane 

a wing pitch or setting angle 

a angle of attack 

A denotes change In a quantity 

6 circumferential angle 

C static pressure coefficient: local static pressure referenced to crossflow static 
p pressure divided by crossflow dynamic pressure 

AP.  t 

«a 

Zn 
V. 

loss coefficient 

crossflow ratio 
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INTRODUCTION 

The general attractiveness of lifting fans to serve as thrusters for V.T.O.L. air- 
craft has been amply demonstrated (1).  For safety reasons alone, it is essential that 
such fans are capable of stable operation under all powered forward flight conditions. 

Although a great deal of experience exists with both fan and compressor inlet flow 
distortions, it is usually associated with total pressure losses (2).  In very shallow 
installations where the total axial length may be only half the fan diameter or less, 
there is insufficient surface ahead of the fan for such distortions to develop, and con- 
sequently such installations are less apt to suffer from large amounts of total pressure 
distortion (3).  The relatively short inlet region cannot, hov/ever, provide adequate 
guidance for the entering flow (4) and hence the dominant inflow problem is a velocity 
distortion, both magnitude and direction being involved. 

This distortion is likely to occur in V.T.O.L. lifting fans during transition 
manoeuvres.from vertical to horizontal flight, and vice versa, because the flow entering 
the inlet plane is still in the process of turning as it reaches the fan. 

The efflux jet, eme.r 
experiences a distortion • 

j.n a direction essentially normal to the external crossflow, 
V static pressure field in and around the jet. 

The combined effect of these two distortions imposes a fluctuating load on the rotor 
blading and causes the fan performance to vary noticeably from the axisymmetric case. 

The experimental work reported herein represents part of a study at the National 
Research Council of Canada on V.T.O.L. lifting fans.  The data presented show in detail 
the inlet and outlet distortions that are associated with representative transition con- 
ditions.  An attempt is made to correlate these distortions with the appropriate perform- 
ance parameters and measurements under similar crossflow conditions. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Test Model 

The model, shown in Figures 1 and 2, comprised a constant 40-in. (1,02 m) chord wing 
of 15%  section thickness (K.A.C.A. 0015) completely spanning the 10*20-ft. (3*6 m) N.R.C. 
Propulsion Tunnel working section at the 10-ft. (3 m) elevation, and a 12-in. (30,5 cm) 
diameter fan mounted in the wing plane at mid-span and 35? of the chord.  Six inch (15,2 
cm) high fences were fitted to the wing ends 10 in. (25,4 cm) away from the tunnel walls. 

Fig. 1.  Powered fan-in-wing model in the NRC propulsion wind tunnel. 

The main aerodynamic specifications of the fan are described in Reference 5; it was a 
single stage fan designed for operation up to 18,000 r.p.m.  The rotor and stator had 18 
and 11 blades, respectively, and the fan's axial length to diameter ratio was nominally 
1/4.  The rotor was driven by an air turbine powered shaft which passed through a thick 
stator blade at the starboard side of the model and a bevel gear set inside the hub. 
The fan inlet plane was 0.50 in. (1,27 cm) above the wing symmetry plane, and coincided 
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Fig. 2. View of inlet side of fan-in-wing model. 

with the beginning of the cylindrical portion of the outer shroud.  The inlet and centre- 
body walls had elliptic profiles (2:1 ellipse, with major axis parallel to fan axis). 
The fan is illustrated schematically 
in Figure 3- 

Measurements 

Measurements reported herein were 
made at test conditions of fan speeds 
from 6,000 to 13,500 r.p.m., crossflow 
speeds from zero to 130 ft/sec (39,6 
m/s), and wing pitch angles from -12.5° 
to +12.5°. 

Overall performance measurements 
comprised drive shaft torque and speed, 
total lift, and some wing surface pres- 
sures.  Fan thrust was derived from 
total lift and wing surface pressure 
measurements. Fig. 3. Diagrammatic cross section 

of•fan-in-wing model. 
Detailed aerodynamic measurements 

were made in an inlet plane, 0.75 in. 
(1,90 cm) forward of the rotor's leading edge, and in an exit plane, 0.375 in. (9»50 mm) 
downstream of the stator's trailing edge by means of traversing pressure probe rakes. 

Measurements in the inlet were made at five radial stations; the equally spaced 
probes extending to within 0.25 in. (6,35 mm) of the annulus walls.  Traversing was done 
circumferentially at. 18° increments. 

Radial spacing of the exit'plane probes was identical to that of the inlet, but a 
circumferential positioning of 16.36° was selected for traverses.  Outlet measurements 
could not be made far enough downstream of the stator for adequate wake profile smoothing 
to take place, lest the whole efflux stream become greatly changed by the crossflow.  It 
was therefore necessary to measure in a plane of near proximity to the stator exit; but 
in order to maintain some reasonable balance between the number of sampling points re- 
quired and the prime information sought, wake detail was omitted.  The sampling stations 
were carefully placed between the stator wakes so that an indication of the "healthy" 
flow — and thereby rotor performance — could be obtained.  Consequently, efflux measure- 
ments were made at every 16.36° of circumference.  These measurements were estimated 
to yield prime information on distortion and overall trends; but it is known that 
appreciably large errors were introduced into the efflux parameter averaging. 

Boundary layer measurements were not made and so the value of stream variables in 
the near-wall region are uncertain.  The mass flow was based on inlet measurements. 

Tunnel Interference Corrections 

Established conventional wind tunnel correction methods are known to be unreliable 
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for many high-lift configurations, and in spite of more recent correction procedures 
fan-in-wing data remain difficult to handle.  The difficulty arises because in addition 
to being a high-lift device a large surface area is offered on which the interference 
can act.  The lift data and tunnel test conditions presented here have been corrected 
to an equivalent free air state by means of a simple correction method devised at the 
National Research Council for this type of model (7).  This method makes use of measured 
control pressures on the surface of the wing away from the source-sink field of the fan 
and a prior calibration of the same pressure- orifices on the two-dimensional wing (fan 
openings faired-in) at known tunnel conditions.  A more detailed account of the applica- 
tion of the method and the nature of corrections involved is given in the Appendix. 

The indicated corrections, particularly to angle of attack, become uncertain however 
at tunnel speeds of less than 40 ft/sec (12,2 m/s) and crossflow ratios less than 0.1, 
and so a different technique was devised to obtain the overall performance data at zero 
forward speed.  The efflux was ducted away from the model across an air gap, carefully 
optimized to avoid interference. 

PLOW DISTORTIONS 

The particular type of distortion associated with shallow-mounted lifting fans can 
be studied by comparing inlet and outlet flow fields.  The examples offered are:  two 
crossflow ratios, a nominal one of 0.03 and another at 0.26, at zero pitch angle; and two 
additional pitch angles of -12.5° and +12.5° for nearly the same large crossflow ratio. 
The 0.03 crossflow ratio data, representing an unavoidable tunnel draft condition, was 
chosen as the only available datum case since zero crossflow ratio data were not avail- 
able directly.  Both inlet and efflux distributions are presented as viewed from above. 

Inlet Plane 

The distribution of inlet total pressure in the form of loss coefficients at the 
above conditions are given in Figure 4.  These distributions show that, except for 
unmeasured boundary layer losses, the inflow field is essentially loss-free.  The only 
observed losses were those associated vdth a well-defined but small region on the leeward 
side of the centrebody.  Independent experiments involving an airflow suction intake with 
boundary layer control on the outer wall demonstrated the possibility of separated flow in 
this region (4,8).  The observed loss was a result of a natural tendency of the boundary 
layer to thicken rapidly in a rising pressure field coupled with the de-stabilizing 
effect of the upstream obstruction offered by a porous cluster of inlet instrumentation 
tubes shown in Figure 2.  It was the only evidence of the more usual total pressure 
distortion associated with long inlets and multi-stage compressors. 

INLET PLANE INLET PLANE INLET PLANE INLET PLANE 

TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS 

(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 
CROSSFLOW RATIO = 003 
V». 15-1 It/iee (4«m/wc) 
a .OC0CG. 

RPM =10,000 

TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS 

(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 
CROSSFLOW RATIO  = 0 Z6 

Vr>.|07ft/sec(3£5m/.ec) 
a   • o-O DEG 
RPM = 10,000 

TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS     -f^ 

(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS     ^f- 

(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO   "0 27 
Vn-ILS-t/lie (35m/sec) 
a  . +13-3 DEC 
RPM'IO.COO 

CROSSFLOW RATIO  «0-27 

Vfl-nBlt/m <36m/iec) 
a  - -12-5 0EG. 
RPM '10,000 

Fig. 4.  Inlet total pressure loss distributions. 

The fan's proximity to the upper surface of the wing evidently inhibited the forma- 
tion of large regions of flow separation that are likely with long intake duct Installa- 
tions exposed to the same crossflow. The fan achieved this condition presumably because 
the rotor blading near the tips provided a diffusion rate more conducive for attached 
flow than would otherwise have been the case. Pressure loss therefore did not appear as 
a prime distortion problem in the shallow lifting fan Installation. 

Velocity distributions are presented in separate forms of magnitude and direction. 
The direction of inlet velocity was resolved into swirl and meridional plane angle com- 
ponents so that the distortion could be viewed in a co-ordinate system natural to the 
fan rotor.  Of these, swirl angle is of prime importance because it modifies the inlet 
air angle of the rotor blades thereby shifting the fan blade passage operating point. 
This is discussed later.  The meridional plane angle is of less significance, it is only 
a measure of spanwise flow on the rotor blades. 

Figure 5 Illustrates the associated contours of Inlet velocity magnitude.  The 0.03 
crossflow ratio case has the characteristic features of zero crossflow, that is ambient 
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still air, with highest velocities near the outer wall and velocities near the hub wall 
generally larger than in the mid-annulus region.  Such a profile is typical of entrance 
flows, including long intake ducts using airflow suction.  Generally, it is found that 
the velocity increases with decreasing radius of curvature, as required by free vortex 
flow.  With increasing crossflow a second curvature effect became progressively more 
significant giving rise to a higher velocity at the front of the annulus than at the 
rear.  This variation is associated with the approach flow bending into the inlet.  It is 

INLET PLANE INLET PLANE INLET PLANE INLET PLANE 

VELOCITY 
(NON-OIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO »0 03 
vn.lSH ll/ise U-6fn/i»cl 
a . oo DEO 
RPM -10,000 

VELOCITY 

(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO -026 

V..|07fl/*ecl3£5ro/seei 
a • o-o oca 
RPM .10,000 

VELOCITY 
(NON-DIMENSIONALl 

CROSSFLOW RATIO '027 

V. . M9II/IK (35fii/«cl 
+ 12-5 DE& 

• 10,000 

VELOCITY 
(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO "0-27 

V.-IIBIt/MC !3Sm/lK) 
a  .-12-0 DEO 
RPM«10.000 

Fig. 5.  Inlet velocity distributions. 

a characteristic feature of the crossflow-inlet flow velocity field which was also 
observed earlier during intake airflow tests on a suction model (8).  A comparison of 
the suction model and,powered fan results (1) demonstrated the similarity between these 
experiments as a function of crossflow ratio.  The noted velocity distortion was,in fact, 
quite unlike that normally identified with compressor flows at the inlet face, which is 
purported to be a flow field of constant velocity, but non-uniform total pressure (2). 
The general skewness of the velocity contours in a counter-rotational sense is direct 
evidence of a feedback from the fan as will be explained later.  A comparison of veloc- 
ities at the larger crossflow ratios shows that the indicated changes in pitch angle 
influenced neither velocity magnitude nor distribution. 

Figure 6 shows the measured swirl angle distribution.  As expected, there was little 
evidence of crossflow distortion when the crossflow ratio was 0.03.  The average swirl 

INLET PLANE INLET PLANE INLET PLANE INLET PLANE 

INLET SWIRL ANGLE   IOECU 

CROSSFLOW RATIO '0-03 
Vn.lSH ft/HC   (4-6 m/iec) 

a • oo OEd 
RPM-10.000 

INLET SWIRL ANGLE   IOESJ 

CROSSFLOW RATIO «0 26 

Vn-lo7fl/««c<325m/teo> 
a  . oo DEC 
RPM» 10.000 

INLET SWIRL ANGLE   IDEM 

CROSSFLOW RATIO «0-27 

Vn»ll5lt/tae (35m/Mc) 
a  • -M2-SDEC 
RPM.10.000 

INLET SWIRL ANGLE   IOES) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO "0 27 

VirllBfl/lBfi USm/MC) 
O  •- a-3 DEO. 
RPM.10,000 

Fig. 6.  Inlet swirl angle distributions. 

angle, in the direction of fan rotation, of two or three degrees seems representative of 
rotor-induced effects.  The swirl distribution attained a distinctive appearance with 
increasing crossflow, with counter-clockwise swirl on the advancing blade side and clock- 
wise on the retreating blade side.  Swirl was largest — swirl velocity tending toward 
the crossflow velocity value — at the sides of the centrebody where a minimum of flow 
guidance was available from the walls.  In fact, the radial variation of swirl, particu- 
larly noticeable on the port and. starboard sides of the annulus, is consistent with a 
combination of residual velocity and secondary flow effects associated with flow in a 
bend.  The feedback effect of the fan on the inlet flow, which under still air conditions 
appeared solely as the fairly uniform swirl mentioned, now also manifested itself as a 
skewness in the distribution in the sense of fan rotation.  Port to starboard symmetry 
can be approximately restored by removing the 3° datum effect. 

The effect of wing pitch angle on swirl distribution is also illustrated in Figure 6. 
Here again it was at the sides of the centrebody, where least guidance was provided by the 
inlet walls, that the swirl angle changed most.  The swirl angle became less as the fan 
was inclined toward the crossflow.  It should be noted though that the change in swirl 
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angle was negligible in the region of the inlet annulus forward and in the lee of the 
centrebody. 

Certain features of the distortion are 
better illustrated by circumferential plots 
of non-dimensional axial (Cz/V„) and swirl 
(Cg/Va) velocities. Figured depicts the 
0.26 crossflow ratio, zero pitch angle eon- 

- dition. Three radial stations are repre- 
sented: near tip (83? of blade height, H), 
mid (50? of H), and near hub (17? of H). 
These profiles exhibited a definite wave 
form with a fundamental wavelength equal to 
the circumference; but the waves were not 
centred on 6=0°, a feature referred to above 
as skewness. ' The swirl velocity profiles 
were in phase with one another; indicating 
thereby that this component of distortion 
was much more a result of crossflow than of 
feedback from the fan. The axial velocity 
profiles, however, were noticeably out of 
phase with each other, which demonstrated a 
strong mutual interaction between the cross- 
flow and the fan flow. It is seen from 
Figure 8 that crossflow and pitch angle 
distorted the meridional plane angle by 
only a token amount. The dominant varia- 
tion was in a radial sense and appeared to 
be solely determined by sink-flow effects 
(static operation) and perhaps the fan 
design. 

Since none of the inflow variables 
demonstrated very strong dependence on pitch 
angle and hence wing angle of attack, within 
the specified test range, it is deduced that 
the wing performs a powerful flow alignment 
function and thereby shields the inlet almost 
completely from angle of attack changes of 
the approaching stream.  This quality is 
viewed as an important advantage of the fan- 
in-wing configuration relative to other 
V.T.O.L. lift schemes.  It is the magnitude 

Fig. 7.  Circumferential inlet 
velocity profiles. ^ 

INLET PLANE INLET PLANE INLET PLANE 
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Fig. 8.  Inlet meridional plane angle distributions. 

associated with the shape of the inlet surfaces and inlet depth, 
of course, present even under static inflow conditions. 

Outlet Plane 

of crossflow, rather 
than the -direction, 
that emerges as the 
prime cause of inflow 
distortion. As cross- 
flow increases, pro- 
gressively more flow 
comes directly from 
the front of the wing 
and there results a 
distortion in both 
magnitude and direc- 
tion of the inlet 
velocity that is con- 
sistent with stream 
curvature causing 
agents: entering flow 
bending from the 
original direction 
towards the axial 
direction and local 
contraction effects 

The latter agent is, 

Inlet distributions alone are not sufficient to describe the total distortion effect 
for, as will be shown, the fan also suffers an exit plane distortion which appears to be 
largely independent of the inflow. 

Figure 9 illustrates how velocity changed across the fan at a crossflow ratio of 
0.03.  The dominant variation (radial) persisted through the fan.  At the larger cross- 
flow ratio case, in Figure 10, almost complete attenuation of the inlet distortion took 
place and only remnants of the more prominent distortion features remained: higher 
velocity in the front annulus sector than in the rear, distortion skewness, and the low 
energy region at the rear of the centrebody.  A complete transition had taken place, and 
the dominant variation appearing in the efflux was a radial one, quite similar in fact, 
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INLET PLANE INLET PLANE 

VELOCITY 
(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO  -0 03 
Vn'13-I fl/*ie (4 6 m/«eel 
a  • 00 DEC 
RPM .10.000 

EFFLUX PLANE 

VELOCITY 
(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO    '0-26 
V. • I07fl/i«(323m/m) 
a  • 0.0 0E& 
RPM >i|0,000 

EFFLUX PLANE 

VELOCITY 
(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO  -0 03 

Vn'15-I H/i«c (4-6 m/*«e) 
a  • 0-0 DEG 
RPM-10,000 

VELOCITY 

(NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO "026 
ViMOTfl/McOtSm/Mc) 
a  - 00 DEO 
RPM.10.000 

Pig.  9.     Inlet-efflux comparison: 
velocity distributions 
at 0.03  crossflow. 

Fig'.  10.    Inlet-efflux comparison: 
velocity distributions 
at 0.26 crossflow. 

to the low crossflow ratio case.     The  fan evidently operated powerfully  on the major 
distortion problem,  and so it was not  surprising to find that the efflux velocity dis- 
tribution was not altered significantly by changes in the wing pitch angle setting,  as 
Figure 11 shows. 

EFFLUX PLANE EFFLUX PLANE 

VELOCITY v VELOCITY 

(NON-DIMENSIONAL) vo (NON-DIMENSIONAL) 

CROSSFLOW RATIO »0-37 CROSSFLOW RATIO «027 

V. -USfl/uc (33m/i8c) Vn-llfl ft/we (36m/»«) 
a -+)2-5DEa a r-)2-3DEG. 

RPM -10,000 RPM .10.000 

Fig.   11.    Efflux velocity  comparison: 
distributions  at 0.27 crossflow and 
pitch angles  of +12.5° and -12.5°. 
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EFFLUX PLANE EFFLUX PLANE EFFLUX PLANE EFFLUX PLANE 

TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 

CROSSFLOW RATIO.O03 
V««IWII/MC  (4*m/m) 
a  - OODEG. 

RPU '10.000 

TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 

CROSSFLOW RATIO "026 

Vn.|07(t/iMl325<n/i«c) 
a   . 00 KG. 
RPU -10,000 

TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 

CROSSFLOW RATIO   '0-27 

Vn-IIBfl/HC (35m/m> 
a  • +12-5 OEG. 
RPM-10,000 

TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 

CROSSFLOW RATIO «0-27 
Vn'ltefl/KC I36m/we) 

a • -12-5 OEO. 
RPH .10,000 

Fig. 12. Kfflux total pressure ratio distributions. 

The fan's capability in dealing with the inlet distortion was also indicated by the 
general invariance with crossflow and pitch change of the total pressure distribution 
(since inlet total pressure distribution was reasonably constant hence also pressure 
ratio distribution), see Figure 12.  The advancing rotor blades, subjected to more posi- 
tive incidence, appeared to work a little harder — as shown by somewhat larger pressure 
ratios on the port side of the efflux plane. The observed radial variation of total 
pressure ratio is considered to be a function of fan design and is not attributed to 
crossflow in any way. 

As might be expected, the efflux swirl bears no relation- 
ship to the inlet swirl distribution.  In fact, as Figure 13 
shows, the distributions are quite similar at both crossflow 
ratios and remarkably uniform circumferentially.  Angles of 
15° to 20° are indicated except near the centrebody and below 

EFFLUX PLANE EFFLUX PLANE 

EFFLUX SWIRL ANGLE ">«-> 

CROSSFLOW RATIO -O03 
Va'IS-« tl/MB  t46m/»»c] 
a   • OO DEC 
RPU '10.000 

EFFLUX SWIRL ANGLE loeoj 

CROSSFLOW RATIO   "0-26 

V. . lOTfl/»« (32-Sm/s«) 
a   •  00 DEG- 
RPM-10,000 

Fig. 13. Efflux swirl angle distributions. 

the drive shaft. Moreover, it was found that the varia- 
tion in pitch angle introduced no appreciable change. 
Swirl angle, then, was primarily a function of fan design 
and was not affected by the external flow. 

Figure 14 facilitates a comparison of the measured 
meridional plane angles in the inlet and outlet planes. 
Only the 0.03 crossflow ratio data are given because 
they are typical of all test conditions encountered. 
The most important feature here was the degree of radial 
flow redistribution across the fan: the inflow converged 
and the efflux diverged.  The general lobular appearance 
of the outlet distribution is associated with blade-to- 
blade flow variations and is therefore not of prime 
relevance to the distortion issue. 

INLET PLANE 

MERIDIONAL PLANE ANGLE OEM 
CROSSFLOW RATIO  -003 
Vn> IM ft/MC (4« m/iacl 
a • 00 OEG, 
RPM« 10,000 

EFFLUX PLANE 
,0 rt 

MERIDIONAL PLANE ANGLE Beul 
CROSSFLOW RATIO  -0 03 

Vn-151 fl/i« (46 m/«ee) 
a - OO OEO, 
RPM -10,000 

Fig.Ik.Inlet-efflux comparison: 
meridional plane angle 
at 0.03 crossflow 
and zero pitch angle. 

By far the most interesting and crossflow-sensitive variable in the efflux plane was 
the static pressure; distributions in coefficient form (referenced to free stream static 
pressure and normalized by average inlet dynamic pressure) are depicted in Figure 15. 
Generally, in the presence of crossflow, the distributions exhibited negative pressures 
on the starboard side (retreating blades) and positive pressures in the outer annulus on 
the port side (advancing blades).  Pressures in the front of the annulus were positive 
and those in the lee of the efflux jet, relative to the crossflow direction, exhibited 
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considerable recovery — unlike that expected had crossflow separated fully at the sides 
of the efflux jet.  The lack of side-to-side symmetry was presumed to be associated with 
efflux swirl. This circumferential pressure distribution suggests a fundamental simi- 
larity between the observed interaction of the crossflow with the swirling jet and 

EFFLUX PLANE EFFLUX PLANE EFFLUX PLANE EFFLUX PLANE 

STATIC PRESSURE 

COEFFICIENT 

CROSSFLOW RATIO   -0HJ3 

V..I3-I ft/iac 14 6 m/itel 
a •  OO DEG. 
RPM> 10,000 

STATIC PRESSURE 
COEFFICIENT 

CROSSFLOW RATIO .0-36 
V.'l07tt/lMl3Z5:n/l.c) 
a • OO PEG. 
RPM- 10,000 

STATIC PRESSURE 
COEFFICIENT 

CROSSFLOW RATIO  .0-27 

Vn"ll5fl/tec (35m/»8cl 
<• ' +125 OEG. 
RPM'10,000 

STATIC PRESSURE 

COEFFICIENT 
CROSSFLOW RATIO »0-27 
Vn> MB II/MC (36m/»e) 
a .-12 5 DEO. 
RPM-10,000 

Pig. 15. Efflux static pressure distributions. 

potential streaming flow around a rotating cylinder.  The recovery in the lee of the jet 
is reasoned to be the result of a substantially reduced wake and is probably assisted by 
the boundary layer control capabilities of the efflux jet.  A short film showing a flow 
visualization of these crossflow effects (9) illustrates this region of interaction. 

The overall level of static pressure seemed somewhat dependent on wing pitch angle; 
the +12.5° distribution being generally more positive as might be expected. 

It is demonstrated, therefore, that the static pressure field at the exit of a 
shallow lifting fan configuration during crossflow is far from being uniform and that it 
represents a well defined crossflow distortion in its own right, i.e. it is independent 
of the inlet distortion but dependent on the presence of crossflow. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 

Input power (including transmission losses) computed from measured torque and speed 
is shown in Figure 16.  Although the data shown pertain to zero pitch, the lines drawn 
are typical for the +12.5° and -5° pitch con- 
ditions as well.  Power, as is readily seen, 
was independent of crossflow velocity and de- 
pendent only on fan speed.  The implication 
appears to be therefore that thrust losses 
associated with high crossflow speeds must    ..,.,.., ,        
, -.„„ „__. .      . POWER '         — ' •— kamVwc. 
have resulted from a fallxng efficiency. n» tioooo 

TOT«. 

LIFT 

CORRECTED      FORWARO    SPEEO • 

Pig. 17. Total lift v. corrected 
forward speed at 10,000 r.p.m. 

300- 

200- 

a=o- 

12000 «• 

100- 
10000«.« 

8000— u 
6000 SPU 

o-  , u 

CORRECTED   FORWARD    SPEED 

Fig. 16.  Input power v. corrected 
forward speed (a = 0°). 

PAN THRUST 

Total lift measurements for a fan speed of 
10,000 r.p.m. and three pitch angles (-5°, 0°, 
+12.5°) are shown in Figure 17.  The existence 
of two individual contributions are demonstrated 
here: fan thrust and a two-dimensional wing 
contribution.  The latter tends to be relatively 
large at high forward speed and angle of attack. 
The wing, however, is viewed without special 
interest; in fact, it can be thought of as 
providing merely a support role: it holds the 
fan and ensures smooth inlet flow typical of a 
fan-in-wing environment.  The wing contribution, 
based on a span of 100 in. (2,5*1 m), was there- 
fore subtracted from the total measurement to 
yield fan thrust (a force normal to the wing 
plane).  No attempt was made to divide fan 
thrust into efflux thrust and induced lift 
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CORRECTED      FORWARD     SPEED • 

contributions.  It is hoped, though by no means proven, that fan thrust can be treated 
simply as an increment for combined system lift involving wings other than tested here. 

Figures 18a, b, and c illustrate the 
so-calculated fan thrust as a function of 
crossflow velocity.  Initially at a low for- 
ward speed thrust was augmented, subsequently 
at higher speed after reaching a maximum, it 
diminished.  The initial improvement over 
datum thrust was accompanied by a markedly 
noticeable reduction in fan speed fluctuation. 
Thrust appeared to be independent of angle of 
attack within the given range of pitch angle, 
thereby substantiating in a qualitative way a 
similar tendency observed from the indepen- 
dently measured flow distribution.  Hence an 
important simplification to performance test- 
ing may be justifiably introduced, that is to 
say, the number of test variables can be reduc- 
ed by one, provided that the two-dimensional 
wing contribution is first removed from the 
total measurement. As far as overall fan 
performance is concerned, prime information 
can be obtained at only one pitch setting. 

FAN CHARACTERISTICS 

The total pressure ratio of the fan, 
subject to the previously mentioned sources 
of error, is given as a function of corrected 
mass flow and crossflow ratio in Figure 19. 
The influence of crossflow is clearly indi- 
cated.  The crossflow effect on the constant 
speed performance of the fan was somewhat 
similar to, but not as simple as, varying the 
back pressure, i.e. increasing crossflow gen- 
erally induced greater mass flow through the 
fan, as Figure 20 shows. The effect of cross- 
flow on total pressure ratio was novel: at 
low crossflows there appeared to be a small 
enhancement while at large crossflows the 
total pressure ratio fell off noticeably.  A 
similar variation was indicated for fan thrust. 

CORRECTED    FORWARD    SPEED - V„ 

THRUST 

Ib.l       *°° 

CORRECTED   FORWARD    SPEED • 
This manifestation of distortion was un- 

expected in view of the acquired experience 
on the effects of total pressure distortion 
on compressors and fans.  In this connection 
It is held that a reduction of flow is the 
result of an observed tendency of compressors 
to operate with uniform inlet velocity when 

faced with a circumferential total pressure distortion. The shallow lifting fan however 
does not appear to behave this way.  When exposed to crossflow. it tends to induce a more 
uniform total pressure in the inlet, and while accepting and supporting a non-uniform 
Inlet velocity field, it experiences an increased mass flow. 

Fig. 18.  Fan thrust v. corrected 
forward speed. 

It 
charact 
distort 

Is obviously inadequate to explain this unusual performance in terms of the 
eristic of the complete fan unit.  Since the crossflow caused a circumferential 
ion around the fan, it may be helpful to view the fan as comprising a large number 

of small compressors working 
In parallel.  This concept is 
already a well-established aid 
in understanding the response 
of compressor performance under 
conditions of total pressure 
distortion. It has, for ex- 
ample, lead to the theory that 
spoiled and unspoiled compressor 
sectors are like separate com- 
pressors operating on a unique 
characteristic, at least away 
from stall at maximum flow (2). 
The shallow lifting fan problem 
may be resolved similarly by 
examining the individual rotor 
blade passages in the light of 
deviations from a standard 

"' ''•'•'• characteristic, as indicated 
by periodic and interactive 
effects. 

Fig. 19.  Fan characteristics. 
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The prime crossflow distortion in a shallow Intake was seen to be a velocity mal- 
distribution which, as was suggested, could be characterized by a mostly circumferential 
variation of swirl and axial velocity com- 
ponents.  The swirl caused a swing in rotor 
blade incidence which resulted in higher 
axial velocities and pressure rise on the 
advancing blades, and lower axial velocities 
and pressure rise on the retreating blades» 
In addition, there was the basic fore-to-aft 
variation in axial velocity associated with 
flow bending which, when combined with the 
swirl-induced axial velocity variation gave 
an anti-rotational skewed velocity distor- 
tion.  In fact, the fan operated with the 
inflow distortion as if there existed a set 
of loss-free inlet guide vanes providing 
different degrees of pre-swirl.  The fan 
blade passages therefore functioned with 
differing characteristic lines depending on 
the blades' instantaneous circumferential 
position, as indicated schematically in 
Figure 21.  This inlet guide vane analogy, 
proposed in Reference 10, together with the 
parallel compressor concept admits the ob- 
served trend of increasing total pressure 
ratio with mass flow at low crossflow ratios, 
depending upon the chosen aerodynamic design 
of the fan.  Acceptance of this theory is 
however not necessary for appreciating that 
it is mandatory to look 'inside' the fan in 
order to ascertain if the crosswind has a 
stabilizing influence on the fan. 

Detailed consideration is a prerequi- 
site to the design of a high-performance 
shallow lifting fan tolerant of crossflow 
distortion with adequate surge margin. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The crossflow-induced distortions in a 
fan-ln-wing flow field comprises two parts. 
First, there is a basic interaction between 
the flow fields which would be present even 
without the fan. Second, there is a feedback 
effect of the fan on this flow field, due 
to the fan's proximity to the external flow. 

Fig.   20. 

Vn 

Fan axial velocity 
forward speed  (a = 

v. corrected 
0°). 

Diagrammatic representation of 
variation in rotor blade passage 
characteristic with inlet swirl 
at crossflow, U = constant. 

2. Both inlet and outlet planes experienc- 
ed flow distortion.  In the crossflow ratio 
range zero to 0.27 inflow distortion was    Fig. 21. 
observed to be a non-uniformity of velocity 
magnitude and direction.  The flow field 
appeared to be consistent with one effected 
by stream curvature-producing agents, viz. 
crossflow bending and contracting, and 
secondary flow effects, and was one of essentially constant total pressure. Outflow 
distortion was observed to involve primarily static pressure.  The distribution of static 
pressure around the jet can be related to that around a rotating cylinder in streaming 
potential flow. 

3. The fan's feedback on the inlet flow was to introduce considerable skewness to the 
velocity distribution. Axial velocities were increased from their basic distortion 
'magnitudes on the advancing blade side of the fan. The fan also induced a pre-swirl 
that caused side-to-side differences in flow angle. 

4. Despite severe velocity maldistribution in the inlet of the fan, substantial flow 
redistribution took place within the fan stage and almost completely attenuated the inlet 
distortion.  The fan imparted an almost uniform swirl to the efflux. 

5. Over the crossflow ratio range tested there was no first order variation of fan 
performance with angle of attack — hence the wing may be regarded as an effective flow 
alignment device.  Second order effects included a small reduction of inlet swirl at 
negative angle of attack and a small increase in the level of outlet static pressure at 
positive angles of attack. 

6. The changes in fan thrust and total pressure ratio with increasing crossflow ratio 
were gradual, Initially an enhancement and. finally a falling-off. 

7.  Fan Input power was found to be invariant with crossflow velocity and to vary only 
with fan speed. 
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APPENDIX 

TUNNEL INTERFERENCE CORRECTIONS 

STB'O 
FENCE 

PORT 
FENCE 

It is well known that high-lift models tend to produce considerable tunnel inter- 
ference, particularly at low tunnel speeds.  The classical tunnel interference correction 
methods are invalid because no account is made for the efflux jet. More recently devel- 
oped interference rules are more useful as guidelines for maximum model size and test 
range, and tend to relate to pure high-lift configurations such as isolated rotors, 
ducted fans, etc., which feature no or very small external lifting surfaces in the 
vicinity of the high-lift element.  Yet to neglect interference effects and to revert to 

the use of uncorrected data leads 
to errors that are unacceptably 
large in instances where the model 
size is not negligibly small rel- 
ative to the test section dimen- 
sions. Such was deemed to be the 

UPPER      case for the N.R.C. fan-in-wing 
SURFACE    model.  Consequently, a simple 

correction method was devised at 
N.R.C. to give equivalent free 
air conditions (7), and it appears 
to give reasonable corrections for 
tunnel speeds larger than 40 

LOWER      ft/sec (12,2 m/s) or crossflow 
SURFACE     ratios (simulated forward speed 

divided by average fan axial vel- 
ocity) greater than0.1, whichever 
is the larger constraint. 

SURFACE    DISTANCE • 
30        ^o 

• FAN  DIAMETERS 

Pig.   22. Spanwise surface pressure distributions 
at 35!? of chord. 

This method makes use of 
measured control pressures on the 
surface of the wing away from the 
source-sink field of the fan and a 
prior calibration of the same 
pressure orifices on the two- 

dimensional wing (fan openings faired-in) at known tunnel conditions. To demonstrate thatthe 
control pressures were free of fan Induced effects, upper and lower surface spanwise pressure 
distributions at the 35$ chord station for a crossflow ratio of 0.26 and a fan speed of 

10,000 r.p.m. are shown in Figure 22. 

The magnitude of the corrections for the 
zero pitch angle case are shown in Figure 23. 
It can be seen that without the fan'the ratio 
of dynamic pressures was unity because datum 
corrections, in accord with classical theory, 
were negligible for this particular installa- 
tion.  Appreciable corrections were indicated 
however for the powered fan-in-wing model, 
viz. qn/q„ = 1.12 for 6000 r.pjn. and 1.18 for 
12,000 r.p.m. and higher.  This result seems 
reasonable since the efflux jet may be regar- 
ded as a swept-back cylinder which offers 
solid blockage. The lower the crossflow ratio, 
the less sweep-back there is, and hence the 
greater the approach air overspeed at the model. 
The indicated angle of attack corrections are 
more complex to understand. They are believed 
to be controlled by two opposing effects.  At 
low fan speeds or high tunnel speeds, i.e. 
large crossflow ratios, at which the free air 
state is approached, the fan-in-wing causes 
a high-lift condition that results in an 
effective positive angle of attack.  As fan 
speed is increased or tunnel speed Is decreased, 
i.e. low crossflow ratios, progressively more 
tunnel constraint is felt and a reduction 
of angle of attack is effected, which in 
sense is also indicated by classical correc- 
tion theory. 
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Fig. 23. Tunnel corrections for 
zero wing pitch angle. 
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THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND TESTING OF A SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT INTAKE SYSTEM 

by E. Tjonneland 
The Boeing Company 

Seattle, Washington, USA 

SUMMARY 

The performance criteria, including engine airflow matching requirements, of an axisymmetric mixed-compression intake for a 
supersonic transport application are described and related to the selection of the design features of the intake variable-geometry 
components. Viscous technology is applied to the design and development of the boundary layer control system to account for 
intake viscous interactions and to scale model results to full- scale designs. Small, low-angle bleed holes 20° to the surface yield 
high flow coefficients. Hole diameters of approximately half the height of the boundary layer displacement thickness are used to 
improve the cleanliness of the supersonic diffuser flow and to maximize pressure recovery of the bleed air. Vortex valves are 
incorporated in a fluidic normal shock stability system to allow operation at peak intake recovery and remain started during 
atmospheric or engine transients. 

INTRODUCTION 

A supersonic transport air intake system for future commercial operations should be designed to achieve a level of performance in 
excess of that achieved in supersonic aircraft currently in service. A wide range of operating conditions, engine and airplane 
interactions, and operating reliability require a careful balance of the design. Various advanced design features were incorporated 
in an SST air intake system suitable for commercial application in a Mach 2.7 cruise speed vehicle. Improvements in the state of 
the art of intake design, especially in the areas of viscous technology, intake stability, and intake/engine airflow matching, were 
required to determine the various features of the intake. They also greatly reduced efforts during development by providing better 
predictions and correlation with experimental data. The major design criteria imposed on the system are shown as related to the 
overall design, realizing that many iterations are carried out before the final set of design features and criteria mutually agree. 

PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

The intakes on a supersonic long-range transport aircraft receive 
early attention in configuration and performance studies. The 
expected configuration problems for best pod shape, interfer- 
ence effects, inflow conditions, exhaust effects, engine-out 
conditions, etc., are quickly recognized. The performance 
studies soon show that the intake is also responsible for a 
significant cruise range penalty. In contrast to the intakes used 
on long-range subsonic aircraft, the intakes of a supersonic 
aircraft have total pressure losses and viscous effects (resulting 
in bleed air drag) which are very significant. Even with 
optimistic recovery and bleed estimates, an SST with a range of 
3500 miles has an airplane cruise range loss, resulting from 
intake total pressure losses and bleed drags, which is in excess of 
12%. There are also numerous other performance loss items 
during airplane off-design operation. The net effect is to set 
very high performance objectives in supersonic intake designs. 
These must be based on firm experimental or analytic design 
data to prevent goals being set too high. Influence factors for 
key intake performance items are shown in Figure 1. The 
considerable effect on aircraft range of bleed drag (both the 
amount of bleed and bleed air recovery), cruise bypass drag, and 
intake recovery clearly show the incentive to set high perform- 
ance goals. While weight trades are important, Figure 1 shows 
that weight savings can rarely be justified if they compromise 
performance. 

4 6 8 10 

CHANGE IN PARAMETER (%) 

FIG. 1 INTAKE PERFORMANCE TRADE FACTORS FOR CRUISE 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

Specific performance objectives of the SST intake described in this paper are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The steady-state 
performance levels of Figure 2 were to be met simultaneously, with the intake providing inherent stability margins and tolerances 
to disturbances. For example, with the intake started at Mach 2.65 and operating at a recovery of 91%, the intake was designed to 
tolerate a step reduction of 5% in engine corrected airflow, without controller action, and remain started. Similarly, with the 
intake operating on-design at Mach 2.65, a step reduction of Mach 0.05 was not to cause an intake unstart. These criteria were 
established from considerations of the intake control system performance as well as the steady-state operating characteristics of 
the intake. The first criterion was met by incorporating vortex valves in the intake throat section as an auxilarily normal shock 
stability system. The second criterion specifies the minimum allowable throat Mach number during on-design, started intake 
operation. With the incorporation of vortex valves in the intake throat section, another design criterion is immediately established: 
the intake throat station should be fixed relative to the intake cowl throughout the started Mach number range. This will allow 
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maximum intake performance to be maintained while using the 
vortex valves when dynamically needed to guard against intake 
unstarts. 

Another important performance parameter is that of cowl 
thickness. To obtain a favorable interference between the pod 
and the wing, the intake cowl lip thickness had to be 
minimized. Structural requirements dictated a cowl lip thick- 
ness angle of 2.5°. An increase of 1° would have resulted in a 
range loss in excess of 1%. The inside cowl and the centerbody 
cone angles determine the strength and pattern of the internal 
shock waves. For a 2.5° cowl thickness angle, an inside cowl 
angle of 0° and a centerbody half-cone angle of 11° resulted in 
the desired internal shock strength. 

In determining intake sizing, it was essential to avoid overboard bypass airflows during cruise. The intake size (i.e., lip radius) was 
chosen to match a standard-day engine cruise power demand. For maximum power demand on a standard or cold day, engine rpm 
is trimmed back to avoid excessive supercritical intake operation. On a hot day with the engine operating at design rpm, the excess 
intake airflow supply is discharged through the secondary nozzle via the secondary air system^ The overall system was matched 
such that essentially no overboard bypass airflow was needed for intake/engine airflow matching during normal climb and cruise 
intake operation. 

INTAKE DESIGN AND OPERATION 

The following sections describe in detail the variable-geometry components of the intake, their use in the operation of the intake, 
and the intake performance for the various flight regimes. Reference is made to the design objectives stated earlier, including the 
major analytical tools used in determining the intake design. Ten major areas are emphasized: intake variable geometry, intake 
takeoff/landing configurations, noise abate operation, intake run and bypass configurations, buzz suppression operation (including 
subsonic cruise), supersonic diffuser/bleed system design, intake bleed drag, auxiliary normal shock stability system, and 
supersonic, started mode performance. 

Intake Variable Geometry 

A schematic view of the intake lines is shown in Figure 4. The intake is axisymmetric, with mixed external-internal compression. 
Two major geometry components are incorporated to obtain the necessary geometry variations needed for engine airflow matching 
at transonic speeds and for proper flow area contraction at supersonic speeds. 
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FIG. 4 INTAKE GEOMETRY 

Throat Doois/Centerbody—The flow area required for transonic engine airflow matching is shown in Figure 4 as the minimum 
flow area just aft of the intake cowl lip station. This area allows a flow Mach number of 0.85 at full engine power and includes 
allowance to pass the engine secondary air cooling flows as shown earlier in Figure 3. To obtain the flow area variation required 
between the curves labeled "takeoff" and "transonic", a set of four cowl throat doors is used. These are 90°segments of the inner 
cowl, hinged at the forward end and rotated outward between parallel-sided (90°) structural beams in the intake. For supersonic 
airflow matching the centerbody retracts from its fully extended position a distance of 1.25 I^ip. The mtake internal flow-area 
variation provided by this translation is shown in the area progression curves of Figure 4 as the area decrease between the curves 
labeled "takeoff and "cruise." 

The design translation schedules for these two components are also shown in Figure 4. It should be noted that during started 
intake operation, the centerbody is modulated via a closed-loop control to maintain a throat Mach number of 1.25, and the throat 
doors are scheduled as a function of centerbody position*-1-*. 

Secondary Air Valves/Bypass and Takeoff Doors—A schematic of the secondary air valves and overboard bypass and takeoff doors 
is shown in Figure 5. There are eight butterfly-type secondary air valves, two per 90° segment in the intake secondary flow 
channel. They are used to regulate cooling air to the engine secondary nozzle, to serve as a fine control for positioning the normal 
shock during started intake operation, and to provide a means of intake/engine airflow matching during normal and hot-day cruise 
without having to open the overboard bypass doors. 

There are four overboard bypass doors, one per 90° segment. These doors perform the well known function of spilling the large 
amounts of intake excess airflow that occur during airplane descent and inoperative engine conditions. 

The bypass doors contain the secondary or bellmouth-contoured takeoff doors (see Figure 5), as a door within a door. The 
primary takeoff doors are separately hinged, free-floating inward to open the auxiliary flow passage to the engine. These primary 
doors are mechanically linked to the throat doors. Ten percent throat door travel outward from the cruise position forces the 
primary takeoff doors closed. During takeoff, when both primary and secondary takeoff doors suck in, the bypass door frames 
remain closed. At higher speeds, when intake internal pressures exceed external pressures, the secondary takeoff doors follow the 
bypass door frames to form the bypass doors, and the primary takeoff doors remain closed. 
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Intake Takeoff/Landing Configuration 

The intake is shown in the takeoff/landing configuration in Figure 6. In this configuration the centerbody is extended, the throat 
and overboard bypass doors are closed, and the secondary air valves are open. The minimum duct flow area now occurs well aft in 
the intake as shown in Figure 4. This reduces the intake Up flow velocities and the resulting sharp-lip losses associated with 
low-speed intake operation. With the throat doors in the closed position, the auxiliary takeoff doors are allowed to float free of 
the overboard bypass door frames. The takeoff doors suck in as necessary to satisfy engine airflow demands. Details of intake 
low-speed performance are shown in Figure 7, where model and full-scale test data are compared. To achieve the low-speed 
recovery goals shown in this figure, a takeoff door size of 29% Ajjp is required. This was determined by model tests and analysis 
using Reference 2, and is based on main intake duct and takeoff door passage Mach numbers of 0.5 and 0.7, respectively. Detail 
design restraints later compromised the full-scale design such that a takeoff door area of only 23% Ajjp was available. The 
full-scale recovery and distortion data shown in Figure 7 were obtained from tests of the intake/engine combination shown in 
Figure 8. Smooth operation of the free-floating takeoff doors during unrestricted engine throttle operation was observed. 
Crosswind operation up to 35 knots at 90° showed no significant increase in distortion values. Takeoff performance was primarily 
a function of the bellmouth contours of the aft wall of the passage. A lemniscate-shaped bellmouth gave best results. The 
maximum primary takeoff door angle is 35°. 

As the takeoff doors suck open to form a bellmouth contour, they also open a passage to the engine secondary air system (see 
Figure 6). This allows an opening through which the engine primary nozzle can pump the required nozzle-cooling air. 

SECONDARY 
CV     AIRVALVE-j 

FIG. 6 TAKEOFF/LANDING CONFIGURATION, 0<ML< 0.5 
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FIG. 7 INTAKE LOW-SPEED PERFORMANCE 

Noise Abate Mode 

The noise abate mode is an optional intake control mode which 
may be manually initiated by the flight crew during intake 
operation in the 0.0 to 0.5 Mach range. In this mode the 
primary takeoff doors are held closed by positioning the intake 
throat doors at an intermediate opening. The secondary takeoff 
doors remain free-floating, and due to aerodynamic loading, 
they assume a full-open position. The overboard bypass door 
frames are held closed, while the secondary air valves remain 

full open. A schematic of the noise abate mode showing the throat and bypass door configurations is shov. I in Figure 9. Holding 
the primary takeoff doors closed prevents compressor noise from radiating out these openings. Forward compressor noise radiation 
is significantly reduced by modulating the centerbody to maintain an intake throat Mach number of 0.85. The noise abate mode is 
automatically disengaged and the takeoff configuration engaged should high engine thrust operation (e.g., during airplane 
go-around) be required. 

Intake Run Configuration 

The intake run configuration is used between Mach 0.5 and 1.2. This configuration is automatically obtained during climb when 
the pilot places the engine mode selector in the run position at approximately Mach 0.5. In this configuration the centerbody is 
fully extended, the throat doors and secondary air valves are fully opened, and the overboard bypass doors are held closed. A 
schematic of the run configuration is shown in Figure 10. No controller action is used in the run configuration, and the bypass 
doors remain closed even when the engine airflow is decreased as in airplane descent. Thus, for low engine airflows, intake/engine 
airflow matching is obtained via intake forespillage. An exception to this is the Mach 0.85 subsonic cruise condition. To reduce 
intake drags during subsonic cruise, the buzz suppression mode, which is describi I in a following section, is used. 

REVERSE BLEED PERMITTED 

Zd5. 

FIG. 9 NOISE ABA TE MODE, M <0.B 
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Figure 3 shows that throat doors were used to obtain adequate 
transonic flow area. Other ways were explored to solve this flow 
matching problem. For design comparisons, fixed-cowl intakes 
(no throat doors) with translating centerbodies only, were used. 
The flow capacities of two such intakes are shown in Figure 11 
together with the variable-throat-door, translating-centerbody 
intake supply. A Boeing solid-cowl intake with essentially equal 
centerbody translation and cone angle, equal external cowl lip 
angle, and constant throat area station for started operation 
provided 12% less transonic flow than the throat door intake. A 
later design by NASA improved this to 8% less transonic flow 
than a throat door intake, but at a cost of 24% more 
centerbody translation, 1.5° higher external cowl angle, and a 
nonstationary throat station with centerbody translation. All 
three intakes were designed to provide acceptable recovery and 
low distortion characteristics, with a minimum duct area Mach 
number of 0.85. Earlier testing had shown that this was 
permissible to obtain maximum lip area flow coefficients, as 
long as a reasonable diffusion process was provided. 

Beacuse the throat station is constant with centerbody transla- 
tion, which facilitates the incorporation of vortex valves, the 
Boeing solid-cowl design was further analyzed via intake/engine 
and performance/airplane integration studies. For these studies 
the available engine rpm trim control loop was studied for use 
during transonic operation to reduce engine rpm and obtain 
intake/engine airflow matching. It should be noted here that 
during climb at Mach numbers between 0.33 and 0.90, the 
engine operates without augmentation. At Mach 0.9, full engine 
augmentation is applied as the airplane approaches the transonic 
drag rise condition. On the maximum altitude placard on a cold 
day, the engine rpm is reduced by the normal engine control, 
holding constant corrected engine speeds, to an rpm close to the lowest engine operating rpm at which afterburner operation can 
be sustained. This left insufficient rpm trim capability to use for intake/engine airflow matching on cold-day flights. It would have 
resulted in flight restrictions on cold days if rpm trim had been chosen as a means to achieve transonic flow matching. On a 
standard-day flight, engine rpm trimming could have been used to reduce engine airflow 12% to match the Boeing solid-cowi 
intake supply shown in Figure 11, but would have reduced the normal rpm margin from augmentor blowout by 80%. Also, severe 
reduction in the standard-day transonic thrust margins associated with the engine rpm reduction would occur. Thus, the Boeing 
solid-cowl intake sized for cruise (see Figure 11) was deemed unfeasible for the engine being considered. Oversizing the solid-cowl 
intake for cruise was considered, but drag penalties for cruise bypass as shown in Figure 1 ruled this out, especially since the 
outboard intake was already oversized by 4% due to a lower outboard local Mach number 2.61 versus 2.65 for the inboard intake on 
the airplane being considered. The intake was designed for the higher local inboard Mach number of 2.65 (for Mach 2.7 cruise). All 
curves and design data are shown for this intake; the outboard intake was identical and simply operated at a 0.04 lower local Mach 
number. 
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FIG. 11 AIRFLOW SUPPLY OF FIXED AND 

VARIABLE COWL INTAKES 

Data obtained from scale-model tests of the variable-cowl intake operating in the run configuration are shown in Figure 12. Design 
recovery at low engine face distortion levels was obtained for the full range of operation in this "uncontrolled" run configuration. 
Data shown in Figure 12, from Mach 1.2 to 1.6, are for the intake operating in the suppression mode as explained in a following 
section. Figure 13 shows secondary air duct pressure recovery for Mach numbers to 1.2. The solid curve with data points shows 
that at flight speeds up to Mach 0.5, in takeoff configuration, the secondary air supply is greater than required (even for maximum 
augmentation). From Mach 0.5 to 0.8 the secondary air supply is shown to be adequate for engine operation at continuous 
maximum dry power. Maximum augmentation operation is allowed above Mach 0.8 or well below the speeds where augmentation 
is applied for transonic and supersonic acceleration. 
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Intake Bypass Configuration 

The maximum overboard bypass door opening of 45% Ajjp at 
an angle of 33° was chosen to Tmjvide buzz-free inta-.e 
operation (above Mach 1.3) with all intake hydraulic power 
shut off and the engine rotor essentially stopped (aerodynamic 
engine windmill brake applied). During this failure condition, 
aerodynamic forces cause the centerbody to extend fully and 
the throat doors, secondary air valves, and overboard bypass 
doors to open fully. The full-open throat doors provide a 
smooth airflow passage to the overboard bypass doors as shown 
in Figure 5. Figure 14 shows the buzz margins and bypass 
corrected airflows for the intake bypass configuration. For local 
Mach numbers greater than 2.4, the maximum bypass door area 
of 45% Ajjp is sufficient to maintain a started intake. For 
Mach numbers less than 2.4, the combined corrected airflows of 
the windmill braked engine and the secondary and overboard 
bypass doors are not sufficient to start the intake, and the 
unstarted normal shock spills excess airflow externally. The full 
centerbody extension of the intake bypass configuration locates 
the centerbody bleed scoop (as discussed later) just forward of 
the intake cowl lip. By removing approximately half the 
centerbody boundary layer at this point, considerable normal 
shock spillage could be obtained before the onset of buzz. This 
reduces the maximum bypass door opening design requirement 
which, as noted from Figure 14, occurs at a local Mach of 1.3 
with an intake angle of slidesiip of 3". An angle of sideslip of 5° 
at Mach 1.3 is not used as the maximum bypass door opening 
requirement because of the low probability of its occurrence. 

Buzz Suppression Operation 

The buzz suppression control mode is manually initiated during 
climb at approximately Mach 1.2. A generalized schematic view 
of the buzz suppression mode is shown in Figure 15. In this 
mode the centerbody is fixed at an extended position of 90% of 
full travel and the throat doors are placed at 90% of the 
full-open position. The slightly retracted centerbody position 
locates the centerbody bleed scoop in the best position relative 
to the cowl lip for buzz suppression. Boundary layer bleed at 
this point allows stable operation with large amounts of normal 
shock spillage. The slightly closed throat door position unports 
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the bleed exits in the outer cowl and allows the cowl boundary layer bleed system to function. When the throat doors are fully 
open, all cowl bleed exits are closed by mechanical valving action of the doors to prevent loss of unnecessary bleed below'Mach 1.2 
when intake air supply is critical. This also prevents negative bleed (recirculation) at low Mach numbers around 0.5 when duct 
Mach number is higher than external Mach number. 

In this mode the secondary air valves and overboard bypass doors are modulated to maintain a duct Mach number of 
approximately 0.7 as determined by a static-to-total-pressure ratio located at the intake throat station'-1). For any given local Mach 
number, controlling the intake throat Mach number is essentially the same as specifying the desired amount of external normal 
shock spillage. It is interesting to note that the intake throat Mach number is far from being choked during buzz suppression 
control. This is often considered a requirement for buzz-free operation of an unstarted internal compression intake. 

BUZZ SUPPRESSION BUZZ SUPPRESSION BUZZ SUPPRESSION 
STANDARD-DAY COLD-DAY STANDARD-DAY 
CLIMB CLIMB DESCENT 

TBUZZ     RUN^j^ 
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1   Mnnp '    I 

BUZZ   RUN ^j^ BUZZ 
SUPPR.MODEl    SUPPR. 
MODE MODE 

The key performance parameters for the intake in buzz suppression operation are shown in Figure 16. The data show that during 
standard-day climbout approximately 1.5% engine airflow trim is needed for matching at Mach 1.2. This reduces to zero at Mach 
1.35. During cold-day operation continuous engine trim is used 
between Mach 1.2 and 1.6. Figure 17 shows a comparison of 
intake supply in the run configuration with the supply available 
in the buzz suppression mode for the Mach 1.2 to 1.6 range. It 
is noted that if the run configuration is used in this Mach range, 
the  standard-day   engine   plus  minimum  secondary  airflow 
needed for nozzle cooling may be supplied without engine rpm 
trimming. However, the run configuration does not contain 
control loops, and hence does not contain tiie capability for 
trimming engine rpm.   If the run configuration were used 
between Mach  1.2 and  1.6, cold-day engine plus minimum 
secondary airflow demands would cause an inadvertent intake 
start (swallowing the normal shock) above Mach 1.2. Since the 
bleed system is designed to allow controlled, started operation 
only above Mach 1.6, premature starts produce large increases 
in  distortion   as  the  normal  shock  goes  more  and  more 
supercritical. Furthermore, with descent engine-power settings, 
intake buzz would occur between Mach 1.2 and 1.6 if bypass 
doors remained closed as in the run configuration. For these 
reasons, the buzz suppression control mode is used between 
Mach 1.2 and 1.6. 

The throat Mach/secondary air valve/bypass door control loop 
of the buzz suppression mode operates in the same manner as 
the normal shock/secondary air valve/bypass door control loop 
of the started mode. When engine airflow is increased as occurs 
during cold-day operation, the overboard bypass doors would 
be closed and the secondary air valves would close down to the 
minimum area needed to maintain secondary nozzle cooling. If 
engine airflow demand is sufficiently high, the throat Mach 
number of the buzz suppression mode would increase above its 
design value, and similarily the normal shock of the started 
intake would move downstream (i.e., higher supercritical) from 
its design position to achieve an airflow balance. This increase 
above the design values for these variables would activate the 
engine rpm trim control loop, and engine rpm is reduced until 
the control loop design values are again satisfied. The opposite 
occurs during hot-day conditions when the intake airflow 
supply exceeds the engine plus minimum secondary airflow 
demand. During this condition the engine rpm remains at its 
operating point and the secondary air valves open as necessary 
to achieve matching. Figure 18 shows the corrected airflow of 
the  secondary   air  valves  with valve  displacement.  During 
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controller action the maximum allowable steady-state second- 
ary air valve opening is 0.07 Ajjp. This position, shown as the 
upper break point in Figure 18, is specified from stability 
analyses of both of the above control loops. For extremely hot 
day matching, the secondary air valves remain at 0.07 Ajjp and 
the overboard bypass doors open to spill excess air. 

The buzz suppression control mode is also used for two other 
purposes: (1) as a mode which provides stable airflow with low 
distortion level following an inadvertent unstart at Mach 
numbers greater than 1.6, and (2) for subsonic cruise. 

Following inadvertent intake unstarts, a buzz-free mode was 
required that would allow continued engine operation until the 
pilot elected to initiate the restart sequence. The buzz suppres- 
sion mode described provided the lowest engine face distortion 
levels during the unstarted operation. At Mach 2.65 the 
distortion was only around 2%. The restart could also be 
accomplished with the lowest distortion transients^) when 
restarts were initiated with the intake in the buzz suppression 
configuration. 

During subsonic cruise the pilot would select the buzz suppres- 
sion mode to minimize long-range subsonic cruise drags by 
trading the forespillage drag of the run configuration for the 
lower overboard bypass door drag of the buzz suppression 
mode. 

Supersonic Diffuser/Bleed System Design 
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The supersonic mode of operation, between Mach 1.6 and 2.7, 
called the "started mode," occurs when the normal shock 
moves to a position downstream of the intake throat at Mach 
1.6. The intake configuration for this mode is shown in Figure 
19. The throat Mach number is maintained constant at 1.25 by translation of the centerbody and the throat doors as the airplane 
Mach number changes. Between Mach 1.6 and 2.1 both the centerbody and the throat doors translate to maintain a constant 
throat Mach number and to minimize movement of the geometric throat station. Above Mach 2.1, the throat doors remain closed 
and the throat Mach number is controlled to 1.25 by translation of the centerbody only. The normal shock is maintained in a less 
than 1% supercritical position through the use of the secondary air valves, bypass doors, vortex valves, and rpm trim. 

The design of the supersonic diffuser contours for the translating-centerbody axisymmetric intake was a complex procedure 
involving numerous iterations. Key features that influenced the contour selection were the selection of a throat Mach number of 
1.25, the fixed positioning of the throat with respect to the cowl with centerbody translation, and the requirement that there be 
no spillage or bypass from the intake at cruise. 
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FIG. 19 STARTED MODE, 1.60 <.M„< 2.90 

The lip area of the intake was determined by the cruise standard-day engine demand with allowances for bleed, leakage, and 
minimum secondary airflow for nozzle cooling. Experimental data had shown that the throat blockage or boundary layer 
displacement effects could be allowed to occupy between 4% and 5% of the throat area, if this boundary layer was controlled to 
"arrive" at the throat with full velocity profile, equivalent to a power law exponent of 6 to 7. The subsonic diffuser including the 
normal shock effects would then be nonseparating or not pose undue restraints on the overall design. Since a 4% to 5% boundary 
layer bleed was also being predicted upstream of the throat, the throat area at cruise was simply defined by the requirement of a 
1.25 throat Mach number. The maximum centerbody diameter was defined by requirements at transonic Mach numbers, when the 
maximum diameter of the centerbody is at the cowl lip station. The transonic engine airflow demand then defines the area to pass 
the required flow, at a chosen lip Mach number of 0.85. The additional requirement was that there be a continuous diffusion of 
the minimum flow area at the cowl lip, as shown in Figure 4. 

Within the above constraints, the design of the diffuser contours involved an iteration to achieve an intake with acceptable 
recovery, distortion, weight, and drag. Additional considerations include achieving a uniform throat flow and avoiding strong 
adverse pressure gradients or shocks which would require excessive boundary layer control, cause restart problems, or give poor 
tolerance to angle-of-attack operation. 

Uncontrolled viscous effects related to boundary layer growth and interactions can cause performance degradations that may 
seriously limit the effectiveness of the intake. Intake performance is directly related to the way in which the boundary layer 
develops through an intake. A boundary layer developing through a strong, adverse pressure gradient tends to thicken rapidly and 
has a velocity profile "less full" than a boundary layer developing through a zero pressure gradient. Interactions between the 
boundary layer and shocks also cause the boundary layer thickness to change and the velocity profile to become distorted. These 
changes affect the inviscid flow field, increase the likelihood of separation, and reduce intake recovery. The adversCeffects 
associated with the boundary layer can be partially eliminated by using a "bleed" system to control boundary layer development 
through the intake. 

General features of the boundary layer bleed system are shown in Figure 20. Cowl bleed is removed through three separate bleed 
plenums. Boundary layer bleed from these plenums is discharged overboard through exit nozzles located along the outer cowl 

THROAT DOOR OPEN   (BLEED EXITS CLOSED) 

FORWARD 
BLEED 

CENTERBODY SUPPORT TUBE 

(TYPICAL SECTION! 

FIG. 20 BOUNDARY LAYER BLEED SYSTEM 
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surface. The centerbody bleed system consists of a boundary layer bleed scoop, a translating forward bleed region, and a 
translating throat bleed region. Centerbody bleed is removed through the centerbody support tube, ducted to the cowl through the 
centerbody support struts, and discharged overboard through nozzles located in the cowl. Bleed from the three centerbody bleed 
legions is ducted separately to the exit to prevent recirculation of high-pressure bleed from one region into a bleed plenum at a 
lower pressure. Separate ducting also reduces bleed drag by allowing each bleed plenum to operate at a maximum total pressure 
corresponding to the local surface pressure for each region. 

A unique feature of the design is the traveling centerbody bleed system, illustrated in Figure 20. It is used to optimize the location 
of the bleed regions over the range of flight conditions encountered. As the centerbody translates forward, ports in the centerbody 
support tube slide across the bases of the vertical dividers which separate the various centerbody bleed plenums. Bleed is removed 
from a given bleed region if a support tube port is located beneath a bleed plenum. The locations on the centerbody where bleed is 
being removed can thus be scheduled as a function of centerbody translation through locating the support tube ports and the 
dividers between the bleed plenums. 

The bleed system was designed through application of an analytic procedure for the rapid and inexpensive development of a 
system with high performance within certain external constraints. The procedure is based on years of SST intake test experience, 
analyses that accurately predict the flow through the supersonic portion of the diffuser, empirical information on the subsonic 
diffuser performance, and empiric-' _*nformation on the flow through and the boundary layer development across a given bleed 
region. -./v**-v • 

The bleed system design procedure is briefly as follows. The intake inviscid flow is computed over the started Mach range of the 
intake with a method of characteristics program^3'. Plots of the static pressure distributions along intake surfaces as a function of 
freestream Mach number are prepared, as shown in Figure 21 for the centerbody. Using the inviscid static pressure distributions, 
the boundary layer development along intake surfaces is computed'4' over the started Mach range of the intake. A boundary layer, 
velocity profile parameter, usually the incompressible power law exponent, Nj, which represents the velocity profile distortion, is 
plotted along intake surfaces as a function of freestream Mach number over the started Mach range of the intake, as shown in 
Figure 22, again for the centerbody. 

Pc/P- S'rTO .13    .16   .17.19.21.23.25.27.29     .31 

3.6      3.7 3.8      3.9        4.0 
STATION, X/RL|p 

4.3      4.4 

HS 21 CENTERBODY SURFACE PRESSURES 

The vertical cross-hatched bands in Figures 21 and 22 depict regions of bleed holes on the centerbody. At cruise Mach number 
(zero AX/RLJP) two bleed bands are shown as throat bleed and one bleed band as forward bleed, plus the bleed scoop which is 
allowed to bleed at all times. To exemplify the use of these design curves and to see which bleed holes are flowing, follow a 
horizontal line across the figure, say for Mach 2.3 (AX/Ryp = 0.5). The forward bleed band is indicated as not bleeding below 
about Mach 2.35, i.e., the holes are still there but there is no port in the centertube under these holes when the centerbody is in 
this position, and hence bleed flow from these holes is shut off. Following the horizontal line further a bleed band is shown cross 
hatched as forward bleed region, which at Mach 2.65 was a throat bleed region. The next band is closed off, followed by two more 
forward bleed bands, and one closed band, followed by three throat bleed bands. At Mach 2.3 there are thus three open forward 
bleed bands, three closed (nonbleeding) bands, and three throat bleed regions being used for centerbody boundary layer control in 
addition to the bleed scoop. 
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FIG.22 CENTERBODY BOUNDARY LAYER POWER LAW EXPONENTS 

The plots of Nj as a function of Mach number for a given intake surface are used to define regions where bleed is required over the 
started Mach range. A fully developed boundary layer (a boundary layer developing through zero pressure gradient) has a power 
law exponent of seven or larger. A boundary layer that has been distorted by an adverse pressure gradient or a shock will have an 
Nj less than seven. Nj decreases to about one as the boundary layer approaches separation. Normally, boundary layer control is 
used to prevent Nj from going below four. Experience has shown that if the profile exponent is allowed to deteriorate much below 
four, the boundary layer entrains mass rapidly, throat blockage (the displacement thickness in the intake throat) is high, and 
intake recovery and angle-of-attack tolerance are generally poor. O 

The plots of surface static pressures as a function of Mach number are also used to define the possible bleed regions and the 
maximum bleed plenum pressure obtainable without recirculation from other forward bleed holes, A number of possible bleed 
configurations are examined with the boundary layer programs. Bleed configurations (type, location, and amount) that appear 
promising (low throat displacement thickness and high bleed plenum pressures for a given bleed rate) and satisfy all intake external 
constraints are selected for further study. 

Bleed flow rates, plenum pressures, and changes in the boundary layer properties across a given bleed region are computed for the 
various bleed plenums over the started Mach range for the systems selected for further study, using bleed system 
performance^'"''' data. The boundary layer program is rerun over the started Mach range using the predicted bleed flow rates. 
Improvements suggested by the initial runs are made and the boundary layer and bleed plenum pressures recomputed until an 
acceptable system is defined. 

Cowl bluntness, boundary layer displacement, bleed, and shock/boundary layer interactions a significantly modify the locations 
and strengths of shocks and pressure gradients predicted from an inviscid analysis. An analysis procedure'"' that accounts for the 
above effects is used to compute the inlet flow at cruise and at selected off-design Mach numbers. The bleed system is then 
modified, if necessary, to correct for predicted changes in the location and strength of shock interactions and/or pressure 
gradients. 

Application of the bleed system design procedure results in specification of the location and amount of bleed, bleed plenum 
pressure, bleed hole size, inclination, compartmentation, and pattern, as well as a prediction for the recovery that can be achieved 
with.the system specified. Application of this procedure to a given intake usually results in an intake with good performance for 
the predicted type, location, and amount of bleed. The precise location and amount of bleed for optimum intake performance is 
then relatively easy to determine by experiment. Adjustments in intake model scale bleed geometry are made using the same tools 
to account for different test model Reynolds numbers and construction (larger wall thickness, etc.). 

The bleed system design procedure removes much of the "black magic" from intake design and can be used to eliminate many of 
the costly development tests which have been necessary in the past. It also provides a basis for scaling small-scale bleed test results 
to larger model scales. Typically, the bleed required to achieve a given level of intake performance decreases as intake size 
increases. Data indicate that the boundary layer growth rate across a bleed region increases as the ratio of the diameter to 
boundary layer displacement thickness increases, an effect which has been attributed to vortex shedding from the bleed holes. As 
illustrated in Figure 23, this effect is usually a problem for small models and becomes less of a problem as the size of the model 
increases. The bleed system design procedure accounts for this effect and allows small-scale intake bleed and recovery results to be 
scaled. 
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In Figure 23 a bleed hole pattern is shown as it would appear in 
a typical bleed region (as indicated on the cowl), when each 
model provided essentially the same flow area through the bleed 
holes. Note that with 1/6-scale (or larger) models, bleed 
patterns and hole size relative to the boundary layer displace- 
ment thickness compare reasonably well, as did the test results. 
Comparisons for 1/18-scale models are poor, and significant 
higher bleed rates were required on this model to obtain equal 
intake recovery levels. 

The bleed hole diameter for the full-scale intake was selected as 
0.080 inches. This resulted in a ratio of hole diameter to 
displacement thickness of 0.5 in the forward cowl bleed region 
to around 1.0 in the throat region, both on the cowl and 
centerbody. In the forward bleed region on the centerbody, as 
shown in Figure 22, the ratio is also in this range, about 0.7, 
due to the effect of the bleed scoop in reducing the displace- 
ment thickness, even with the much longer distance over which 
boundary layer bleed is generated on the centerbody. 

The bleed hole inclination to the surface determines the 
maximum allowable plenum pressure for choked flow through 
the bleed holes. In general, the maximum plenum pressure 
increases with decreasing hole angle. An angle of 20° was 
selected for the SST intake to minimize bleed drag. A 1/6-scale 
model, which provided final design information for the full- 
scale bleed system, used bleed holes located at 40° to the 
surface. Figure 24 illustrates how bleed hole mass flow 
coefficient curves for 40° and 20° holes were used to transform 
the I/6-scale model data to full-scale application. The curves 
show clearly the large improvement in flow coefficient for the 
20° holes, requiring less bleed hole area. The 20° holes also 
operate at higher plenum pressures and in all cases operate 
closer to the choked flow limit for the holes with more 
tolerance to plenum pressure changes before the bleed rates are 
significantly affected. 
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Intake Bleed Drag 

Once the individual bleed mass flow ratios for any flight condition have been determined, the bleed drags associated with 
discharging this bleed overboard must be calculated and assessed against the intake. The bleed drag calculations must include the 
drag attributed to that portion of the ram momentum for the bleed air which cannot be recovered when the bleed is discharged 
overboard, plus the increase in cowl pressure drag caused by the excess nozzle exit pressure and the nozzle exit ramp angle. 

Figure 25 shows a cross-section of a typical boundary layer bleed exit nozzle operating at Mach 2.65 cruise. The nozzle is designed 
with a convergent-divergent exit, which is characteristic of a high-pressure bleed plenum such as that located in the throat of the 
intake. Lower pressure bleed plenums, located ahead of the intake throat, are generally designed with convergent nozzle exits, but 
in either case the calculations for nozzle momentum drag and for wave pressure drag on the exit ramp are similar. 

HIGH-PRESSURE BLEED PLENUM 
CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT EXIT 
ML = 2.65,P„=1.00PSIA 

COWL M   =2.57 
SURFACE 

COWL 
SURFACE 

^^^'   B 

N-CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT 
NOZZLE 

FIG. 25 TYPICAL BLEED PLENUM EXIT 

The momentum drag for each nozzle exit is found by subtracting the bleed exit momentum from the bleed ram momentum and 
adding the excess nozzle pressure force. The bleed nozzle exit ramp pressure drag force along surface BCD of Figure 25 is obtained 
from two separate calculations: one for the ramp surface between points B and C, and another for the ramp surface between C and 
D. Division of the ramp length into two surfaces is required because of the variation in reference pressures. The reference pressure 
for surface BC is freestream static pressure, Pj, and that for surface CD is the local cowl surface pressure, PLL., 

s'nce surface CD 
replaces the original cowl surface, AD. 

The bleed drag calculation procedure also includes an accounting for the effects of wing pressure relief and external cowl pressure 
distribution on the thrust performance of the individual bleed exits, as well as a determination of the base pressure drag on the 
blunt trailing edge of the nozzle exit. 

Below the intake starting Mach number, some of the intake bleed plenums are closed by mechanical means to increase the available 
air'supply of the intake during transonic flight and to reduce the possibility of bleed flow «circulation between adjacent plenums. 
The cowl bleeds are shut off by moving the throat doors fully open and the centerbody bleeds are closed by translating the 
centerbody fully forward. With bleed flow shut off, momentum drag will be zero, but any excess cowl pressure drag must be 
accounted for. The drag induced by the external surface flow into the base region, created by flow shutoff, is also included in the 
total assessment of intake bleed drag. 

Calculations for the intake boundary layer bleed drag include the bleed drags from three cowl bleed plenum exits and three 
centerbody bleed plenum exits. In addition, the drags from the vortex valve control exit flow, as well as any leakage from the 
intake, are included in the total drag determination. Figure 26 is a composite curve showing the contribution of each bleed plenum 
to the total boundary layer bleed drag as a function of flight Mach number. In this figure, the drag levels are expressed as a 
percentage of supersonic cruise airplane drag. In Figure 27 the bleed drag of each bleed plenum (plus leakage and vortex valve 
control flow) at supersonic cruise is shown in terms of supersonic cruise range loss. At cruise, the total drag of the four intake 
bleed systems is equivalent to 6% of the airplane range. 

Auxiliary Normal Shock Stability System 

During started supersonic intake operation, a very efficient system of oblique shocks is formed, terminated by a normal shock 
downstream of the intake's geometric throat. The object of the normal shock stability system is to maintain this efficient shock 
system intact without allowing the system to be expelled from the intake (unstart) if there is some airflow disturbance which 
upsets the balance between intake capture and discharge flow. If a disturbance occurs which causes a demand for more air than is 
being supplied by the intake, the adjustment mechanism inherent within the intake (without bleed decrease) increases the Mach 
number upstream of the normal shock. This increases the total pressure loss across the normal shock, which in turn increases the 
corrected weight flow supply to the engine. Similarly, if a disturbance occurs which causes less air to be demanded from the intake 
than is being supplied, the automatic adjustment mechanism (without bleed increase) decreases the Mach number upstream of the 
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normal shock movement toward the intake throat, thus 
increasing the total pressure recovery across the normal shock, 
and reduces the corrected weight flow supply to the engine. The 
limit to this, of course, would be an intake unstart. 

Vortex valves installed within the intake cowl alleviate intake 
unstarts and increase the normal shock stability by bleeding 
excess air. The vortex valves operate when the throat doors are 
closed (intake in started mode) and are shut off when the throat 
doors are open. When the throat doors are closed a small 
amount of high-pressure airflow from the compressor face 
(0.4% of intake captured flow at supersonic cruise) is received 
from the outer cowl ducts and is directed tangentially through 
two converging nozzles (spaced 120° apart) into the vortex 
chamber from the chamber's outer periphery (Figure 28). With 
the intake normal shock near critical, these nozzles are choked, 

established in the vortex chamber provides a back pressure at the valve's throat bleed entrance equal to the throat 
preventing intake air from escaping through the throat slot. 

FREESTREAM MACH NUMBER, Moo 

FIG. 26 INTAKE BLEED DRAG 

When a disturbance occurs that forces the normal shock to move toward critical, the shock travels across the throat bleed slot 
raising the pressure in the throat duct above the initial back pressure of the vortex valve and reducing the swirl intensity in the 
vortex chamber. The rise in throat duct pressure and the corresponding reduction in swirl strength permits a large increase in 
throat bleed flow (over 5% of lip flow) as the normal shock moves to critical. The throat duct plenum pressure can also be 
increased by a decrease in throat Mach number, which increases the internal cowl pressures. By locating the vortex valve bleed slot 
in the intake's throat region, as shown in Figure 28, the intake will be able to operate normally at a total pressure recovery level 
just below the maximum recovery obtained in an intake with no throat slot (less than 1% supercritical). At the same time, the 
throat slot/valve combination also helps to maintain an upstream Mach number tolerance of 0.05 and a subsequent increase in 
intake angle-of-attack tolerance. 

Supersonic, Started Mode Performance 

Cruise intake performance versus corrected engine airflow obtained on a 1/6-scale model of the intake is shown in Figure 29. A rise 
in the throat slot plenum pressure occurs at a full-scale engine airflow of 333 lb/sec. This pressure rise activates the vortex valves, 
and the vortex valve flow increases continuously as the engine airflow is decreased. As shown, the vortex valves provide a stability 
margin of 6.3% from an operating point recovery of 92.4%. Cowl static pressure profiles for the operating and the critical points 
are shown in Figure 30. The normal shock is located just downstream of the throat slot at the operating point. At critical the 
normal shock has moved in front of the throat slot, i.e., in front of the geometric throat due to the removal of mass flow through 
the slot. 

Figure 31 shows the intake performance in the Mach number range from 2.1 to 2.65. Both critical and operating point (5% 
stability margin) performance levels are shown. The slightly degraded performance below Mach 2.4 is partly caused by the 
centerbody vortex generators, which are located in front of the intake throat in this Mach number range due to the translation of 
the centerbody. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The intake system described was designed to meet high overall performance levels with enhanced controllability. Extensive use was 
made of analytical tools which would minimize the risk and effort involved in the test verification and development of the intake. 
Key elements in the design that allowed these basic objectives to be met were the use of: 

Engine rpm trim and nozzle secondary cooling flow systems to eliminate cruise bypass drag or intake oversize for engine 
airflow matching. 
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o A fluidic normal shock stability system (vortex valves) and good control of supersonic diffusion/boundary layer development 
for clean throat flow to give high steady-state stability margins. A -5% corrected flow, ±2.5°angle of attack, and -0.05 Mach 
number change could be tolerated without controller action. 

o Slanted boundary layer bleed holes, 20° to the surface, to give maximum bleed pressure recovery. Small hole dimensions 
scaled from half to full height of the boundary layer displacement thickness gave minimum disturbance effects from the bleed 
holes (or maximum bleed removal effectiveness). 

o A boundary layer bleed scoop on the centerbody (located at the cowl lip station with centerbody extended) to provide good 
supersonic buzz margins and high transonic flow capacity. Cruise distortion of only 2% allowed stable operation with an 
unstarted intake. A transonic lip Mach number of 0.85 or higher was permitted, with the minimum flow area located just 
inside the cowl lip. 

o Cowl throat doors to provide geometric flow area variations (in addition to centerbody translation) to give unrestricted flow 
matching to an engine with high transonic flow demand, optimum flow area control for intake restarts, throat area location 
for transonic and supersonic conditions, and bleed exit control (shutting off unneccesary bleed). 
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FREE-JET TESTS OP A FULL-SCALE SUPERSONIC 
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SUMMARY 

Results are presented from an experimental investigation on a full- 
scale Concorde powerplant in the NOTE 5 ft x 5 ft free-jet test facility 
(Cell 4) "to investigate intake/engine compatibility at supersonic speeds 
under boib:^'-^;>&y.*;$s:.l*j?';-n&  transient conditions. 

The main aim of the test programme was to study the behaviour of the 
powerplant when running under the control of its flight systems, in particu- 
lar during the transients that result from the sudden application of side- 
slip or from rapid engine power changes. 

Initial tests with the intake alone enabled detailed surveys to be 
made of the engine face pressure distribution and fluctuation over a wide 
range of test conditions. The major part of the programme was undertaken 
with an Olympus 593 two-spool turbojet engine coupled to the intake in a 
test configuration which reproduced the precise geometry of the port otiter 
powerplant of the prototype Concorde aircraft. 

Results of typical tests made during the programme are presented 
including: steady-state surge margin determinations at supersonic flight 
speed; response to rapid engine throttle movements; effects of sidaslipj 
operation at Mach numbers in excess of t.ie cruise value, and the influence 
of atmospheric temperature changes. 

NOTATION 

Aj jet pipe nozzle area 

DC80 pressure distortion parameter = (Sx  - Piminso)/! 

HP/4 HP compressor fourth stage static pressure 

Lp/5 LP compressor fifth stage static pressure 

Lp/6 LP compressor sixth stage static pressure 

Mo intake Hach number 

Hi engine LP rotor speed 

H2 engine HP rotor speed 

Pj. mean total pressure at LP compressor entry 

^iminao     minimum mean total pressure over a 60 degree sector surrounding the region of 
lowest total pressure at the engine face 

P2S LP compressor outlet static pressure 

P3S HP compressor outlet static pressure 

q mean dynamic head at LP compressor entry 

T± total temperature at LP compressor entry 

ß sideslip angle 

82 intake ramp angle 

T^ intake pressure recovery 

T) throat bleed pressure recovery 

6.^ dump door angle 

8p, pilot's throttle lever angle 

6. engine throttle angle 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The development of a supersonic transport aircraft for use in commercial airline service requires 
wide ranging and extensive ground test facilities to ensure that the necessary high standards of per- 
formance, reliability and safety can be met and fully guaranteed. ' In no area is this more important than 
in the field of powerplant performance where a high efficiency at cruise conditions is essential to enable 
an economic payload to be achieved. In the case of the Anglo-French Concorde project the National Gas 
Turbine Establishment has contributed to every aspect of propulsion development, and especially through 
its programmes of work on intakes and propelling nozzle3 .at model scale and by the use of its extensive 
altitude test facilities for tests involving full-scale engines and complete propulsion systems. The 
work described in this Paper formed part of this general programme. 

2.0 THE AIRCRAFT P0',7ERPLANT 

The Concorde is powered by four Rolls-Royce/SNECMA Olympus 593 two-spool turbojet engines mounted 
in pairs in underwing nacelles. Each of the four powerplants operates as an independent unit in all 
important respects and each has its own intake, propelling nozzle and associated control gear. The 
intakes are inclined inwards towards the aircraft centreline to match the wing flow field and the wing 
boundary layer is diverted around the nacelles by a double wedge located above each pair of intakes. Due 
to the influence of the wing the Mach number of the air entering the intake is slightly lower than that 
at which the aircraft is flyings the difference amounts to slightly under 0.1 Mach for the outboard 
intakes and it is this value which is appropriate to the test installation considered in this Paper. To 
avoid aerodynamic interference between neighbouring intakes the wall separating each pair is extended a 
short distance forward of the outer side walls of the nacelle. This extension is termed the "splitter 
plate". 

The intake is a multi-shock external compression design with a fixed geometry front wedge, variable 
second ramp and with a variable aft spill ("dump door") located in the subsonic diffuser. The boundary 
layer which accumulates on the supersonic compression surface is removed through a bleed slot at the 
throat and passes around the engine to provide the secondary flow to a dual-stream propelling nozzle. 
Comprehensive reviews of the aerodynamic factors governing the intake design and the considerations 
influencing intake/engine matching are given in Reference 1. 

3.0 THE TEST INSTALLATION 

The test installation in the NGTE supersonic free-jet facility (Cell 4) simulates as closely as 
possible the port outer powerplant in the aircraft, except that special arrangements are made to deal 
with the intake bleed and dump door flows. A full account of the development and capability of this test 
facility is given in Reference 2 from which Figure 1 is taken. 

PLENUM CHUSER        SPHERE«. SEAL 

J*W«.L 
—COOLER 

WORKM) SECTION BLEED 

Figure 1 NGTE free-jet test facility (Cell 4) 

Air is supplied to the cell plenum chamber at the total pressure and temperature corresponding to 
the flight condition being simulated whilst the working section is maintained at the required altitude 
pressure by the exhauster plant. Air passing through the supersonic nozzle is thus accelerated to the 
required flight Haoh number and forms the free-jet stream. The test intake is mounted in the central part 
of the nozzle efflux and is subjected to the same conditions as those experienced in free flight. The air 
which does not enter the intake is captured by a variable geometry supersonic diffuser within which it 
undergoes an increase of pressure, thereby minimising the total power required for exhaust extraction. 
The Mach number of the jet can be varied while the cell is in operation over the range 1.8 to 2.3 at rates 
of change representative of aircraft accelerations, and the entire nozzle can be yawed to +4 degrees to 
simulate operation in sideslip conditions. 

Setting up the required test conditions has proved to be relatively simple, the procedure being to 
move the blowing nozzle walls to the position for minimum Mach number, adjust the intake ramp to the cor- 
responding angle and partly open the dump door. The engine is then lit and run up to a throttle setting 
intermediate between idle and cruise whilst the flow from the blowing nozzle is kept subsonic by bleeding 
atmospheric air into the working section. The inbleed is then closed and the flow from the blowing nozzle 
caused to become supersonic by the consequent reduction of the working section pressure. Final adjust- 
ments are then made to the engine throttle, intake ramp'and dump door settings and the spill diffuser 
adjusted to equalize the nozzle outlet and working section pressures to ensure parallel shock-free jet flow. 
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4.0 TEST RESDIZTS 

4.1 IHTAKE TESTS 

The first phase of the programme was aimed at investigating the aerodynamic performance of the 
intake on its own and at determining suitable control laws for managing the intake during engine and air- 
craft transients. The arrangement for these tests is shown in Figure 2. 

OUT'BD LEADING EDGE 

FRONT  RAMP 

SPLITTER 
LEADING EDGE WINDOWS   FOR •' ..."*•,.... 

SHADOWGRAPH «-.fa •.v»""0" 

*«&«*** 

Figure 2 Concorde intake test installation 
(numbers identify locations of transient pressure transducers see Figure 4) 

A "dummy" engine, consisting of a parallel duct and variable plug nozzle, was coupled to the intake 
and this allowed the flow rate to be changed. A 72-point total pressure rake enabled the flow uniformity 
in the plane of the engine inlet to be determined. The internal surfaces of the intake were provided with 
numerous pressure taps, most being grouped in regions of specific interest such as the edges of the throat 
bleed slot, inside the cowl lip and over the supersonic compression surfaces. Each of the pressure taps 
was connected to the Facility steady-state data acquisition system, and about one-third were also coupled 
to transient recording equipment. 

A large amount of testing was done to evaluate the performance of the intake control system in 
terms of response and stability, Transient conditions sere induced by making either step or ramp changes 
in the position of the dummy engine plug, and some tests were made with the plug translating in simple 
harmonic motion. Some results from these tests are given in Heferences 3 and 4« 
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Figure 3 Effects of sideslip on engine face pressure distortion 

Figures 3a and 3b show the effect of positive sideslip (i.e. the airstream coming from the splitter 
plate side) on the steady-state total pressure distribution measured at the engine face plane. In the nc 
sideslip case, Figure 3a, the distribution is symmetrical and except for small areas close to the wall in 
line with the splitter plate and cowl lip, the total pressure is everywhere greater than 9° Per cent of 
the free-stream value. With +4 degrees of sideslip, Figure 3b, the flow is distorted laterally with a 
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low pressure region close to the duot wall, centered on the splitter plate side and extending circumferen- 
tiälly to affect areas in line with the cowl and ramp. The distortion is.reflected in a deterioration in 
the steady-state distribution factor, DC30, from -0.079 to -0.263. 

The effect is shown in another way in Figure 3c which plots the time-averaged total pressures 
measured by the individual pitots of each rake in the outermost position but one, that is at a radius 
0.S74 that of the duot. At this radius the peak to peak "steady-state" variation with zero sideslip is 
6.6 per cent of the mean total pressure, whilst with +4 degrees of sideslip it becomes 12,2 per cent. 

Figure 3d shows the effect on the amplitude of the fluctuations in wall static pressure measured at 
Station 116, a point a short distance ahead of the engine face plane. The influence of sideslip is again 
marked, with little difference discernible between positive and negative sideslip angles, 
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Figure 4 Intake pressure fluctuations 

Figure 4 shows some typical records of wall static pressure fluctuations taken at conditions 
generally similar to those of Figure 3b (i.e. +4 degrees of sideslip) but with the throat bleed pressure 
recovery increased above the level specified by the flight standard control system, thus moving the 
operating point into the sub-oritical regime. Under these conditions non-periodic fluctuations occur, a 
feature which is particularly marked at Station 107 on the splitter plate surface. Detailed investigation 
on model scale, coupled with visualisation tests on the full-scale intake using a mixture of white pigment 
and oil painted on the internal surfaces, revealed that the instability was due to separation of the 
boundary layer from the splitter wall. Observations of the surface pattern while the test was in progress 
showed that the region of separated flow continually changed as the fluctuating shock system passed back 
and forth over it. From a practical point of view this regime is unimportant as the powerplant is con- 
trolled in such a way that operation within it is impossible, but it is of considerable fundamental 
interest in that it has been shown that similar pressure fluctuations can be the direct cause of engine 
surge. 

4.2  JUTAKE/EHGIHE TESTS 

Since all the tests described in this Paper were undertaken as part of the Concorde powerplant 
development programme, much of the work was of a semi-empirical nature. The main emphasis was placed on 
establishing the optimum control laws for both the engine and the intake and on proving their effective- 
ness over as wide a test envelope as the Facility could achieve. 

The test arrangement was similar to that shown in Figure 2, with an Olympus 593 engine replacing 
the dummy engine used for the intake tests. The engine was equipped with its standard reheat system and 
variable area primary nozzle, but the secondary nozzle was not fitted as it was not necessary for this 
programme. Conventional instrumentation was used to measure the normal engine parameters: pressures, 
temperatures, rotor speeds, fuel flows, etc. Variations in "steady-state" total pressure at the engine 
face were measured by 35 pitot tubes mounted in the inlet guide vanes of the LP compressor, 

Although the test programmes undertaken on individual engines were in the main arranged to provide 
answers to specific development problems, it is possible to identify six main types of test. In the 
following Sections each of these will be considered in turn and typical results quoted by way of illustration. 
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(A) MATCHED IHTAKE TESTS 

The purpose of this type of test is to establish the engine running point with the powerplant 
operating at supersonic cruise conditions, one objective being to compare the measured performance with 
that predicted from a ground level test bed calibration. 

From an experimental viewpoint determination of the engine airflow to the required degree of 
precision presents a difficulty since in a free-jet test it cannot be measured directly with an air-meter 
as in a connected test and the flow measuring instrumentation that can be accommodated within the engine 
itself is normally inadequate. A simple and convenient solution is to use the test intake as an air- 
metering device and this has been done throughout the Concorde programme with excellent results. 

The matched intake point was achieved by setting the appropriate intake ramp angle and dump door 
opening and adjusting the engine speeds by altering the jet pipe nozzle area until the required intake 
bleed pressure recovery and turbine inlet temperature were obtained. Since engine speed can be determined 
very accurately, it has proved possible to distinguish the effects on the intake/engine matching point of 
quite minor changes to the compressor blading. It has also enabled similar comparisons to be made between 
engines built to the same nominal standard. 

(B) ENGINE THROTTLING TESTS 

At supersonic flight speeds the Olympus 593 engine is controlled so that a linear relationship is 
maintained between the non-dimensional speeds of the LP and HP rotors thus: 

aN2//T7+ b ....(1) 

where a and b are constants. ' 

Some of the engines tested at NGTE were fitted with a control system in which b varied automatically 
as a function of TlP This had the effect of moving the running line away from the surge line as Ti was 
reduced and vice versa. The effect of this on the performance of the powerplant is described in 
Section 4.2 F. The control system incorporates all the normal safeguards to prevent mechanical over- 
speeding or excessive turbine inlet temperature and provision is also made to avoid engine surge during 
aircraft sideslip by reducing the LP compressor speed, a process known as "Hi dip". 

If the engine is throttled from cruise power when flying supersonioally the nozzle area reaches its 
minimum value before the flight idle throttle setting is reached and when this occurs the control schedule 
is changed to allow a different rotor speed relationship to be established. This is done by reducing the 
value of the constant 'a' in Eq (l). 

Tests were made to examine the behaviour of the powerplant when throttled from the m9*,ched intake 
point to flight idle at conditions corresponding to flight at various Mach numbers and altitudes. Data 
scans were taken at a number of steady-state running points on the normal engine control line between the 
matched intake point and flight idle and these were followed by acceleration and deceleration at various 
rates up to "slam" movement of the throttle lever with the intake and engine operating on automatic 
control. Typical variations of LP and HP compressor speeds, nozzle area and engine throttle angle occur- 
ring during a slam acceleration are shown in Figure 5. 

PILOTS LEVER ANGLEJJ 

ENGINE THROTTLE ANGLE.6 

36*OF 8pL 

62'OF St 

JET PIPE NOZZLE AREA, A 

HP SPOOL SPEED, N, 

LP. SPOOL SPEED, N 

SECONDS 

(c) 

Figure 5 Slam acceleration test 

SÜHGE 11ARGIN TESTS 

A valuable feature of the NGTE free-jet test- facility is that it enables deliberately provoked 
engine surges to be studied in a controlled manner,  and monitored using extensive instrumentation,  without 
incurring any of the hazards that would attend such an investigation in flight.    Moreover,  distortions of 
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the intake flow to the engine, both steady-state and time varient, are automatically provided by the 
intake so that exact representation of flight conditions is achieved. 

All the Olympus 593 engines so far run in Cell 4 have been subjected to surge margin investigations 
and in most oases the tests have also included an examination of the effects of aircraft sideslip. Results 
from some early tests at zero sideslip have already been published (see for example Figure 5 of 
Reference 3), but Figure 6 presents a more comprehensive set of data with a greater number of results at 
the lower end of the engine speed range. 
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Figure 6 Surge and rough running points 

In this low speed region the engine could not be surged, even with II8 reduced to the lowest 
achievable value (determined by the minimum fuel flow permitted by the control system), but occasional 
flashes of flame from the jet pipe were observed and these indicated a condition of "rough running" 
symptomatic of partial compressor stall followed by recovery. Figure 7 shows the "steady-state" surge 
points for three different engines two of which were tested in different build configurations. The 
surge points for all five tests group closely around a mean line. 

It should be noted that due to a temporary shortage of plant exhauster capacity at the time the 
tests illustrated in Figure 7 were made it was not possible to manage the intake in accordance with the 
flight system control laws over the entire test range. In particular the amount of forespill had to be 
limited and the excess intake capture flow removed via the dump door. The net effect was that at the 

i,.lower engine speeds the flow distortion at the engine face was worse than would occur in flight. The 
interaction of the relevant parameters is shown in Figure 4 of Heference 3 from which it can be seen 
that if 5S has to be limited to 13.5 degrees (the value appropriate to the tests of Figure 7) DCa0 
exceeds -0.6 compared with -0.28 achieved when the intake is managed to its normal schedule. 
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Figure 7 Surge line determination 
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Figure 8 Engine and intake pressures during an engine surge 

Figure 8 illustrates the transient variations of pressure experienced during a deliberately 
induced surge at Ilach 2 cruise conditions initiated by progressively restricting the intake bleed flow. 
The first indication of the onset of surge can be seen as a sharp rise on the trace of engine entry 
pressure, with a similar rise of intake ramp void pressure evident some 15 milliseconds later. A study 
of transient pressure signals at various stations within the LP and HP compressors at conditions 
immediately preceding surge has revealed a wide deversity of amplitudes and frequencies and it is 
evident that several varieties of stall or surge phenomena can exist either separately or in combination. 
Furthermore, different builds of engine, or even the same engine running at different conditions, can 
generate quite dissimilar traces. Some typical examples, obtained at various times from several engines, 
are shown in Figure 9. The traces have been classified into four groups; those in each group were 
recorded simultaneously, but the different groups were obtained during four separate tests. Traces 1 and 
2 were recorded during surges initiated by increasing the nozzle area, whilst traces 3 and 4 were obtained 
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with surge induced by applying sideslip without using T|j suppression. Since the Figure is intended to 
illustrate comparative waveforms only, it was not thought necessary to identify the sense of the pres- 
sure changes. 
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Figure 9 Pressure traces preceding surge 

In contrast to the situation immediately preceding surge,  the gross pressure changes occurring in 
the intake during the surge cycle follow a very consistent pattern which does not depend on the method 
by which surge is induced. 

Method of inducing surge 

Increasing ramp angle 

Heduoing throat bleed flow 

\~Y 
Driving engine to maximum nozzle area at low 
throat bleed flow 

Applying sideslip at high throat bleed flow 
without HA dip or tiB suppression 

EHGIUE FACE STATIC RAUP VOID PRESSURE 

Figure 10 Surge pulse repeatability 
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Figure 10 shows four engine face static pressure traces obtained at Mach 2.0 flight conditions with 
the engine caused to surge in different ways: by increasing the ramp angle at a fixed engine speed until 
surge occurred due to supercritical operation) by progressive reduction of the throat bleed flow; by 
increasing the nozzle area at low throat bleed flow and by the application of sideslip without using 
either ITi dip of ^B suppression. No significant differences in the surge pulse waveforms can be detected. 

to OPERATION IN SIDESLIP 

Tests with the dummy engine confirmed that the'engine face distortion in sideslip conditions could 
be improved by reducing the' intake bleed pressure recovery and allowing the intake to operate super- 
critically (TIB suppression).    The intake control system incorporates means for doing this if the aircraft 
sideslip angle exceeds 1g- degrees. 

Tests were made to investigate the adequacy of the system,  first in steady-state conditions at  side- 
slip angles up the the maximum achievable in the Cell (+4 degrees)  and subsequently with sideslip applied 
at various rates up to 2 degrees per second.    Figure 11  shows the results of a typical transient sideslip 
test to -4 degrees at Ilach 2.0 cruise conditions with *1B suppression and Nj. dip control features operative. 
Satisfactory surge-free operation was achieved. 
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Figure 11 Transient yaw test 

AIBCHAFT OVERSPEED EVALUATION 

Tests were made to assess the ability of the powerplant to function satisfactorily at intake Each 
numbers higher than the normal cruise value, representing a transient aircraft overspeed. In these tests, 
which were made with zero sideslip, the intake Mach number was increased in small increments until surge 
occurred, the engine conditions being held constant. Before each increment the appropriate intake control 
parameters (62 

anti 'HB) were set up, and the Mach number then slowly increased to the new value. The 
results are shown in Figure 12 in terms of the engine face distortion parameter, DC80. 
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Figure 12 Effects of aircraft overspeed 
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Figure 12a shows the results of three tests made with the engine running at its cruise throttle set- 
ting with inlet air temperatures of 90°C, 108°C and 127 C respectively. The EP rotor speed was the same 
for eaoh test but the LP speed increased with inlet temperature in accordance with the engine control 
schedule described in Section 4-2 E. At each temperature level there was a consistent trend for D08o to 
increase with Mach number, a result in line with intake test data, with the highest values reached under 
the coldest day conditions when the intake was running most supercritical. Even though BCS0 varied 
appreciably over the test range all the surges occurred at approximately the same intake Mach number. 

Figure 12b shows the results of similar tests with the engine running at a partly throttled condi- 
tion» accept for one point, which is clearly a rogue, the highest values of DC6o were again recorded at 
the lower temperature, but in contrast to the other tests in this series the one made at an inlet tempera- 
ture of 127 0 showed an improvement in engine face distortion with increase of intake Mach number. The 
explanation is that for this test in addition to the intake being scheduled to operate critically there 
Has & small amount of aft spill through the dump door, and this latter feature is known to contribute 
iignifioantly to the achievement of a good flow distribution at the engine face. 

(F) "COLD DAY" TESTS 

Some tests were undertal" 
Moold day" conditions) on th<i..-*.j 
llsieh No. 2.0j .air inlet temper-it 
progressively lowered in steps of approximately 10' 
condition. 

to examine the effects of non-standard atmospheric temperature (i.e. 
ation of the powerplant.    The standard cruise condition (aircraft 

:e 127 G = ISA + 5 C) was set up as datum and the inlet air temperature 
--- :-.>-.  1.'-.-"     performance parameters were obtained at each 
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Figure 13 Influence of inlet air temperature at Hach 2 cruise 

Figure 13 shows how the intake bleed pressure recovery, engine face distortion parameter and IP 
X«>ter speed varied with inlet temperature. In the particular test illustrated the engine was controlled 
t© a. schedule which required the LP rotor speed to fall as the air temperature was lowered whilst the HP 
j£St«5T speed remained constant. It will be seen that as a consequence of the intake operating point moving 
into the supercritical regime as the air temperature was reduced, the bleed pressure recovery decreased 
ana the engine face flow uniformity deteriorated. 

Finally it is worth recording that successful surge-free excursions to ±4  degrees of sideslip were 
tta&* at temperatures of 108 C and 72 0 using ^3 suppression but without K± dip. 

S.®   eCJTCSUSINE HEHAEKS 

Ihis Paper has attempted to summarise the highlights of an extensive test programme extending over 
several years and carried out as a joint undertaking by teams from several organisations. 

IS» ITEPE Test Facility has enabled powerplant performance to be explored in advance of the flight 
t%©t jirogramme over a wide range of conditions, including some well outside the normal limits of operation 
ill flight» The ability to determine surge margin by direct experiment has been particularly useful and 
tfce «srtsnsive test programme undertaken with the intake and engine running under automatic control has 
jaroviaed & valuable background of experience and has established a. high degree of confidence in the 
jieaiConrtsnoe of these systems. 
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in indication of the magnitude of the test and data analysis effort involved can be gained from the 
fact that more than 600 hours of testing at supersonic flight conditions has non been accumulated during 
which over two million items of information have been recorded from some 500 data channels. 

My thanks are due to my colleagues at KOTE, Rolls-Hoyce, and BAC on whose work this Paper has been 
based. It is impossible to mention every individual by name, but I am particularly indebted to 
Mr. P. Philpot of KGTE who has been personally in charge of virtually every test in Cell 4 and whose 
efforts have contributed so much to the success of the programme. 

Thanks are also due to the Ministry of Defence (Aviation Supply) for permission to publish the 
Paper. The views expressed are entirely my own. 
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SUMMARY 

The paper describes the development of the Concorde power unit, with particular 
reference to the problems encountered during flight testing. The extent to which these 
problems were predicted by altitude test cell experience and the use of such facilities 
in the development of the design is also discussed. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

The design of high efficiency supersonic propulsion systems represents an 
exacting task.  Particularly in the case of the supersonic transport aeroplane, in 
which the balance is finely drawn between often conflicting requirements, the challenge 
is stimulating, and has occupied the attention of many people on both sides of the 
Channel for several years. 

Much has already been published concerning the fundamental design philosophy 
and pre-flight development aspects of the Concorde powerplant e.g. Refs, 1 and 2. 
The primary objectives of the present paper are to present some of the more interesting 
aspects of the flight test experience so far.  The impact of this experience on the 
development of Prototype aircraft powerplant and management techniques, and also on the 
definition of the Production aircraft powerplant, is discussed in some detail. 

For convenience, flight experience is presented under appropriate topics. 
TOiere considered necessary to ease understanding, brief recapitulation of design 
aspects are included in the interests of self containment, although free reference—is 
made to previously published documentation. 

Z.   OVERALL POWERPLABT DESCRIPTION 

Although the main design features of the Concorde powerplant have already been 
presented many times e.g. Ref. 1 it would be useful to recapitulate the major 
features. (Fig. 1). 

Starting from the front, the intake is mounted off the wing with a vertical . 
separation calculated to eliminate wing boundary layer ingestion at 1'g* conditions at 
2.OK.  The space between intake proper and wing is filled by a diverter of the original'' 
prototype triangular planform on 002 and of the compound sweep production design on 
001. (see Pig. 6). 

The intake compression geometry is predominantly external compression, designed 
for first shock on lip at a local Kach number of 2.1H. 

Intake geometry is varied by means of the raoveable front compression surface 
(front ramp) and a spill door mounted in the floor of the main diffuser (dump door). 

One dominant feature of the intake design is the full width, large chord bleed 
slot immediately behind the moveable front ramp. 

The bleed air is used to ventilate the engine bay before being exhausted via the 
dual stream secondary nozzle. 

On the Prototype, there is additional circumferential bleed from the main 
diffuser just ahead of the engine face.  This bleed feeds the cabin air heat 
exchangers and is then mixed and exhausted with the throat bleed air.  On the 
Production aircraft this air is taken from a localised bleed on the upper surface of 
the diffuser. 
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The Olympus 593 engine is a twin spool design of 14M pressure ratio. The engine 
mass flow is controlled by adjustment of the primary nozzle area which controls the LP RBI 
(Hi) by varying the pressure drop across the LP turbine. The HP spool speed (H2) is 
effectively a function of fuel flow only. The exact relationship between the two spool 
speeds and hence the proximity of the engine operating point to the surge line is defined 
by a law known as the 'E' Schedule. This 'E' Schedule on the prototype engine is a 
variable function of total temperature. The schedule can also be altered by injecting 
appropriate signals into the control amplifier. This has an important bearing on the M2.0 
operation of the propulsion system as will be described later. 

The prototype dual stream secondary nozzle features blow-in 'tertiary doors' for 
nozzle ventilation at low Mach number and high power, and free floating secondary petals 
which reduce the exit area in like conditions. At cruise Mach numbers, the tertiary 
doors are shut and the petals fully open, 

3.  PRE-FLIOM IHTAK3I C011TR0L SYSTEM BSTKIOHMT 

3.1     SgL~^ 

Over a wide range of intake geometry, the flow conditions on the 
Concorde intake design which give low compressor face distortion and 
good pressure recovery are characterised by a particular range of 
pressure recovery in the throat bleed passage. 

In addition, for a given Mach number, altitude and intake geometry, 
the throat bleed pressure rises and falls monotonically as the engine 
mass flow is varied, and is directly affected by ramp and dump movement 
at constant engine demand. 

It is therefore a natural choice for use in the intake control 
system. Conveniently non-dimensionalised by free stream total 
pressure, the parameter 

"is* 
?:'3 (see Fig. 2 for PrB) 

Eree stream total pressure 

•becomes a very useful yardstick to define intake operating conditions. 

The original Prototype intake control system (i.C.S.) described in 
Ref. 1 was based on defined limits of this parameter "tBnAXi T? B1HH which 
were scheduled as a function of Mach number. The neoessary total' 
pressure and Mach number information was supplied by the aircraft Air Data 
Computers (A.D.C.). 

The function of the I.C.S. was simply to position the ramp and 
-dump surfaces so as to prevent operation above 7£BI,IAX> aa^ *° 3ignal 

the presence of T^B «£ TJBl.mi ^v means of a warning light. On the 
Prototype aircraft a manual facility to reduce the engine mass flow by 
IiP RPÜ adjustment was (and is) provided to eliminate this condition. 

The primary spill surface is the ramp, which is allowed to operate 
between limits 6 2|,tnT an'- °21!AX which at any given Mach number are fixed 
by second shook on lip and flow distortion limits respectively. These 
limits are also scheduled functions of Mach number. 

In the initial definition described in Ref. 1, on attainment of 
maximum ramp angle, control was switched to the dump door, with ramp 
overtravel available to cater for engine shut down cases. 

Several changes were made to the system described in Ref. 1 before 
flight testing with I.C.S. operative began. These are described below. 

When the full scale tests began at Cell 4 N.G.T.E. Pyestock, it was 
evident that the throat bleed flow entered the secondary system as a 
discrete jet, and that the flow at the proposed BJJJ measurement station 
was not fully mixed. . 

This was judged to be unacceptable from the point of view of intake 
control, and another suitable parameter was sought. Investigations 
revealed that the static pressure in the space above the front ramp bore 
an acceptable relationship to Ppj, and it was decided to use this pressure 
(^RVS in Fi£» 2) as the intake control pressure using the ratio PRVS/POO. 
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3.2   I.C.S. Response 

In parallel with the Cell 4 development work, the theoretical I.C.S. 
response characteristics were studied on an analogue simulation of the 
complete system. 

This work revealed that the proposed system had an undesirably 
sluggish response to atmospheric disturbances. This was primarily due 
to the response of the A.D.C. mechanical output which furnished Mach 
number information to the I.C.S. 

In certain extreme cases, the phase lags introduced from this source 
caused amplification of the disturbance. Since this amplification occurred 
at frequencies where sympathetic engine response could not be ruled out, 
it was decided to find a reference pressure source which instantaneously 
reflected changes in local Mach number at the intake entry. 

j.3   I.C.S. Reference Pressure 

Several schemes for reference pressure sensing were examined, and 
finally it was decided to use the static pressure given by a 15 cone 
mounted on the first (fixed) intake compression surface. This source 
had the added attraction that when used in association with Pgvs as 
defined above, it was predicted to give a good simulation of the desired 
*£BMAX - Mach number relationship without needing an external source of 
Hach number information. 

The cone installation initially devised for the Prototype aircraft 
featured twin cones located just forward of the front ramp hinge (aft 
cones) (Position 'A' Fig. 2). Two cones per intake were required for 
systems monitoring purposes. 

With this arrangement, the original relationship between control 
and reference pressure was reversed because whereas Bps/P«) i-3 less than 
?unity, PRVS/PC is greater than unity. To enable the original pressure 
ratio sensors to be retained, the connections to the sensor casing and 
bellows were reversed and the control parameter TI ]j replaced by a new 
parameter rg = P0/PRVS. 

It was expected that the value of rj corresponding to the original 
"tBUAX law would be independent of Mach number. However further testing 
showed that it was necessary to retain some form of Mach scheduling to 
avoid intake buzz at low supersonic Mach Numbers. This Mach scheduling 
is only required for fine trim, and the rapid response to Mach changes 
which caused rejection of the earlier system is not required. 

3»4   Intake/Engine Compatibility 

It would be difficult to over emphasise the role played by the 
"tests on the complete intake/engine/l.C.S. system at Cell 4 in the 
successful development of the Prototype system. 

Apart from the developments in P0 and PRVS mentioned in the 
previous sections, the facility has had considerable impact on the 
development of additions to the basic control laws necessary to give 
trouble free operation in all cases. 

One of the first discoveries was that the concept of using ramp and 
dump surfaces individually to give increasing spill was not viable. It 
was found that above £2 MAX, use of the dump door alone to provide the 
extra spillage caused unacceptable flow separations on the upper surface 
of the diffuser. 

The system was altered to provide a unique relationship between 
ramp angle ( ffg) and dump door (9JD) deflections above SgMAX»  'hi-8 

-was so arranged that dump door opening commenced at S^x and *^e 

;     maximum physical travel of ramp coincided with too thirds travel of 
the dump.  This has been shown (Hef. 2) to provide an optimum 
arrangement giving minimum DC60 for all throttle settings. 

The most important development from Cell 4 testing was that of the 
I.C.S. sideslip protection systems. 
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3»4   Intake/Engine Compatibility (Cont'd) 

It was found that the compressor flow quality deteriorated 
significantly in sideslip at high Mach number. A full discussion of 
the problem can be found in Ref. 2. For the purposes of the present 
paper, it may be noted that additional I.C.S. laws were developed with 
the following functions 

a)  Reduced "»[BKAX 'With increased aircraft sideslip angle (/3) 

to)  Reduced permissible maximum ramp angle ( 62JIAY) *ith 
increased A. 

•-.-..        Pig. 3 shows how the addition of fjBilAX reduction keeps the intake 
flow quality (Distortion and flow unsteadiness) inside acceptable limits. 

A furfear devek'saitenfc" was the use of reduced engine LP spool RBI (Hi) 
to increase "the sui'-issS&gin in cases of excessive sideslip. Fig. 4 
»hows the principle öl 'tliis device (termed N-j dip) which significantly 

1 increases the basic engine surge margin. 

H} dip is triggered by two signals : 

a)  Sideslip angles greater than 1,25 

to)  Asymmetric rate of change of HP compressor delivery 
pressure between corresponding engines, port and starboard. 

This second feature provides N-j dip on the live engines in the 
oase of engine failure. 

On the basis of the results obtained at Cell 4, 500 RIM dip was 
»elected for the Prototype engines. 

It should be noted that an important factor in the intake sideslip 
protection philosophy is the auto rudder function of the aircraft flight 
Control system.  Peak sideslip angles in response to engine failure are 
significantly reduced by rudder application automatically introduced by 
the same signal as triggers N. dip in this case. 

4>  FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE 

4,1   Intake Control System 

4,1,1    Reference Pressure Sensing 

Pig. 5 presents the variation of Pc/Peo (The ratio cane 
static/stagnation pressure) with ramp angle and PRVS/^OO 1 
for the aft cones. 

The deficiencies of the aft cones design were found to be :- 

a)   The cone reference signal proved extremely 
sensitive to variation of ramp angle due to 
ramp shock interference 

to)   In the illustrated rapid throttling case, at 
M = 1.67, beyond a ramp angle of 13.5° potential 
control reversal occurs, supercritical intake 
operating conditions being signalled to the I.C.S., 
commanding reduced ramp angle, when in fact, the 
intake operation is subcritical. This is 
indicated by the fact that the P0/Pnvg ratio is 
above the control value of rjj (0.844 in this case) 
although the actual PRVS is significantly sub- 
critical. The ramp angle command was not 
immediately reversed in this oase, however, because 
the system response was dominated by the engine K^ 
inputs. However this excursion into buzz during a 
rapid throttling transient emphasises the unacceptable 
nature of this signal source. 
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4.1.-1   Reference Pressure Sensing (Cont'd) 

Following this disappointing experience, the oones were 
relocated at more forward positions on the front wedge, as shown 
in Pig. 2  Position 'B'. Lateral oone separation in the revised 
system was only approximately 3", but in spite of this, the cones 
exhibited significantly different adverse effects of incidence and 
sideslip in flight. The consequent continual spurious warnings 
of system failure forced abandonment of the twin cone arrangement 
in favour of a single cone installation. The chosen cone 
provided the more acceptable signal characteristics. Cross 
comparison of signals between paired intakes was used as the 
basis of a revised monitoring system. 

Pig, 6 presents flight measurements from the revised 
Prototype installation (single, forward mounted cones). The data 
are shown relative to the predicted 3 incidence value. 

Harked behaviour differences in incidence variations are shown 
between inboard and outboard intake oones and this presented 
problems in choice of I.C.S, monitoring threshold. 

Modification of the wing boundary layer diverter planform to 
that appropriate to the Production aircraft (Aircraft 001 only) 
effects considerable improvement of the inboard intake in terms 
of incidence sensitivity and agreement with prediction.  However, 
no significant improvement can be identified in relation to the 
outboard intake cone signal.  This reflects the dominating 
influence of local flow conditions at the intake wedge leading 
edge. The major factors may be presumed as follows :- 

a) Wing boundary layer diverter flow conditions. 
It is known from model data that the Prototype 
diverter system remains unstarted up to Mach 
2,0 hence thickening and causing partial 
Ingestion of the wing boundary layer. 

b) Wing undersurfaoe boundary layer/shear layer 
thickening as aircraft incidence is reduced 
(see later section). This thickening is known 
to have a more pronounced effect on the outboard 
intake. The cone pressure could clearly be 
affected by immersion'into this thicker boundary 
layer. 

o)   Incidence variation of cross flow components 
relative to the oones. 

The inference from this experience is that tests to determine 
local reference sensing points must be made on the full scale 
aircraft, and this is programmed for future development aircraft, 
which have slightly different geometr . 

Pig. 7 shows typical flight measured intake operating T£JJ 
values on 001 compared with the predicted ^BMAT" Inevitably, 
the cone reference pressure problems are reflected in these data 
and incidence/sideslip sensitivity contributes to the scatter. 
Nevertheless, inboard intake operation closely approaches the 
target condition. The outboard intake is shown to operate 
supercritically relative to the target datum. 

4.1.2   I.C.S. Response 

The external compression, large throat bleed intake design 
selected for Concorde is characterised by a very wide operating 
range with smooth transition from supercritical to subcritioal 
operation. 

These characteristics have a significant effect on the intake 
control system response requirements. 
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4.1.2   I.O.S. Response (Cont'd) 

Rapid response is not required, neither is there a need for 
special devices to improve stable subcritioal margins etc. 
On top of this, the system lacks the complexities associated 
with automatic restart - there is no unstart in the classical 
sense. 

Hence the required intake control system response character- 
istics are quite modest. For example, the Prototype system is 
only required to reduce the effects of transients up to frequencies 
of*1§- Hz. The Production system cross-over frequency is boosted 
to approximately 4 Hz but even so this eliminates the closed loop 
stability problems associated with more ambitious designs. 

The highest rate-response requirements are set by the engine 
failure case, in which the normal closed loop system is dominated 

by the phst.>i>4vanoe signs! N1' 

Typieal-*,fi.ight measured characteristics of the system are 
illustrated in Figs. 8, 9, 10. 

H.g. 8 illustrates system response in a pull up and pushover 
manoeuvre at It = 2.0. Both intake cones on No. 1 engine show 
broadly similar effects of varying incidence.  The variation of 
ramp angle (Sg) an<^ %VS indicates the system response to cone 
pressure disturbances, Pjys following the outer (driving) cone 
signal very well. 

The inboard (No. 2) intake cones exhibit differing forms of 
Signal variation with incidence, more particularly in the reduced 
incidence case (pushover) in which opposite signs of incremental 
OOne pressure are shown. This example is typical of the phenomenon 
which dictated revision of the sensing system to a single cone per 
intake installation. Onoe again system response reflects the 
signal distortion of the 'driving' (outer) cone. 

ELg. 9 illustrates the functioning of the sideslip protection 
devices during sideslip investigation at II = 2.0. Both outboard 
and inboard intake/engine combinations exhibit similar correct 
response. 

Nijyjp and 7JBj)IP (indicated by the reduction of PRVS and an 
incidence in rg) are shown to be triggered as sideslip angle is 
increased. The apparent 'delay' in the achievement of the maximum 
rg change (12BDIP; is due to the hesitation in the application of 
sideslip, bearing in mind the 'ramped' function of sideslip angle 
(S'ig. 3).  The maximum ramp angle (,&2}ijtf)  reduction is masked in 
this particular example, but the final supercritical operating 
state of the intakes is achieved by dump door deflection (not 
shown). 

Hg» 10 presents data from a simulated engine failure at 
B •= 2.0, Response of the intake in the case of the 'failed' No, 1 
engine indicates the dominant influence of the anticipation signal 
N.j, the ramp (62) and the dump door (SJJD) angles following the 
decay of engine LP RBI independently of PRVS in the initial phase. 
Following the achievement of windmilling RBI, variation of PRYS 
and sympathetio dump door response is associated with cone signal 
distortion due to incidence and sideslip variation. 

The major point illustrated by the inboard intake is the 
functioning of the Nlnip system in response to asymmetry of engine 
"thrust signalled from differential HP spool delivery pressure. 
NiDip *s established rapidly following the simulated failure of 
the outboard engine. The intake response parameters indicate the 
consequent subcritical excursion. 

K.g. 11 compares a typical flight measured response with 
prediction. The source of the prediction in this case is a 
sophisticated analogue simulation of the complete powerplant 
developed at B.A.C. Filton.  The contributions made by this 
simulation to the design and development of the intake control 
system have proved invaluable. Prior to aircraft flight with an 
operational intake control system, the simulation was set up 
permanently to support flight investigations in the event of 
running into unexpected problems associated with powerplant 
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4.1.2   I.C.S. Response (Cont'd) 

dynamics. The gratifying agreement between predicted and 
measured response characteristics illustrated by this particular 
example adequately explains why the simulation has not been 
needed in support of flight investigations. 

4.2   Intake/Engine Compatibility 

4.2.1    General 

The importance of intake/engine compatibility in the design 
of supersonic aircraft and the somewhat unpredictable nature of 
the problem leads to a degree of preoccupation on the part of the 
design teams, so that the search for potential problem areas 
tecomes almost a way of life. 

In parallel with flight exploration, model investigations 
continued with the primary objective of ejetending the assessment 
of intake behaviour to operating regimes appropriate to Production 
aircraft. Notably, this included systematic investigation of an 
increased aircraft incidence range compared with previous 
investigations, which were limited to the range typifying planned 
initial Prototype flight investigations with somewhat limited 
freedom of manoeuvre. 

Before proceeding to discussion of flight test data, it is 
interesting to briefly summarise this model experience which had 
considerable impact both on the course of Prototype flight 
invest!jation and subsequent aircraft development. 

Low speed wind tunnel investigations including incidences 
compatible with zero 'g' flight conditions exposed potential 
problems of outboard engine malfunction. Flow visualisation 
investigations at low speed revealed an underwing flow separation 
vortex partly ingested by the outboard intakes. Pig. 12 presents 
the pattern typifying these flow conditions. 

Fundamental aerodynamic reasoning suggested aggravation of 
the problem at supersonic speeds, and led to a systematic 
investigation at high Mach Ho. based on a l/l5th scale twin intake 
model with fully representative wing. Various modified wing 
leading edge section profiles were assessed, leading to the current 
Production aircraft definition (BA18). The modified standard 
features reduced forward camber and increased leading edge radius 
compared with the Prototype (BA1). 

Pig. 13 illustrates the impressive beneficial effects of the 
revised wing leading edge. The influence of wing incidence and TITJ 

on compressor face distortion level (DC60) are shown for the 
outboard intake under Mach 2.0 operating conditions for both standards 
of leading edge.  Incidence for the possible onset of surge (M60 > 
0.3) is shown to be reduced by approximately l|-° and little problem 
is indicated in preserving surge free engine operation down to less 
than zero 'g' flight condition consistent with Airworthiness 
Requirements. 

4«2»2    Barly Flight Operation with Fixed Geometry 

Although inevitably the problems of high Mach number operation 
have more glamour, the problems of obtaining optimum performance 
at low speed are technically quite interesting. 

With the sharp lipped intake design, it is to be expected that 
at low speed flow separations at the intake leading edge will cause 
substantial deteriorations in flow uniformity and pressure recovery 
at the engine face. 

The classic solution to this problem is to provide some form of 
auxiliary intake. On Concorde prototypes, this now takes the form 
of a dual hinged door in the intake floor which doubles as an 
auxiliary intake at low speed and a spill door at high speed. For 
the first 30 or so flights 001 was equipped with a simple auxiliary 
intake consisting of a hole with fixed guide vanes in place of the 
dump door. This was installed because of early fears concerning the 
flow distortion measured on small scale models and apparently 
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4.2.2 Early Flight Operation with Fixed Geometry (Cont'd) 

associated with the door design at low forward speed. This 
excessive distortion was eventually traced to model deterioration 
which was accepted as indicative of the need at full scale for a 
high standard of surface finish and sealing at the door hinge. 
The doors were consequently installed and have functioned 
excellently as shown by Fig. 14. 

It is worth noting how quickly the DC60 level subsides to a 
low value and also the slight but noticeable change in recovery 
during rotation. 

4.2.3 Subsonic/Transonic Flight Regime 

High subsonic exploration confirmed light alrframe buffet 
due to an intake oscillation at windmilling mass flow which was 
first noticed on the Vulcan Flying Test Bed. The consequences of 
this oscillation were magnified by the particular Vulcan 
installation, but nevertheless, the presence of this oscillation 
on Concorde has dictated a need for provision of an open loop 
subsonic spill door function in the Production aircraft standard 
intake control system.  Deflection of the spill door has been 
demonstrated to eliminate the buffet which is believed to be due 
to flow separation on the intake cowl. 

Initial investigation of less than 1.0 'g' flight conditions 
at low supersonic speeds exposed a further intake instability. 
During pushover manoeuvres at II = 1.45 repeatable intake 
oscillation/engine rough running conditions were established at 
approximately 0.75 'g'. The initial judgement that this confirmed 
the potential low incidence intake/engine compatibility problem 
predicted by model tests (described above) proved to be incorrect. 
Model tests (Fig. 15) showed discontinuous variations of intake 
pressure recovery (•)£•)) main duct flow ratio ( €•]) and DC60 with 
ramp angle.  These effects are indicative of flow separation at the 
ramp hinge.   This is shown to occur under these particular 
simulated flight conditions at. 4° ramp angle which in fact is 
consistent with a flow expansion around the ramp hinge. 

Clearly, the adverse effects of incidence reduction, possibly 
aggravated by unstarted wing boundary layer diverter flow 
conditions, are factors which are peculiar to the Prototype 
aircraft and which could dominate the origin of this flow 
separation.  However, to completely eliminate any residual problem 
in the case of service aircraft, (which has improved wing/diverter 
geometry), the Production intake control system provides for 
increased minimum ramp angle.^0 7° minimum (hence eliminating the 
expansion at the ramp hinge) below a selected value of airoraft 
incidence.  This over-rides the normal 6 2JJJJJ - Mach number 
relationship. 

4«2«4   Supersonic Flight Regime 

Supersonic investigations under nominally level flight and 
near Maximum Continuous Power engine operating conditions showed 
no intake/engine compatibility problem with the intakes under 
automatic control.  Transient changes of intake geometry 
associated with the establishment of intake control at the switching 
Maoh number (l.3tl) also introduced no problems. 

Fig. 16 indicates levels of flow distortion measured in 
',      specific flights in nominally level flight conditions up to Mach 

2.0.  These may be taken as typical and' are illustrative of the 
excellent flow quality capabilities of the intake. The associated 
oscillatory pressure component at the engine face is less than 2$ 
of stagnation pressure. 
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4.2.4 Supersonic Flirfit Regime (Cont'd) 

The model prediction of low incidence problems demanded the 
addition of systematic pushover manoeuvres to the scheduled 
powerplant handling assessment programme. At Mach Humbers in 
excess of M = 1.70 the problem became evident and was demonstrated 
to be considerably aggravated under engine throttled conditions, 
Piß. 17 presents the variation of outboard intake flow distortion 
with aircraft incidence for full and partially throttled engine 
operating conditions. Oscillatory flow component levels in 
^l/^co terms (Pi » PSF on Pig.2) and typical surge points are 
also indicated. The data clearly exposes deteriorating compressor 
face flow quality with reduction of incidence and the significant 
adverse impact of engine throttling. A by-product is the inferred 
quite remarkable tolerance of the Olympus 593 engine to flow 
distortion. 

The adoption of quite restrictive engine throttling limits, 
based on the results of these investigations enabled completion 
of an impressive volume of flight testing without the occurrence 
of inadvertent surging. 

The Production aircraft leading edge, shortly to be tested 
- on 001, is expected to eliminate the need for these throttling 
restrictions. 

4.3  Intake Interaction and Engine Surge 

The twin intake arrangement of the Concorde entrains problems of intake 
interaction by virtue of the mutual interference associated with subcritical 
intake operation.  Clearly, subcritical excursions, involving significant 
shock expulsion, distort the external shock system of the neighbouring intake. 

The centre wall leading edge extension or 'splitter' between paired 
intakes is designed to limit these adverse effects to major disturbances, for 
example, those associated with high intensity engine surge (i.e. near 
Max. BPH engine operation). The splitter design was selected on the basis 
of systematic model tests to provide freedom from significant interaction 
to just beyond the buzz threshold in either intake. Protection froiO 
interaction in the surge case was not a design objective, the probability of 
success in such an endeavour without impairing intake performance to an 
unacceptable degree being problematical. The design philosophy is that the 
complete system shall be so designed as to make the probability of engine 
surge extremely remote, and that the aircraft characteristics shall be such 
that no hazard results from such surges, even if two engines should be 
affected. 

Attempts to express engine tolerance of interaction effects in tangible 
terms, failed because of the lack of a definitive criterion. The results of 
such analysis provoked the simple conclusion that the confidence level 
attached to the prediction of interaction malfunctioning thresholds was 
extremely low, and that there was no substitute for flight investigation 
in this context. 

The systematic flight investigation of low incidence and throttling 
surge thresholds consequently furnished vital information on surge interaction. 

Another aspect of surge which gave cause for some anxiety was the 
associated intake loading. In the initial design and development stages the 
problems could be sub-divided into three categories :- 

1) Data relevant to the 'overpressure' (sometimes termed 'hammer shock') 
loading imposed on the ducting ahead of a surging turbojet engine 
was hard to come by. 

2) The predicted pressure propagation within the intake under surge 
conditions, i.e. relationship between peak pressure levels and 
phasing in various zones of the intake, was by no means straight- 
forward. 

3) The possibility of interaction induced surge in the adjacent 
engine introduced the problem of phasing and hence differential 
pressure variation across the centre wall between intakes in 
the case of double surges. 
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4.3 Intake Interaction and Engine Surge (Cont'd) 

Systematic programmes of testing were set up including using a small 
scale model equipped with, a surge simulation valve, engine surge 
investigations using the Vulcan aircraft in subsonic conditions' and the 
full scale intake/engine installation in Cell 4-  These investigations 
were supported by theroetioal studies of pressure propagation undertaken 
by Aerospatiale (then Sud Aviation). 

These endeavours led to the formulation of aerodynamic loading 
information to assess structural integrity in surge. Rolls Eoyce, for 
example, exposed the dependence of duct peak surge pressure on the initial 
overall compression ratio. American work in this field confirms this type 
of correlation.  Surge induced transient pressures measured on the full 
scale Cell 4 intake installation confirmed the small scale model results, 
both showing measurements compatible with the results of the theoretical 
approaches. 

Tbealoiibts ..tisi-sciated with interaction surge loads remained, however, 
and structural iTiUjp'ity was assessed on the basis of unique application 
of assumptions of worst phasing appropriate, to each component. 

The initial surge programme associated with the low incidence 
investigations confirmed the assumed transient pressure levels in intakes 
subjected to 'primary' surges. Initial belief that loadings in the 
interaction case were in fact less rigorous than those in the primary 
surge case was based on the reduced duct peak pressure levels which were 
measured in the former. This, in association with the evidence of 
completion of the surge programme with no apparent structural effect, was 
interpreted as indicative of a successful outcome in this potential problem 
area. Then came flight 122 of aircraft 001. 

4.4 Intake Structural Failure in Surge 

During Flight "322 with the aircraft under Mach 2.0 conditions at an 
altitude of 49,000 ft. Ho. 3 engine surged following cancellation of reheat. 
No. 4 engine surged due to interaction, operating at Maximum Continuous 
Power at this time. Following 7 sees, of double surging, during which 
continuous bewildering warnings of intake control system failure defied 
interpretation on the part of the crew, engine Ho. 4 flamed out. The 
aircraft was decelerated to subsonic speeds. No. 3 engine was relit at 
1.211, and Mo. 4 relit but failed to accelerate. Visual inspection of the 
intakes (using the aircraft hyperscope) revealed the loss of Ho. 4 intake 
forward ramp and heavy damage to the lower intake cowl lip. 

The sequence of events surrounding the failure as indicated by 
interpretation of the data given by the airborne recording system and by 
inspection of the damaged intake by accident investigations experts from 
BAE Farnborough, agreed in all major respects. 

The cause of surge of engine Ho. 3 results from an error of technique 
in the cancellation of reheat with the obsolescent standard of reheat 
control amplifier fitted to that particular engine. Engine overspeed into 
a transient surge condition could happen, unless reheat cancellation was 

•undertaken with care. The modified amplifiers now fitted do not suffer 
this disadvantage. 

The interaction surge of Ho. 4 engine was to be expected but in this 
instance one of the two rear attachments of the forward ramp failed, 
freeing the ramp to oscillate about the front hinge and remaining rear 
attachment.  Coupled surge/ramp response maintained a cyclic surge 
condition which resulted in progressive failure of the front hinge. The 
final surge pulse (in a train of approx. 35 pulses) caused failure of the 
sole remaining ramp attachment at the rear as the ramp rotated rapidly 
hinge edge downwards striking the lip.  The ramp left the intake moving 
forward and downwards rotating around the lip (hence severe lip damage), 
finally leaving the aircraft passing rearwards beneath the nacelle. 

The damage evidence emphasised that the failure was due to 
exceedance of the design strength of a component in the ramp drive 
meohanism and there was no question of fatigue or faulty materials being 
involved. The source of the phenomenal load causing the failure then 
became the subject of much debate. 
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4.4    Intake Structural Failure in Surge (Cont'd) 

Further systematic surge investigations were immediately planned 
using aircraft 002, the British Prototype. For these investigations, 
the ramp and drive mechanism were suitahly strengthened and stiffened 
and the test engines were equipped with special amplifiers allowing surge 
to he induced at will.  Based on destructive strength tests the modified 
design possesses some 2.25 times the strength of the original design. 
Instrumentation systems were augmented to more precisely define pressure 
propagation over the forward and rear ramps and the transient loading in 
various components. 

Model scale twin intake tests scheduled in support of the full scale 
exploration included investigation of flexible ramp hehaviour under 
simulated interaction surge. 

Fig. 18 shows examples from flight records made during the 
systematic interaction surge investigation.   These data are appropriate 
to H = 2.0 flight conditions and show for "both intakes the time variation 
of pressure on the underside of the forward ramp trailing edge, the throat 
bleed sensor pressure %ys and the wall static pressure in the intake lower 
diffuser floor just forward of the compressor face (PJDF) • 

Considering firstly the mechanism of interaction surge, the first 
surge of the inboard engine (Ho. 2) occurs following a significant pressure 
reduction forward of the engine face, which is believed to he the primary 
cause of interaction surge. The reduced pressure arises from the rapidly 
reducing intake pressure recovery due to distortion of the external shook 
system by shock expulsion of the neighbouring intake (primary surge). A 
possible contributory factor to the reduced pressure is choking of the 
intake throat due to flow separation along the splitter leading edge. The 
flow separation could arise from cross flow at the splitter leading edge 
associated with the pressure gradient generated "by shook expulsion in the 
primary surging intake.  It is interesting to speculate on the transient 
compressor face flow quality in this event. 

The first interaction surge (Ho. 2 engine) is notable for its low 
intensity at the engine face, the peak pressure merely achieving the 
steady state initial level.  However, a noticeable peak occurs in the 
intake ramp void (space above the ramps). Careful inspection of the toothed 
pressure variations reveals a local trough in the underside ramp trailing 
edge pressure coincident with this peak.  However, although the peak 
pressure levels achieved in this case are lower than those appropriate to 
the primary surge (first surge in intake l) the downward load on the front 
ramp is at least as large. In numerous cases the differential ramp 
loading has been found to be greater in the interaction than the primary 
case and furthermore, the largest ramp differential loadings so far 
measured are associated with interaction surge cases. 

Two types of interaction surge signature (form of compressor face 
pressure variation) are identifiable in investigations so far. The one is 
typified by the first interaction surge of Ho. 2 engine with low absolute 
peak level and low initial starting pressure and the other has a form more 
closely approaching a primary surge, with small reduction of initial 
pressure and high achieved peak level. An example of this second type is 
the second surge shown in the case of Ho. 2 engine. 

This second type of interaction surge signature has associated large 
peak pressures above and below the ramp.  Inspection of the traces 
indicates only moderate differential ramp loading as assessed from peak 
differences. However, a large trough in the under ramp pressure almost 
coincident with the peak ramp void pressure gives large differential ramp 
loading. Attention is drawn to the unusual second primary surge of Ho. 1 
engine.  This effect is more typical of interaction surge, although by no 
means fully understood.  Exact phasing of such peaks and trough, whioh in 
the example shown re-establishes normal undisturbed external ramp pressure, 
would in fact result in the initial design load being approached. 

The investigation so far has not succeeded in achieving more than 755» 
of the load which must have been experienced in Flight 122. However, 
although the latter has not been re-produced, the contributory elements 
have been exposed. V/e could by no means claim an understanding of the 
phenomena.  Investigations continue. 
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4.4   Intake Structural Failure in. Surge (Cont'd) 

Despite all these worries about.the structural integrity, the 
.. aircraft's handling behaviour has been impeccable. A considerable 

amount of pre-flight effort was devoted to consideration of simultaneous 
double engine failure, and from this an auto rudder system was adopted 
which was triggered by asymmetric rapid variations of IIP compressor 
delivery pressure. 

The result of this effort can be seen- in Fig. 19 which shows the 
actual aircraft response to the double engine surge on Plight 122. A 
bank angle change of only 2 coupled with 1 sideslip in this severe case 
at 2.CM is proof enough of the efficiency of the protective systems. 

Installation of similar systems on the production aircraft will ensure 
that even if such a severe case should occur in service there will be no 
hazard to aircraft or occupants. 

4«5   Performance 

Although the technical problems associated with intake/engine 
compatibility are fascinating they must eventually be solved, and the 
viability of a commercial supersonic transport then rests on the 
achievement of performance claims. 

It is therefore interesting to examine how the powerplant behaviour 
compares with predictions in this respect. 

. Unfortunately direct measurement of intake recovery cannot be shown 
because of instrumentation problems which are not yet resolved. However 
it can be said that by using indirect measurements it becomes obvious that 
the recovery is not significantly different from that measured on small 
scale models at full scale in II.G.T.H. 

l'he analysis of engine and nozzle behaviour is of course in the hands 
of Eolls Royce (1971) Ltd. and SII3CJIA. They have kindly consented to allow 
us to use some of their material so that a reasonably complete performance 
picture can be presented. 

One of the major concerns of the performance testing to date has been 
to develop an acceptable means of 'read across' from Prototype to Production 
aircraft. It was decided that in view of the detailed differences between 
the two aircraft it would not be sufficient to apply overall percentages 
derived from prototype experience to the Production estimates. In fact, it 
is necessary to subject each component of the performance to detailed 
scrutiny so that appropriate adjustments can be made to the Production 
aircraft component characteristics. 

For example Pig. 20 shows a comparison of flight and brochure engine 
e.f.c. (flange to flange).  It is evident that the agreement is excellent. 
However this overall result conceals some interesting side effects. 

It is found that the engine measured mass flow and fuel flow at a 
particular IT-j Kg combination differ from the values given by the engine 
•brochure.  The in-flight mass flow is higher than predicted at all speeds, 
but the measured fuel flow is higher than predicted at subsonic I-Iach 
numbers but lower than predicted at 2.CU« 

When all these factors are combined, it is found that the 
thermodynamic cycle of the engine is unchanged, but that the 'effective' 
spool speeds differ from the measured speed. The explanation is believed 
to lie in the effect of intake radial flow distortion on the compressor 
characteristics. 

In practice, it means that to get the true performance, one must work 
with a modified It-) and measured fuel flow in order to correctly estimate 
thrust and spill drag. 

The measured internal pressuro distribution of the secondary nozzle is 
compared with wind tunnel results in Pig. 21. One minor difference arises 
from the fact that the aircraft free floating secondary petals are a shade 
over-expanded in cruise, as shown by the difference between full and dotted 
lines on the figure.  As a result of this, the static pressure over the 
after part of the nozzle shroud diverges slightly from the tunnel model 
result. 
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4.5   Performance  (Cont'd) 

Despite this minor discrepancy, the overall nozzle gross thrust 
(calculated from measured pressures on the nozzle) is in excellent 
agreement with predictions as shown by Fig. 22. From this it is 
oonoluded that there is no reason to modify the predicted cruise 
performance of the production nozzle. 

On the debit side, it was found that the nacelle as a whole was 
leaking badly, and it was necessary to take steps to establish how much 
performance was being lost from this source. 

By sealing as much of the Prototype nacelle as is physioally 
possible, and ground measurements of leakage rate before and after 
sealing, the assumptions on the exchange rate between leakage and thrust loss 
are being verified. 

When this is done, the Production aircraft performance will be 
modified if necessary, but it is not expected that significant changes 
will arise from this cause since most of these leak sources do not exist 
on the Production aircraft. For example the Gas ühirbine Starter exhaust, 
tertiary doors and reverser grilles have all been eliminated. 

5.  CONCLUSION 

This presentation has attempted to show some of the problems met and overcome. 
Much work remains to be done of course, but the Concorde designers are enormously 
«noouraged by their experience so far. 

It is now known that a supersonic transport can be built which is technically 
sound and which will meet the performance claims advanced many years ago. 

The Judgements as to whether this aircraft is economically viable is outside the 
BOOpe Of this paper.  BAC/Aerospatiale believe emphatically that it is viable, and 
look forward to the day when the world's airlines confirm this judgement. 
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CONTROL CONCEPT AND WIND TUNNEL TESTING OF A SUPERSONIC INTAKE CONTROL SYSTEM 

by H. N. Larsen and R. G. Schweikhardt 
The Boeing Company 

Seattle, Washington, USA 

SUMMARY 

The design, development, and performance criteria of a control system for an axisymmetric mixed compression intake are 
described. The controller is independent of other intake controllers and of airplane data systems. During started intake operation, 
throat Mach number is controlled with a translating centerbody and variable position cowl throat doors; normal shock position is 
controlled with secondary air valves and overboard bypass doors. These two control loops use intake duct pressure ratio signals for 
feedback. The desired pressure ratio reference value is scheduled with centerbody position and biased with intake controller error 
signals to provide for varying intake Mach number and angle of sideslip. Using vortex valves as an auxiliary normal shock stability 
system, model tests showed that the controller can maintain peak intake recovery while accommodating the required disturbances. 
Hot- and cold-day engine/intake airflow matching is automatically controlled with increased secondary valve airflow or an intake- 
activated engine rpm trim control. An external compression mode which maintains stable intake airflow with low compressor face 
distortion provides for unstarted supersonic intake operation. 

NOMENCLATURE 

ABY overboard bypass door area 
AL1P intake lip area 
ASA secondary air valve area 

DIST PT2 avg_ PT2 min/pT2 avg 
K controller gains 
ML local Mach number 
MTH throat Mach number 
N mechanical engine speed 
PTO local total pressure 
PC cowl static pressure 
PCB intake throat static pressure 
PNS static pressure aft of normal shock 
PTNS intake throat total pressure 
PT2 compressor face total pressure 
PVV vortex valve exit total pressure 
PRU pressure ratio units 
RLIP intake lip radius 
rpm revolutions per minute 
S La Place operature 

Wv/e2/o2 
XBY 
XSA 
XTRIM 
ACC 
APC 
App 
APCB 
ARTD 

AXCB 

€ 

t 

Subscripts 

time 
corrected airflow rate 
overboard bypass door actuator displacement 
secondary air valve actuator displacement 
trim motor position 
cross coupling bias (PRU) 
half position coordination deadzone 
half parallel path deadzone 
(PCB max - PCB min)/PTNS 

throat door displacement 
centerbody displacement 
angle-of-sideslip bias (PRU) 
error signal 
damping ratio 

actuator command position 

INTRODUCTION 

A control system for an axisy'mmetric intake suitable for supersonic transport application has been developed. The design com- 
bines simplicity and relative self containment with the unique capability to maintain the high intake performance necessary for 
efficient commercial supersonic flight. The airplane which utilizes four intakes has a design cruise Mach number of 2.7, the local 
intake Mach numbers being 2.65 and 2.60 for the inboard and outboard intakes, respectively. Each intake is provided with two 
identical automatic control systems, each controller having its own set of sensors, feedbacks, and outputs. Dual redundant two- 
stage servovalves and actuators are also provided for each control surface. One intake   ontrol system is used for normal control, 
and the second is used as a standby. Either system may be manually selected for control by the flight crew and, in addition, auto- 
matic transfer of control occurs between systems following the detection of a failure condition, such as failure to maintain the 
correct intake takeoff geometry, failures of either hydraulic or electric power for the control system in operation, inadvertent 
intake unstart, or detection of intake buzz. 

Within each control system are control loops which use intake pressure ratios for feedback. These pressure ratios (control signals) 
are used by the control system to position the intake variable geometry components, which consist of a translating centerbody, 
variable position cowl throat doors, and a bypass system comprising secondary air valves and overboard bypass doors. The control 
laws governing the control system actions are divided into several modes, sequences, and configurations. Switching between these 
various sets of control laws is generally automatic; however, in some instances flight crew action is utilized to reduce system hard- 
ware. In addition to the control surfaces, the intake incorporates vortex valves at the throat section. During mixed compression 
operation, these valves are aerodynamically triggered to bleed airflow just aft of the normal shock should the shock traverse for- 
ward into the throat section. Maximum vortex valve bleed capacity''' is 5% of the cruise engine airflow demand. This capability 
provides 5% additional stability margin against unstarts due to downstream transient disturbances. Figure 1 shows a schematic of 
the intake with the locations of the control surfaces and vortex valves. 

This paper describes the intake control system with emphasis on operation between Mach 1.6 and 2.9. To maintain high started intake 
performance across this Mach range, it is generally necessary to vary control signal references with intake operating conditions: 
intake Mach number, angle of attack, and intake throat Mach number. To keep all intakes from being dependent on an airplane- 
generated air data Mach signal without the addition of intake Mach sensors, each intake control system schedules its pressure ratio 
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Figure 1. Intake Variable Geometry, Vortex Valves, and Control Signal Locations 

references with centerbody position. Thus, during started operation each intake control system uses centerbody position as a Mach 
meter. Angle of attack and intake throat Mach number information is inherent in error signals within the intake control system. 
These error signals are used to bias the pressure ratio references and maintain started intake operation during off-design conditions. 
Internal aerodynamic analyses, control system performance and stability analyses, and steady-state wind tunnel test results were 
used in the synthesis of the intake control system. 

Dynamic testing of the control system was performed using a 1 /6-scale model (5.28-in. lip radius). The intake was fully 
instrumented with pressure taps and probes along the cowl, centerbody, and at the compressor face. Dynamic instrumentation in 
two distinct response ranges was provided. Relatively slow response (30 Hz) pneumatic lines and transducers were used for control 
signal sensing. Flush-mounted transducers at the compressor face provided dynamic measurements (2000 Hz) of intake recovery 
and distortion. These transducers were located on a compressor face rake which consisted of eight equally spaced arms with five 
probes per arm. Compressor face rake data from these 40 transducers were tape recorded, whereas data of control system variables 
were saved using three strip chart recorders of eight channels each. A cold pipe, terminated with a variable-area plug valve, was 
fitted to the rear of the intake to simulate engine weight flow changes. 

CONTROL MODES 

The positioning of the variable-geometry components for the intake control modes, sequences, and configurations is shown in 
Table 1. Airplane takeoff and the large engine airflow requirements below Mach 0.5 are accommodated by the takeoff configura- 
tion. This configuration is automatically obtained when the engine mode selector is placed in the takeoff/landing position. Below 
Mach 0.5, "noise abate" is an optional mode which may be manually selected during low engine thrust operation such as descent 
airport approach. The mode modulates the centerbody to maintain a near-sonic throat to prevent the forward propagation of com- 
pressor noise. The noise abate mode is automatically disengaged and the takeoff configuration engaged should high engine thrust 
be demanded. This occurs during airplane go-around and engine thrust reverser operation. The run configuration is a simple and 
reliable method of supplying engine air demands during subsonic and low supersonic climb. This mode is automatically obtained 
when the engine mode selector is placed in the run position at approximately Mach 0.5. Control is manually switched from the run 
configuration to the buzz suppression mode at approximately Mach 1.2. Buzz suppression mode control is maintained until the 
flight crew starts the intake by activation of the restart sequence. 

Between Mach 1.6 and 2.9, the intake control system consists of two modes and two sequences: a started mode, a buzz suppres- 
sion mode, a restart sequence, and a sympathetic unstart sequence. The started mode maintains mixed compression operation for 
efficient supersonic climb and cruise. The buzz suppression mode maintains satisfactory external compression operation in the 
event of an inadvertent intake unstart or a sympathetic unstart. The restart sequence transfers intake operation from the buzz sup- 
pression mode to the started mode. The sympathetic unstart sequence unstarts an outboard intake following an inadvertent unstart 
of the other outboard intake combined with a sensed high airplane lateral acceleration. Thus, sympathetic unstart is used to reduce 
airplane yaw excursions. 
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Table 1. Intake Control System Summary 

Control Mode 
Configuration 
or Sequence 

Mach 
Number 
Range 

Intake Components 

Centerbody Cowl Throat 
Doors 

Primary Bypass 
Doors 

Secondary 
Air Valves 

Takeoff 
Doors 

RPM 
Trim 

Takeoff 
configuration 0 to 0.5 Fully 

extended Closed Closed Fully open Unrestricted Inactive 

Noise abate 
mode 0 to 0.5 

Modulated for 
MTH = 0.85 19% open Closed Open Closed Inactive 

Run 
configuration 0.5 to 1.2 

Fully 
extended Open Closed Open Closed Inactive 

Buzz suppres- 
sion mode 1.2 to 2.9 

Fixed at 
AXCB/P   vw>U5 

Fixed at 
ARTD/RLIP = 0.09 

Modulated to position normal 
shock in front of cowl lip Closed Active 

Started mode 
high per- 
formance 

1.6 to 2.9 
Modulated '" 
for 
MTH= 1.25 

Scheduled 
function of 
centerbody 
position 

Modulated to position normal 
shock downstream of intake 
throat (i.e., just aft of vortex 
valves) 

Closed Active 

Started mode 
high stability 1.6 to 2.9 

Modulated 
for 
MTH=1.30 

Scheduled 
function of 
centerbody 
position 

Modulated to position normal 
shock downstream of intake 
throat 

Closed Active 

Restart 
sequence 1.6 to 2.9 

Retracted at 
maximum rate 

Fixed at 
ARTD/RLIP = 0.09 

Modulated to position normal 
shock downstream of 
translating throat 

Closed Active 

Sympathetic 
unstart 
sequence 

1.6 to 2.9 
Commanded to 

^XCB/%aP: = 1-15 

Commanded to 
ARTD/RLIp = 0.09 Commanded closed Closed Active 

The started mode uses two feedback control loops: one to control intake throat Mach number utilizing the translating centerbody 
and variable-position cowl throat doors. The second loop controls normal shock position by modulating secondary air valves and 
overboard bypass doors. For transient off-design throat Mach numbers a signal path (cross-coupling function) is provided between 
the two loops to maintain started intake operation. Either a high-stability or a high-performance option can be selected during 
started mode control. These options offer a choice between a higher intake pressure recovery or a larger stability margin from 
unstarts caused by upstream or downstream disturbances. 

In the buzz suppression mode the centerbody and cowl throat doors are commanded to fixed positions and a duct pressure ratio 
signal is used to modulate the secondary air valves and primary bypass doors to maintain stable intake airflow. The resulting nor- 
mal shock position is just forward of the cowl lip and the entire intake airflow is subsonic. A pressure ratio near the cowl lip is 
used as a start/unstart detector. This pressure ratio is compared to a reference to determine whether the intake controller should 
be in the started or buzz suppression mode. Sensing an unstart, this detector will cause the intake controller to automatically 
engage the buzz suppression mode. Sensing an intake start after initiation of a restart sequence will activate the started mode. 

The intake is restarted at the most opportune time following an unstart and the establishment of buzz suppression control. Flight 
crew action initiates the restart sequence, which consists of the following control system actions: 

1) The centerbody is retracted at maximum rate from the fixed buzz suppression position while the cowl throat doors remain 
open. The intake throat position moves downstream from the cowl lip as the centerbody is retracted. 

2) Simultaneous with the centerbody retraction, the buzz suppression control signal reference is decreased causing the primary 
and secondary bypass doors to open and ingest the normal shock just downstream of the intake throat. 

3) When the moving normal shock crosses the start/unstart detector, the control system automatically switches to the started 
mode control logic. 

4) Using the cross-coupling function, the intake geometry moves to the high-stability condition of the started mode. 

Activation of the sympathetic unstart sequence immediately commands the centerbody and throat doors to their buzz suppression 
positions and causes the primary and secondary bypass doors to close and unstart the intake. 

STEADY-STATE CONTROL SIGNALS 

The intake control system design uses a system of pneumatic pressure taps and probes located within the intake. Signals from these 
sources are used as the feedback parameters for control loop operation. To obtain the control signal characteristics, steady-state 
wind tunnel measurements were made with intake models operating over a wide range of conditions. The results of these tests were 
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used to select the control signal tap configurations and locations, to determine the control signal references, and to define the con- 
trol signal gain variation for closed-loop stability analyses. Control signals were sought which couid utilize constant reference 
values, or references which could be scheduled as functions of parameters available within an intake control system. This was 
desired in order to keep all four intakes from being dependent upon an airplane-generated signal. Reference schedules use piece- 
wise linear functions to reduce system complexity and increase system reliability. In addition, it was desired to have the signal slope 
be uniform over a wide range of operating conditions in order to maintain the desired closed-loop response and to minimize prob- 
lems of closed-loop stability. Figure 1 shows the final tap configurations and locations selected for closed-loop testing. 

The intake throat Mach number control signal pressure source, PCB, is obtained from a manifold of several static pressures just 
upstream of the intake throat. Manifolding in this manner minimizes the adverse effects on the PCB signal from intake oblique 
shocks which cross the pressure taps as the centerbody translates. The location upstream of the throat helps to reduce the effects 
of the normal shock boundary layer on the PCBsignal. The total pressure source, PTNS, is derived from a conventional total pres- 
sure probe located at the throat. The variation of the intake throat Mach control signal, PCR/

P
TNS> 

with centerbody position is 
shown in Figure 2 for several intake Mach numbers. The signals in the mid Mach number range are relatively uniform in level and 
slope, whereas variations are evident at the higher and lower Mach numbers. The decreased signal level at the higher Mach numbers 
is associated with a compression wave crossing the PTNS probe, and the increased level at the lower Mach numbers is caused by the 
movement of the cowl throat doors. A three-segment reference schedule, as a function of centerbody position, is readily adapted 
to these characteristics to obtain a coriM at 'frroefajGvh number for the entire operating Mach range. Shown in the plot are two 
such schedules, one for high performar.-taW'Ä'.viÄR high stability. Tests show that these schedules correspond to throat Mach 
numbers of approximately 1.25 and 1.30, respectively. The signal gain variation across the Mach range is ten to one. 

PCB   MANIFOLDSOO' 

.40 .SO .80 

CENTERBODY POSITION, AXCB/RUp 

1.00 1.20 

Figure 2. Started Mode-Intake Throat Mach Control Signals and Reference Schedules 

Intake angle-of-sideslip operation results in a nonuniform throat Mach number distribution, and for sufficiently high angles of side- 
slip, one segment of the annular throat would eventually choke and unstart the intake if the centerbody position is not changed. 
To induce compensating centerbody movement, the control system selects the maximum reading from either of two PCB mani- 
folds as the control signal. Because the airplane wing shields the intake from flow angles normal to the wing surface, the manifolds 
are located in the intake sideslip plane at 90°and 270°. Thus, the minimum throat Mach number during intake angle of sideslip is 
held approximately constant. 

A manifolded series of static pressure taps located downstream of the intake throat is used for normal shock control. The average 
signal from two manifolds at circumferential positions of 0" and 180° is ratioed to the throat total pressure to provide a PMS/PTMS 

signal which is relatively uniform in magnitude and slope for the started mode Mach number range. The resulting signals, which are 
used to modulate the primary and secondary bypass doors, are shown as a function of full-scale intake corrected airflow for several 
Mach numbers in Figure 3. These control signals were obtained with the centerbody at the on-design high-performance operating 
position as given by Figure 2. A PNS/

P
TNS reference schedule was sought which would control the normal shock just on the verge 

of vortex valve bleed activation during high-performance started mode operation. Such a schedule would maintain near-peak pres- 
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PNS   MANIffc>LDS(0* ß. 180°) 
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Figure 3. Started Mode-Normal Shock Control Signals and Reference Schedule for H.P. Option 

sure recovery and approximately 5% unstart stability margin due to the potential vortex valve bleed. The high-performance 
fyjS^TNS °Peratmg 'me and the associated intake recovery along this operating line are also shown in Figure 3. The operating line 
is determined by scheduling the PfjS^TNS reference with centerbody position as shown in Figure 4. 
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CENTERBODY POSITION, AXCB/RL|p 

Figure 4. Started Mode-Normal Shock Reference Schedules 

1.2 

Off-design centerbody and cowl throat door positions, which occur transiently during restart and upstream disturbances, cause the 
throat Mach number to change from its design condition. The sensitivity of the normal shock control signal to off-design throat 
Mach number operation is shown in Figure 5 for two intake local Mach numbers. During high throat Mach number operation, the 
value of the PNS^TNS 

s'Sna'at '"take unstart is below the reference level established by centerbody position (Figure 4). To avoid 
intake upstart the centerbody control loop error signal which exists during this condition is utilized in a cross-coupling function to 
bias the normal shock reference schedule down to a level which would maintain a started intake with acceptable performance. Fig- 
ure 6 shows this function as it was implemented for closed-loop testing. 
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SOLID SYMBOLS DENOTES SIGNAL VALUE AT INTAKE UNSTART 

m 

ML SYM AXCB'RLIP ABTD/RUP 

2.65 
0 

0 0 
210 .76 
2.65 a 0 .03 
2.10 .76 
2.65 0 

0 
.06 

2.10 .76 
2.65 a 0 .09 

INCREASING   MTH 

\ 

^T 

400 450 500 550     450 500 550 

FULL-SCALE   CORRECTED WEIGHT   FLOW,      w/ii/62       (LB/SEC) 

Figure 5. Effect of "Off-Design" Throat Mach Number on Normal Shock Control Signals 

600 850 

G -.04 -.08 -.12 -.16 

THROAT MACH CONTROL LOOP ERROR SIGNAL,£PCB  (PRU) 

Figure 6. Normal Shock Reference Schedule Bias 

-.20 
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The control signals of Figure 7 indicate the need for an additional bias when the intake is operating at angle of sideslip. Again, the 
control signal level at unstart is below the scheduled reference, and this would cause the overboard and secondary doors to induce 
an unstart. The angle-of-sideslip signal required as an input to this bias is provided by the difference of the two intake throat Mach 
control signals, PCB/

P
TNS' F'Sure 8 shows the sensitivity of this parameter to angle of sideslip. Using this input parameter, the 

function of Figure 9 provides the necessary bias. The observed data spread of Figure 8 requires a compromise selection for the 
function. This schedule will maintain a started intake up to 5° intake angle of sideslip. Intake sideslip is expected to remain within 
2' during 90% of all flight above Mach 1.6. 

|ML :2.G5| c- 

XcB CONTROLLING 
T0 PC8 max/PTNS 

.6 

.5 

.4 

fe 

PNS MANIFOLDSfO" t. 1BÖ") 

PI   PTNS PROBESt»? & 270") 

| ML =2.K>| 

•f)        \ 
')            \ 

1 

\. \a 1 3-D r 

450 500 400 450 500 550  450 500 

FULL-SCALE   CORRECTED WEIGHT FLOW,     W/SJlS,       (LB/SEC) 

Figure 7. Effect of Intake Angle of Sideslip on Normal Shock Control Signals 
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Figure 8. Intake Angle of Sideslip Indicator 
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Figure 9. Normal Shock Reference Bias Aa, for Intake Angle of Sideslip Operation 

The start/unstart signalis the ratio of a static pressure, PQ, located between the throat and the cowl lip and the throat total pres- 
sure, P-T/Ns- The static pressure used is the maximum of two static taps located at circumferential positions of 90° and 270° (Figure 
2). The value of this pressure ratio is shown for many started and unstarted intake operating conditions in Figure 10. Also shown 
in Figure 10 are the start/unstart reference schedules. If the intake controller is in the started mode and an unstart signal is 
received, the buzz suppression mode is activated and the start/unstart reference schedule is decreased to a very low value (see the 
dashed line in Figure 10). This is done by the system logic to "lock in" the buzz suppression mo,_e. Thus, intake buzz or rapid 
engine airflow fluctuations which yield lower PQ max/PTNS s'sna's tnan tne so^ 'me reference shown in Figure 10 cannot-cause 
the intake controller to switch to the started mode. The start/unstart reference schedule is reset to the solid line shown in Figure 
10 upon activation of the restart sequence. 

Stable unstarted intake operation and low compressor face distortion are provided with the buzz suppression mode. Using the 
existing Pj^g and P-r/NS taP locations, the PNS/PTNS *>

UZZ
 suppression control signals for Mach 2.65 and 2.10 are shown in Figure 

11. These data indicate that intake airflow may be stabilized at several centerbody and throat door positions. The centerbody and 
throat door positions of the buzz suppression mode (see Table 1) were chosen because of the low compressor face distortion 
associated with unstarted, unchoked throat intake operation. For the fixed centerbody and throat door positions of the buzz 
suppression mode, the compressor face distortion and corrected airflow supply of the intake are shown for several values of the 
PNS/PTNS control signal in Figure 12. The chosen reference value of 0.75 provides low distortion with airflow sufficient to meet 
engine demands. The Pf^s/Pr/NS reference for the buzz suppression mode is shown as a function of centerbody position in Figure 
13. A constant reference value may be used, but a sloped reference will help suppress buzz following an intake unstart. Also shown 
in Figure 13 is the PNS'^TNS 

reference used during the restart sequence. The level of this reference should be low enough to start 
the intake before the centerbody retracts beyond the starting area ratio of the intake. The centerbody is retracted during the 
restart sequence to obtain a lower throat Mach number immediately following an intake start. This decreases the normal shock 
Mach number and the associated compressor face distortion. 
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Figure 10, Start/Unstart Control Signal and Reference Schedules 
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Figure 11. Buzz Suppression Mode Control Signals 
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CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The function block diagram of the control system used during intake operation at Mach numbers greater than 1.2 is shown in Fig- 
ure 14. This consists of the started and buzz suppression modes and the restart and sympathetic unstart sequences. Started mode 
operation, the normal control mode above Mach 1.6, modulates the centerbody to control the throat Mach number as measured 
ky ^CB max/^TNS' ^ne difference between the control signal and the reference schedule is amplified by a nonlinear gain, K^g 
and a proportional plus integral operator is used to obtain an actuator position command, (XQJ)^. A hydraulic servocontrol loop 
is used to position the'centerbody. The gains and time constants used in the centerbody controller are shown in Table 2. The vari- 
able position cowl throat doors are scheduled with centerbody position as shown in Figure 15a. The nonlinear gain, Kcg, shown 

AxCB;»LiPti.i5 t-SQ. - SYMPATHETIC   UNSTART   COMMAND 

XBY   FEEDBACK 

SEE 
NOTE 1 

Figure 14. Intake Control System 
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in Figure 15b, was developed by analysis using the results of an analog simulation of the throat Mach control loop to random gust 
inputs. For error signals, ePrjg, greater than A QQ pressure ratio units (PRU), the overall centerbody loop gain is very high, and a 
linear analysis would show the loop to be unstable at this gain. However, using the describing function for the gain, K^g, a non- 
linear analysis of the throat Mach control loop indicates no instabilities, and for the expected random gust input disturbance, simu- 
lated.control loop time histories show the loop to have high performance and good stability. Fast Mach ramp wind tunnel time 
histories have verified these nonlinear analyses. 

Table 2. Centerbody Controller 

Parameter Symbol Engineering Units 

Overall loop gain KV sec"' 

Started mode controller gain KcB l(XCB/RL|p)/sec]/PRU 

Controller compensation time 
constants 

T7 

T8 

sec 

sec 

Buzz suppression controller gain "CBLIM sec"' 
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Figure 15a. Started Mode—Throat Door Schedule 
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' The feedback gain during centerbody controller operation is the composite of the aerodynamic signal gain minus the reference 
schedule gain. The nonzero slopes of the Pcg/P-TOS reference schedule as a function of centerbody position provide additional 
negative feedback for the control loop. The variation of the composite feedback gain is expected to be approximately 5:1. A pos- 
ition loop for centerbody actuation is used primarily to obtain overall control-loop accuracy (i.e., the servovalve null shift is elimi- 
nated in the error analysis). A theoretical autonomous limit cycle analysis of this control loop yielded negligible throat Mach num- 
ber variations. 

The secondary air valves and overboard bypass doors control the normal shock position as measured by the P^g/PyNS contr0' 
signal in the started mode. The forward loop gain, Kg*, is linear, and a lead-lag compensation filter in addition to a proportional 
plus integral operator is used to obtain the secondary air valve actuator position command, (XgA)c. The overboard bypass door 
actuator position command (Xgy)c a's0 uses a proportional plus integral operator, with the input signal being X<;A minus a con- 
stant (BPR) plus the parallel path output, f(Kpp). For small error signals, fPf^s- "le normal shock control is of the follow-up 
type. 

That is, overboard bypass door rate is dependent on secondary air valve position. Kor large error signals, the control used is of the 
follow-up plus parallel type where both surfaces respond directly to the error signal. The gains and time constants used in this loop 
are given in Table 3. The normal slw.Vvcnntrol loop was designed from a theoretical performance and stability analysis which 
included several items: (1) an au\-«::"-'us limit cycle analysis yielded results indicating the need for a trimmer door (secondary air 
valve) to reduce normal shock anü;

l'-T.-":.ure recovery oscillations, (2) stability analyses indicated the need to keep the overboard 
bypass door gain Kgy low, (3) performance studies showed the need for an overboard bypass door kicker (or parallel path) circuit 
to maintain a started intake during normal engine decelerations, (4) control signal data for normal operation, angle of attack, and 
restart indicated the loop would have to be stable for control signal gain variations of approximately 10:1, and (5) aerodynamic 
nacelle drag studies showed the obvious need to keep the overboard bypass doors closed during normal and hot-day cruise. 

The values for the parallel path circuit deadzone, App, and gain, Kpp, were chosen to maintain a started intake when the disturb- 
ance is an engine airflow deceleration from maximum augmented operation to idle. The control concept for the parallel path cir- 
cuit was determined using a discrete disturbance (i.e., an engine deceleration) which can be approximated by a ramp function. If 
Kpp is too large, the bypass doors will oscillate during this transient and the intake can unstart. 

Table 3. Bypass System Control-Loop Design 

Parameter Symbol Engineering Units 

Overall loop gain for Ag;A KV sec 

Secondary valve gain KSA [(ASA/ALIP)/sec]/PRU 

Compensation time constants T] sec 

T3 
sec 

Secondary valve controller time constants T2 
sec 

T4 sec 

Break point reference BPR 0.070 ASA/ALIp 

Overall loop gain for Agy KA 

-2 sec ' 

Overboard bypass door controller gain KBY 
[ABY/ALip)/sec] /(ASA/ALIp) 

Overboard bypass door controller time 
constants 

T5 

T6 

sec 

sec 

Parallel path gain Kpp sec 

Parallel path deadzone App (ASA/ALIpVsec 

The variable-geometry components of the intake are positioned with hydraulic actuators controlled with closed-loop servo sys- 
tems. The position coordination (PC) circuits (Figure 14) used as feedback on the centerbody, secondary air valve, and bypass 
door position command integrators prevent the integrators from demanding rates in excess of actuator capability. A general PC 
circuit is shown in Figure 16, where App is set to a voltage 20% greater than the error voltage associated with maximum actuator 
rate. The gain, Kpp, is high. Thus, if the actuator is traveling at maximum rate, the electronic integrator is prevented from "over- 
integrating" the command position. 

The engine RPM trim loop, shown in Figure 17, is used for cold-day engine/intake airflow matching; this loop was not simulated 
for the 1/6-scale test. During cold-day operation, when engine weight flow increases, the overboard bypass doors will be fully 
closed and the secondary air valves will close to the minimum cooling schedule (see Figure 18). If the day is sufficiently cold, the 
engine will pull the normal shock downstream, lowering the intake recovery to achieve a corrected airflow match. When the result- 
ing normal shock error signal, eP^g, becomes greater than -0.04 PRU, the RPM trim motor will integrate down to lower the engine 
airflow demand and decrease the magnitude of the error signal. The -0.04 level of error signal was chosen to keep the normal shock 
from moving far downstream and causing high distortion. The minimum cooling schedule provides the minimum airflow level 
needed to cool the secondary nozzle. The secondary air valves are prevented from closing below this schedule by using a high-gain 
feedback, KMC, around the secondary air valve position command integrator (Figure 14). 
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Figure 18. Secondary Air Valve Minimum Cooling Schedule   . 

The secondary air valves and overboard bypass doors are controlled during the buzz suppression mode with the same loop as the 
started mode. A control loop gain change was not necessary because the buzz suppression control signal gains were compatible 
with the started mode gains. The buzz suppression control signal gains were relatively invariant with intake freestream conditions. 

Time Scaling the Test Controller 

A comparison of the relative sizes of the full-scale intake and the 1/6-scale intake model and flow sting is shown in Figure 19. The 
long flow sting used to obtain an accurate calibration of airflow on the 1 /6-scate intake significantly affects the duct dynamics 
(i.e., transfer function) between the secondary air valves (and bypass doors) and the normal shock position. Using a small- 
perturbation mathematical model,''-' a comparison of the theoretical duct dynamics during started intake operation is given in 
Figure 20. These characteristics are similar forunstarted intake operation. The comparison shows that for frequencies less than 40 
rad/sec the 1/6-scale intake as installed is slower than the full-scale intake. The pneumatic lines and sensors used on the 1/6-scale 
model were faster than those expected to be used with the full-scale model; therefore, the combined theoretical frequency 
response of duct, line, and sensor was found to be approximately the same for both models in this frequency range. Since the full- 
scale bypass door (normal shock) control loop was designed to have a maximum closed-loop frequency response of approximately 
30 rad/sec for the highest expected control signal gain, the 1/6-scale bypass door controller was tested in real time relative to the 
full-scale bypass door controller. The aerodynamic response of throat Mach number to centerbody movement during started 
intake operation is essentially negligible for both models. Thus, the centerbody control loop was also tested in real time. 
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Figure 19. Comparison of 1/6 and Full Scale Intakes 
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Test Model Geometry 

Simulating the dynamics of the full-scale intake and controller with the test model is accomplished using the full-scale normalized 
gains and maximum rates. This is easily done for centerbody control since both full- and 1 /6-scale intakes have centerbody trans- 
lations that are integral with actuator strokes. The maximum centerbody extension is 1.25 Ryp in. Similarly, the openings versus 
actuator strokes of the throat doors and secondary air valves of the I /6-scale model closely approximate those of the full-scale 
intake. The throat door opening versus actuator stroke of the model is essentially linear with actuator stroke and has a maximum 
displacement, (AR/R[jp)max, of 0.09 units as measured at an axial location of 1.83 R|jp in. (i.e., the throat station) aft of the 
intake cowl lip. The normalized displacement of the secondary air valves for the model is shown in Figure 21. Also shown in Fig- 
ure 20 is the normalized bypass door opening with actuator stroke for the model. Since the full-scale design incorporates a non- 
linear bypass door opening with actuator stroke that can be closely approximated with a logarithmic function, the bypass door 
controller gain, Kgy *°r "le ' /6-scale model is scheduled with actuator position as shown in Figure 22. Thus, this function is used 
on the 1/6-scale controller to simulate full-scale bypass door dynamics. 
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CONTROLLED INTAKE TIME HISTORIES 

The 1/6-scale intake including controller was wind tunnel tested between Mach 1.6 and 2.9. Analog computers simulated the con- 
troller. The responses of the controlled intake were measured during simulated airplane, engine, and environmental transient 
disturbances. 

Plug Transients (Engine Airflow Disturbances) 

The intake throat Mach number is not affected by engine airflow disturbances in the started mode; hence, plug transients provide a 
means of assessing secondary air valve/bypass door control loop stability and performance. Maintaining a started intake during a 
2-sec engine throttle chop from maximum augmentation to idle is the minimum performance requirement of this loop. The engine 
corrected airflow deceleration rate and magnitude of change at Mach 2.65 for this disturbance are 70 lbm/sec^ for a change of 20 
Ibn]/sec. At Mach 2.1 these values are 105 lbm/sec2 for a change of 50 lbm/sec. 

Time histories in Figure 23a at Mach 2.65 in the high-performance option of the started mode show ramp plug transients with a 
fixed magnitude of change of 37 lbm/sec and increasing deceleration rates. The intake remained started for a deceleration rate of 
60 lbmlsec^ but unstarted for a deceleration rate of 80 lbm/sec^. The controller gains for this run were the design values listed in 
Table 3. Since this run was approximafc^-18% more severe in magnitude of change than the requirement, the control loop should 
meet the above performanEe: :'..s:'-iirc-t'; s;...'; Mach 2.65 without difficulty. Ramp plug transients with a magnitude of change of 55 
lbm/sec and increasing deceleration ratiivssre input at Mach 2.1. With the design control loop gains in effect, the intake remained 
started for deceleration rates up to 2101bm/sec . The improved performance at this lower Mach number is due to higher control 
signal gain, 3(P[>JS^TNS'^ 3(A/Ajjp)' The time history for this run is shown in Figure 23b. The above plug transients that did 
not unstart the intake were generally accompanied by negligible changes in engine face distortion and pressure recovery. 

Mach Transients 

Two types of Mach transients were simulated to determine the feasibility of using the centerbody position to schedule control 
signal reference values and to evaluate the response of the centerbody to upstream disturbances during the started mode. A rela- 
tively slow Mach number variation from 2.65 to 1.9 with the plug concurrently opened to simulate increasing engine airflow was 
used to demonstrate the validity of scheduling the reference values with centerbody position. The centerbody extended with 
decreasing Mach number in response to varying Pcjg/PxNS signal and reference schedule changes. The scheduled references, 
PCB/PTNS and PNS/PTNS' maintained the pressure recovery greater than 90% during the entire transient. 

Mach ramps with faster rates but small ^magnitudes of change were u-ed to evaluate dynamic centerbody response and stability 
characteristics. A series of such ramps with changes between Mach 2.60 and 2.50 and rates up to 0.8 Mach/sec are shown in Figure 
24. The control system kept the intake started for transients up to 0.8 Mach/sec; design requirements specify 0.6 Mach/sec for a 
Mach change of 0.1. The nonlinear gain, Kpg, utilized in the loop gave quite rapid centerbody response in the extend direction as 
compared to the retract direction, but the overshoot is small. The test thus confirmed the dynamic advantages of the nonlinear 
gain, as well as the stability of the centerbody control loop. During these transients the secondary air valves and bypass doors 
responded to the P^S/PTNS 

s'Ena' ar>d reference changes, and these responses also indicate excellent stability. 

It should be noted that when the Mach number increases, the secondary air valves and overboard bypass doors start in what 
appears to be the wrong direction by opening, and then as the centerbody retracts, they close. There are two reasons for this initial 
response: (1) the ramp local Mach number increase causes the intake throat Mach number to increase transiently, and this activates 
the cross-coupling, Apr, circuit to drive the bypass system open, and (2) the transient increase in throat Mach results in an 
increased shock Mach with an associated lower recovery, which drives the normal shock into the vortex valves, and the vortex valve 
bleed increases the PjvjS^TNS con'ro' signal, which also helps drive the bypass system open. The combination of these two events 
prevents an intake unstart. Vortex valve bleed is also used during decreasing Mach ramps. When local Mach is decreased the intake 
throat Mach number is decreased but the corrected airflow supply of the intake is increased. Since the engine corrected airflow 
demand is constant (i.e., plug position is fixed), the normal shock moves forward into the vortex valve to establish an intake dif- 
fuser airflow balance. The vortex valve bleed again causes the bypass system to open and the normal shock just aft of the valve is 
quickly stabilized. 

Angle-of-Sideslip Transients 

The intake was subjected to both slow and fast angle-of-sideslip changes while operating in the high-performance option of the 
started mode. Figure 25 shows the intake operation at Mach 2.6 as the intake angle of sideslip was varied slowly from +5* to -5°. 
The centerbody extended as a result of controlling the P^g max^TNS s'8na'> and the intake remained started over the test range; 
however, at a 5° angle of sideslip the pressure recovery dropped to 57% and the distortion level was 23%. Since probability esti- 
mates indicate that the intake is not expected to see local angles of incidence greater than 2 at high Mach numbers, the perform- 
ance during the brief stop at -3° is more significant. Here the recovery was 75% and the distortion only 10%. 

The intake was subjected to fast 3° angle-of-sideslip ramps at increasing rates to demonstrate dynamic angle-of-sideslip capability. 
The time histories of Figure 26 show no unstarts at the maximum rate of 3 deg/sec. The recovery varied between 69% and 877« 
and the distortion between 6% and 12%. Notice that as the angle of sideslip is approaching zero from either minus or plus 3°, the 
cross-coupling function, &QQ, provides a bias to lower the PNS/PTNS 

reference as tne magnitude of the Ag. bias is decreasing to 
zero. This is because the slower retract capability of the centerbody allows the throat Mach number to become greater than 1.25 
and the cross-coupling bias is activated. This bias is necessary to prevent the secondary air valves and bypass doors from closing and 
unstarting the intake. 
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Restart, System Unstart, and Buzz Suppression 

The time histories of a restart sequence followed by the activation of the high-stability started mode, and a sympathetic unstart 
sequence followed by activation of the buzz suppression mode at Mach 2.65 are shown in Figure 27. The (PNS/PTNS'REF 

S
'"P 

chart recording shown in this figure indicates the mode of controller operation. The time history begins with the control system in 
the buzz suppression mode. Initiation of the restart sequence causes the centerbody to retract and the bypass system to open. 
When the Pg/PjNS cont''0l signal indicates that the intake has started, the controller automatically switches to the high-stability 
option of the started mode. The throat doors are commanded to close via the schedule of throat door position with centerbody 
position (see Figure 15). The controller moves the intake to the high-stability operating point using the cross-coupling function, 
ArjC The distortion during the shock swallowing transient is quite high, with a peak at about 30% following initiation of the 
started mode. 

The intake was then unstarted by selecting the sympathetic unstart sequence. The sequence, which sets the P^S/PTNS reference to 
1.0 PRU, unstarted the intake within 0.4 sec and caused a buzz condition. To suppress this condition, a buzz detector circuit was 
implemented in addition to the scheduled P^S/PTNS 

reference f°r the buzz suppressor mode. The buzz detector circuit is a 
dynamic device that detects an oscillation in the PNS/PTNS 

s'£na' between frequencies of 7 and 14 Hz (the expected intake buzz 
frequency range) and has an output proportional to the magnitude of the input oscillation.1 Moreover, the output increases quite 
rapidly with the onset of buzz, but decays to zero more slowly with the suppressing of buzz. The output of this device is shown in 
Figure 27. 

Figure 28 shows a restart sequence at Mach 2.1. After starting, the centerbody overshoots the design position because the throat 
doors are open. As the throat doors close, centerbody motion reverses, and the centerbody extends to the design position as deter- 
mined by the high-stability P^g/Pj^reference and control signal. In this restart case, the high-performance option was selected 
about 5 sec after the start, and the recovery increased from approximately 88% to 90.5%. Figure 29 shows a restart sequence at 
Mach 2.65 with the intake at a -2" angle of sideslip. The restart sequence is successful despite considerably turbulent control 
signals. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The control system described is designed to meet the following basic objectives: 

1) be accurate to maintain peak intake performance 

2) be relatively self-contained for reliability 

3) contain self-generated information of intake local sideslip and Mach gradients to maintain a started intake during these local- 
ized disturbances 

4) contain sufficient transient performance to meet expected atmospheric and engine disturbances 

The accuracy and self-containment of the control system are maintained by scheduling the intake pressure ratio references with 
centerbody position and biasing these references with controller error signals for intake sideslip and off-design throat Mach number 
conditions. Controlling to near-peak intake recovery while maintaining a started intake during atmospheric and engine disturbances 
is obtained using vortex valves as an auxiliary normal shock stability system. 

The intake control system design requires a minimum of flight crew action and monitoring. This is provided by using dual redun- 
dant automatic control systems on each intake. A manual backup control system was deemed unfeasible because of the difficulty 
and complexity of displaying information with sufficient accuracy to allow for manual operation even close to peak recovery. 
Thus a second automatic control channel, with only minor mode selection required of the pilot, was deemed necessary to ensure 
continued high intake performance following an in-flight malfunction. 
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AN AERODYNAMIC DRAG STUDY OF 
JET ENGINE NOZZLES 

by 

Dave Bergman 
Convair Aerospace Division of General Dynamics Corp. 

P. 0.-Box 748 
Fort Worth, Texas 76101 

SUMMARY 

Exhaust nozzle drag is often a significant part of 
total airplane drag but, unfortunately, accurate techniques for 
predicting nozzle internal/external flow interactions are not 
yet known. For example, the viscous mixing, or entrainment, of 
surrounding flow created by high velocity exhaust jets has a 
definite effect on external drag; however, at the present, this 
phenomenon cannot be calculated.  The same holds true for other 
effects, such as jet plume shape, nozzle contour, free-stream 
Mach number, etc. To aid nozzle analysis in areas where analyti- 
cal methods are lacking, the Convair Aerospace Division of 
General Dynamics recently conducted a wind-tunnel program to 
investigate and measure the external drag characteristics of 
several nozzles at both on- and off-design exhaust conditions. 
This study involves nozzles of the centerbody plug, the con- 
vergent, and the convergent-divergent types.  In addition, 
flow-through-nacelle nozzles and solid-wall jet plume simulators, 
each used frequently in airplane model tests, were included in 
the program. The data from these subsonic tests were substan- 
tiated by comparison with National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
tration data in the cases where model configurations were similar. 
Results of the General Dynamics tests show large changes in 
external drag with variations in exhaust flow, and describe the 
behavior of jet plume shape and entrainment effects. The results 
also provide insight into methods for simulating exhaust flow 
effects on airplane models which do not incorporate high-pressure 
exhaust flow. 

SYMBOLS 

A    - cross-sectional area 

Ac/Ag, = nozzle expansion ratio 

Cn   = boattail drag coefficient,  (qjc^) Ay. 

Cnp  = boattail pressure drag coefficient, ( _x- °-J,  1—1 / CpdA 

•"m 
/P-Po\ 

Cp   = pressure coefficient, \   q0 j 

d = diameter 

L = length 

L/dn! = boattail fineness ratio 

MQ = freestream Mach number 

NPR = nozzle pressure ratio, PTQ/PO 

PIJ «= total pressure 

p •= static pressure 

q = dynamic pressure, %pv^ 

X «*. distance 
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd) 

V    = velocity 

a = solid-wall extension angle, angle between solid- 
extension exterior and axial direction 

ß -    boattail chordal angle, angle between axial 
direction and line connecting the boattail 
tangency point at d^ with the boattail trailing 
edge - - 

"c = nozzle internal convergence angle 

Öd = nozzle internal divergence angle 

p = gas densitj•.^ 

SUBSCRIPTS 

b = boattail base 

® = . nozzle exhaust station 

m = maximum 

o = free-stream 

T = total 

© = nozzle internal throat station 

INTRODUCTION 

In less than 70 years, aviation has progressed from aircraft with maximum 
speeds comparable to that of an automobile to present-day aircraft capable of flight 
measured in multiples of the speed of sound.  Along with growth in airplane size and 
speed, advances in technology have also made it possible to attain more aircraft per- 
formance for the same amount of expended fuel.  Part of the efforts to continue this 
trend is the work being done to extend knowledge concerning airframe/propulsion system 
integration (Reference 1).  A considerable portion of this effort is aimed at examining 
in detail the manner in which jet engine inlets and nozzles interact with external flow 
fields and the resulting effects on system performance. 

In this paper, the effects that nozzle exhaust flows have on surrounding 
flow fields are examined.  Specifically, emphasis is placed on the flow fields en- 
veloping the exhaust-nozzle exterior, which, in terms of performance, creates "boattail 
drag" forces. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Sketches of various types of nozzles with the nomenclature to be used are 
presented in Figure 1.  The nozzles shown are representative of non-afterburbing engine 
operation during subsonic flight. This condition corresponds to a maximum amount of 
boattail aft-facing projected area as compared to afterburning, in which the nozzle 
exhaust opens and the exterior approaches a cylindrical shape. 

Because of geometrical differences, each nozzle type produces its own 
characteristic plume shape. And, of course, jet plumes change during flight as changes 
occur in nozzle pressure ratio (exhaust jet total pressure divided by free-stream static 
pressure). 

Related to these circumstances is the situation that results during scale 
model testing when, for one reason or another, the model is not provided with engine 
pressure-ratio exhaust jets.  In such instances, a hollow "flow-through" nacelle, such 
as shown in Figure 2, often takes the place of the propulsion system and, sometimes, 
a tubular sleeve is attached to the nozzle in an effort to simulate a plume (Reference 
2). A plug-type engine nozzle and its corresponding airplane force-model nozzle are 
shown. .Both have identical external boattails, but there are two important differences 
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between these nozzles. First, the force-model nozzle centerbody plug is smaller than 
that of the engine plug in order to allow enough flow to pass through the nacelie for 
proper inlet mass-flow setting.  The force-model plug is usually truncated at the exit 
to ease measurement of its drag force, which is subsequently subtracted from the overall 
airplane force data.  Second, because the nozzle pressure ratio of force-model nozzles 
is determined by free-stream Mach number and flow-through-nacelle duct losses, force- 
model nozzles always "operate" at much lower pressure ratios than engine nozzles. 
Similarly, the force-model counterpart of a non-plug engine nozzle has a larger throat 
area and lower pressure ratios; hence, the boattail shape for these two nozzles becomes 
different.  In any case, applying jet-plume simulation to scale models presents a 
formidable problem, one that requires detailed attention. 

The above situations lead to the following questions: 

1. With the realization that during subsonic flight an engine 
exh£Ätis;3üme has the potential of propogating flow-field 
disti.xtoaces both upstream and downstream of the nozzle 
exit, how strong is this effect on, for example, nozzle 
boattail drag, and, if these effects are significant, what 
factors cause them to occur? 

2. How can knowledge concerning jet-interference effects 
be applied to airplane scale models that do not incor- 
porate engine-pressure-ratio exhaust flow? 

METHOD OF APPROACH 

Fully answering the above questions is difficult since there obviously are 
an infinite number of possible airplane/engine-nozzle combinations, each with its own 
characteristic performance.  Nevertheless, worthwhile descriptions of jet interference 
effects and trends can be derived to some extent by examining specific cases.  With 
this in mind, a series of isolated nozzles were wind-tunnel-tested to examine jet effects 
on boattail drag.  Note that, in this instance, attention is focused primarily on the 
jet effects rather than on the resulting absolute drag levels.  This distinction is 
important because the drag levels of nozzles installed in an aircraft, as opposed to 
the same nozzles isolated, will depend on, in addition to jet effects, the flow-field 
interference produced by surrounding structure. 

 - Figure 1 -  

TYPICAL ENGINE EXHAUST NOZZLES 

EXAMPLES: <~ NOZZLE 
/     CONNECTION 

External Flow 

•CONVERGENT 
TYPE 

• CONVERGENT- 
DIVERGENT 
TYPE 

NOMENCLATURE: 

NOZZLE CONNECT STATION (NCS) 

NACELLE 

© = NOZZLE THROAT 

© = NOZZLE EXHAUST PLANE 

• —= NOZZLE EXPANSION RATIO 
A© 

• ß = BOATTAIL CHORDAL ANGLE 

• L/dNCS= NOZZLE FINENESS RATIO 

• %= NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO (NPR) 
Po 
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Figure 2 

FLOW-THROUGH-NACELLE NOZZLES 

•USED FREQUENTLY IN AIRPLANE MODEL TESTS 
IN PLACE OF HIGH-PRESSURE EXHAUST FLOW 

HOLLOW NACELLE 

• FLOW-THROUGH-NACEU.T 
NOZZLE 

Nozzle testing was performed in a continuous-flow wind tunnel having a 
subsonic free-jet test section.  A schematic of the tunnel is presented in Figure 3.  A 
steam-ejector system pulls outside air into a 12-foot-wide bellmountKinlet from which 
the air then flows through a 9-1 /4-inch^wjde,,,square channe 1.  This channel terminates 
inside a large plenum chamber, and it is here that a "subsonic free-jet test section is 
formed.  At a Mach number of .85, the Reynolds number per foot in this section is 
4 x 10°.  A nozzle forebody support pipe extends through the center of the test section 
and serves to deliver pressurized exhaust flow.  The nozzle flow is not heated, thus 
its total temperature is ambient. Measurements show that the external flow on the .pipe. 
at the nozzle connect station has a"turbulent boundary layer with a thickness approxi- 
mately 17"percent that,of the pipe diameter. "An" äf E-fuselage nozzle installation would 
involve boundary-layer heights„near,this value, whereas a podded-nacelle nozzle installa- 
tion would normally involve less boundary-layer"growth. All the configurations have 
circular-arc boattails tangent at the nozzle-connect "station (maximum diameter) .  The 
forebody support pipe is cylindrical and attaches at this station.  All the nozzles 
are axisymmetric and have identical maximum diameters. 

A problem that frequently arises in nozzle analysis involves the generalized 
use of published subsonic boattail drag data, the majority of which concerns purely 
convergent nozzles (minimum internal flow area located at the nozzle exit plane). With 
the advent of higher-pressure-ratio engines, published data may not be directly appli- 
cable to nozzle concepts that incorporate slight amounts of internal flow expansion 
during subsonic flight.  If the nozzle expansion ratio is greater than unity, then 
changes in internal flow conditions occurring downstream of the nozzle throat create 
external exhaust plumes unlike those of convergent nozzles.  In turn, boattail flow can 
possibly be altered by such changes in exhaust jet conditions.  The issue is then 
whether, for a given boattail shape, changes in internal expansion ratio significantly 
affect external drag.  To help resolve this question, the convergent and convergent- 
divergent nozzles shown in Figure 4 were tested. 

As stated earlier, emphasis is placed on examining jet exhaust effects on 
boattail drag.  Therefore, comparisons of the nozzles in Figure 4 are made on the basis 
of varying the exhaust flow conditions while retaining the identical nozzle exterior. 
This approach is different from the methods used to choose the optimum nozzle for a 
given thrust-class engine (particular throat area), wherein boattail shapes change 
when comparing one nozzle type with another. 

\\ 
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It is important to note that 
although the important criterion for 
rating nozzle performance is thrust-minus- 
drag level, thrust levels were not measur- 
ed, in these tests — in fact, they are not 
needed to accomplish the objectives of 
this study.  Therefore, these results are. 
.intended as an aid in understanding jet 
exhaust/external-flow interference rather 
than as a rating of the performance of 
one nozzle type versus another. 

Boattail drag in these tests 
was determined by integrating pressure/ 
projected-area distributions along the 
boattail surface.  The pressure data come 
from several rows of static pressure 
orifices located along the length of the 
nozzle exterior.  These drag values are 
thereby termed boattail "pressure" drag, 
subsequently presented. 

- Figure 3 - 
FREE-JET WIND TUNNEL 

NOZZLE FLOW 

rBELLMOUTH INLET , 

• NOT DRAWN TO SCALE •NOZZLE MODEL 

Predictions of the boattail friction drag are 

Model internal instrumentation were total-pressure tubes for determining 
nozzle pressure ratio. Diagrams showing the location of the various instrumentation 
are presented in Figure ,5. 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Some of the boattail pressure distributions measured during the tests are 
shown in Figure 6.  Note the flow expansion around the nozzle/forebody juncture and 
then the rapid flow recompression near the nozzle trailing edge. This speed-up/slow- 
down flow pattern is characteristic of boattails and can be attributed to the positive 
and negative centrifugal forces imposed upon the flow as it envelopes the nozzle.  It 
is evident from these pressure measurements that exhaust jets can cause significant 
flow-field disturbances upstream of the nozzle exit.  In fact, the measurement"? show 
that these disturbances can be felt over the entire nozzle exterior. 

- Figure 4 - 
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Figure 5 - 
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Summing, or 
integrating, the boattail 
pressure-area distribution 
provides the nozzle pres- 
sure drags presented in 
Figure 7.  Nozzle pressure 
ratio and exhaust flow di- 
rection(flow along tapered 
centerbody plug as opposed 
to axial exhaust flow) are 
each seen as important 
elements affecting nozzle 
drag levels.  The drag 
coefficients shown are 
referenced to nozzle maxi- 
mum cross-sectional area. 

To get a 
better understanding of the 
factors which create jet 
interference effects, a 
rough attempt was made to separate the jet plume shape effects from the jet plume entrain- 
ment effects.  The shape of the jet plume can be thought to produce flow blockage about 
which the external flow must "navigate".  A further complication is that jet engine ex- 
haust velocity is greater than that of the surrounding flow.  This velocity differential 
results in flow entrainment, or "pulling", of the external flow. This effect is brought 
about by the mixing along the jet-plume/external-flow interface.  As a result, external 
flow is speeded up adjacent to the jet, and this disturbance can alter boattail flow fields. 

The approach for simulating plume shape effects was that of using isentropic 
flow relationships at specific nozzle pressure ratios to describe an approximate 
(inviscid) plume shape.  As shown in Figure 8, a nozzle was tested three ways: (1) with 
the jet off, (2) with a solid body simulating a plume shape, and (3) with the true ex- 
haust flow.  The difference in boattail drag between the jet-off situation and the situ- 
ation with the solid-body plume simulator is denoted as- the jet-plume shape effect, 
whereas the difference in drag between jet-on and the solid-body plume is denoted as the 

- Figure 6- 
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jet entrainment effect.  Because 
of the extrapolation involved, 
the curves in Figure 8 are meant 
to depict a qualitative rather 
than a precise quantitative des- 
cription.  Jet entrainment is 
shown to begin its effect on 
boattail drag at a jet velocity 
-approximating free-stream velocity 
and then to gain in strength with 
increasing pressure ratio.  As 
suggested earlier, this effect is 
detrimental since jet entrain- 
ment creates an induced speed-up 
of boattail flow, which lowers 
boattail pressures.  In contrast, 
the jet plume-shape effect is 
shown as beneficial since it acts 
to move boattail flow stream- 
lines away from the centerline, 
thereby causing stronger flow re- 
compression on the boattail sur- 
face as compared to jet-off condi- 
tions.  The jet plume is unable 
to "billow out" beyond the exit 
area until a sonic exhaust is 
established; thus, the plume-shape 
effect is assumed to be virtually 
constant from a jet velocity 
equal to free-stream to a just- 
choked exit (NPR«2).  As nozzle 
pressure ratio is increased past 
the just-choked condition, the 
plume expands and its effect on 
drag becomes more pronounced by 
causing further displacement of 
boattail flow streamlines.  The 

Figure 7 - 
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BOATTAIL PRESSURE DRAG 
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- Figure 8 - 
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net, combined effect of jet 
entrainment and plume shape shown 
in Figure 8 results in the same 
general trends for both the plug 
and convergent nozzles. 

The larger levels of 
drag with the conical plug nozzle 
compared to the convergent nozzle 
seen in Figure 7 can then be ex- 
plained by differences in plume 
shape.  The plug-nozzle plume 
causes boattail flow to be turned 
axially downstream of the boattail 
surface, whereas the convergent- 
nozzle plume forces an earlier re- 
compression at the boattail end. 
As a result, boattail pressures 
with the conical plug remain 
relatively low while further ex- 
ternal flow re-compression occurs 
downstream, adjacent to the plug 
flow.  For this reason, plug noz- 
zles are often said to have 
"aerodynamic boattails". 

Figure 9 - 
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The effects of nozzle 
expansion ratio on the drag of a 
particular boattail shape are 
shown in Figure 9. Also included 
in the tests was a configuration 
in which the half-angle approach 
to the throat of a convergent 
nozzle (unity expansion ratio) was changed from 0 to 16 degrees.  The results show that 
this change has a noticeable effect on drag at unchoked, subsonic, exhaust flow (nozzle 
pressure ratios less than approximately 2), but this change has only a very slight effect 
during choked-flow operation. Evidently the sonic throat tends to hamper these internal 
upstream geometry changes from propagating a strong effect into the external plume. 
However, this result probably does not adequately describe nozzles with quite large con- 
vergence half-angles in which vena contracta effects become more prominent.  Adding 
internal expansion downstream of the throat to form a convergent-divergent passage re- 
sults in more boattail drag, at the identical nozzle pressure ratios, as compared to 
the same boattail with purely convergent flow.  This trend is not unexpected, since the 
boattail effectively "sees" a narrower exhaust plume, compared to a convergent nozzle, 
if a portion of the plume expansion is internal.  These results suggest that drag data 
pertaining to a desired boattail shape but obtained with unity expansion ratio should 
be corrected for application to convergent-divergent nozzles by (1) correlating data 
on the basis of exhaust-static-to-freestream-static pressure ratios in order to account 
for plume shape, and (2) adding an additional entrainment increment to the data to 
account for differences in plume velocity. 

It can be gathered from remarks up to now that force-model, flow-through- 
nacelle nozzles probably affect boattail flow fields quite differently than do their 
engine-nozzle counterparts.  Indeed, the drag data shown in Figure 10 illustrate this 
fact.  Also shown in Figure 10 are means whereby jet effects can be simulated to an 
extent on a force-model nozzle by adding hollow-sleeve extensions.  Notice that a coni- 
cal rather than a cylindrical tube shape more closely simulates the effects of fully- 
expanded convergent nozzle flow.  This result can be attributed to the flow-entrainment 
properties of the jet.  In other words, because of mixing, the effective shape of the 
jet plume is narrower than that which would be predicted on an inviscid basis. 

However, in practical terms, solid-body jet simulators have rather limited \> 
applications since angle of attack effects, installation effects, and forces incurred li 
on the simulator itself can inhibit or restrict their actual use.  In any event, the 1! 
basic point remains that airplane force data obtained with flow-through-nacelle nozzles f 
can require significant corrections to account for true jet effects. I 

One of the convergent nozzle configurations is similar to a nozzle tested 
at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research Center in their 
16-foot transonic wind tunnel.  Therefore, a comparison of the General Dynamics data 
with the NASA data (Reference 3) was made.  The results, shown in Figure 11, are in 
good agreement both in level and trend.  Although the General Dynamics' free-jet tunnel 



is rather small, the data from these boattail drag tests appear to be valid. A co 
parison of NASA data with other drag data obtained in this free-jet tunnel is founa in 
References 4 and 5. 

Figure 10 - 
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'"' .;''.. EXTENDING THE RESULTS 

At this point it is worthwhile to theorize or postulate somewhat beyond the 
specific conclusions resulting from the preceding test data.  For example, there is a 
question in airplane model testing concerning the consequent effects on drag brought 
about by the simulation of exhaust jets with cold rather than hot flow.  Cold-flow 
(ambient temperature)jets are often used in tests since they lend considerably less 
complication and expense to model construction and operation.  By adjustment of nozzle 
pressure ratio, the portion of the plume near the boattail can be kept a particular 
shape for either hot or cold flow; however, once this matching of shape has been accom- 
plished with cold flow, there still remains a mis-match in jet entrainment, since the 
momentum differential between the jet flow and the free-stream is unlike that which 
occurs with hot flow.  In other words, adjustments in nozzle pressure ratio can force 
cold flow to simulate either the plume shape or the entrainment of a hot jet, but not 
both simultaneously.  Plume shape is usually the predominant of the two; therefore, the 
normal test procedure involving cold jets is to concentrate on simulating as closely 
as possible the shape of the true jet exhaust.  One must then judge or predict the 
significance of the resulting entrainment mis-match on airplane forces. 

Past tests (Reference 4) indicate that, for isolated nozzles operating at 
or near design conditions, the part of the jet plume from the nozzle exhaust plane to 
no more than one to two nozzle diameters downstream is the portion of the plume that 
primarily affects boattail flow.  Thus, it is within this initial region where jet 
entrainment differences must occur if boattail drag is to be noticeably altered.  On 
the other hand, any airplane structure near downstream portions of the jet will be 
subjected to much larger effects due to jet entrainment since, by then, more mixing of 
the jet flow has had a chance to occur.  Data and Schlieren photographs in Reference 6 
show very slight changes for hot versus cold jet flow within this initial length of the 
plume (one to two nozzle diameters), but do show large changes in the flow field farther 
downstream because of the different mixing (momentum) characteristics of cold as opposed 
to hot flow. 

Therefore, it would seem that whether hot exhaust flow is actually needed 
in airplane model testing really depends upon the particular nozzle location on the 
airplane. For example, the least consequences of using cold-jet flow probably occur 
if the nozzle plume does not flow adjacent to any airplane structure such as in an aft- 
fuselage engine location; the opposite would be the case in an underwing or side-fuse- 
lage installation.  An exception might be an aft-fuselage nozzle located in a highly 
separated flow region such as aft of a blunt base.  The entrainment effects for this 
situation are radically multiplied because of the larger momentum differential between 
the low-velocity separated flow and the jet. As a result, proper jet temperature 
simulation can gain importance for this case. 

Variations in boattail fineness ratio (length divided by diameter) have 
strong effects on external drag. Rapid changes in pressure drag and friction drag occur 
if the boattail surface is made either shorter or longer.  Of course, the total of the 
two drags, pressure plus friction, is the important drag level to consider.  The curves 
in Figure 12, constructed by correlating data from several sources, show changes in 
drag with fineness ratio.  Since many extrapolations and simplifying assumptions were 
used in developing these curves, they are intended as rough predictions, or indications, 
of fineness-ratio effects. Friction drag was calculated by use of wall-friction formulas 
and, as would be expected, continually increases in magnitude with increases in boattail 
length.  In proceeding from a fineness ratio of 0 (blunt base) to larger fineness ratios, 
pressure drag decreases continuously as a result of increased boattail flow attachment. 
The major attachment phase occurs at a fineness ratio of approximately 1.  The total 
drag (pressure plus friction) appears to minimize near a fineness ratio of 2, whereas 
further increases in boattail length produce an increase in drag'due to friction. 
These drag curves pertain to isolated nozzles attached to cylindrical forebodies; how- 
ever, airplane nacelles having larger cross-sections upstream of the nozzle ("upstream 
boattailing"), as well as the presence of the fuselage, wings, etc., can significantly 
change these drag levels. 

As was stated earlier, thrust-minus-drag is the important nozzle performance 
criterion; therefore, fineness ratio must also involve tradeoffs in weight and in nozzle 
internal performance.  It is also important to note in Figure 12 that increases in nozzle 
pressure ratio appear to cause an increase in external drag at low fineness ratios 
(separated boattail flow), but that the opposite is true at high fineness ratios 
(attached boattail flow).  Apparently jet entrainment effects are considerably amplified 
near separated-flow regions, whereas plume shape is a more important, factor for after- 
bodies with generally attached flow. 
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ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF BOATTAIL FINENESS RATIO 
(CORRELATION INCLUDING DATA FROM REFERENCES 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

For the configurations tested, it is found that: 

1. Nozzle external drag is a strong function of exhaust jet 
conditions.  The flow field disturbances created by the 
presence of exhaust jets can be described as being due 
to a combination of plume shape and plume mixing, or 
entrainment.  These properties affect boattail flow 
fields differently at each nozzle pressure ratio and 
for each nozzle type. 

2. Because of their exceedingly low pressure ratios, airplane 
model flow-through-nacelle nozzles have external drag 
levels unlike those of their engine nozzle counterparts. 
This simulation error can be lessened to a limited extent 
by adding hollow-sleeve extensions to the nozzles.  These 
extensions, PJ-.yafaKrie simulators, should have contours with 
an "effectivt'ii'.-Kjiniie shape in which jet entrainment has also 
been accounted for. 

3. External drag, for a given boattail shape, is measurably 
affected by changes in internal expansion ratio. This 
effect occurs at low expansion ratios common to many con- 
vergent-divergent nozzles during subsonic flight.  At a 
constant nozzle pressure ratio and boattail shape, the 
trend is that of increases in external drag with increases 
in internal expansion ratio. Therefore, drag data for 
purely convergent nozzles are not directly applicable, 
at identical nozzle pressure ratios, to the same boattails 

'     having internal plume expansion. 
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Jet Effects on Boattail Pressure Drag at 
Supersonic Speeds 

J.A.P. Stoddart 
British Aircraft Corp., Preston Division, Warton Aerodrome, 

Nr. Preston. Lanes. U.K. PR4 1 AX. 

SUMMARY 

An analysis is presented of supersonic boattail pressure drag measurements in the presence of 
single or twin propulsive jets. Using theoretical inviscid pressure distributions as a datum, the decrease 
in boattail pressure drag coefficient with increasing nozzle pressure ratio is shown to be a function of 
the difference between the measured base pressure coefficient and a reference base pressure coefficient 
which is theoretically just high enough to cause separation of the boattail terminal shock wave. The boat- 
tail Shapes considered are shown to fall into two groups one of which experiences a much stronger influence 
of the propulsive jet than does the other. Correlations of measured base pressure coefficient in the 
presence of a propulsive jet are also presented for convergent and con-di nozzles. 

An example of the use of the analysis is given in which the installed performance of a convergent 
nozzle is compared with that of a con-di nozzle. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It has long been recognised that the presence of propulsive jets issuing from the base of a body can 
have a considerable effect on the external flow over the boattail and in the base region. These inter- 
ferences can give rise to large changes in external drag which, at sufficiently high values of jet total 
pressure ratio, can be favourable relative to jet-off or inviscid conditions. 

Over the years, a vast amount of experimental data on the effects of a propulsive jet on boattail drag 
has been accumulated and the high subsonic aspects of these phenomena have received some attention, e.g. 
Reference 1. From the performance engineer's viewpoint no similar analysis seems to be available for 
supersonic speeds. 

In this note, simple correlations are made of the effects of single and twin propulsive "jets on the 
boattail pressure drag and base pressure of afterbodies of mainly parabolic or conical shape. A range of 
Mach numbers from 1.4 to 2.4 is covered together with various types of propelling nozzle. 

2. LIST OF SYMBOLS 

M   Mach Number 
H   total pressure 
p   static pressure 
C_.  boattail pressure drag coefficient based on maximum cross sectional area up 

C   pressure coefficient 

d diameter 
x axial distance from start of boattail 
A cross sectional area •  . 
ß maximum boattail angle 
£ nozzle exhaust angle (+ v.e. diverging) 
D drag force on boattail and base annulus 
X„ nozzle exit gross thrust force 

oo free stream 
m position of maximum afterbody diameter 
b base 
CON convergent nozzle 
J jet exit 
T jet throat 
at theoretical inviscid conditions at end of boattail 
be theoretical critical base value for onset of separation of terminal shock wave 
t theoretical inviscid value 
AS asymptotic drag value 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PHENOMENA AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

Some typical jet effects on boattail and base flow are taken from Reference 2 and are shown in Figure 1. 
The model afterbody has a parabolic form with a final boattail angle of approximately 12 degrees. A single 
variable plug nozzle was fitted which gave either a convergent nozzle or a con-di nozzle of area ratio 1.45. 
A sketch of the model is shown in Figure 1(a). 

Figure 1(b) shows the measured effects of jet total pressure ratio on the boattail pressure drag 
coefficient at M^ 2.0. The convergent nozzle exhibits a rapid decrease in boattail pressure drag beyond 
a total pressure ratio of about 5 whereas, the con-di nozzle shows no such effect up to pressure ratios of 15. 

Figure 1(c) shows the corresponding effects on base pressure coefficient. Both nozzles show a minimum 
base pressure which corresponds to the choking pressure ratio for the convergent nozzle and to the design 
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pressure ratio (H,/p. = 5.9) for the con-di nozzle. At pressure ratios above these minima the convergent 
nozzle shows a      more rapid pressurisation of the base region and the base pressure coefficient is 
typically 0.10 to 0.15 higher than the con-di nozzle values at the same engine operating condition. At 
pressure ratios greater than 5 the convergent nozzle installation has a thrust force on the base «mnulus 
which, when taken in conjunction with the reduced boattail wave drag, will offset some of the gross thrust 
augmentation due to the con-di nozzle. This point will be discussed in Section 6. The measured change 
in boattail pressure drag coefficient is about 5.035 over the range of pressure ratios investigated. This 
drag change corresponds to about 7 percent of the total zero lift drag coefficient based on fuselage maxi- 
mum cross sectional area for typical supersonic military aircraft. 

The aerodynamic effects of jet induced interference on boattail flow can be illustrated by static 
pressure distributions measured along the boattail as shown in Figure 1(d) for the convergent nozzle 
model of Reference 2. In this Figure, the static pressure coefficient is plotted against boattail cross 
sectional area for different values of jet total pressure ratio so that pressure drag changes can be easily 
seen. 

An inviscid theoretical calculaHor^f- the boattail pressure distribution for this model by the method 
of Reference 3 is also shown in Figur- \.^»_d) and this highlights the changes in pressure drag due both to 
the jet and to viscous effects.       . 

For' low jet total pressure ratios, the measured boattail pressure level is higher than the inviscid 
estimate by an amount which can only be a function of boundary layer displacement effects and interference 
from the model forebody or support system. At minimum base pressure (nozzle choking pressure ratio) the 
base pressure is lower than the boattail pressure measured at the static hole closest to the base. Thus 
the boattail flow is 'insulated' from the base flow by a weak expansion centred at the base lip. As the 
nozzle pressure ratio rises, the base region is pressurised by the expanding jet boundary and a condition 
is reached when the base expansion fan changes into a weak compression fan. When this obtains the 
relatively high base pressure can feed forward on to the boattail through the inner subsonic regions of 
the boattail boundary layer and thus the boattail pressure level close to the base is increased. (H /      = 
4.0 and 5.3 on figure 1(d)}. However, referring to Figure Kb), no appreciable reduction in boat-   Pc0 

tail pressure drag has accrued thus far. 

As the nozzle pressure ratio is further increased, the base pressure continues to rise until the weak 
compression fan has strengthened to include one or more shock waves of finite strength. In this condition 
quite substantial over-pressures can feed forward on to the boattail via the boundary layer and the boat- 
tail pressure drag reduces dramatically(HV ^S on Figure 1(d)). At successively higher nozzle pressure 
ratios the boattail terminal shock wave   • begins to move forward along the boattail leaving a 
separated region behind it and the rate of change of base pressure with nozzle pressure ratio begins to 
decrease (Figure 1(c)) on account of the increased region of separated flow but the boattail pressure drag 
continues to reduce steadily (Figure 1(b)). 

Figure 1(e) shows the method of analysis which forms the basis of the present correlation of jet 
induced boattail pressure drag changes. The data of Figures Kb) and 1(c) is replotted in the form of 
boattail pressure drag coefficient C. versus base pressure coefficient 0 . In this form the results 
from both nozzles become coincident   (including the jet off values) as   far as the data goes. A 
complete correlation between the two nozzles cannot be claimed because of the restricted range of the 
con-di nozzle measurements in these variables. 

However, because of the partial data collapse a hypothesis is advanced which is tested by further 
analysis in Section 4. That is, for a given afterbody at a given Mach Number, the boattail pressure 
drag is determined only by the base pressure as a first approximation. Hence such variables as nozzle 
geometry, pressure ratio and secondary flow ratio which strongly influence base pressure, may be expected 
to have only second order effects on the C-.-~ C  relationship. This form of analysis if valid, should 
expedite the correlation of jet induced   "  P boattail pressure drag changes because the independent 
variables are reduced to base pressure, Mach Number and boattail geometry. The question of base pressure 
determination is left open for the present and will be discussed in Section 5- 

At low values of base pressure, the data of Figure 1(e) tend towards an asymptotic value of boattail 
pressure drag denoted by C  „ an<* wni°n lies below the inviscid boattail drag coefficient G_  calculated 
by the method of Reference   3. The departure of the convergent nozzle drag data from the * 
asymptotic value as base pressure increases must in some way be related to the rise in static pressure in 
the base region which is required to separate the terminal shock wave. From theoretical calculations, 
the inviscid pressure coefficient at the end of the boattail, C  , and the inviscid terminal Mach Number 
can be found. Assuming that the terminal shock wave occurs at    this'Mach number, the static pressure 
rise required to separate this shock wave can be computed from Mager'5 correlation of shock induced 
separation data given in Figure 3 of Reference k.    Thus a critical base pressure, G  , can be found which 
is calculable for all configurations. Figure '1(e) indicates that the value of G , '  thus calculated 
for the afterbody of Reference 2 corresponds quite well with the departure of  p the convergent nozzle 
drag data from the asymptotic level. It is likely that in actuality the terminal shock wave does not 
begin to separate the boattail boundary layer until G .  has been exceeded by some margin but this does 
not prevent this parameter from being used as a corr-"  elation variable. 

The analysis of this typical data suggests that the effects of jet induced boattail pressure drag 
changes might be correlated approximately for other test data by shifting the origin of Figure 1(e) to 
the point (Cpto, CDpAS). 

In passing, it may be noted that Figure 1(e) suggests that the con-di nozzle drag measurements shown 
in Figure 1(b) did not show any significant change with nozzle pressure ratio simply because the critical 
base pressure G _  was not reached in the tests, 

pbc 
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CORRELATION OF FURTHER BOATTAIL DRAG DATA 

To substantiate the hypothesis of the previous section, test data from References 5 to 15 was examined. 
Details of the model geometries and flow conditions are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that a wide 
variety of afterbody shapes and nozzle types were included as were the effects of secondary flow in 
References 6, 10, 11 and 13. Most of the data is from NACA sources of about 15 to 20 years ago but recent 
B.A.C. (References 13 and 15) and R.A.E. (Reference 14) results are included. With the exception of 
Reference 15 which had a twin jet afterbody, the data refers to single jet models. 

The reference inviscid calculations for each afterbody were obtained either by the method of character- 
istics or by Van Dyke's second order method (Reference 5) where presented in the original data sources. 

The results of the analysis are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). In each figure it appears that, to a 
reasonable degree of approximation, the departure of the measured boattail pressure drag C_„ from the 
asymptotic value C ,_ is a function of C ,  - C .  only, thus confirming the hypothesis or"section 3. 
The effects of variations of free stream     "  Mach number, nozzle and afterbody geometry, nozzle 
pressure ratio and secondary flow ratio are included. In the interests of legibility only about half 
of the points analysed are shown in Figure 2(a) but it can be seen in both Figures that the data points 
are withinAC« = - 0.01 of the pipsa lines. This scatter corresponds to about - 2 percent of typical 
military aircraft supersonic •*&:;# lift drag. 

The data of Figure 2(a) (References 2, 5 to 9, 11 to Tf) shows a much more powerful effect of a prop- 
ulsive jet on boattail pressure drag than does the data of Figure 2(b) (References 10 and 15) and the 
difference in behaviour can be related qualitatively to the corresponding inviscid flow fields. The 
afterbody shapes included in Figure 2(a) are mainly parabolic or conical and thus exhibit monotonic inviscid 
pressure distributions of which that shown in Figure 1(d) is typical. In these cases the terminal shock 
is able to move freely forward along the boattail as the base pressure increases and the increasing 
boattail pressure level acts over an increasing projected area. Thus the parabolic nature of Figure 2(a) 
can be anticipated for this type of shape. 

The radius distribution of the single jet model of Reference 10 and the equivalent radius distri- 
bution of the twin jet model of Reference 15 are similar to each other and have different characteristics 
to the other boattail shapes. The first 85;.' to gOfi  by length of these two radius distributions is almost 
linear with a slope of about 5 degrees. The remaining 10 to 15 percent consists of a rapid near-parabolic 
contraction to a final boattail angle of about 25 degrees. Figure 2(c) shows a sketch of the boattail 
shape for the model of Reference 10.    The corresponding irviscid calculations show that a considerable 
flow expansion exists over the rear parts of these shapes (see Figure 2(d)). Examination of measured 
boattail pressure distributions in Reference 10 indicated that the rapid flow expansion was limiting the 
forward movement of the terminal shock wave at increasing nozzle pressure ratios. Thus, although 
successively higher pressures were acting on the rear portion of the model the projected area over which 
they were acting was increasing at a relatively low rate. A similar phenomenon probably existed on the 
twin jet model of Reference 15 since the character of the overall pressure distribution is largely deter- 
mined by the equivalent volume distribution. 

The data of Figure 2(a) is therefore characteristic of 'smooth' idealised boattails, the term smooth 
being used in the sense of smooth continuous slopes and curvatures and the data of Figure 2(b) is probably 
more characteristic of 'non smooth' or more practical afterbody shapes. 

Clearly, these 'non smooth' boattails exhibit comparatively high values of pressure drag in the presence 
of a propulsive jet at supersonic speeds since the basic inviscid pressure drag is likely to be relatively 
high, on account of the high degree of final boattailing and the jet induced drag alleviation is compara- 
tively small. Severe final boattailing can arise from the realities of aircraft layout where it is often 
necessary to fit a very large, strong frame around the engine or jet pipe to carry the tailplane and its 
actuating mechanism. The problem is more acute on twin jet installations in which the fuselage volume 
between the engines is being faired out at the same time. 

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) suggest that for the class of 'smooth' boattails the jet induced boattail drag 
reduction begins when 

C ,i0 .  - O.O6 
pb  pbc 

and rather later for 'non smooth' boattails at 

Cpb^Cpoc " °'01 

Finally, comparison of theoretical boattail pressure drag coefficients with the asymptotic measured 
values indicated that 

%AS " V*50-0075 (1 -P/6  (DiX})) 

with most of the data lying about the mean line within a tolerance band of AC- = - O.OO50. These drag 
differences are partly due to boundary layer effects and partly due to the influence of the model fore- 
bodies and support hardware, none of which was accounted for in the theoretical calculations. 

5. CORRELATION OF BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 

In order to utilize the data of Figures 2(a) and 2(b), an estimate of the jet-on base pressure co- 
efficient is required. Analytic estimation of this quantity is usually rather tedious and a simple 
correlation of experimental data is generally preferable from the performance analyst's viewpoint. 
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By a trial and error inspection of the measured data of the various references, Figures 3(a) and 
3(b) have been prepared. Figure 3(a) is a correlation of the difference between the measured jet-on 
base pressure coefficient, C , and the inviscid theoretical pressure coefficient at the end of the boat- 
tail, C .  for choked,    " coplanar convergent nozzles. The ordinate is, in fact, proportional to 
(p, - p 7)/pm  and the abscissa can be regarded as a reduced nozzle total pressure ratio which depends upon 

a   nozzle and boattail geometry. Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding analysis for underexpanded 
con-di nozzles, i.e. running at above the design expansion pressure ratio. The effects of secondary flow 
ratio' are not included in Figure 3 but nozzle pressure ratios of up to about 20 have been correlated for 
each type of nozzle. 

Figure 3 shows that for low values of the reduced nozzle total pressure ratio, convergent nozzles 
produce a greater degree of base pressurisation than do con-di nozzles and at higher reduced pressure 
ratios the two mean curves appear to become coincident. 

Clearly, these base pressure correlations are not universal since meaningful predictions are not 
obtained from the Figures for an axial exit nozzle in a cylindrical boattail (€ = 0, jS= 0). The Figure 
should not be used outside the geometry ranges of Table 1. 

The range of jet to free stream total temperature ratio for the data considered was from 1.0 to 2.6 
and within this relatively small range no significant effects on base pressure were observed. 

6.  EXAMPLE CALCULATION 

The preceding correlations of jet induced boattail drag changes and base pressures have been used to 
compare the installed performances of a convergent and a con-di nozzle in related parabolic boattails. 
Sketches of the installations and relevant geometrical details are shown in Figure <t(a), The con-di 
nozzle installation is formed by extending the convergent nozzle boattail downstream by one throat dia- 
meter and then shifting the parabolic contour to pass through the resulting base area. The con-di nozzle 
has a design pressure ratio of 8 which corresponds to an area ratio of 1,7 and a fully expanded jet Mach 
number of 2.0. The throat and maximum areas of the two installations are identical and are supposed to 
be matched to a typical modern reheated turbofan which has operating pressure ratios of approximately 8 
and 10 at Mach numbers of 1.6 and 2.0 respectively. The con-di nozzle is therefore operating at its 
design pressure ratio at HM =1.6 and at !•!„, = 2, the nozzle is underexpanded so that the jet Mach number 
and .the free stream Mach numbers are equal. 

The nozzles are compared in terms of a gross thrust efficiency defined by 

XG 
XG CON 

where X„ is nozzle exit gross thrust and D includes both the boattail and base annulus pressure drags. 

Figure 4(b) shows that Mw = 1.6, the 6 percent uninstalled gross thrust advantage possessed by the 
con-di nozzle relative to the convergent nozzle on the operating line is reduced to less than 2 percent 
when the different levels of jet on afterbody drag are accounted for. If the con-di nozzle was replaced 
by an ejector nozzle of the same design pressure ratio, the comparative performance of the sophisticated 
nozzle would be worse on account of the momentum drag of the secondary flow. The net force on the boat- 
tail plus base annulus changes from a drag to a thrust at jet pressure ratios of approximately 9.5 and 
22.5 for the convergent and con-di nozzles respectively. However at M,, = 2.0 where the con-di nozzle is 
appreciably underexpanded, the installed efficiency of the con-di nozzle is some 7 percent better than 
that of the convergent nozzle. This difference is only slightly less than the uninstalled gross thrust 
advantage. The efficiency of the con-di nozzle installation on the engine operating line is increased 
by about 2.5 percent between Mach numbers of 1.6 and 2.0 whereas the efficiency of the convergent nozzle 
installation is reduced by almost the same amount. This is mainly due to the different effects of Mach 
number and jet pressure ratio on the drags of the two boattails on the opera.ing line as shown in Figure 
4(c). The dotted lines in Figure 4(c) indicate extrapolation to the asymptotic drag value C fl s and the 
calculation suggests that the effects of jet flow on boattail pressure drag are likely to be "      more 
significant at say M„ = 1.6 than at Mw = 2.0 especially for convergent nozzles. 

The results of the example calculation raise two important points. Firstly, are sophisticated 
nozzles, which rely mainly on thrust augmentation either by geometric or aerodynamic means, a better 
overall proposition than the simple convergent nozzle, which can experience a large amount of favourable 
jet interference? Secondly, experimental comparisons between simple and sophisticated nozzles could be 
misleading if the nozzles are mounted in afterbodies which are not comparable from an aircraft layout 
viewpoint. For example, if various nozzles are being matched to a given engine in a given aircraft, the 
ratio d,_/dra should be the same for each of the nozzle installations being compared, but the ratio dVd 
and-the^   boattail angle p should be matched to each nozzle. Such a test technique would be more     ' 
costly but more representative than fitting a number of different nozzles into a common afterbody. 

7.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It has been shown that jet induced boattail pressure drag alleviation at supersonic speeds can be 
related to the difference between the measured base pressure coefficient C , and a critical base pressure 
coefficient C  . This critical value is theoretically just high enough ^ to separate the boattail 
terminal    p shock wave which is assumed to occur at the inviscid Mach number at the end of the 
boattail. The use of base pressure as a correlation variable eliminates to first order the independent 
effects of nozzle geometry, nozzle pressure ratio and secondary flow ratio. 

Idealised conical or parabolic boattails exhibit much larger jet induced pressure drag reductions 
than do more practical shapes which may involve a high degree of boattniling in the region close to the base. 
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Convergent nozzles in 
some flight conditions can 
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EEFEHENCE 
NUMBER 

BOATTAIL 
TYPE 

(9 (DEC) Vd* NOZZLE 
TYPE 

4A NOZZLE AREA 
RATIO € (DEG) Me. SYMBOL 

2 PARABOLIC 11.9 0.79 CON PLUG 
CON-DI PLUG 

0.94 
0.94 

1.00 
1.45 

-5.0 
-5.0 

1.6,2.0 
1.6,2.0 

A 
7 

5 PARABOLIC 17.1 
15.3 
13.7 

0.55 
0.64 
0.72 

CON 
CON-DI 
CON-DI 

0.90 
0.92' 
0.93 

1.00 
1.44 
1.83 

0 
18.8 
26.4 

1.6,2.0 0 
Q 
0 

6 PARABOLIC 15.7 0.62 EJECTOR 0.79 1.44 -12.0 1.6,2.0 ß 
7 PARABOLIC 17.1 

17.1 
15.3 
15.3 
15.3 

0.55 
0.55 
0.64 
0.64 
0.64 

CON 
CON 
CON-DI 
CON-DI 
CON-DI 

0.90 
0.90 
0.92 
0.90 
0.92 

1.00 
1.00 
1.44 
1.39 
1.44 

-12.0 
0 

18.4 
3.6 
0 

1.6,2.0 ß 
A 
h 

V 

8 CONICAL 5.6 0.53 CON 0.90 1.00 0 1.91 -e 
9 CIRC. ARC 21.2 

21.2 
0.55 
0.55 

CON 
CON-DI 

0.64 
0.55 

1.00 
5.25 

0 
12.0 

1.62,1.93,2.41 Y 
k 

10 FARABOLIC- 
CONICAL- 
PARABOLIC 

24.5 O.56 EJECTOR 0.81 
0.55 
0.65 

1.35 
2.90 
2.09 

-2.9 
-4.0 
-8.8 

1.5,1.8,2.0 % 

11 CONICAL- 

CONICAL 

12.5 0.61 EJECTOR 0.52 TO 
0.73 

1.69 TO 
3.24 

- VE 1.5,1.8,2.0 M 

12 CONICAL 15.0 0.75 CON O.56 1.00 -15.0 1.50 + 
13 PARABOLIC 16.0 0.58 CON 0.59 1.00 0 1.42 V 

11» PARABOLIC 16.0 
16.0 
16.0 
12.0 
20.0 

0.6* 
0.71 
O.83 
0.71 
0.71 

CON 
CON 
CON 
CON 
CON 

0.80 
0.70 
0.60 
0.70 
0.70 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2.00 > 
-f 
V 
-< 
X 

15 TWIN JET AFTERBODY MODEL CON 1.80 * 

TABLE 1. 

SUMMART OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA USED 
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Figure 1(a)  Sketch of Afterbody Model of Reference 2. 
  Plug in Convergent Position. 
— --" Plug in Con-Di Position. 
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Figure 1(b)  Typical Effects of Nozzle Pressure Hatio on Boattail Pressure Drag Coefficient. 
M^s 2.0 Data from Reference 2. 
© Convergent Nozzle. GJ Con-Di Nozzle. 
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Figure 1(c)      Typical Effects of Nozzle Pressure Ratio on Base Pressure Coefficient. 
H„= 2.0.    Data from Reference 2. 

©Convergent Nozzle. dCon-Di Nozzle. 
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Figure 1(d)  Typical Effects of Nozzle Pressure Ratio on Boattail Static Pressure 
Distribution. 
H„ = 2.0.    Data from Reference 2.    Convergent Nozzle. 
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Solid Symbols indicate Base Pressure Measurements. 

Figure 1(e)  Analysis of Typical Propulsive Jet Effects on Afterbody Drag. 
Kx = 2.0. Data from Reference 2. 
G Convergent Nozzle.HCon-Di Nozzle. 
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-0.05 

5.15 

Figure 2(a)  Jet Induced Boattail Pressure Drag Reduction at Supersonic Speeds for 'Smooth* Shapes. 
M„= 1.1t to 2.k,    For Symbols, see Table 1. 
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Figure 2(b)  Jet Induced Boattail Pressure Drag Reduction at Supersonic Speeds for 'Non-Smooth' Shapes. 
M = 1.5 to 2.0. For Symbols, see Table 1. Mean line from Figure 2(a). 
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Figure 2(c)  Boattail Shape of Reference 10. 

2.5 x/ dm 

Figure 2(d)  Inviscid Pressure Distribution for Boattail of Reference 10. 
H_= 2.0. Method of Characteristics. 
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Figure 3(a)  Base Pressure Coefficient at Supersonic Speeds for Choked Convergent Nozzles. 

H„ = 1.4 to 2.0. For Symbols, see Table 1. Coplanar Nozzles, No Secondary Flow. ttj-p£2.5. 
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Figure 3(b) Base Pressure Coefficient at Supersonic Speeds for Under-expanded Cori-Di Nozzles. 

M„ = 1.6 to 2.0. For Symbols, see Table 1. Coplanar Nozzles, No Secondary Flow. 
Hj/^-Design Pressure Hatio. — Mean Line from Figure 3(a). 
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Figure %(a)  Installation of Convergent and Con-Di Nozzles. 
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Figure k(b)  Gross Thrust Efficiency 
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Figure 4(c) Boattail Pressure Drag 
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• SUMMARY 

The difficulty ofacfetevisu;..atV".Y'v5.£ inlet performance and stability and avoiding engine com- 
pressor stalls at sapenm-Ai: tn{:aJ--J?*&M; led the NASA Flight Research Center to investigate the 
pressure phenomena in the inlets o: several supersonic aircraft.   Results of recent tests with the 
F-111A airplane are presented showing the inlet steady-state and dynamic performance.   The inlet 
total pressure distortion that causes compressor stall is discussed, and the requirement for high 
response instrumentation is demonstrated.   A duct resonance encountered at Mach numbers near 
2.0 is analyzed and shown to be due to a normal shock oscillation at the duct fundamental frequency. 
Various statistical parameters are used in the analysis.   Another resonance, in the engine fan duct, 
is shown to be a possible cause of reduced engine stall margin in afterburning operation.   Plans for 
a comprehensive inlet study of the YF-12 airplane are discussed including flight tests and full-scale, 
l/3-scale, and l/12-seale wind-tunnel tests. 

SYMBOLS 

Krj    Pratt & Whitney distortion factor (see page 24-5) o; angle of attack, deg 
M       Mach        h ^ increment 

w„ öto       ratio of average compressor face total pressure to 
—     mass flow ratio,  — ;-;      sea-level standard pressure 
"?°     . . w°° flc        inlet second cone angle, deg Ni     fan speed, rpm ° B   '     B 

... ,.,,   0 0fn       ratio of local total temperature to sea-level 
p        static pressure, m/f ^2 standard temperature 
pt       total pressure, JcN/m^ 

Tt      total temperature, °K Subscripts: 

Tu     turbulence factor (see page 24-5) *!„      •ft!Ü!.„ „„„=• u v       i- a / rms      root mean square 
t        time, sec « free stream 
w       airflow, kg/sec 2 compressor face 

=•       ratio of distance,   X, between inlet cowl lip _' , ,° ,.   , 
R and spike tip tö inlet cowl radius,   R, \ low pressure compressor discharge 

84 56 cm 4 high pressure compressor discharge 

INTRODUCTION 

Aircraft that have air-breathing propulsion systems and fly at transonic and supersonic speeds have the problem 
of achieving adequate inlet pressure recovery for efficient operation of the propulsion system without producing un- 
desirable conditions such as flow distortion and fluctuations which can often lead to compressor stalls and inlet un- 
starts.   A better understanding of these inlet conditions is needed to improve techniques for designing inlets on future 
aircraft.   However, such complex flows are difficult to predict theoretically and to duplicate accurately in ground 
facilities.   Therefore the NASA Flight Research Center at Edwards, California, has a continuing program to measure 
steady-state and dynamic conditions within jet engine inlets in full-scale flight. 

This program was started on the XB-70 airplane and later extended to two F-111A airplanes.   Results of the 
XB-70 tests are presented in references 1 and 2.   Reference 1 also describes the instrumentation used in the later 
F-111A tests.   Initial results from the F-111A flight tests are presented in reference 3, and additional data together 
with an analysis which conclusively shows the need for high response instrumentation in relating inlet flow distortion 
to the occurrence of engine compressor stall are given in reference 4. 

In the first F-111A airplane, steady-state and dynamic pressure rakes were alternated at the compressor face 
and intermixed throughout the inlet duct.   In a later series of tests on a second airplane, the dynamic and steady- 
state pressure measurements at the compressor face were both increased from 20 to 40 by using rakes which per- 
mitted each sensor to measure absolute pressure levels as well as dynamic fluctuations.   Propulsion system data 
were recorded in flight maneuvers at Mach numbers up to 2.2 and at altitudes up to 15,000 meters for various power 
settings and inlet geometry conditions. 

This paper presents results from both F-111A flight programs with emphasis on the dynamic flow conditions 
within the inlet and fan ducts.   Plans and preparations for the extension of these propulsion system studies to another 
type of inlet and to a Mach number of 3 using a YF-12 airplane are also described. 

DESCRIPTION OF F-111A AIRPLANE 

The F-111A airplane is a current multimission tactical fighter with variable sweep wings.   With the wings in the 
forward position, the airplane is capable of short takeoff and landing and efficient subsonic cruise.   With the wings 
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Figure 1. Photograph of the two F-lllA test airplanes. 

Blow-in-door 
ejector 

-,   .       nozzle 

TF30 afterburning 
turbofan engine 

- Variable geometr 
external compression^ 
inlet 

Figure 2. F-lllA left propulsion system. 

^Low-pressure compressor 
j High-pressure compressor 

rCombustor 

r Turbine 

Figure 3. TF30 afterburning turbofan engine and 
appropriate station designations. 

varied by translating the compression spike fore and aft 
10.5° to 24°.   The first conical ramp is fixed at 12.5°. 

swept, the airplane is designed for supersonic dash 
capability at sea level and Mach 2.5 at altitude. 

The two F-lllA airplanes used in the NASA 
tests were both early models, numbers 6 and 12 
(fig. 1).   The only significant differences between 
the airplanes for these tests were in the inlet, as 
discussed later. 

Propulsion System 

The left propulsion system of the F-lllA air- 
plane is shown in figure 2.   Thrust is provided by 
two TF30 afterburning turbofan engines mounted in 
the aft fuselage.   The engines are equipped with 
blow-in-door ejector nozzles that admit external 
air at low speeds to control nozzle expansion.   Air 
is supplied to the engine by an inlet mounted under 
the wing glove followed by a short subsonic diffuser. 

Engine.— The TF30-P-1 engine has approximately 
80,000 newtons of thrust and a nominal bypass ratio 
of 1.0.   Figure 3 is a schematic view of the engine. 
A three-stage fan and a six-stage low pressure com- 
pressor is driven by a three-stage turbine at  N-^ 

speed.   A seven-stage high pressure compressor is 
driven by a separate turbine.   Hated airflow is 
110 kilograms per second and overall compression 
ratio is 17 to 1.   A five-zone afterburner is located 
in the combined fan and core streams.   The engines 
tested were equipped with sixth-stage bleeds to in- 
crease the distortion tolerance of the compressor. 
These bleeds were usually opened for Mach numbers 
above 1.8.   The engines tested in the two airplanes 
were essentially identical.   More information on the 
engine is included in references 4 and 5. 

Met.- The air inlet shown in figures 4 and 5 
is a variable-geometry external-compression type 
and is approximately a 90° segment of a double 
cone axisymmetric inlet.   Inlet geometry c~n be 

and by varying the second conical ramp (cone) angle from 

At low speeds the spike is forward and the cone is collapsed, as shown in figure 4.   At high supersonic speeds, 
the spike is aft and the cone is fully expanded.   This configuration is shown in figure 5.   Positions of the spike and 
cone are normally controlled by an automatic inlet control system, described in reference 6.   The left inlet geometry 
could be manually positioned by the pilot to any desired position on both test airplanes. 

Two different cowl lip configurations were tested.   A sharp lip cowl (fig. 4) was tested on both airplanes.   A 
cowl with a blunted lip (fig. 5) was flown on airplane number 6 for several flights.   This cowl, in addition to the more 
rounded lip, was drooped and cut back 5 centimeters over the inboard part and had a slightly larger capture area. 

- Fuselage and splitter plate boundary-layer bleed 
-Wing glove boundary-layer bleed 

± 
-Cone Boundary-layer bleed 

(porous surface) 

• Spike 

Bs.    ,  -Sharp lip cowl- 

Spike kfiJ 

Cone-/ 

***£ Cone      _, 

• Spike 
I ^: 

-^****kzr~ 

.Blunt lip cowl^K .. Uää^SST* 

Figure 4. Photograph and two-view drawing of the F-lllA Figure 5. Photograph and two-view drawing of the F-lllA 
inlet with sharp lip cowl installed, spike full forward, and inlet with blunt lip cowl installed, spike full aft, and cone 
cone fully collapsed. fully expanded. 

•   Subsonic diffuser.- The inlet subsonic diffuser (fig. 2) turns Inboard and changes in shape from a one-quarter 
circle near the inlet to a circular shape at the compressor face in a relatively short length.   The cross-sectional area 
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Geometric 
duct area,. 5 

m2 

F-111A number 12, sharp lip cowl 
F-111A number 6, blunt lip cowl 

/-Compressor 
'     face 

X/R=2.24, spike full forward 
ec=10.5°, cone fully collapsed 

-X/R =1.72, spike full aft 
ec=24°, cone fully expanded 
 I I L__l 

11 12     13     14      15 
Fuselage station, m 

16 

Figure 6. Inlet duct area distribution for F-ll 1A 
number 6 and number 12. 

distributions for both airplanes are shown in figure 6.   It 
can be seen that the latter configuration (airplane number 12) 
diffuses the air more gradually in the middle part of the 
duct.   Voi-tex generators (fig. 7) are installed to minimize 
separation in the duct and to improve the pressure distri- 
bution at the compressor face. 

• Boundary-layer removal system.—The F-111A inlet 
incorporates several regions of boundary-layer removal 
to prevent low energy air from entering the inlet.   Fuse- 
lage, spUtter plate, and wing glove bleed scoops are shown 
in figure 4 and porous bleed on the second cone surface in 
figure 5. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Figure 7 shows the location of pressure measurements 
in the left inlet of the F-111A airplane.   Table 1 describes 
the number of measurements, their sampling rates, and 
their frequency responses for the airplanes.   Miniature 

12:00 
io-.3rv-rxi--30 

Duct probes (total and 
-)3:00    ,— static pressure 

10:00 

^2:00 

'4:30 
6:00 

Rake designations 
(looking down the duct) 

Fan duct 
rakes 

Translating spike and 
expanding cone 

Compressor face rakes 

Vortex generators 

- Cowl lip 

• Cowl lip rakes 

Shock position probe 

Figure 7. Inlet and compressor face pressure instrumentation. 

TABLE 1.- NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS, SAMPLING RATE, AND FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE OF PRESSURES IN THE F-111A INLET 

Number of 

Location of pressures measurements Samples 
per second 

Frequency 
response, Hz F-111A F-1UA 

no, 6 no, 12 

Cone rake: 
Total pressure 8 -- 400 200 
Static pressure 2 — 400 200 

Cowl lip: 
Total pressure 12 — 200 100» 
Static pressure 4 — 200 100« 

Shock position probe 6 — 200 100» 
Inlet duct: 

Total pressure 4 — 200 100 
Static pressure 4 — 200 100 

Compressor face: 
Total pressure, low response 20 — 50 10 
Total pressure, high response 20 40 400 200 

Compressor face: 
Total pressure 2 2 Analog 1000 
Static pressure 16 4 200 100» 

Fan duct total pressure 8 — 200 100* 
Low compressor discharge static pressure 1 1 200 100» 
High compressor discharge static pressure 1 I 200 100» 

transducers were located in the two cone 
rakes, the shock position probe, the duct 
rakes, and the diagonally oriented com- 
pressor face rakes to provide high fre- 
quence response.   Conventional probes 
connected by tubes to remotely located 
transducers were used for the cowl lip 
rakes, the horizontal and vertically 
oriented compressor face rakes, and in- 
ternal engine instrumentation.   The tube 
lengths limited flat frequency response 
to about 50 hertz.   Details of the instru- 
mentation on airplane number 6 are in- 
eluded in references 1 and 3 through 6. 
Differential pressure transducers were 
used for all measurements except the 
internal engine measurements.   Some of 
the techniques used to obtain the dynamic 
pressure measurements are described in 
reference 7. 

»Parameter filtered at 40 hertz prior to digitizing: amplitude uncertain above 40 hertz. The miniature transducers gave good 
values for dynamic pressure but were 

subject to large zero shifts due to temperature changes, and their steady-state values were not reliable.   Eight high 
response compressor face rakes were flown in airplane number 12.   These were a special type with in-flight nulling 
capability to determine the transducer zero, as often as desired, so that steady-state as well as dynamic values 
could be obtained.   Details of the rake design are presented in reference 7.   Figure 8 is a photograph showing the 
rake installation at the engine compressor face.   A schematic view of this rake is shown in figure 9.   Figure 10 
shows an example of the rake zero checks made on two compressor face total pressures before and after a compressor 
stall. 
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Figure 8. Photograph of the TF30 
engine showing the compressor 
face rakes with in-flight nulling 
capability. 

The need for the zero checks 

-Transducer 

Zero position    Normal position 

Figure 9. High response compressor 
face rake with in-flight nulling capa- 
bility. 

10       15       20    25 
Time, sec 

Figure 10. Compressor face rake pres- 
sure zeros before and after a stall. 

10:30 rake 

kN/m2 

-35 

can be seen in figure 11, which shows the traces of 2 compressor face rake pres- 
sures over a 3-minute period of flight. 

Rake zero -— During this period, the airplane decelerated 
from  M   =1.9  to 1.2 and accelerated back 

L Rake zero, 
ground 
(calibration 

6:00 rake 

kN/m2 

1.5 
Time, min 

to MM= 1.5.   Six rake zeros were taken 

during this time.   The dashed line is faired 
through the zeros for each pressure.   The 
in-flight zeros are well above the zero value 
that occurred on the ground calibration. 
Zeros for the 6:00 rake pressure shift back 
toward smaller errors with the decreasing 
temperature, but the 10:30 rake pressure 
zero increases with decreasing temperature. 
Also, the shifts are not consistent functions 
of temperature, but lag or lead unpredictably. 
These inconsistencies made it impossible to 
compensate for zero shifts by measuring the 
rake temperature near the transducer. 

Frequency response of the inlet pres- 
sures was determined, and results are shown 
in reference 1.   The nulling compressor face 
rake acoustic response is flat to 400 hertz 
and usable, with reasonable corrections, to 
1000 hertz. 

Additional instrumentation, described in 
Figure 11. Time history ofF-lUA compressor face rake pressures reference 6, was used to determine total 
showing zero shifts with temperature during supersonic flight. temperature, engine airflow, airplane Mach 

number, altitude, angle of attack, inlet spike and cone position, and the value of the reference pressure supplied to the 
differential transducers. 

DATA RECORDING 

Output signals from the transducers were digitized by pulse code modulation (PCM) systems and recorded on mag- 
netic tape.   Two PCM systems were used, each with 77 channels sampled 200 times per second.   The compressor face 
pressures were sampled 400 times per second by using two channels for each pressure, thus allowing frequency analysis 
to be extended from 100 hertz to 200 hertz.   All compressor face pressure signals were filtered electrically prior to 
digitizing, to remove high frequencies, with cutoff starting at 200 hertz.   Two of the compressor face pressures were 
also recorded on a wide-band frequency modulation (FM) system to permit analog analysis to much higher frequencies. 
These two channels were filtered, with cutoff starting at 1000 hertz, prior to recording. 

Outputs of the PCM and FM systems were recorded on an onboard tape recorder.   Part of the data was also tele- 
metered to the ground to permit real time data monitoring and analysis. 

DATA REDUCTION 

Flight tapes containing the digital data were processed using a digital computer.   Voltage monitor corrections and 
zero corrections were incorporated, and calibrations were applied.   Output data were available in the form of parameter 
listings, calculated performance time histories, time history plots, and cross plots.   The digital data were statistically 
analyzed by a digital computer program. 

Analog pressure data and digital pressure data converted to analog data were processed by using a hybrid spectrum 
analyzer.   In some instances, this system was used for real time analysis of pressures during flights. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Several parameters are used in this paper to describe and analyze the pressure fluctuations observed in the inlets. 

Instantaneous Parameters 

A parameter which can be calculated with one sample of data from each pressure may be said to be "instantaneous," 
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within the limitation of the sampling rate of 400 per second. 

Pressure recovery.- The compressor face average total pressure recovery is calculated by averaging the probe 
values and dividing by the free-stream total pressure. 

Distortion factor,   KD.~ A distortion parameter derived by Pratt & Whitney for the TF30 engine is the  KD  param- 

eter r~lFc^nsiderT5ie_circumferential extent of distortion and weighs distortion near the engine hub more heavily than 
at the tip.  The  Krj  parameter is defined as follows: 

KD = 
z\mM/-'] m 

where 
r a particular ring of total pressure probes 
/Ap\  ..J^av ~ Ptmjn 
vP/r 

Ptav 
"min 
do 
dr 

fl"r 

X 100, in percent, for a particular ring 

average pressure per ring 

minimum pressure per ring 

outer diameter of duct 

diameter of a particular ring 

circumferential extent of largest single pressure depression 
below pj    , in degrees, for a particular ring (see adjacent 

sketch) 
n number of measurement rings 

Statistical Parameters 

Computation of statistical parameters such as those discussed below requires a considerable amount of data.   These 
parameters are described briefly here; more rigorous definitions are presented in reference 8. 

Turbulence factor,   Tu.- The dynamic activity of a fluctuating pressure is indicated by the turbulence parameter, 

Circumferential position, deq 

T„, defined as the root mean square total pressure level divided by the average total pressure. 

"t-rms 

•'av 
Power spectral density, PSD.—A useful parameter for detecting predominant frequencies in a fluctuating pressure 

.is the power spectral density parameter, PSD.   It is also useful in comparing data from separate sources, such as 
flight data to wind-tunnel data or ground facility data.   The square root of the area under the PSD curve is equal to the 
turbulence factor. 

Coherence.- The coherence function provides a measure of the extent to which the pressure fluctuations at two 
probes arise in common sources, that is, the linear interdependence of the two pressures, at a specific frequency. 
Coherence ranges from 0 (no interdependence) to 1. 0 (perfect interdependence).   Coherence values less than 0.2 
generally indicate no significant interdependence. 

Phase angle.- The phase angle function provides an indication of the time delay between the two pressures as a 
function of frequency.   For example, two pressures with a common frequency are 180° out of phase if at an instant of 
time one pressure is at a maximum while another pressure is at a minimum. 

Calculation of statistical parameters.- The statistical parameters were calculated from the digital data by using a 
fast Fourier transform digital program.   Input data were detrended prior to analysis to remove any very low frequencies. 
A total of 2048 data points (5.12 seconds) was used for the 400 samples per second compressor face pressure data, 
with an equivalent filter bandwidth of 2 cycles.   A total of 1024 data points (5.12 seconds) was used for the cowl lip rake, 
shock position probe, duct total and static pressures, and engine pressures, all of which were sampled 200 times per 
second.   The statistical parameters were valid for frequencies up to one-half of the sampling rate (ref. 8); however, 
some of the pressures were filtered to less than one-half of the sampling rate because of the probe resonant frequencies. 

Power spectral densities calculated from the analog recording system were extended to 1000 hertz, even though the 
probe response was not flat beyond about 400 hertz. Eight seconds of data were used with an equivalent two-cycle band- 
width filter. 

Duct Resonance Analysis 

The formula for the resonant frequency of a pipe open at one end is given in reference 9 by 

c 
h- 

where 

h 

2(1 + 0.82a) 

first fundamental frequency of the pipe 

speed of sound, m/sec 
pipe length, m 
average pipe radius, m 

If the flow velocity in the pipe is not small, the following correction can be made: 

i = fid - Mdav
2) 
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where       . 

fj first fundamental frequency corrected for flow 

M(j       average Mach number of the flow 

The quantity Mrf      was determined by calculating the Mach number at several duet stations using the known engine air- 

flow and the duct area distribution, and averaging the results.  Substituting for the speed of sound, this becomes 
• Tt 

For the F-lllA inlet duet 

/l + 0.2M<]av
2 „ 

f = 20.4 -» 2SV_ (1 _ M      2) 
2(1 + 0.82a) 

I =4m,   a = 0.4m 

_   d-Mdav 

fi = 2.38VTt 
Vl + 0.2Mdav2 

For the engine fan duet resonance 

1=2.74m,   a = 0.3m 

f/=3.4VT? 
(1 - Mdav ) 

Vl+0.2Md,v
2 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Steady-State Performance 

The steady-state performance of the inlet is shown in terms of the inlet total pressure recovery and distortion 
factor, as a function of mass-flow ratio and angle of attack, for a Mach number of about 2.15.   Wind-tunnel data from 

a l/6-scale model (ref. 10) are also shown for comparison.   As shown 
in figure 12, the flight recovery data are relatively insensitive in the sub- 
critical region to mass flow ratio and are slightly lower than the wind- 
tunnel results.   The inlet becomes unstable at a mass flow ratio of about 
0.80, as predicted by the wind-tunnel results.   An inlet duct resonance 
discussed in a later section occurs between m/mo = 0.89  and 0.94. 

The operating point,   m/m0  of 0.97, is above the resonance mass flow 

and appears to represent slightly supercritical operation. The lower 
mass flow and recovery are probably due to fuselage boundary-layer 
Ingestion which did not occur in the wind-tunnel tests.   The  KD  distortion 

factor increases rapidly with increasing mass flow ratio except for mass 
flow ratios near the stability limit.   Values of KD  at the operating point 
are near the stall value, as will be discussed in the compressor stall sec- 
tion.   Data obtained at a slightly lower Mach number are shown in figure 13 
as a function of angle of attack.   Both recovery and distortion increase as 
angle of attack increases from 2° to 6°.   Further increases in angle of 
attack have only a small effect on recovery and distortion.   A single wind- 
tunnel data point at  a =5.5°  agrees well with the flight data. 

• 1/6-scalewind tunnel, Moo=2.20, 
ec=24°, a =5° (ref. 10) 

Flight, F-lllA number 6, 
M=2.17, ec=24°, a =4 

1200 r 

961.001.04 

Figure 12. Effect of mass flow ratio on 
inlet recovery and distortion. 

Using the manual inlet control system, the left inlet could be operated 
at off-schedule positions of the inlet spike and cone.   Variations in inlet 
recovery, distortion, and turbulence factor as a function of inlet spike and 

cone position are reported in reference 6 for F-lllA number 6.   A typical example is shown in figure 14 at a Mach 
number of 1.60.   Recovery, distortion factor, and turbulence factor are plotted as functions of spike position with the 
cone fixed and as functions of the cone angle with the spike fixed.   The automatically scheduled positions are nearly 
optimum at this flight condition.   Moving the spike aft has only a small effect, but moving the spike forward increases 
the turbulence factor and  Krj  and results in compressor stall.   The cone can be fully retracted, but Krj  and turbulence 

Flight, F-lllA number 6, 
ec=24°, M=2.08 

1/6-scale wind tunnel, 
M~=2.2p,9c=24°(ref. 10) 

percent li2 

Cone fixed at 16' 
2. Op 
1.6- 

KD 

Recovery, 

1200 
1000 
800 
600 
400 

Recovery, .94 
Pt?     .92 
-3*  .90 

"too 

Spike fixed at 
X/R=1.81 

• Stall 
d Automatic 

schedule 

Figure 13. Effect of angle of attack on inlet recovery 
and distortion. 

1.6 

Figure 14. Effect of spike and cone position on inlet 
performance at Mach 1.60. 
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rise to near the stall level. 
a compressor stall. 

Expanding the cone decreases recovery and increases turbulence and distortion and causes 

Dynamic Analysis 

(high response, 1000 
400 samples 6QO 
per second) 

1400r    Stall initiation 

(low response, 
50 samples 
per second) 

200 

1000. 

600 

Stall 

Compresspr stall analysis.- The occurrence of TF30 engine compressor stalls in the F-lllA airplanes could not 
be satisfactorily correlated with inlet conditions until dynamic pressure measurements were made at the engine com- 
pressor face (ref. 4).    Four of the eight compressor face rakes tested in F-111A number 6 were low response types 
and were used to obtain low response inlet recovery and distortion.   A typical time history of the inlet distortion leading 
to compressor stall is shown in figure 15.   At the time the stall was initiated, the low response distortion calculated 
at 50 samples per second was slowly decreasing with no indication of the approaching stall.   The other four compressor 

face rakes, using the high response miniature transducers 
and picking up the high frequency pressure fluctuations, were 
used to calculate the same distortion factor at 400 samples 
per second.   A peak occurs about 15 milliseconds prior to the 
stall.   As explained in reference 4, 15 milliseconds is the 
time required for the distortion to reach the high pressure 
compressor stages in which the flow breakdown occurs and 
for the resulting hammershock to propagate back to the com- 
pressor face.   The time interval agrees well with intervals 
obtained in ground facility tests of a TF30 engine at the NASA 
Lewis Research Center (ref. 11).   The average levels of the 
two distortion factors are about the same, but the dynamic 
pressure fluctuations cause the high response  Kpj  to vary 

by ±50 percent.   The peak in the  Krj that caused the stall 
lasted only a few milliseconds. 

.2   .3  .4 
Time, sec 

Figure 15. High and low response distortion factor 
for a compressor stall at Mach 1.60. 

This peak in distortion factor 15 milliseconds prior to a compressor stall occurred in each of the 25 stalls analyzed 
from F-111A number 6.   However, in some instances, this peak was not as high as other peaks during a previous data 
run.   This was attributed mainly to the use of only four high response rakes.   Reference 12 shows that five or more 
rakes are desirable.   F-lllA number 12 tests with eight high response rakes yielded more consistent distortion peaks 
prior to stall.   Because of their in-flight nulling capability, the absolute level of each pressure, and, hence, the overall 
distortion factor levels were more accurate.   Figure 16 compares the distortion factors for a stall using all eight rakes, 
only the diagonal rakes, and only the vertical and horizontal rakes for the same set of data.   The eight rake  Kpj  value 

at the time of stall initiation is higher than any previous peaks, but the  Krj value calculated from the horizontal and 

vertical rakes is lower than many previous peaks and is therefore not a good indication of the stall. The diagonal rakes 
give almost as good an indication as all eight rakes because, in this instance, the lowest total pressure and the highest 
turbulence is in the region surveyed by the 7:30 rake. 

Instantaneous total pressure maps were made from the F-lllA.number 12 40-probe data.   A series of six maps 
taken in 23 milliseconds is shown in figure 17 for the compressor stall data of figure 16.   The first two maps were 
taken prior to the stall initiation.   Map 3 shows the high distortion that caused the stall with the  KQ value of 1367.  Maps 

4 and 5 were taken while the stall was developing in the compressor, and in map 6 the high pressure hammershock wave 
appeared in the middle of the compressor face. 

initiated 

1400 
1200 

KD" 1000 
4 rakes 800 

600 
400 

1600 
1400 

KD - 1200 
4 rakes 100° « raKes gw 

600 
400 

1400 
KD - 1200 

8 rakes 1000 
800 
600 

t =0.557 sec 
Kn = H74 

t=0.562 sec 
KD = 1085 

t=0.565 sec 
Kn = 1367 

.1     .2    .3    .4    .5    .6 
Time, sec 

t =0.572 sec 
KD = 1250 

t = 0.577 sec 
KD = 1042 

t = 0.580 sec 
Hammershock 

Figure 17. Instantaneous compressor face maps for a stall at 
Mach 2.0. Numbers indicate total pressure recovery, percent. 

Figure 16. Effect of the number of rakes on the distortion 
factor, Kg, for a stall at Ma>= 2.0. 

A buildup in the distortion is evident in maps 1, 2, and 3 as the low pressure (dark) area moved toward the hub and 
enlarged and the high pressure area increased in size.   The high distortion lasted only 3 milliseconds (about l/2 
rotor revolution) and in the next sample, map 4, the distortion was considerably lower.   The appearance of the hammer- 
shock near the hub is consistent with the occurrence of the stall in the compressor stages and not in the fan. 

Studies of the pressure fluctuations that occur in the inlet flow just prior to stall often reveal an out-of-phase relation- 
ship.   This is shown in a "drift" type of stall (fig. 18), with the 1:30 rake pressures all rising and the 7:30 rake pres- 
sures all dropping at the same time.   Although no particularly high or low pressure peaks occurred, the out-of-phase 
effect raised the distortion factor to a predominant peak and caused a compressor stall. 
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The  Krj values at stall are summarized in figure 19 as a function of corrected engine airflow.   Most of the data 
points are from F-111A number 6, but a few points from F-111A number 12 are shown and agree well with the F-111A 
number 6 data.   Values of Krj  at stall increase with corrected engine airflow.   The sixth stage bleeds increase the  Krj 
values at stall about 200.   Stalls encountered without afterburning showed an additional  Krj  margin of about 150. 
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Figure 18. Pressure traces on opposite sides of the 
compressor face and distortion factor, Kp, for a stall 
at JW    =2.17. 

Figure 19. Summary of instantaneous distortion factor, Kjj, values causing 
stall for F-111A number 6 and number 12. All data adjusted to Reynolds 
number index ofl.0. 

In the previous discussion, only the distortion parameter,   Krj, was presented; however, several other distortion 

parameters were also used.   Some of these were discussed in reference 4.   The Pratt & Whitney  Kg parameter and the 
Rolls Royce   DC (9) parameter have also been used for the F-111A number 12 data.   Evaluation of these parameters is 
continuing. 

The "instantaneous" distortion type of analysis is ideally suited to flight-test analysis of stalls, because only a few 
seconds of data leading up to the stall must be analyzed. In ground facility tests, many hours of test time are accumu- 
lated and it becomes prohibitively expensive to calculate instantaneous distortion factors for all the data. Reference 13 
discusses statistical techniques for predicting the maximum distortion and relates it to the measured instantaneous dis- 
tortion. Data from ground facility tests using actual engines may be analyzed by using the instantaneous distortion tech- 
nique. Reference 14 presents results of wind-tunnel and altitude facility tests of a variety of engines, in addition to the 
flight data shown here. 

Inlet duct resonance.-A resonant mode of the inlet duct has been observed in the inlet pressure data c1- certain 
flight conditions.   The resonance was first detected in PSD plots of compressor face total pressures, for example, fig- 
ure 20, which shows a PSD of four compressor face pressures from F-111A number 6 at M = 2.0.   The resonant fre- 
quency of 27 hertz is evident on these probes, and a harmonic at 54 hertz can also be seen.   Pressure traces for these 
same four probes are presented in figure 21.   The 10:30 and 1:30 rakes have an obvious 27 hertz fluctuation.   The 
4:30 and 7:30 rake pressures show very little evidence of the resonance, and the power spectral densities of figure 20 
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Figure 21. Time history of compressor face total pressures during 
duct resonance at M     = 2.0. 

Figure 20. PSD's of four compressor face total pressures 
during duct resonance at M^ - 2.0. 

are required to detect its presence.   Coherence plots showing the degree of interdependence between two pressures are 
presented in figure 22.   The 10:30 rake pressure is compared to the 4:30, 7:30, and 1:30 rake pressures, and the co- 
herence is highest for the 1:30 pressure.   Phase angle plots between five pressures on the 1:30 and 10:30 rakes are 
shown in figure 23.   At the 27 hertz resonance, phase angles of about 180° are seen, whereas at other frequencies, 
phase angles are random.   This 180° phase angle can also be seen in figure 21 between the 1:30 and 10:30 rake pressure 
traces. 

The magnitude of these fluctuations and the out-of-phase condition suggested that the compressor face distortion 
might be strongly affected by the resonance.   The distortion factor was calculated for the data shown in the previous fig- 
ures, and the 27 hertz fluctuation is obvious in figure 24.   The peak Krj  values are almost high enough to cause a com- 
pressor stall.   An instantaneous map taken at the high  Krj value shows a very high recovery region at the 1:30 rake 
and a very low recovery region at the 10:30 rake.   This contrasts with the normal map at the lower  Krj. 

This duct resonance was usually observed at Mach numbers between 1. 8 and 2.1.   Its occurrence, strength, and 
frequency were found to be functions of the inlet geometry position, engine airflow, and free-stream Mach number. 
Intensity of the resonance was plotted qualitatively on a plot of spike position versus cone angle (fig. 25).   A region of 
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Figure 22. Coherence between 10:30 rake 
pressure and three other pressures during 
duct resonance at M^ =2.0. . 
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Figure 23,-Phasc angle between 1:30 rake Figure 24. Distortion factor, KD, and 
and 10:30 rake pressures during duct instantaneous compressor face maps 
resonance, M„ =2.0. during duct resonance at M^ = 2.0 

the strongest resonance existed at a particular combination of spike and 
cone settings.   The inlet control system automatically set the spike and 
cone in this region between Mach 1.9 and 2.05 on F-111A number 6 as 
indicated; however, with the manual inlet control system, the pilot 
could set the inlet geometry to off-schedule positions.   The F-111A 
number 12 automatic schedule positioned the spike farther aft, and 
only weak resonance was encountered in the automatic mode.   The spike 
position for strongest resonance places the inlet minimum area slightly 
inside the cowl lip (figs. 5 and 6) particularly with the blunt lip cowl, 
whereas the cone position results in an inlet throat Mach number of 
about l. 0,   This situation might permit the inlet terminal shock wave to 
oscillate between the normal external position and an abnormal internal 
position. 

Power spectral density plots for the cowl lip rake total pressures, 
cowl lip rake static pressures, inlet duct total and static pressures, 
and shock position probe static pressures are presented in figures 26(a) 
to (d), respectively.   These plots show evidence of the resonant fre- 
quency everywhere except on the cowl lip total pressures on the inboard 
side of the inlet.   The resonance is extremely strong at the upper part 
of the inlet near the cone surface.   A rake located in this -rea shows a 
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pressures. 

predominant separation and reattachment cycle, as seen in figure 27, which 
shows the rake total pressure and the static pressure at the rake base.   The 
distortion factor from figure 24 is repeated, and the direct effect can be 
easily seen at the compressor face with the slight delay due to the duct 
transport time.   The highest  Kj) peaks follow the lowest inlet rake pres- 
sure levels. 

These results suggest that the normal shock wave oscillation occurs as 
shown in figure 28.   The shock wave is inside and nearly stable at the lower 
part of the inlet and jumps from the internal to the external position at the 
top.   The shock wave moving forward separates the boundary layer on the 
cone, causing the extreme fluctuations seen in figure 27 near the cone sur- 
face.   This separation generates additional oblique shock waves upstream 
of the normal shock, which momentarily result in high pressure recovery 
near the upper cowl lip.   This combination of low energy separated flow in- 
board and high energy air outboard then flows down the duct and causes the 

As this is happening, the shock wave returns to 
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(d) Inlet duct total and static pressures. 

Figure 26. Power spectral density plots of inlet 
pressures during duct resonance at M^  = 2.0. 
low and high recovery areas seen at the compressor face in figure 24 
the internal position.   Numerous phase angle and coherence plots and studies of time histories that are not shown sub- 
stantiate this explanation. 
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Figure 28. Sketch of the inlet showing the normal shock wave in 
the external and internal position. 

Figure 27. Comparison of inlet cowl lip rake total and 
static pressures with compressor face distortion factor, 
Kry, during duct resonance at M m - 2.0     i,--4~   - 

The precise frequency of this cyL-'vjjgoverned by the static pressure pulse generated by the movement of the 
normal shock wave.   The duet acts as airopen pipe and, at or slightly inside the compressor face, the wave is reflected 
back to initiate another shock movement.   A simple formula for a pipe open at one end corrected for flow effects was 
described earlier and approximately predicts the observed resonance frequencies and their variation with engine airflow 
(duct Mach number) and free-stream Mach number (total temperature). 
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(see page 24-6) 
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Figure 29 shows the frequency predicted by this formula as a 
function of the average duct Mach number for a total temperature 
representative of Mach numbers of about 1.8 to 2.1.   Data points 
shown are the measured frequencies from F-111A number 6 and agree 
well with the calculated frequencies.   Data from F-111A number 12 
are also shown and are consistently higher in frequency and lower in 
average duet Mach number than those for the number 6 airplane be- 
cause of the different duct area distribution (fig. 6). 

The resonance disappears from digital power spectral densities 
at airplane Mach Lumbers below about 1.8, probably because the 
normal shock wave is stably positioned outside the duct.   However, 
very weak resonant fluctuations can be seen in the analog power 
spectral densities in certain regions of the compressor face where 
random fluctuations are very small, at lower supersonic and even sub- 
sonic Mach numbers. 

Figure 29. Comparison of measured resonant 
frequency to theoretical open pipe frequency. 
F-lllA inlet duct; Af„ = 1.8 to 2.1. 

shook is stable outside the inlet (subcritical operation) 
ciently unstable to sustain the resonance. 

At Mach numbers between 2.1 and 2.3, the resonance is not 
seen except at reduced mass flow ratio (fig. 12).   At the higher mass 
flow operating point, the normal shook appears to be inside the inlet 
(supercritical); and at lower mass flows (below 0.89 m/m0), the 

Only in the 0.89 to 0.94 m/m0 range is the shock wave suffi- 

Rotor Speed Harmonics 

Other discrete frequencies detected in the compressor face total pressures are the rotor speed frequencies and their 
harmonics.   These frequencies are generated by shock waves from the blade tips operating at supersonic speeds and 
result in the multiple pure tone noise discussed in reference 15.   The low pressure compressor frequency is typically 
150 hertz and was detected in digital power spectral densities.   Analog power spectral densities of pressures filtered 

above 1000 hertz showed the 150 hertz peak 
and many more peaks due to the high pres- 
sure compressor rotor speed and harmonics 
of both rotor speeds.   An example is shown 
in figure 30.   The most predominant peaks 
in these data and in most other data are 
the fundamental and the fourth and fifth har- 
monics of the  N^  speed.   Peaks at 400 and 

800 hertz are due to the 400 hertz power 
supply frequency in the airplane.   When the 
fan tip speed was subsonic, these frequencies 
were not evident. 
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Figure 30. Analog PSD of a compressor face total pressure showing 
various peaks due to duct resonance, rotor speeds, and power supply. 

Fan Duct Resonance 

A resonance detected in the fan duct and 
engine is believed to be due to a fan duct oscil- 

lation at a frequency of about 50 hertz.   The instrumentation in the engine was not designed for high response; however, 
the sampling rate is sufficient for valid power spectral densities to 100 hertz.   Probe resonance and data filtering make 
amplitude response uncertain above 40 hertz, but the predominant 50 hertz resonance is believed to be valid.   Power 
spectral densities showing the eight fan duct total pressures and the low and high pressure compressor discharge static 
pressures are shown in figure 31.   Figure 31(a) shows data for a Mach number of 2.04 with partial afterburning of the 
left engine.   The spike at 50 hertz is evident in all the pressures.   Figure 31(b) shows power spectral densities for the 
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same pressures at  M   = 2.08 with the afterburner not lit, and there is a complete absence of any predominant fre- 

quencies up to the maximum value of 100 hertz.   A third PSD is shown in figure 31(c) at  MM= 2.15 with maximum 
afterburning.   It shows a definite resonance at 50 hertz, but the resonance is not on all probes and is of much less 
magnitude than that for the partial afterburning condition in figure 31(a). 

Pressure "<" 
p(     (fan duct rakes) 

20    40     60 
Frequency, Hz 

(a) Partial afterburning, A/„ = 2.04. 

20    40     60     80   100 0     20    40     60 
Frequency, Hz Frequency, Hz 

(b) Nonafterburning, M^ = 2.08. M Maximum afterburning, M„ =2.15. 
Figure 31. PSD of fan duct and engine pressures. 

The fact that the resonance appears in the low and high pressure compressor as well as in the fan duct indicates 
that the pressure fluctuation is propagating through the fan stages into the compressor.   This may explain the observed 
decrease in engine compressor stall margin with the afterburner lit, shown in figure 19.   The relationship between the 
fan duct resonance and the afterburner operation suggests that a combustion instability is involved.   The afterburning 
flame front may oscillate and generate pressure pulses which propagate back up the fan duct and reflect off the fan stages. 

Although there are many modes of combustion instability, the most common is probably the longitudinal mode. 
Using the distance from the fan discharge to the afterburner flameholder, and a fan duet Mach number of 0.4, the same 
organ pipe equation used in the inlet duct estimates a fan duct frequency of 53 hertz, which is sufficiently close to the 
observed frequency of 50 to suggest that it may be the mode causing the fluctuation.   Phase angles between the 10:00 
and 2:00 fan duct pressures at 50 hertz are near 0° which also suggests a longitudinal mode.   Reference 16 discusses 
afterburner instabilities and analytical techniques for predicting the frequencies and amplitudes. 

FUTURE PROGRAMS 

.   To acquire the depth of understanding necessary to apply generally the information obtained on the nature of inlet 
, dynamics to future aircraft, several different types of inlets 

need to be studied.   The F-111A tests are now complete, and 
|?:Jv^ivw^-»^S^»^^*w^*nS»«^ii*^"^ preparations are being made to conduct a comparable program on 

a YF-12 airplane.   This airplane (fig. 32) will permit the study 
of an axisymmetric, mixed compression type of inlet.   Such an 
inlet presents new problem areas not encountered with the ex- 
ternal compression F-111A inlets.   Included are inlet unstarts 
and the effect of bypass flows on airplane aerodynamics.   The 
large unsymmetrlcal drag resulting from one inlet unstarting 
while at cruise speeds near Mach 3 can cause severe handling 
problems and possibly complete loss of control. 

Like most mixed or internal compression inlets the YF-12 inlet requires air to be bypassed ahead of the compressor 
at some speed and power conditions in order to maintain the terminal shock at the proper position.   Preliminary flight 
studies in which tufts were photographed with a motion picture camera mounted in the fuselage showed that the bleed and 
bypass flows from the nacelle caused a large separated area in the wing-nacelle juncture region and pulsating flow along 
the surface of the nacelle.   These flow effects are illustrated in figure 33, which was taken from reference 7.   One- 
twelfth-scale model tests in a wind tunnel at the Ames Research Center showed that bypassing 37 percent of the intake 
air, a realistic value for some flight conditions, causes an increase in the overall airplane drag by an amount nearly 
equal to the zero-lift drag. 

A schematic view of the inlet showing the location of the various sensors is shown in figure 34.   Measurements at 
the tip of the centerbody will indicate the total pressure and direction of the airstream reaching the inlet.   Static pres- 
sure orifices will show the location of the terminal shock, even when the inlet is unstarted, and enough of these sensors 
will be of the high response type that shock oscillations can be measured.   There will be three internal boundary-layer 
rakes, one close to the throat and two farther downstream.   These boundary-layer probes will be connected to dynamic 
pressure transducers so that rapid variation and oscillations of the boundary-layer pressures can be measured.   Al- 
together, 50 to 70 dynamic pressure measurements will be made in the inlet. 

Figure 32. Photograph of the YF-12 airplane. 

Bleed and bypass flows will also be measured in flight.   To make such measurements without an excessive amount 
of instrumentation, tests will be run on a full-scale inlet in the 10-by 10-foot wind tunnel at the NASA Lewis Research 
Center to define and calibrate the duct flow probes.   The wind-tunnel tests will also give an indication of leakage flow 
through various joints and cracks.   Sealing small cracks is extremely difficult because of the temperatures encountered 
by the inlet, and the leakage flow is believed to be significant. 

The flight-measured performance of the YF-12 inlet will be correlated with data from the full-scale inlet in the 
Lewis 10- by 10-foot wind tunnel and with data on 1/3-scale and l/12-scale models tested at the NASA Ames Research 
Center.   Thus it should be possible to get an indication whether differences are due to scale effects or to basic 
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differences between wind-tunnel and flight testing. 
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Figure 33. Flow patterns on nacelle of YF-12 airplane as deter- 
mined from tuft studies. Mach 1.5, forward bypass open. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Figure 34. Instrumentation for YF-12 tests. 

The steady-state and dynamic pressure phenomena in the inlets of two F-111A airplanes were investigated.   A 
new pressure survey rake incorporating miniature transducers and a slide valve to permit in-flight zero checks was 
used at the compressor face and was found to yield excellent steady-state and dynamic pressure data,   Analysis of the 
high response pressure data showed the cause of compressor stalls to be high levels of instantaneous distortion lasting 
for times as short as 3 milliseconds.   In many instances, the distortion causing the stall was due to an out-of-phase 
situation in total pressures on opposite sides of the compressor face.   An inlet duct resonance at Mach numbers above 
1.8 was analyzed by using time history and statistical parameters and was found to result from a normal shock oscil- 
lation at the duct fundamental frequency.   Another resonance in the fan duct of the engine during afterburning operation 
may have affected the compressor stall margin.   Plans for studies of the inlets of the YF-12 interceptor include flight 
tests and comparison with full-scale, l/3-scale and l/12-scale wind-tunnel tests. 
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SUPERSONIC INLET PERFORMANCE AMD DISTORTION 
DURING MANEUVERING FLIGHT 

by 

L. E. SURBER and D. J. STAVA 
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Ohio, USA 

SUMMARY 

This paper reports selected results from several investigations of engine air inlet design and oerfor- 
mance. Several possible vehicle configurations are presented and discussed to point out inherent 
advantages and disadvantages in terms of airframe-inlet integration and mission accomplishment. Import 
tant features of the forebody and forebody/wing configurations are presented together with wind tunnel 
test data comparing the inlet flow fields of these models. The paper describes techniques used to 
design air inlets for the airframe flow fields. It also describes the instrumentation employed to 
document inlet performance. Air inlet performance and duct flow distortion from wind tunnel tests of 
different model designs are compared to show the effects of aircraft geometry, air inlet design, and 
maneuver condition over the 0.6 to 2.5 Mach Number range. The paper also summarizes basic conclusions 
reached during these research efforts concerning the effects of model scale on air inlet flow. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The performance and stability of aircraft turbine engine propulsion systems is, in part, dependent 
upon the design of the engine air inlet and the manner in which it is integrated with the aircraft. In 
the case of a highly maneuverable supersonic fighter or interceptor aircraft, this dependency becomes 
critical. Operation of these types of aircraft over a broad matrix of Mach Number, altitude, engine 
power setting, and aircraft maneuver condition demands that the inlet efficiently diffuse a great vari- 
ety of distorted airflows. If missiles, gun ports, or other protuberances are located ahead of the 
inlet, the degree of flow distortion at the face of the inlet can be substantially increased. 

A concerted effort has been made over the past several years to investigate these problems and 
establish a better understanding of the factors which influence supersonic air inlet performance. This 
paper draws information from several investigations in order to suggest a supplement to existing design 
philosophy as applied to supersonic external compression inlets and their integration with flight ve- 
hicles. Separate investigations involving airframe-inlet integration, inlet development, and subsonic 
diffuser development, have generated a wealth of theoretical and empirical information which has shed 
light on various aspects of the inlet design problem. The investigations considered here have concen- 
trated on the problem of inlet total pressure recovery performance and inlet-engine compatibility. 
Design practices employed have attempted to avoid high drag configurations, but no measurement has been 
made of inlet drag increments. 

One investigation in particular, Project Tailor-Mate, has embraced nearly the entire spectrum of 
inlet development problems in a rather comprehensive investigation} consequently, the results of that 
work will form the primary thesis of this paper with the results of other programs being brought in to 
emphasize or expand particular points of interest. Inlet flow fields and subsequent inlet performance 
of side-mounted and wing-shielded configurations will be compared primarily at Mach 2.2. 

FOREBODY FLOW FIELDS: BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The first point of interest in the development of air inlets for highly maneuverable supersonic 
aircraft is the flow field in which the inlet is to be immersed. Extreme flight maneuver conditions 
create a wide variety of flow conditions around an aircraft in terms of local flow angularity, total 
pressure, and Mach Number. Since inlets must operate efficiently in these environments, the fuselage 
flow fields must be sufficiently well defined at all aircraft operating conditions to enable realistic 
inlet design requirements and test conditions to be established. In preliminary aircraft design, inlet 
placement and basic airframe configuration must be determined simulataneously. If the inlet is to be 
shielded by the wing or fuselage, it is normally possible to employ an inlet which performs well only at 
relatively low incident flow angles. Conversely, inlets placed in the free stream or other regions of 
high flow angularity, Mach Number gradient, and/or pressure distortion must be designed to operate sat- 
isfactorily throughout at least the same envelope which the aircraft can experience. 

The Project Tailor-Mate investigation was initiated with a mission analysis for supersonic tactical 
fighter aircraft to determine basic mission Mach Number and maneuver requirements. A matrix of designs 
was reduced to"eight candidate designs for which actual mission performance was determined. Finally, 
four aircraft configurations (Figure 1) including examples of side-mounted inlets (A-l, A-2), fuselage- 
shielded inlets (A-3), and wing-shielded inlets (B-3/B-A) were selected for l/4-scale forebody model 
fabrication and wind tunnel testing. The test program defined fuselage static pressure distributions, 
boundary layer development, and inviscid flow fields at proposed inlet stations. 

FOREBODY FLOW FIELDS; SIDE-MOUNTED INLETS 

Local angle-of-attack (OC^) and sideslip (fl L) mappings of side-mounted inlet flow fields 
(Figure 2) at aircraft angles-of-attack equal to 0° and 15° reveal rather large local 0CL gradients 
with the average value of OCL near the aircraft angle-of-attack, CCo. The oCj, gradient noted at 
0(o = 0° on the A-l and A-2 models is primarily due to the presence of a rather prominent aircraft 
canopy. Negative values of (Xi in the lower outboard corner of the flow field apparently originated 
far upstream by the canopy windshield, and the positive QCL in the upper inboard portion of the field 
is the result of local flow expansion over the aft end of the canopy. At OCo = 15° this canopy effect 
is overshadowed, for the most part, by a fuselage effect in which flow in the lower portion of the field 
is expanding inboard and upward over the aft part of the fuselage. It is further noted that the lower 
inboard corner of the inlet flow field exhibits rather large values ofySi due to the outwash of flow 
from the bottom of the fuselage. 

In comparing the two side-mounted inlet fuselage shapes from the Tailor-Mate program, it is seen 
that the forebody flow fields are quite similar, but that the more rounded underbody (A-2) produces 
somewhat lower sideslip angularity in the flow field adjacent to the fuselage. 

Large differences in fuselage cross-section shape produce more substantial variations in the'forebody 
flow fields ahead of side-mounted inlets. Examples of these variations can be illustrated by results 
from an Airframe-inlet Interaction Investigation (Figure 3). In this program, many different aircraft 
configurations were represented by a series of 1/12-scale aircraft forebody models with provisions for 
variations in nose droop, fuselage cross-section, canopy shape, and wing geometry. Measurements obtained 
during transonic and supersonic wind tunnel testing were similar to those outlined in the Tailor-Mate 
test description. 
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The large difference between flow fields measured in the Tailor-Mate program and flow fields measured 
in the Airframe-Inlet Interaction Investigation are due to a combination of major geometric differences 
including forebody camber, fuselage cross-section, aspect ratio,  and canopy design.    Additional compari- 
tive analysis will be required to completely understand the differences between the two sets of experi- 
mental flow fields, but in both cases the more gently rounded fuselage underbody produces more uniform 
flow fields at high aircraft angles-of-attack. 

FOREBODY FLOW FIELDS:     SHIELDED INLETS 

In the Airframe-Inlet Interaction Investigation, flow surveys were also taken further aft under a 
top-mounted wing.    Although this type of wing offers inlet shielding at high OCo, flow field interaction 
problems arise when flow washes from under the fuselage upward toward the inlet region (Figure 4).    It 
has been concluded for this type of wing-shielded inlet configuration that it is preferable to design an 
approximately rectangular shaped fuselage with rounded corners in order to provide the least distorted 
inlet flow field during flight maneuvers.    Rounded fuselages appear to give rise to heavy vortex action 
at the wing-fuselage junction at high angle-of-attack.    On the other hand, the rectangular body tends 
to channel the flow somewhat, resulting in more uniform flow adjacent to the fuselage. 

The integration problem associated with shielded inlets is simplified considerably in the Tailor- 
Mate low wing configurations.    In this case the wing-shielded and forebody-shielded inlet flow fields 
experience little change in local angle-of-attack up to OCo = 15°, but increasingly larger values of 
sideslip are generated at the higher OCo (Figure 5a).    Comparing the average flow field properties of 
the wing-shielded and side-mounted inlet configurations from Project Tailor-Mate (Figure 5b) indicates 
the considerable degree of protection offered by wing shielding. 

INLET PERFORMANCE:    BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The next important design consideration is that of the supersonic inlet itself.    Taking an example 
from the l/12-scale Airframe-Inlet Interaction Investigation, it is seen that a very simple side-mounted 
two-dimensional inlet operating somewhat off design at Mo •= 2.2 responded quite differently to flow 

fields generated by four different fuselage shapes (Figure 6).    In this case the average flow field 
angle-of-attack was slightly negative, resulting in significantly lower inlet performance than in the 
isolated inlet test case. 

Much more detailed inlet performance tests were conducted in the larger scale Project Tailor-Mate 
program.    Two side-mounted and two shielded external compression inlets (Figure 7) were "tailored" for 
the flow fields defined by the forebody test program.    Wind tunnel models of these inlets had provisions 
for variation in inlet compression surface arrangement, cowl shape, sideplate shape, boundary layer 
bleed, and subsonic diffuser length.    Instrumentation used to document inlet performance (Figure 8) 
included static pressure measurements throughout the inlet and diffuser and total pressure rakos near 
the cowl lip, in the diffuser, and at the simulated compressor face.    All of the compressor face in- 
strumentation and some of the inlet static pressures incorporated high response transducers. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to cover all of the inlet design information generated in this 
effort.    There are, however, a few basic points which have emerged from the Tailor-Mate program - sup- 
plemented by information from other investigations - which are worthy of note for future design practices. 

INLET PERFORMANCE:    EFFECT OF WING-SHIELDING- 

First it is useful to compare the general reaction of the different inlet systems to the simulated 
flight environment (Figure 9).    The effect of inlet shielding is readily seen in this comparison, the 
more severe problems being encountered with the side-mounted axisymmetric inlet.    Judging from the 
angle-of-attack data alone, the wing-shielded two-dimensional (2-D) inlet appears the best choice for 
Mach 2.2 airframe propulsion compatibility.    However, a more accurate coi aatibility assessment can be 
made by making use of a screening process developed during analysis of the Tailor-Mate data.    This 
method of screening makes use of a plot of time-averaged inlet flow distortion (a typical engine man- 
ufacturer's parameter) versus compressor face flow turbulence for all inlet test points.    Definition 
of the region of distortion and turbulence levels for which stable engine operation can be assured has 
been the result of this effort.    Some of the oCo, •fi o "compatibility envelopes", for the individual 
inlet installations  (Figure 10) indicate that adverse sideslip generally has a much more unfavorable 
effect on the shielded 2-D inlet.    The shielded axisymmetric inlet, therefore, is found to offer the 
best performance potential due to its relatively high pressure recovery and low flow distortion 
throughout the entire flight maneuver envelope.    Shielding by the wing produces high pressure recovery 
at high angles-of-attack for both inlets, but the axisymmetric cowls are much less sensitive to the 
resulting sideslip flow than the 2-D inlet sideplates. 

INLET PERFORMANCE:    EFFECT OF FOREBODY SHAPE 

The importance of careful integration of the inlet and fuselage can be illustrated by a test from 
the Tailor-Mate program, in which the 2-D side-mounted inlet, A-l, was tested on both the A-l and A-2 
forebodies.   Making use of the screening process mentioned earlier, the envelope of distortion index 
versus turbulence has been plotted for each of these installations and compared with the region of 
assured compatibility (Figure 11).    In terms of propulsion system compatibility, flow fields generated 
by the more rounded fusleage underbody (A-2) were found to be substantially better than the other (A-l). 
It is difficult to identify   the exact reason for this difference, but the A-2 fuselage with the more 
rounded contour exhibited lower values of local flow outwash (see again Figure 2) at high 0<o, reducing 

•the tendency toward flow separation on the inboard inlet sideplate during maneuvering flight.    At the 
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very least, this comparison of inlet compatibility for two slightly different flow fields illustrates 
the potential sensitivity of integration problems and one possible avenue for improving inlet flow 
distortion characteristics in supersonic maneuvering flight. 

INLET PERFORMANCE: EFFECT OF FOREBODY FLOW FIELD DISTORTION 

A recent supersonic inlet investigation can also be used to improve understanding of the effect of 
fuselage or wing flow field distortion on inlet performance. In this progräm - Supersonic Inlet Develop- 
ment - a 2-D external compression inlet and a half-axisymmetric external compression inlet were designed 
and wind tunnel tested in approximately l/8-scale (Figure 12). Instrumentation in the inlets included 
static pressure distributions through the inlet and duct, a movable total pressure throat rake to assess 
flow entering the subsonic diffuser, and total pressure rakes at the simulated compressor face. 

This program was split into two phases with the first phase devoted to isolated inlet performance/ 
compatibility wind tunnel tests and the second phase exploring the sensitivity of the inlets to arti- 
ficially generated flow field distortion. The flow field distortion was created in the wind tunnel by 
means of a large variable angle-of-attack wedge incorporating an expansion corner on its lower surface 
(Figure 13). , This wedge spanned the wind tunnel ahead of the inlet and its variable angle-of-attack 
feature was used to generate a well defined gradient of Mach Number and flow angularity at the face of 
the inlet. 

Both inlets were tested in this environment, but the 2-D inlet was also tested in the inverted 
position (Figure 14). In the case of the upright 2-D inlet, very little effect of the distorted flow 
field was observed because the inlet shock system had been oriented in such a way that there was very 
little Mach Number or flow angularity gradient across the initial oblique shock wave. This had the 
effect of placing the inlet in a flow field which it "saw" as nearly uniform. On the other hand the 
flow field intercepted by the half axisymmetric inlet initial shock wave varied from nearly uniform at 
the lower part of the inlet to highly distorted along the upper surface of the shock sheet. By testing 
the 2-D inlet in the inverted position, a large gradient in Mach Number, flow angularity, and pressure 
was imposed on the initial inlet shock sheet. As expected, increased flow distortion across the ini- 
tial shock resulted in decreased pressure recovery performance and increased compressor face flow 
distortion. 

These tests have pointed out the importance of definition of flow distortion actually reaching the 
inlet face in supersonic flow. In the case of the Project Tailor-Mate flow field definition program, 
the distortion of fuselage flow fields does not vary significantly with axial distance; therefore, it 
has been concluded that the measured invicid flow fields give an accurate description of the flow 
distortion in which the inlets have been tested. 

INLET PERFORMANCE: EFFECT OF SUBSONIC DIFFUSER DESIGN 

Under the project Tailor-Mate investigation, very little work has actually been done on the develop- 
ment of subsonic diffusers. Part of the reason for this lack of emphasis is the existance of a wide 
variety of subsonic diffuser information from a Subsonic Diffuser Development investigation which has 
explored pertinent diffuser problems. In this particular diffuser investigation, great care has been 
taken to establish realistic duct entrance flow profiles. This has been accomplished by providing a 
flow generating device ahead of the diffuser (Figure 15) which by means of trips, bleed flow variations 
and throat inserts provides realistic subsonic and supersonic flight inlet throat flow conditions in- 
cluding shock wave-boundary layer interaction effects. The flow profiles are defined by steady state 
and dynamic total pressure rake instrumentation at both the diffuser entrance and the simulated compressor 
face. A wide variety of diffuser shapes with static pressure distribution instrumentation has been 
tested with several different entrance flow conditions. As with the other programs mentioned, a great 
deal of useful information has been gathered, but a few results of the test s  e particularly applicable 
to the problems of supersonic maneuvering flight (Figure 16). 

Analysis of the subsonic diffuser data shows clearly that the large levels of flow distortion and 
turbulence normally associated with the interaction of throat boundary layer and terminal shock wave at 
highOio can be reduced significantly by means of throat bleed flow. In one case in particular 
(Figure 16a) the levels of distortion and turbulence associated with a uniformly thick throat boundary 
layer profile were several times higher than the levels obtained with a profile which has been thinned 
by considerable throat bleed. 

Long diffusers provide good inlet performance conditions over a wide range of inlet throat conditions 
whereas the equivalent performance in a short diffuser is contingent upon uniform flow and a thin bound- 
ary layer at the inlet throat (Figure 16b). The effect of duct length has also been shown in Project 
Tailor-Mate by testing.the A-l inlet/A-1 forebody combination with a simple extension to the subsonic 
diffuser (increasing duct length by approximately 40$). This duct extension results in an even more 
remarkable Improvement in inlet/engine compatibility (Figure 17) than the adjustment of fuselage contour. 

The use of vortex generators, in cases where flow would otherwise separate, can improve performance 
when located upstream of the separation point (Figure 16c). 

These results illustrate the fact that carefully designed diffusers result in lower levels of flow 
turbulence, pressure loss, and flow distortion. The Subsonic Diffuser Development work, coupled with the 
Tailor-Mate program results, indicates that the more exposed inlets such as the side-mounted configura- 
tions would normally be longer and require low diffusion rates in order to achieve acceptable performance 
in maneuvering flight. Conversely, shielded inlets can produce more uniform diffuser entrance conditions 
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which, in turn, allow the effective use of much shorter ducts, perhaps making use of vortex generators 
in regions of high turning. 

INLET PERFORMANCE:    EFFECT OF MODEL SCALE 

The Project Tailor-Mate program has explored only wind tunnel test models in l/4-scale, but another 
investigation conducted during the same time period (Wind Tunnel/Flight Test Correlation) compares 
results of inlet wind tunnel test models in approximately 1/8 and 1/V-scale with flight test results of 
the HA-5C aircraft inlet (Figure 18).    The HA-5C incorporates two-dimensional, horizontal ramp, external 
compression inlets.    The objective of this investigation has been to determine the relationship of model 
scale to the measured performance of supersonic inlets for typical fighter aircraft.    Complete and ex- 
haustive analysis results are not yet available, but some interesting comparisons of inlet performance 
can be made and are well worth a brief examination. 

The comparison of total pressure recovery at Mo = 1.8 (Figure 19a) indicates very little difference 
between the three sets of test results fromoCo = 2° to C(o = 11°, but the pressure recovery results of 
the two scaled models begin to diverge above CXo = 14°•    This difference is thought to be due to the 
failure to duplicate an external underbody fairing on the l/4-scale model.    Comparison of the circum- 
ferential inlet flow distortion values of the three scale models again shows minor differences among 
the model sizes (Figure 19b).    In terms of average RMS levels of turbulence,  (Figure 19c), the similar- 
ity of scaled inlet performance is also seen. 

On the other hand, when maps of compressor face total pressure are examined at Mo = 1.8 - even for 
very small 0(p - it can be seen that there are some significant differences in the characteristics of 
the inlet flow between the various scales.    One representative example at Mo = 1.8 (Figure 20) shows 
that the zone of maximum total pressure is not at the  same position in the .125 scale as in the  .228 
scale and flight test.    This difference is not sufficient to become obvious in the average total pressure 
recovery or average turbulence levels.    Repetition of this circumstance at other flight conditions has 
led to the conclusion that very close approximation of full scale compressor face flow distortion should 
not be relied upon in inlet model sizes much below l/4-scale when testing supersonically with unit 
Reynold's Numbers in the range of one to two million per foot. 

The differences observed between 1/8 and l/4-scale test results are felt to be a combination of 
Reynold's Number and scale effects.    In order to allow for increased boundary layer thickness on the 
scaled model fuselages, the inlet diverter height has been increased accordingly.    This alteration 
coupled with other Reynold's Number effects has placed the inlet in a slightly different flow field 
which (as is seen from the project Tailor-Mate data) can easily result in inlet flow variations.    Also, 
thicker boundary layers on the inlet side walls,  coupled with the small scale inlet size, results in 
an altered throat shock wave-boundary layer interaction and subsequent altered responses of the viscous 
layer to adverse pressure gradients in the subsonic diffuser. 

INLET PERFORMANCE;    EFFECT OF REYNOLD'S NUMBER 

From the foregoing considerations, it is reasonable to expect some change in inlet performance and 
flow distortion with changes in test Reynold's Number.    It has been anticipated in the past that the 
higher Reynold's Numbers associated with full scale flight operation tend to result in thinner fuselage 
and inlet boundary layers, reduced viscous interaction problems,and, consequently, lower inlet flow 
distortion.    This hypothesis has been verified in part by the results of both Project Tailor-Mate and 
RA-5C Wind Tunnel/Flight Test Correlation programs which indicate that (at engine match points) total 
pressure recovery tends to increase slightly with Reynold's Number while flow distortion and RMS levels 
of duct turbulence tend to decrease. 

A brief exploration of Reynold's Number variations in the Tailor-Mate p. ^gram and comparison with 
other work suggests that inlet flow conditions generally improve with increasing Reynold's Number when 
inlet and engine are well matched, but there is a tendency toward higher inlet turbulence with increased 
inlet mass flow (Figure 21).    It is considered encouraging that the most recent data trends are con- 
sistently continuous over the range of Reynold's Numbers and scale sizes tested.    Judging from work done 
under Project Tailor-Mate, it must be considered advisable to carry out supersonic inlet development 
tests at unit Reynold's Numbers greater than two million per foot. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

Several conclusions have been drawn from recent investigations of inlet designs for high maneuverable 
supersonic fighter aircraft. 

1. There is no "best" engine air inlet design for this class of aircraft.    However, a great deal 
of care must be taken to determine aircraft maneuver requirements from mission analysis.    The subsequent 
airframe/inlet design development must be accomplished with sufficient care to assure that the super- 
sonic inlet can efficiently diffuse captured mass flow, and that the subsonic diffuser design is compat- 
ible with inlet throat flow profiles at all Mach Number and maneuver conditions. 

2. Fuselage forebody design can have a significant effect on side-mounted inlet performance.    Its 
shape should be considered one of the variables during inlet development. 
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3. Wing-shielding can provide inlets with significant protection from local angle-of-attack, but 
greater sideslip flow angularity is associated with low wing installations and viscous interaction 
problems must be solved in high wing installations. 

4. Artificial techniques of simulating distorted aircraft forbody flow fields can be used in inlet 
tests to derive, in a qualitive sense, the response of inlet designs to installed maneuvering flight. 

5. Increased subsonic diffuser length may be employed effectively to achieve substantial reductions 
in compressor face levels of flow distortion and turbulence. 

6. Relatively small scale tests (1/8 to l/lO) may be used to determine inlet average pressure 
recovery and compressor face turbulence in supersonic flight; but in order to be reasonably certain of 
duplicating basic compressor face flow patterns, larger scale models (possibly 1/3 to 1/6) are recom- 
mended along with minimum unit Reynold's Numbers of approximately two million per foot. 

7. Inlet flow distortion and turbulence are somewhat sensitive to Reynold's Number, but recent 
studies show no indication of sharp changes in sensitivity from model to full scale. 
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PROJECT TAILOR-MATE:  CONFIGURATIONS  CHOSEN FOR FOREBODY TESTS 
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INLET-ENGINE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS 

by 

S. H. Ellis 
Senior Project Engineer 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

P. O. Box 2691 
West Palm Beach, Florida  33402 

SUMMARY 

The destabilizing factors considered in compatibility analysis are reviewed, instrumentation and test 
techniques are discussed, and examples of compatibility data are given for a propulsion system consisting of a super- 
sonic inlet and a turbofan engine.   The primary destabilizing factor, inlet distortion, is measured with high response 
Instrumentation capable of describing complex time-variant distortion patterns.   The maximum-time variant dis- 
tortions, determined from model inlet tests, are simulated during component and engine testing to define both loss in 
stall margin with distortion and the attenuation of distortion as it passes through the engine.   The losses in stall 
margin due to engine causes, such as throttle transients, control tolerances and component interactions, are analyzed 
by dynamic simulations to Identify potential system problems prior to system testing.   Attention is focused on poten- 
tial problems by compatibility audits that show the allocation of stall margin between destabilizing influences and 
Identify areas where component improvement is needed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Improvements in propulsion system performance have been achieved by extending operating limits, such 
as turbine temperature and compressor pressure ratio, and by keeping component efficiencies close to peak levels 
with more use of variable geometry.   Use of variable geometry results in components that are held close to limits 
over the entire operating range, whereas they used to have a single critical design point and wide margin for most 
operating conditions.   At the same time, aircraft altitudes and speeds have been increasing, and military aircraft are 
required to operate over an expanded range of angles of attack and sideslip.   All these factors increase the difficulty 
of successful propulsion system integration to achieve inlet-engine compatibility. 

Inlet-engine compatibility is the required propulsion system operation when the pilot moves the controls. 
Any combination of power lever transients and aircraft maneuvers must result in all components remaining within 
operating limits.   In particular, flow breakdown in the compression system (surge) must be avoided by maintaining 
stability margin at all times. 

Solving inlet-engine compatibility problems during flight testing is both expensive and time consuming. 
A propulsion system designer's objective is, therefore, to identify and fix potential problems before flight.   This 
objective places increased emphasis on compatibility analysis, modeling, and testing, with a resultant analytical inte- 
gration of propulsion system components before they are assembled for flight test. 

Compatibility analysis starts during preliminary design with trade studies between compatibility.per- 
formance and weight.   These studies result in features, such as those shown on figure 1, specifically included in the 
engine to improve compatibility. 

-Variable Inlet 
Guide Vane -High Compressor 

Bleeds 
Soft Augmentor Light 

Honey 
Comb 
Shrouds 

Controls Minimize Operating 
Line Excursions 

Figure 1.   Design For Stability 
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A key decision during these trade studies is the stall margin allocated to destabilizing influences.   The 
engine stability margin, which must be maintained at all times, can be conveniently represented on a compressor 
map by the residual stall margin   after all influences that lower the surge line and raise the operating line have been 
accounted for (figure 2),   Stall margin is defined as the difference between the undistorted surge line and the steady- 
state operating line at constant flow, expressed as a percentage of the undistorted surge line. 
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Figure 2.   Many Factors Influence Stability Margin 

The purpose of this paper is to review the principal factors affecting inlet-engine compatibility and the 
latest analysis and test techniques used during the time interval between engine cycle selection and first flight. 

DISCUSSION 

Airflow matching between the engine's flow requirements and the inlet supply changes the pressure field 
at the Inlet-engine interface, which in turn, affects inlet compression system stability.   Airflow matching is relatively 
easy for subsonic aircraft, because rounded inlet lips provide a large, stable flow range, and because engine cor- 
rected airflow varies little between takeoff, climb, and cruise.   Flow matching is complex for supersonic aircraft, 
because both the engine and the inlet must operate over a larger flow range.   Also, the flow characteristics are 
functions of different variables that do not have the same trends; the inlet airflow Is a function of Mach number, angle 
of attack, angle of sideslip, and the bleed flow required to stabilize the shock syste i, while engine airflow demand Is 
,a function of engine inlet temperature, power lever position and, to a minor extent, inlet distortion level.   Low air- 
flow demand by the engine can force an external compression inlet into buzz and an internal compression inlet to un- 
start; both of these undesirable operating modes can cause surge.   High airflow demand causes high distortion, which 
can again cause surge.   The inlet and engine control systems must, therefore, maintain the airflow match in an 
acceptable corridor.   Control schedules are selected to provide margin between the low-flow side of this corridor 
and Inlet instability.   The airflow used for stability analysis is at the high-flow side of this matching corridor, because 
the high Inlet distortion associated with high flow gives the worst conditions for flow stability. 

Inlet pressure distortion has a marked effect on the compression system surge boundary.   In addition to 
inlet-airflow matching, distortion at the inlet-engine interface is a function of the shape of the aircraft forward of the 
inlet, angles of attack and sideslip, and aircraft speed.   It is also a strong function of time because of turbulence pro- 
duced by Interactions between the aircraft flow field, the boundary layer, and the inlet compression system.   The time- 
variant nature of typical supersonic inlet distortion is illustrated In figure 3, which shows a 25% change in distortion 
level over a period of 4 milliseconds.   The maximum time-variant distortion is used in stability analysis (e.g., 25.4% 
AP/Pa would be the level used from the data shown in figure 3). 

High response instrumentation is required at the engine-inlet interface to measure distortion.   This require- 
ment Is illustrated by figure 4, which shows inlet pressure contours measured by both low and high response Instru- 
mentation during a test where distortion was simulated by a turbulence generator.   The high response probes measured 
more than five times the distortion of the low response probes.   This testing established that a minimum of 40 total 
pressure probes with a frequency response of 1000 Hz are required for full-scale distortion testing.   Reference 1 
describes scale effects on model inlet data that require a frequency response inversely proportional to the model scale 
(e.g., 6000 Hz response required for a 1/6 scale model). 
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Figure 3.   Time-Variant Distortion From A Supersonic Inlet Model 
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Figure 4.   High Response Instrumentation Is Required To Measure Time-Variant Distortion 

Maximum time-variant distortion was shown to be the surge-inducing event during research reported in 
Reference 2.   Furthermore, simulation of maximum time-variant distortion by inlet screens will also cause surge 
(figure 5).   The testing of reference 2 showed that pressure data should be filtered to match the compressor stability 
response.   Digital data can be filtered by averaging pressures over a time period corresponding to 1/3 of a revolu- 
tion.   Equivalent analog filtering uses a third-order, linear-phase, low-pass filter that has 3 db attenuation at a 
frequency corresponding to rotor speed.   When scale model inlet data are being processed, the filter cut-off fre- 
quency is increased inversely proportional to the model scale. 

Distortion Level 15% AP/Pa Distortion Level 16% AP/Pa 
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Pl/PT.„=IJ>» 
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Figure 5.   Simulation Of Maximum Time-Variant Distortion By Inlet Screens Reproduces A Surge 
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Inlet distortion data are generated   during 1/6 scale model inlet testing   at the rate of 20,000,000 patterns 
per hour for a test period which may be several weeks long; however, the data points of interest are included in the 
relatively brief periods of maximum time-variant distortion.   The cost of analyzing all these data by normal digital 
techniques is prohibitive.   Consequently, McDonnell Aircraft Company has designed an analog computer (Reference 3) 
to identify the points of peak distortion during model inlet testing.   This computer records the maximum time-variant 
distortion for each run and the point in time at which it occurs.   Digital data reduction is used in the neighborhood of 
points of peak distortion to provide a more accurate answer.   Figure 6 shows that this analog computer correctly 
identifies the point of maximum distortion and gives peak values within 10% of the digital data. 

Figure 6.   An Analog Computer Is Used To 
Identify Points Of Peak Distortion 
During Inlet Testing 

0        10       20       30       40       50       60       73       80       90      100 

TIME- Milliseconds 

Inlet temperature distortion can occur from ingestion of hot gas from armament firing or re-ingestion of 
exhaust gas.   While pressure distortion is always present to some degree, temperature distortion at the engine inlet 
is infrequent and can usually be anticipated) consequently, special control action can be taken to minimize the effect. 
Downstream compressors are subjected to temperature distortion created by upstream compressors.   Fortunately 
this effect is small compared to other destabilizing influences.   Data showing the effects of temperature distortion on 
compressor stability are given In Reference 4. 

Distortion factors describe an inlet distortion pattern by a number propo tional to stall margin loss.   They 
must account for pattern intensity, shape, and extent for all patterns which can be produced by the inlet.   A distortion 
factor system with these elements has been used to translate complex and radial patterns into equivalent circumferential 
patterns, so that pattern severity can be compared.   The unit of distortion used in this paper (AP/Pa)Is the intensity 
of a 180 degree square wave pattern that will produce the same loss in stall margin as the pattern under consideration. 

Loss in stall margin with distortion.   Analytical tools for predicting the loss in stall margin with inlet 
distortion are in the early stages of development and have limited success.   Consequently, component surge tests with 
and without distortion are required to define the effect of distortion on compressor stability (figure 7).   The data for 
one value of corrected airflow and several Inlet patterns are correlated by the distortion factor AP/Po In figure 8. 
The slope of the correlation in figure 8 is called the sensitivity to distortion.   Both the sensitivity of the compressor 
and its undistorted stall margin are necessary to define stability. 

Distortion attenuation by upstream components improves the operating environment and stability of down- 
stream components.   Maldistributed flow causes a performance loss in each compression stage that is exposed to 
distortion.   It is important, therefore, to attenuate distortion early in the compression system, so that later stages 
may be designed for high performance.   Figure 9 shows attenuation of a 180 degree circumferential square wave inlet 
pattern as it passes through a low hub-tip ratio fan.   Almost all of the inlet distortion is removed by the fan tip, 
whereas substantial distortion still persists at the root discharge.   Changing the square wave inlet distortion to the 
sine wave exit distortion at the root results in a pattern which causes lower stall margin loss, even though the intensity 
Is only slightly reduced.   The root therefore shows distortion attenuation that is higher than would be inferred from a 
comparison which only considered the change in intensity. 
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Figure 10 shows that data points taken with tip radial distortion are scattered evenly about the discharge 
profile without distortion.   This complete attenuation of radial distortion is typical of most fans.   Figure 11 shows the 
complete attenuation of hub-radial distortion.   Here again the data points at the discharge with distortion are scattered 
evenly about the discharge profile determined without distortion.   A compressor downstream of this fan must be 
designed to accept the radial flow pattern generated by the fan in addition to the residual component of the inlet 
circumferential pattern.   Consequently, "undistorted" compressor testing is carried out with this radial pattern. 
Distorted testing has the circumferential distortion screen being tested superimposed on the normal radial pattern 
produced by the fan. 
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Distortion simulation during early component and engine testing is accomplished by simple square wave 
circumferential and radial screens.   Testing with simple patterns is relatively inexpensive and enables distortion to be 
tracked through the component to identify problem areas in stage matching and distortion attenuation.   An important 
measurement is the temperature distortion produced at the discharge of a fan as a by-product of inlet pressure distortion 
attenuation.   This temperature distortion causes loss in stall margin on the compressor following the fan. 

Testing with simple distortion patterns defines the distortion factor that is used to sift inlet data and define 
a set of the worst time-variant patterns.   These patterns are then simulated by complex inlet screens to check the 
superposition of radial and circumferential distortion.   Changes in the formulation of the distortion factor may be 
required to correlate this new test data. 
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After components have been developed by screen testing to approach compatibility goals, testing is carried 
out with a turbulence generator or preferably an inlet simulator to check the correspondence between time-variant 
distortion and simulation of maximum time-variant distortion by inlet screens.   Both a turbulence generator and an 
inlet simulator produce time-variant distortion by setting up a shock system.   The difference is that the turbulence 
generator is designed to produce a given range of turbulence levels, while an inlet simulator is designed to set up the 
same type of shock system, flow passages, and bleeds as a specific inlet and thereby reproduce the flow field at the en- 
trance to the engine in as realistic a manner as possible. 

Reynolds number effects can cause a loss in stall margin as large as the loss due to inlet distortion for 
aircraft which operate over a wide Reynolds number range.   Testing to define the effect of Reynolds number on 
stability should be accomplished in the early stages of an engine development program, because the results can have 
a significant effect on the stall margin required to meet compatibility goals.   Reynolds number effects may also 
require control system revision to obtain the best compromise between performance and compatibility over the flight 
envelope. 

The loss of stall margin due to time-variant distortion, temperature distortion, and Reynolds number has 
been discussed.   The primary effect of these destabilizing factors is to lower the surge line.   Loss of stall margin is 
also caused by steady-state and transient effects which raise the operating line.   The transient operating line depends 
on the interaction of components in the ^r£%??sion system that are not operated together until late in the development 
program.   Consequently, several lev;t;K?i i,iiamic simulation are used to predict system operation and thereby obtain 
early knowledge of potential problems.  •?-ssrse simulations are discussed below in conjunction with destabilizing 
phenomena which raise the operating line. 

Power lever transients are analyzed by an engine and control digital dynamic simulation (Reference S) 
to give a transient compressor operating line such as that shown in figure 12.   The increase in fuel flow required to 
accelerate from idle raises the operating line toward the surge line, the maximum loss in stall margin being set by 
acceleration requirements.   Conversely, a deceleration causes a drop in operating line with consequent increased 
stability margin. 

130 

85 90 95 100 105 

DESIGN CORRECTED  FLOW - % 

Figure 12.   Power Lever Transients Analyzed By Engine And Control Dynamic Simulation 

This engine and control simulation represents the entire engine from the fan through the nozzle with the 
interaction of all engine control systems.   It is used for generating control schedules, studying engine transients, 
and evaluating methods of controlling around stability problems (e.g., control reset to accommodate gas ingestion 
disturbances caused by armament firing). 

Component interactions are analyzed by a dynamic simulation which is correlated with the latest component 
and engine test data.   In the majority of cases, interaction effects are predicted, and corrective action is taken before 
testing.   Occasionally dynamic simulations do not contain sufficiently detailed knowledge to predict a problem.   An 
example of a recent instance where dynamic simulation was used for diagnosis rather than prediction occurred during 
testing of a mixed-flow turbofan engine when interaction occurred between the augmentor control system, augmentor, 
and compression system.   Pressure perturbations that destabilized both the fan and compressor were observed 
during sequential ignition of portions of an augmentor burner system.   Additional instrumentation clearly showed a 
problem area.   A more detailed dynamic simulation of the fuel system and augmentor was then used to isolate the cause 
of the problem in the augmentor fuel system and to define both an interim solution to complete the planned test program 
and a long-range solution for the production component. 
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In-phase pressure oscillations.   If the pressures measured at the engine-inlet interface are uniform in 
space (no distortion) but variable with time, there will be a loss in stability that is not accounted for by the distortion 
factor.   This type of time-variant inlet data is called "in-phase oscillation."    The typical in-phase oscillations shown 
in figure 13 are small and do not have much effect on engine stability.   A control system failure in the engine or the 
inlet, however, may create an airflow mismatch that forces the inlet into a buzz region.   In this event pressure oscilla- 
tions on the order of 30% can occur. 
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Figure 13.   Typical In-Phase Oscillations From Supersonic Inlet Data 

The large loss in stall margin caused by inlet buzz has been estimated from an engine and control simulation 
and is shown by the solid line in figure 14.   This simulation had a frequency response limited to 10 Hz, because the 
volumes represented in the simulation had been lumped together to reduce operating cost.   The conditions determined 
from the engine and control simulation at the inlet of the fan, the fan discharge, and the compressor discharge were 
input as boundary conditions to a fan and compressor stage-by-stage simulation (Reference 6) which has an order of 
magnitude better frequency response than the engine and control simulation.   The fan and compressor simulation 
showed a greater loss in surge margin as shown by the dashed line in figure 14.   This difference between the results of 
two simulations illustrates the need for several levels of dynamic simulation to analyze the propulsion system fully. 
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Figure 14.   Fan Response To High Amplitude In-Phase Oscillations 

Fan and compressor simulations are also used to evaluate component interactions by varying the amplitude 
of ln-phase oscillations at a given frequency until instability occurs.   In the exampl   shown in figure 15, the compressor 
generates system instability at low disturbance frequencies and stabilizes the fan at high frequencies. 
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Figure 15.   Amplitude-Frequency Stability Plot - Interactions Modify Stability Limits 
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Control tolerance and sensor errors cause movement of the operating line and can also change the surge 
line, if they cause variable geometry to deviate from the scheduled setting.   The effect of tolerances and sensor errors 
on stability is normally studied using the steady-state mode of the engine and control dynamic simulation, because this 
simulation is required to have a complete description of both the control and the engine components.   The most adverse 
movement of the operating point for stability is caused by control tolerances and sensor errors that result in a combina- 
tion of reduced airflow and increased pressure ratio. 

A study of control sensor errors is particularly Important during the control definition phase of engine design. 
A control cannot distinguish between true and false signals; consequently, if the study shows large sensitivity to a particu- 
lar control tolerance.or if the control uses a sensor with an inherently large error band, then the control mode should 
be changed before hardware is committed. 

Rematch due to inlet distortion and Reynolds number.   Both inlet distortion and low Reynolds number can 
cause losses in flow and efficiency.   These losses can rematch the operating line in either a stabilizing or a destabilizing 
direction depending on the engine control mode, the type of inlet pattern, and the relative effect on the fan and compressor 
of both inlet distortion and Reynolds number.   Component data from simple inlet screens is used to measure the loss 
inflow and efficiency with distortion.   These effects are included in the engine and control simulation that is operated 
at steady-state conditions to determine the rematch.   The average time-variant distortion is used to determine rematch 
in contrast to the maximum time-variant distortion that is used to determine the loss in surge line. 

So far, the major factors causing loss in stability have been individually reviewed.   These factors are 
combined into a "compatibility audit" to focus management attention on components needing improvement.   In the 
example of a compatibility audit shown in figure 16, the fan has a small but adequate stability margin.   This fan would 
require more development, if this level of inlet distortion persists in regions of the flight envelope where Reynolds 
number effects are significant.   If the large compressor stability margin shown in figure 16 is also obtained at other 
flight conditions, then engine rematch to obtain more performance should be studied. 
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Figure 16.   Compatibility Audits Identify Components Needing Improvement 

As the development program proceeds, compatibility status is determined using better information.   Testing 
with simple inlet screens is replaced by more realistic testing with an inlet simul   or.   Individual component test data 
are replaced by dual-spool test data.   Dynamic simulation is replaced by engine transient testing.   This procedure of 
analysis and testing should result in the first combined engine-inlet test in an altitude facility being a verification test 
rather than one in which new problems are discovered.   If problems do develop, however, the information obtained during 
component testing and the subsequent updated dynamic simulations are available to identify early solutions. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Compatibility analysis starts by allocating sufficient stall margin in a preliminary engine design to 
accommodate all destabilizing influences.   Since high stall margin results in weight and performance penalties, this 
stall margin allocation focuses attention on components needing improvement.   These may be an inlet which generates 
high distortion, a fan with low distortion attenuation, a compressor with high sensitivity to distortion, or a control 
system which has large transient excursions or high sensor errors. 

Testing to develop compatibility requires specialized equipment to simulate distortion, high response 
instrumentation, and the resulting analysis and digestion of extremely large quantities of data.   High response 
instrumentation is particularly needed at the engine-inlet interface during model inlet testing and during engine tests 
with an inlet or an inlet simulator, since low response instrumentation will only identify a fraction of the inlet distortion. 

Component integration for compatibility relies heavily on dynamic simulations   that  are used to define 
design criteria, to obtain early knowledge of potential integration problems, and to identify solutions to problems.   While 
dynamic simulations are key engineering tools, compatibility audits are the management tools used to focus attention 
on problem areas.   The key to successful system integration lies in the use of these tools to recognize and solve 
potential problems early enough to avoid flow Instability in flight. 
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SUMMARY 

The modern aeronautical industry calls for accurate methods of prediction of 
exhaust system performance. The interactions among the various streams of double flow 
nozzles make a rigorous fluid dynamic treatment difficult, particularly for subsonic and 
transonic flows. 

In order to overcome these difficulties, the possibility of applying a time 
dependent technique using the method of characteristics was considered. A computer program 
was written, which proved to be able to solve axisymmetric, inviscid flows contemporarily, 
Irrespective of their subsonic,transonic or supersonic nature. 

In the present paper some results relating to a transonic nozzle and a subsonic 
double flow nozzle are presented and compared with experimental data. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The modern aeronautical industry calls for precise methods of prediction of all 
propulsion components. A variety of exhaust system configurations has been proposed for 
different flight situations (see Fig.l). In all the cases represented in Fig.l, the inte- 
ractions among the various streams make a rigorous treatment of the fluid-dynamic problem 
difficult. In fact, the correct description.of flow phenomena requires the contemporary so- 
lution of continuity, energy, and momentum equations for all considered streams. The nume- 
rical solution of the resulting system of differential equations is in general difficult, 
even under simplifying hypotheses, namely inviscid fluid and axisymmetric flow. While for 
supersonic flow the hyperbolic equations of motion can be fairly easily solved by the me- 
thod of characteristics, the presence of subsonic flow regions requires the solution of 
an elliptic equation, with the well-known convergence-problems. 

It is well-known (see for example (1) and (2)) that the introduction of the time 
variable leads to a hyperbolic equation. Hence, it is possible to solve unsteady flows 
with the method of characteristics, irrespective of their subsonic, transonic, or supersonic 
nature. Since steady flows can always be considered asymptotic limits of unsteady flow 
situations, the same method can also be applied for steady problems. The purpose of the 
present paper is to discuss the possibility of applying this time dependent technique using 
the method of characteristics to some unsolved double-flow nozzle problems. The above 
technique is suitable for general use, since it can be applied to any inviscid plane or 
axisymmetrical flow. To show the wide variety of possible applications of the method, some 
of the cases which have been successfully solved during the computer program set up are 
exhibited in Fig. 2. 

The general proceeding carried on by the computer program is shown in Fig.3 for 
the simple case of an axisymmetric nozzle discharging into an infinite capacity reservoir. 
The mass flow variation(Fi£.3a-b) and the flow area ratio A/A» (Fig.3c)  are represented 
along the axis at various phases of solution: 

1. An initial steady flow condition (uniform flow in a constant area channel) is given 
at t=0. 

2. Perturbations on the boundary are imposed during the internal of time 0<t<tx;they 
produce the unsteady flow situation represented in Fig. 3a. 

3. When the desired final geometry is reached (t=tx),no more perturbations are given, and 
the flow evolves into a steady solution as shown in Fig.3b. 

4. " When a steady situation is reached in the region of interest(for xaj<x<x. in Fig.3c), 
the calculations are stopped. An exactly similar proceeding can be followed when more 
than one stream is considered and/or more than one boundary is changed. 

Besides all steady flows applications, it is obvious that this method allows one 
to investigate those situations in which unsteady states are of interest per se, as for 
instance the flow phenomenaoccurrine during the opening and closing of an adjustable nozzle. 
The main obstacle to a wider engineering application of the above method is brought about 
by the large amount of computer time which is necessary to reach steady situations. Neverthe 
less, even if no cheap computer time is available, the adoption of this method will be any ~ 
way useful for the control of simplified treatments of easier design use, such as linearized 
solutions (3) or one-dimensional approaches (4,5). 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

The governing laws for an inviscid,adiabatic and unsteady flow are given by Eqs 
(1-3): 

- continuity equation: 

-ff" + V .(p?) - 0 (1) 

- energy equation along the flow path of a particle: 

d'( H ) = - yl—( V2 ) dt . (2) 
3t   2 

where the operator d' (  ) is defined by  d' ( ) = v1 dt.v( ) 

- equation of motion: 

3^ 5|* vH  = 'vxfvxvO+TVS (?) 

COORDINATE SYSTEM. The coordinate system given in Appendix 1 was introduced by Carriere 
and Capelier (2) , and proved «to be very useful for these applications. Besides all the 
peculiar advantages of a natural coordinate systems, it allows one to stretch the compu- 
tational meshes by a proper choice of the function  a and $  of Eq. (Al-4). The advanta- 
ges related to this degree of freedom will be discussSd late?. 

COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS. Let us assume that flow conditions are known in the whole region 
of interest in the plane t=t0 (see Fig.4). The particle in the point oC

x
0>Y0,t0)  will be 

at point M (X +dX,Y0 , t„+dt) after the increment of time dt. In order to identify the parti- 
cle completely, the following four variables are required: the module of velocity V; the 
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angle e; and two parameters of state, for example pressure and density. In fact, any other 
function of state f can be derived by the equation of state of the fluid: 

*- F Cp.P) (4) 
From the theory of characteristics it is known that the characteristic surface passing 
through M is a conoid , which cuts the plane t=tQ along an ellipse, having center in 0 
and axes AB and CD parallel to X and Y. Although the compatibility relations can be deri- 
ved for any generatrix, they assume a very simple form along the four particular lines AM, 
.BM, CM, and DM, which are called bicharacteristics. Total derivatives with respect to time 
and compatibility equations along the bicharacteristics and the trajectory OM are given in 
Table 1. They hold for plane (5= 0) and axisymmetric (5 = 1) flows. 

LINE d 
(—) 
dt 

COMPATIBILITY EQUATIONS 

A-M 
d 

("T^AM = 

dt 

3 

3t 

V+a  a 

a     3X 
(5a) 

1 

7? 
dp 

<->AM 
1     dV 

+ "  (-3AM  =   " a    dt 

V  J8       V 

S   3Y 

sine 

y 
(5b) 

B-M 
d 

C-)BM = 
3 

3t 

V-a 3 

a     3X 
(6a) 

1 

pa 

dp 
C^BM 

1    dV 

"; cdT)BM 

y .ae     v sine 
(6b) 

8   3Y y 

C-M 
d 

C^M = 
3 

at 

V  3 

a   3X 

a 

8 

3 

3Y 
(7a) 

1 

7? 
dp 

(dt)cM 

v   de 1   3V      V sine 
(7b) 

0. ax. y 

D-M 
d 

(7") DM  = 

at 

3 

at 

V  3 
+ — —  + 

a   3X 

a 

8 

3 

3Y 
(8a) 

1 

7? 
dp 

(dt)DM 

V   de 1   3V      V sine 
(8b) 

a ax y 

0-M 
d 3 

at 

V   3 

a   3X 
(9a) P v 

de 
C-JOM = - 

1   3p 

8   3Y 
(9b) 

Table 1  Total derivatives with respect to time and compatibility equations along the 
  "  bicharacteristics and the particle path (for symbols see Fig. 4 ) 

It is easy to show that the five equations (5-6-7-8-9) can be reduced to the three 
following independent equations, which are given already in a finite difference form: 

VM " 1  { VA + V K^BM -&>AM] % + 4) AM ?A " ^BM *>B + I C
YY

A"
YY

B) « }  <10> 
BM = VCMlvDM 

{VCM 3C  + VDM eD+ ^DM-^W % + fecM PC " C^i}DM ?D + 

+ \  (XXD - XXC) it }  (11) 
1    1 si  (p/pa) • vA - vB + vCM ec - vDM eD • J

M- (vD-vc) - ^ At  } (12) 
it   (l/pa) 

where: 
sine 

YY 

a 3_V 
a 3X *"     y 
aV se . , ,, sin e 
T aT + c aV -y~ 

(13) 

(14) 

Dg = 2 YYM • 2 XXM • YYA • YYß + 

+ XX„ + XXn  (IS) 

*it(f) fA + fB + fC + £D 

(f)XY= i(fx* fy) 

(16) 

(17) Fig. 4 

To solve the problem, another relation is necessary, namely the energy equation 
along the path 0-M of the particle. This equation is given, in a finite difference form, by: 

M   0   o   M     a i   X 
The density P , which is present in Eqs. (10-11), can be computed from known 
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values of pressure and enthalpy. For the simple case of a reversible and adiabatic flow, 
the energy equation becomes: 

So = SM C19) 

If a perfect gas with constant Y is considered,the system of equations (10-11-12- 
19) can be simplified by the introduction of the variable Z: 

Z = -i- a (20) 
Y-l 

In fact,dp/pa=d(2a/(v-l)>dZ .The resulting system of three equations is given below: 

VM - I   tVA+VB+(YYBM-YYM) At +ZA-ZB} (21) 

6M =v^V^{VCM8C+VDM9D
+(XXDM-

XXCM^t+ZC-ZD} C22) 

ZM =\(\   Cz) ^W+eCVCM-%VDM+^M^D-VC^-^6At} (23) 

METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR DIFFERENT POINTS. A variety of points, which must be solved in diffe 
rent ways, can be met during the calculation. A simple form of equations to be used is pro- 
vided for all considered points in Appendix 2: on the left of the page the adiabatic flow of 
an inviscid fluid with the equation of state (A2-1) is treated, while on the right the isen- 
tropic flow of a perfect gas is considered. In the first case, pressure and entalpy are 
computed, and density is derived by Eq (A2-1) , while in the second case the variable Z is 
sufficient to identify the thermodynamic state. 

It can be seen that both problems imply the solution of ncn linear systems of 
equations, which can be performed by an iterative method. However, a very rapid convergen- 
ce is in general achieved, since all therms on the right side of the equations containing 
1"llA    imVnnTifnc     a-r*A email     onnnnli 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. While interior, rigid wall, and slip-line points can be solved fairly 
easily, both indicated methods concerning inlet or outlet non-rigid boundaries in subsonic 
flow are often sources of trouble. In fact, the first one (extrapolation) can produce the 
well-known form of instability which is described for example by Collatz (6). As far as the 
second method is concerned (arbitrary conditions at boundaries), let us quote McKenzie and 
Moretti (7) ."It is physically impossible to prescribe proper conditions on subsonic non 
rigid boundaries, since all signals from the interior region (computed) affect tr^s exterior 
region ( not computed) and viceversa „ and again Moretti (8): "No arbitrary assumptions 
should be used during the time evolution, even if they are valid in a steady state and a 
steady state is to be reached eventually,,. Actually, while assignable boundary conditions 
are well known for steady flow problems (see for example (9)), they are not so well establis_ 
hed for unsteady flows. 

In order to circumvent the above quoted difficulties; the following method was 
worked out by the authors. Initial known conditions are given in an infinite (I.E. very lar 
ge, since the method is numerical) region. Then desired signals are induced, and calculations 
are performed in the pertubated regions, while the other regions of the field are unaltered. 
Obviously, the perturbated (calculated) region will spread with time in all directions. The 
problem is to reach a steady state solution in the region of interest, before some signal 
reaches the boundaries. The necessity follows of adopting wide regions of computation in the 
physical plane. On the other hand, a rather restricted number of meshes is required by 
computing time limitations. These opposite requirements can be matched by the adoption of 
the above defined coordinate system X,Y. In fact, the physical coordinates x,y can be stret 
ched by a proper choice of functions °o and ß of Eq.(Al-3). 

Although in this way a steady solution can always be reached, another question 
arises: is the calculated solution the one of interest? For simplicity, let us consider the 
case represented in Fig. 3. We started with a given Mach number of 0.50 constant everywhere 
A steady solution was reached, with the required geometry, corresponding to an upstream 
Mach number of 0.465. No easy relation between these two values can be established. On the 
other hand, one is in general interested in a particular solution, but cannot set a priori 
the right initial Mach number. However, the possibility exists of reaching every solution 
of interest, by gradually changing the discharge pressure. This proceeding was applied to 
the nozzle of Fig. 3, and the results are given in Fig. 5, where the various phases from 
the steady subsonic flow represented in Fig.5a up to the steady supersonic flow represented 
in Fig.5d are represented. 

Unfortunately, a sim ilar action cannot be applied when more than one subsonic 
stream is to be considered. Let us, for instance, look into the case represented in Fig.8. 
First, the initial total pressure ratio P5/P2  between the two streams 1 and 2 is fixed 
arbitrarily, then the boundary geometry is gradually changed. The induced perturbations 
change upstream conditions in both streams, so that the total pressure ratio Pj/P2 which 
is found for the steady situation corresponding to the final geometry, is in general diffe- 
rent from the primary one. No possibility seems to exist of predicting these changes exac- 
tly. 

NUMERICAL INTERPOLATIONS. There are obvious limitations to the number of meshes which can 
be used in the computations. They are due to both computer core capacity restrictions and 
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.computational time requirements. The two problems are somewhat interrelated, since a lar- 
ger computer capacity can allow one to decrease computational time by recording a grea- 
ter number of intermediate results, which can be used in subsequent calculations.A node 
number around 3000 is allowed by the UNIVAC 1108 available at the Politecnic of Milan. 

The adoption of rather coarse meshes requires therefore an accurate interpola- 
tion method. In(2) an example is reported, where linear interpolations proved to be ina- 
dequate.  Since the nature of perturbations is undulatory, it would seem appropriate to 
describe flow phenomena with functions which can have flexes. The simplest function with 
flexes, a polinomial of third degree, was therefore adopted. No attempts were made to 
fit  the whole calculated plane by means of polinomials of high degree, since in the au- 
thors experience (10),these methods are often unsafe. The excellent precision of results, 
which was achieved even after a very large number of iterations, brings into evidence the 
potential of the adopted method. 

STEADINESS OF SOLUTION. By definition, all variables  do not change with time when a solu- 
tion is fully steady. Nevertheless, small changes are always present in a numerical solution. 
The problem arises of understanding whether these changes are due to numerical inaccuracies, 
or reflect a still /unsteady r,.*eti'ation. A very intuitive way of checking steadiness consists 
in looking into the mass fliAv-Siiagram (see for example Fig.5.3 and 5), which must be flat 
in all the region of interest ;'•'& more precise method can be adopted for isentropic, irrota- 
tional flows. In this case, the term on the right side of Eq (3) is equal to zero, since 
entropy is constant (vS=0) and flow irrotational (VXV=0). Steady solutions require therefore 
total enthalpy,and consequently total pressure to be constant everywhere. In all cases trea- 
ted in this paper, solutions were considered to be steady for total pressure fluctuations 
well below one thousandth of the absolute value. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Specific calculations about transonic double flow nozzles could not be brought to 
an end, because of the unexpected unavailability, during the last two months, of the high 
speed computer which had been used for the research until then. However, the results presen- 
ted in this chapter,concerning respectively a transonic nozzle discharging into an infinite 
capacity reservoir and a subsonic double flow nozzle, leave no doubt     about the possibi- 
lity of solving transonic double flow nozzles by the proposed method. 

TRANSONIC NOZZLE. In Fig.5a, the steady subsonic solution is represented, which was achieved 
at time t=2.1tr after the unsteady phase described in Fig.3. On the upper part of the figu 
re,lines at constant Mach number are shown in a section along the axis, while the percentual 
mass flow rate variations at various stations with respect to the throat one are represented 
in the lower part of the figure. Besides results shown in Fig. 5a, steadiness in the region 
of interest can be noticed from Fig.6. In fact,mass flow rates through the three stations 
x„,x , and x coincide (Fig.6a) and Mach numbers are steady (Fig.6b). 

In order to establish a transonic flow through the nozzle, the reservoir pressure 
is gradually decreased up to the time t= 4.3t , as shown in Fig. 6c. Results obtained during 
the transient phase (t= 3.5t ) are represented in Fig. 5b,where the occurrence of a superso- 
nic region is shown. Unsteady peculiarities of flow can be seen both in the lower part of 
Fig.5b and Fig.6. On the contrary, a nearly steady situation is found at t= 5t , as indicated 
by small (0.71) mass flow variations represented in Fig.5c. However, the Mach number beha- 
vior at station x., represented in Fig. 6b, indicates an unsteady situation. 

This fact can be explained by the appearance of shock waves, due to the overexpan- 
sion of the nozzle. No steady solution could be found, since calculations were carried out 
with the equations of isentropic flow, which cannot account for irreversible phenomena. How- 
ever,results of Fig.5c show the adaptability of the method, since shock waves are outlined 
with excellent precision.It can be of interest to notice that the sharp variations in static 
pressure density, and flow velocity across the shock waves, which are shown in the figure, 
are not due to an entropy increase, as in Hugoniot relations, but to a total pressure drop 
due to unsteady phenomena. 

In order to investigate whether the occurrence of shock waves during the transient 
phase influences the final steady solution, the discharge pressure was decreased up to a 
value close to the pressure at station x , as shown in Fig.6c. Results represented in Fig.5d 
show that the correct steady solution could be achieved (mass flow variations below 0.35 can 
be considered very satisfactory,, by accounting for a rather coarse computational mesh). 

SUBSONIC DOUBLE FLOW NOZZLE. In the following a comparison between experimental tests, made 
at ONERA (11) and calculated results concerning a subsonic double flow nozzle is made. Sec- 
tions of the experimental assembly and the model used during the calculations are shown 
respectively in the lower and upper part of Fig.8c. During the transient phase, the internal 
nozzle  turns from a cylindric channel with infinitely thin walls into a converging noz le 
with 5 mm. thick walls. Contemporarily the external cylindric channel increases its diameter. 
Flow area variations versus time at      station x= for the external stream and at station 
xt for both streams are shown in Fig. 7a. 

Total pressure and Mach number variations along the center line and the middle 
streamline of the second stream (streamline No.15)      at stations x ,x , and x. versus ti- 
me are represented in Fig. 7b and c. Since, as discussed in previous cfiapter, total pressure 
variation is a good indication of steadiness, the almost perfect matching of total pressure 
curves represented in Fig.7b indicates that flow is very close to a steady situation at 
t= 3.6 t . The same information is given by constancy of Mach numbers with time (Fig.7c). 

However, results shown in Fig.8a and b, where respectively total pressures and Mach 
numbers at streamlines 1,11,12, and 17 versus the axis are represented, indicate that total 
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pressure variations of 1.2$ are still present. This can be easily explained by the pre- 
sence of sharp corners, which cannot be interpolated correctly, and by the coarse meshes 
which were adopted in the computation (only 22x17 nodes in the region at finite). 

In spite of these inaccuracies, the comparison with test.results of static pres 
sure, represented in Fig. 8a, is favorable.In fact, the difference between experimental 
and calculated values of static pressure can be ascribed to the fact that during the cal 
culation, the coincidence of static pressure of the two separate streams {Kutta-JukqwskI 
condition) was imposed in the first node after the real trailing edge. If the right con- 
dition would have been assumed, all results would be translated of one mesh in direction 
of the axis, and a fair agreement with experimental data achieved. 
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Fig.   6    Transonic nozzle solution:     a-b)  Flow rates   (a)   and Mach numbers   (b) 
at stations x x^, x.  versus  time. 
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Fig. 7 Double flow nozzle solution:   a) Areas of flows 1 and 2 versus time. 

b-c) Total pressures (b) and Mach numbers (c) 
at stations x , x., x. versus time. 
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APPENDIX 1 

COORDINATE SYSTEM. Let us call x and y the coordinates in the physical plane; x, and y, the 
curvilinear coordinates, respectively parallel and perpendicular to the streamlines; and e 
the angle between the axes x, and y, . From 
Fig. Al-1, the geometric relation between 
x, y and x., y. is given by: 

dx = cose dx. - sine dy1 
{ 
dy = sine dx. + cose dy1 

(Al-1) 

The new coordinate system is defined by the 
following relationships": 

dX = (1/a) dx, 
{ 1 
dY = (1/6) dy. 

(Al-2) 

where a and ß are functions of X, Y, and t. 
The transformation x, y -» X, Y will be u- 
niquely defined,only if the fc.:Miajf.i"Hg condi 
tions are satisfied:        ;\.,:''•• 

1» 
3Y 

c 
•53c 

H. 
3X 

11 
3Y 

or, by integrating Eq(Al-3): 

o(X, Y, t) = co(X, Yo, t)-f 
Y _3_e 

3X 

(Al-3) 

BdY 

(Al-4) 

e(x, Y, t) = e0(x0, Y, t)+£
X |Y adX 

where the functions a    and 8 can "be fixed 
arbitrarily, respectively at°Y=Y and X=X 

/• 

Fig. Al-1 

APPENDIX 2 

List of equations used in the appendix: 

P " p(p>h)  and a = a(p,h) 

pM = l/(li(l/pa)J{Zi(p/ a)+VA-VB+VCM(6M-9c)-J D5 At } 
3 

pM = l/(Ei(l/pa)){Zi(p/pa)+VA-VB-VCM(eM-ec)-l D5 At } 
3 

oM - 1/3 MZ) 
+vA-vB+vCM(eM-ec)-l DS At 

.M  1/31, (Z) -vA-vB-vCM(e^ ec)-l DS At 

eM = V 1/VMC <(I/W)MC^M-PC)+^ CXXC+XXM) At 
6M "   ec"   1/VMC   {ZM"ZC+ä   CXXC+X3V   At   } 

6M  =   9C+   1/VMC   <Cl/pa)MC(pM-pc)+l   (XXC+XXH)   At 

9M =   V   1/VMC   {VZC+*   (XXC+XV   At   } 
6 6 

} 

z 

v. 

PN = l/(x1(l/pa)){!:1(p/pa)+VA+VE-vB-VF+VDM(eM-eD)-vCN(eM-ec)-i Dg At } 

(A2-1) 

(A2-2a) 

(A2-2b) 

(A2-3a) 

(A2-3b) 

(A2-4a) 

(A2-4b) 

(A2-5a) 

(A2-5b) 

(A2-6a) 

M       V«   =  1/(3+3«)   %+VV   SCZE+ZF+ZC:)+VA-VVE-VF+VDMCeM-eD>VCNCeM-eD)^D8At}CA2-6b) 

„       1   (VE+VF+((l/pa)FN-(l/pa)EN)  pM-(l/Pa)F pF+l   (YYFN-YYEN)   At} (A2-7a) 

VN  =   *   fVE+VF+ZE"ZF+CYYFN-YYEN5   At   } tA2-7b^ 
6M  "   SN  "   1/fVCN+VDM^VCN9C+VDM%+»1/Pa)DM-f1/Pa)cN)PM+(1/pa)CNPc-^/^DMPD+ (A2-8.) 
eM •   6N  "   1/CVCN+VDNP{VCNeC+VDMeD+Z

MC1-^+ZC-ZD+HXXDM-XXCN)At} 

VM = V„+   (l/pa)BM  CPM-PB> +YYBM At 

VM =  VB+  ZM  "  ZB  +  YYBM At 

PM 
=   C>aW^-V-YYBM At  + PB ' 

(continue on page A2-3) 

DM      CN (A2-8b) 

(A2-9a) 

(A2-9b) 

(A2-10a) 
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ADIABATIC FLOW 

OF AN INVISCID FLUID 

ISENTROPIC FLOW OF A PERFECT 

GAS WITH CONSTANT y 

INTERNAL POINT 
Eq (10) 
Eq CUD 
{Eq (12) 
Eq (18) 
Eq (A2-1) 

Eq (21) 
/Eq (22) 
<Eq (23) 

Since all base points of bicharacteristics are in the calcula- 
ted region, the equations derived for the general case are 
used. 

SIDE BOUNDARY POINT 
WITH SPECIFIED FLOW 
DIRECTION 

solid 

Eq (10) 
,Eq (A2-2 
lEq (18) 
Eq (A2-1) 

Eq (10) 
/Eq (A2-3a) 
Eq (18) 
Eq (A2-1) 

a) right wall 

b) left wall 

,Eq (21) 
lEq (A2-2b) 

{Eq (21) 
Eq (AZ-3b) 

One base point of bicharacteristics, D, is out of the calcula- 
ted region. Since the variable angle 6 is given, Eq (11) and Eq 
(22) are replaced by eM = ewaU 

SIDE BOUNDARY   POINT 
WITH SPECIFIED PRESSURE Eq (10) 

.Eq (A2-4a) 
<Eq (18) 
Eq (A2-1) 

fEq (10) 
lEq (A2-5a) 
Eq (18) 
Eq (A2-1) 

a) right wall 

b) left wall 

fEq (21) lEq (A2-4b) 

.Eq (21) 
lEq (A2-Sb) 

One base point of bicharacteristics, D, is out of the calcula- 
ted region. Since the variable pressure is given, Eq (12) and 
Eq (23) are replaced by pM = p. t 

SLIP LINE POINT 
Strtam I 

Eq (10) 
Eq (A2-6a) 
/Eq (A2-7a) 
Eq (A2-8a) 
Eq (18) 
Eq (A2-1) 

Eq (21) 
Eq (A2-6b) 
(Eq (A2-7b) 
Eq (A2-8b) 

The equations of the two separate streams must be solved contem- 
porarily at the geometrically coincident points M and N, since 
the conditions p., = p„ and 6,, = e„ must be satisfied. The other 
unknowns come out from the aoove equations, obtained from the 
six points indicated in tho aside figure. 
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INLET BOUNDARY POINT 

inttt lint 

Eq (A2-9a) or Eq (A2-10a)  Eq (A2-9b) or Eq (A2-10b) 
{Eq (18) 
Eq (A2-1) 

a) inlet Mach number less than unity: the motion in M is in- 
fluenced by both internal and external regions of preceding 
plane, since point A is internal, while points B,C,and D 
are external. Two ways of solution are possible: 
- points B,C>and D are calculated by extrapolation in the 
plane t=t , so that M can be treated as an internal 

• i   o point. 
- the angle e,, and one of the two unknowns p„ andv,, are 

fixed arbitrarily, while the other one is calculated by 
the above equations. 

b) inlet Mach number equal or larger than unity:no signal co- 
ming from the calculated region can reach the point M, since 
base points A,B,C and D are out of the calculated region. 
Hence .arbitrary values of V   p  and eM can be assigned. 

OUTLET   BOUNDARY POINT 

,Eq(A2-lla) or Eq(A2-12a) 
Eq(ll) 

{Eq(18) lEq(A2-l) 

,Eq(A2-llb)or Eq(A2-12b) 
1Eq(22) 

a) outlet Mach number less than unity: the motion in M is in- 
fluenced by both internal and external regions of preceding 
plane, since points A,C, and D are internal, while point B 
is external. Two ways of solution are possible: 
- point B is computed by extrapolation in the plane t=t , so 

that M can be treated as an internal point. ° 
- one unknown, either pressure or velocity, is fixed arbitra- 

rily, while the other ones are computed by the above equa- 
tions. 

b) outlet Mach number larger than unity: the motion in M is en- 
tirely determined by the calculated conditions in the pre 
vious plane, since all base points of bicharacteristics are 
internal. Hence, the calculation is carried out with the same 
technique used for the interior points. 

ZM " VVB + h  -  YYBM Ät 

VM = VA - (1/pa)^ CVA - VM ) - YYM 4t AM '•A 

A " <-'M " ZA) 

PM " PA + ^AM <W " YYAM Ät 

VM " VA " <ZM - V " YYAM At 

M   A 
with: 

VM + ZA " YYAM At 

(A2-10b) 

(A2-lla) 

(A2-llb) 

(A2-12a) 

(A2-12b) 

"5 = 2 YYM • XXM • YYA • YYß • XXC 

D8 = 2 YYM • 2 YYN • XXM • XXN • YYA • YYg • YY£ • YYp + XXC • XXß 

tl c«  = fA • fB • rQ 

t\  (f) = fA • fB • fa + f„ • £E *ffF 

4 - VZM • a0N'a0M (PM I   PN)'
(Y

"
1)/2Y 

(A2-13) 

(A2-14) 

(A2-15) 

(A2-16) 

(A2-17) 
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REPARTITION DES VITES8ES A L'ENTREE D'UN COMPRESSEUR SUPERSONIQUE 

par Bernard LEDOUX & Roger BAGOT 

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES (O..N.E.R.A.) 

92-CHATILLON-Frone. 

Les forts rapports de compression des compresseurs supersoniques necessitent des sections de 
passage fortement eVolutives, ce qui conduit ä placer en amont du rotor un capotage qui induit des vites- 
ses radiales importantes. La connaissance de ces vitesses et de l'influence qu'elles ont sur le profil des 
vitesses axiales est indispensable pour 1'Stablissement d'un projet correct de compresseur. 

Deux methodes ont ete elahorees ä cet effet   : 

a) une mithode directe consistant ä diterminer, ä partir de la forme du canal et de celle du capotage, 
l'Scoulement en fluide parfait  compressible gui s'Stablit dans le canal  : les repartitions de pression 
obtenues par le.calcul sont compare'es ä celles relevSes sur le carter externe et sur le capotage au 
cours d'essais effectuSs en soufflerie ; on en dgduit la repartition des vitesses dans la veine  ; 

b) une methode indirecte partant des repartitions de pressions ä la paroi externe et en deduisant le champ 
d'£coulement ; la verification du calcul s'obtient par comparaison de la ligne de courant correspondant 
au dibit ä 1'entrSe du montage ä la forme de la meridienne du capotage avant. 

Les deux methodes donnent des resultats coherents. 

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION AT a SUPERSONIC COMPRESSOR IflLET 

The high compression ratios of supersonic compressors entail widely varying duct Sections, 
which leads to placing upstream of the rotor a cowl inducing important radial velocities. It is mandatory, 
to design correctly the compressor, to know these velocities and their influence on the axial velocity 
profile. 

To this end, two methods were devised  : 

a) a direct method in which the ideal, compressible flow in the duct is established from the duct and the 
cowl shapes  j the computed pressure distributions are compared with those read on the external shroud 
and on the cowl during wind tunnel tests; from these, the velocity distribution in the duct is deduc- 
ted ; 

b) an indirect method starting from the pressure distribution on the external wall and leading to the 
flow field ; the calculation is checked by comparing the streamline corresponding to the set-up inlet 
vith the shape of the front cowl meridian. 

The two methods give coherent results. 

NOTATIONS 

r^  coordonne'eo cylindriques ou planes 
V» «•  coordonnees du plan de calcul pour la methode inverse 

ffr<?) fonction de compressibilite 
F fonction 
IjK'*,^) fonction de courant pour la methode directe 

3 * vitesse critique du son 
r*1 nombre de Mach 
Ha nombre de Mach critique 
jn. pression statique 

p pression generatrice de l'Scoulement 
O, Constante 
Rn Rayon externe de la veine 
Ro Rayon interne de la veine 
T Temperature d'arret 
M- composante de la vitesse normale ä l'axe 
vy composante axiale de la vitesse 
o( exposant ( cK = 0    ecoulement plan,     o( = 1   icoulement de revolution) 

Ar( A3   pas de calcul pour la mSthode directe 
AV, Ax. pas de calcul pour la methode inverse 

p masse volumique 

Indices 

jLtJL      indices d'un noeud du reseau de calcul 
_oo  indice relatif au plan infini amont 
+ 00  indice relatif au plan infini aval 

* Etude effeotuee sous oontrat de la Direction des Heoherohee et Moyene d'Essais 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Le calcul correct d'une roue de compresseur exige prealablement la connaissance de 
l'etat de l'ecoulement ä l'entree de cette meme roue. 

Dans le cas de compresseurs conventionnels  (ni transsoniques, ni supersoniques), les 
veines  sont en general peu convergentes et lea vitesses radiales ä 1'entree des roues  sont prati- 
quement negligeables.  II est alors relativement aise de connaitre l'etat de l'ecoulement ä l'entree 

-de ces roues soit par le calcul,  soit par des methodes experimentales. 

Dans le cas des compresseurs transsoniques ou supersoniques, les rapports de compres- 
sion Sieves necessitent des sections de passage fortement evolutives , en particulier pour la roue 
de tete.  II existe par suite, ä l'entree de ces compresseurs, des vitesses radiales non negligeables 
qui compliquent beaucoup l'etude experimentale,  celle-ci est egalement rendue difficile par le ca- 
ractere hautement  subsonique et meme parfois transsonique de l'ecoulement. 

Les seuls resultats experimentaux faciles ä obtenir sont, dans le cas d'une entree 
d'air de compresseur supersonique,  les conditions  generatrices de l'ecoulement et les pressions  sta- 
tiques aux parois.  La connaissance complete de l'ecoulement ne peut done etre realisee que par le 
calcul.  La validite de la methode de calcul choisie sera etablie par la comparaison des resultats 
experimentaux partiels obtenus avec les resultats correspondents du calcul.  Oes considerations ont 
amene- ä envisager deux methodes de calcul  : 

a) une methode de calcul, dite directe, qui consiste ä calculer l'ecoulement ä partir 
des donnees geometriques et des conditions generatrices de ce meme ecoulement.  La comparaison des 
pressions  statiques mesurees et calculees sur les parois pennet de verifier la validite des resultats 
obtenus. 

b) une methode de calcul,  dite inverse, qui consiste, ä partir des mesures experimenta- 
les de pressions statiques sur une paroi, ä calculer l'ecoulement compte tenu des conditions gene- 
ratrices. Dans ce cas, l'autre paroi est obtenue eomme ligne de courant particulie're. Deux comparai- 
sons sont alors possibles, d'une part entre la paroi calcuiee et la paroi reelle, d'autre part entre 
les pressions  statiques mesurees et calcuiees sur cette meme paroi. 

2. DEFINITION DU SCHEMA UTILISE 

Qu'il s'agisse de la methode directe ou inverse, le probleme revient toujours d determi- 
ner l'ecoulement dans un canal, dans lequel est placee une roue de compresseur precedee par un capota- 
ge amont, ou bien simplement dans un canal qui constitue l'entree d'air d'un moteur. 

L'hypothese fondamentale du calcul est de supposer que l'ecoulement dans le cana1,  en 
amont de la roue, n'est pas modifie par l'absence de cette meme roue. On est ramene ainsi ä calculer 
l'ecoulement dans un simple canal. 

Dans tous les cas, la forme du canal   n'est definie que dans une portion limitee de 
l'espace et, pour le calcul direct, il est indispensable de prolonger de facon fictive les contours 
internes et externes jusqu'aux infinis  amont et aval ou ils doivent etre paralleles ä l'axe, Dans le 
cas d'un capotage,  e'est l'axe qui assure le prolongement du contour du moyeu vers l'infini amont 
(fig.  l).  II peut en etre egalement ainsi vers l'infini aval. Les resultats trouves dependant plus 
ou moins du ehoix de ces contours,  il y a la une difficulte que l'on retrouve dans l'experimentation 
en soufflerie de ces memes entrees d'air.  Les precautions elementaires ä prendre consistent ä assurer 
la contuinite de la tangente et de la courbure entre la paroi reelle et la paroi fictive et ä eviter 
que par diminution excessive de la veine un blocage Sonique n'apparaisse. 

Plan d'entree 
du compresseur 

Plan inflni amont 

Prolonqements ficHTs/ 

Axe 

Plan infini aval 

3. EQUATIONS DE BASE 

L'ecoulement est suppose irrotationnel et fonction de deux variables seulement, ltabscis- 
l'ordonnee   r   ,  qui, dans le cas d'un capotage de revolution, represente la distance du point se | et 

considere ä l'axe. 

Les composantes ( M- | w  ) de la vitesse suivant les axes   Or   et 07    sont liees par la 
condition d'irrotationnalite 

5ur = o h) 
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valable de facon precise dans un ecoulement acceler£ du type de eeux etudies ci-dessous et par la con- 
dition de conservation du debit   , J / _J   \ 

afr/t) atrV).   0 (2) 
dr ÖJ 

avec    (        o< = 0 pour un ecoulement plan 

^ 0( = 1 pour un ecoulement de revolution 

a   representant la masse volumique 

Pour donner plus de generality aux methodes etudiees ici, le cas de l'Scoulement plan 
est envisage, bien qu'il n'intervienne pas dans les entrees d'air de compresseurs 

Les equations  (l)  et  (2)  foment un syteme differentiel de deux equations ä deux inconnues 
JU.   et w    .La relation  ( S.    ) permet de definir une fonction de courant y par 

M- 

•ur   = 

.-  Q        <*V 
(3) 

Q       3 V (A) 
Or 

oü Q eBt une constante. A l'infini amont, 1'ecoulement est uniforme et axial. II est caraeterise 
par une vitesse    MT et une masse volumigue    P . 

La fonction de courant U)   est definie de teile Sorte que pour    r =   R0 1^ = 0 
et   r = R1        y _ 1 

Les courbes     r r R  (  i   ) et    r= R    ( 7    } representent respectivement les parois du 
moyeu et du carter. " 

alors aisement 
Dans le cas d'un eapotage,  et en amont du nez    R   (j*.) =0    , la constante Q se calcule 

isement ä l'infini amont 

Q =/>_ ur        
00    -°° o< + 1 

lt. METHODE DE CALCUL DIRECT 

k.l - Equations du calcul direct 

En introduisant la fonction de courant    <y   , 1'equation (l)  devient 

-L I J_   HI)       a   / 1    3M 
9r    \ fr*      dr   / 3j     * fr°'      ÖJ 

ou apres transformations 

aV     3%;     ^ dy   _ 3£ 3V     li^-o 
di"z        cH* r     or dr   of 9^    dj 

ou r » Log ( P/P    ) represente la fondtion de compressibilite. 

En fluide incompressible 1'equation (5) se reduit ä la forme classique 

^V        c?V       _^_ _3Y    _ 0 (6) 

4.2 - Fonction de Compressibilite 

La fonction de compressibilite   r   qui intervient dans 1'lquation (5)  est liee de facon 
implicite ä la fonction de courant   U    .  L'ecoulement etant supposS isenthalpique et isentropique 
(homentropique) 
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i rr 

& 
* (T) 

oü m   =•  (   0   + 1)  /  (  fl    - l), M^   est le nombre de Mach critique local et M^.,,,,   est le nombre de 
Mach critique amont. 

Le nombre de Mach critique est lie" ä la vitesse 

2 * 2. 
[v,"1 M-    + VS 

ie.    —       

\T^— * 
oü  a^= VcL« 1/2 represente la cSlSritS critique du son, soit, compte tenu des relations (3) 

c<+1 o<+1 

*  *- r    («+iv'—v l~',|~/ 

j> 
Les equations  (7)  et   (8) forment un Systeme de deux Equations ä deux inconnues M^   et >__ 

.  Ce Systeme peut  avoir deux solutions   (une solution subsonique et une solution supersonique), 
une seule solution  (qui correspond ä M^  = 1), ou pas de solution du tout. 

Pour un Scoulement entierement subsonique, il y a toujours des solutions dont il ne faut 
retenir que la solution subsonique.  La recherche systematique de cette solution subsonique permet 
done de dSfinir,  connaissant la fonction de courant   U    , la fonction de compressibility  P   sans 
ambiguite. 

Dans le cas de l'Scoulement de revolution ( d = l), l'equation (8)  est indSterminSe pour 
•" - 0      (sur l'axe).  Cette „determination peut etre levee au moyen de la regle de l'Hopital. 

lim.             HJK  

-0 
- 

j.       a*v &•»  

soit 

a. 
3.              •   B. 

(A-    I 
k.3 - Resolution numerique 

-    * 1  SrV,_0 

La determination de la valeur de la fonction de courant  V dans le domaine de calcul se 
fait par une methode de differences finies en utilisant l'equation (5).  7 i domaine de calcul est qua- 
drillS par des droites    r = constante  (lignes)  distantes de  Ar , la premiere ligne Stant necessaire- 
ment l'axe,  et par des droites   ~j  = constante  (colonnes)  distantes de   A*   , les droites   -z= •*_ 
et   '5 = 75 Staut les colonnes extremes. " 

Le calcul des derivees premieres et secondes en un noeud du rSseau se fait dans le cadre 
de lrapproximation parabolique. 

La resolution numerique se fait par des iterations en deux temps. 

1) La fonction de compressihilitS   r^   St ant donnSe, calcul de la fonction de courant   IjJ 
par surrelaxation grace ä l'equation (5). 

2) Au moyen de la nouvelle fonction de courant    V   > ainsi trouvSe,        calcul d'une fonc- 
tion de compressibilite corrigee   p,    grace aux Squations  (T)  et <8). 

Un test de convergence sur la fonction de compressibilitS    r    permet alors soit de recom- 
mencer le calcul de la fonction de courant  l^    en l) avec la nouvelle valeur   Pa de la fonction de 
compressibilite   f?   soit de proceder ä l'impression des rSsultats. 

h.h - Conditions aux limites 

Sur l'axe et sur la paroi du moyeu qui eonstitue une ligne de courant particuliere, on a 
U = 0 et sur la paroi du carter  iy   = 1. 

Dans les plans infinis aval et amont, l'ecoulement est uniforme.  Grace ä l'Squation  CO 
il est aisS de calculer la fonction de courant IjJ dans ces plans 
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r          — Ro 
- OO 

1 -eo 

r 

o — oo 

R«+1 
~~         o + o» 

Rd+1 
H

1+co _  R^1 
o + oo 

3=3 — V: 

(Dans le oas d'un capotage    K0       =  0) 

La resolution numerique de 1'equation (5)   exige la eonnaissanoe de la fonction   f sur les 
frontiSres,  c'est-ä-dire des derivees   ^ü      et   2itf        sur ees memes frontieres. Dans le cadre de 
l'approximation parabolique utilisee,  onrsuppose 'pres des parois que 

l^ =1  ar'.-+   br    +.   CJ1 +  dj +  <2- 

ee qui permet de calculer aisement les derivees ^    et ^— sur les frontieres. Dans les plans infi- 

(9) 

Les differentiations s'effectuent au moyen des Operateurs 

JL (    )     — — (     )       5   (    ) 

JLf       ) r   —  ~ f       ) 
Ar  V        /        3P      dk>   \       ' 

et Inequation d'irrotationnaiite devient 

_   0 <n> 

soit 

De meme 1*equation de conservation du debit s'^crit 

(12) 

L±L-^\Q(«± + ^- <±?±ltl IJ)= o     (13) 
V   ay      au/      \    r    a^     /m.***-^.^   / 

y,r     [^fi.u^J+Ql o<^ + 
* 

Quant au rayon r , il est lie aux variables utilisees par 

dr       Q  . , (H) 

-- _ -.      - gj7 et   _  
nis amont et aval, il n'y a pas de Probleme puisque    °3  ?i*i = o 

5. METHODE DE CALOUL INVERSE ^ 

5.1 - Equations du caloul inverse 

Dans la methode du caloul inverse, on suppose connue la repartition des vitesses sur une 
paroi. Les aquations (3) et (k)  permettent de definir un changement de variables et d'effectuer les : 
calculs dans le plan (V  3c) plus commode que le plan physique ( r •* .). Ce changement de variables j 
s'ecrit            '                                                                                 ' J '•  | 
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5.2 - Resolution numerique 

Le oalcul de l'ecoulement se fait par une methode de differences finies, Le plan de 
oaloul ( ty.oc)  est decrit au moyen d'un maillage de m lignes   V = "^  distantes de   AV   , les 
lignes extremes etant     1^ = 1 pour le carter et     1^=0 pour le moyeu,  et de n colonnes x =  cire. 
distantes de   Aoo . 

En appelant      <"••$   la valeur prise par une fonetion.r   au point du maillage situl sur 
la'ieme ligne et sur la   jeme colonne, on peut exprimer les Equations  (12),  (13) et  (l^) sous forme 
de differences finies 

.  — AJL, 
+1 J       1..1 j VT. 

a Ay <2AY 

^j'^-'j)    O *tj»i '—±1- o 
2.L-X- 

I 'V   V1   V        2 AV V      2AV       / r. 2A^ 

_ Q fm2_i) 'J      £Ax- 
2.       2. i. ,2. 

-=0      (15) 

'+' j 
-r, 

J_     - Q 
2A.y p.. r.w   ur.. 

/V   V      V 
Ce Systeme d'equations est lineaire en   ri41   :     , "-L+I   j   «•" v'

urC-n   j        • U est^donc 
possible en connaissant les valeurs des differentes  fonctions sur la i-leme ligne et sur la ie•e 
ligne de determiner les valeurs des memes fonctions sur la i + leme ügne et par suite de connaftre 
tout le champ de l'ecoulement.  Connie critere de validity du calcul, la valeur de  r   determinee sur 
la ligne   U   = 0 donne la forme du moyeu. 

5.3 - Conditions de depart 

Pour debuter les  calculs,  il est necessaire de connaitre les difflrentes fonctions sur 
'deux lignes consScutives or celles-ci ne sont connues que sur une seule ligne  (3a ligne   l^   = 1 ou 
i = l), celle qui represente la paroi oü est donnee la repartition de vitesses  (la paroi externe dans 
le cas considere).  Pour demarrer les calculs,  il est necessaire de faire une approximation supplemen- 
taire. On a suppose que 

il 
ay 

F*..i - ru 

•i 
AV 

Cette hypothese n.'est rigoureuse, dans le cas de la methode de differences finies utilisee que si 

fr - o 

6. MONTAGE EXPERIMENTAL 
Yi 

Le capot de moyeu (fig.  2 et 3),  earacteristique de l'entree d'air ItudiSe pour une vei- 
ne cylindrique de diamätre interieir 200 mm,  est placS dans celle-ci  (fig.  k). 

Fig. 2 • Photo du copotage 
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Plan du eapotag« 

, y « .     ¥ 

3 7,0 a 96 4 8.00 

4 10,00 100 4 9,60 

a 14,20 104 5 1.60 

16 30.4O 100 63,60 

34 34,60 1 13 15.60 

aa 38,40 116 S6.40 

40 31,80 130 3 7,60 

48 3*60 134 5 8.80 
38 

37,5 3 130 0 0,00 

39C8 134 59,6 0 

72 41,76 138 66,48 

§0 433« 143 57.18 

as 4Ä99 .44 5 7,06 

Pflieg de pression a   la Peripherie 

Fig» •(»Schema du montage experimental 

Le oapot est tenu dans la veine par un dard cylindrique de diametre 97 mm. Le calage du 
dard au centre de la veine se fait ä l'aide de deux series de trois bras—supports ä 120°. Derriere le 
capot,  Be trouve un corps conique de raccordement et une entretoise cylindrique drepaisseur variable 
dont le role est de modifier ä l'occasion la position axiale de l'avant-roue. Sur le compresseur, 
seule la fraction du capot comprise entre l'axe et le parallele de rayon 100 mm peut etre utilement 
compared aux essais en soufflerie, le reste Itant masque par les aubes. 

Sur le montage, une prise de pression d'arret amont indique la pression generatriee de 
l'e'coulement.  Sur la peripheVie et sur le corps central se trouvent un certain nombre de prises de pres- 
sion Etatique  (fig.  3 et k).  Les prises de la peripherie sont situees sur une meridienne   ; les prises 
montees sur le capot sont placees sur une helice dont le pas est de 40 mm (fig. 3). 

7.  COMPARAISON CALCULS-EXPEEIENCES 

Sur la figure 5. ont £te tracees les courbes experimentales dormant la repartition des 
nombres de Mach sur les parois pour deux pressions generatrices differentes. L'une de ces pressions 
generatrices  (P = 1385 mmHg) donne un ecoulement transsonique.  La-repartition experimentale du nombre 
de Mach sur le carter externe a servi ä calculer 1'ecoulement par la methode inverse.  L'autre pression 
generatriee  (P = 885 mmHg) donne un ecoulement entierement subsonique. La methode directe a ete utili- 
sed pour ce deuxieme cas. 

P   885 mmHg 
Moyeu        o 
Peripherie s 

T     150 (mm) 
Col 

geometrlque 
P  1385 mmHg 
Moyeu o 
Peripherie   e 

Fig. 5 - Evolution du nombre de Mach aux parois 
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7.1 - Methode directe 

La comparaison des rgsultats theoriques et experiment aux a etä realisee sur les figures 
6a et 6b. Les hearts entre calculs et experiences apparaissent assez faihles  (de l'ordre de 1 ä 2 %) 
mais systematiquement dans le meme sens. 

.1000 • 

800 

p mm Hg 

50 100   (mm)        150' 

a) au moyeu 

1000 

800' 

600 

400 

200 

p>(mmHg) 

P=885mmHg 

100   (mm)        150 

b) a la peripherie 

Fig. 6 - Methode directe. 
Comparaison des pressions sfatiques calculees et mesurees 

-   La figure 7 represente le trace des isobares, qui sont graduees en nombres de Mach. Ce 
trace montre de fagon tres precise les fluctuations de vitesses dans la veine. .• *j* 

PERIPHERIE 
2     =    2 

.7.2 - Methode inverse 

Fig. 7 • Trace des courbes isobares 

Sur la figure 8 est traeee la repartition des pressions statiques ä la paroi du Carter, 
mesurles experimentalement, pour la pression generatrice de l'ecoulement P = 1385 mmHg. A partir de 
cette repartition longitudinale de pressions, prealablement lissee, a ete effectu£ le calcul de l'e- 
coulement . 

La comparaison de la forme du moyeu trouve'e par le calcul avec la forme du moyeu reelle 
est presentee sur la figure 9. La concordance est assez bonne. II faut cependant noter que les rSsul- 
tats prSs du nez sont mauvais. 

Le calcul donne meme juste en avant du capot-des rayons negatifs. Ceei nfest guere £tonnant 
car une methode de differences finies suppose la contuinite des differentes fonetions et de leurs deri- 
vees ce qui n'est pas le cas pour la fonetion r pres du nez. 
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p mm Hg 
1300 

1200 

1100 

1000 

900 

800 

700 

600 
.120   -80    _40       0     +40     +60    -^eCvjiK). +200 +240 +260 §•        20 

o 
Fig. 8 - Methode inverse. 

Repartition experimental« des pressions a la Peripherie 

^-o—0—^ )—« — 1          1 

P=1385mmHg 

/ 

Capot 

Fig. 9 - Method« inverse. 
Comparison de la forme calculee et de la forme reelle 

100 

80 

60 

^^ 
40 

."Z^^ 

20 

n 

// 
'1 5 

"0       20      40      60      80      100     120 140     160' 

Forme reelle       .  

Forme calculee  —a. 

La figure 10 montre une comparaison entre le releve experimental des pressions statiquas 

sur le eapot et les valeurs deduites par le calcul.  L'erreur est relativement fai'ble. 

p (mmHg) 
1400 

1200 

1000 

800 

600 

400 

200 

V >—, 

I 
5 mm Hg 

t^3" 
>"+       ' \ s 

N     \ \    > \ 
v+ 

/ 5 
0       20      40      60      80      100     120     140      160 

Calculs    —*  
Essais     —«,— 

o 
Fig. 10 • Methode inverse. 

Comparaison des pressions statiques calcuiees et 
mesurees au moyeu 

Fig. 11 -Methode inverse. 
Repartition radiale des vitesses 
axiales et radiales a l'entree 
d'un compresseur 

u/a*, w/a* 

0.8 

0.7 

06 

0,5 

0.4 

0.3 

0,2 

0,1 

o 

u/a* 

w/a* 

50 •' 60      70      80     90     100 (mm) 

Moyeu Peripherie 

Enfin, sur la figure 11, ont etl tracSes les repartitions radiales des vitesses axiales 
et radiales, calcuiees par la methode inverse, dans le plan d'enträe de compresseur. On note la re- 
partition tres uniforme de la vitesse debitante. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Le calcul direct et  indirecb    de l'ecoulement autour d'un capotage de compresseur place 
dans un canal cylindrique constitue un ensemble de methodes permettant de connaxtre ä partir de la 
forme du capot  et de la veine d'une part, de la repartition de pression sur la paroi externe d'autre 
part, le champ de l'ecoulement ä l'entree du compresseur. 

L'interet de la methode reside dans le fait q_ue la determination experimentale de la 
repartition radiale de la vitesse est rendue difficile par la pente importante des lignes  de courant 
ainsi que par les phenomenes de compressibility non negligeables ä l'entre'e d'un compresseur axial 
moderne. 
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Chacune des deux methodes proposees a des avantages et des inconvenients. La methode di- 
recte    ne necessite de verification experimentale que lorsque la forme de eapot choisie donne deja 
satisfaction tant par l'uniformite de la vitesse ohtenue ä l'entrtäe du compresseur qurä Is reparti- 
tion de pression sur le moyeu ;  en revanche par les iterations qu'elle exige son temps de calcul 
peut etre long et de toutes faeons,  eile ne s'applique pas aux ecoulements transsoniques. La metho- 
de inverse repose sur des resultats  experimental* prealahlement aequis.  Ceux-ci doivent etre precis 
et necessitent done une realisation tres soignee de montage   : toute erreur dans la continuite correc- 
te des valeurs de la pression introduites dans le calcul conduit ineluctaolement ä un blocage de ce- 
lui-ci. Un lissage des valeurs experimentales est done necessaire et ce nrest que lorsque le calcul 
a redonne de fagon eorrecte le moyeu comme ligne de courant particuliere de l'ecoulement que l'on est 
assure de l'exactitude des repartitions de vitesse determinee par cette methode. En revanche,  le cal- 
cul inverse s'applique aussi aux ecoulements legerement transsoniques, ce qui en augmente le domaine 
d'application. 
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THE ANALYSIS OP A SUBSONIC AXISIMUETHIC 
INLET TOR COMPRESSOR MATCHING 

by 

E. E. Stanley Senior Aerodynamicist 
GaB Turbine Division 
A/S Kongsberg Väpenfabrikk 
Poatbox 25 
3601 Kongsberg, Norway 

SUMMARY 

The experimental analysis of the flow within an axisymmetric inlet will be presented. 
The purpose of this analysis will be set out, that is,the need to match the blade inlet angles of a 
centrifugal compressor to the inlet radial flow distribution. 

The measured velocity distribution for the original inlet will be compared to the distri- 
bution obtained by a method of numerical analysis. It will be shown that the favourable results of this 
comparison led to the development of the inlet by a method of numerical analysis in preference to a 
model testing technique; the analytical work being contracted out to a consultant within a NATO country. 
The recommendations of the consultant will be presented.together with the results of an experimental 
analysis of the redesigned inlet configuration. The method of compressor matching will be touched upon, 
and finally conclusions will be drawn about the success of this development method. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

CRV curvature,mm" 
E radius from axis of inlet,mm 
V local velocity 
V reference mean velocity 
X, axial distance from inducer leading edge,c 
Z contour path length,mm 

Symbols for probe B figure 2:- 

Probe Head Side Front 

€ 
Symbols for figure 3:- 

P 
P 
e 

*». 
Q 

% 

er 

reference total pressure ? from windtunnel 
reference static pressureJ  calibration for probe B 

reference dynamic head P - P 
s 

probe dynamic head   P - P. 
oh 

flow yaw angle relative to probe B 

flow pitch angle relative to probe B 

INTRODUCTION 

The inlet to be described is that from an all radial industrial gas turbine, the Kongsberg 
Viking. This engine is in the 1200 to 1600 kW power class and is developed and manufactured at Kongsberg 
in Norway. This paper describes part of the centrifugal compressor development programme, in which the 
flow characteristics of the original inlet were investigated by using pressure sensing instrumentation 
within the inlet of a development gas turbine. The same inlet was analysed by the streamline curvature 
technique described in reference 1. The analysis was contracted out to the von Karman Institute For Fluid 
Dynamics,who recommended an inlet redesigned by using the same technique. These recommendations were 
effected by installing a redesigned inlet into the development engine and repeating the experimental flow 
investigation. The experimental results were then compared to the predicted characteristics and subse- 
quently used to rematch the blade angle distribution of the compressor inducer to the measured inlet 
flow distribution. 
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Figure 1 shows the engine inlet arrangement. This inlet, which is a radial inflow axial 
exit type, is manufactured to the redesigned standard and is now fitted to all production engines. 
.Figure 4 shows the original inlet profile. The rectilinear channel, downstream of the inducer leading 
edge, was used in the numerical analysis to allow the calculation to proceed to the set boundary condi- 
tions. These boundary conditions are described later. In reality there exists the characteristic 
meridional channel shape of a radial compressor,downstream of the inducer leading edge. The shroud and 
hub curvatures are given in figures 5 and 6 as curves I. These two figures show that the inlet profile is 
solely constructed of circular arcs and straight lines, which give the step function plot as shown. 
The original inlet was designed on the basis of a smooth area distribution through the inlet, the shroud 
and hub profiles being constructed of circular arcs and straight lines in order to simplify component 
manufacture. However with the increasing use of numerically controlled machining processes,the restric- 
tion of a simple profile geometry is no longer warranted. 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ORIGINAL INLET 

The instrumentation associated with the experimental investigation of the original inlet 
is shown in figures 2 and 4. Total presBure at the entrance to the inlet was measured by using four kiel 
probes of the sharp-edged venturi type,which have a yaw and pitch angle range of - 45 . An example of 
this type of probe is shown in figure 2 as probe A. Probe B,in figure 2, is a three dimensional pressure 
probe which was manufactured and calibrated by the von Karman Institute. Figure 3 shows a set of typical 
calibration curves which were supplied with the probe and used to reduce the test data. The probe was 
calibrated at a mach number of 0.4. The location of the pressure probes and static pressure taps is 
shown in figure 4. Also shown in the same figure are details of a static pressure tap which consists of 
a brass insert made flush with the inlet shroud profile and having a 1 mm diameter sensing hole. 
Only one set of static pressure taps could be installed into the hub surface because of the bearing and 
shaft arrangement located within the confines of the hub profile. Additional instrumentation, which was 
standard to the development engine test rig, consisted of an air mass flow measuring-venturi to DIN 1952 
standard. The throat pressure drop was measured with a Betz micromanometer and the air total temperature 
was measured by two thermocouples which were external to the test rig. 

The test procedure consisted of running the development engine at the design air mass flow 
rate of 12.3 Kg sec" , defined on a normalized basis, and also at 50/2 of design mass flow rate. Inlet 
preswirl vanes were not installed during these series of tests. Consequently the three dimensional probe 
was locked in a zero yaw— zero pitch position and traversed radially. It was assumed that the actual 
flow yaw and pitch angles at the radial traverse station would be within the calibration range of the 
probe, p = - 20 , 0 =-10. This assumption proved to be correct. Consequently the testing time was 
reduced as the probe pressures were not balanced. The probe calibration curves were used to determine 
true values for ß and &  . 

The results from this test series are presented in figures 7, 8 and 9 I, II. The shroud 
anil hub velocity distribution, as measured by the individual static pressure taps, is presented in figures 
7 and 8, and the probe traverse data, which have been transformed to the inducer leading edge station, 
are presented in figure 9. 

The conclusions drawn from the results of this test were as follows, 

a) The shroud velocity distribution should be improved. The test data indicate 
an area of diffusion and hence possible flow separation in the region of 
Z = 140 mm, see figure 7. 

b) Ho conclusion could be drawn concerning the hub velocity distribution. 
, However this was of little consequence since no changes could be made to 
this surface due to the mechanical arrangement within the hub,and since 
there was no danger of separation of the flow. 

c) The radial velocity distribution at the inducer leading edge should be 
improved before attempting to rematch the inducer blade angle distribution. 
Figure 9, II indicates a non-uniformity in V/V of + 17.5$ - 11$. 

It should be mentioned at this point that the inducer blade angle distribution was origi- 
nally matched for a completely uniform inlet velocity profile, i.e. V/V = 1.0. Hence the actual inlet 
velocity profile results in an incorrect incidence distribution at the design operating point. Since 
the inducer tip relative mach number is high,this state of affairs is a cause for some concern. 

A development programme for the inlet was set out as follows, 

i)   An attempt should be made to analyse the flow within the original inlet by a 
method of numerical analysis, and then compare the theoretical and experimental 
results. 

ii)   If good agreement between the two methods was obtained, a redesign of the 
inlet should be attempted, using the same method. It was hoped to obtain 
a monotonic pressure distribution in the inlet and an approximately constant 
axial velocity distribution at the inducer leading edge. 

iii)  A redesigned inlet should be manufactured and tested. If the test results prove 
to be satisfactory, the existing inducer blade angle distribution should be 
modified to match the measured flow distribution. 
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A model "test programme waa not ventured upon owing to the length of time required for the 
manufacture of rig components and for the completion of the development testing,which could only be baaed 
on a process of trial and error. 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

The aforementioned development requirements were presented to the von Karman Institute, who 
-then accepted a contract for the analysis of the original intake. If the analysis proved encouraging, 
they agreed to redesign the shroud profile• 

This numerical analysis required that the streamline curvature, which was infinitely close 
to the shroud and hub contours, should have a smooth variation with distance along the contour. This 
smoothing of the step function curvature for the shroud and hub profiles is shown in figures 5 and 6 as 
curves II. A rectilinear channel was assumed downstream of the inducer leading edge in order to allow 
the numerical analysis to proceed to the set boundary conditions of zero profile curvature and uniform 
flow velocity distribution 60 mm downstream of the inducer leading edge. In order to obtain sensible 
results from the analysis a great deal of thought was given to the Betting up of these boundary conditions. 
The effect of revising these boundary conditions by replacing the rectilinear channel with the compressor 
meridional channel will be presented later. . 

The results of the analysis for the original inlet are presented as continuous curves in 
figures 7, 8 and 9 III. The measured shroud velocity distribution recurred in the results of the 
numerical analysis, and thus the area of diffusion for 2 = 140 mm was confirmed. The calculated radial 
velocity distribution at the inducer leading edge, was felt to be close enough to the measured distribu- 
tion to assume that any AV/1T improvement achieved by future predictions would be realized in practice. 

A redesign of the shroud profile was effected but four contours were examined before the 
peaked and continuously increasing shroud velocity distribution was eventually smoothed. This redesign 
shroud profile is shown in figure 10 where it is compared to the original shroud profile. The geometric 
curvature for this shroud is shown in figure 11 I along with the curvature used in the numerical analysis 
represented by II. Figures 12, 13 and 14 II give the velocity distribution for the shroud and hub pro- 
files and the radial velocity distribution at the inducer leading edge. The extent of the improvement 
in calculated radial velocity distribution was restricted because of the impossibility of revising the 
hub profile. The calculated range of velocity distribution for the original inlet waa + 18.5$ - 14.5$, 
and for the redesigned inlet + 10$ - 12.2$. 

We accepted their redesign on the hasia of the improvement in shroud velocity diatribution 
along with the likelihood of marginal improvements in the radial velocity distribution at the inducer 
inlet. „ 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE REDESIGNED INLET 

The development gas turbine engine was modified by fitting the redesigned inlet with 
instrumentation as shown in figure 10, and the test procedure was repeated as for the original inlet. 
Unfortunately the hub static pressure taps failed at the beginning of the test series owing to an oil 
leak on the development engine. Consequently no reading were available for this test series. The results 
for this investigation are presented in figures 12 and 14 I. The measured inlet radial velocity distri- 
bution had a measured variation of + 15.8$ - 15.5$ at the inducer leading edge, remaining substantially 
the same as for the original inlet. However it was encouraging to find that the measured shroud velocity 
distribution eliminated the possibility of separation. 

COMPRESSOR MATCHING 

The required inducer blade angle distribution was calculated using the measured inlet 
radial velocity distribution and blade blockage. The latter was based on the existing inducer blade 
thickness distribution. Zero incidence was regarded as the optimum for the inducer tip, and a radial 
blade angle distribution was used to give a radially stacked inducer blade. A radially stacked inducer 
blade is defined here as one in which the blade camber plane is generated by a radial line passing through 
the axis of rotation of the blade. Mathematically it is defined as tan «/R = constant where cK. is the 
camber angle relative to the axial direction for a given radial generator line station. The blade inlet 
distribution derived from the above criterion gave increasing positive incidence of flow from the inducer 
tip section to the blade root. Complete zero radial incidence could have been achieved by keeping a 
radially stacked inducer blade with a swept back leading edge. However a reduced tip section chord, 
which would produce this sweep back, could not be accepted because of inducer aerodynamic loading. 
Increasing the hub section chord was contemplated but finally rejected in preference to keeping a 
vertical inducer leading edge and obtaining the desired rematch by modifying an existing inducer wheel. 
This method reduced substantially the manufacturing time which waa required to produce a rematched 
development inducer wheel. 
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COHCLtfDIHG REMARKS 

A development philosophy has been described concerning the improvement of the flow within 
a subsonic axisymmetric inlet, and for the subsequent matching of the inducer of a centrifugal compressor 
to the measured inlet flow distribution. The problem of predicting the flow distribution within an 
accelerating channel, with low losses, is a relatively simple task for numerical flow analysis using 
modern computer facilities, but the upstream effects of the compressor inducer on the flow within the 
inlet is not fully understood. Finite inducer blade thickness, viscous effects and blade angle mismatch 
could cause some redistribution of the flow upstream of the inducer, but none of these effects could be 
taken into account in the numerical analysis. 

The validity of the predicted velocity distribution is dependent upon the chosen streamline 
curvature distribution along the shroud and hub cortbours, and upon the downstream boundary conditions. 
The effect of changing these boundary conditions was investigated by replacing the downstream rectilinear 
channel of the redesigned inlet by the compressor meridional channel. The change to the radial velocity 
distribution is shown in figure 14 III, where the gradient of the predicted velocity distribution III 
is closer to the measured distribution I than the initial prediction II was. 

The programme described in this paper has given us sufficient confidence in the method of 
numerical analysis for it to be used in the design phase of an inlet for the next generation of engine 
now being prepared at Kongsberg. This new inlet is another radial inflow axial exit type, and this time 
complete freedom was given to contouring the hub profile before the shaft and bearing designs were frozen. 
The downstream boundary conditions were set assuming that the compressor meridional shape was downstream 
of the inducer leading edge. The velocity distributions within this inlet will be measured and it is 
hoped that very little development will ue required before the compressor inducer is matched to the 
measured flow velocity distribution. 
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AHORCAGE D'UNE HOSE D'AIR IOPEKSOIIIQUE DE REVOLUTIOH A COHHiESSIOH 3UPKRS0NIQUE HIXTE 

par G. LARUELLE (*) et J. LEYHAERT (**) 
OFFICE NAIIOIIAL D'EOTDES ET DS HECHERCHG5 AER0SPATIALE3 (OlIERA) 

92 - OHATILLOII - FRANCS 

RESUME - 

La definition theorique en fluide parfait des conditions d'amorcage d'une prise d'air ä compression 
supersonique mixte correspond ä une configuration teile qu'un choc droit vienne se situer juste a l'entree 
du convergent interne. 

Les essais montrent toutefois que cette representation est mise en defaut par un processus d'interaction 
choc-couche limite, et que les conditions reelles d'amorcage sont moins severes que celles ainsi calculees. 

Un schema ameliore a done ete utilise, dans lequel le phenomene d'interaction est represents de facon 
tres elementaire. 

Son application permet de critiquer les resultats d'essais et de preciser l'influence de certains 
parametres sur les conditions d'amorcage. 

SUHHARY - 

STARTING CONDITIONS OP A MIXED COMPRESSION AXISTMETKE HYPERSONIC INLET 

In a perfect fluid, the starting conditions of a mixed supersonic compression inlet are theoretically to 
be found in a configuration such that a normal shock occurs right at the entrance of the internal convergent 
section» 

However, tests indicate that this definition is not correct, due to a shock-boundary layer interaction 
process, and that the actual starting conditions are less strict than the computed ones. 

Therefore, an improved diagram including an elementary representation of the interaction phenomenon is 
used. 

By means of this diagram, test data on.axisymmetrical inlets at high supersonic speeds can be discussed, 
and the influences of some parameters can be precised. 

I - INTRODUCTION - 

Les etudes d'avant-projet des moteurs d'avions hypersoniques raettent en evidence 1'interSt de fuseaux 
tres courts comportant une chambre de combustion de geometric fixe et une prise d'air munie d'un dispo3itif 
de deformation limite au strict minimum. 

Un schema d'un tel ensemble propulsif est represent! figure 1, ä titre d'illustration [l]. La prise d'air, 
destined ä alimenter une chambre de combustion fonctionnant en supersonique aux nombres de Mach maximaux du 
vol, comporte une pointe conique et un convergent supersonique interne annulalre (figure 2 a). Le seul mode 
d'ajustement de cette prise d'air est une translation du corps central qui peimet ä la fois d'a.juster la 
geometrie en fonction du nombre de Mach, et d'assurer le reamorcage de 1'ecoulement supersonique interne en 
cas de desamorcage accidentel du convergent. 

Les limites de deplacement necessaires du corps central sont par consequent tributaires des conditions 
d'amorcage. 

Le schema de principe, en fluide non visqueux, de 1'ecoulement "desamorce" est celui d'un choc droit 
emergeant de la section annul ad re d'entre"e (aire Ag), suivi d'un ecoulement subsonique, dont une partie est 
deviee ä l'exterieur de la prise d'air de teile sorte que la section critique du d£bit capte soit egale ä la 
section geometrique du col du convergent, A^, (figure 2 b). 

Le deplacement du corps central vers l'amont permet de devier un certain debit autour de la carene grace 
au champ de 1'ecoulement conique i 1'ecoulement devie en subsonique entre le choc et la carene est reduit 
d'autant, et ceci jusqu'ä ce que le choc "droit" vienne se situer juste ä l'entree du convergent (figure 2 c). 
Cette configuration est instable et le choc franchit le convergent vers l'aval en mgme temps que se retablit 
un ecoulement supersonique interne, e'est-a-dire que l'amorcage est obtenu. 

Les phenomenes d'interaction chocs-couches limites faussent toutefois notablement ce schema et facilitent 
l'amorcage en le provoquant ä des emergences de corps central nettement plus reduites que celles previsibles 
par la representation pre"cedente. 

II est done important ds preciser si possible le processus reel de l'amorcage. Des Schemas d'interaction chocs 
couches limites eh ecoulement stationnaire ont deja ete proposes ä cet effet par divers auteurs [2], [3], 

Dans les essais presents, l'amorgage se produit en ecoulement instationnaire (pompage de la prise d'air) et met 
en jeu des configurations d'ecoulement tres complexes. Heanmoins, un me*me schema stationnaire a ete utilise pour 
analyser les resultats et critiquer l'influence de certains parametres. Cette schematisation fait l'objet de 
I1 etude et des remarques qui suivent. 

T*l Ingenieur de rechercnes, Direction de 1'Aerodynamique. " " 
(**) Ingenieur C]ief de Subdivision, Direction de 1'Aerodynamique. 
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2'- SCHEMATISATION DE L'ECODLEHEUT - 

L'effet preponderant de la oouohe limite sur le phenomene d'amorcage results d'un decollement qui se 
forme au pied du choc drolt suppose situe juste ä l1entnäe du convergent, dans la configuration 1invite d'amor- 
cage (figure 3). Dans cette configuration, 1'augmentation d'entropie de la zone non visqueuse est plus faible 
que s'il y avait un choc droit unique au nombre de Kach local amont M<., puisque oe ohoc est reroplace par un 
choc oblique suivi d'un choc droit ä un nombre de Mach M^ reduit par la deviation due au decollement. 

Oette schematisation peut toutefois paraltre illusoire lorsqu'on se refere ä l'ecoulement dans un conduit 
de section constants (figure 4). Dans ce cas, en effet, le passage du supersonique au subsonique s'effectue par 
un "train de chocs" dont l'element initial correspond aussi au cas du choc oblique suivi d'un choc droit moins 
intense qu'un choc unique. Toutefois, ce choc est alors suivi d'une detente supersonique etd'une succession da 
chocs-de'tentes de m§me nature que le premier, de sorte que, finalement, l'ecoulement suppose redevenu subsonique 
uniforme plus en aval est identique ä celui qu'aurait donne un choc droit unique au nombre de Mach amont. Le 
oaloul de cet ecoulement ä section oonstante s'effectue en effet par les m&nes relations de conservation quo 
pour un choc droit, dans l'hypothese acceptable en premiere approximation que le frottement aux paxois du tube 
est negligeable, ce qui est d'autant mieux justifi^ que des decollements s'exercent sur la plus grande partis 
du conduit. _ 

- Cette remarque permet par consfci-it ue mettre en evidence que, dans le cas de la prise d'air, c'est la 
convergence du conduit qui permet ä l'inceraction choo-couche limite d'avoir un effet favorable, en liirritant 
la detente supersonique qui se produit en aval du premier choc droit dans le cas du conduit cylindrique. 

Un calcul des conditions d'amorcage sur un schema simplifie qui negligerait la detente supersonique en 
aval du choc droit ne peut done pretendre qu'a servir de reference pour des configurations ayant par ailleurs 
des taux de convergence comparables. 

3 - KODE DE CALCUL - 

La configuration du decollement (pente et longueur en amont du choc droit) etant supposes connue, l'ecou- 
lement amont jusqu'au choc d'entree est determine en utilisant les methodes de calcul de la couche limite [4j 
et la methode des oaracteristiqu6s. Cet ecoulement etant heterogene (regions separees par le choc de deviation, 
eventuellement par le choc conique amont,et zone de couche limite), le calcul se poursuit par assimilation a 
un ecoulement moyen par tranches en aval du choc, dont l'etat uniforme initial est determine1 par l'hypothese 
d'un melange ä section constants sans frottement. La section c-itique de cet ecoulement est enfin comparee ä 
la section geometrique du col. 

L'angle de decollement est donne par un critere usuel, ä savoir que le rapport du nombre de Mach Mg 
de l'ecoulement devie au nombre de Mach amont Hg est egal ä 0,78 [5]. Ce critere correspond a une couche 
limite initiate turbulente, les calculs de couche limite indiquant que la transition se situe ä peu prea au 
niveau du decollement. Bien entendu, on pourrait aussi utiliser des oriteres plus raffines prenant en compte 
l'e'tat effectif de oette couche limite. 

La longueur L de decollement est fonetion des differents parametres qui definissent la configuration et 
qui conditionnent notammant le recolloment plus en aval. Elle n'est paa actuelloment calculable. Le but de3 
essais est prdoisement de donner une loi experimentale d'evolution de L en function de ces parametres,  afin 
de permettre une provision de3 limites d'amorcage. 

D'une fagon pratique, la valeur de L est deduite d'un essai en effectuant, pour la position du corps 
central qui permet l'amorgage, un calcul des sections critiques de 1'ecoulement aval pour plueieurs valeurs 
de.L choisies a priori : la valeur de L retenue est celle pour laquelle la section critique est egale ä la 
section du col, oomme indique plus haut. 

II est bon de rappeler que cette longueur de decollement n'est qu'une longueur fictive, caracteristique du 
phenomene schematise1, et qu'elle ne se prete pas ä une observation directe, l'ecoulement reel etant plus 
comploxe, et iiBtationnaire, comme il sera precise plus loin. 

4 - CONFIGURATIONS ETUDIEES ET RESULTATS D'ESSAIS - 

Les essais ont porte sur 1'etude, ä plusieurs nombres de Kach compris entre 4 et 7, de prises d'air de 
revolution oomportant des pointes coniques de 10° et 15°associees soit ä une carene profilee de 5,7° de pente 
interne initiale, soit ä une oarsne cylindrique. 

Les formes des prises d'air et les Schemas calcules d'ecoulement ä l'amorgage sont indiques figures 5 & 8. 

Les nombres de Reynolds des essais, rappor^es au diametre de la carene, sont de 3.10 . 

On remarquera sur ces figures 1'extension du decollement en fonction du nombre de Mach, et aussi les 
effets minimes d'interaction calcules dans le cas particulier du c9ne de 15° associe ä la carene cylindrique. 

Les resultats bruts des essais, exprimes en rapport de contraction a l'amorgage (A,j/Ae) en fonction du 
nombre de Kach a la surface du cSne K0, sont represented figure 9, 

L'importance de l'effet favorable de l'interaction choc couche limite ressort de l'ecart des points 
experimentaux ä la courbe theorique d'un ohoc droit en fluide parfait. 

Les resultats de3 calculs des longueurs de decollement sont reportes figure 10 oü le rapoort L    est donne1 

he 
en fonction du nombre de Mach M0. La valeur de   o4   qui caracterise 1'importanoe relative de la couche limite 
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( Jj eat l'epaiaaeur de deplacement en ht,  calcuiee en supposant la oouohe limits entiereraent laminaire) et la 
valeur du parametre de convergence initiale du conduit annulaire, K = -(^Vife)«, sont indiquees en chaque point. 

/U/he 
La comparaiaon dea points relatifa au cSne de 10° et au cÄne de 15°. reapectivement aaaociea ä la mSme 

carene profiiee, semble indiquer que l'effet favorable d'une convergence plus accentueej pour le c8ne de 15°, 
est compense par l'effet d^favorable d'une couche limite relativement plus petite. 

Toutefoia, l'esaai du c8ne de 15° associe ä la carene cylindrique met en evidence qu'une convergence 
initiale trop eleve'e eat defavorable ä l'amorcage. L'esaai du cfine de 10° muni de la carene cylindrique indique 
egalement une limitation en ce aena. la valeur eievee du coefficient K ne permettant paa d'ameliorer la limite 
d'amorsage. Par ailleura, l'effet favorable de la couche limite doit egalement Stre marque pf.r un maximum. 

Cea indications aont evidemment tres sommairea, le nombre d'essaia etant insuffiaant pour isoler 
l'influence dea parametres deaign^a, et d'autres facteura pouvant intervenir, tela que la courbure du profil 
du corpa central (trea marquee en position d'amorcage pour la configuration c6ne 15° + carene cylindrique) ou 
la forme preciae de 1' ecouleinent amont, qui eat partioulierement heterogene dana lea cas studies. 

Lea quelques pointa reportea figure 10 ne peuvent done servir que de reperes pour des essaia de configu- 
rations voiainea de cellea etudiees. 

5 - NATURE ISSTAMOHHAIBE DE L'EOOULBHEHI A L'AMORCAGE - "...•:, 

Si l'on ae refere ä une hypothese d'ecoulement quasi-atationnaire en pompage [6], on peut d^crire qualita- 
tivement lea phenomenes observes de la facon suivante I 

- supposons (figure 11 a).qu'a un instant donne le choc "droit" se situe ä 1'entree du convergent, avec une 
pression moyenne de l'ecouljment subsonique interne comparable ä cells que l'on aurait pour cette mSme 
configuration en Ecoulement stationnaire, mais que la section A,, du col aoit inferieure ä la section critique 
de cet ecoulement : le blocage ä la sortie se traduit par des ondes de compression qui remontent le convergent 
vers le choc. Selon la loi d'acoroiaaement de l'efficacite du choc en fonotion de aa penetration dans le 
convergent, cea ondes peuvent aoit 6tre abaorbeea par le choc qui progresse vera l'aval, auquel cas l'amorcage 
se produit, aoit refouler le choc en amont de Is prise d'air, interdisant l'amorcage. 

Dans ce dernier caa, l'acoroiaaement de pression interne accentue le decollement, le debit interne alimen- 
tant la zone decollee qui peut, surtout en regime laminaire remonter jusqu'ä la pointe du cone (figure 11b). 

Le d^bit d'entree dans le convergent est nlors diminue (si non negatif) et se retrouve inferieur au debit 
de aortie : la pression interne diminue et devient suffisamment basse pour que le decollement se resorbe pro- 
gressivement. Mais, de ce fait, 1'ecoulement repasse par une phase de debit d'entree superieur au debit de 
sortie, d'oü un nouvel accroissement de pression qui limite la resorption du decollement et, finalement, une 
situation identique a cells de depart, pour un nouveau cycle de pompage. 

L'amorcage s'effeoluant en phase de pompage ae produit pour une section critique "stationnaire" de l'ecou- 
lement aubaonique aval (e'est-a-dire calcuiee comme aux paragraphes precedents) superieure ä AQ, et, en ce sens, 
l'ecoulement instationnaire est favorable ä l'amorcage, mais 1'importance de cet effet est difficile ä apprecier. 

On film de visualisation strioscopique [7] montre que le choc penetre nettement dana le convergent en 
Ecoulement instationnaire avant que l'amorcage ne s'effectue, ce qui indique que l'effet de surdebit attenue 
largement l'effet favorable de progression temporaire du choc dans le convergent et, par consequent, que le 
gain sur la limite d'amorgage par le processus instationnaire eat sans doute assez limite j cette remarque tend 
a justifier l'hypothese admise pour reohercher une correlation des resultats selon un schema stationnaire. 

6 - COiJCLTJSION - 

L'amorcage d'une prise d'air ä compression supersonique mixte eat un phenomene complexe, et le nombre 
do parametres en jeu ne permet pas de degager des lois generalea a partir d'easaia en nombre tres limitea. 

Beanmoins, on a tente d'apporter quelques elements ä une discussion plus approfondie du Probleme ; les 
resultats rassembles peuvent contribuer ä une premiere estimation dea limites d'amorgage en hypersonique de 
prises d'air d'un type voisin de celles etudiees. 
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ETUDE THEORIQUE ET EXPEIUMENTALE DE LA CO-EXISTENCE DE DEUX FLUX 

DANS UN CANAL DE SECTION CONSTANTE 

par Jacques PAULON 

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES (O.N.E.R.A.) 

92 . CHATILLON - Frone. 

RESUME 

Uta montage plan et un montage de revolution de oaracteristiques tres voisines 
ont ete realises pour j-Ut'dier la coexistence dans un oanal de section constante d'un jet 
supersonique ä 1 'in'-^.itor  d'un jet subsonique. 

L'analyse experimental de 1'ecoulement effectuee ä partir de releves de pres- 
sions sur les parois et au sein du fluids a permis de caracteriser les limites reelles 
des deux flux ainsi que le domaine de transition les separant. Dans le oas du montage 
plan, la visualisation strioscopique de l'eooulement oonflrme les mesures. 

L'analyse theorique basee sur l'applioation de la methode des oaracteristiques 
confirme les mesures parietales. Toutefois, la section d'epanouissement maximal du flux 
interne, indiquee par oette methode, differe de la section sonique de l'eooulement ex- 
terne, ce qui peut oonduire ä des previsions erronees dans le oas d'un ejeeteur ä contour 
evolutif. 

SUMMARY 

A two-dimensional,and an asymmetrical set—up of very similar characteristics, 
were built in order to study the coexistence, in a constant section duct, of a supersonic 
jet inside a subsonic jet. 

The experimental analysis of the flow, made from pressure readings on the walls 
and inside the fluid, led to characterizing the actual limits of the two flows, and also 
the transition domain between them. In the two-dimensional case, the schlieren visualiza- 
tion of the flow confirms the measurements. 

The theoretical analysis, based on the method of characteristics, confirms the 
parietal readings. However the maximum flaring section, given by this method, differs 
from the sonic section of the external flow, which may lead to faulty predictions in the 
case of a contoured ejector. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

Peu sensibles ä l'heterogeneite des ecoulements primaire et secondaire, les theories 
unidimensionnelles des melangeurs ä section constante oü coexistent un flux primaire supersoni- 
que et un flux seoondaire subsonique dans la section de confluence, fournissent aveo grande pre- 
cision les performances globales de ces montages. C'est ce qui explique le succes des theories 
par quasi-tranches planes des ejecteurs supersoniques [1] [2] qui, soumises au critere de l'ex- 
perience depuis bientot 20 ans se sont averees utiles et precises pour des montages de faibles 
dimensions utilises dans les laboratoires aussi bien que pour les grands ejecteurs industriels. 

Ces theories ne permettent oependant pas de prevoir le developpement axial de l'e- 
ooulement et de situer avec precision la position de la section d'epanouissement maximal du flux 
primaire, condition necessaire pour reussir une optimisation en poids de oes installations. 
C'est pourquoi diverses etudes ont ete entreprises en France [3] [4] et ä l'etranger [5] pour 
parfaire le schema unidimensionnel simplifie, de fagon ä y inclure une evolution longitudinale 
oorreote des deux flux. 

L'hypothese essentielle retenue dans oes calculs dont 1'importance est speoialement 
marquee pour les ejecteurs de turboreacteurs oü le coefficient d'entrainement est faible (debit 
secondaire de l'ordre de 5 i>  au plus du debit primaire) est qu'il y a coexistence dans le canal 
d'un flux primaire supersonique se developpant suivant la theorie des oaracteristiques et d'un 
flux secondaire subsonique s'ecoulant par quasi-tranches planes. 

Ce schema, s'il est accessible au oalcul numerique et permet de prendre en compte 
lorsque le d£bit secondaire se reduit ä une couche limite epaisse les interactions des ondes de 
choc aveo cet ecoulement parietal, devient peu realists aux debits secondaires plus eleves par 
suite du developpement notable de la zone de melange entre les deux'flux et de 1'importance que 
prennent alorsles forces de viscosite dans le domaine de transition oorrespondant. 
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Afin de mieux comprendre la structure fine d'un tel eeoulement essentiellement hete- 
rogene oar comportant troia domaines de flux sensiblement paralleles, une etude experimental a 
6te entreprise ä une eohelle suffisamment grande pour permettre une exploration detaillee du flux 
secondaire dans sa totalite. Seule une fraction du flux primaire est accessible aux sondages, 
compte tenu de la fragility des sondes utilisees, profondement engagees dans le montage ot sou- 
mises ä des efforts aerodynamiques qui deviennent dangereux pour leur tenue, des lors que la 
necessite de ne pas perturber les ecoulements primaire et secondaire conduit ä limiter eonside- 
rablement leur dimension. 

2. MONTAGES EXPEBIHENTAUX. 

La source d'air comprime1 disponible ä l'Etablissement O.H.E.H.A. de PALAISEAU a les 
oaraoteristiques suivantes : 

- pression generatrice Pi '.   14» 5 bars 
- temperature generatrice :  370°K < Ti < 390°K 
- debit masse Q i     10 kg/sec. 

Les montagegeErn&pfc'----iatT ont ete realises de facon ä restituer sensiblement les 
memes conditions experimentsrx**.?' grandeurs oaraoteristiques de ces deux installations sont 
portees sur le Tableau I.       •':. 

Le montage (A) est bidimensionnel et permet de ce fait une exploration systematique 
du ohamp des pressions statiques qui sont d'autre part mesurees par sondages au sein de l'ecou- 
lement, ainsi d'ailleurs que les pressions d'arrSt des deux flux. 

- TABLEAU I - 

CARAOTSEISTIQÜES DBS DEUX H0I1TAGES EXP3RII.IEHTAUX 

A - MONTAGU BIDIMSNSIONKEL : 

Nelangeur : 

Hauteur t      287,5 mm 
Largeur t         80 mm 
Longueur :     15 60 mm 
Section oonstante  :    23.000 mm2 

Tuyere primaire  : 

Hauteur du col  t       38 mm 
Section du ool  :       3040 mm2 
Hauteur dans le plan 

de sortie  1               112,6 mm 
Section de sortie  t  89ÖO mm2 
Largeur s                     80 mm 
Angle d1ouverture 

du divergent  1         15° 
Bombre de Mach. 
theorique  «My,    = 2,624 

Instrumentation de mesure  1 

- 11 rangees de 23 prises de pression 
sur paroi laterale, 

- 28 prises de pression sur paroi 
inf erieure, 

- 6 bossages pour introduction! de  sondes 
- 2 hublots de visualisation. 

B - »ETAGE BE RETOLUTIOH : 

Melangeur : 

Biametre  :       171 mm 
Longueur :       1490 mm 
Section oonstante  :    23.000 mm2 

Tuyere primaire  :                                                        I 

Biametre du ool 1         6"7 mm 
Section du col  :          3530 mm2 
Biametre dans le 
plan de sortie  s         107 mm 

Section de  sortie  ;    9000 mm2 
Angle d'ouverture 

du divergent  :             12°70' 
Uombre de Mach 
theorique  I       M th     ** 2>4^4 

Instrumentation de mesure  s 

— 19 prises de pression statique 
sur une generatrice, 

— 11 prises de pression statique reparties 
ä 90° dans 4 plans de mesure, 

- 7 bossages pour introduction de  sondes 
sur une generatrice voisine de  oelle ou 
se trouvent les  19 statiques, 

- 11 bossages repartis ä 90° dans 4 plans 
de mesure. 

Le montage (B)de revolution ne permet pas une etude aussi fine de la repartition 
des pressions par suite de l'heterogeneite azimutale,  difficile  ä eviter,  et sur laquelle 
nous reviendrons plus loin.  L'interSt de 1'experimentation deorite  ci-dessous tient ä la 
possibility d'evaluation des avantages et inoonvenients de chacun de  oes dispositifs fono- 
tionnant tous deux en regime permanent. 

2.1. Montage bidimensionnel (A). 

La Figure  1 montre le  schema de prinoipe de  oette installation,  tandis que la 
Figure 2 en montre une vue photographique qui permet de  se rendre  compte des dimensions et 
des prinoipes constructifs. 

Les buts recherche3 etant 1'analyse fine de l'eeoulement et la visualisation de 
celui-ci, les parois laterales sont interchangeables. 
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Orlqine des abcissesfplan de sortie de la tuyere) 

l^jftfoWMIMMMIMtAfc 

vrtii r\nififrf 

1936 

Ratm. 

1 -Arrive« d'air primaire 4 - Bassages       6 - Prises de presston do paroi 

2 - ArrWSe d'air secondaire, patm        5 - Hublol 7 « Melangeur 

3 - Vonnage 

Fig. 1 - Schema de ('installation A (cotes en mm) 

1 • Plaque perforöo cröant une perte de charge    4 - Injection du flux primoire 

pour l'ecoulement secondaire 5 - Evacuation ä I'air ambiant 

2 - Porte sonde telecommand© 0 - Piaque inferieure munia de prises de pression 

3 * Hublot do visualisation 7 - Plaque laterale munie do prises de pression Fig. 2 - Vue de ('installation d'essais A 

Uno paroi equipee de 253 prisea de pression est destines ä fournir le ohanip de 
pression statique, champ complete par le releve des pressions mesurees sur la paroi inferieure 
dans son plan de symetrie. 

Un porte-sonde telecommande gui peut §tre installe sur 6  bossages regulierement 
repartis sur la paroi superieure a permis de relever les pressions d'arrSt et st.atiq.ue locales 
BUT une grande partie de la hauteur de la veine. Une oonnaissance plus complete de 1'ecoule- 
ment jusqu'a. l'axe de la veine n'a pu Stre effectuee par suite des difficultes de tenue meca- 
nique des sondes, suffisamment petites pour ne pas perturber l'ecoulement. 

Comme on le verra sur les diagrammes presentant les resultats experimentaux, la 
mesure de la pression statique n'a pu §tre effectuee que sur une fraction de la demi-hauteur 
de la veine. D'autre part, la repartition parietale de pression a mis en evidence une tres 
lagere dissymetrie de l'ecoulement due ä une petite imperfection du montage, Les releves ont 
Bystematiquement porte sur 1'analyse d'une moitie du montage experimental. 

Dans une seconds phase, les parois laterales de oette installation ont ete rem- 
placees par deux panneaux comportant des hublots do visualisation de grandes dimensions. ITean- 
moins le montage strioscopique utilise a necessite d'effectuer en deux fois la prise de vue de 
l'ecoulement. La re-petabilite et la bonne stability de l'ecoulement ont permis une superposition 
oorreote des vues striosoopiques obtenues, dont 1'analyse sera presentee oi-apres. 

2.2. Montage de revolution (B). 

Le second montage experimental decrit ioi comporte une tuyere primaire et un melan- 
geur a symetrie de revolution ainsi que le montrent les Figures 3 et 4. II presente l'ayantage 
indiscutable d'Stre plus voisin des installations industrielles usuelles, bien que dans certai- 
nes applications comme les jets plats, on soit amene ä recheroher un montage bidimensionnel- 

La melangeur utilise a ete realise en t81e roulee et soudee et ne presente done 
pas la perfection de fabrication qui aurait ete souhaitable pour 1'analyse fine de l'ecoule- 
ment teile qu'elle avait ete envisagöe au däbut des essais(*). 

Oriqine des abcissesfplan de sortie de la tuyere 

1 - Arrives d'air primaire 

2 - Arrivöe d'air secondaire 

3 -Vonnogo 

4 . Bossoges 

5 - Prises de pression de paroi 
6 - Melangeur 

7 • Chambro de tranquillisation de   la 

soufflerie do grille d'aubes 

Fig. 3 - Schema de ('installation B (cotes en mm) 

Fig. 4 - Vue de ('installation d'essais B    f 

^mmf-^^i^^^f^^^j^^^^^^m^^ 

'^ :>-:-: 

I 
-  ••;• •    '. •  \    -S-    V.     ;.->-S 

(*) Le montage experimental est en realite un augmentateur de debit realise pour une soufflerie 
de grille d'aubes supersonique  [6] [7] et utilise en second lieu pour les essais decrlts ioi. 
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La prooedure experimentale eat done plus simple  sur oe montage et se limite  ä 1'ex- 
ploration azimutale de l'ecouleraent gräce ä des prises de pression parietales reparties dans 
quatre plans de mesures,  ä un releve longitudinal de la pression sur une generatrice du montage 
et ä l'etudo de la repartition radiale des pressions totale et statique dans sept plans. 

3.  PERFORMANCES DU UOTOACE BISIUSHSIOMäiL (A). 

3.1.  Ohoix du point de fonotionnement. 

Une verification prealable a ete effectuee afin de comparer aux previsions theori- 
ques les performances globales de l'ejecteur qui refoule h la pression atmospherique    Pa    .   Le 
regime supersonique s'etablit pour une pression primaire Pi/f^= 10 barg)  aussi pour les essais 
ci-dessous,  le point de fonotionnement retenu correspond aux conditions  : 

.-   i4yS~  Urs L±-- Q,?S   Le ju- = o.zo 

Pu 
t     etant la pression generatrice secondaire et ft*   le rapport du debit masse secon- 

daire a.u debit masse primaire.   (La valeur de    P£/Ra     ^e transition entre le regime supersoni- 

que et le regime mixte fournie par le  calcul [2] est de 5i5-  La difference importante provient 
de ce que nous sommes en montage plan oü les pertes sont plus importantes qu'en montage de 
revolution). 

Le  coefficient de debit est suffisamment eleve pour que le flux secondaire ne  se 
comporte pas comme une epaisse  couche limite parietale et il se trouve ä des conditions expe- 
rimentales suffisamment distantes du fonotionnement en regime mixte pour echapper aux instabi- 
lites.  Ce point se trouve effectivement sur la caracteristlque theorique debit-pression du me- 
langeur [2]. 

3.2.  Releves de pression sur la paroi inferieure. 

P/t t 

-    „       , -..  -        mesurae sur la paroi inferieure, rap- 
portee ä la pression generatrice  P"  du flux secondaire,  donne une idee exaote de l'evolution 
de ce dernier (Figure 5). 

Entrant dans le melangeur ä un nombre de Mach modere (   W     = 0,54 dans la section de 
confluence des deux jets prise comme origine des abscisses),  le flux secondaire  se detend de fa- 
gon continue  jusqu'ä atteindre les conditions critiques ä une distance sensiblement egale ä 
X«f " 450 mm. 

On remarquera (Figure  6) que cette distance critique est sensiblement celle qui cor- 
respond au point de rencontre d'une onde de Mach issue d'une levre de la tuyere primaire et de 
l'ordonnee de  la section unidimensionnelle sonique de l'ecoulement secondaire. 

0       100    200    300    400    500    600 mm 

Fig. 5 * Evolution longitudinale de la pression 
statique ä la paroi inferieure 

x* 
Col sonique 

V 
e" 

Ligne de jet               j . 
S 

s' 
./^Onded e Mach 

h 

s" 
• s 

Fig. 6 • Schema de calcul de la distance critique 

En effet,  la tuyere primaire ayant un nombre de Mach reel M = 2,366 ,  cette distance 
s'ecrit avec les grandeurs portees sur la figure 

_   K .s^ + ^^f^^f] 
t9«f0 

B'oii      Xjf a    470 mm. 

?;s-a 
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Cette propriete s'est trouvee verifies sur un certain nombre de montages experimen- 
ted par ailleurs au Laboratoire. 

En aval de oette section critique, la pression parietale crolt, oe qui indique un 
däsamorcage progressif de l'ecoulement aui finit par atteindre la pression ambiante. 

3.3. Releves de pression sur la paroi laterale. 

Uns analyse plus fine du champ de l'ecoulement s'obtient par l'etude des releväs de 
pression P   sur la paroi laterale munie de 11 rangees de 23 prises. La repartition oomplexe des 
valeurs de la pression mesuree sur cette paroi (Figure 7b) s'explique aisement suivant le schema 
porte en haut de la Figure 7a. 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\«^\\\\\^l K\wik\k\\ 

D 

\^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

H G 

• Jot supersonique dont la 
forme esl determine* par 
la repartition de pression 

ä so limite 

• Detente de Prandtl Meyer 

• Plans de sondage 

• Flux supersonique 

E • Eeoulement de source 

p - Prises de pression sur 
paroi laterale 

G - Prises de pression sur 
paroi Inferieure 

H • Ran gee de prise de pression 
utilisees pour la definition 
du gradient longitudinal de 
pression 

Limite calculee du noyau 
prlmaire 

Fig. 7a - Schema aerodynantique explicitant (es hypotheses de calcul 

a O X =•    10 mm 

b   D X -    60 mm 

c   A X = 110 mm 

d   V X = 160 mm 

e    A X = 210 mm 

f • X = 260 mm 

g- H X ~ 310 mm 

h A X = 360 mm 

i • X = 410 mm 

i A X - 460 mm 

1 - Flux primaire 

2 • Flux secondaire 

3-Transition   peripherique 

4 • Transition interne 

5 - Source 

6 • Detente due aux caracteristiques 
issues deC 

7 - Noyau 

Z 100 
mm 

Fig. 7b - Repartitions de pression mesurees sur une paroi laterale - Comparaison avec les valeurs calculees 
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- le fluida primaire,suppose parfait, est assimile ä un ecoulement de source plane, d'angle d'ou- 
verture 15° et de nombre de Hach M'= 2,566 au point de confluence des deux flux (valeur dedui- 
te des releves de pression; 

- ce fluide debouche dans un milieu ou regne un gradient longitudinal de pression defini par las 
releves parietaux, mais en fait oe sont les indications de la premiere rangee de prises late- 
rales qui ont etä utilisoes. Elles ne different guere des releves sur la paroi inferieure du 
montage. La complexity des repartitions de pression relevees ä la paroi du montage est due ä 
l'existenoe simultanee de plusieurs gradients de pression; 

- sur l'axe du montage l'äcoulement de source issu de la tuyere primaire s'accelere fortement 
mais le profil des vitesses dans des plans normaux ä l'axe est quasi-constant (coupes (a) ä 

- a la peripherie du noyau central, l'acceleration du flux externe induit un gradient longitu- 
dinal negatlf de la pression, plus faible que calui correspondant ä la source; 

- la transition au point de confluence O   des deux ecoulements se fait par une detente de Prandtl- 
Meyer, puisqu'initialement la pression dans le noyau est superieure ä celle du flux externe 
(ooupe(a)). et les caracteristiques oorrespondantes transportent une detente, de moins en moins 
accentuee (coupes (a) ä (d); 

- cas caracteristiques atteignant l'axe du montage au voisinage de la coupe (e) ä laquelle corres- 
pond la pression minimale dans le noyau central; 

- dans le3 coupes suivantes (f) ä (i) le r31e des caracteristiques issues du point de confluence 
O'fles deux flux symetriques de 0 par rapport ä l'axe du montage deviant preponderant et si, ä 
la peripherie du jet primaire, la pression continue ä diminuer, au centre eile augmante pro- 
gressivementj 

La confrontation calcul-experience est tres satisfaisante dans tout le domaine proche 
du plan d'injection du flux primaire. Elle devient plus imprecise pres de la section d'epanouis- 
Bement maximal du noyau supersonique, oü la transition visqueuse entre les deux flux deviant im- 
portante, 

3.4. Mesures au sein du fluide i exploration d'un plan normal a l'axe du montage. 

le domaine da transition separant les flux primaire et secondaire ne peut 8tre carao- 
terise par las releves parietaux da pression, dont le nombre est insuffisant pour une analyse de- 
taillee du phenomene. L'exploration des deux veines au raoyen d'une sonde traversant le montage 
dans son plan de symetrie suivant une normale ä l'axe permet la description fine du passage du 
flux primaire au flux secondaire. Comme nous l'avons signale plus haut cette exploration n-a pu 
Stre effectuee que sur une fraction de la hauteur de la veine. 

La Figure 8 repräsente les releves de pression statique P et de pression totale Pt' 
dans las six plans de mesure equipes ä cet effet. Pour obtenir la pression totale dans la partie 
supersonique da la veine (domaine interne de la zone de transition,et portion du flux primaire 
oü l'exploration de la veine a pu §tre effectuee) la pression d'arrSt [Pi) choc mesuree par la 
sonde a ete corrigee pour tenir compte du nomhre de Mach local en amont de l'onde de choc droita 
qui s'etahlit devant la sonde. On remarquera essentiellement q.ue la pression statique est sensi- 
Dlement constante dans le flux secondaire aussi hien que dans la zone de transition, dont les li- 
mites externe et interne sont deflnies respectivement comme point oü la pression d'arrSt P; commence 
a croltre et point oü eile atteint sa valeur maximale. En revanche la pression statique varie rapi- 
dement dans tout la domaine du flux primaire non perturb© par la transition (Figure 7). Nous avons 
compare sur la Figure 8 las pressions statiques mesurees ä la paroi et celles donnees par la 
sonde d'exploration transversale. La concordance des deux mesures est "orrecte dans le flux 
secondaire non perturbe, eile 1'est moins dans la zone de transition ou il existe un fort gra- 
dient de pression d'arrit risquant de fausser las mesures'de pression statique fournies par la 
sonde. 

3.5. Mesures au sein du fluide : exploration transversale de la veine. 

Comme dans tout montage plan, le melangeur etudie präsente 1'inconvenient d'Stre 
trioutaire du developpement des couches limites sur les parois laterales du montage. Afin de 
mieux connaitre 1'importance des perturbations correspondant.es une exploration transversale 
en pression totale a ete effectuee ä une distance X = 460 mm du plan de confluence des deux 
jets, c'est-ä-dire sensiblement au niveau de la section sonique du flux secondaire. La Figure 9 
präsente les resultats oorrespondants : dans le flux secondaire (Figure $a.)  l'äpaisseur de la 
oouche limite est de l'ordre de 4 mm, ce qui correspond bien aux previsions de calcul [8]; la 
surpression que l'on observe au voisinage de la paroi est vraisemblablement due ä das echanges 
energetiques entre les deux flux, echanges qui seraient favorises par la oouche limite; la va- 
leur sensiblement constante mesuree dans le noyau sain du flux secondaire recoupe correctement 
les valeurs obtenues dans l'exploration de ce dernier (Figure 8). 

Dans le flux primaire (Figure 9b) saule la pression pitot, directement donnee par la 
sonde, est presentee. La couohe limite parietale semble plus importante (de l'ordre de 9 mm), 
mais il faudrait pouvoir tenir compte ioi des deperditions d'energie qui ont conduit au maximum 
de pression mesurä dans le flux secondaire, et qui ont pour effet dans le flux primaire d'älargir 
le domaine voisin de la paroi, ou 1'eooulement n'est pas uniforme. 
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Schema de la position 

des plans de mesure 

• Pression statique mesuree sur la paroi laterale 
paroi laterale 

A Limite de la zone de transition 

Ftg. 8 - Evolution des pressions totale 
et statique au sein du flutde 

(verticalement X = C   ) 

Zmm     100 ^50 Zmm      100 

5000 
Pl 

apres choc 

4000 
mmHg 

3000 

2000 

1000 

i- 
40v     30        20    .    10J   ,     0. 

Ymm Axe de la veine 
40        30 

Ymm 
20        10 0 

Axe de la veine 

Schema de la position des plans de mesure 

Fig. 9 - Evolution de la pression totale au sein du fluide 

a. - Flux secondaire, X = 460 mrn      b. - Flux primaire, X = 460 mm 

3« 6'  Visualisation de la ligne de jet et de la zone de melange. 

Ie jet supersonia.ue priinaire et la zone de transition ä densite fortement variable 
peuvent §tre mis en evidence par striosoopie de l'eooulement. Des hublots (en pyxex pour resis- 
tor ä la temperature de 390°K du flux primaire) ont ete utilises, mais deux cliches successlfs 
oorrespondant ä deux positions differentes du banc de striosoopie ont ete necessaires pour per- 
mettre de voir tout le domaine interessant.- la legere deformation des bords de 1'image due ä la 
necessite de travailler en lumiäre divergente dans le grand champ visualise ne permet pas une 
superposition oorrecte des deux cliches. 

On notera tout d'abord sur la Figure 10 qu'au point de fonctionnement etudie le jet 
primaire reste amorce Men au delä du domaine explore dans cette etude, c'est-ä-dire au delä de 
la section sonique du flux secondaire. Sur oette figure ont ete egalement portees les liraites de 
la zone de transition determlnees au moyen des releves de pression (Figure 8), ainsi quo les ca- 
racteristiques limitos ayant servi au calcul de l'eooulement dans le flux primaire. 
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Fig. 10 - Visualisation de I1 ecoulement 

A - Limites zones de melange      B - Faisceau de detente 

la Figure 11 resume les resultats acquis et compare sur le m8me diagramme les limites 
de la zone de transition visqueuse entre les deux jets et la ligne de jet primaire J" calculee 
dans 1'hypothese d'un fluide parfait. Cette derniere se trouve bien au milieu des deux premieres. 

Sur la m8me figure a ete portee la ligne sonique de l'eooulement deduite des releves 
de pression (Figure 11). On remarquera oette fois que le schema unidimansionnel ne semble plus va- 
lable : la ligne Sonique,pratiquement confondue avee la ligne externe de la zone de transition 
visqueuse, n'est normale ä l'eooulement qu'au voisinage de la section d'epanouissement maximal 
du flux primaire. 

Supposant alors que la Vitesse est peu inclines sur l'axe du montage, on en deduit 
aisement l'ordonnee de la limite J"' du flux secondaire, definie comme ligne de courant d'un 
eooulement ayant le mSme debit que l'eooulement secondaire entrant dans le melangeur. On remar- 
quera sur la Figure 8, oü cette ligne limite J" a ete portee, qu'elle differe peu de la limite 
theorique du jet primaire    . 

mm 

1 • Tuyere 

2 - Flux secondaire 

3 - Premiere caracferistique 

4 - Derniere caracferistique 

5 - Limite externe de la zone de transition 

6 - Flux primaire 

7 - Limite interne de la zone de transition 

8 - Limite theorique du jet primaire 

9 > Epanouissement maximal du flux primaire 

10 - Ligne sonique 

11 - Limite du flux secondaire 

Fig. 11 - Ligne de jet et zone de transition 

4.  AHA1YSE IBS PBKFOHMAIICBS W HOMAGE JE KSVOLOTIOIt (3). 

4«1.  Choix du point de fonctionneroent. 

Geometriquement tres voi3in du montage plan par ses lois de section,  le montage  (B) 
a d'abord ete teste globalement pour comparer ses performances aux previsions theoriques.   Cet 
ejeoteur servant ä augmenter le debit d'une soufflerie de grille d'aubes, la pression de refou- 
lement n'est plus 1'atmosphere mais une pression   Pr  de l'ordre de 2,45 bars. 

Be ce fait,  le rapport  Pi/Pp   n'est guere superieur ä la valeur de transition theo- 
rique entre les regimes supersonique et mixte,  d'oü oertaines fluctuations et instabilites. 
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Pour lea essais deorita ci-desaous, le point de fonotionnement impose correspond ä i 

P' 

P" 

•k =   °'37 

'  -  /U.     -  0,24 

4,2, Etude de 1'homoReneite azimutale du flux secondaire. 

Dana le montage bidimensionnel analyse au n° 3 , le flux secondaire se compose de 
deux pstits jets quasi-independants dont la seule condition de compatibility tient ä la meme 
valeur de la pression genäratrice. Grace a  une realisation aymätrique du montage, aux imperfec- 
tions mecaniques pres, lea deux flux seoondaires presentaient des configurations d'eooulement 
tres voisines. 

le probleme se pose tout differemment dana le caa du montage de revolution oü 11 
n'exi3te qu'un flux secondaire unique, injecte par un orifice annulaire et entourant le jet pri- 
maire. une difficulte provient alors de oe que pour eviter toute interaction parasite entre les 
Elements du montage et les flux etudies, il n'a pas ete mis de bras supports ä l'interieur de la 
veins, ce qui rend delicat le centrage du jet primaire par rapport au jet secondaire. II s'agit 
d'un centrage tridimensionnel, oar il faut s'assurer que la tuyere primaire et le melangeur cylin- 
drique sont oonoentriques et que leurs axes sont oonfondus. Si cette difficult! peut §tre ä peu 
prea surmontee, il en existe une autre, tres importante et incontr81able, le melangeur, ä sa sor- 
tie, eat solidaire du caisson de tranquillisation da la soufflerie de grille dont 1'ejecteur fait 
partie. les temperatures generatrices primaire et secondaire sont respectivement de 390°K et 
290°E tandis que celle mesuree dans la chambre de tranquillisation est de l'ordre de 360°K. II 
en resulte des dilatations differentes de chaque partie du montage et des deplacements qui modi- 
fient le oentrage d'origine. 

Pour obtenir des resultats corrects, il eut fallu un montage debouchant ä l'ambiante 
et, de plus, que le melangeur soit aolidaire de la tuyere primaire, 

v A titre d'exemple, la Figure 12 presente la repartition azimutale de la pression de 
paroi P  relevee dana quatre plans de mesure et la Figure 13 compare les releves radiaux de 
pression totale P£   (il s'agit d'une pression Pitot done d'une vraie pression totale ou d'une 
pression totale apres choc selon le type d'eooulement rencontre par la sonde) mesuree sur 4 ra- 
yons ä une distance de 1,2 diametres du plan de confluence (section de mesure 5). On remarquera 
que si dans la meilleure configuration geometrique qui a pu etre realisee, la repartition azimu- 
tale de pression semble assez uniforme a une grande diatance de la section de confluence, d'ine- 
vitablea distorsions de l'ecoulement apparaissent qui rendent difficile une analyae fine de l'e- 
ooulement. 
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different* plans de mesure 

Fig. 13 - Evolution radial« de la pression totale P I 
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4.3» Releves de pression sur une generatrioe du montage. 

Bien que les deux ecoulementa ne soient pas parfaitement concentriquea, nous avona 
releve l'evolution axiale de la pression de paroi P"mesuree sur une generatrioe du melangeur. 

La repartition presentee sur la Figure 14 donne une idee de 1'evolution du flux se— 
condaire et nous verrons par la suite quelle exploitation on peut tirer de ces mesures. Notona 
simplement que 1'allure de oette courbe est tres semblable ä oelle obtenue sur le montage plan. 

i   Fig. 14 - Evolution axiale de la pression sur une generatrice 

100    200    300    400    500    600 mm 

4.4» Mesurea au sein du fluide.  Exploration radiale de la volne. 

Dans un montage ä symetrie de revolution, seule l'exploration radiale de l'ecoulement 
permet de connaitre l'evolution de la pression statique (Figure 15). On remarquera ioi encore une 
valeur aenaiblement oonstante de oette pression dans chaque plan de mesure au voisinage de la pa- 
roi du melangeur et une variation plus coraplexe dea que l'on penetre dana la zone de melange. 

La pression mesuree ä la paroi reooupe Dien lea indications de la sonde et, d'autre 
part, les quelques mesures de pression 3tatique au sein du flux primaire et en dehors de la zone 
de melange verifient ou tendent ä recouper oellea obtenues par le caloul de l'ecoulement-r^rimaire 
aasimile ä un ecoulement de source. Cet ecoulement n'est pas influence par le mauvais centrage du 
primaire mais par oontre celui compris entre la caracteristique de depart issu d'une extremite de 
la tuyere et la ligne du jet y est sensible. Aussi, comme oela etait previsible, 1'application de 
la methode de caloul du oharop de  cet ecoulement n'a pas donne de resultata probants. 

L'etude de la pression totale   F£   (II s'agit de la pression d'arrät  corrigee lors- 
que la aonde se trouve dana un ecoulement supersonique) portee aur la meme figure met en evi- 
dence le developpement rapide de la zone de melange et l'on notera,  compte tenu du defaut d'ali- 
gnement dea deux flux,  que dans le plan VI proohe de 1'epanouissement maximal du flux primaire, 
l'ecoulement  sain secondaire a pratiquement disparu. 

He facon generale,  aauf dans le plan V,  la pression totale mesuree dans le flux pri- 
maire, puis corrigee pour tenir compte du choc devant la sonde, recoupe "bien la pression totale 
ä l'infini amont.   Ce qui montre que les mesures sont correctes dans    es zones saines dea ecoule- 
menta. 

4.5-  Ligne de  jet. 

le mauvais centrage des deux flux ne permettant pas un calcul correct de la ligne 
de jet de l'ecoulement primaire, il n'a pas ete possible de comparer, comme dans le cas plan, 
la ligne Sonique deduite des mesurea avec la poaition d'epanouissement maximum du jet primaire. 

%   COHCLPSIOH. 

L'analyse comparee d'un melangeur plan et d'un melangeur de revolution ayant mSme 
lois de section a montre qu'il etait possible de realiser dans lea deux montages lea rae'mea con- 
ditiona aerodynaraiques. Globalement, les performances mesureea restituent avec precision oellea 
que le schema unidimensionnel perraettent de prevoir (Figure 16). 

Dana le detail, la repartition des vitesses dans l'ecoulement differe notablement de 
celle retenue pour le calcul elementaire [1] ou memo plus perfectionne [3] oü l'on suppose que 
l'ecoulement secondaire s'effectue par tranches planea. 

L'importante zone de melange au contact dea deux flux a pu Stre mise en evidence par 
strioacopie dans le cas du montage plan et les limitoa de oette zone de transition telles qu'on 
les deduit dea relevea de pression d'arr§t correspondent assez bien avec lea limites des aones 
turbulentes que l'on distingue sur la vue strioscopique. 
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On en oonolut qua la theorie unidimensionnel des melangeurs ä section eonstante ou 
les deux flux sont supposes non visqueux rend oian compte glooalement des performances de  oes 
montages, mais que toute amelioration des Schemas de calcul destinee ä preVoir le developpement 
longitudinal de l'ecoulement derra faire intervenir le melange visqueux au contact des flux 
primaire et seoondaire. 
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Fig. 16 - Performances globales des deux montages - Comparaison experience.theorie 
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SUMMARY 

At high supersonic speeds the efficiency of the inlet strongly depends on the 
diminution of the Mach number before the normal shock. Theoretical investigations show 
that this deceleration can be increased by replacing the internal compression in the 
bladeless channel by a supersonic rotor. Due to the deceleration of the relative flow 
and the increase of the circumferential velocity from rotor inlet to outlet, a significant 
augmentation of the static pressure ratio is achieved. Moreover, the Mach number can be 
decreased by the transfer of mechanical energy to the rotor. After the transition to 
subsonic velocities in the Stator, the energy has to be returned to the flow either by a 
conventional compressor, or by a second supersonic rotor accelerating the flow between 
the combustion chamber and the nozzle. Static pressures and temperatures in this turbo- 
jet engine, which operates with subsonic combustion, are comparable to those of the 
supersonic combustion ramjet. 

NOTATION 

A    cross sectional area 
a    sonic velocity 
c    absolute velocity 
E    exponent 
P ) 
G )   functions of the Mach number 
H ) •...--.. 

h    enthalpy 
M     Mach number 
A mass flow 
p     pressure 
R     gas constant 
s    entropy 
T     absolute temperature 
u     peripheral speed 
H    relative velocity 

a )   angles defined in Fig. 2 
a ) 
S tip-diameter ratio, rotor outlet to inlet 
K ratio of specific heats 
it pressure ratio " - 
T temperature ratio 

Subscripts • - • ... 

0,1,2..positions 
t friction 
r relative 
t total 
" normal shock 
' unstarted flow 
" started flow 

The air intake of a jet engine is largely designed to decelerate the air flow 
approaching at the flight Mach number, with the lowest possible loss, to the subsonic 
velocity which is determined by the requirements of the subsequent component: compressor 
or combustion chamber. This deceleration is carried out in a wholly or partly closed 
diffusor of partly variable geometry, but usually without using rotating parts. The latter 
possibility will be theoretically examined in the present paper. 

In doing so, the problem of material stress caused by high peripheral speeds and 
high temperatures will be deliberately left aside. On the contrary, the calculations 
presented depart from the assumption that in future materials, e.g. in the form of com- 
posites, will be available which may feasibly reach a multiple of the current strength 
values. 

At Mach numbers of about up to M = 3 it might still be regarded as sufficient if 
the supersonic flow is first decelerated in the external compression by a 3teady or un- 
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steady deflection on a concavely curved wall and subsequently reduced to subsonic 
velocity in a normal shock. This deflection and the incident nearly isentropic deceler- 
ation in the external compression are limited however. Excessive deflection produces 
separation of the leading edge shocks at the cowl lips. The external drag rises and the 
inlet efficiency decreases. 

Therefore, as the flight Mach number rises, the Mach number before the normal 
shock increases too. As this would cause also the total pressure loss in the inlet to 
increase considerably, the attempt is made to produce' a further deceleration of the 
supersonic flow by narrowing the stream tube. This contraction is limited by the 
Kantrowitz-Donaldson criterion saying that the minimum area of the stream tube must be 
so large that the mass entering the inlet through a normal shock can be carried through 
with the maximum mass flow density. 

For an ideal gas having constant specific heats, the mass flow may be expressed 
as a function of the Mach number and of the stagnation condition: 

VR 4 ; 
E  pt 

M 
VTZ. 

(1) 

with  ^ = 1 + ^ M2 

w  .1 K E - j K-l 

The continuity equation for the adiabatic flow (T = const.) between the inlet 
(Subscript 1) and the throat (Subscript 2) results in: * 

T. E 
?tl Al 

Th E 
(f5.)2 M2 p t2 A2 (2) 

During the transition from the unstarted (') to the started (") condition, the inlet 
Mach number M^ remains constant. The Mach number in the throat area rises from M„, = 1 
into the supersonic range M_„ > 1. With constant geometry (A_, = A2„) relations may be 
derived from Eq (2) for the required area ratio A2/A. and the Mach number M2„: 

1 + K-l 2 
1 + K-l 2 

'1 p t2' 
(3) 

(1 + ^ MJ)E M 2" = (1 + 
-_1\E Pt21 
I Pfc2„ 

w 

In assessing the total pressure loss, often only the total pressure ratio of the 
normal shock ft., is taken into account. Because of the relatively low compression in the 
started flow,  the friction losses should however not be neglected. The higher wall 
friction losses produced in the case of supersonic flow by the increased dynamic pressure 
are opposed in the unstarted flow by additional separation losses caused by the shock- 
boundary layer interaction. It may therefore be approximately assumed that the sumof 
friction losses described by the total pressure ratio IT. - will remain constant during 
the starting process. 

Pt2' =*tl "tf ptl 
pt2" = 

(5) 
"tf *tl 

If all factors which are dependent only on M1 are taken together as one quantity, 
the influence of friction is clearly revealed: 

"tf 
F(M.) 

M2„ = G(MX) 

As under the conditions indicated above the Mach number M_„ remains unaffected by 
friction losses, also the obtainable pressure ratio may be easily calculated: 

^2" 
" Ptl 

= t. 

1 * ^ »j 
1 • £jl M^ 

"tf 

-K 
K-l 

H(M1) 

(6) 
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Fig. 1 shows the dependence on the Mach number at the channel inlet M.. As owing 
to 'the preceding external compression this Mach number is much smaller than the flight 
Mach number M , also this potential deceleration remains small. 

Let us assume that the convergent part of the diffusor is replaced by a rotor. The 
Kantrowitz-Donaldson criterion is now determined by the area ratio of the blade channels 
as well as by the relative inlet Mach number. Owing to the nondimensional peripheral 
speed to be vectorially added this Mach number is larger than the absolute inlet Mach 
number and it may be expected that an increased deceleration will be permissible. In 
order fco pursue this concept further, it is first required that the Kantrowitz-Donaldson 
criterion be applied to the relative flow in a rotor having a generally inconstant medium 
radius. The continuity equation for the relative system can be obtained direct from Eq (2) 
derived for the absolute system,if one replaces: 

M = | by Mr = I 

Pt.by ptr 

rtr 

A^lr Mlr Ptir Al = ^f C "2r Pt2r ^ (?) 

It should be borne in mind, however, that in formulating the energy equation of the 
relative flow the peripheral speed must be taken into account. 

(8) 

htr " 
2          2 

v,   *  w     -  u     - h * —     T - const 

Ttr 
.    .   K-l  M  2 
1  + — Mr 

T     " 
2htr 

= 
K-l 

If only the mass flows in the throat area are compared, the equation is simplified 
again because during the starting process both the peripheral speed and the total enthalpy 
of the relative flow remain constant. The result is a relation for the supersonic outlet 
Mach number in the throat area M2 .which is completely analogous with Eq CO which was 
previously derived for the absolute flow. 

(1 • £jji M2
2)E M2r = (1 • ^)E »tlr (9) 

The permissible deceleration AM obtained therefore shows the same dependence on 
the inlet Mach number ML , which was ralready indicated in Fig. 1. For the subsequent 
calculation of the rotor flow according to the one-dimensional theory [3] , the following 
parameters defined in Fig. 2 should be varied: 

.1. Flow angle 
The rotor inlet angle ß. determines, with the outlet angle B>2  = 65 being constant, the 
turning of the relative flow. As there are no inlet guide vafies (a.   = 0 ), the non- 
dimensional inlet triangle is clearly defined by the assumption of ß1 and ML . 

2. Peripheral speed 
The mean peripheral Mach number at the rotor inlet is defined by the inlet triangle. 
The tip-diameter ratio 6 describes the change in the peripheral speed. As the flow was 
given a considerable radial component already by the external compression, the 
peripheral speed must increase. 

3. Total pressure loss 
With isentropic flow, the total pressure in the relative flow p.  as defined by Eq (8) 
remains constant. The total pressure ratio it  is therefore a standard of the occurring 
losses. An assessment of the total pressure recovery was however not possible, as so 
far no sufficient experimental investigations of such supersonic cascades have been 
conducted. Since, as is shown by the drawing of the blades, the required contraction 
of the area is reached owing to the turning of the relative flow at nearly constant 
blade height, wind tunnel experiments on plane cascades would be quite feasible. 

The diagrams in Fig. 3 show the influence of the inlet angle with the Mach numbers 
of the relative flow as a further parameter. Two particularly important points in the 
course of the total temperature ratio 1.   -  Tt2'

Ttl were stressed. 

Point A is characterised by tfc = 1, i.e. no exchange of total enthalpy and mechanical 
energy. This became apparent also in the axially directed absolute outlet Mach number 
(a, = 0 ). The deceleration of the absolute flow has considerably risen as against the 
bladeless diffusor. The lower diagram shows, as an example, the flow conditions for the 
outlet Mach number M_ = 1.5 at which a relatively good compression efficiency may be 
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expected in the normal shook. The change in Mach number M. - M- rises from 0.22 without 
rotor (Pig. 1) to 1.06 with rotor (xt = 1). Accordingly, the pressure ratio rises from 
•n  -  1.37 to 5.10. A comparison of the Mach number triangles of the rotor inlet and out- 
let shows that the deceleration of the absolute flow is reached both by the deceleration 
of the relative flow and by the increase of the peripheral speed. 

With an increased turning of the relative flow it is possible to further reduce the 
kinetic energy of the inlet flow by a rotor delivering mechanical energy. At point B 
(T. mi„)  this delivery of energy reaches its maximum. If the value M„ = 1.5 is retained, 
the result is a still greater deceleration of the absolute flow, witn considerably re- 
duced relative and peripheral velocities. 

The peripheral component is reduced by a following stator which also contains the 
normal shocks leading to subsonic velocity. Inlet Mach number M, = 1.5 and a. = 10 repre- 
sent very favourable conditions for the application of the tandem cascade which was 
experimentally examined at the Institute of Jet Propulsion of the Aachen Technical 
University [2] , [5] , The (two-dimensional) cascade reached, under the flow conditions 
specified, a static pressure ratio of 2.6, with a polytropic compression efficiency of 
88 percent. .--";,'' 

As is shown in Fig. 3.''"a-'transition from supersonic to subsonic velocities without 
any strong shocks may be reached if the parameters are selected accordingly. Fig. k  shows 
the_influence of the tip-diameter ratio 6 for the two characteristic points A and B. 
Variation of the losses in Fig. 5 affects on the whole only the static pressure ratio. 

According to the usual definitions, the delivery of energy would characterise the 
rotor, or the entire stage, as a turbine. Conversely, a considerable increase of pressure 
is produced by the blading - a typical feature of the compressor. Both effects - delivery 
of energy and compression - however are utilised to decelerate the air approaching with 
a high kinetic energy. It may therefore be reasonable to use the terms "deceleration 
rotor", or "deceleration stage", for this turbine engine. 

To improve the efficiency of the engine it is of course imperative that the energy 
withdrawn from the supersonic flow in the inlet be fed back into the thermodynamic cycle 
in another place. If one adds to the rotor inlet Mach number M. indicated in the numeric- 
al example the deceleration Tesched in the external compression, it will be found that 
the delivery of mechanical energy is required only at higher flight Mach numbers, e.g. 
above M = H.   At this flight Mach number, the ramjet with subsonic combustion has its 
optimal range of operation. A compression exceeding the pressure increase by complete 
diffusion is therefore not necessary and owing to the decrease of possible heat transfer 
in the combustion chamber thereby involved would even lead to a diminished performance. 

On the other hand, the ramjet cannot produce a static jet thrust, so that during 
the starting process and the initial acceleration phase an engine with a compressor will 
be required. At higher flight Mach numbers, this compressor could be utilised for pressure 
generation in the inlet. It would then no longer be driven by the turbine, but by the 
deceleration rotor and at subsonic velocity return the energy withdrawn from the flow in 
the supersonic stage. To make this possible, there would have to be couplings capable of 
being engaged and disengaged, or movable flaps. 

This case is illustrated in the enthalpy-entropy diagram, shown in Fig. 6. Follow- 
ing the external compression, which leads from point 0 to 1, another compression occurs 
i.n the deceleration rotor up to point 2. At the same time, the total enthalpy, which is 
at first constant during the external compression, diminishes. The h-s diagram shows 
with particular clarity how the kinetic energy is reduced by the two effects. The further 
deceleration to subsonic velocity occurs in the stator (point 2 to 3). By means of the 
compressor included at high flight Mach numbers in the transformation of energy in the 
inlet, compression is then effected from point 3 to k,  and the total enthalpy again 
reaches the value hfc . The thermodynamic cycle is now continued as in the case of the 
ramjet. "° 

As the maximum static temperature of the thermodynamic cycle is limited, a further 
increase of the flight Mach number to something like M = 6 will no longer make it appear 
reasonable to transform the whole kinetic energy of the flow into a corresponding compress- 
ion. The temperature in the combustion chamber inlet would then be so high that a suf- 
ficient temperature increase by combustion could no longer occur. In this case it would 
therefore seem to be reasonable to increase the share of mechanical energy so as to keep 
down the temperature rise caused by the compression. It will thus become possible to 
supply a sufficient quantity of heat-at subsonic velocity in a combustion chamber, follow- 
ing the deceleration stage (Fig. 8). 

How can the energy withdrawn from the supersonic flow in the inlet and available in 
the form of mechanical energy be fed back into the thermodynamic cycle? A compression of 
the hot gas leaving the combustion chamber would involve an impermissible, further rise 
of temperature. To avoid an undue stress of material it is, on the contrary, advisable to 
obtain an expansion to supersonic velocity which should be carried up to point 5. 

Suppose this acceleration occurred in a stator and the Mach number M,- corresponded 
- in an inverse direction, however - to the Mach number Mp in the deceleration stage. The 
rotor - again with an inverse sense of motion - could then be used to supply energy to 
the flow (Fig. 7). At the same time, the enlargement of the blade channels as determined 
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by the turning would cause the Mach number of the relative flow to rise. Both effects 
- supply of energy and expansion by enlarging the area - would result in an acceleration 
of the absolute flow. This is also clearly illustrated in the h-s diagram (Fig. 8). The 
pressure ratio, which has remained up to the ambient pressure, is eventually expanded in 
a purely divergent nozzle. 

Here again, the terms "compressor" and "turbine" are unsuited to designate this 
turbine engine, as neither is there any compression nor is any mechanical energy delivered. 
However, by analogy to the "deceleration stage", the use of the terms "acceleration rotor" 
or "acceleration stage" suggests itself. 

It is known that the other way to avoid total pressure losses in the normal shock 
and to supply heat at very high flight Mach numbers is the supersonic combustion. If it 
is assumed that the compression and expansion which precede or follow the supersonic com- 
bustion occur with the same.efficiency and pressure ratios as in the thermodynamic cycle 
indicated before and that moreover in both cases a combustion at constant pressure takes 
place, one obtains a virtually identical course of the static condition. 

Although the course of the stagnation condition in the scramjet shows a considerable 
deviation, one nevertheless obtains the same nozzle outlet velocity, thus making both 
thermodynamic cycles entirely equal with regard to both efficiency and thrust. For a 
supersonic combustion at constant pressure it may be inferred from the momentum equation 
and the continuity equation that the velocity and, as a result, also the kinetic energy 
remain constant. This corresponds to the equality of the exchanged mechanical energy of 
the two supersonic rotors. If the fuel mass is neglected, the total enthalpy differences 
are equal. Also the gasdynamic total pressure loss would be equal in both cases. While in 
the scramjet the difficulties may be found in the thermodynamic problems of the super- 
sonic combustion, which have so far not been satisfactorily solved, those of the concept 
suggested here will lie primarily in the high peripheral speed of the rotor blades operat- 
ed at supersonic velocity. 

In conclusion it should again be emphasised that as is suggested by the title only 
a preliminary concept was to be presented for the application of turbine engines at high 
flight Mach numbers. Many major problems, such as the adaptation of the supersonic stages to 
varying flight Mach numbers, problems of material caused by high centrifugal forces and 
temperatures, or the mechanical difficulties certainly encountered with couplings and 
flaps in combination engines, had to be left unconsidered. 
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WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATIONS OF A SUPERSONIC AIR INTAKE WITH 

VARIOUS AUXILIARY INTAKES AT LOW SPEEDS 

Herbert Eibl 

Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm GmbH 
Unternehmensbereich Flugzeugentwicklung 

München-Ottobrunn 

and 

Reinhard Friedrichs 

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt für- 
Luft- und Raumfahrt (DFVLR) 

Zentralabteilung Niedergeschwindigkeits-Windkanäle 
Braunschweig, Germany 

SUMMARY , -;Yr:' 

Supersonic air intakes requirü-special devices at low flight speeds and particularly under take-off 
conditions in order to reduce the pressure losses to an acceptable level. This paper deals with some 
experimental contributions to this design problem. In the low-speed tunnel of the DFVLR Braunschweig 
model tests were carried out on a twin-engine aircraft configuration with air intakes located on the 
upper side of the fuselage right next to the trailing edge of the wing. 

The measurements mainly refer to the flow field in the compressor inlet area of a supersonic intake at 
which the influence of auxiliary intakes of different shapes had been investigated. 

The results are presented as isobars of the total pressure distribution in the compressor inlet area. 
Moreover, the pressure loss and distortion parameters are discussed which strongly depend on the inflow 
incidence and on the intake flow mainstream ratio. 

The res :ults allow promising predictions of the favourable geometry and arrangement of auxiliary intakes. 

NOTATION 

1. Geometric Symbols 

D 

f 

compressor face diameter (D = lt5 mm) 

circumferential coordinate 

radial coordinate 

2. Aerodynamic Symbols 

2.1 General 

.» 

s 

a 

F 

P 

»t 

q 

9 

v 

v 

v. 

M 

Re 

angle of incidence 

angle of sideslip 

angular width of auxiliary intake 

slot width of auxiliary intake 

distance of auxiliary intake from compressor face 

area 

static pressure 

total pressure 

dynamic' pressure 

air density 

viscosity 

velocity in the compressor face 

free stream velocity 

Mach number 

Reynolds number 
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2.2 Pressure Parameters 

X = 
P+» " Pi- 

total pressure loss 

total pressure recovery 

2.3 Flow Distortion Parameters 

D = 

D   : Ptmin " Pt 
min 

1 

.(WJmin ' Pt 
C60 

local deviation 

>::.-ii*«el maximum 
j-^i-srtive deviation 

local maximum 
negative deviation 

maximum negative deviation 
over 60 -sector       ,. 

of total 
> pressure from 
mean value 

maximum total pressure difference 

n=VF¥ ^standard total pressurd deviation 

3. Abbreviations and Subscripts 

CF compressor face 

conditions in free stream 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Extremely short take-off and landing distances of STOL-aircrafts and high take-off weights of VTOL-air- 
crafts require the provision of maximum engine thrust at flight speed zero and low subsonic speeds. This, 
however, can only be achieved, if an in every respect satisfactory air supply is guaranteed. As known, 
the thrust of a jet engine depends to a great extent on the average total pressure in the compressor face, 
while at the same time low flow distortions have to be achieved to secure the functional reliability of the 
engine. 
Special difficulties in the air supply system in the low subsonic speed range result from inlets which are 
designed for supersonic flight. In supersonic flight the sharp edged main inlet ensures a proper supply of 
air to the engine: a system of compression shocks and the following diffuser slow down the incoming air 
stream to the velocity required by the engine. During subsonic flight, however, the sharp edged peripheral 
walls of the main inlet, which project into the now sink-like flow field, cause high pressure losses and 
flow separations along the diffuser walls which jeopardize the efficiency of the engine. Therefore it is 
necessary to provide the inlet with auxiliary inlets for the low subsonic flight range. Additional openings 
located at the diffuser and closed during high-speed flight reduce the constricting effects and flow 
separations by feeding air of higher energy into the inlet tube. 

Until now the optimization of the location, size and shape of auxiliary intakes defies all theoretical 
calculations because of the complexibility of the matter. At present only the experimental aerodynamics 
is able to present solutions. 

Within the framework of this report an example of possible auxiliary inlet configuration is given. 
Different slot shapes and their location shortly ahead of the compressor face have been examined at a 
diffuser with slight curvature. These tests had been carried out in the low-speed wind tunnel of the 
DFVLR Braunschweig as a part of a component test program for a VTOL aircraft of FBB Munich. 

The results of this report are mainly based on pressure measurements in the compressor face. The most 
important parameters which are used to judge engine inlet flows had been calculated from the measured 
pressure distribution. A tabulated compilation of those values contains Fig. 1. The total pressure 
coefficients are arranged in the left hand column; a selected number of coefficients characterizing the 
flow distortion are listed in the right hand column. 

*) Note; Dashed symbols ( p , q, X) indicate mean values 
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It exceeds the scope of this paper to enter into all particular ins and outs of each parameter mentioned. 
Therefore, only the parameters used in this report shall be discussed. They are marked by shading in Fig.l: 

The average total pressure loss in the compressor face \  is based upon the average dynamic pressure in the 
compressor face q. Since radial flow distortions have a much more unfavourable influence on the surge line 
position than circumferential distortions, the parameter D   has been chosen to characterize flow distor- 
tion. It shows the average total pressure deviation of the worst 60 -sector from the average total pressure 
in the over-all compressor face based upon q.. 

2. MODEL AND TESTING EQUIPMENT 

As can be seen by the general model view in Fig. 2, the engine inlets are located side by side on top of 
the aircrafts fuselage next to the trailing edge of the wings. This inlet location seems to be very favour- 
able for jet supported flight near the ground, if cruise engines are also used as lift engines by tilting 
exit nozzles, since recirculation flows are screened off. The mock-up is confined to those aeroplane parts 
which might interfere perceptibly with the inflow; this applies to the front and middle section of the 
fuselage with both engine inlets, and also to the parts of the aerofoils close to the fuselage. The 
inlet - shown enlarged in the lower part of Fig. 2 - has external compression by oblique compression 
shocks and a subsonic diffuser, both designed according to commonly used inlet computing methods. The 
area distribution of the subsonic diffuser Fx based upon final cross section FD is plotted against the 
diffuser lenght. The auxiliary inlets are located at the end of the subsonic diffuser just ahead of the 
compressor face plane. Variations of their axial width (s = 0.125 7 0.7 D), angular width (*?• = 90 , 145 , 
200 ) and their axial and angular location relative to the compressor face had been tested, 

Futhermore two auxiliary intake lips had been tested; geometric details can be seen in the upper right 
part of Fig. 2. In one case the intake openings were furnished with a semicircular lip over the whole 
circumference, in the other case the lip next to the engine face was slanted. 

In place of the real engine, the model has a special built-in component, the so-called test model engine; 
it is an exact reproduction of the annular inlet cross-section and contains the necessary pressure sensors 
to determine the local flow field; i.e. six radial rakes with six Pitot tubes each, which could be moved 
into four optional angular positions by a remotely controlled drive system, thus quadrupling the number 
of available measuring points. The corresponding pressure lines lead over to a Scanivalve mechanical 
scanner which converts the local pressures into analogue electrical signals. After being on-line 
digitalized they are fed into the digital computer. 

The inlet flow is generated during the tests by radial vacuum blowers, which were connected with the engine 
exits by hoses (Fig• 3). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Auxiliary Inlets with Semicircular Intake Lip 

3.1.1 Influence of Axial Slot Width s 

Pressure loss X and flow distortion D^gQ for the intake with auxiliary inlets closed (s/D = 0) can be seen 
in Fig, 4 as a function of velocity ratio V„/v - the ratio of freestream velocity_to average velocity in 
the compressor face plane. The test result for the case of zero flight speed (V»/v = 0) shows, as 
exspected, high pressure losses which are sharply reduced as the velocity ratio increases and only 
slightly go up for velocity ratios Vto/v>1.2. A similar tendency applies to the flow distortions ncgQ,' 
for the throttled engine (Vm/v >1.0),  however, they increase more strongly. 

Futhermore, Fig. 4 shows, that for small velocity ratios the pressure losses have been decreased very 
strongly by the auxiliary intake with axial slot width s/D = 0.25; the flow distortions, however reach 
essentially higher values than for the main inlet with closed auxiliary inlet. 

Enlarging the axial slot width, leaving the angular width at -91 -  145 , is not essentially improving 
either pressure losses or flow distortions, although the auxiliary intake area became three times larger. 
The diagramme on the right hand side of Fig. 4, where the parameters are plotted against axial slot width, 
makes it quite obvious. 

In addition the test results show, that the efficiency of the auxiliary intakes is limited to the velocity 
ratio range of V^/v = 0 to 0.9. 

3.1.2 Influence of Angular Width •* 

The results of the auxiliary inlets with semicircular inlet lip and constant slot width, as presented in 
Fig. 5, show that the pressure losses continually decrease with increasing angular width up to the largest 
tested angular width of & -  200 , and that for example the pressure losses for the flight speed zero, 
which was X = 0.7 for closed auxiliary inlet, could be reduced to \  = 0.3. The flow distortions at low 
velocity ratios are very strongly influenced by the angular intake width. High flow distortion values, 
which appear at small angular widths, are essentially improved if the angular width is enlarged. For •!• = 200 
they decrease to values obtained for closed-auxiliary inlets. 
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3.2 Modification of the Intake Lip 

In order to get a better understanding of the flow field in the compressor face, isobar diagrammes - lines 
of -constant local total pressure deviation, D = const - have been drawn, where areas with graet losses 
(D>-0.2) have been shaded. 

From the isobar diagrammes for the semicircular inlet lip in the upper row of Fig. 6 can be recognized, 
that heavy total pressure loss areas occur at low velocity ratios, which indicate flow separations behind 
the intake lip. A possibility for further improvement of the so far achieved results seems to be replacing 
the previously used intake lip by a new, stream line shaped lip, which is slanted towards the diffuser 
inside. As can be seen by the isobar diagrammes for the new lip shape there are substantial improvements 
at low velocity ratios. This results points out that even little modifications of the inlet lip can 
influence the inlet flow at low velocity ratios. At the high velocity ratio V„/v = 0.9 the inlet flow is 
quite uniform over the compressor face plane for both lip shapes. 

Fig. 7 contains the total pressure loss \  and the flow distortion D .. for both lip shapes plotted against 
the entire velocity ratio range. While the total pressure losses can Be improved by the slanted intake lip 
up to Vc/v = 0.6, the flow distortions can only be decreased in the velocity ratio range from V„/v = 0 to 
0.25. 

3.3 Auxiliary Intakes with Slanted Lip 

Considering the results discussed in paragraph 3.2, it was obvious to repeat the optimization of axial 
slot widths, angular width and later on examine the influence of axial distance a of the auxiliary inlet 
from the compressor face plane. 

3.3.1 Influence of Axial Slot Width s and Angular Width-* 

The results of the slanted intake lip, presented in Fig. 8, show the total pressure loss and flow 
distortions only as a function of the varied geometric parameters: axial slot width s/D and angular 
width 9. 

Looking at the pressure loss curve, the same tendency can be noticed which was obtained for the semi- 
circular intake lip; as was to be expected the results are more favourable. 

As for the flow distortions IWQ, compared to the values of the semicircular lip there is a noteworthy 
difference. The variation of the axial slot width (Fig. 8, left side) yields in the stationary case a 
minimum for the smallest tested slot width of s/D = 0.125 with.the extremely favourable value of 
D- „ = -0.07, which is not exceeded up to medium velocity ratios. Is the angular width (Fig. 8, right side) 
increased, then substantial improvements of the flow distortions can be achieved for V„/v = 0 in the 
range from & = 90 to 200". The optimization of the auxiliary intake configuration therefore yielded that, 

' regarding pressure loss and flow distortion, the configuration with the largest angular width & -  200 
and the smallest axial slot width s/D = 0.125 turned out to be the best. 

In order to once more clearly present the results, the total pressure distribution in the compressor face 
plane (isobar diagrammes) have been collated for the velocity ratios Vto/v = 0 and 0.25 in Fig, 9 for the 
variation of the axial slot width and in Fig. 10 for the variation of the angular width. It can be clearly 
seen from these flow patterns that especially for the flight speed zero pressure loss areas develop 
behind the intake lip with increasing axial slot width (Fig. 9). While with increasing angular width 
(Fig. 10) the areas of high losses diminish and are completely reduced for the greatest angle & -  200 
except for small fringes near the ends of the auxiliary intake. 

3.3.2 Influence of Axial Location of the Auxiliary Intake 

The purpose of a further study was to determine the most advantageous distance a of the auxiliary intake 
from the compressor face plane. The auxiliary intake configuration with the axial slot width s/D =0.25 
and angular width* = 200 was tested at distances a/D = 0.17 to 0.53. Fig. 11 shows, that bringing the 
auxiliary intake closer to the compressor face is further improving pressure loss X  and flow distortion 
D„0 at low velocity ratios. 

In addition is to be said that moving an auxiliary intake in circumferential direction does practically 
not change pressure loss and flow distortion. 

3.4 Influence of Free Stream Direction 

3.4.1 Angle of Incidence 

The most favourable auxiliary intake configuration with slanted lip, the narrow slot width s/D = 0.125 and 
the great angular width * = 200 has extensively been tested at angles of incidence in the range of 
-10 £ ai 25 . The results are presented in Fig. 12. 

At low velocity ratios V„/v =0.5 there is, as expected, only a minor influence of the angle of incidence. 
At greater velocity ratios, however, a clear increase of the pressure losses with increasing angles of 
attack can be recognized. 

The flow distortions are within the entire range of velocity ratios much less sensitive to incidence 
changes. For the most important range of the velocity ratios, i.e. V«,/v = 0 to 0.9, the values for all 
tested angles of incidence are within a relatively narrow margin. 
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3.I*.2 Angles of Sideslip 

Side slipping test results of the same auxiliary intake configuration for the angles of incidence a  = 0 
and a = 15° can be taken from Fig. 13. At the positive angle of sideslip ß = 10 pressure losses and flow 
distortion of the engine on the windward side are at all velocity ratios only slightly different compared 
to the straight forward flight. At the negativ angle of sideslip 8 =-10 pressure losses and flow distortions 
increase considerably at angle of incidence a = 0 ; a rising of the angle of incidence, however, causes 
a substantial drop of pressure losses and flow distortions, since the main intake inflow was quite 

"favourable influenced by the fuselage and aerofoil parts in front. 

3.5 Variation of Compressor Mass Flow 

A characteristic value which is used for power calculations and also to judge inlet flows, is the 
so called pressure recovery - 

Between pressure loss X used in this report and pressure recovery n there is the following simple 
relation: 

1 + X-q/pt 

with q7pt = | H
2 (1 + ^i M2) x-1 = f (H) 

For an exact determination of the pressure_recovery of the full scale inlet, it is therefore necessary 
to know how the pressure loss coefficient X depends upon Mach number and Reynolds number. These values 
could not realistically be performed during the described tests, since the engine mass flow was limited 
by the power of the blowers and the free stream velocity did not cover the entire velocity range. 

For the flight speed V„ = 0, a variation of engine mass flow has been carried out with an auxiliary inlet 
configuration. The results presented in Fig. It show that pressure loss and flow distortion decrease 
with increasing inlet velocities. 

1. CONCLUSIONS 

The most important result of the wind tunnel test to improve inlet flow at take off and landing by 
additional auxiliary inlets can briefly summarized as follows: 

1. Variation of auxiliary inlets 

While enlarging auxiliary inlet areas by increasing slot width in axial direction proved to be almost 
ineffective, the total pressure losses and flow distortions decrease substantially, if the angular width 
is increased. If an auxiliary inlet is moved towards the compressor face plane, small improvements of 
pressure loss and flow distortion can be adchieved at low velocity ratios. No influence can be noticed if 
auxiliary intakes are moved in circumferential direction. 

At low velocity ratios less pressure losses and flow distortions are caused by the slanted intake lip 
than by the semicircular lip. 

2. Influence of free stream direction j 

At high velocity ratios (V„/v> 0.5) pressure losses increase substantially with increasing angles of \ 
incidence; the flow distortions are much less sensitive to changes of incidence angles. \ 

Side slipping has very little influence on the inlet flow of the engine on the windward side compared to 
the straight forward flight. Wheras the inlet flow of the lee-side engine is very much changed. Small 
angles of incidence cause deteriorations, a rise of the incidence angle improves the quality of the inlet 
flow compared to the straight forward flight. \ 

In order to give a better look into the employed test technique, an information film, entitled "Auxiliary 
air inlet measurements for a VTOL-project", will be projected as part of this report. This film was i 
produced by Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm and deals with a similar, later tested project. .. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
INLETS-AIRPLANE TESTING IN TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

(Paper 2) 
presented by 

F.Jaarsma 

R.Smyth 

With reference to the definition of inlet drag, as shown in the thrust and drag accounting system, Figure 2 of 
the paper, it appears that the effects of inlet flow are assumed to be concentrated solely at the inlet itself and to 
have no influence on the rest of the flow around the aircraft model.   As there is certainly an effect on the overall 
drag characteristics of the aircraft, would it not be most useful to measure the total drag of the model and deter- 
mine the change of this drag due to changing inlet features, such as mass-flow ratio?  In the same Figure 2, the 
afterbody is defined as comprising only a definite portion of the rear end of the model.  Here again similar 
comments apply, because any change in^hjjafterbody, to the geometric shape or the nozzles, has an effect on the 
pressure distribution of the whole model .üS?;;IJIUS on the total drag.  Would it not be more useful to measure the 
total drag of the model rather than simply ifiat of a portion? 

F.Jaarsma 

Of course, the total drag is measured, with the aeroforce model, with flow through nacelles, accounting for 
sting effects.  Usually a variation in mass-flow, representing the actual mass-flow variation in flight, is applied in 
order to determine the influence of spillage on the total drag.  However, since aeroforce models are usually too 
small for representative bleed, diverter and bypass simulation, due to the thick boundary layers as well as instru- 
mentation problems, special inlet models of larger scale are required to determine the incrementals of the drag 
components.  This technique is not ideal, mainly because of the mismatched afterbodies and necessarily neglected 
surfaces, but it is presently the best practical method.   The shortcomings must always be kept in mind.   Checks 
should be made to make sure that downste,am mismatched surfaces do not affect the flow at the inlet, or that 
the effect can be accounted for, and that spillage, bleed and bypass effects on the afterbody can be determined. 
There is a need for simple and controllable engine simulators, such as the small turbo-driven fan simulator, to 
enable such tests to be done.   Of course, a similar procedure is desirable for afterbody tests, when the inlets are 
usually closed. 

A.Ferri 

Adding to Mr Jaarsma's comments, usually in inlet tests the rear part of the flow field is not simulated, either 
because the inlet exhaust has a much larger exhaust area than the actual scale model that simulates the airplane 
or because the engine flow is not correctly simulated.   The small variation of drag due to the variation of the 
mass-flow entering the inlet cannot be predicted correctly by this kind of test.    Large variations of drag due to 
shock formation or shock-induced separation are also possible.   However, such variations depend on local flow 
and boundary layer properties.   Such quantities are not correctly simulated in wind tunnel tests, therefore better 
techniques are required in order to obtain good quantitative information. 

D.N.Bowditch 

Prof.Ferri made the comment that the variation of bypass ratio on a turbofan engine could affect the measured 
inlet distortion.  Tests have been made at NASA Lewis Research Center utilizing two concentric cold pipes with 
separate plugs to simulate variation in bypass ratio.  The tests were made on a mixed compression, axisymmetric 
inlet, at Mach numbers from 2 to 2.5.  For this case, where the Mach number at the compressor face was about 0.3, 
negligible effect of bypass ratio was observed for circumferential and radial distortions.  Distortion measurements 
were made about one compressor face radius ahead of the engine. 

R.Smyth 

How far can theoretical methods such as potential theory be used to account for the interactions mentioned? 

F.Jaarsma 

In the subcritical regime, especially for inlet tests and inlet fairing determination for afterbody tests, presently 
available numerical methods for flow-field computations taking into account compressibility can certainly be of 
great help in determining the effects of non-representative geometries on either upstream or downstream flow fields. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
NOZZLE AND EXHAUST TESTING IN TRANSONIC FLIGHT REGIME 

(Paper 3) 
presented by 

A.E.Fuhs 

CM.Milford 

Can you tell us how the "actual" full-scale nozzle thrust coefficient of Figure 8 of the paper was defined and 
measured? 

A.E.Fuhs 

For a discussion on this subject, I would refer'you to AGARD Advisory Report AR-36-71 entitled "Report of 
the AGARD Ad Hoc ComrnitfWj.s.'KEngine-Airplane Interference and Wall Correctionsrin^Tfänsonic Wind Tunnel 
Tests". ','..   -..-• 

CM.Milford 

What progress has been made towards the inclusion of combustion in the supersonic propulsion simulator? 

A.E.Fuhs 

Due to the small size, fast-reacting gas mixtures must be used to ensure combustion within the simulator. 
Hydrogen burners have been developed.  After a later stage, when the supersonic propulsion simulator has been 
developed with cold flow, there are plans to incorporate hydrogen burners.  In wind tunnels, however, hydrogen 
is particularly dangerous. -,.•,•.., 

D.D.Williams 

Your paper discusses the work which is being done to account for and simulate the influence of the engine 
jet on the powerplant external flow field. I would like to ask the reverse question. What work is being done to 
account for the external flow field — in particular for high bypass podded turbofan engines, upstream effects on 
the turbomachinery? 

A.E.Fuhs 

There are articles in AIAA publications which indirectly discuss this problem.  These include the papers by 
H.R.Welge and J.R.Orgarato, Journal of Aircraft, July 1971, and D.T.Poland and J.C.Schwanebeck, "Turbofan 
Thrust Determination for the C5A", AIAA 70-611. 

J.M.Hardy 

Certains expenmentateurs simulent les jets chauds par des melanges H2, 02 par exemple.   D'autre part, des 
modeles mathematiques existent en ce qui concerne les £coulements internes et de culots.   Que pensez-vous de ces 
simulations ainsi que des avantages et des inconvenients par rapport au modele mathematique? 

A.E.Fuhs 

Let's look at Figure 22 to see what parameters are simulated by a hydrogen peroxide exhaust.  The ratio of 
specific heats y and the ratio (RTJO;/(RTT)OO  are well matched.   These are important exhaust similarity parameters. 
For a given nozzle pressure ratio, the Mach number of the jet is simulated.  Simulation of the inviscid features of a 
jet are assured.  Aspects, such as Mach angles, wave reflection from shear layer, acceleration from subsonic to super- 
sonic, etc., are correctly simulated.  When a viscous, thermally conducting gas is considered, the similarity parameters, 
such as Prandtl number, are not correctly simulated.   Parameters, such as Reynolds number, may or may not be 
simulated depending on model scale and operating conditions.  Mixing between secondary-primary and the exhaust- 
external streams is largely dominated by turbulent phenomena.  One important mismatch is the kinetic energy per 
unit mass of fluid. 
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Now to consider the mathematical models.  An inviscid model designed to give the skeleton (geometric pattern) 
of the flow should correctly match either hydrogen peroxide exhausts or kerosene-air exhausts since all pertinent 
parameters are simulated.   Viscous models aimed at predicting flow separation and mixing must of necessity 
incorporate the similarity parameters, e.g., turbulent Prandtl number and eddy viscosity.  If the prediction is for a 
H202 jet, then the model must adjust the input data to represent a H202 jet.  An example is the speed of sound, 
which, for a given Mach number, determines the kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid.   Likewise the viscous model 
needs to use the proper input parameters for an exhaust of kerosene-air combustion products. 

Discussion on the Paper 
PROBLEMES DE MESURE SUR MAQUETTE DE LA POUSSEE D'UN ARRIERE-CORPS 

•••;'••'    •:.' D' AVION SUPERSONIQUE - TUYERES DE REFERENCE 
-'•••' ••""•'  '•'' '• •   •• (Paper 4) 

presented by 
B.Masure 

A.Ferri 

AX 
The last chart presented indicates that the parameter investigated is  Pj/Ps •  However, when     is large, 

p,Vj *(AJ} 

then mixing is important.  Then the premixing is controlled by      and therefore  Tj/Tc  becomes an important 
PSVS 

parameter. 

B.Masure 

Le problSme n'est pas simple.  Pour transposer au cas räel les räsultats obtenus en gaz froid, on doit tenir compte 
non seulement des effets de melange mais aussi de la forme du jet primaire qui est sensible ä la valeur de y.  Des 
^laments de reponse sont donnes dans la communication No. 11, planche 15. 

Discussion on the Paper 
INLET-ENGINE-NOZZLE WIND TUNNEL TEST TECHNIQUES 

(Paper 7) 
presented by 
D.N.Bowditch 

C.M.Milford 

Can you explain the differences in Figures 25 and 26? Thus, why is the critiril distortion level different in 
the two cases? Why are the delay times from the occurrence of high instantaneous distortion to the moment of 
stall, substantially different — 19 msec in one case and 6 msec in the other? 

D.N.Bowditch 

During distortion testing on the J85 engine, the variation of the exhaust nozzle area was used to force the 
compressor to operate at different pressure ratios, thereby varying the stall margin at each condition.  Therefore, 
the critical value of the stall margin parameter was different for each operating point.  The reason for the different 
delay times is not known at present. 

J.Dunham 

The problem of surges induced by dynamic inlet distortions must be cured either by designing the compressor 
to accept them or by designing the intake not to generate them.   As a compressor specialist, I would prefer the 
latter.  Do you regard this as practicable - can an intake be provided with separation-fixing devices to eliminate 
unsteady distortion?  If so, would the resulting steady distortion be an improvement or would the engine still 
surge? 
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D.N.Bowditch 

The inlet can be modified so that it will provide less dynamic distortion in much the same way that steady- 
state distortion is improved.  However, the improved boundary layer control by bleeding or vortex generators or 
added inlet length usually have an accompanying penalty of increased weight or drag.  The analysis of dynamic 
distortion primarily provides a tool to determine the necessary inlet improvements with their accompanying 
penalties required to ensure stable inlet engine operation. • 

D.D.WiUiams 

Have you derived correlations of loss of surge margin with both steady, time-averaged, spatial distortion and 
with instantaneous distortion coefficient?   If so, are the correlations the same? j 

1 
i 

D.N.Bowditch 1 
I 

No attempt has been made to correlate separately the instantaneous distortion data.  However, as mentioned j 
in the paper, for twelve stall cases studied, ten cases exhibited instantaneous distortions whose distortion parameter ] 
exceeded the value required to cause stall under steady-state screen test conditions.  Since the compressor could be 
expected to respond to a distortion in one quarter to a full revolution or a particle transient time, the response 
time would be expected to be in the one to four millisecond range.  Therefore, while the use of a steady-state stall '; 
margin parameter may not be the entire answer, it certainly recognizes the major property of the compressor face 
flow that is ignored in the steady-state or the time-averaged distortion approach. 

Discussion on the Paper 
WIND TUNNEL TESTING OF V/STOL ENGINE MODELS - 

SOME OBSERVED FLOW INTERACTION AND TUNNEL EFFECTS 
(Paper 8) ..*--, 

presented by 
R.G.Williamson 

A.E.Fuhs 

How much is the data of Figure 7 influenced by the tunnel walls?   What are the practical consequences of 
the vortex illustrated in Figure 6 — would this reduce foreign object damage in the engine? 

R.A.Tyler and R.G.Williamson 

The data of Figure 7 were obtained with single nozzles located at heights near 10 nozzle diameters above the 
floor and centred between vertical side walls separated by 15 diameters.  In fhe-e circumstances neither the floor 
boundary layer (thickness ~ d/2) nor the presence of the side walls is thought to have had significant influence on 
the stagnation positions plotted in Figure 7, particularly on impingement stagnation position and the special case 
represented by incipient stagnation.  (In the vortex regime, however, the side walls undoubtedly affect the course 
of the rolled up vorticity, and hence flow conditions at model height.)  In particular, the incipient stagnation 
conditions of Figure 7 should apply reasonably well to aircraft flight at appropriate ground distances, and (in 
representing the limiting conditions for forward flow, relative to the aircraft, of the ground deflected jet) may 
have practical bearing on problems relating to engine ingestion of hot gases and jet borne foreign objects. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
VECTORED THRUST IN AIR COMBAT 

(Paper 9) 
presented by 
C.R.James Jr 

R.G. Williamson 

Do you feel that the full potential of vectored thrust was realized in the simulated combat missions?  It seems 
possible that optimum reactions and tactics might take some time to develop.  Thus, was there evidence that the 
pilots' scores tended to improve during the course of the tests? 

C.R.James Jr 

Adequate practice and orientation periods were provided so that the pilots were well up on the learning curve 
prior to beginning the scoring runs.   1 doubt that additional runs would have produced significantly different results. 
I do feel, however, that these results warrant further studies to include such factors as thrust losses with deflection 
angle, engine dynamics, trim changes, and aerodynamic characteristic changes induced by thrust deflection. 

R.Monti 

How is the thrust vectoring actually accomplished by the pilot?  Is there any link or coupling between thrust 
vectoring control and main stick? 

C.R. James Jr 

Thrust vectoring is accomplished by moving a control lever adjacent to the throttle, using the left hand.   Full 
aft position gives +100° tlirust deflection - nozzle exit down.  No coupling between the thrust vector control and 
the stick was considered in these tests; such a scheme could be readily evaluated in the simulator to establish 
relative advantages. 

J. van Hengst 

Is it one of the future objects in this simulator study to investigate to what extent trim changes due to thrust 
deflection and centre of gravity shift in combat counteract the gain in combat performance due to thrust vectoring? 
What is the comparison with current fighter aircraft using manoeuvering flaps? 

CRJames Jr 

In reply to your first question, these effects would be totally configuration dependent and such tests could be 
readily performed once the input data on aerodynamic characteristics were determined.  These are the sort of tests 
envisioned in the recommendations section of the paper.  To your second question, no comparison has been made 
with manoeuvering flaps; however, the manned simulator would provide an excellent means for making such 
comparisons. 

R.Smyth 

To what extent were the dynamic characteristics of the powerplant simulated, such as acceleration and after- 
burner schedules which are time-dependent?  Were intake pressure losses due to changes in angle of attack and 
sidewind taken into account? 

CRJames Jr 

There was no dynamic simulation of the powerplant and intake.  Steady-state engine performance was assumed, 
with tlirust and specific fuel consumption as functions of the throttle angle and flight parameters. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
AERODYNAMICS OF THRUST REVERSER DESIGN 

(Paper 10) 
presented by 

W.J.Lewis 

A.E.Fuhs 

What is the influence of external flow — was this investigated? 

W.J.Lewis and H.Prechter 

During the particular series of tests presented in the paper, no study was made with the external flow represented. 

RSmyth 

In Figure 15(b) of the paper, showing the nett vertical load as a function of bucket rotation, I am surprised to 
see a negative vertical load with the bucket in a non-rotated position.  Was the configuration asymmetric? 

W.J.Lewis and H.Prechter 

Yes, there was a difference between the upper and lower buckets in that the lip heights were different. 

Discussion on the Paper 
INFLUENCE DE QUELQUES PARAMETRES CARACTERISTIQUES 

SUR LES PERFORMANCES DES EJECTEURS 
(Paper 11) 

presented by 
J.M.Hardy 

A.E.Fuhs 

Referring to Figure 10 of the paper, does the loss of performance due to eccentricity require special manufactur- 
ing tolerances for nozzles? 

J.M.Hardy 

Dans le cas d'une tuyere primaire convergente et pour des /J > 5% , on peut tolerer des excentrations de l'ordre 
de 5% du diametre du convergent. Ces tuyeres n'ont done besoin d'aucune precaution particuliere de centrage. Dans 
le cas d'une tuyere  primaire convergente-divergente, Figure 11, nous n'avons aucune experience sur ce point. 

Discussion on the Paper 
SOME APPLICATIONS OF BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL BY 

BLOWING TO AIR INLETS FOR V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
(Paper 12) 

presented by 
I.McGregor 

R.Friedrichs 

How was the local velocity in the compressor face, utilized in the parameter DV, measured?  The total pressure 
probes will give exact values, but static pressure probes are very sensitive to the flow direction, making the determina- 
tion of the local velocity very difficult. 
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I.McGregor 

I agree that static pressure probes are very sensitive to flow direction. For calculating the velocities, a mean 
static pressure was used. This was determined from eight static tappings around the periphery of the compressor 
face. There was very little circumferential variation of static pressure, but the possibility of some radial variation 
could not be excluded. 

P.P.Antonatos 

Was the averaging procedure time-weighted or space-weighted? 

I.McGregor -• 

An area-weighted procedure was used. 

D.N:Bowditch 

In the paper, you show results for the effect of blowing on installed thrust.  Have you also investigated the 
effect of blowing on a parameter such as specific fuel consumption? 

I.McGregor 

This aspect is being investigated by another organization, but I cannot quote any results. 

C.M.Milford 

In answer to comments, on a straight momentum analysis, it can be shown that both suction and blowing 
boundary layer control systems are detrimental to installed overall thrust-minus-drag.   It would be preferabl" to let 
the boundary layer enter the engine.  Under some conditions, however, this can result in excessive distortion, 
rendering some form of boundary layer control necessary.   As mentioned in the paper, the effect of spillage drag 
must be allowed for; with blowing, the inlet airflow is less than the engine airflow, whereas with suction the 
converse is the case.   For a V/STOL airplane, the inlet size may be fixed by the VTO case so that it cannot be 
optimized for cruise; in such a case, the reduction in spillage drag is sufficient to make the suction boundary layer 
control system superior to the blowing system in thrust-minus-drag.   It should also be pointed out that the suction 
system described in the paper is not representative of the full-size airplane which has a more complex boundary 
layer control system and also has multiple auxiliary inlets which operate automatically when required.  In addition 
to permitting the use of increased engine airflow, these modifications substantially reduce the distortion at high 
angles of attack. 

The use of boundary-layer blowing in the air intake of a V/STOL strike fighter was, in fact, proposed by 
Bore12'13 and tested by Hawker Siddeley Aviation Ltd, in parallel with the development of the suction bleed system. 
It is surprising that this earlier work was not referenced by the author in his paper describing the complementary 
testing at R.A.E. 

REFERENCES 

12. Bore, C.L. Blowing Quantities Required for Low-Energy Boundary Layer Blowing. Hawker Siddeley 
'   Aviation Ltd, (Kingston), P.O.N. 948 (1965). 

13. Bore, C.L. Boundary Layer Control in the P. 1127 Air Intake.   Hawker Siddeley Aviation Ltd, 
(Kingston), P.O.N. 945 (1965). 

D.D.Williams 

In response to further comment, the aircraft was originally configured with a boundary layer diverter.  However, 
due to the particular requirements of a single-engine V/STOL installation — thrust centre close to the aircraft centre 
of gravity and a large intake throat area for high VTO intake efficiency - problems arise due to the relatively high 
pre-entry flow retardation plus local diffusion on the highly-curved intake duct sidewall.  These considerations require 
that the diverter be pushed forwards and separation tends to occur on the top surface of the diverter splitter. 
Attempts to increase diverter height/boundary layer thickness ratio aggravate the duct turning problem.  Optimization 
studies led to the selection of a suction bleed system.  This development took place before the work on blowing 
discussed in the present paper. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
SOME ASPECTS OF PROPULSION FOR THE AUGMENTOR-WING CONCEPT 

(Paper 13) 
presented by 
D.C.Whittley 

H.Schmitt 

Les travaux de developpment de concepts de portance assistee utilisant des systemes ä dilution, ont, semble-t-il, 
debute en Europe. 

II y eut, tout d'abord, la realisation en Allemagne, en 1943, de l'avion ARADO 232 dans lequel le Systeme 
d'aspiration - sougglage de la couche limite etait alimente par une trompe ä vapeur ä haute pression. 

Ensuite, l'ONERA (Off! ."National de Recherches Aeronautiques), des sa fondation en 1945, en France, 
entreprit des etudes sur un sjMinie d'aspiration — soufflage compact; le dispositif original etait alimente par de 
l'air comprime preleve au refociiement du compresseur d'un turboreacteur, precede lui aussi utilise pour la premiere 
fois.  La Figure 1 represente ces deux principes d'application des trompes au probleme de soufflage — aspiration. 
Description Figure 2.  M. Poisson-Quinton faisait etat, des septembre 1948, au Congres International de Mecanique 
appliquee, ä Londres, les resultats obtenus avec cette aile ä volet double aspire — souffle: les resultats etaient 
traduits au moyen d'un coefficient sans dimension original, Cß , representatif de la quantite de mouvement 
depensee dans l'operation. 

Le dispositif a fait l'objet d'essais sur maquette grandeur de l'avion SO 6020, puis a ete applique sur l'avion 
prototype Breguet Vultur muni d'un turbopropulseur et d'un turboreacteur. 

La Figure 3 represente l'avion "Vultur" et la coupe transversale du Systeme installe ä l'arriere de la voilure. 

L'avion presentait des quaKtes de vol tres interessantes. Malheureusement le turboräacteur d'appoint qu'il 
comportait initialement fut supprime lors de revolution du projet et, avec lui, la source d'air comprime utilisee 
pour le fonctionnement du Systeme d'aspiration — soufflage. 

En 1959, la Societe BERTIN proposa le Systeme aile — trompe dont le principe de base va vous etre presente 
sur la Figure 4. 

Le canal forme entre les deux volets mobiles ä braquage variable est adapte ä la phase de vol ä considerer et 
realise, en position deployee, le melangeur — diffuseur de la trompe; l'injecteur est lui-meme mobile pour orienter 
convenablement le jet moteur. 

En position normale pour le vol de croisiere, les volets retablissent le profil de l'aile.  Toutefois, une fente 
peut-etre menagee au bord de fuite par laquelle s'echappe le flux moteur alors propulsif.   Cette disposition en 
profil tronque avec soufflage est favorable du point de vue de la trainee. 

Ce dispositif constitue une trompe destinee ä augmenter la poussee avec soufflage au bord de fuite d'une 
quantite de mouvement superieure ä celle du jet moteur; l'aspiration ä la cassure du profil a un effet de puits qui 
augmente l'hypercirculation autour du profil. 

La Figure 5 represente des resultats obtenus sur maquettes essayees en 1959 ä la Soufflerie de Cannes de 
l'ONERA. 

Le braquage du couple de volets est av = 30°.  Pour des angles de braquage plus eleves, la portance continue 
de croltre. 

Ces resultats ont permis d'etablir des projets d'avions STOL dejä tres interessants en 1959-1960. 

Malheureusement, dans le debut des annee's 60, l'objectif decollage court ayant ete ecarte par les services 
officiels en faveur de l'objectif decollage vertical, ce programme fut abandonne. 

II subsistait evidemment des problemes de canalisation de gaz conduisant ä utiliser une pression de soufflage 
elevee et ä limiter le debit de soufflage. Toutefois, grace aux techniques de dilution developpees depuis lors, on 
peut envisager des progres sensibles ä venir dans un nouveau developpement de ce concept. 
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D.C.Whittley 

It is most encouraging to be reminded again of work which has been carried out on other systems which, like 
the augmentor-wing, also use.the principle of "suction by blowing" — that is to say, the generation of a suction 
source for boundary layer control by means of a propulsive jet.  This serves to reinforce the view that it is an 
important principle.   That is why, in my presentation, I took time to describe some of the aerodynamic advantages 
which result from this, even though this subject matter was not contained in the written paper. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
RAPID MIXING NOZZLES FOR V/STOL APPLICATIONS 

(Paper 14) 
presented by 
C.M.Chesters 

R.Monti 

Have you compared a conventional type nozzle plus augmentor tube to the geometry depicted in Figure 11 of 
your paper? 

C.M.Chesters 

Yes. The major difference lies in the length of augmentor tube required to achieve a given degree of mixing 
and hence augmentation. This length is greatly reduced when a rapid mixing nozzle is used, relative to that using 
a conventional convergent nozzle. 

Discussion on the Paper 
FLOW DISTORTION AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

ON A 12" FAN-IN-WING MODEL FOR A RANGE OF 
FORWARD SPEEDS AND ANGLE OF ATTACK SETTINGS 

(Paper 17) 
presented by 
U.W.Schaub 

E.D.G.Kemp 

Transient intake pressure distortions have been shown in preceding papers to be of overriding importance for 
conventional propulsion engines.  Although single-stage low pressure-ratio lift fans are very tolerant to flow distortion, 
some proposed lift fan engines have their gas generator intakes in the hub of the fan.  These gas generator compressors 
presumably could be sensitive to transient distortions.   Have you, therefore, made measurements of transient flow 
distortions in the intake of your 12" fan? 

U.W.Schaub 

Some continuous pressure recordings were made, primarily for the purpose of monitoring the behaviour of the 
leading lip boundary layer under continuously varying simulated transition manoeuvres.   However, these data cannot 
be used to assess possible transient distortion effects since the pressure lines connecting pressure orifices with trans- 
ducers introduced unknown impedance effects. 

The experimental programme was intended to shed light on the fundamental flow distortion problems, as they 
relate to a typical shallow lifting fan.  No attempt has been made so far towards considering more specialized variants 
of lifting fan installations such as, for example, configurations featuring hub-contained gas generators.- 

Depending on bypass ratio there is of course some evidence to suggest that the hub-mounted gas generator 
should really experience a much more favourable inflow environment than it would enjoy if it were not in the fan 
aligned and accelerated flow field.  To start with, there would be much less velocity distortion in the hub-mounted 
inlet to the gas generator, and there would probably also be much less total pressure distortion.  Any transient 
intake pressure distortions therefore would be less apt to drive the compressor into stall since actually less surge 
margin is required to accommodate the spatial distortion. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF A 

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT INLET SYSTEM 
(Paper 18) 

presented by 
E.Tjonneland 

A.E.Fuhs 

What was the Mach number at the engine face?  Did operation unstarted at  M = 1.6  give significant drag? 

ETjonneland 

At Mach 2.7 cruise, the enginejace Mach number was approximately 0,3, while at transonic speed the engine 
face Mach number increased to alM«.t jj.5.  At Mach 1.6, unstarted or started recovery was almost the same and 
very little bypass drag was experienced in either case.  Thus, little would be gained by starting the intake at lower 
Mach numbers.   In fact, to do so would only complicate the bleed system and control system design to cover a 
wider started operating range. 

Discussion on the Paper 
FREE-JET TESTS OF A FULL-SCALE SUPERSONIC 

INTAKE/ENGINE COMBINATION 
(Paper 19) 

presented by 
P.F.Ashwood 

S.H.Ellis 

•   Figure 10 shows four methods of inducing engine surge.   Methods 1, 2 and 4 modify the inlet conditions to 
' increase distortion.  Method 3 increases the engine nozzle area.  Does method 3 induce surge by driving the inlet 
supercritical or does it rematch one of the compressors towards the surge line? 

P.F.Ashwood 

Increasing the engine nozzle area whilst maintaining the LP stool speed constant causes the HP spool to run 
slower so that the running point moves up the LP compressor characteristic until the engine surges.  Slight changes 
in the engine airflow do occur during these excursions into surge, but they are insufficient to result in any significant 
change in the inlet distortion pattern. 

C.M.Milford 

Figure 12 shows surge points occurring at nearly constant Mach number rather than at constant  DC60.  Could 
this be due to the onset of transient distortions as Mach number increases, and was the instrumentation capable of 
detecting such transient distortions? 

P.F.Ashwood 

It has been observed that in general the amplitude of the inlet total pressure fluctuations increases with the 
steady-state distortion index, DC60.   It is likely, therefore, that this was the case in the tests referred to in 
Figure 12, but the instrumentation fitted at the time the tests were made did not permit this to be confirmed by 
direct measurement. 



Discussion on the Paper 
CONCORDE POWERPLANT DEVELOPMENT 

(Paper 20) 
presented by     . 
C.S.Leyman 

D.N.Bowditch 

You mentioned that Concorde had experienced several engine stalls at Mach numbers above 1.7.  What 
happened to the adjacent engine at this time and what was the resulting aircraft manoeuvre? 

C.S.Leyman 

Above about Mach 1.8, surge will give some degree of interaction on the adjacent engine.  This ranges from 
rough running to surge acuarCiing to the conditions.   Such rough running or surging disappears when the primary 
cause is removed.   It is virtually unknown on Concorde to have engine flame-out as a result of surge.  The aircraft 
response is particularly mild.  In the worst case encountered so far, with two engines on the same side in surge, 
the aircraft manoeuvre was only 2° bank and 1° degree of sideslip.  This is indicated in the paper. 

Discussion on the Paper 
CONTROL CONCEPT AND WIND TUNNEL TESTING OF 

A SUPERSONIC INTAKE CONTROL SYSTEM 
(Paper 21) 

presented by 
H.N.Larsen 

F.W.Burcham Jr 

Do you have a rudder interconnect to control yaw in case of an outboard engine unstart? 

H.N.Larsen 

For normal intake unstart, where the engine continues to operate with the intake in the unstarted — buzz 
suppression — mode, the answer is no.   For an intake unstart which is concurrent with an engine malfunction, 
such that the engine does not continue to operate and provide thrust during unstarted intake operation, a high 
sensed airplane lateral acceleration signal coupled with the outboard intake unstart signal is used to initiate 
opposite outboard intake unstart and corrective rudder movement.   This balances the yawing forces on the 
airplane. . 

Discussion on the Paper 
JET EFFECTS ON BOATTAIL PRESSURE DRAG AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 

(Paper 23) 
presented by 

J.A.P.Stoddart 

D.N.Bowditch 

The data the correlation is based on is probably from isolated data with uniform well-behaved boundary layers. 
Have you compared your results with any flight or aircraft configuration data where less uniform boundary layers 
are present? 

J.AP.Stoddart 

No, I have not used any data derived from flight test measurements, but the twin jet installation referred to in 
the paper had non-uniform onset boundary layers caused by supports and empannage. This data fitted in well with 
the axisymmetric data. I. 

i 
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A.Ferri 

I find the work described very interesting, because it represents an approach in which all the basic physical 
phenomena can be taken into account.  The boattail drag is affected by the separation controlled by the boundary 
layer shock interaction.  The data used in the paper are valid only for the case where the outside flow and inside 
flow have approximately the same stagnation conditions.   However, additional experimental information could be 
generated for the case where these quantities are different.   Such an approach could be extended to take into 
account the effect of boundary layer thickness and hence Reynolds number. 

J.A.P.Stoddart 

I have tried to produce a rapid method of estimating the effects of a propulsive jet on supersonic pressure drag 
from some of the available test data.   If the phenomenon is judged to be worthy of further study, then more 
sophistication must be introduced.   The principles of doing this type of calculation by interactive, iterative flow 
field methods are known, but the resulting procedures are quite formidable and, at the present time, are probably 
no more accurate than the simple methods presented here. 

F.Jaarsma 

Do you think that for an actual nozzle installation in the aircraft flow field, including boundary layers from 
the tail-planes and wings, you could arrive at a similar method of predicting afterbody performances by, for example, 
shifting the  CDßAS — Cpbc  origin in Figure 1(e)? 

J.A.P.Stoddart 

If the basic flow model is correct, then the short answer to your question is — yes.   One of the configurations 
included is a twin jet model carrying fin and tailplane and the data from this model fits the general correlation as 
well as any of the other models.  This suggests that the effects of a non-uniform boundary layer thickness around 
the model do not introduce serious discrepancies. 

D.D.Williams 

In view of the potential importance of the work described, if I understand it correctly, the contention is that 
designing fully expanded convergent-divergent nozzles for supersonic performance may not be really worthwhile — 
I would like to ask whether you have made sensitivity calculations around the correlation curve, in order to attempt 
to account for individual configurations within the scatter band — each of which presumably contributes a result in 
its own right? 

J.AP.Stoddart 

I have made no sensitivity analyses of the type you suggest.   However, looking back to the original experimental 
data sets considered, a very strong impression is formed that convergent nozzles in boattailed afterbodies always 
produce drag reductions over the range of pressure ratios usually tested.  In contrast, convergent-divergent or ejector 
nozzles produce such benefits only outside the range of pressure ratios of current interest.  The effect is primarily a 
function of the external flow deflection generated by the jet.   Indeed, it was this strong impression which led me to 
perform the analysis in the first place. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF STEADY-STATE AND 

DYNAMIC PRESSURE PHENOMENA IN THE 
AIR INLETS OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 

(Paper 24) 
presented by 

F.W.Burcham Jr 

LLeynaert 

Vous avez mis en evidence un phenomene ä Mach 2 entretenu par une structure d'ecoulement d'entree semblant 
presenter deux etats d'equilibre possibles. Avez-vous etudier ce phenomene dans les essais d'entree d'air en soufflerie, 
sans moteur? 

F.W.Burcham Jr 

No, we have not, because the wind tunnel model does not have sufficient high-response instrumentation to 
study this phenomenon.   It would, however, be interesting to see if resonance could be found in a scale model. 

A.Ferri 

I am interested in the resonance phenomenon between afterburner and flow.   Such an effect indicates an 
interaction between engine and inlet.   Have you attempted any analysis that takes into account the combustion 
rates and the two-dimensional flow at the compressor face? 

F.W.Burcham Jr 

Other than the simple analysis in the paper, we have not done anything on afterburner combustion.   Reference 16 
of the paper discusses afterburner combustion instability, but does not consider distortion effects in the incoming flow. 

J.Dunham 

Do instantaneous Kp measurements on a small-scale intake model, without the engine present, agree with such 
measurements in flight tests of the complete installation? 

F.W.Burcham Jr 

No instantaneous Kp measurements have been made on wind tunnel models of the F-l 11 inlet.  However, there 
has been a program on an RA5-C aircraft, in flight and on 1/4 and 1/8 scale models, which are described in the 
following paper 25.   The results show fair agreement between the flight data and the 1/4 scale results, but poorer 
agreement between the flight and 1/8 scale results. 

LMcGregor 

Arising from the previous question, in Figure 12 of your paper you show a comparison between flight and 
tunnel results for the pressure recovery, but only flight results for Krj .  Was there a relatively much greater 
difference between flight and tunnel results for this factor than for pressure recovery? 

F.W.Burcham Jr 

The wind tunnel distortion data were not presented in the form of the Krj factor and hence could not be 
included in Figure 12.   There was a significant discrepancy between flight and tunnel distortion factor 

P average 

because of boundary layer ingestion in the flight test that did not occur on the model. 
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D.D. Williams ,^ 

What is the experience regarding the occurrence of turbulence and high instantaneous distortion on subsonic 
round Up intakes at incidence? How potent is duct length in attenuating intake-induced turbulence and unsteady 
distortion? 

F.W.Burcham Jr 

I don't know of any work on turbulence and instantaneous distortion on a truly subsonic inlet, because most 
subsonic problems have been solved using low-response instrumentation.  The separation phenomena occurring at 
high incidence angles have been studied in our F-l 11 tests for both the sharp and more rounded cowl lips.  The 
results will be available in the near future.   Duct length was a very significant factor in attenuating turbulence in 
the very long XB-70 duct, as described in Reference 2 of the paper.   Mr Gordon C.Oates of Pratt and Whitney 
Aircraft recently presented an AIAA paper describing the decay of turbulence and this should be a good reference. 

H.N.Larsen •••'        » 

I believe that Ross Willoh has shown, in his small perturbation analysis of inlet ducts, that the damping ratio 
of an inlet duct is a function of the pressure recovery versus mass-flow ratio of the inlet, Have you attempted to 
correlate the duct resonances measured on the F-l 11 inlet duct with Willoh's analysis? 

F.W.Burcham Jr - - 

No, but it appears that it would be appropriate to do so. 

AE.Fuhs 

-    In the analysis of inlet periodic pressure fluctuations, it is necessary to specify the boundary conditions at the 
compressor face.  In addition, it is necessary to specify shock wave response to pressure waves, including the 
influence of boundary layer.   Your analysis does not recognize phase shifts due to the boundary conditions** 
In view of the good correlation between theory and experiment that your paper shows, it would appear that 
precise definition of the boundary conditions at shock and compressor is not necessary — do you agree? 

F.W.Burcham Jr 

It appears that a simple analysis, neglecting precise definitions of boundary conditions, is suitable for determin- 
ing the resonant frequency. However, I am sure that the boundary conditions would be important in any amplitude 
or flow effects calculations. 

Discussion on the Paper 
SUPERSONIC INLET PERFORMANCE AND DISTORTION 

DURING MANOEUVRING FLIGHT 
(Paper 25) 

presented by 
L.E.Surber 

F.Jaarsma 

Could you quote figures on repeatability of, for example, steady distortion patterns?  What about hysteresis? 

LESurber 

I have no figures to offer, but repeated tests gave what we considered to be good repeatability of steady-state 
total pressure recovery, distortion indices, and average RMS levels of turbulence. Basic maps of steady-state distor- 
tion were also reproduced reasonably well. 
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O.D.Williams 

Following the recommendations outlined in the paper, might I ask what is the position of Wright-Patterson AFB 
on the formal need for testing to determine dynamic distortion.   Bearing in mind the length of duct, position of 
intake etc., would you consider that dynamic distortion measurements are required always, or some of the time, or 
maybe not at all? 

L.E.Surber . > 

There has been no formal statement of policy from any organization on Wright-Patterson AFB, but I do believe 
that the counsel of both the Flight Dynamics and Aero Propulsion Laboratories at Wright-Patterson AFB would be 
to employ dynamic pressure instrumentation in the development of turbine engine propulsion systems for any super- 
sonic aircraft or near sonic highly manoeuverable aircraft.   Such instrumentation should be sufficient to obtain 
compressor face total pressure distortion maps at least to the frequency for which engine response may be anticipated. 

D.N.Bowditch 

In Figure 20 of your paper, you show a basic shift in the distortion pattern with inlet scale.  Did you reproduce 
the subsonic diffuser lines in each inlet, including any duct curvature? 

L.E.Surber 

Internal contours of the three ducts are exact, scaled replicas, as are the fore bodies ahead of the inlets.  Also, 
the compressor hub geometry and pressure instrumentation locations at the compressor face are identical for all 
three test articles. 

C.M.Milford 

Further to the previous comments on Figure 20 of the paper, did the models have sufficient instrumentation 
to identify where the differences in flow distribution were originating - from the forebody, or within the duct? 

L.E.Surber 

No.   Very little instrumentation was installed in the subsonic duct of the flight test aircraft, making it impossible 
to make a conclusive judgement.  The suggested reasons for the differences in the compressor face total pressure 
maps seemed the most reasonable explanation consistent with the few forebody and duct static pressure measure- 
ments available. 

R.Smyth 

Do you have any information concerning the distortion levels in the compressor entry plane due to drastic 
curvatures and flow-area changes of the intake ducts, which are sometimes necessary due to undercarriage space? 
Were the flow angles at the intake entry plane measured on models with or without the corresponding intakes? 

LESurber 

Experience in the subsonic diffuser program mentioned in the paper indicated that total pressure recovery 
performance of diffusers with small offset bends can be comparable to that obtained from straight ducts.  On the 
other hand, offset bends greater than one inlet throat height substantially reduce regions of high pressure at the 
exit.   Pressure loss, flow distortion, and turbulence have been shown to increase with diffusion ratio (engine-to- 
throat area ratio). 

Reference:   MacMiller, C.J., "Investigation of Subsonic Duct Distortion", AFFDL TR-69-71, March 1971. 

Inviscid flow fields were mapped with a remotely actuated rake of five conical probes. Figures 2 and 5(a) 
indicate the actual data points in the survey matrix. Due to the size of the rake mechanism, it was not possible 
to have inlets in position.   Also, final inlet design was deferred until the fuselage flow fields had been defined. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
INLET-ENGINE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS 

(Paper 26) 
presented by 

S.H.Ellis 

H.N.Larsen 

Would you please comment on the different distortion indices:   AP/P, Krj , DC60- 

S.H.Ellis 

AP/P describes only the pattern intensity.  This, is not sufficient information for a distortion index unless the 
pattern shape is also described.   For this reason, the distortion index used in this paper has been normalized to a 
pattern shape of a 180 degree squüi'ävrave.    Krj   is a circumferential distortion index that includes pattern intensity, 
the extent of the low pressure region .and gives more weight to low pressure areas near the hub.  I believe DC60 

correlates data using the 60 degree segment that has the lowest pressure.  Mr Williams of Rolls-Royce can give you 
a better description of DC60. 

There are many distortion indices, at least one for each engine, each with its own set of units, each correlating 
data for one engine.  Also, successive distortion factors tend to be more complicated because additional terms have 
been added to correlate new pieces of data.   The US Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory has recognized that 
confusion over distortion indices has reached the danger point.  They are looking for a distortion factor format 
which will work for all engines and still be easily understood.  We have been supporting them in their studies: 
progress has been very encouraging and I believe we will see a universal distortion factor in the near future. 

H.N.Larsen 

Would you please discuss the different filtering techniques — analog versus digital, and the filtering time constants. 

S.H.Ellis 

For analog filtering we pass the individual inlet pressures through a third order, linear phase, low pass filter with 
a cut-off frequency corresponding to engine rotor speed. Ws can obtain the same filter characteristics using digital 
filtering by averaging the pressures over a time period corresponding to 1/3 of an engine revolution. 

After data has been passed through an analog filter, the digitizing rate can be reduced by a factor of five. 
Consequently it is cheaper to use an analog filter unless the effects of several filter characteristics are being evaluated. 

D'.D.Williams 

As a comment on a question from Mr Larsen (Boeing) the DC60  parameter was derived from correlations of 
tests of steady distortion on turbomachinery.   No direct evidence relating to dynamic distortion on this basis is 
available at present so that the choice A cut-off frequency in high response data reduction has not arisen. 

U.W.Schaub 

To what do you attribute the fact that the compressor had so much tolerance to circumferential distortion? 
Was it because the rotor blades were designed to operate at negative incidence under undistorted flow conditions? 

S.H.Ellis 

In the example of a stability audit shown on Figure 16, circumferential distortion had a small effect on the 
compressor because most of the distortion was attenuated by the fan. In this case the rotor was not designed to 
operate at negative incidence under undistorted flow conditions. As you noted in your question matching lower 
on the choke side of the compressor characteristic (lowering the rotor incidence) will give better distortion toler- 
ance at the expense of weight and performance. 
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U.W.Schaub 

In view of the fact that compressor blades really cannot react instantaneously to unsteadyness in the main flow 
what use do you make of high response data away from surge conditions? 

S.H.Ellis 

High response data measurements at surge conditions are normally taken on an engine or compressor when time 
variant distortion is produced by an inlet simulator.   In these tests the engine inlet data is filtered to account for the 
fact that the compressor blades cannot react instantaneously to unsteadyness in the main flow.  High response 
instrumentation is also used to identify the stage initiating surge.   Other high response measurements, taken at non- 
surge conditions, are used to evaluate movement of the engine operating line.   For example, measurement of the 
pressure pulse due to augmentor ignition.  One very important use for high response instrumentation at nonsurge 
test conditions is to define the engine-inlet interface during model inlet tests or during combined engine and inlet 
tests so we can simulate the correct environment during engine testing.   From this interface data we use the 
maximum time variant distortion to determine the effect of distortion on surge line, inphase oscillations to deter- 
mine the effect of the interface conditions on the transient operating •line and the average time variant distortion to 
determine the effect of distortion on engine rematch and engine performance.  It is interesting to note that the 
average level of time variant distortion is of the order of 10 percent higher than the distortion measured by steady 
state probes. 

J.Dunham 

When conducting steady distortion tests on an engine, you have explained that you find that one of the 
available distortion parameters (e.g. AP/P, K, DC60) correlates the data best.  If you now do unsteady distortion 
tests, do you find the same parameter still correlates the data? 

S.H.Ellis ' - 

Our data bank contains three engines for which the respective distortion parameters correlate both time 
variant distortion and distortion produced by inlet screens.   We have no cases where we have not obtained the 
same correlation.   However, the data sample is so small that engines should always be checked for tolerance to 
time variant distortion after a suitable level of distortion tolerance has been developed using inlet screens. 

J.Dunham 

Is it true that the cure for an unsteady distortion problem in a compressor must necessarily increase the 
steady-state undistorted surge margin too? 

S.H.E1ÜS 

We have always found that an improvement in steady distortion tolerance also improves the tolerance to 
unsteady distortion; but I do not think the improvements will always be the same magnitude. 

J.Dunham 

For contractual purposes a target distortion level must be chosen, to which both the inlet designer and the 
engine designer must work.   Have you evolved a philosophy for choosing a "reasonable'' target? 

S.H.Ellis 

My philosophy for choosing a target distortion level is first of all to define adequate interface instrumentation 
and then to delay choosing a target level until both the inlet and engine people have sufficient information.  The 
inlet information required includes scale model inlet tests, using high response instrumentation, that cover the 
required range of operating conditions (Mach number, angle of attack, angles of yaw and sideslip and mass flow 
ratio).  Also, if possible, inlet testing should include the effects on performance and distortion of varying inlet 
bleed, inlet length and inlet location.  The engine information should include test data on the sensitivity of 
components to distortion and Reynolds number, estimates of the effects of transients and component interactions 
on stability and trade studies between distortion tolerance and performance.  This is sufficient information for an 
airplane system study to choose the best level of distortion for the airplane. 
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R.J.Lane ' 

I wish to draw attention to the conclusions in Figure 1 of the written paper.  These tend to increase the 
weight and length of engines and reverse recent trends.  In order to remain competitive greater emphasis will be 
placed on high turbine temperatures. 

S.H.Ellis 

It is true that most of the items that improve stability also increase engine weight and length.  Some items, 
such as low stage loading, also reduce performance.  This is also true of the inlet: most approaches to reduce inlet 
distortion increase inlet length, increase weight or reduce performance.  These trades between stability, weight, size 
and performance add more dimensions to the systems trades which are made during a preliminary design of a new 
airplane.  Fortunately, as noted in your comment, improvements in materials and technology have enabled us to 
reduce weight and increase performance while satisfying increasingly severe stability requirements. 

RJ.Lane . 

Would you please comment on the best position of bleed from the gas generator: 

(a) for a single spool gas generator, 
(b) for a 2 spool gas generator. 

S.H.EUis 

Bleed helps the stability of compression stages in front of the bleed and hurts the stages behind it.  For a 
single spool gas benerator the best place to bleed for stability is at the rear of the compressor, the best place for 
performance is as far forward as possible.  The bleed location is therefore a compromise between performance and 
stability.   For a two spool gas generator an inter-spool bleed may be required during transients to prevent back 
pressuring the low spool due to transient mismatch between high and low rotor speed. 

A.E.Fuhs 

If you form the following non-dimensional quantity 

filter 
cut-off  > 

[frequency! 

J blade I 
I chordf 

(axial  \ 
velocity J 

what value would this quantity have? 

S.H.EUis 

The value of this non-dimensional quantity used in our current analysis of inlet data is 0.44; where the filter 
cut-off frequency is defined as the 3 db attenuation point. 

At the present time we do not change the filter cut-off frequency for either small changes in blade chord or 
axial velocity, as would be expected from this non-dimensional quantity.   Inclusion of the axial velocity term would 
require filter changes as the inlet flow changed.   This would force us from analog filtering to digital filtering and 
increase our processing cost.   It is also interesting to note that the maximum time variant distortion is not very 
sensitive to filter characteristics: changes in cut-off frequency in the order of 20 percent do not have an appreciable 
effect on the maximum time variant distortion. 

We presently vary filter characteristics with an acoustic scaling law based on engine face diameter. This gives 
the same scale effect as your non-dimensional quantity for geometrically similar compressors. The blade chord of 
your non-dimensional quantity may be a more correct dimension. 



Discussion on the Paper 
ON THE APPLICATION OF A TIME DEPENDENT TECHNIQUE IN 

TRANSONIC DOUBLE FLOW NOZZLE SOLUTIONS 
(Paper 27) 

presented by 
E.Macchi 

D.N.Bowditch 

V 

In your paper, all the examples have rather shallow angles on the walls.  Can you solve the problems with 
/larger wall angles and how would that affect computer time? 

E.Macchi 

In our method, there are no limitations to wall angles, provided that the computational mesh is spaced closely 
enough to prevent difficulties in numerical interpolations.   Since we found that perturbations on the boundaries 
must be induced very slowly, the computer time will increase with increasing wall angles, if the initial condition 
of straight boundary walls is considered. 

J.M.Hardy 

Combien de temps dure le calcul sur machine pour un cas en double flux? 

E.Macchi 

As we pointed out in the introduction to our paper, the computing time represents the main obstacle to the 
application of this method.  The computing time exceededj^rwJwur_ojf_UNIVAC 1103 for the aforementioned 
case of a double-flow nozzle.   However, we are re-writing the computer prog7amTan3~we feel that proper 
modifications will considerably drop the computing time. 

Discussion on the Paper 
REPARTITION DES VITESSES A L'ENTREE D'UN 

COMPRESSEUR SUPERSONIQUE 
(Paper 28) 

presented by 
B.Ledoux 

RSmyth 

Have you tried to make use of the principles of electrical analogy for rotation-symmetrical flows in order 
to obtain preliminary results for the flow problems? 

B.Ledoux 

Non, parce que l'analogie electrique ne peut rendre compte correctement des phenomenes de compressibilite 
intervenant ä des nombres de Mach hautement subsoniques. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
ETUDE THEORIQUE ET EXPERIMENTALE DE LA CO-EXISTENCE 

DE DEUX FLUX DANS UN CANAL DE SECTION CONSTANTE 
(Paper 31) 

presented by 
J.Paulon 

D.D.Williams 

One of the problems in ejector design for systems applications is to know the so-called "cut-off pressure ratio" 
i.e. the conditions governing transition from subcritical to supercritical operations.  Not a lot of data appears to be 
available in the literature.  The conditions are in general a function of ejector area ratio, secondary/primary flow 
and overall pressure ratio.   As a result of your work, which I suppose would have to be extended to include regions 
downstream of the secondary throat, do you consider that theoretical methods can be used for this estimate or do 
we have to rely on experimental results? 

J.Paulon 

La region en aval du second col est tres difficile ä etudier car l'ecoulement y est extremement turbulent. 

J.M.Hardy 

La forme de la ligne sonique que vous presente a une allure conforme ä ce qui est pris dans le calcul des 
ejecteurs.   En effet, si dans le calcul en fluide non visqueux le fait de considerer l'ecoulement secondaire nono- 
dimensionnel conduit ä des surfaces isovitesses planes, la superposition de la correction de viscosite qui fait passer 
la vitesse dans la zone de melange de la vitesse de l'ecoulement secondaire ä ia vitesse de l'ecoulement primaire 
quand on passe d'une frontiere ä l'autre, conduit bien ä des surfaces isovitesses non planes en particulier pour la 
ligne sonique. 

le crois que le recoupement satisfaisant avec la theorie uni-dimensionnelle est du ä l'importance du debit 
secondaire plus de 20%, pour des debits plus faibles de l'ordre de 5% il serait moins bon. #"v 

Le calcul de la position du col sonique que vous nous avez fait suppose que l'ecoulement sortant de la tuyere 
primaire est uniforme — ce qui n'etait peut-etre pas le cas. L'ecart de position trouve peut peut-etre etre impute 
a ce fait. 

J.Paulon 

D est exact que la theorie uni-dimensionnelle marche moins bien pour des debits secondaires tres faibies. 

En ce qui concerne la position du col sonique, il s'agit d'une interpretation globale qui s'est toujours bien- 
verifiee.  Une analyse plus fine, prenant en compte l'ecoulement reel en sortie de ' ayere conduirait peut-etre a un 
meilleur recoupement entre l'experience et la theorie. 

E Schwan tes 

Have you corrected the measurement error due to turbulence in the mixing-zone? 

J.Paulon 

La pression statique mesuree dans la zone de melange n'a pas ete corrigee.  II est precise dans le texte que 
cette pression est certainement sujette ä caution en raison des importants gradients de pression existants dans cette 
zone.  Une correction serait effectivement necessaire mais difficile ä evaluer. 
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Discussion on the Paper 
WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATIONS OF A SUPERSONIC AIR INTAKE 

WITH VARIOUS AUXILIARY INTAKES AT LOW SPEEDS 
(Paper 35) 

presented by 
R.Friedrichs 

RSmyth 

In the investigations described, the maximum intake mean velocity was of the order 95 m/sec, corresponding 
to a Mach number of about 0.25.   The intake Mach number of a jet engine under maximum take-off conditions, 
however, may be around 0.5.  Have you carried out tests to determine the effects of such intake Mach numbers? 
Do you consider such results would have an influence on the results of the present investigations? 

H.EibI and R.Friedrichs 

The tests reported in this paper .have been performed only up to intake Mach numbers 0.3 due to the limited 
performance of the suction system.  Just recently a new more powerful vacuum blower has been installed, 
enabling us to carry out inlet tests at Mach numbers up to 0.5.  Some comparable tests performed up to Mach 
numbers 0.5 showed the same general tendency as those reported in this paper, so that the final results of the 
first set of investigations remain valid. 

Additionally it should be mentioned that the accomplished investigations have to be regarded as comparative 
tests, mainly to point out the different influences of the various geometries of the auxiliary intakes. 
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